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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

The European expansion into the Indian Ocean regions led to several socio-

economic changes of far reaching consequences on the territories lying on its rim. Several 

of the indigenous socio-economic institutions were modified according to the colonial 

designs and allowed to function in the European pockets in India, particularly in the 

Portuguese settlements, as means of penetration into the otherwise impregnable areas. 

One of the most significant socio-economic institutions of Goa, which experienced 

radical transformation in this process under the Portuguese rule, was the Communidade 

system, or the gauncaria as it was called during the pre-Portuguese times. Gauncaria 

referred to communitarian ownership of land and proprietorship rested with the 

descendants or representatives of those by whom the village was, at some remote period, 

conquered or reclaimed from waste. I  In fact the control of the village land, village 

economy and village socio-religious life rested with the communidades in Goa.` 

Jose Maria de Si, Project° de Codigo das Communidades de Goa, Titulo II, Disposicoes Organicas, Art. 
8, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1879, p. 3; Also read, Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis 
Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas das Aldeas das Concelhos das Ilhas, Salcete e Bardez (hereafter. 
Collecciio das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas), Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1855. Doc. 
No. 361, pp. 444 - 446; Also see, Regiment° em Forma de Lei, Para o Govern° das Camaras e Aldeas de 
Goa, e das Provincias de Salcete e Bardez (hereafter, Regiment° de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery 
Xavier (Jr.), Colleccoo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades das Aldeas das Concelhos das Ilhas, 
Salcete e Bardez (hereafter, Colleccao das Leis Peculiares das Communidades), Nova Goa: Imprensa 
Nacional, 1878, Cap. 3.°, pp. XXIII. To avoid confusion between Filippe Nery Xavier who was an erudite 
scholar and the author of various books on the Goan communidades and his son by the same name Filippe 
Nery Xavier the latter has been called here after as "Jr.". Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.) is the author of only one 
book published in the year 1878. 
2  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic° das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos Ilhas, Salcete e 
Bardez, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1852, Part 1, p. 1-90. 
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the Portuguese, who had carried out fast expansion in the Indian Ocean in the 

sixteenth century on the basis of the surplus coming from their maritime trade, were 

compelled to increasingly depend on agrarian surplus for sustaining their small 

possessions in Asia, following the loss of several of their principal colonies and important 

trade centres to the Dutch in the mid-seventeenth century. 3  As a result from 18th  century 

onwards, there were increasing attempts from the part of the Lusitanians to focus on the 

generation of more agrarian surplus by expanding agriculture. 4  In this process new 

territories were conquered and annexed to Goa to increase the cultivable land-space in the 

region. 5  From the mid-eighteenth century the European colonizers resorted to rampant 

exploitation of the rural masses by extracting as much land revenue as possible. The 

Portuguese were no exception to this and resorted to extracting as much revenue from the 

rural masses, particularly when the Estado 's trade profits had been reduced to a trickle. 6 

 However, the "New Conquests" brought with them diverse problems of agrarian relations 

and property-ownership. The Portuguese made convenient modifications in the existing 

institutions of the Communidade and Dessaidos, besides others, for integrating rural Goa 

to their advantage.' This led to several socio-economic developments of long-standing 

3  Ashin Das Gupta and M. N. Pearson (eds.), India and the Indian Ocean: 1500-1800, New Delhi: Oxford 
University Press, 1987, pp. 94-161. 
4  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa dos Direitos das Ga5-Carias, Ga5-Cares e dos setts Privilegios Contra a 

Proposta de sua Dissolucao, e Diviseio das suas Terras (hereafter Defensa...), Nova Goa: Imprensa 
Nacional, 1856, pp. 28-32. 

Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao de Bandar, e Outras Differentes Providencias que Servern de Leis 
Regulathentares Para o Governo Economic°, e Judicial das Provincias Denominadas das Novas . 

 Conquistas, (hereafter Bandos...), Vol. I, Panjim: Imprensa Nacional, 1840, pp. I-X111. 
6 J. A. Ismael G•acias, 0 Imposto e o Regimen Tributaria da India Portugueza, Nova Goa: Imprensa 
Nacional, 1898, pp. 55-145. 
' Filippe Nery Xavier, Bandos..., Vol. I & Ii, 1840 & 1850; refer by the same author, Desenvolvimento da 

Natureza dos Bens dos Dessaidos das, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1845, pp. 1-20; Codigo dos Usos e 

Costumes dos Habitantes das Novas-Conquistas, 2" edition, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1861, pp. 1- 
88. 



impact, whose repercussions are visible, as a strong under current, even in present-day 

Goa. 

A. Review of Literature 

With the increasing moves of the Europeans to extract agrarian surplus, there 

were equally increasing attempts from the colonizers to study the structure and 

functioning of village institutions, the nature of ownership rights, working of the agrarian 

economy, etc. 8  However, these studies undertaken from colonial perspectives were 

conditioned often by their being as masters of the situation and were carried out 

ultimately to justify the European intervention in the rural economy. 

The social reality of the village and its relationship with the regional social 

environment has been the focus of both colonial and post-colonial history. The real 

foundation for the agrarian history of India emerged with the nationalist critique of 

imperial policies that had tremendous impact on the rural economy. However, in the last 

two decades the emergence of the Subaltern Studies into agrarian history has, however, 

led to radical revisions to nationalist—triumphalist theories. 

Under British rule, definite attempts were made to describe and clarify the villa'ize 

and the village community. Initial attempts were made to meet the administrative and 

revenue needs of the imperialist coupled with the desire to understand the socio- 

8  Vandana Madan (ed.), The Village in India, New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2002, pp. 4-5. 
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economic conditions of the people. Colonial histories are replete with images which are 

today recognized as stereotypical, such as the belief in the self sufficiency of the village. 

These were the view of Sir Charles Metcalfe and Sir Thomas Munro who stressed on the 

immutability of the Indian village in the face of changes. 9  However, the crippling effect 

that British imperialism had on the agrarian economy is itself a clear indicator of the un-

tenability of such views. The situation perhaps was not any better in Goa with the arrival 

of the Portuguese. 

The late—nineteenth century works of Sir Henry Maine and B.H. Baden-Powell 

may be regarded as the early attempts at empirical research into the agrarian economy of 

India. 19  Maine described the village as based on clan and patriarchy, and, as the least 

destructible institution of India. The villager only had a share in the village land and its 

produce. Marx like Maine found Indian villages resistant to change and held caste to be 

the responsible factor for it. Both were in agreement in their belief about the absence of 

private ownership of land in India) 

Baden-Powell identified two types of Indian villages — the joint and the ryotwari 

— and believed that the former had its roots in Aryan social forms and the latter in the 

Dravidian. 12  Though these early works on agrarian studies emphasized the unity of the 

9  Sir Charles Metcalfe described Indian villages in 1810 as 'self contained little republics', just as Sir 

Thomas Munro saw them as 'mini republics'. See, L. Dumont, "the village Community from Munro to 
Marx," in L. Dumont, Religion, Politics, and History in India: Collected Papers in Indian Sociology, Paris: 

Moulton, 1966. 

I°  B.1-1. Baden-Powell, The Indian Village Community, London, 1896; H.S. Maine, Village Communities in 
the East and West, 3 rd  edition, London, 1876 (reprint, Delhi, 1985). 

Vandana Madan (eds.), The Village In India, pp. 5-6. 
12  This classification was recognized by Marx in his essay on the future of British rule in India where he 
identified a `zemindaree' and a 'rvotwarr system in India. See, Karl Marx. "The East India Company: Its 
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Indian villages, their studies did not take into consideration the unique Communidade-

centered agrarian phenomena that developed in Goa. 

In the beginning of the 20 th  century attempts were made to study the deteriorating 

agrarian conditions in the countryside. For instance, in 1916, Gilbert Slater carried out 

village-based surveys with a focus on economic issues. 13  In 1917 and 1921, H.H. Mann 

did two studies on the functioning of economic life in rural Deccan. 14  In 1924, W.H. 

Moreland came out with the Agrarian system of Moslem India, bringing to light huge 

details of rural India. 15  Quantitative methods were used for data collection, but scholars 

did hardly anything more than affirm the stereotypes of the Indian village set by earlier 

scholars. Territories which were not under British control like Goa were totally excluded 

from these studies. 

Shifts in perception on agrarian India are visible in the works of J.H. Hutton, who 

wrote Caste in India: Its Nature, Function and Origins, as also in the works of L.S.S 

O'Malley. O'Malley studied several institutions within the village as the headman and 

the Panchayat. He discussed the features of Indian villages that were responsible for 

creating certain misconceptions. However, equally important elements such as 

factionalism were ignored.' 6  

History and Results," in S. Avineri, (ed.), Karl Marx on Colonialism and Modernization, New York: 
Double Day, 1969, pp. 99-W8. 
13 G. Slater, Some South Indian Villages, Madras: Madras University, 192 I. 
14  H. H. Mann, Land and labour in a Deccan Village, Bombay: Oxford University Press, 1917. 
15  W. H. Moreland, The Agrarian System of Moslem India, Cambridge: Cambridge Unviersity Press, 1929. 
16  J. H. Hutton, Caste in India: Its Nature, function and Origins, Bombay: Oxford University Press, 1951: 
L. S. S. O'Malley, India's Social Heritage, New Delhi: Vikas Publishing House Private Limited, 1934: also 
L. S. S. O'Malley, Modern India and the West, London: Oxford University Press. 1941. 
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The study of the village community became a major academic concern only in the 

years following independence. As early as 1930, Nehru announced, "The great poverty 

and misery of the Indian People are due not only to foreign exploitation in India but also 

to the economic structure of society, which the alien rulers support so that their 

exploitation may continue". Nehru's formulations attracted intense scrutiny in later years 

and the agrarian economy came to be studied with a different perspective. I7  

In the 1940's and 1950's the village studies marked a shift, as M.N. Srinivas 

stated, from the book view to the field view. The idea of extension of the village into the 

wider society and vice-versa was the focus of these studies. 18  Milton Singer and Mckim 

Marriott stated the idea of continuum into Indian village studies. Marriott said how the 

ties related to the outside world also brought elements of the whole society to the village. 

These processes were called universalization, and, parochialization. There after, several 

studies identified how caste relations based on economic interdependence, and, social 

relations based on marriage etc., extended village links beyond the village boundaries. ° 

 Studies carried out by Wiser (Social Institutions of a Hindu village in North India),2°  

17  A. Moin Zaidi, (ed.), A Tryst With Destiny: A Study of Economic Policy Resolutions of the Indian 
National Congress passed during the Last 100 Years. New Delhi, 1985, p. 54. 
113  M. N. Sirinivas, Religion and society among the Coorgs of South India, Bombay: Asia Publishing 
House, 1952; also M. N. Sirinivas, Caste in Modern India, Bombay: Asia Publishing House, 1952; and. M. 
N. Sirinivas, The Cohesive role of Sanskrilization and Other Essays. Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1989. 
19  Milton Singer, When a Great Tradition Modernizes: An Anthropological Approach to Indian 
Civilization, New York: Praeger, 1972; Milton Singer and B. S. Cohn„S'fructure and Change in Indian 
Society. Chicago: Aldine Publishing House, 1968; M. Mariott (ed.), Village India: Studies in the Little 
Community, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1955; M. Marriott and R. B. laden, "Caste System'. in 
Encyclopaedia Britanica Vol. 3, pp. 982-991. 
20  W. H. Wiser, Social institutions of a Hindu Village in North India. Ph.D. thesis, Cornell University. 
1933; also W. H. Wiser, The Hindu Japnani ,System: a Socio-Economic System interrelating Members of a 
Hindu Village Community, Lucknow: Lucknow Publishing House, 1936: W. H. Wiser and C. Wiser. 
Behind Mud Walls. 1930-1960, Berkeley: University of California Press. 1971. 
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Mayer (The Dominant Caste in Regions of Central India), 21  Gold (Village Families in 

Story and Song: An Approach Through Women's Oral Tradition in Rajasthan), 22  Gould 

(The Hindu Jajjmani System: A case of Economic Particularism), 23  Dube (Indian 

Village), 24  Bailey (Caste and Economic Frontier),25  Pradhan (The Political System of the 

Jats in Northern India),26  Chakravarty (Development planning: The Indian Experience), 27 

 Opler (The Extensions of an Indian Village),28  etc., examined the existence of intricate 

networks of behaviour and interaction with the wider social system. 29  These studies 

carried on the different regions of India have added varied and diversified information on 

the agrarian history of India. Howevertheir attempts lack a comprehensive study on the 

social and economic aspects of Goa from the agrarian perspective. 

21  A. C. Mayer, "The Dominant Caste in Regions of Central India", in South-western Journal of 
Anthropology, Vol. 14, 1964, pp. 407-427; A. C.. Mayer, Caste and Kinship in Central India: A village and 
its Region, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1960; and A. C. Mayer, "Caste in an Indian Village: 
Change And Continuity 1954-1992", in C. J. Fuller (ed.), Caste Today, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1997. 

22  A. G. Gold, Village Families in Story and Song: an Approach Through Women's Oral Tradition in 
Rajasthan, University of Chicago: India Kit Series, 1982; A. G. Gold, Fruitful Journeys: The Ways of 
Rajasthani Pilgrims, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988. 
23  H. A. Gould, "The Hindu Jajmani System: A Case of Economic Particularism", in Southwestern Journal 
of Anthropology, Vol. 14, 1958, pp. 428-437; see also H. A. Gould, Caste Adaptation in Modernizing 
Indian Society, Delhi: Chanakya Publications, 1988; Politics and Caste, Delhi: Chanakya Publications, 
1990. 

24  S. C. Dube, Indian Village, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1955; also see S. C. Dube. India's 
Changing Village: Human Factors in Community Development, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1958. 
25  F. G. Bailey, Caste and Economic Frontier, Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1957; see also F. 
G. Bailey, Tribe. Caste and Nation, Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1960; and F. G. Bailey. 
Politics and Social Change: Orissa in 1959, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1963. 
26 M. C. Pradhan, The Political System of the Jens in Northern India, London: Oxford University Press, 
1966. 

27  S. Chakravarty, Development Planning: The Indian Experience, Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1987. 
28  M. E. Opler, "The Extensions of an Indian Village" in Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 16, 1956, pp. 5-10; 
read also M. E. Opler. "Economic. Political and Social Change in a village of North Central India" in 
Human Organizations, Vol. I I, 1952, pp. 5-12; M. E. Opler, "Factors of Tradition and Change in a Local 
Election in Rural India". in Robert Park and Irene Trinker (eds.), Leadership and Political Institutions in 
India, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1959, pp. 137-150. 
29  J. Breman et al., (eds.), The Village in Asia Revisited, Delhi. 1997, pp. 15-75. 
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Indian villages had relations beyond its geographical boundaries which helped 

them to adjust to the needs of the changing socio-historical environment. This was 

brought out by M.N. Srinivas in his study of the Coorgs where social solidarity based on 

inter-caste and intra-caste relations was discussed. 3°  

In 1960s and 1970s many studies on village focused on caste as a dominant factor. 

Studies recognized how change was brought about at the village level through the 

institution of caste. In 1963, Irfan Habib published "The Agrarian System of Mughal 

India: 1556-1707". 31  The Agrarian system was to be understood to encompass not only 

land revenue administration, but also the agrarian economy and social structure. Detailed 

information is provided in this work on the agricultural production, trade in agricultural 

produce, and the economic conditions of the peasants. The land revenue system of the 

state together with the system of the revenue collection is dealt with in detail. 

Complexities like how the revenue grants led to the oppression of the peasantry and 

consequent armed resistance by the latter are well analyzed. 32  Though Irfan Habib deals 

with the structure and functioning of the different types of village communities as had 

existed then in India, there is almost no mention of the communidades of Goa. 

A close look at histories based on village studies as they developed over the late-

nineteenth to the twentieth century shows a gradual shift from pure information gathering 

3° M. N. Srinivas, Religion and Society among the Coorgs of South India, Bombay: Asia Publishing House, 

1952. 

31  Irfan Habib, The Agrarian System of Mughal India, 1556-1707, 2 nd  edition, Delhi: Oxford University 

Press, 1999. 

32  This work has been revised and published in 1999. The text has been revised and rewritten with a whole 

lot of new information with additional documents and texts. Irfan Habib has also provided with a relatively 

better understanding on the functioning of the Village Communities during the Mughal period. 
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to more detailed studies. The view that the village far from being an isolated unit was 

rather part of a larger social system began to emerge from the mid-twentieth century. 

Similarly, as intellectual concern grew and responded to changing social circumstances, 

village studies became less descriptive in character and more thematic and issue oriented. 

By the 1980's village studies acquired new meaning. 

For over three and a half decades after independence, lot of academic effort was 

directed to studying agrarian issues. Such studies in agrarian history had implications for 

land reforms, planning priorities, local democracy, farm finance, industrialization, and 

many other hot topics of dispute between socialism and capitalism. Historians had till 

then assumed that national states, histories, identities and destinies formed an integral and 

structural part of every nation. Since the 1980's such assumptions began to be challenged. 

The socio-economic conditions as also the politics started changing worldwide and in 

India. In this changing environment a new school of history evolved in India, called the 

Subaltern Studies. 33  

The first publication of the Subaltern Studies appeared in 1982 and multiplied 

very fast. Its books and articles number over hundred and fifty, which were authored by 

about more than forty people. 34  Its spread has been phenomenal though it is rather 

33  Ranjit Guha, Elementary Aspects of Peasant Insurgency in Colonial Indict. Delhi, 1983: also read Ranjit 
Guha, "On Some Aspects of the Historiography of Colonial India". in Ranjit Guha and Gavatri 
Chakravorty Spivak (eds.), Selected Subaltern Studies, New York, 1988. 
'1  David Ludden, "Subaltern and Others in the Agrarian History of South Asia", in James C. Scott and Nina 
Bhatt, (eds.), Agrarian Studies: ,Synthetie Work at the Culling Edge, New Delhi. 2002, p. 207. 
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difficult to measure its influence because there has also been concurrent multiplication of 

studies "from below" in many other disciplines. 35  

Subaltern Studies emerged with the decline of state oriented histories and the 

rising trend of scholars to study "history from below". By the end of the 1970s Indian 

historians stepped out of the "imperialist" and "nationalist" paradigms to study the role of 

countless groups in the political struggle against the colonial masters. Sumit Sarkar's 

work Modern India, 1885-1947, was the first attempt towards the histories of popular 

politics. History from below was there, before the advent of Subaltern Studies. 

The term 'subaltern' has undergone change in meaning. By 1990, it meant 

categorical subordination and dependency as is seen among feudal vassals and the like. It 

includes all the elements of being downtrodden, dependent, dominated and resistant. 

Subaltern also indicates a generic bottom-up perspective on society, politics, culture, etc. 

Subaltern studies have focused mainly on colonial India. Ranjit Guha who edited six 

Subaltern Studies volumes declared in the first volume that nationalist history was elite 

history and those histories from below ought to have both importance and autonomy. 

Subaltern history was to be the real people's history, the true heart of the nation. The 

focus shifted from the elite to the people to the downtrodden elements. 

35  Subaltern Studies: Writings on South Asian History and Society, Vol. 1-10, Delhi. 1982-99. In a lecture 

delivered by Dr. Neeladri Bhattacharya on "Cultural Studies: From Annals to Subaltern." at the nineteenth 

Refresher course in History, Academic Staff CollegeJawaharlal Nehru University. commented that the 

Subaltern Studies volumes have swelled by two more volumes taking the total to 12 as of today. 
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However, Subaltern Studies had an impact on the way agrarian history is studied. 

Until the 1970's the study of agrarian history was growing rapidly by drawing heavily 

from other social science studies like economics, sociology, anthropology, and political 

science into agrarian life and history. Subaltern agrarian history ignored most of these 

and constructed agrarian past that lacked political parties, economic development, class 

structures, technological change, and social mobility. 

As there were attempts in India during the British rule to have village centered 

studies to meet the colonial designs, so also in Goa, similar endeavours were made and 

perhaps with similar designs. All the institutions and branches of government of Goa 

touched the communidades. Due to this many have written and legislated on these 

agrarian institutions. Contemporary publications on the origin, economy and 

administration of the communidades are both numerous and varied. However, most of 

these early studies with the exceptions of a few deal with a limited period and hardly deal 

with the full period under study herein. Moreover they hardly speak on the socio-

economic aspects of the Goan history. 

One of the early works on the socio-economic and administrative aspects on Goa 

was by Manoel Jose Gomes Loureiro. 36  Various government laws and regulations like the 

Fora/ of 16 th  September. 1526, and, Regiment° of 15 th  June, 1735. besides other 

36  Manoel Jose Comes Loureiro, Memorias dos Esiabelecimentos Portuguezes o L'este do Cabo dcr Boo, 
Esperwica, Lisboa: Typographia de Filippe Nery, 1835. 
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government provisions, sentences and statistical maps are given in this work. 37  However, 

there is little analysis of the data. 

The contribution of people like Filippe Nery Xavier and J. H. da Cunha Rivara is 

monumental to studying the history of the evolution of the communidades. Two of the 

most important works of Xavier are Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas 

dos Concelhos das Ilhas, Salsete e Bardez, and, Defensa dos Direitos das Gclo-carias, 

Gc7o-cares e dos seus Privilegios, Contra a Proposta da sua Dissolucccio, e Divisclo das 

suas Terras. While the Bosquejo is the bible for the study of the Goan communidades the 

Defensa may be said to be its commentary. 38  These works give in detail the contribution 

of the communidades to the economy of Goa and pleaded for their conservation — taking 

into consideration their utility — for safeguarding the interest of the Public Exchequer and 

public tranquility. Xavier attempts to defend the communidade system but in the process 

37  In the above mentioned book of Loureiro are also transcribed the Portarias de itlinistro de illarinha e 
Ultramar dated 9 th  October, 1761 and 1 1 th  July, 1856. These besides the various other Oflicios of the 
Portuguese government are very important in understanding the society and economy of Goa in the late 
eighteenth and the early nineteenth centuries. 
38  The contribution of Filipe Nery Xavier the erudite scholar on Goan history is really noteworthy. Some of 
his numerous works are as follows: (I) Collecccio de Bandos, e Outras Differentes Providencias Que 
Servem de Leis Regulamentares para o Governo Economico e Judicial das Provincias Denominadas das 
Novas Conquistas, Precedida da Noctio da sua Conquista, (3 vols.) published from 1840 to 1851. Volume 
one begins with the Edict of the Viceroy Conde da Ega dated S th  June, 1763 and terminates with the 
Portaria Provincial of 17 th  May, 1842. The second volume•continues from there and terminates with the 
Portaria Provincial of 31' December. 1849. The third volume of this series is the repertoire of the earlier 
volumes. (2) 0 Gabinete Litterario das Fontainhas. This was a literary journal started on 18 th  January 1846, 
which publication ended in December 1848. The work consisted of three journals published in 1846, 1847 

and 1848. The author gives lot of statistical and descriptive data regarding the villages of Goa and 
especially of the talukas of Salcete, Bardez and Ilhas. (3) Esboco de um Diccionario Historico-
Aelministrativo. Especialmente Applicado ao Estado da India Porlugueza. This work was published as the 
fourth volume of the Gabinet Litterario and published in 1850. The work though of immense value in 
understanding the various terms in vogue remains incomplete to this day. (4) Colleccao das Leis Peculiures 
das Communidades Agricolas das Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas„Salsete e Bardez. This work consists of 
two parts. Part one published in 1852 commences with the Foral of 1526 and gives the various legislations 
passed by the Portuguese government from time to time and ends with the Officio of the chief secretary 
dated 17 th  July, 1855. The second part was published in 1855 but remains incomplete. This full work was 
published as the Fifth volume of the Gabinete Litterario. 
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misses out on the important role played by other sections of the village community in the 

society and economy. 

The Arquivo Portuguez Oriental and Brados a Favor das Communidades of J. H. 

da Cunha Rivara are also very important for the study of the history and development of 

the communidade system. In Brados, Cunha Rivara makes a strong appeal for the 

conservation of the village communities for bringing about the development of Goa by 

making them invest in infrastructural projects. 39  However, these books are more of 

argumentative nature, supportive of the communidades than presenting the historical 

changes over time. 

There was a bitter and acrimonious debate in the mid-nineteenth century on the 

continuance of the communidades. Many called for their abolition while others equally 

defended their existence and pressed for the preservation of the right and privileges of the 

gaunkars which the latter had been enjoying for ages. Filippe Nery Xaveir 40, J. H. da 

Cunha Rivara41 , Christovam Pinto42, Gaspar Coutinho 43 , Albino Francisco da Cunha44 , 

39  On the singular contribution of the monumental work Arquivo Portuguez Oriental there appeared a 
article on its importance for the study of Goan history in 0 Heraldo n. ° 830, dated 26 th  November, 1902 
followed by another in the journal 0 Oriente Portuguez III, pp. 436. The fasciculos 3. °, 5. °, 6. ° and 6. -
supplement, published respectively in 1861, 1865, 1875 and 1876, contain numerous official documents on 
the functioning of the communidades. 
The Brados a Favor das Communidades, is an anonymous work published in 1870. but its authorship has 
been attributed to Cunha Rivara. In this one can find many useful thing on the organization and the 
administration of the Communidades. The work was published in response to the critical articles that 
appeared in the daily Wiry/mar wherein the editor Antonio Anastasio Bruto da Costa was very much 
critical of the proposal of the governor Jose Fereira Pestana asking. the communidades to invest 10% of 
their distributable surplus in the government treasury for building roads and other infrastructural works. 
40  cf. supra no. 38. Also read, Filippe Nery Xavier, Project° do Novo Regiment° das communidades das 
1res Comarcas de Goo —11has„S'alsete e Bardez. Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1862: Resenha de rarias 
Disposicties, Resolucoes e Despachos de Moderna data, specially of the Governor General Barao de Villa 
Nova d'Ourem, Nova Goa: Iniprensa Nacional, 1855: 
di  cf. supra no. 39. 
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Joao Bonifacio Botelho 45 , Gaspar Coutinho, Francisco Luis Gomes 46, etc., were in favor 

of the conservation of these secular institutions, and their writings defending the 

communidades produced a vast material that could be used for studying the intricacies of 

this system. 

Joaquim Bernardino Catao da Costa, Jeronimo Salvador Constantino Socrates da 

Costa, Felix Antonio Gracias and others called for the abolition of the communidades and 

the camara geraes. There was a vociferous demand for the dissolution of the 

communidades and the distribution of the assets among the shareholders in a manner to 

lead to the consolidation of landed estates amongst enterprising capitalist for bringing 

about economic revival of Goa. 47  

42  Christovam Pinto, Quest5es Indianos — I — as Gauncarias de Goa, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1880. 
4'  Gaspar Coutinho, Ao Redactor do Boletim — (este Gaspar Coutinho, corn Albino Francisco da Cunha, 
Felix Antonio Gracias e Joao Bonifacio Botelho, que logo encontraremos, foram apenas signatarios dos 
artigos respectivos, todos escriptos por outros individuos e revistos por F. N. Xavier, Segundo em tempo 
nos disse J, B. Cateio ca Costa), combating the article of Catao ca Costa published in Boletim do Govern() 
do Estado da India ( hereafter Boletim...), No. 43 dated 14/6/1856, and distributed along with Boletim... 
No. 51 (1856); also refer to the article entitled "Ao Publico" by the same author. This article dated 6 th  April 
1857. states the flagrant injustice that would be caused as a result of the implementation of o Parecer da 
Commissao Consultative da Junta Geral do Distrito (no. 24), by the Portuguese government, as was 
demonstrated J. B. CatAo da Costa in his Triumpho da Verdade. For this and more information refer to the 
Boletim... No. 42 dated 2" d  June, 1857, pp. 267-274. 
44  Albino Francisco da Cunha, Ao Redactor do Boletim. This article is dated 8 th  July. 1856, and distributed 
along with the Boletim... No. 55 (1856). 
4 ' Joao Bonifacio Botelho, de Seraulim and de Gaspar Coutinho, "Ao Sr. Cacao", and Boletim... No. 66 
dated 22"d  August, 1856, pp. 419-422. 
46  Francisco Luis Gomes. "0 men Voto", dated 24 th  April, 1857, and distributed alongwith the Boletim... 
No. 34 (1857); also refer to by the same author, A Liberdade da Terra e a Economia rural da India 
Poriugueza, Lisboa: Typographia Universal, 1862; "Ducts Palavras" dated 18 th  August, 1857 and 
distributed alongwith the Boletim... No. 95 (1857); "Uma Palavra", dated 2ild  November, 1857 and 
distributed with the Boletim... No. 87 (1857). 

Joaquim Bernardino Catao da Costa, "Ao publico", dated 	May, 1856 and distributed alongwith the 
Boletim... No. 43; also see. "Ao Sr. Filipe Nery Xavier", dated 17 th  July, 1856 and distributed alongwith the 
Boletim... No. 57; read, "Appendix". article by the same author combating the dissenting vote given by 
Francisco Luis Gomes on the Projecto do Re2iniento das Communidades. The article is dated 21' of March. 
1857 and distributed alongwith the Roletim... No. 23; 0 Triumpho da Verclade em Referencia a Varios 

Eseriptos Publicaclos em Goa, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional. 1857. 
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The debate regarding the conservation or dissolution ended with the appearance 

of the article entitled "Sinceras Reflexoes." Its authorship is attributed to J. H. da Cunha 

Rivara. Being a good judge of the society and economy of Goa, the author appreciated 

the arguments of the Triumpho da Verdade in refuting the propositions of the Defensa 

dos Direitos das Gdo-carias, Gdo-cares e dos seus Privilegios, Contra a Proposta da sua 

Dissoluccdo, e Divisdo das suas Terras. This was indeed a coup de grace to the polemics 

that were going on then in Goa. One of the important results, of this debate for and 

against the conservation of the age old village communities, was that it led to the 

publication of numerous books on the different aspects of agrarian Goa. 

Important contribution for the study of communidades have also been made by 

noted scholars and administrators like, Thomaz Nunes da Serra e Moura, 48  Jose Ignacio 

de Abranches Garcia, 49  Manoel de Carvalho, 5°  Antonio Anastasio Bruto da Costa, 51  Jose 

Maria de Sd, 52  Julio Marques de Vilhena, 53  Jose Maria Teixeira Guimares, 54  and Antonio 

Emilio d' Almeida Azevedo. 55  

48  Thomaz Nunes da Serra e Moura, Colleccdo de Pareceres do Procurador da Corod e Fazenda Junto da 
Relacao de Goa, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1867. 
49  Jose Ignacio de Abranches Garcia, Archivo da Relacdo de Goa Documentos dos seculos XVII, XVIII. e 
X/X, Part I & II, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1872 & 1874. Part I contains documents on the 
communidades for the period 1600 to 1640. Part II contains documents from 1641 to 1700. Unfortunately 
there is no alphabetical or chronological indice for this valuable work. Document numbers 300, 498, 733 
and 837 are very important for our study. 
50  Manoel de Carvalho, Quest -6es da India — Pareceres do Procurador da Coroa e Fa:ender, Nova Goa: 
Imprensa Nacional, 1874. 
51  Antonio Anastasio Bruto da Costa, As Communidades Agricolas de Goa — o que . foram: o que scio, 
Margao: Typographia Ultramar, 1879. 
52  Jose Maria de Sa., Project° de Codigo das Communidades ou Digest° da Legislaccio Peculiar das 
Mesmas Associac5es, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1879. This is an excellent work on all the legislations 
pertaining to the functioning of the communidades published till 1878. Prior to publication the findings 
were verified by a commission composed of the chief secretary Jose Antonio Caetano Piedade de Nazareth, 
Francisco Joao Xavier, Filippe Nery Xavier and Eugenio Justiniano Pereira Gomes 
53  Julio Marques de Vilhena, Reforma Tributaria de 1 de Setembro de 1881, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 
1881. Herein can be found information on the contribution of the Communidades of the New Conquests. 
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The tax structure and the history of imposts of rural Goacan be gauged from the 

works of Cunha Rivara 56  and J. A. Ismael Gracias amongst others. 57  

Writings on the history of the communidades are relatively few in number. Useful 

information can be gleaned from the works of Arnaldo Norton de Mattos, 58  Antonio Felix 

Pereira, 59  J.M. de Carmo Nazareth, 6°  J.A. Ismael Gracias, 6I  and Carlos Eugenio Joao 

Filippe Ferreira. 62  

Useful information is also available from the works of Carmo Azavedo, 63  Caetano 

de Figueiredo, 64  A. de Loyola Furtado, 65  Antonio Furtado, 66  K.P. Nair, 67  Antonio Felix 

54  Jose Maria Teixeira Guimares, As Communidades Indianas das Velhas Conquistas. Nova Goa: Imprensa 
Nacional, 1885. The work is divided into two parts. Part I is titled as Necessidade de Reforma and the 
author proposes the reorganization of the communidades with both agricultural functions on the one hand 
and that of instructions, cult, transport and communication, public welfare, etc. on the other hand. Part II 
gives the bases for the creation of elementary schools of agronomy at the local level in 28 articles. 
55  Antonio Emilio d'Almeida Azevedo, As Communidades de Goa — Historia das Instituicoes Antigas, 
Lisboa: Viuva Bertrand, 1890. On, this valuable work were produced in the metropolis two critical articles. 
One, of Luiz de Magalhaes in the journal A Provincia, of Porto, dated 15 °1  October, 1890. The same was 
published in the Ultramar no. 1657 dated 3 rd  January, 1891. The second article was written by J. de 
Magalhaes Lima in the Revista de Portugal, in October, 1890. 
56  J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Dizimos na India. This is a collection of all the old documents on the various 
Portuguese taxes and imposts levied from the thime of Carta Regia of 15 th  March, 1518 up till the 
information given by the Viceroy Marques d'Alorna on 30 th  January, 1749, to the Portuguese Court. The 
epigraph is published in the Boletim do Governo do Estado da India, Nos. 56 to 87 of 1876. 
57  J. A. Ismael Gracias, 0 Imposto e o Regimen Tributario da India Portugueza, Nova Goa: Imprensa 
Nacional, 1898. This work gives details about the imposts collected in both the Old and the New 
Conquests. 
58  Arnaldo Norton de Mattos, Pareceres do Porcurador da Corot' e Fazenda, 3 vols.. Nova Goa: Imprensa 
Nacional, 1899, 1901, & 1907. 
59  Antonio Felix Pereira. Administraccio das Communidades Aldeanas do Conce/ho das Ilhas — Relatorio 
sohre os Servicos Referentes ao Anno de 1899. Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1901. 
6°  See. J. M. de Carmo Nazareth, in "Camaras Agraria e Communidades Agricolas, C'ontribuintes da 
Fazenda Publica", 0 Oriente Portuguez, Vol. I. 1904, pp. 95, 146, 187 and 248. In this one can find 
information regarding the students who were sponsored for higher studies in Portugal. 
61  J. A. Ismael Gracias, Legislo•oo e Jurisprudencia do Supremo Tribunal Administrative nos Ouesuies 
Ultrarnarinas, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1906. Herein one can find various decisions of the tribunal 
on questions concerning the functioning of the Goan Communidades. 
62  Carlos Eugenio Joao Filippe Ferreira, .Jurisprudencia Administrtiva e fiscriao Segundo os Avestos ou 
Collecedo de Cason Julgados pelo Conse/ho de Provincial, Bastora: Typographia Rangel, 1906. this work 
contains many resolution of that tribunal on matters concerning the Communidades. 
63  Carmo Azevedo, "The Communidades", Goa To-day, Panaji, 1969. 
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Pereira, 68  Jeronimo Quadros, 69  Francis da Rancon, 7°  Roque Correia Afonso, 71  and also 

from the various laws, orders, notifications and the codes passed by the Portuguese from 

time to time. 72  

A most important study on the Communidade and its impact on the society and 

economy of Goa is done by Teotonio R. de Souza in his work Medieval Goa. But it deals 

with the communidades only partly and covers the period only up to mid-seventeenth 

64  Caetano de Figueiredo, "As Communidades de Goa", India Portugueza, Vol. II., Nova Goa: Imprensa 
Nacional, 1923. 
65  A. de Loyola Furtado, "0 Direito de Propriedade Rustica nas Communidades Aldeanas," in Boletim do 
Institute Vasco da Gama, No. 81. pp. 27-82. 
66  Antonio Furtado, "As Communidades, no Passado, no Presente e no Futuro," in Boletim do Institute 
Vasco da Gama, No. 59, pp. 1-151. 

67  K.P. Nair, "Communidades — Past and the Future," in The Navhind Times - dated 3`d  ofMarch 1968, p. 3. 
68  Antonio Felix Pereira, " Institute Organico das Communidades de Concelho das llhas," in 0 Oriente 
Portugueza, No. 5, pp. 85-112. 
69  Jeronimo Quadros, "Communidades de Goa" (Registo Bibliographico), in Boletim do Institute Vasco da 
Gama, No. 12, pp. 119-22. 
70  Francis da Rancon, "As Communidades Agricolas de Goa: Estado Economic°, Social & Financeiro — Os 
seus Defeitos Intrinsicos," in Boletim do Institute Vasco da Gama, No. 12, pp. 26-76. 
71  Roque Correia Afonso, "A Evolucao do Municipalismo na India Portuguesa," in A India Portuguesa, 
Vol. II, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1923. 
72  Officio da Junta Geral de Districto, de 6/12/1854, in Boletim..., No. 51 of 8/12/1854; Portaria do 
Ministerio da Marinha e Ultramar de 11/7/1856; Parecer da commissdo consultivo da Junta geral de 
districto (sessdo extraordinaria de 1857) acerca do projecto do Regimento das communidades, dated 19th 

 March, 1857 and signed by Sebastiao Salvador Baptista Cana, Christovam Sebastiao Xavier (subsistituiu 
na commissao o procurador Victor Mourao) and Francisco Luis Gomes (como procurador do biennio 
antecedente, foi chamada a Junta em subsitituicao do procurador Antonio Jose da Gama, que estava ausente 
em service na praca de Diu). This was published in Boletim no. 23 of 1857; Consulta da Junta geral de 
districto. sobre o projecto do Regimento das communidades e sobre a representacdo dos interessados, 
dated 20/4/1857 and signed by Joaquim Heliodoro da Cunha Rivara (presidents), Candido Jose Mourao 
Garcez Palha (afterwards first Visconde de Bucellas), Joao Joaquim d'Oliveira Nogar, Augusto Carlos de 
Lemos. Victor Anastacio Mourao Garcez Palha, Christovam Sebastiao Xavier, Bernardo Heitor da Silveira 
e Lorena (afterwards Conde de Sarzedas) and Pe. Sebastiao Salvador Baptista Cana; Decreto de 15 de 
Setembro de 1880 that reorganized the functioning of the communidades in line with the disposition of 14 111 

 of December, 1880 that asked for the sale of the estate of the corporac5e.s de mao-morta. This decree 
introduced many reforms which were demanded by the interessados for long; Projecto de Regimento das 
communidades, para a execucao do decreto de 15/9/1880 which was published in the Ultramar, 1357 
dated 31/3/1885. The commission altered fundamentally the decree of 1880 bringing it in harmony with o 
codigo do proces.so civil. A plan was also given for the conversion of the ianga.s and other different type of 
shares into an uniform specie; Codigo das communidades, approvado em portaria de 1/12/1904 which 
came into force from 1 January, 1905. 
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century. 73  Similarly, Rui Gomes Pereira, in his small book Gaunkari — Old Village 

Associations, deals with some aspects of the Communidades. 74  It is, however, a general 

work, not based on historical evidences. Olivinho Gomes tries to draw a picture of the 

rural Goa in his work Village Goa: A Study of Goan Social Structure and Change. 

However, this work does not cover the entire Goa, as it is only a sociological study of the 

historical village of Chandor. 75  The work does refer to the communidades and its 

functioning but not in relation to entire Goa. 

In the book Trade and Finance in Portuguese India: A Study of the Portuguese 

Country Trade 1770-1840 (1994), Celsa Pinto has made attempts to study some aspects 

of the society and economy of Goa. 76  But she is focusing more on the maritime trade and 

not on functioning of the rural economy based on land and its resources. 

Prof. Joseph Velinkar in his research article, Village Communities in Goa and 

their Evolution, presented at the International Conference on 'Goa and Portugal' (Panjim, 

1999), has also given a general view of how the religious, social and economic life of the 

people revolved round the village communities, and, how the state slowly usurped its 

authority over the years. 77  

73  Teotonio R. de Souza, Essays in Goan History, New Delhi: Concept Publishing Company , 1989: also 
Teotonio R. de Souza, Medieval Goa: .4 Socio-Economic History, New Delhi: Concept Publishing House. 
1979, pp. 1-73. 

74  Rui Gomes Pereira, Goa Vol 11 Gaunkari The Old Village Associations, Panaji, 1981. 
Olivinho J.F. Gomes, Village Goa: A Study of Goan Social Structure and Change, New Delhi: S. Oland 
Company, 1987. 

76  Celsa Pinto, Trade and Finance in Portuguese India: A study of the Portuguese Country Trade 1770-
/840. New Delhi: Concept Publishing Company, 1994, pp. 29-78. 
77  Joseph Velinkar, "Village Communities in Goa and their Evolution", in Charles J. Borges, Oscar G. 
Pereira and Hannes Stubbe (eds.), Goa and Portugal History and Development, New Delhi: Concept 
Punblishing Company, 2000, pp. 124-132. 
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In spite of the wealth of information available there is no in-depth study of the 

functioning of the socio-economic history of Goa with communidades as the focus, 

especially for the period between 1750 and 1910. Hence I take up this work to fill up the 

gap by carrying out an analytical study of the Goan Communidades from mid eighteenth 

century to the beginning of the twentieth century. 

B. Review of Theories 

As this study focuses on the agrarian based economy of the Goan society centered 

largely on the communidade system it is pertinent to have a cursory view of the various 

theories and perceptions regarding the nature of the village communities. A study of the 

various theoretical frameforks, within which histories based on the structure and 

functioning of the village communities are analyzed, is necessary to understand better the 

various trends as observed in Goa from 1750 to 1910. 

Research into the nature of village communities began in the middle of the 

nineteenth century. The earliest studies were devoted to the institution among primitive 

peoples and led to the development of theories of the village community, many of which 

derived their impetus largely from the eighteenth century glorification of the free 

primitive man and his equitable social system. One of the outstanding works on the 

village community was Meitzen's Siedelung and Agrarwesen der Westgermanen and 
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Ostgermanen (3 vols., Berlin 1895), in which he discussed the different types of villages, 

dividing them into "nucleated villages" and "scattered homesteads." 78  

In India the village community dates from at least the Vedic period; Maine stated 

that it was general throughout India. Baden-Powell showed, however, that less than a 

third of the cultivated soil was held on a communitarian basis while more than two thirds 

was occupied by ryotwari villages, where individual ownership of arable land was the 

rule. In the latter the landowners of the village had rights in common; although these are 

now regarded as the property of the government and no new settlements may be 

established upon them without its consent, the rights of the villagers in them are still 

recognized to a limited extent. In the other villages, which are either jointly owned or 

under the jurisdiction of a landlord, allotments in the arable land are regarded as shares in 

the jointly held land, while the waste is the property of the community. 79  

Redfield provided one of the more useful tools in attacking the bipolar nature of 

the peasant village by contrasting "great" and "little" traditions. In themselves, the ideas 

are not particularly novel. By a "great" tradition Redfield meant the refined, 

systematically organized, and consciously cultivated belief and value systems of the 

gentry, the clergy, etc., often referred to as "high culture"; by a "little" traditions he 

meant the cruder, less systematic, largely uncriticized cultural systems. often referred to 

78  Vidal De la Blache, "Village Community", Edwin R. A. Seligman (ed.), Encyclopedia of the Social 
Science, Vol. 15, New York: the Macmillan Company, 1963, pp. 253-254. He noted the differences in plan 
between the villages of Teutonic and those of Slavonic origin and thought the scattered homesteads were 
the work of the Celts. The latter view has now been abandoned, for the scattered homesteads seem always 
to be found where the land is or was formerly wooded; it seems likely also that many scattered homesteads 
are relatively late, dating from the decay of the village community. This is true of the of the village 
communities of Goa to a great extent. 
79  Ibid., pp. 255-256. 



as "folk culture," of the peasantry proper. 8°  This conceptual frame helps one to see how 

the high culture of the colonial masters made penetrations in rural Goa to transform the 

village agrarian structures according to their ambitions. 

A somewhat different, but equally influential, approach to the analysis of the 

village histories has been the one associated with Julian Steward who dealt with it in his 

treatment of "Complex Societies". Here, the emphasis is less cultural and more on social 

structure, but the reduction of the village from an organism to an organ is no less 

apparent. Steward sees the various part-societies of a complex or compound society as 

divided into vertical segments, horizontal segments, and formal institutions. 8 ' 

Working within this framework, Eric Wolf (1955) has discriminated between two 

main types of village communities: "closed" or "corporate" as opposed to "open". 

"Closed, or corporate communities" are marked by a clear structural identity that persists 

80  David L. Sills (ed.), International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, Vol. 16, New York: The 
Macmillan Company & The Free Press, 1968, pp. 318-320. If this unoriginal distinction has proved 
surprisingly useful in understanding the cultural metabolism of village life, it is because both Redfield and, 
more importantly, those who have followed in his footsteps have not been content merely to describe the 
two sorts of traditions but have directed their efforts toward tracing out the interactions between them. 
Attention has been given to the way in which elements of high culture filter down to local contexts to 
become part of one or another little tradition, a process called "parochialization," and the way in which 
elements of local customs rise to become part of the overarching great tradition, a process called 
"universalization." In India, the advance of "Sanskritization" has been carefully analyzed and debated on 
these lines. 
" David L. Sills (ed.), International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, Vol. 16, 1968, pp. 319-320. 
Vertical segments are local units of various sorts, such as villages, neighbourhoods, and households. 
Horizontal segments are special sub-societies — occupational, class, ethnic, and the like — which, like local 
units, may have a somek'Yhat distinctive way of life, but which crosscut localities. Castes are a good 
example, but so also are inter-local trading communities, monastic orders, regional, political or cultural 
elites, and so on. Finally, formal institutions include the monetary system, the law, education. and 
organized religion — generalized structures that run through the whole society, 'binding it together and 
affecting it at every point". In this type of conceptualization, the peasant village is a vertical segment 
connected to towns, cities, and other villages by means of horizontal segments and formal institutions. 
which, spreading out from it in various directions, are at the same time basic elements of its internal 
organization. The very form of the village. much less the processes by which that form is maintained or 
changed, cannot be seen except against the background of the wider society in which it is embedded. 
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over time, a sharp distinction between members and non-members, a steady-state 

approach to economic activities, and a number of characteristic cultural traits — a "cult of 

poverty" extolling hard work and simple living, "institutionalized envy" designed to keep 

any individual from advancing very far ahead of his fellows, and a self-conscious 

maintenance of local distinctiveness in dress, language, custom, etc. Open communities 

are marked by cash crop cultivation and consequently a relatively more open relationship 

with the outside world. In fact the open community is in fairly continuous interaction 

with the outside world and is marked by greater social heterogeneity, intense concern 

with social status, and less attachment to established patterns of equilibrium. 82  

Still others have attempted to use the rubrics 'centripetal' and "centrifugal' to 

express differences in community structure. These are similar in context, although not 

identical, to the types Wolf has isolated: centripetal villages are those in which social 

institutions — economic, kinship, political, ritual — produce a constant tendency for 

members to move out beyond the village boundaries into the world of the larger society; 

centrifu gal villages are those in which such institutions tend to hold or draw back 

members within those boundaries. The classification of peasant villages has just begun. 

and large-scale revisions in existing typologies must be expected as a greater knowledge 

of cross-cultural variations in community-society relationships accumulates. 83  

The analysis of the social and economic history of Goa for the period 1 . 750 to 

1910 shows that the nature of the Goan society as it fuctioned within the confines of the 

82  Ibid. 
83 	• Ibud.,pp. 320-321. 



communidade system, was indeed very complex. This prevents one from approaching the 

history of Goa from any particular theoretical perspective. 

Against the background of these theoretical frames and conceptualizations, an 

attempt is made to study the dynamics and functioning of the communidade system of 

Goa. 

C. Period of Study 

The mid-Eighteenth century, when the Portuguese acquired new territories in Goa, 

is taken, as the "terminus a quo" of the study and the "terminus ad quem" is 1910, when 

Portugal was declared a republic. While the Portuguese lost a number of its possession 

on the littoral of the Indian Ocean by the mid-seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, it 

tried to compensate for this loss by carrying out territorial expansion in Goa from 1760s. 

Several outlying provinces were brought under Portuguese control by the mid-eighteenth 

century so that Goa. which till then comprised only of Tiswadi, Bardez and Salcete, now 

became a substantial territory of approximately 1350 square miles which was the size 

finally reached In 1778 when the Taluka of Pernem Was ceded to the Portuguese. With 

the acquisition of the new territories, the society and economy of Goa underwent 

significant changes, which in turn had an impact on the structure and functioning of the 

conimunidades. The study ends with 1910 when the republic was established in Portugal 

and when the Code of Communidade of 1905 was implemented with rigour in Goa. with 



which the communidades started taking a decisive turn in its composition and functioning 

with the inclusion of non-gaunkars as its members. 

D. Aims, Objectives and Design of the Study 

The central purpose of the study is to show how the Portuguese made attempts to 

use the communidades first to get integrated with the Goan society and then having 

achieved it how they sought to streamline its nature and functioning so as to maintain 

their hegemony for a long period by ingeniously extracting rural surplus for their benefit. 

This study also tries to find out how the communidades provided the social capital to its 

own members, and, researches on how this led to the emergence of new leadership in the 

political and economic spheres of Goa. 

The communidades occupied a central position under the Portuguese and the 

village socio-economic life revolved round it. The Portuguese, immediately after the 

conquest of Goa (1510), realized the importance of communidades in controlling the 

affairs of rural economy. The first attempt towards this direction came with the 

promulgation of the Foral (of Afonso Mexia) in 1526. Accordingly the institution of 

communidade was adapted to suit the needs of the Lusitanians. by de-linking agrarian 

operation separate from the predominantly temple-centered socio-economic order, and 

made it a predominantly agrarian institution, whereupon the members supportive of the 

Portuguese system were conferred privileged positions in the administrative bodies of the 

church and the society. The Portuguese made another significant intervention in the 
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communidades in 1735 by formulating the "Regimento em Forma de Lei, para o Governo 

das Camaras e Aldeas das Acts de Goa e das Provincias de Salcete e Bardez", which 

was another attempt to integrate the rural economy of Goa into the larger colonial designs 

of the Lusitanians. 

At the micro-level, the gaunkars or the members of the communidade possessed 

and owned large tracts of fertile lands, which were leased to tenants as well as to the 

individual entrepreneurs for carrying out rice cultivation as also for having coconut and 

areca nut cultivation. Coconut and areca nut formed the chief items of export, thereby 

bringing in much revenue for the State, for the communidades as well as for the gaunkars. 

In this way the control of vast land-space gave to the communidades and the gaunkars 

both prominence and pre-eminence in the/ Loan society which had strong agricultural 

foundations. The gaunkars protected the village against erosion and denudation, took 

leadership in reclaiming land for cultiyatioil and resorted to measures against flooding 

and droughts by efficiently maintaining the dykes and embankments, helped in times of 

famines and epidemics (the recurrences of which were not rare during the Portuguese 

rule), created social capital for its members, laid infrastructural networks, provided 

employment, etc. They were very innovative in agricultural operations and were 

instrumental in introducing new crops like cotton, coffee. manioc etc. Thus a major part 

of the socio-economic life of Goa revolved round the institution of the communidade. 

The study also tries to find answers to the following questions: How much did the 

socio-economic life of Goa revolve round the communidade system during this period? 
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What were the different strategies and policies adopted by the Portuguese in their 

dealings with the communidades from 1750 till 1910? Under what compelling 

circumstances did the Portuguese administrators introduce reforms by passing various 

laws and regulations so as to streamline the system? And how did the communidades 

respond to these changes and with what effect? What was the role of the Goan 

communidades in sustaining the rural economy during this period? 

In the eighteenth century the Marathas repeatedly attacked Goa. It is important to 

find out what was the impact of these constant attacks on the Goan communidades in the 

Old and the New Conquests? Similarly, what was the impact of the Maratha practice of 

exacting chauth and other taxes on the Goan communidades both in the Old and the New 

Conquests? Finally, it is also important to find the socio-economic impact of the Maratha 

practice of appointing Dessais and Sardessais in the different villages, on the socio-

economic life of Goa. 

Cultivable land was available in plenty in Goa during this period, because of the 

suppression of the Jesuit Order (1759) and other religious Orders (1835) and the 

consequent confiscation of their property, acquisition of New Conquests, reclamation of 

land etc. The study also attempts to find out the extent to which the same was 

appropriated by the communidades, individual gaunkars and others. And. what were its 

impact on the Goan society and economy? 
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From mid-nineteenth century determined efforts were made by the Portuguese to 

shift several welfare functions of the state on to the shoulders of the communidades. 

Hence an attempt is also made to study the different types of welfare activities and 

infrastructural amenities provided by the communidades at the local level. Did these 

activities drain the financial resources of the communidades and weaken them in carrying 

out their core agrarian functions? What was their impact on society and economy? 

Attempts are also made to see the volume of agricultural production in the 

communidade -controlled lands. Was the production adequate enough to satisfy the needs 

of the Goan economy or did the Portuguese resort to importing food grains to meet local 

needs? These and various other issues would be dealt with in my work to understand the 

research problem in detail. 

Against the backdrop of these research questions, a detailed analysis is done 

about the structure and function of the Goan communidades for the period from 1750 to 

1910. The answers obtained out of the analysis are grouped into eight chapters. 

The first, being an introductory chapter, is an attempt to review the conceptual 

frame and the existing works related to the topic of study. It also states the central 

purpose of study and the important research problems that are analyzed in the subsequent 

chapters. 
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The Second Chapter is entitled, "The Evolution of Gauncaria System and a Land-

based Socio-Economic Order from Ancient Times up to 1750". This being the 

background chapter makes attempts to see the evolution, functioning and structure of the 

communidade system, which the Portuguese converted as the best institution for resource 

mobilization and rural management in agrarian Goa after their conquest of this 

geographical space in 1510. In this chapter attempts are made to see how gauncaria 

system evolved in Goa and how the communitarian ownership system turned out to be 

the part and parcel of Goan life. 

In the evolution of the gauncaria system, it is the geophysical features of Goa, 

which made its production activities particularly the agrarian ones, revolve on a 

communitarian basis. The origin and development of communidade system is 

understandable only against the backdrop of the physical environment and the eco-

systems of Goa, which played vital role in its formative phases. Hence the geo-physical 

characteristics are discussed in detail, followed by a discussion on the peopling of Goa 

and the exigencies, which necessitated corporate way of life. 

Moreover, the chapter also analyses the impact of the Portuguese domination on 

the Goan communidades from 1510 to 1750. The changes that were brought about in the 

communidudes starting with the Foral of Afonso Mexia (1526) up to the Regimento of 

1735, by the Portuguese by introducing various laws and regulations to streamline the 

system are also analyzed. The entry of peop le hitherto extraneous to the village 
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community both through purchase or grants of the Portuguese government and its impact 

on the rural socio-economy are discussed and analyzed threadbare. 

The third chapter is titled "Agrarian Relations in Rural Goa: 1750-1910". The new 

land order and agrarian relations that emerged as a result of Maratha raids, conquests and 

occupations especially in the New Conquests as also in the Old Conquests of Goa are 

studied in detail. Similarly the expulsion of the Jesuits and other Religious Orders 

changed the agrarian set up of rural Goa to a large extent, which ultimately led to the 

transfer of land into the hands of enterprising people. Research is made on how the 

appropriation and confiscation of the properties of the Jesuits led to the emergence of 

new land order. 

From the early nineteenth century with the changing winds of time there were 

increasing demands for liberdade da. terra (right to individual ownership of land). The 

cultivation by the communidade system or by whole villages had few inconveniences so 

long as the cultivation was extensive until the 1830s. The membership of the 

communidades, their management, the rights and obligations of the gaunkars, the payment 

of jonns (dividends) of the gaunkars, the rights and obligations of the interessados (the 

various interested parties). the culacharins (servants), and the adventicos (new entrants into 

the village communities). the system of division of land by the gaunkars etc., are also 

discussed and analyzed in detail in this chapter. Special treatment is given to the impact of 

the introduction of the cuntocares (neo-capitalists) on the functioning of the 

co MMUllidades. 
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In the Fourth Chapter, which is titled as "Agriculture and Agricultural Production 

in Goa: 1750 - 1910", efforts are made to study the functioning of the rural economy 

within the parameters of the communidade system. The intrinsic function of the 

communidades was to take measures for the advancement of agriculture in the 

countryside. For the sake of convenience the period under study is divided into two 

different time units. The first period was from the beginning of the eighteenth century up 

to the 1770s. This period witnessed large-scale deprivation in the countryside largely due 

to the recurring Maratha attacks. The overall result was that the Communidades in 

general and the gaunkars in particular became impoverished. Following this there was 

large-scale indebtedness of the Communidades leading to rampant transfer and alienation 

of the tangas (shares) 84  by the gaunkars to the cuntocars. 

The second period is from the 1770s upto 1910. This period commences with the 

establishment of the Department of Agriculture (Intendencia Geral De Agricultura, 

1776-1834). The Department of Agriculture implemented measures for the advancement 

of agriculture as a result of which the production increased to the extent that the deficit 

was just for four months in a year as compared to earlier periods when the deficit was for 

eight months. Efforts were also made, though unsuccessfully, to initiate and propagate 

commercial cultivation of various cash crops. Except coconut and areca nut cultivation 

these efforts met with little or no success. Attempts at having cotton cultivation as also of 

pepper, manioc, teak and cinnamon were also there. The chapter also looks into the 

84 
 While langas were shares of the various village communities of Goa they should not be confused with 

the monetary denomination of the same name. The currency in circulation during the Portuguese rule for 
the major part was the xerafins (singular xerajim). One xerafim was equivalent to five tangas and each 
langa was equivalent to 60 reis. Thus, one xera/im was equivalent to 300 reis. In Appendix I are given 

pictures of some of the coins in circulation during the period from 1750 to 1910. 
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details of cultivation both in the communidade—controlled land and in that of the private 

proprietors (bhaikars). 

From the last quarter of the nineteenth century there were significant changes in 

the social and economic history of Goa. During this period, due to increase in population, 

what the countryside produced again became insufficient to sustain the populace for the 

entire year. The Anglo-Portuguese Treaty of 1878, also severely affected Goan 

handicraftsmen, artisans, salt workers, workers from the primary sector of production 

started migrating en masse to neighbouring British India for earning the daily bread. 

In the next Chapter entitled "Goan Communidades as Welfare Institutions" the 

emphasis is on investigating the nature of social edifice, which gauncaria system 

fabricated and looks into the various welfare activities, which the state transferred on to 

the shoulders of the communidades. Many communidades provided for the widows and 

orphan children including of various sections of people related to agrarian operation like 

the kulacharis, the kulkarnis (secretaries), jonnkars as well as those of the gaunkars. 

It is also proposed to study the relation of the gaunkars with the artisans, 

craftsmen and others. Similarly as the builds and dykes formed an integral part of the 

socio-economic life of the people, a study on their financing and maintenance is highly 

essential. The communidades were also made to contribute their mite. in constructing 

roads, building schools, providing medical facilities for the people in times of epidemics, 

repairing schools, churches and cemeteries, providing for the maintenance of the divine 
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cult etc., as a result of which communidades were increasingly shifting their identity from 

being agrarian institutions to social welfare institutions. 

Chapter Six, "Trade and Commerce in Goa: 1750-1910", shows how the agiarian 

surplus was transferred for carrying out the trade. Import-export activities were being run 

according to the needs and wants of the gaunkars. Goa was dependent on the other 

regions of India within its neighbourhood for procuring the much needed rice supplies. 

Similarly, agricultural products like the coconut and the areca nut formed the major items 

of export. Attempts are also made to study the evolution of the system of alfandegas 

(customs) and its impact on the trade. 

Chapter Seven, titled as "Emigration: Goa's Transformation from an Agrarian 

Based Economy to Remittances based Economy", looks into the causes responsible for 

the emigration of gaunkars from their villages to different parts of the world and the 

impact of the same on the Communidades and on the Goan economy in general. This 

chapter also tries to see how the rising population and consequent poverty due to lack of 

opportunities for gainful employment led to the mass- migration chiefly to British 

territories in Asia. 

The social and economic impact of emigration on Goa is analyzed threadbare for 

getting a true picture in the countryside at the beginning of the twentieth century. The 

impact of Goa's dependence on the remittances is also analyzed. 
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Chapter Eight is the Conclusion. 

A Glossary of unfamiliar words is provided. Quantitative data in support of the 

arguments made in the thesis is provided in the appendices. Similarly, details of village-

wise emigration, the weights and measures used in Goa and other details are given in the 

Appendices. Pictures of Portuguese coins, which were in circulation in Goa, during the 

period of study, are also given. The map of Goa showing the extent of khazana lands of 

Goa is also provided. 

E. Sources and Methods 

This study on the communidades of Goa, and, its impact on the society and 

economy of Goa is done mainly on the basis of primary sources kept in the different 

archives of India and Europe. The important archives and libraries that were visited in 

Europe for this thesis are: Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo (Lisbon), Arquivo 

Historico Ultramarino (Lisbon), Biblioteca Nacional (Lisbon) and the Library of the 

Sociedade de Geographia (Lisbon). In India extensive visits were made to the Central 

Library of Goa (Panjim). the Historical Archives of Goa (Panjim), the Mapusa Municipal 

Library (Mapuca) and the Xavier Centre for Historical Studies (Porvorim). The Library 

of the Goa University was also highly useful. Here the various important books available 

in the Pissurlencar Collection and the Nuno Goncalves Collection as also the rare and old 

books in the Gifted Collections like the Carmo Azavedo Collection etc.. were combed 

thoroughly. 
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From these archives and libraries considerable unpublished Portuguese archival 

sources have been scanned in addition to the English, Konkani, Marathi and Modi 

records. Various other private libraries and collections were also utilized for the purpose 

of getting useful historical data. The information gathered from these sources was further 

corroborated with the help of field-studies undertaken in the rural areas of Goa dominated 

by communidades. The analytical and deductive methods combined with statistical and 

inductive methods have been adopted in this thesis to throw light on the comunidades and 

its impact on the socio-economic life of Goa during the period between 1750 and 1910. 
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Chapter it 

THE EVOLUTION OF GAUNCARIA SYSTEM AND A 

LAND-BASED SOCIO-ECONOMIC ORDER 

The socio-economic life of Goa for centuries revolved round the institution of 

gauncaria, which even today continues to exercise significant control over the structure 

and functioning of Goan society and economy. As an institution, which preserves the 

vestiges of the age-old practices of communal ownership in the country and as the best 

representation of village "republics" that once flourished in different parts of the 

country,' gauncaria evokes special interest among the historians. This chapter, being the 

background chapter, makes attempts to see the evolution, functioning and structure of 

communidade system, which the Portuguese converted as the best institution for 

resource-mobilisation and rural-management in agrarian Goa after their conquest of this 

geographical space in 1510. 2  In this chapter attempts are made to see how gauncaria 

system evolved in Goa and how this communal ownership system turned out to be the 

part and parcel of Goan life. How far the Portuguese rule from 1510 to 1750 tried to 

preserve the communidade system, when village communities disappeared from other 

parts of the country? Was this indigenous institution used as colonial instrument for rural-

penetration and surplus extraction? In fact this chapter looks into the agrarian economy 

For instance, Sir Henry Maine opined that the village communidades in India existed in one form or the 

other in various parts of India. but gradually disintegrated except in Goa where they survived the rule of 

successive rulers and still continue to occupy a unique role in the economy of Goa. Vidal De La Bache. 

"Village Community", in R. A. Seligman (ed.), Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences. Vol. 15. New York: 

the Macmillan Company, 1961 pp. 253-259; also see Daniel Thorner, The Shaping of Modern India. New 

Delhi: Allied Publishers, 1980, pp. 257-272. 
2  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa.... pp. 28-32. 
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and society centered on the institution of gauncaria, which is more a purview of its 

evolution, structure and function all through its history up to 1750. 

A. Evolution of Gauncaria System 

It is the geophysical features of Goa that made its production activities, 

particularly the agrarian ones, revolve on communitarian basis. The origin and 

development of communidade system is understandable only against the backdrop of the 

physical environments and the eco-systems of Goa, which played vital role in its 

formative phases. 

1. Goa and its Eco-Systems 

Along the western seaboard of India stretches a long strip of land known from 

time immemorial as the Konkan coast with seven divisions. Goa, which is the heart of 

this region and is sandwiched between Maharashtra and Karnataka', is located in the 

centre of the west coast of India within the latitudes of 14 ° 53'57"N and 1547'59" N and 

the longitudes of 73 °  40'54"E and 74°  20'11"E. Sandwiched between the Sahyadris 

(Western Ghats) on its eastern boundary. and the Arabian Sea on the west. Goa measures 

an area of about 3701 sq. kms. 4  Goa is blessed with a salubrious. sub-tropical. monsoon 

type of a climate. It is equable and humid all round the year. Goa aets rain both from the 

3  Olivinho J.F. Gomes, op. cit., p. 10. 
4  Ibid. 
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South-West monsoon as also from the North-East monsoon. South-West monsoon brings 

rain from June to September, accounting for 90% of Goa's annual precipitation. North-

East monsoon lashes Goa in October-November, bringing at times thunderous showers. 

The average annual rainfall in Goa is between 2500mm to 3500mm. However, 

different regions receive varying amount of rains. For instance, while the annual average 

for the coastal belt is about 2500 to 3000mm, the villages bordering the Sahayadri region 

get an annual average of 3000 to 5000 mm. 5  Moderate rains coupled with the fact that 

high precipitation is limited to few months, have led to the developments towards the 

cooperative mode of life among the early settlers to use the limited water resources 

efficiently. Collective efforts were required to erect dykes and embankments in low lying 

areas and to make terraces on the hills of central uplands. This cut at the speed of the 

water flowing down the hill and helped to preserve and utilise to the maximum possible 

extent the limited water sources for the expanding agrarian activities. Tanks, ponds, lakes 

springs and wells, whose initial significance was determined by their communitarian 

usage by the early settlers, were considered as common property of the village and served 

to carry out efficient water management on the one hand, and on the other prevented 

ground water level from going down. 

Occasionally. Goa is affected by cyclonic disturbances. which arise either in the 

Arabian Sea or in the Bay of Bengal, resulting in strong winds and subsequent outburst of 

thunderstorms. Goa's physical proximity to the Arabian Sea leads to only slight 

5 V. T. Gune (ed.), Gazetteer of The Union Territo• ,  of Goa, Daman and Diu. Vol. I, Panaji: Gazetteer 
Dept., - 1979, pp. 2-3. 
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variations in the mean daily temperatures ranging from a maximum of 34° to 35° C and a 

minimum of 25° to 27° C. By and large, climatic conditions of Goa are moderate and 

enjoyable. 6  The only problem is the high humidity of the region owing to its proximity to 

the sea. The pleasant climatic conditions are responsible for the Goans developing an 

affable nature, which was a necessary condition, for preserving the cooperative nature of 

the village communities i.e., the communidades, over the ages, tiding over many 

vicissitudes and obstacles that came its way. 

Physio-graphically Goa's terrain may be conveniently divided into three distinct 

zones: 1. The Eastern Sahyadris, 2. The Central Uplands and 3. The Western Coastal 

Plains. 

The Sahyadris on the eastern side of Goa cover approximately an area of 1724 sq. 

lons., and cover eastern parts of the talukas of Sattari, Sanguem and Canacona. 7  This 

region has high hills and steep valleys. Agricultural activities were just unthought of in 

this region. This is testified by the fact that the hold of village communities over these 

lands is minimal. However the waterfalls of Dudhsagar and Harvalem have changed the 

fate of Sanguem and Bicholim respectively, by providing water resource, required for 

agrarian activities, all through the year. This water flowing down the Central Uplands to 

the Western Coastal Plains. have been ingeniously used by the gaunkurs of the 

Ibid. 

7  Western Ghat Region—Goa Sub Regional Plan (Draft), New Delhi: Town and Country Planning 
Organisation, Ministry of Works and Housing, Govt. of India, 1983, p.10 
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communidades for carrying out agricultural operations, fishing, trading contacts, etc., 

over the centuries. 8  

The Central Uplands contain many hills with gentle to moderate slopes and long, 

narrow intermediate valleys. This transitional sub-mountainous region with undulating 

uplands runs from north to south and stretches across a width of about 20 kilometres, 

occupying about 35% of the total area of Goa. 9  This region also consists of laterite stones 

that have been quarried by the gaunkars of the region for setting up durable houses either 

on hill sides or elevated platforms in the plains. Quarried stone and rubble were perhaps 

used by the gaunkars in building dykes and embankments, wells, tanks, etc. 19  

The river valleys of Kushavati, Zuari and Mandovi in the central uplands have 

been supporting much the agricultural activities of the gaunkars. In fact it is this region 

that witnessed agricultural activity. on a- communitarian basis. Many springs have their 

origin in the gullies of this region, feeding an intricate network of rivers and rivulets. This 

region is also rich in iron deposits. The rock cut carvings at Usgallimal on hard laterite 

stone and at Kajur on the granite dudanfator (milk-stone)," make one conclude that the 

people of the region possessed strong iron instruments as to make carvings on the rock. 

The availability of rich iron ores in the region seems to have enabled the gaunkars to 

make iron implements and tools. to carry out hectic agricultural operations in these fertile 

This is abundantly clear to anyone who is familiar with the terrain of the region which abounds in water 

resources that can be used for the purpose of agriculture. 
9 

Report of the Task Force on Eco-Development Plan for Goa, New Delhi: Govt. of India, Planning,  

Commission, 1982, p 6-7. 
10  This is evident from the extensive field studies undertaken in these areas. 

Pratima Kamat, Farar Far: Local Resistance to Colonial Hegemony in Goa 1510-1919. Panaji: Institute 

Menezes Brnanza, 1999, pp. 10-11. 
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regions. The later success of the settlers in the Coastal Plains was dependant on the 

continuous supply of iron tools and implements from the villages in the Central Uplands. 

Similarly, the Central Uplands was also the pharmaceutical unit of Goa with its 

rich biodiversity. The gaunkars of these regions had acquired vast knowledge on the 

curative properties of the flora and fauna. The inhabitants of the region have secretly 

guarded this knowledge over the centuries. They supplied the required herbs and other 

medical plants to the inhabitants of the coastal plains. In this way there emerged a strong 

nexus between the settlers of Central Uplands and Coastal Plains, which was highly 

indispensable from the point of view of survival. t2 

The Western Coastal Plains cover about 22 % of the area of Goa. The area 

stretches for a length of 120 km. and has a width varying from 2 to 15 lcms. 13  The region 

consists of long river basins, estuaries, narrow stretches of sandy beaches, lagoons, bays 

and islands." The Western Coastal Plains perhaps have witnessed the full dynamism of 

the gaunkars who have subjected every bit of available land to diverse agricultural 

activity. Transformation of this land making it suitable for agriculture was relatively 

more difficult. Clearance of the tidal forest, preventing saline water from entering 

agriculture fields as also avoiding flooding of these low lands during times of high 

precipitation by developing good drainage system. etc., required superior knowledge of 

nature, the technology to control the same and above all communitarian efforts to succeed 

12  This is evident from field study of the villages in these regions. 
13 

Report of the Task Force, p. I. 
14  Ibid., p. 6. 
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against all odds. It is mainly in these regions of Goa that one can witness the dominance 

of the communidade system. I5  

The Western Coastal Plains are also noted for having good ports. The ancient 

ports of Gopakapattana and Ela are well known for students of history. I6  All weather port 

of Mormugao as also the seasonal ports of Betul, Terekol, Chapora, Talpona, etc., have 

perhaps played their role in inviting continuing new immigrants into the virgin lands and 

supported well the import-export activities of the gaunkars and made Goa into a very 

open maritime society as well. 

The nature of the soil varies from place to place depending on various factors as 

geology, topography, drainage, vegetation and climate. There is laterite, alluvial, red 

loamy, mixed red and black soil, as also, sandy soils. Soil is protected in many ways by 

the villagers. The gaunkars put up dykes and embankments to prevent soil erosion. 

Besides they built long and elevated stretches in the middle of the agricultural fields, on 

which were planted trees to prevent soil erosion as also to supplement their agricultural 

income. I7  

' 5  Filippe very Xavier, Bosquejo Historic° dus Communidades ..., Part I, pp. I -4. 
16 

These ports have however, been rendered unusable due to heavy deposit of silt in the last few centuries. 

Fite system of division of agricultural fields into elongated plots (magoll) and their sub division (bandhi) 

also prevented soil erosion. The grass growing wild during the non-agricultural season also helped to 

prevent soil erosion. 
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The coastal belt is favourable for the cultivation of rice. I8  Rice is grown, in the 

fertile khazan land, as also in the highlands (marad) where hillsides were terraced to 

enable optimum use of limited water resources, in well-drained alluvium ker lands, and in 

the high, forest-encircled Kulne lands. 19  The not so fertile barad lands, which are, 

however, rich in minerals, have been utilised by the gaunkars for the cultivation of 

secondary crops as nachinni (millets), and, pulses like kulith, urd, mung, etc. Besides, 

every bit of available elevated land in the Coastal Plains have been utilised for having the 

plantation of coconut and mango trees. Similarly, the valleys with perennial natural 

springs in the Central Uplands have been utilized for having coconut and arecanut 

plantations. 

2. Peopling of Goa and the Corporate Way of Life 

Goa has been inhabited since time immemorial. The vast grasslands of Goa might 

have attracted the dhangar or the gonvIli Community of shepherds. This seems probable 

on the basis of the etymology of the name 'Goa', which is said to mean the place that 

abounds in the wealth of the cows. Crawford holds the view that "the early inhabitants of 

Goa seem to be the dhangars who descended from the Ghats ... " 20  The dhangars are, in 

fact, concentrated in the foothills of Canacona, Quepem, Ponda and Sanguem taluka of 

18  Production of rice in the low lying kha:ana lands has always been much higher than in the highlands 

(marads). This is due to the fact that while the khazona lands have abundant supply of water they are also 

rich in alluvium soil brought down by the monsoon rains every year. 

19  Pratima Kamat, "Historical Geography and Natural Resources" in Teotonio R. de Souza (ed.). Goo 
through the Ages, Vol. II, New Delhi: Concept Publishing Company, 1990, pp. 27-28. 

20  A. Crawford, Legend of the Konkrin. p. 25, as partially quoted in J. A. J. Da Costa. History of Goo. 
Vasco: 1982, p. 25. 
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Goa. 21  In fact the gonvlli community has an important place in the peasant society of 

Goa22, as they seem to have shown the way to the later settlers. If it is accepted that Goa 

denotes abundance of wealth in the form of cows, then, it may also give some clue to the 

first agricultural settlers. The early settlers, who started agricultural activities, seemed to 

have followed the tracks of the gonvIlis and grazing cattle in the grasslands to find the 

best fertile soil for cultivation. Large hordes of cattle required abundant supply of water 

and areas with thickly grown grass indicated fertility of the soil and availability of 

perennial source of water in the vicinity. The peasant communities, who followed the 

gonvlli, could easily subject the pasturelands that have been overgrazed and abandoned 

by the shepherds, for cultivation with the application of appropriate technology. The 

movements of gonvlli showed the way to sources of fresh water in the form of lakes, 

ponds, and springs that were later on used for agricultural purposes. It is here worth-

noting that the link between the pastoral group of gonvIli and the peasant group of the 

gaunkars continues even today as is evident from the common property set aside for the 

shepherds, where the latter are free to graze their cattle without any hindrance from the 

gaunkars. It very often happens that now the land left in common for grazing cattle is 

more than the land-space that is subjected to cultivation. Besides, the cattle of the 

gaunkars are placed in the caring hands of the gonvlli during the farming seasons on 

nominal payment. Moreover the gonvlli supplied milk to the villagers as also the much-

needed organic manure in the form of compost. Regular intake of milk gave to the 

villagers the much-needed proteins and the organic manure helped to maintain the 

productivity of the soil. However, though the gonvlli were one of the first to be in Goa. 

2  Hrishikesh Mandal, "Dhangar", in K.S. Singh, P.P. Shirodkar and H.K. Mandal (eds.). People of India. 
Goa, Anthropological Survey of India, Vol. XXI., Bombay: Popular Prakashan, 1993, pp. 70 - 75. 
22  Ibid. 
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they are gaunkars of not a single village. This is because of the fact that gauncarias are 

village communities of agriculturists that led settled life. On the other hand, the gonylli 

by virtue of their profession as shepherds had developed semi — nomadic habits. 23  

It is generally accepted that the establishment of the village communities i.e., 

gauncarias is much before the entry of the Aryans and Marathas in Goa. 24  And as 

agricultural activities succeeded pastoral way of life round the world, it may safely be 

concluded that the gonyllis were the pioneers of agriculture, who ushered in settled life in 

Goa and established the Village Communities. George Moraes opines that Goans have 

lived in Village Communities from times immemoria1. 25  

3. The Arrival of the Settlers 

a. Gaudas. 

Gaudas, who are the aborigines of Goa, are considered to be the first settlers of 

the land. They are currently divided into four categories: Kunnbi/Velip, Konkonn 

Gaudde, Kunbis/Gaudde (Christians). and Nav Hindu Gaudde. Their way of life, culture. 

modes of dress, food, rites and rituals of the four groups are almost similar and it is 

evident that they are of the same racial stock. 

23  Ibid., p. 70. 
24  Rui Gomes Pereira, op. cit., pp. 8-9. 
25  George M. Moraes, "Presidential Address" in P.P. Shirodkar (ed.), Goa's Cultural Trends. Panaji: 
Directorate of Archives, Archaeology and Museum, 1988, pp. XXI-XXX II. 
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As per one tradition, the Gaudas are so called as it was considered that they had 

come from the Gauda Desh. However the origin of the term Gaudas has been 

linguistically traced to Ganv, which means village. 26  The exclusive use of the surname or 

family name Gaunkar both by Hindu and Christian Gaudas 27, makes one believe that they 

were the founders of quite a few villages in Goa, which is also suggestive of their role in 

developing the gauncaria system in Goa 

Some scholars have ascribed the etymology of the word Gauda to a colloquial 

language once spoken by them, which is now extinct. 28  Certain words and phrases used 

exclusively by them also perhaps point fingers towards that direction. For instance, a 

male elder is addressed to as ga, a married woman as ge, and a young girl as go. These 

colloquial pronouns are used widely in rural Goa. Analysed against this backdrop, the 

etymology of Goa may also be traced to the process of subjugating this young virgin land 

of Goa, addressed as go (like a virgin girl) by the elders of the Gaudas, addressed as ga. 

Hence, one gets the name Goa. 

The Gaudas are said to belong_ to the Munda section of the Astroid race. 29  And 

they are supposed to have migrated from South East Asia to Assam, Orissa, Bengal, 

Kerala and Goa. 3°  The Gauda folklores give no indication as to where they came from. 

26  V.T. Gune (ed.), op. cit., p. 233. 
-• Vinayak Vishnu Khedekar, Loksarita (Marathi), Panaji: Kala Academy, 1993, pp. 43-44. The Nav Hindu 
Gaudde were reconverted to Hinduism in 1927-28 under the initiative of Musurkar Maharaja whose 
Ashram was in Bombay. 
28  I bid. 
24  Mahadevshastri Joshi, Bhavatiya Samaria Koch, Pune: Barratry Sanskriti Kosh Mandal, 1985, Vol.11. pp. 
798-799. 
" Subodh Kumar Biswas, "Hindu Gauda'. in People of India Goa. p. 100. Some scholars have linked them 
to the Gauda Community of Bengal. In support of this they cite few customs and terms used by them which 
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They also do not remember where from they had migrated and from which direction. 3I 

 However, in all probability the Gaudas came not by sea route, but by land route via the 

Ghat region as is evident from their life-style. The Gaudas have even now no boat maker 

amongst them, and, they neither engage in fishing nor consume fish in large quantities. 

However, they say that they are being called Gaudas as they reside in interior villages of 

Goa. 32  The Gaudas are found in the Central Upland Regions of Tiswadi, Ponda, 

Canacona, Bicholim and Quepen talukas of Goa. 33  The talukas of Saari and Sanguem 

also have substantial Gauda population. 34  The demographic distribution of Gauda 

community in these parts of Goa attests to the fact that they came via the Ghat region. 

Furthermore, in the past they used to have their huts on the eastern side of the hills, 35 

 possibly to prevent their thatched huts from being blown away by strong winds. Or this 

could be indicative of the route they came from. 

The Gaudas might have been hunters, initially, as is evident from some of their 

rites and rituals. For example, in some villages, their Kul-devatas, which are mostly 

shapeless stones, are occasionally smeared with blood of slain cocks and goats. The 

Gaudas are non-vegetarian, but do not consume beef and pork. This could be due to the 

influence of Hinduism, as also more of Buddhism and Jainism, which had a strong 

are similar to the Hindus of West Bengal. such as, nabanna (first rice harvesting and taking ceremony). 
parish sankranti, worship of Durga and animal sacrifice in their own Mahadev (Shiva) temple. 

Subodh Kumar Biswas, op: cit., p.I 00: Also see. K.C. Malhotra, "Micro — Evolutionary Dynamics 
Among the Gauda.s. of Goa." in R. J. Meier. C. M. Odell and F. Abdel (eds.), Evolutionary Models and 
Studies in Human Diversity. Hague: Mouten Publishers, 1978. 
32 

 Subhodh Kumar Biswas, op. cii.. 100. 
33  Ibid., p. 101. 

Vinayak Vishnu Khedekar, op. cit., p. 44. 

Ibid. 
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presence in the interior regions. 36  However, wild boars were and are still hunted down - 

and eaten with relish. Hunting was done by using the bow and arrow, 37  which indicates 

that the Gaudas had fairly good knowledge of iron. Old iron weapons are worshipped by 

the Gaudas in many of the villages. The use of iron tools and weapons might have helped 

the Gaudas to be the initiators of agriculture in Goan region. The Central Uplands and the 

Ghat region abound in numerous wild animals and birds. It must have been the 

abundance of wild fauna that might have attracted the Gaudas to settle in these interior 

regions. Hunting requires cooperative efforts and the Gaudas developed cooperative 

nature in order to survive and grow in numbers. This cooperative nature later on became 

more evident with the increasing practice and dependence on agriculture. 

It is generally believed that the Gaudas introduced into Goa, a variety of crops as 

rice, coconut, areca nut, plantains. black pepper. 38  They also cultivated nachnni, tur, 

kulith, etc. 39  Their staple food is rice, which was consumed four times a day in different 

forms till a few decades ago, and the same supplied the Gaudas with the required 

carbohydrates to carry out hard physical work, throughout the day, which began at 5 

O'clock in the morning with the first chirping of the birds. The day ended with the daily 

meetings at the community square (mandd) with discussion amongst elders, singing folk 

songs, etc. The same fostered community feelings among the members of the village. The 

Gaudas initiated and practised Kumeri (burn and shift) cultivation, which marked the 

6  Buddhism was widespread in this region as indicated by the discovery of the headless Buddha in one of 
the nearby fields in the vicinity of a natural cave at Rivona, which was used by the Buddhists. Similarly a 
Jain temple was discovered at Cudnem. The later excavation by the Archaeological Survey of India at 
Chandor has indicated the presence of a Jain temple on which later on a Hindu temple has been built. 
37 

Vinavak Vishnu Khedekar, op. cit., p.46. 
38  V.T. Gune, op. cit., 234; Subodh Kumar Biswas. op. cii., p. 100. 
39  V inaNak Vishnu Khedekar, op. cit., p. 4-1. 
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beginning of agricultural operations in Goa. It is here worth-mentioning that the same 

form of cultivation was carried out even in the 19 th  century in the forested areas of Satari 

and Pernem. 4°  

Kumeri cultivation signifies the shift of the Gaudas from hunting-gathering stage 

to settled life concentrating principally on agriculture. Man is noted for studying the 

intricacies of nature and imitating the same for mutual benefit. Initially, fire that broke 

out accidentally in the forests trapped and killed many wild animals, thus, making 

available to the Gaudas, large quantities of meat. Thereafter, the Gaudas probably used 

the same method of setting fire to the forests, which was full of dry foliage and grass to 

convert them into Kumeri lands, which in Kannada language would mean virgin, 

unploughed and uncultivated lands. They were created after denuding the jungles of trees. 

Such lands were there in several villages, among which Kumarmol in Collem is the most 

prominent. Burnt forested areas were then cleared of the wooden stumps that were used 

for making huts. The cleared area was made ready for cultivation of rice and other cereal 

crops. Carrying out Kumeri type of cultivation in the hinterlands of Goa was 

advantageous in many ways. The forests provided the Gaudas with timber and stumps for 

building. huts and twigs to fence the agricultural fields. Moreover, the average rainfall 

near Ghats is almost double to what is received in the coastal areas. Similarly. the 

average number of rainy days is more in the eastern parts of Goa than in the Coastal 

Plains:II  Thus, heavier rainfall spread over a longer period, helped the Gaudas to get 

assured returns. 

40 Ibid., pp. 43-48. 
41  V.T. Gune, op. cii., pp. 23-24. 
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Moreover, animals like wild boars and - deers that destroyed the standing crops, as 

also birds, were hunted down, and helped to supplement the diet of the Gaudas. However, 

crops like areca nut and coconut plantations that require regular supply of water round the 

year, made the Gaudas move towards springs, ponds and lakes. They dug up wells at the 

foothills and began to construct tanks. This becomes evident when one visits the rock-cut 

carving on the banks of river Kushavati at Usgallimall. P.P. Shirodkar states that the 

socio-economic as well as politico-ethnic history of an area can be reconstructed with a 

fair measure of accuracy by carving out adequate research on the village and place 

names.42  Usgallimall signifies a large field prepared by putting fire. This refers to the 

Kumeri type of agriculture, which was practised here. The large-scale concentration of 

Gauda-population in this area makes one conclude that the Gaudas were the initiators of 

Kumeri cultivation in this area, besides the etymology of the place name. 

Continuous water supply in the form of rivers and rivulets, as also springs, ponds 

and lakes, might have prompted the Gaudas to burn the potential agricultural fields, so as 

to clear it of wild weeds, but the shifting process, slowly declined. 43  And the Gaudas 

started settling down and forming the villages, with which began the process of adding 

the titles of gaunkars. 

42 
P.P.Shirodkar, "Etymology of Village and Place Names of Goa, -  in Poople of India Goa. pp. 209-2;12 

43 Till today the Gaudas follow the method of cutting the wild grass that rows and burning it in the fields. 

Whereas in the coastal areas the method followed was totally uprooting the wild grass (plugill) and 

dumping the same on the elevated land-rows (vollir -) which are there in the middle of the - fields at regular 
distance 
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Villages like Van in Sattari Taluka, as also Shelvan, Santon, Rivona etc., indicate 

their connections with the forests." Interestingly all these villages with the prefix or affix 

van (forest) were set up in the midst of the forests, within the natural boundaries, and 

centring on agricultural fields. There are other places as Malpan (Cotorem — Sattari), 

Monzonn (Curtorim), Volvonem (Tivim), Talpanem (Shiroda), Talpon (Canacona), 

Sarvan (Carapur), etc. 45  Most of these places are inhabited chiefly by the Gaudas. All 

these make us conclude that the Gauclas were the founders of gau (ganv) and gauncaria 

in Goa and the early formation of villages extended from the frontiers of forests on the 

eastern side to the Central Uplands. Gaudas are found in large numbers in villages like 

Carambolim, Chimbel, Nagzari, Odshel, Curca, Naushe, Caranzalem, Vadevle, Madkai, 

Kundai, Veling, Priol, etc., covering a protracted geographical space touching the fringes 

of Coastal Plains. At many places in Goa, the Central Uplands have jutted into the 

Western Coastal Plains, offering to the Gaudas an opportunity to settle there, bringing 

additional, new type of lands under cultivation and also engage in new occupation. In this 

fashion there are the villages of Betul, Britona, Batim, etc, that were inhabited by a large 

Gauda section on the Western Coast of India. At other places where they have large 

population, there are Gauda vaddas in Cumbarjua, Calangute, Tirrem, Navelim, Corgaon, 

Morgim and Mandrem. Velipvadas also exist in Balli-Adnem, Caulem, Curdi, Neturlim 

and Culem villages of South Goa. 

" P.P. Shirodkar, "Etymology of Village and Place Names of Goa." p. 219. 
45  Ibid. 
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Gaudas who established their first settlements were known as Gaunkars. 46  These 

Gaudas had the traditional right of exclusive occupation of land, both agricultural and 

non-agricultural, including the forested areas and grasslands. Such gaunkars could be 

from Gauda or Velip Community. The feeling of being the pioneers of settlement and 

ownership of Gaun is seen in their use of surnames as gaunkars and their Vaddes were 

also named as such. The Gaunkarvadas, also known variously as Gaunsabhat, 

Gaunsavada, Gaunchem-Bhat, Gaothan, and Gaunvada, could be traced to villages as 

Chodan, Cavambolim, Azossim, Mandur, Batim, Merces, Curca, Camurlim, Assanora, 

Varca, Siolim, Queula, Bandora, Velinga, Boma, Betque, Verem-Vagurbem, Curti-

Khandepar, Betora, Nivankal, Usgaon, Advalpale, Mayem, Vainguinim, Arvalem-Virdi, 

Cudem, Navelim, Velguem, Pilgan, Mulgaon, Shirgaon, Dhargal, Tamboshem, Tuem, 

Malcornem, Deo, Varca, Mausa, Cotombi — Chaifi and Dharbandoad. 47  The above 

discussion makes it amply clear that the Gaudas were the first founders of Ganv and 

gauncaria in Goa. 

What was the need for such cooperative behaviour on the part of the Gaudas? As 

of hunting, the successful carrying out of agricultural operations requires acquisition of 

vast knowledge of the intricacies of nature. It is a known fact that the Arabs studied the 

phenomenon of monsoon winds to sail via the Arabian Sea to the shores of India. The 

monsoon winds were also studied by the early inhabitants as is clear from the naming of 

the different phases of the monsoons during the year. Precipitation differs in quantity and 

quality in these different phases, thus affecting agricultural production. That stars were 

46  Ibid., p. 222. 
47  Ibid., p. 221. 
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watched and observation on nature was carried out is evident from the rock cut carvings 

at Usgallimall where many stars and constellations were carved." Even today when the 

Gaudas carry out agricultural operation in their fields, their talk mostly revolves round 

the different phases of monsoonal winds. Thus understanding the forces of nature and 

utilizing the said knowledge for community benefit might have compelled the gaunkars 

to form co-operative units. The attempts to keep the operating costs minimal might have 

also compelled the gaunkars to form co-operatives. For instance, optimum use of 

available water, both of rain water in the terraced fields on hill sides, as also from natural 

and artificial reservoirs like springs, tanks, ponds, wells, lakes, etc., was possible only 

with the help of cooperative effort, among the founder settlers, which was followed 

uninterruptedly by succeeding generations. Effective water management saved for the 

gaunkars much time and energy, that was most valuably utilized for bringing additional 

land under settlement and cultivation. As has been mentioned, the forested areas provided 

for easy availability of stumps and twigs for carrying out fencing. Common fencing 

reduced the cost and effort for the gaunkars.49  

Similarly, common threshing and winnowing grounds, etc, went on to keep the 

operating cost to the bare minimum thus making available for each gaunkar a larger share 

of profit in the form of dividends that were divided usually amongst each (form) of the 

twelve elders (barazann). Barazann is named after the twelve ancestors who founded the 

agricultural village and inhabited it for the first time. In fond memory of these elders 

48 
One can see at Usgalimall petroglyphs of objects like the spear and the harpoon, human figures and the 

local fauna such as the zebu bull, the deer, the antelope, wild goat and deer, etc. 
49  F. L. Gomes, A Liberdade da Terra e a EC-0170117%a Rural da India Portugueza, pp. 17-20: Jose Maria 
Teixeira Guimarks, As Cominunidades Indianas Das Velhas Conquistas — Project° Cie Relbrinu. Nova 
Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1885, pp. 7-9. 
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there exist places as Barazan in Surla and Usgaon. At other places with due respect to 

their pioneering role in founding settlement they are worshipped in the form of twelve 

stones buried in front of temples like Sristhal in .Gaondongrem. They were also 

worshipped in temples as well as in villages like Chodan, Panelim, Chicalim, Dabolim, 

Davorlim, Mormugaon, Nagoa, Pale, Vaddem, Naroa, Poira, Alorna, Chandel and 

Neturlim. 5°  In Gauda populated village of Kajur, in an agricultural field in front of the 

local Paikdeo temple, lies a big, oval granite stone surrounded by a circle of stone 

"seats", about four meters in diameter, referred to by the local people as the venue of 

panchayat meeting of the Barazann in the past. 51  These places, in all probability, could be 

the ones where the village community council, 1. ., the gaumponn, met to decide about 

the matters concerning the welfare of the gauncaria. 

Gaunkars also formed themselves into co-operative units for the purpose of 

defence against wild animals that infested and destroyed the fields. The wild boars that 

are ferocious and deadly were a constant threat to the standing crops. Dealing with this 

menace required co-operative effort on the part of the gaunkars, who set out at night-time 

with fire torches and armed with bow and arrows, to hunt them down. Even today the 

Gaudas set out in groups to hunt the wild bears and eat with great relish the dish prepared 

from the game. The rock cut carvings at Usgallimall have many carvings of wild boars 

with hunting marks on it, pointing possibly to the fact that agriculture had made a 

beginning here. 

5°  P.P. Shirodkar, "Etymology of Village and Place Names of Goa," p. 234. 
51  Pratima Kamat, Farar Far..., pp. 10-I I. 
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The gauncarias might have also been formed as defensive units against 

encroachment by the neighbourhoods. It is commonly held that cott means fortification 

and one can detect such fortifications in the place names as cotta in Chandor-Covorim, 

Cottamorod in Cuncolim, Cotta in Davorlim-Dicarpale, Cottar in Cansaulim — Cuelim 

and Cotta in Velim. 52  Many of these places have substantial Gauda inhabitants, which is 

suggestive of the fact that the early settled-agriculturists resorted to some sort of 

protective arrangements carried out by them collectively. 

Gauda life and culture is run on a communitarian basis. All the members of the 

community, with no sex and age bar, participated in the socio economic activities. For 

instance, while the men folk toil on land to eke a living out of it, the women contribute in 

no fewer ways towards the same. The children pass the day looking after the cattle. 

collecting the fruits and nuts, from the wild, thus, ensuring the family with the daily 

requirements of vitamin and proteins in the form of fresh fruits and nuts. 53  

Communitarian way of life is also evident in the ownership of village land. The 

village land is owned jointly by the village and placed in the hands of village deities like 

Bali and Bhima. Many of them worship Mallikarjun at Canacona. Their family deities 

(kril-devalas) include Mahalsa, Kamakshi, Betal, Shivaikar, Folkar. Shantadurga. 

Mahadev. Boma. Kamaleshwari. Nagueshi, Lohanai. Nava Durn. Mahalaxmi. 

Chamundi. etc. 54  

52  P.P. Shirodkar, "Etymology of Village and Place Names of Goa," p. 238. 
53  Extensive field trips to the areas dominated by the Gaudas make one to come to such a conclusion. 
54  V. T. Guile, op. cit., p. 236. 
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Female deities predominate among the Gauda communities. Probably, the Gauda 

communities were, for all purposes, not patrilineal societies, as the worship of mother 

goddess in the form of fertility cult was widely practiced in the areas which are inhabited 

now by the Gaudas. Their women enjoyed no inferior position in the family and society, 

which is also evident from the various practices regarding marriage and wedding 

ceremonies amongst the Gaudas. Moreover, the wife inherits moveable property after her 

husband's death among the Gaudas. And when the she dies, the property is shared 

equally between sons and unmarried daughters. As far as the land holdings are 

concernted it may be noted that only the produce is equally shared among all members of 

the village, because the land belongs to the ku/ or clan as a whole. 55  

b. Entry of New Groups 

Goa has a caste called Mithgavde or Mith Gavdas, who were engaged in 

manufacture of salt. The Mith Gaudas claim to be higher than the Gaudas/Velip in the 

social hierarchy and belong to the Kshtriya Varna. 56  They are found mostly settled in 

Pernem block of North Goa district. Though the Mith Gaudas are not of the same racial 

stock as the Gaudas/Velips, their history is significant. Firstly, according to the Mith 

Gavdas, 'Gauda' means a village and therefore the villagers who are salt-makers by 

tradition are called Mith Gaudas. The Mith Gaudas are distinct from the Gaudas. who 

were the first settlers. What is significant is that the later settlers in Goa all preferred to be 

called as Gaudas. For instance, in later times somewhere around the beginning of the 

55  Subodh Kumar Biswas, op. cit., p. 102. 
56  Hrishikesh Mandal, "Midi Gauda," in People of India Goa, pp. 163-166. 
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Christian era, when the new Brahmin settlers arrived they preferred to call themselves as 

Gaud Saraswats. It is true that until a few centuries ago the Saraswats stressed more on 

their being called as Gauds than on being addressed as Saraswats and thus also perhaps 

wanted to be identified as founders of villages. 57  

Second, panning salt along the Arabian Sea coast was possible only through a co-

operative effort on the part of the villagers. Besides, the villagers had to learn to control 

the flow of salt water in and out of the saltpans. Dykes and embankments served the 

purpose admirably. Well-maintained dykes and embankments are the lifelines of the 

agricultural community that settled along the Western Coastal Plains. The settlers of 

these plains i.e., the gaunkars mastered the technique of regulating the flow of salt water 

during tides from the Mith Gaudas. Once this technique was mastered, then large tracts of 

land was made available to the gaunkars of these regions for successfully carrying out 

agricultural operations. It may also be mentioned that these saltpans, called mith-agors in 

Konkani, also served another purpose. They offered to the inhabitants of the region a 

good catch of fish, which at times when the water is too less could be caught even with 

bare hands. Similarly, even the khazana lands are breeding grounds for fresh water fish 

and can be just collected in plenty in the months of August — September, by just draining 

the fields of the excess water. This abundant availability of fish, in these regions, explains 

as to why the inhabitants of Coastal Plains including the Saraswat Brahmins consume. 

fish both fresh and dried in large quantities. In the initial years of settlement, when 

experiments were on to transform. low-lands that were inundated by salt water into 

57 
hi some villages like those of Verna and Margao in Salcete taluka the respective communidudes were 

composed exclusively of Brahmin vangores (clans) to the exclusion of other communities. 
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khazana fields, the rice bowls of Goa, it was fish that saved the Brahmins who have 

moved over from Saraswat regions to the Coastal Plains of Goa from extinction. Fish was 

available in abundance in the coastal belt and might have been the important diet of the 

settlers on the coast. At a later period, when rice became the staple diet, fish continued to 

be the unavoidable part of the Goan food. 58  

4. Settlements along the Western Coastal Plains: 

Though there is a large section of Gauda population in the Coastal Plains, 

especially along the hillsides, the remaining population conveniently categorizes 

themselves as Brahmins, Kshatriyas (including Christian Chaddes), Vaishyas and Sudras 

(Sudhirs). The Brahmins and the Kshatriyas claim descent from the Aryan and Maratha 

stock. It is not certain as to when and from where these northern people, migrated into 

Goa. However, they preferred to concentrate on the vast Coastal Plains, which then 

remained as almost abandoned and unattended areas by the early settlers, despite the fact 

that some of the settlements of the Gaudas touched upon the fringes of this region. 59  

The Kunbis and Gaudas were followed by the Aryans and Marathas or chaddes 

(as they are called in Goa) into the virgin Coastal Plains. The origin and migfatory routes 

and patterns of the Aryans have been well researched and theorised upon. Some scholars 

5s  This is clearly evident from the food habits of the people along, the coastline in Goa as of today. Xit-
coddi-rice is the favourite of any Goan and he cannot do without the same for more than a few days. 
'9  This is also evident from the demographic and settlement pattern of the people in the villages along the 

coastline specially in the Old Conquests region of Salcete, Bardez, and Ilhas. 
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have placed the Aryan migration to Goa as late as 1100 A.D. 66  It can safely be presume 

that the Aryans were here around the beginning of the Christian Era 61  and that the Aryans 

did not arrive at just one point of time but there were different successive waves of 

migrations into Goa. 62  

5. Early places of Habitation and Cultivation of the Aryans 

D.D. Kosainbi and Teotonio R. de Souza state that the Brahmins usurped the rich 

estuary lands, pushing lower caste Kshatriyas (the Chaddes) into less productive coastal 

and hilly areas. Indeed Brahmins predominated in the general assembly of the village 

communities before the arrival of the Portuguese and even thereafter. 63  The Parashuram 

legend throws light into the problems connected with the entry of the Brahmins into Goa. 

Parashuram is said to have shot an arrow that is supposed to have struck at Banauli 

(Benaulim) in Salcete taluka of Goa. P.P. Shirodkar, states that before the arrival of the 

Portuguese Banauli was known as Baneli derived from Banvalli or Banhalli i.e. a village 

Gururaj Bhat, Studies in Tuluva History and Culture, published by author, 1975, p. 240, as partially 

quoted from V.R. Mitragiri, "Cultural Contacts of Goa with North and South India", in ed: P.P. Shirodkar 

(ed.), Goa's External Relations (Seminar Papers), Panaji: Rajhauns Vitaran, 1992, pp. 13-21. 

61  Rui Gomes Pereira, op. cit., pp 10-11; Also read, R.G. Bhandarkar, Early History of Dekkan, Vol. 1. 

1884, p. 47. Bhandarkar opines that the first batch of the Saraswat Brahmins arrived in western India at 

about the 7 th  century B.C. Based on this the advance of the Aryan into South Konkan is fixed to the 7 th  to 

the 3 rd  Century B.C. 

62  B. G. D - Souza, Goan Society in Transition: A Study in Social Change, Bombay: Popular Prakashan. 

1975, p. 14. Also see, N.K. Wade, "The History and Social Organisation of the Gauda Saraswat Brahmans 

of the West Coast of India," in Journal of Indian History, Vol. XLVIII, Part I & II, Sr. Nos. 142 & 143 

Trivandrum: University of Kerala, 1970, pp. 7-25 and pp. 297-333. Here it is said that though' the first 

migration was from Bengal to Goa, bringing perhaps the Rice cultivation into Goa. it is opined that 

subsequent migrations might have been directly from Kanauj in North-West India to Goa. 
63 

D.D. Kosambi, Myth and Reality, Bombay: Popular Prakashan, 1962, p. 169; Also see, T.R. de Souza. 
Medieval Goa, pp. 56-58; Filippo Nery Xavier, Bosattejo Historic() dux Communidades, Part II. Nova Goa: 
Imprensa Nacional, 1852, pp 24 -25. Brahmin-Kshatriya and Brahmin-Chadde rivalry was evident even in 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
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covered by forest. 64  Benauli which is lapped by the waters of the Arabian Sea was surely 

covered with tidal forests. Clearing these tidal forests required stronger weapons and the 

axe (parashu) served the purpose adequately.. Secondly, as the legend goes, Lord 

Parshuram is said to have shot an arrow to create a new land from the high mountains. 

This clearly indicates that the route adopted was initially the land route, same like the 

ones used by the Gaudas in coming to Goa. However, there might have been no conflict 

between the Gaudas and the Aryans. The Gauda folklore which has a lovely and piquant 

humour does not contain any memories of any bitter class conflict or the link of any 

lingering memory of times when their lordship over the land was cruelly deprived of by 

later immigrants. 6' On the other hand, multiple explanations regarding the origin of the 

first settlers (i.e. the gaunkars) in different villages, as indicated by the various folklores, 

spontaneous and distinct, vouch for more than one set of original settlers. 66  Multiple roots 

of the original settlers is also indicated by the fact that though Konkani is spoken by all 

Goans, the different intonation in its accent is enough to tell from which part of Goa and 

villages one comes from. Moreover, the Gaudas who had inhabited and well settled on 

the hillsides of Goa might have happily allowed the later immigrants to occupy the then 

inferior lands along the Coastal Plains. The Coastal Plains were considered as inferior 

then because of the following reasons: These areas were fully under forests cover. These 

forests were the wet tidal forests and could not be burnt down for having kumeri 

cultivation and could not have been useful for any productive purposes. Thus the Gaudas 

perhaps had nothing to loose in happily allowing the later immigrants in occupying the 

hitherto unoccupied lands in the Coastal Plains. The migrating Aryans possessed strong, 

64  P.P. Shirodkar. "Etymology of Village and Place Names of Goa," p. 214. 
65  Antonio Mascarenhas, Goa from Prehistoric Times, Vasco, 1987, p. 20. 
66  Ibid., p. 15. 
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weapons, like the axe (parashu), did clear the lands of the tidal forests and put up 

embankments and constructed dykes to regulate the flow of salt water during tides. In this 

way they succeeded in cultivating the Kharjan (salty lands) and changed them into 

Khazana lands (i.e. wealth producing fields). 

The arrival of the Brahmins is significant to Goan history in many ways. The 

historical period of Goa can be said to begin with the arrival and settlement of the 

Brahmins into this territory, as there are written sources only from this period onwards. 

The various land grants given to the Brahmins in the form of Copper plates have been the 

earliest source materials to reconstruct the agrarian as well as political history of the Goa 

region. These grants also supply us with a rich information on the settlements pattern of 

the Brahmins and their relation vis-à-vis the state up to the arrival of the Portuguese. 

6. Grant of Khazana Lands to the Brahmins 

The Bhojas, who ruled over Goa from 3 rd  century A.D. onwards, were the first 

known rulers of Goa and they had made grants to various people including the Brahmins. 

For instance, the king Devaraj in his Shiroda copper plate gave some tolls from the 

village Thanniyarka kottiha kayya to • two Brahmins namely, Govindswami and 

Indraswami along with house sites and pasture land for cows. The village has been 

identified with Thana in Cortalirn of Salcete Taluka. 67  Similarly a grant of Bhoja king 

Prithivirnallavarman, found at Bandora in Ponda Taluka, refers to the grant of a field 

67  P. S. S. Pissurlencar, "Goa Ha 1500 Anos", in 0 Oriente Portuguese, 2" Series, No. 6, pp. 392-99: also 
refer to, Epigraphic(' Indica, XXIV, p. 143; Epigraphica Indica, XXVI, p. 337; and, Epigraphic(' Indica. 
XXXIII, p. 61. 
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surrounded by blue hills from a village Bhagala-pallika to a Brahmin Madhavarya of 

Agrivahya Gotra. 68  Another grant of Prithivimallavarman issued from Prithiviparavato, 

identified with the Parvat part of Chandor, records the grants of a field named Kapoti 

Khajjana situated in village Malar, to a Brahmin Damarya of the Bhardwaja Gotra. 69 

 What is significant is that this happens to be the first known grant of Khazana land to 

Brahmins. Such grants would follow later giving the Brahmins a control over the prime 

rice producing area of Goa, leading to the emergence of the Saraswats as a dominant 

force in the socio-economic life of Goa. In later times the Brahmins would prefer grant 

of Khazana lands as is evidenced from the grant of Bhoja king Kapalijarman issued from 

his camp at Pause-Kheteka and which records the grants of the Pukkoli — khajjana from 

the village Sivapuraka to Swamikaraja for religious purpose as required by the latter. 

Swamikaraja in turn made over the same khazana fields to a Brahmin Bhavarya of 

Kaundivya gotra with libation of water so that merit might accrue to him. 7°  On the whole 

the Bhoja kings seem to have taken a very keen interest in the development of agriculture 

by granting marshy lands on the seaside (Khazana) to the Brahmins and others. who in 

turn converted them into cultivable lands with collective efforts. 

7. Land-Grants and Expansion of Agriculture 

Mauryas of Konkan who ruled over Goa from the 6 111  and 7 th  century A. D. were 

noted for their land grants to the Brahmins. The Shivapur plate of the king 

68  V 	Gune, op. cit., p. 65. 
Epigraphjica Indica, XXXIII, pp. 61-65. 

70  Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I, Part II, p. 288; also see. Epigraphica Indica, XXXI, p. 232: see Indian 
Antiquary, Vol. VIII, p. 161. 
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Chandravarman, records the donation of some land to the Mahavira i.e. monastery 

situated in Shivapur (Shiroda). The boundaries of the land grants are specified in the 

charter. 71  

Similarly, the Bandora plates issued by Maurya king Anirjitavarman from 

Kumardvipa i.e. Cumbarjua in Tiswadi Taluka, is addressed to the inhabitants of twelve 

village desh, as well as present and future officials. The king granted one hala of 

Khajjana land, a house-site, garden and a tank to a Brahmin Hastarya of Hariti Gotra. 

Moreover the Brahmins were also granted land that is to be reclaimed by clearing forests 

with the help of four batches of workers. The donee Mastarya was to enjoy the produce 

of the land by putting up a bund to prevent the salt water from entering the field on the 

seashore. Further the gifted land was free from payment of all taxes. 72  This grant is 

significant in many ways. Not only was khazana land allotted but also residential area 

with rights over the adjoining tank. Bamanwadas i.e., hamlets or wards of exclusive 

Brahmin residential areas which are prevalent in many villages might have come up in 

their fashion of allotment of land by the ruling dynasties. 73  The khazana land was to be 

enjoyed tax-free on the obligation of putting up a bund to prevent the salt water from 

entering the fields. In this fashion the king followed the age — old dictum which enjoined 

on the Indian kings to add to the happiness of their inhabitants by aiding reclamation of 

land. The physical efforts required to reclaim the land and make it cultivable might have 

made the grants tax-free in nature. And the fact that the grant is addressed to both the 

' 1  New Indian Antiquary, Vol. IV, p. 181: also see Annals of the Bhandarkur Oriental Research Institute. 
Poona, Vol. XXIII, pp. 510-513. 
72  E,pigraphica Indica, Vol. XXXII], pp. 293-294. 
77■ 

P.P. Shirodkar, "Etymology of Village and Place Names of Goa", pp. 209-242. 



inhabitants of the village as well as the officials is significant in the sense that it is 

indicative of the existence of intermediaries to collect land tax from the people. 

Therefore, it may be assumed that agricultural produce was taxed as far back as the 6 th 

 and the 7th  centuries A.D. Moreover the putting up of bunds to prevent salt water from 

entering the field required collective efforts, with the help of which land-reclamation and 

expansion of agriculture were carried out on a relatively large scale. 

8. Land grants and the Temple centered Agrarian Settlements: 

The land grants and settlement patterns in Goa under the Chalukyas of Badami 

(540 — 757 A.D.), assume different proportions as during this period whole villages were 

granted to Brahmins. For instance, the Nerur grant of the king Mangalesha dated 601-02 

A.D., records the grant of the village Kundirataka, identified with the village Cudnem in 

Bicholim taluka, to a Brahmin Priyaswami. Similarly, the land grants of Indravaraman of 

the early 7 th  century mention the grant of village Kavillika in Khetaharadesh to a 

Brahmin. 74  

During the Chalukya rule, the queens and princes also made grants of whole 

villages to Brahmins. For instance, the Verur inscription of Vijayamahadevi, the queen 

consort of Chandraditya, dated 659 AD., records the grant of a village named Tarakagara 

to a Brahmin Aryaswami Dikshit. The village Parishvasu, mentioned to be on the borders 

of the village that was granted, is identified with the village Parcem in Pernem taluka. 

74  Refer to the, "Goa Plate", in Journal of Bombay Branch of Royal Asiatic Society. Vol. X. p. 348: see 
also, Indian Antiquary, Vol. XIX, pp. 11-12; Indian Antiquary. Vol. XIX, p. 745; Indian Antiquary. Vol. 
Nit!, p. 161. 
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Another inscription of Vijayamahadevi found at Kochre on the borders of Goa, refers to a 

grant of Khajjana land to a Brahmin. Under the Chalukya it is seen that whole villages 

are made over to the Brahmins. 

Hinduism was on its revival path during the Gupta and post Gupta periods. To 

encourage this revivalism Hindu Goan kings and their feudatories made over to the 

Brahmins whole villages. Villages as Siridona, Shirodem, Shiroda, Shigaon, Chandrapur, 

etc., which are named after the Hindu deities, might have emerged during this revivalist 

phase75 . This also may indicate the emergence of temple-centered agrarian settlements, in 

the newly granted territories. However, the grant of villages did not mean new 

settlements by doing away with the original settlers. However, on the contrary, such 

grants might have been an attempt to bring the gauncaria under the control of the temple 

trust as it functioned under the mahazania system. 76  Perhaps, the mahazania system was 

devised to pull in the agricultural surplus of the village for the propagation, maintenance 

and sustenance of the Hindu Cult. The Portuguese would later on introduce the system of 

confraternities in similar fashion to aid extraction of rural surplus. 

9. Expansion of Agrarian Villages 

The number of agrarian villages increased with the introduction of corporate ways 

of production, which got accelerated following the land-grants made by the Silaharas of 

75 
P.P. Shirodkar, "Etymology of Village and Place Names of Goa", p. 217: Siridona comes from Sri i.e. 

Goddess Lakshmi the goddess of wealth. The second part refers to Vardhan or growth 
76 

Under the Mahazania system the gaunkars of the village became the founders of the temple and 
functioned as its mahazans i.e. the trustees, in perpetuity. 
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South Konkan or Goa (750 to 1020 A.D.). There are three copper plate grants given by 

the Silaharas of Goa: the Chikodi or Pattanakudi grant of Arasara III dated 988 AD.; the 

Kharepatana grant of Rattaraja dated 1008 AD.; and the Valipattana record of the same 

Rattaraja dated 1010 AD. The Kharepatana grants record the grant of three villages, 

Kushmandi, Asavanire and Vadagule, to a Brahmin Atreya, belonging to the Karkaroni 

branch of Mattamayura clan of Saiva sect for the worship of God Aveshvara. 77  This grant 

is a clear departure from earlier land grants. One, now kings grant a group of villages to 

the Brahmins of one temple. It was mainly because of this fact that land grants by this 

time attained a full fledge nature and the kings were not averse to even granting a group 

of villages to one particular temple, in this case it was three in number. Besides, 

subjecting the surplus of these villages to the service of the said temple, it was also 

decreed that ships coming from foreign land had to pay for the worship of God at the rate 

of one Suvarna Dharana. However what is significant is that the king Rattaraja obtained 

the permission of the gaunkars and his ministers and Amatyas before issuing the said 

grant. 7s 

The Valipattana grant of King Rattaraja dated 1010 A.D. records the grant of a 

plot of land named Kalvala (perhaps Colvale) from the village Bhaktagrama and a garden 

of betel nut to the Sankamaiya son of Brahmin Senavi Bagamaiya. This is probably the 

first known reference to Shenvi Brahmins of Goa. 79  The Shenvi Brahmins would 

henceforth go on to dominate the socio-economic and religious sphere of Goan life. The 

n  Epigraphicajndica, Vol. III, p. 299; God Aveshvara seems to have been named Mier Rattaraja father. 
King Avasara 
78  Ibid. 

79  For further details see, Indian Historical Quarterly, Calcutta, Vol. IV, p. 203. 
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Silahara rulers employed their administrative machinery for the construction of temples 

propagating the Shaiva cult in Goa. 8°  The Silaharas provided for the full maintenance of 

their temples. For instance, there was an oilman to supply oil for the temple lamp, a 

gardener to supply fresh flowers for the worship of the deity, a potter to supply pots for 

serving dishes in the temple, a washerman (Dhobi) for cleaning the clothes, a courtesan 

for performing arts and dance to please the deity etc. In this may be seen the first 

recorded attempt to secure from the villagers the maintenance for the temple servants. 

Henceforth, these temple servants would be allotted lands for residential purposes in 

almost all the villages of Goa. They would also be granted rent-free land for agricultural 

activities, which they could hold in perpetuity, subject to the carrying out of duties 

assigned to them. This can be seen as an attempt on the part of rulers and Brahmins to 

draw on the surplus of the village community for the maintenance of the cult. This policy 

enabled the rulers to settle the new immigrants who came in as landless people in the 

different villages of Goa as temple servants. The Brahmins got in this fashion new 

adherents to their cult. The gaunkars had no options but to accept the settlements of the 

new immigrants on the hitherto unoccupied lands. Being the mahajans i.e. the trustees of 

the village temples, the gaunkars accepted the entry of these new immigrants in the 

sphere of agriculture. However, in their attempts to maintain their own status as founders 

of villages and village temple, the gaunkars denied to the later entrants the right to 

8°  The Shiva temple at Curdi (Sanguem) seems to be the best specimen of the structural remains of the 
Shilhara temple architecture in Goa. It may be noted that to prevent the submergence of this temple under 
water due to the construction of the Selaulim Dam in this area, the said temple was dismantled stone by 
stone and reconstructed on one of the hillocks at Selaulim 
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manage the gaumponn (the village council), as also, never allowed them to be the 

mahajans of the temples. 81  

B. Gauncaria in the Process of Transition 

1. Winds of Change 

The structure and the functioning of the gauncaria underwent significant changes 

by the time of the Kadambas of Goa, who ruled from 1008 to 1300 A.D. Over three 

centuries of their rule over Goa the Kadambas made lot of land grants to the learned 

Brahmins, whose records enable us to study the transformation process involved in the 

gauncaria system. The Sawai-verem land grant records the grant of a village Savoi from 

the Ponda taluka by Guhalladeva to the family preceptor Narayan Bhatta Pattavardhana. 82 

 The Copper plate grant of Kadamba King Viravarmadeva ( circa 1042 to 1054 A.D.), 

records the grant of a piece of land named Tundukapur, situated in the Kudatarika — 

grahara of the Chhatsathi desh. The place has been identified with the Vaddo of Tambeti 

in Curtorim in Salcete taluka. 83  The said land was granted to a learned Brahmin 

Madhavarya, and was exempted from all taxes. The kings of Goa were eventually 

imitated by the gaunkars of the villages in making land grants to the Brahmins for 

construction of temples and maintenance of the cult. For instance. according to tradition 

81  Regulamento para o Govern() .4(Innni.circaivo e ECO370111iC0 das itilazanids dos Pagoeles clas. .Vova.s e 
Velhas Conquistas, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1878. pp. 133-230; also Regulumento das dus 
Depalayas do Esiado da India, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1933, pp. 1-144. 
82 V.T. Gune, op. cii., pp. 97-98. Here it is woth mentioning that the etymology Goa has been traced by 
some scholars to Kadamba King Guhalladeva 
83 

 Kadamba King Viravarmadeva identified from the said record shifted the Kadamba Capital from 
Chandrapur to Gopakapatana i.e. modern Goa Velha 
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the old Hindu temples were constructed by the village communities who used to 

contribute towards the maintenance of their cult and granted nomoshins i.e. rent-free 

lands to the servants of the temple. 84  This in turn brought to the gaunkars social 

recognition and pre-eminence amongst the inhabitants of the village. 

The Kadamba period is also noted for a lot of land grants being made by different 

rulers in setting up centres of learning. For instance Kadamba King Guhalladeva III in a 

grant dated 1106 A.D., established a Brahmapuri of twelve Bhrahmin families with an 

image of Goddess Saraswati, the goddess of learning and wisdom, in Gopaka the 

Capital. 85  The Nigadi stone inscription records the grant of land by Guhalladeva to a 

matha or monastery. 86  Kadamba queen Kamaladevi was also very much interested in the 

spread of learning amongst the subjects. For this purpose she invited learned Brahmins 

from all over India, set up agraharas and made land grants to them. The Brahmins from 

the Agraharas gave instruction in Vedas, Dharmashastra, Vedanta philosophy, Sahitya, 

Nitishastra. There is also an inscription dated 1174 A.D., issued at Sampagaon, which 

records the grant of village Degamve to thirty Brahmin families of different Gotras made 

by the Queen Kamaladevi in the presence of God Saptakoteshwar. 87  Other Kadamba 

Kings also donated land for the promotion of learning. The inscription of Jayakeshi III 

(1186-87 to 1216 A.D.) records the grant of a piece of land measuring eight maltarvas 

situated to the west of Unkal Village and south of Brahmapuri at Ela to God 

Shrinigeshwar by the Mahajans of the place. Besides a piece of land measuring 26 hands 

84 
 Rui Gomes Pereira, op. cit., pp. 42-43 

8  Epigraphica Indica, Vol. XXX, pp. 71-78. 
86  V.I. Gune, op. cit., p. 103. 
87  John Faithful Fleet, "Inscriptions relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa", in Journal of Bombay Branch 
of Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. IX, p. 274. 
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long and 21 hands broad was donated in the precinct of the temple of God Shrinigeshwar 

for the construction of the school building." 

The land grants by the Kadamba kings led to a marked change in the structure and 

functioning of the village communities. It was perhaps during the reign of the Kadambas. 

that the Kulkarnis (accountants and secretaries who kept records) of the village 

communities started assuming importance. With the kings depending on the land revenue 

as a source for carrying out their administration, they were very much interested in 

bringing the village economy under their control. It started with the encouragement given 

to learning, which enabled the learned people to take up position of Kulkarnis of the 

village communities. 

The Kadamba kings gave a lot of importance to the spread of learning among the 

people. Primary education was imparted through the village pathashalas that were 

housed in the precinct of the village temple. To avail of higher learning students went to 

the Agraharas and Brahmapuris that taught the people the Vedas, Upanishads, Shastras, 

Smritis and Puranas. 89  From the inscription of the Kadamba king Tribhuvananalla dated 

1106 AD., it is known that the king established a Brahmapuri at Gopaka, i.e. modern Goa 

Velha. For the support of the said institution of higher learning was allotted coconut 

gardens and cultivable land from the villages of Nerur, Pal, Marcaim, Cortalim, Raia and 

Margao. 9°  The Brahmapuri established by the Kadamba queen Kamaladevi at Degamve, 

though not in Goa, was significant, for it brings out the real nature of the establishment of 

88 V.T. Gune, op. cit., p. 104. 
89  Ibid., pp. 119-120. 
9°  Epigraphica Indica, Vol. XXX, pp. 71-78. 
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Bhramapuris. For smooth functioning and carrying out of yearly religious festivals, as 

also for maintaining the full complex, the Brahmapuri was on the whole allotted fifty 

shares of revenue from the communidade. 91  Similar practice might have been prevalent in 

Goa also as is indicated by the fact that the gaunkars used to give a share of the annual 

surplus of the village to temple authorities for the maintenance of the cult. 

Allotment of shares (tangas) for the maintenance of the centres of learning as also 

for maintaining and promoting the cult might have started for all practical purposes 

during the Kadamba period, if not earlier. The practice of allotment of shares underwent 

different changes over time. The oldest system of division of the annual agrarian surplus 

of the village communities was its division into the number of vangods or clans and then 

its sub division per stripes. 92  Subsequently, as some communities adopted the system of 

possessions by dividing land among the vangods, the new divisor of the surplus came to 

be the tangas, In fact tangas became a uniform measure to divide the surplus of a village 

community. As by medieval times the village communities had already become 

heterogeneous with different types of members with claims of varying interests in the 

agrarian surplus, the rulers might have felt the need to come out with a uniform system. 

And so, after fixing its share to one-sixth of the produce of land, the Kadamba kings 

allotted to the maintenance of the cult the remaining agrarian surplus that was available at 

the village level. The allotment of the tangas to the Brahmapuris should also be seen in 

the context of the desire of the rulers to value agricultural production in money terms. 

91  John Faithful Fleet, "Inscriptions relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa". in Journal of Bombay Branch 
of Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. IX, pp. 266-287. 
•2  Rui Gomes Pereira, op. cit., p. 106. 
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2. Gauncaria under the Vijayanagara Kings and the Bahmani Sultans. 

The second half of the fourteenth and the fifteenth century witnessed Goa 

becoming a pawn in the power politics of the Vijayanagara kingdom and the Bahmani 

Sultans. Goa had by then emerged as a good port for the import of Arabian horses. So 

these kingdoms vied with each other for its possession. 

Land grants for setting up agraharas continued under the Vijayanagara rulers. For 

instance, the Brahmapuri of twelve Brahmins well versed in Rigveda was established at 

the village Govali Mauli and it was named as Mancalpur in 1391 A.D. An embankment 

to prevent salt water from destroying fields was also built on the banks of the sea and was 

called as Manchalasamudra. 93  

From 1472 AD., Goa came under the possession of Muslim rule. It continued to 

remain so till the Portuguese occupation in 1510, and the latter took advantage of its 

strategic location in controlling the maritime trade of the east. 

The second half of the fourteenth and the fifteenth century, which witnessed the 

perpetual hostility between the Vijayanagara rulers and the Bahmani Sultan. were 

significant as far as the changes in the village community system are concerned. First. 

land grants to Brahmins became very few in numbers during this period, possibly because 

of the constant wars between the Vijayanagara rulers and the Bahmani Sultans for the 

9S  V. R. Varde Valaulekar, Goenkaranchi Goeyanhhayli Vasnuk, Bombay: Gomantak Printing Press. 1 928.   
p. 104. 
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possession of Goa. This might have affected the Goan rural economy and under 

impoverished rural conditions the villages were not in a position to finance the 

promotion of the cult in a significant manner." Secondly, the land revenue was increased 

to one-third under the Adil Shahi rule. 95  This was a cataclysmic change in an agrarian 

society. There were other changes in the land revenue system, as well, which affected the 

power structure in the rural economy. Land revenue became payable in cash and the 

village was made the unit of assessment as a whole, a factor which might have 

dramatically increased the power of the village leaders i.e., the gaunkars.96  The Adil 

Shahi rulers increased taxes in order to teach the villagers a lesson for refusing to admit 

Muslims as members of the village communities. The villagers unitedly resisted Muslim 

encroachments in the village communities. 97  This collective resistance might have 

compelled the Muslim rulers to make the village as the unit of assessment for land 

revenue and in the event of default the entire village could be held responsible and 

punished by carrying out confiscation of property that was, in turn, given to the followers 

of Islam. 98  There were also attempts from the part of Adil Shahi rulers to alter agrarian 

relations, which caused a lot of tensions among the villagers. 99  

94  War and aggression are abnormal situations that badly affect the economy. 

B.H. Baden-Powell, "The Village in Goa in the early sixteenth centu ry". in Journal of the Royal .-Isiatic 

Society, Calcutta, 1990, pp. 261-91; see also M.N. Pearson. The Portuguese in India, Delhi: Orient 

Longman Ltd., 1990, pp. 88-89 

96  I bid. 

97  After Albuquerque's conquest of Goa, the properties of the Muslims were seized and given to cuyados. 

This indicates that the Muslims had come to possess large landed properties in Goa in spite of the fact that 

they were not admitted as gaunkars in any village community. Celsa Pinto, Gou: Images and Perceptions. 

Panaji: Rajhauns Offset, 1996, p. 43. 
98 

V.T. Gune, op. cit., p. 124 
99 

B.G. D'Souza, op. cit., pp. 25 — 26. 
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The practice of making land grants to people other than Brahmins started much 

earlier. For instance King Bhimapal, a local chieftain in his Cargao Copper — plate grant 

records the grant made to Lakshmana Thakur from the locality known as Bhagaravati 

from the village Pendina i.e. modern Pernem taluka, in the year 1351 A.D. 1°°  Adil Shahi 

rulers appointed Desais and Sardesais to collect the revenue of certain lands. These men 

began to demand exorbitant amounts from the peasants and used a part of it to satisfy 

their own avarice. Moreover, in taxation abuses were rampant as the tax collectors, being 

the privileged class, sometimes demanded more than what was stipulated and remitted to 

the king only after retaining a sizeable portion for themselves. Eventually both the Ranes 

and Dessais emerged as land controlling agents, especially in those parts of Goa that were 

not under Portuguese dominations till 1750's. The grant of villages to the Kshatriyas led 

to the decline of the village community system in the New Conquests, for these donees 

were not interested in agrarian operation as the early settlers were. I°1  

C. Village Communities under the Portuguese from 1500 to 1750 

Europeans were known in Asia and Asians in Europe long before Vasco da 

Gama's voyage to Calicut in 1498. 102  It was the officials and people of Goa, who invited 

the Portuguese to invade Goa with a view to freeing the people who were struggling 

under the yoke of their Muslim suzerains. Goa. in the decades immediately preceding the 

Portuguese conquest in 1510 was subjected to more stress and change than at any time 

IO°  V. T. Gune, op. cit., pp. 123-124. 
10 ' F. L. Gomes, A Liherdade da Terra e a Economia Rural, pp• 51-53 and 67. 
102  G.V.Scamvell, "After Da Gama: Europe and Asia Since 1498", in Modern Asian Studies, Vol. 34. Part 
3, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000, pp. 513 — 543. • 
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later in the century. 1°3  Afonso de Albuquerque, being given to understand the internal 

dissensions of the villagers against their Muslim overlords, exploited the situation to his 

advantage by conquering the city of Goa in 1510. 1(3'4  With the conquest of Goa by the 

Portuguese began a very definite and significant phase in the history of Goan 

communidades. Written records are available in abundance for the Portuguese period 

from the sixteenth century onwards, 105  whereas for the pre-Portuguese period the 

historian has to glean information from scantily available documents and grants 

pertaining to Goan history, and so has to depend a lot on oral tradition to reconstruct the 

history of the evolution of the structure and functioning of the communidades. Goa was 

conquered because of its strategic location being midway on the West Coast of India so 

as to suit the expanding trade of the Portuguese. To concentrate fully on reaping the 

benefits that trade offered, the Portuguese realised the need to win over the loyalty of the 

Hindu inhabitants of Goa so that the former could be free from any internal revolt. It was 

mainly because of this fact that -Albuquerque upon the conquest of Goa announced 

remission of one — third of the land revenue and gave an assurance to the natives that 

their customs and traditions would be honoured and respected by the Portuguese masters. 

The people were also promised that the Portuguese would not increase any taxes on the 

gaunkars of Goa. w6  The promise made by Albuquerque should be viewed from the point 

that many times administrators being ignorant of ground realities often allow prevailing 

situations to continue so as to take time to stud\ . 

ws  M.N. Pearson, op. cit., pp. 88-89. 
104  It may be noted that the city of Goa conquered by the Portuguese in 1510 comprises only the modern 
Taluka of Tiswadi of the State of Goa. The Taluka of Tiswadi was earlier known as Ilhas. 
105  The Historical Archives of Goa, Panaji, contains thousands of documents on the Goan Communidades. 
106  Joao de Barros, Asia, Decadas, Livros II, chapter V; see also for more details Rui Gomes Pereira. op. 
cit., pp. 77 - 78 
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The move of Albuquerque in remitting a fraction of the land revenue may also be 

due to several other factors. Monetisation of the Goan economy was not yet being 

achieved and the land revenue was still paid at that time in kind. Against this backdrop, 

the Portuguese with no storage facilities had no option rather than to announce the 

remission. Secondly, as the Portuguese Estado da India was for all practical purposes a 

military establishment and an elaborate civil government was yet to be established. So the 

Portuguese expenses were relatively less and could be met with reduced income and 

particularly with the money coming from Portugal. Albuquerque, practical minded as he 

was, might have also wanted to be free from any internal revolt on the Isle of Goa, so as 

to enable them to establish the Portuguese colonial empire on the littoral of the Indian 

Ocean for the king of Portugal. However, it may be noted that no remission was granted 

consequent upon the second conquest of Goa in November, 1510. 107  

The Portuguese found the cominunidade system prevailing in all the villages, 

which they successively conquered. They found the village community system quite 

appropriate to sustain the rural economy and that was one, if not the only reason, which 

led them to maintain the communidades in tact. 108  The gaunkars were found to be 

enjoying certain rights and privileges, which Albuquerque promised not to change. 

Moreover he also promised not to alter the constitutions, i.e., niandavolli, of the 

communidades. However during the four and a half centuries of Portuguese rule in Goa 

the communidade system would be streamlined in a manner as to make it function more 

as an appendage or organ of the Portuguese Estado do India. Meanwhile, the Portuguese 

1°7  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic.° dos Communidades das Aldeas dos Coneelhos Ilhus. Salcete e 
Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sa, Vol. 1, Bastora: Tipographia Rangel, 1903, Doc. I, pp. 186-187. 
108  Rui Gomes Pereira, op. cit., pp. 24 —25. 
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effected a re-structuring of the communidades by the mid-1520s to achieve their motives 

of carrying out state formation in Goa. 

1. The Charter of Afonso Mexia 1526 

The relative non-interference of the Portuguese government in the functioning of 

the communidades ended with the promulgation on 16th  September, 1526 of the charter 

titled Foral dos Usos e Costumes dos Gaocares e Lavradores das llhas de Goa e Outros 

anexas a Ela also known as Foral de Afonso Mexia. This Charter codified the rights, 

privileges and customs of the gaunkars and is considered as the best document on the 

state of affairs in the communidades. 1°9  The Charter had forty-nine clauses and was 

considered by many as the 'Magna Carta' for the communidades. 11°  The Charter gives 

valuable information on the origin and functioning of the communidades in Tiswadi 

Taluka. 1 I I  It also clearly shows the initial steps taken by the Portuguese to transfer the 

surplus from the village communities for the building up of the evolving Portuguese state. 

The Charter of 1526 decreed that the thirty-one villages of Tiswadi Taluka had to 

pay to the government the renda (rent), irrespective of gains or losses. 112  The members of 

the eight principal villages, namely Neura o Grande. Ganssim, Ella. Azossim, Calapur. 

109 
J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Archly() Portugues Oriental, Fasc. 5. Part I, Doc. 58, pp. 118-133. 

110 Carmo D'Souza, "Village Communities — A Historical and Legal Perspectives", a research paper 

presented at the International Seminar organised by Xavier Centre of Historical Research, Porvorim, 1999. 

II  The Charter says that four men set out to make use of an island, which was lying unused and wild which 
they transformed into a prosperous land which later on became populous. The pioneers because of their 

good governance were named as gaunkars. Then came the overlords to whom the gaunkars agreed to pa' 
rent i.e., coxiyorodd, so that they might be left free to carry out cultivation. 
112 

However, if the said loss was due to war then it would be made good (refunded) to the gaunkars 

proportionately. But this promise was not to be kept by the Portuguese in-the centuries to come. 
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Morombim o Grande, Carambolim and Batim, which were known for their antiquity and 

pre-eminence, were to be held responsible to pay the dues of any defaulting village. 

Moreover the defaulting village could be leased temporarily until it pays its dues; but the 

gaunkars of the said villages would not loose their rights and privileges and could 

terminate the lease by paying the dues to the State. Similarly, if any gaunkar absconded 

on non-payment of his rent then in the first place his heirs would be asked to take over 

the estate and pay the rent. However, if his heirs refuse to do so then the gaunkars could 

give the estate to whomsoever they wished to upon payment of government dues. 113  

The Charter of 1526 made a provision that whenever the renda (rent) was 

increased or decreased the same should be proportionately divided among the gaunkars 

in the way each would pay the rent of the lands or of the paddy fields he had." 4  This is 

significant for many reasons: Primarily, the government assumed upon itself the right to 

increase or decrease the rent at will. Albuquerque's promise not to increase the taxes was 

thrown to the winds. Secondly. it is clear that the gaunkars did not pay equally the rent 

but it differed according to the assets that each one held. It is also possible that the 

payment of rent varied according to the productivity of the agricultural fields, which were 

classified into different categories based on the fertility of the soil. 

On the basis of payment of land revenue the village had three types , of land: First. 

there were kitchen gardens, palm groves and paddy fields that were bound to pay a 

certain amount every year but were not to pay if there was a loss. A second category of 

" 3  Fir ippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), CollecciTh elas. Leis Peculiares this Communidades, pp. 1-XI. 
114 

 Ibid. 
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kitchen gardens, palm groves and paddy fields not only paid rent but were also bound to 

pay towards the losses incurred. Such lands were under the charge of the gaunkars. The 

third category of lands was those, which the gaunkars gave to whomsoever they liked to 

give, rent-free and without any obligation to contribute towards the losses. These were 

the Namoxins lands granted to the temples and their servants, by the gaunkars over the 

centuries in the pre-Portuguese period. 115  When, in the centuries to follow, the 

Portuguese carried out forcible conversion of Goans it was these Namoxins lands that 

were taken over and handed over to the Church for the propagation of Catholicism in Goa 

and elsewhere.' I 6  

The Goan communidades have survived for quite a long time. One of the reasons 

for this was the fact that the communidades were functioning based on the common will 

of the gaunkars in passing decisions that were to be unanimously taken and even a single 

veto exercised by any member was sufficient to defeat any resolution. However these 

very communidades provided for individual enterprises, as well. The Charter of Afonso 

Mexia noted that the plots of land on the outskirts of the village, which were lying fallow, 

could be given to those who wished to change the same into palm groves or for areca 

cultivation on payment of rent. It was provided that for an area covering hundred palm 

trees, with the distance between two palm trees being twelve paces. the communidade 

could charge the maximum of five langas. Similarly, for an area covering hundred areca 

palms, with the area for each areca palm being five cubits by five cubits, the rent was to 

115  Roque Correia Afonso, "A EvolucAo do Municipalismo na India Portuguesa." in A India Poriuguesa. 
Vol. II, Nova Goa, Imprensa Nacional, 1923, pp. 389-464. 

116  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Hislorico das Connnunidades das Aklea• dos Concelhos Ilhas„S'aleete e 
Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. I, Doc. 8-1 I, pp. 215-222. 
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be fixed at either four or six bargains depending on whether the land is irrigated with well 

water or running water. The Charter of 1526 noted the perpetual nature of such grants and 

this might have helped in the agricultural development of the communidade lands. 117 

 During the Portuguese period and even thereafter the trade in both coconut and arecanut 

brought good income for these private entrepreneurs. 

The Charter of 1526 also stipulated that if a member of a communidade desired to 

sell his hereditary rights in the village, he needed the permission of the other members of 

the communidade. Similar permission was required to buy or sell shares of the 

communidade. Sale or purchase in contravention of the above was declared null and void. 

The sale of hereditary rights was to be signed by the seller as well as all the heirs, and the 

minors through proxy, failure of which could result in the sale being set aside. In such an 

eventuality the buyer could recover his purchase price, but had to loose the money 

invested for improvement of landed estates. Carmo D'Souza says that this fits with the 

Hindu Mithaksara Co-parcenary concept. 118  

A careful study of the clauses of the Charter of 1526 makes one conclude that the - 

Portuguese made a subtle attempt to bring about uniformity and centralisation in the 

functioning of the Goan communiciades by putting the customs and usages in written 

form. Henceforth a communidade was to function as a unit sharing profits and losses 

collectively. Sale or purchase of rights into a community without the permission of the 

Portuguese government was to be declared null and void. In this manner the State placed 

Carmo D'Souza, op. cit., p. 3. 
"8  Carmo D'Souza, op. cit., p. 5. 
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itself legally above the communidades. Similarly, if any particular village defaulted in 

payment of its dues then it passed under the control of any of the eight principal villages 

that agreed to pay the government dues. 119  In this manner a different administrative layer 

was sought to be legally created between the Portuguese and the communidades. 

Moreover it was decreed that whenever the Tanador—mor sends for the gaunkars of the 

entire Tiswadi Taluka or of any one village, they were all bound to obey the order or to 

convene the assembly in each village in order to elect those who should go to attend the 

meeting. Those who remained absent would be fined. It was also made obligatory that 

whenever the Tanador—mor, the Feitor, or any official of the feitoria went to the villages 

for any official work then the gaunkars had to provide for them. Similarly any errand boy 

sent by the government with a message or for collection of the rents had to be given two 

measures of rice for his meals and one pie for betel nut for each day he spent in the 

village for official work. So, one can see that the Portuguese government was slowly 

trying to assume the control of the rural economy on the pretext of codifying the customs 

and usages of the gaunkars and others. The Charter of 1526 not only codified the 

customary law on inheritance, succession, leases, etc., but also defined and affirmed the 

rights of the exchequer. 

On the face it looks that the Charter of 1526 aimed to preserve the local customs 

and traditions. This was the first of the blizzard of policies designed by the Portuguese to 

119  Foral de Alfonso Alexia , § 6 as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., pp. II-IV. Herein the 
Capitulo VI stipulates that, "Se algumo Aldealbr Lao perdida que 100 possa pogo,- o sett faro. e renda que 
nos pretence. dordo os Gancares. e moradores della conta disso art Tanador-mor, e Escrivao da Ilha. e 
elles hirdo ver a cilia perdu. e achando-se por boa verdade que a tem. o ditto Tanodor-nuir Illandarlj 
chamar aos Gancares-mores dos svbre ditas oito Aldeas principaes. e entao bent poderao vir a isso ()taros 
Gancares quaes quer que quizerem, posto porem que corn os das oito Aldeas principae.s se hao de ja:er pot-
ordenecao as cousas da llha, e todos pintos corn o ditto Tanador-lluir e Escrivao, poderao os du Aldea 
perdida encampor a sua Aldeo aos Gancares dos ono..." 
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transform and fossilise life in Goa at the village leve1. 120  The customs and usages were 

turned into compulsory provisions, revocable only at the will of the government, who, not 

committing itself to safeguard the communidades in perpetuum, but would modify the 

terms of the Charter of 1526 as and when it thought fit to do so. Shorn of the trappings, 

the Charter of 1526 was nothing more than the assertion of the right to intervene in the 

administration of the communidades, and of regulating their relations with the Portuguese 

Estado. The Charter invested the Estado with an important right i.e., the right to legislate 

on the Goan communidades. I21  

By mid sixteenth century Portuguese Estado da India was a territorially fledging 

state. In around 1545 they acquired the territories of Bardez and Salcete. 122  The new 

territories, which were conquered, were brought under the ambit of the Portuguese laws 

and various other provisions, which were made, taking local conditions into 

cons ideration. 123  

120  Paul Axelrod and Michelle A. Fuerch, "Flight of The Deities: Hindu Resistance in Portuguese Goa". in 
Modern Asian Studies, Vol. 30, Part 2, 1996. pp. 387 — 421. 
121  This fact was acknowledged by the Portuguese government when in the Preamble to the Code of 
Comimmidades of 1904, it stated that with the promulgation of the Charter of 1526 the Estado became the 
legitimate guardian of the Conununidades, looking after their economy and administration and legislating 
successively as indicated by experience. 
122  V.R. Varde Valaulekar, op. cit.. p. 2.; Also see, J.H. da Cunha Rivara, op. cit., Fasc. 5, Part. 1. Doc. 153. 
p. 268; Also see Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. I, Bombay: Gomantak 
Printing Press, 1928, p. 9; The Portuguese came to possess large territory comprising of 900 villages as a 
result of the Treaty signed on 30 th  April, 1555, between the Viceroy D. Pedro de Mascarenhas and the Adil 
Shahi Prince Mealkhan Abdullah, the heir apparent. 
123  The Historical Archives of Goa is the repository of a large number of documents regarding the 
administration of the Communidades of the Talukas of Bardez, Salcete and Tiswadi. HAG, Forais dos 
llhas de Goa: Codex nos. 7593, 7594, 7595, 7596 and 7597; HAG, Forais de l3ardes: Codex nos. 7587. 
7588, 63 I, 7589 to 7592; HAG, Forais de Salcete: Codex nos. 3070, 3071, 7581 and 7582, 7583 to 7586. 
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2. Impact of Portuguese Religious Policies on the Communidades 

From the mid sixteenth century onwards the Portuguese religious zeal for 

conversions increased manifold and in their attempts to Christianize Goa they altered 

drastically the socio — religious structure of the Goan society. Many Hindu temples were 

destroyed. 124 The destruction of the temples would follow with a meeting of the 

gaunkars, convened through "criers" by the Portuguese authorities. The gaunkars would 

then be asked to declare on oath the information regarding the properties (namoxins 

lands) held by the Hindu Temples. 125  The properties were then seized and handed over to 

the Church authorities for propagation and maintenance of the Christian cult. Though 

villages after villages were converted in the Old Conquests, the pre-Portuguese village 

structures were essentially preserved by the Portuguese in the tax structures, village 

productive systems, and economic relations were not much altered. 126  However Hindus 

whose presence was considered as undesirable from the point of views of propagation of 

the new faith were banished from Portuguese territories. And those who remained were 

denied rights in the communidades. 127  

The net result of Portuguese persecutions was that the Hindus migrated en masse 

to neighbouring lands. This resulted in business establishments being closed down. and 

124  Francisco Pais, Tombo cla Ilha de Goa e clas Terras de Salcete e Bardes, edited by P.S.S. Pissurlencar. 

Bastora, 1952, pp. 165-182. A list of Hindu temples which existed in the island of Goa that is Tiswadi 

taluka as also those of Salcete and Bardes are given. 

125 J. H. da Cunha Rivara, op. cit., Fasc. V, Part II, Doc. 610, p. 644. 

126  Teotonio R. de Souza, "Rural Economy and Life", in Teotonio R de Souza (ed.), Goa Through The 
Ages: An Economic History, Vol. II, New Delhi: Concept Publishin2, House, 1879, pp. 96-97. 

12'  J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Archly° Portugues Oriental, Fasc. 5, Part 2, Doc. 472, p. 544. 
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there was an acute dearth of agricultural labour and artisans causing much damage to 

agricultural production. The self-sufficient nature of the communidades got badly 

affected. Taking, this into consideration Viceroy D. Francisco Coutinho ordered on 3 11 

 December. 1561. that if any Hindu was to return then he would be handed over his estate 

back. 128 

Conversion of Goans from the Old Conquests however continued under the 

supervision of the Religious Orders. The debate on whether conversions in Goa were by 

convictions or by coercion is not conclusive. 129  However what is interesting is that a large 

section of the Goan populace was converted to Christianity and Goa became a Christian 

dominated province. Introduction of the new religion however created a lot of tensions in 

agrarian relations. For instance, though a lot of gaunkars were converted, they had to 

suffer at the hands of Collectors and Contractors of revenue who were mostly Brahmins 

and Hindus, as is seen from the decree of D. Sebastido dated 23 rd  march, 1559. 130  There 

were other problems also, as, for instance many times the meetings of the general body of 

communidade were held without the presence of the Christian gaunkars. To rectify this 

anomaly Portuguese Governor Antonio Moniz ordered on 11 th  December, 1573, that 

gaunkars meeting in assembly and taking resolutions without the presence of Christian 

gaunkars would be fined 20 pardaos each, and the resolutions which were passed would 

be held as null and void. However the same order provided that in villages where 

Christian gaunkars were in majority the Hindus should not enter into the communidades, 

that names of Christian gaunkars be written first, and only when the number of 

128 Ibid. 
129 Anant Kakba Priolkar, The Goa Inquisition, Bombay: Published by author, 1961, pp. 50-59. 
130 J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Archivo Portugues Oriental, Fasc. V, Part I, Doc. 195, p. 319. 
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Christians present for the meeting falls short of the required quorum then the names of 

Hindus be written to make the quorum according to the custom and tradition of the 

village. I31  All this might have hurt the respect of the gaunkars and also affected agrarian 

relation and agricultural production, though temporarily. t32 

The Portuguese had to deal with another problem which was of their own making 

and that is of the flight of capital from Goa to the neighbouring territories. Every gaunkar 

was entitled to receive annually a share in the income of the communidade which is 

known as jonn (yearly dividend). The right to jonn is an inalienable right of every 

gaunkar, which they receive by virtue of being the descendants of the original settlers of 

villagers who were pioneers in subjugating the wild expanse of land to agricultural 

production, and thus bringing prosperity. On 7 th  March, 1634, Francisco Tavora observed 

that Hindu natives of Salcete who migrated with their families to neighbouring Canara 

and other territories to enjoy greater liberty caused Portuguese Goa to be depopulated and 

this invariably led to loss of agricultural production as has been mentioned above. So it 

was ordered that such people would be denied the personal jonn. 133  This might have 

resulted in an increase in the share of the people who resided in the villages. Earlier in 

1573, King D. Sebastido ordered that gaunkars of Bardez who were living outside the 

131  Ibid.. Fasc V. Part II, Doc. 768. p. 891. 
132  Ibid. The translation of the order dated I 	December. 1573. and issued by the Governor of the Estado 

Antonio Moniz Barreto is given in Anant Kakba Priolkar, op. cit., pp. 125-126. It is as follows: " From now 
onwards the Gauncares of the lands of Salcete shall not meet in assembly nor pass resolutions without the 
Christian Gauncares being present, under pain of each one of them paying in respect of each such occasion 
20 pardaos towards the clothing of Christians, and the resolutions passed shall be null and void. Also in the 

villages where there are more Christian Gauncares than Hindu Gauncares. the Hindu should not enter into 
Gauncarias and when assemblies are held the names of the Christians should be written first and only when 
the number of Christians is not sufficient to form the quorum according to the custom of the respective 
village, the names of so many Hindus as are required to make up the quorum should be entered - . 
" J.H. da Cunha Rivara, Archly() Portugues Oriental, Fasc. V, Part II, Doc. 768. p. 891. 
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Portuguese territories should not be paid the personal jonn.' 34  These orders might have 

been issued more out of economic necessity besides the religious motive. On the one 

hand the flight of people had left the villages depopulated and affected agricultural 

production. The flight of gaunkars led to abandonment of agricultural fields without 

anybody to attend to, and when artisans also fled the rural agrarian based economy was 

really in bad shape. Shortage of tool and implements affected agricultural production, 

maintenance of dykes and embankments also became problematic with the result that 

low-lying areas got flooded at times in some places with salt water thus affecting the so 

far well-maintained age old ecosystem of the khazana fields. Under such circumstances 

the Portuguese thought it prudent to prevent flight of rural capital out of Goa by 

preventing gaunkars residing out of Goa from drawing their annual personal jonn. 

From the mid sixteenth century the communidades started losing gradually their 

independence, and their original character began to change as a result of religious 

persecution, oppression, looting, etc., which the gaunkars had to suffer in the decades to 

follow. The situation was complicated when Albuquerque's promise of not imposing any 

additional taxes was abandoned, and the communidades were henceforth made to bear 

additional financial obligations which were heaped on them in the form of taxes, forced 

donations, and loans for all sorts of purposes. These included building of forts, churches. 

and cemeteries, financing expedition to Mombasa and even lending_ money to the Board 

of Trade of Mozambique. 135  

134 
J.I-I. da Cunha Rivara, Archivo Portugues Oriental, Fasc. VI, Doc. 600, p. 1295. 

17'5  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades ..., Vol. I, pp. 106-107, and pp. 207-2 14. 
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As has already been mentioned temple lands were already handed over to the 

Church authorities. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and even thereafter 

though the Church continued to receive certain annual payments from the State for 

payment of salaries, provisions and other routine expenses. the communidades were made 

to contribute annually towards Church repair, maintenance as also for celebrating feasts 

and festivals in Goa. 136  Further, when the State could not bear the ever-increasing 

expenses for the maintenance of the cult, it tried to impose a half tithe on the 

communidades, the proceeds of which were to go to the Church for 'divine cult and 

church repairs'. When the communidades protested, the tithe was repealed but only to be • 

substituted by an additional 5% of the quit rent (fbro) which was also burdensome on the 

communidades. In 1707 the communidades were forced to accept the new 

responsibility. 137  Moreover in 1745 the half tithe was revived without giving up any of 

the earlier impositions.' 38  

The question was, on whose instructions a communidade should pass resolutions 

providing for grants to the Church under the head 'divine cults and church repairs'. 

Whether it was to be at the instance of the Church or of the Portuguese State? The 

communidades wanted instructions from the State. The State also desired the same. But 

the Church felt that permission of the State was not required at all. The matter was - 

resolved when in 1711 the then Viceroy, instructed that no resolutions (nemos) providing 

for any expenses including Church expenses could be passed without seeking permission 

136  B. S. Shastry, "Sources of Income and Items of Expenditure of the Church of Goa (c. 1510 — 1800 
A.D.): A Note", B. S. Shastry (ed.), Goan Society Through The Ages, New Delhi: Asian Publication Series, 
1987, pp. 35-47. 
137  Ibid. 
138  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades ..., Vol. I, pp. 257 — 317. 
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of the State. The procedure for passing the nemos under the head 'divine cult and church 

repairs' was to be as follows. The Church had to make a request to the concerned 

communidade for expenditure. On consideration of the request, the matter would be 

referred by the communidade to the Tanador—mor, who after verifying the facts would 

submit a report to the Viceroy, recommending, modifying or rejecting the request. The 

Viceroy would then issue an order for passing of the nemos accordingly. Only then could 

the communidades pass the nemos. Nemos passed without following the above procedure 

would be rejected. I39  However, sometimes the managing committee of the communidades 

did their best to bypass the requirements and due to this, orders were passed now and 

then asking for strict observance of the Viceroy's provision of 1711. 140  

The Church also received many other contributions from the communidades. In 

many villages the Church received jonns dos Santos (shares allotted to the patron saint of 

the village) in the name of different saints during the period 1744 — 46. 141  For instance, 

the communidade of Azossim kept aside four jonns (share) for different saints. Similarly 

the communidades of Chandor, Cavorim and Guirdolim also contributed for the saints by 

paying jonns. 142  All these increased the expenses of the communidades with no tangible 

returns from the same. 

The cvmmunidades were also asked to undertake the task of maintaining. 

repairing and renovating the Church as also looking after the needs of the Church in 

' 39  Ibid.,pp• 292 -293. 
140  Ibid.,pp• 264 	— 267. 
141  A. F. Pereira, "Institute Organico das Communidades do Conselho das Ilhas" in 0 Oriente Portuguese. 

No. 5, Nova Goa: Imprensa Gonsalves, 1933, pp. 294-295. 
Olivinho J.F. Gomes, op. cit., pp. 267-277. 
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general including payment of salaries of the officiating priests. For instance, the 

communidade of Batim contributed a share (jonn) to the chapel of Our Lady of 

Guardalupe, shouldered the burden of all extraordinary expenses of the chapel and also 

paid the annual salary of the chaplain. 143  Similarly, the communidade of Neura o Grande 

paid money to the Chaplain as also for the maintenance of the sacristy every year. 144 

 Church expenses were also borne by the communidades of Chandor, Cavorim and 

Guirdolim. 145  

The net results of the communidades being forced to provide for the maintenance 

of the cult were but enormous. The incomes remained static or in fact declined due to 

abandonment of agricultural fields on the one hand, and on the other the ever-increasing 

expenses would eat into the profits of the communidades. Henceforth, the amount 

available for distribution as jonn among the gaunkars naturally declined. This is evident 

from the fact that the saints demanded many a time in most villages not one but several 

jonns, thereby implying that a single jonn (share) was not fetching enough dividends. 

Faced with the prospects of getting diminishing returns, the life for orphans, poor and the 

widows might have been really miserable forcing them to migrate. This all happened 

because the Church expenses which should have been met with voluntary contribution 

from the gaunkars and others were contrarily charged on the common fund of the 

COMInunidades. 146  

143  A. F. Pereira, op. cit., p. 96. 
144  B. S. Shastry, op. cit., p. 39. 
' 45  Olivinho J. F. Gomes, op. cit., pp. 267 — 270. 
146  B.S. Shastry, op. cit., p. 42. 
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However, it would be absurd to state that all or most of the communidades had 

become loss-making proposition for the gaunkars. On the contrary profits were made by 

certain people though these were individual gains. For instance many times the expenses 

under the head 'divine cult and church repairs' were used as a pretext by some gaunkars 

and village administrators to promote their own private interests in collusion with Church 

authorities. 147  The priests were accused of living on the hunger of the poor under the false 

pretext of maintaining the cult. Many were actually making riches for themselves and 

providing for their brothers, nephews, and other relatives. Under such circumstances 

there were pleas made to the Portuguese Viceroys to address this grave problem and 

rescue the communidades from the clutches of the Church.'" 

The major consequence of over two centuries of Portuguese rule was that by the 

middle of the eighteenth century most of the communidades faced large-scale 

indebtedness. For instance the communidades of Tiswadi Taluka had accumulated debt of 

over 4,25,000 xerafins, while, their annual income stood at only 1,55,000 xerafins. And 

the annual interest on the servicing of debts itself amounted to 21,000 xerafins. Almost 

all the communidades of Old Conquests were impoverished due to the loans taken by 

them to help the State and the Church. In spite of this, the communidades were not 

exempted from the payment of tax and other yearly contributions. These payments were 

to be made within the presctibed time. failing which the members of their managim2, 

bodies were likely to suffer imprisonment and other corporal punishments. Everything 

that entered into the coffers of the communidades was therefore drained to service debts. 

147  Ibid. 
148  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic() das Conanunidades ..., Vol. I. pp. 358-363. 
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pay tax and foros, contribution for the maintenance of the cult, etc., with nothing 

remaining for the annual distribution among the gaunkars as jonn. 149  

The Portuguese Estado increased its demands from the communidades because of 

several factors including its protracted struggle for supremacy on Indian waters with the 

Dutch, the struggle in which the Estado lost heavily and its trade was badly affected. 

With the decline in trade and trade-related profits, the Estado thought it convenient to 

extract increasing revenues from the communidades. Once the Dutch menace was over, 

then the Portuguese faced repeated Maratha incursions into its possessions in Goa. The 

constant attacks of the Marathas aggravated the precarious position of the communidades. 

For instance in 1739 due to repeated Maratha incursions in the province of Salcete, the 

Camara Geral was forced to sell at half price the harvest of the previous year in order to 

pay the Marathas a sum of 44,000 xerafins. On the other hand, when crops failed in 1739 

year due to abandonment by the gaunkars, the Portuguese government refused to allow a 

proportionate decrease in the taxes, totally disregarding the provision made in the Charter 

of 1526. The state on the other hand allowed only a year's deferred payment. '' 0  The 

gaunkars were sandwiched between Maratha attacks on the one hand and Portuguese 

extraction on the other hand. However, the gaunkars preferred to flee rather than face 

economic depredation. The Marquis of Alorna in his letter dated 18 th  June. 1750 says that 

the expenses beitw, excessive, those who enjoyed jonns and i(117gOS remained with nothing 

as had happened in several villages on account of the debts and other burdens which the 

gaunkars faced because of the war with the Marathas. The calamity was such that great 

149  Rui Gomes Pereira, op. cit.. pp. 77-80. 
150  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Hisiorico das Communidades ..., Vol. I. p. 81 
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many Goans, predominantly Christians being ashamed of their misery had to abandon 

their lands and had to go to the neighbouring lands. 151  

The interference of the Portuguese in the affairs of the communidades was such 

that they at times suspended the gaunkars from excercising their right to vote, to bid in 

the lease auctions and sometimes prevented them from drawing jonns as have been seen 

earlier. Physically exhausted and economically ruined the gaunkars were forced to 

alienate their rights in their communidades. Taking advantage of the impoverished 

condition of the communidades, many Portuguese people and other powerful people 

managed to enter the fold of the communidades, which succumbed to the new groups 

under enormous pressure. Many sold their rights, which were purchased by people called 

Ihuntkars' who penetrated the communidades in great haste. The last two centuries of 

the Portuguese rule in Goa would witness a protracted tussle between the gaunkars, who 

would put up a spirited fight to preserve their ancient rights and privileges, and the 

Khuntkars who would demand vociferously a say in the management of the 

communidades. 152  The Portuguese government continued to extract as much as possible 

on the one hand and on the other hand it passed various laws and orders to streamline the 

functioning of the communidades. The Regiment of 1735 was formulated by the • 

Portuguese to regulate the governance and organisation of the communidades. The 

autonomy of the functioning of the communidades was accepted. However, the Regiment 

151  Rui Gomes Pereira, op. cit., p. 81, quoting from J. B. Catao da Costa. C) Triumpho du Fel-Jade. Nova 
Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1856, p. 39. 
152  Rui Gomes Pereira, op. cit., pp. 86 — 96. 
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of 1735, which had about 46 capitulos (articles), made the gaunkars and other officials 

associated with the communidades, responsible and accountable in the future.' 53  

The Regiment of 1735 mentions about the arbitrators, revenue collectors and the 

village clerks and referred to the proceedings that could be taken against them for making 

illegal and unauthorised entries. The mention of arbitrators is significant as it gives a hint 

to the arbitration proceedings, a system well recognised in the Indian customary law, for 

settling disputes. 154  This is significant because the succeeding centuries would witness a 

lot of arbitration proceedings as a result of the khuntkars having entered the 

communidades by purchasing rights. 

The Regiment of 1735 also provided for the Judge of the Crown and king's 

Revenues to inquire into the administration of the communidades every three years. This 

would allow the government to know the income and the expenditure of the 

communidades, thereby facilitating the extraction of rural surplus for its own benefit. 

As has been mentioned earlier the communidades had to get the prior permission 

of the Viceroy to pass any nemos regarding expenditure on any head. As the process for 

getting the Vice regal approval was very lengthy and cumbersome, in times of emergency 

the communidades suffered a lot. For instance as and when dykes and embankments 

required urgent repair the communidades were faced with a piquant situation of passing 

nemos without permission of the Viceroy or face the prospect of damage to the low lying 

153  Filippe Nery Xavier Jr.), Colleeccio das Leis Pecidiares 	Commimidades. pp. XI — XXX I V. 
' 54  Carrno D'Souza, op. cii. , p. 8. 



khazana lands. And this affected rural prosperity. To solve this problem the Regiment of 

1735 made a provision that the communidades could carry out urgent repair of dykes and 

embankments in times of emergency without getting prior vice regal permission. From 

the mid eighteenth century the communidades would function based on the Regiment of 

1735 and other laws, which were promulgated from time to time. 

Thus, the land-based socio-economic order, which evolved and developed in Goa . 

through gauncaria system, appeared during the pre-colonial period as the best rural-

management mechanism. It evolved as a collective solution to the production-related 

problems of primary sector quite fitting for the eco-systems of Goa. The Gaudas, who 

introduced co-operative way of production and communidade system in Goa, brought the 

Central Uplands under agricultural operations and ushered in a social formation based on 

land-ownership. The Brahmins, who reached Goa at a later phase, began to concentrate 

on the Coastal Plains for agricultural activities, which they commenced by reclaiming the 

marshy and low-lying lands. The increased number of land-grants made by native rulers 

to Brahmins for reclamation led to the emergence of large scale of Khazana lands under 

their possession, as a result of which the surplus accumulated from them enabled the 

migrants to fabricate a new social order based on gauncaria, wherein their position was 

projected to be the nuclei. The Portuguese who entered the scene in the sixteenth century 

converted communidade system into a pliable instrument for rural penetration. In the pre-

colonial and early colonial period, when the Portuguese generally concentrated on the 

maritime trade, first with India and later with Brazil, coin/nun/Jade system was utilised 

by them more for rural management and for sustaining domestic economy. The 
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beginnings of a new land-structure appeared only by the middle of the eighteenth century, 

which brought in a new agrarian face to Goa. 
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Chapter III 

Agrarian Relations in Rural Goa: 1750-1910. 

The Portuguese colonial empire - including the Estado da India - was colossal, but, 

not formidable. The decree of Filippe II in 1594 closing the port city of Lisbon to the 

people of Holland was the beginning of the downfall for the Portuguese in the East. 

Portugal offered weak resistance to the Dutch onslaught. In the struggle with the Dutch the 

Portuguese had to suffer due to their weak administrative system in the colonies.' 

Important Portuguese port-cities and other possessions passed into the hands of their rivals. 

This led to the decline in trade and commerce of the Estado, which in turn also affected the 

destinies of the people tied to the adventures of commerce. With the increasing decline of 

commerce people started falling back on agriculture. 

In Goa the emphasis was shifted to the rural economy dominated by the 

communidades. Consequently there appeared significant changes in the agrarian scenario of 

Goa. Perhaps, it was at this time that the communidades of villages like Benaulim, 

Seraulim, and other communidades of Salcete, which were composed chiefly of 

shareholders, might, have been reorganized on share-holding basis. The gaunkars of these 

villages were marginalized for whatever reasons unknown to us. For instance, shares were 

offered to those who were ready to settle in the depopulated and abandoned communidade 

of Chorao village, for the purpose of agricultural advancement of the countryside.' From 

S. Jeyaseela Stephen, Portuguese in the Tamil Coast: Historical Explorations in Commerce and Culture, 

Pondicherry: Navajothi, 1998, pp. 171-199. 
2  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico tlas Communidades .... Vol. 1, pp. 205 -231. 
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the late eighteenth century the Portuguese laid great emphasis on increasing the agricultural 

produce of Goa. For achieving this, the communidades were indispensable to facilitate the 

augmentation of the cultivable area that lay in abundance particularly till the 1850s and 

even thereafter to a lesser extent. An analysis of the structure and function of the 

Communidades of this period would help us to understand better the changes that were 

creeping into rural Goa during the period between 1750 and 1910. 

1. The Structure and Functioning of the Communidade System from 1750 to 1910 

During the period between 1750 and 1910 there were about 426 communidades in 

Goa, of which 281 were in the New Conquests and 145 in the Old Conquests. 3  However, 

in the twentieth century their number was almost reduced by half, to just 225 

communidades, of which 110 were in the Old Conquests in the talukas of Ilhas, Salcete and 

Bardez, and, the rest being in the New Conquests region of Goa. 4  

Table showing the number of Communidades in Goa in the 20 th 
 century. 

I 1 has 31 
Salcete 40 
Bardez 39 
Ponda 28 
Quepem 14 
Mormugao 23 
Perneni )  24 
Canacona 12 
S anguem 7 
Bicholim 7 
Total 225 

3  Francisco Luis Gomes, op. cit., pp. 45-46. 
Report of the Land Reforms Commission. Government of Goa, Daman and Diu, 1964, pp. 36-37. 

5  The communidades of Pernem were abolished by the Provincial Decree of 1880 of the F,studo da India 

and the members were not enrolled thereafter. 
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The communidades of the Old Conquests had an organization well defined and a 

vast legislation handed over by the colonial masters that stifled its independent character. 

Portuguese laws and regulations were made extensive to the New Conquests that were 

acquired in the mid-eighteenth century where the communidades had also to function 

according to the peculiar usages and customs of the region. 

A. Composition of the Communidades: Members and their Rights. 

(a) Membership of the Communidades: 

The agricultural Communidades of Goa were composed of gaunkars and • 

interessados who, in terms of the various laws and regulations then in force, administered 

their lands and divided amongst themselves the income and rents proceeding there from. 6 

 The gaunkars were considered as founders of the communidades of which they were the 

members. A gaunkar was born as such and not made. Being founders they derived their 

titles, rights and privileges by hereditary rights according to their establishment. 7  As 

gaunkar one was the co-proprietor and administrator of the lands of the village being a 

member of the same communidade. 8  

Jose Maria de Sd, op. cit., p. 3Jilippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades 

Agricolas. Doc. No. 361. pp. 444-446; Regiment° de /735 as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. cit.. 

Cap. 3. 0 , pp. XXIII. 

Forul de Alfonso 	§ 9 as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit.. pp. IV. 

Poral de Alfonso Mesia. § 2 as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit.. pp. 1-11: Francisco Pais, 
Tomb() Gera/ da //ha c/a Goa e das Terras de Salcete e Barde:, edited by P.S.S. Pissurlencar, Bastora. 1952: 

Joao de Barros, Decade 2. Liv. 5. Cap. 1; refer, Filippe Nery Xavier. Defensa p. 14; Project° do Novo 

Regiment° dos Communidades da.s.  Tres Con2arcas de Goa. Ilhas. Salcete e l3ardes, de 1841. cap. I. art. I., 

as given in Projecw do Novo Regiment° da.s .  Communidade.s.  Agricolas do Estado du India, com as 

Consithas. Representaclies, e Requerimento.s.  (pie a Sea Magestade tem lido thrigidos acerc:u do me.smo 

project°, ludo devolvido uo Govern() Geral pure Nova Consulta. Nu Forma do Regia Portaria de 9 de 

Outubro de /86/, (here after, Projecto do Novo Regiment° das Communidades Agricolos...). Nova Goa: 

Imprensa Nacional, 1862, pp. 169-170. 
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The interessados included the jonoeiros (shareholders), culacharins (tenant-

cultivators), and, cuntocares (capitalists). 9  The culacharins and other interessados who 

were not from the class of gaunkars did not enjoy rights in the governance of the economic 

affairs of the communidades but only took part in the service of the village of which they 

were members, 10 unless provided for otherwise. Each communidade was within its rights 

composed of an indeterminate number of gaunkars and interessados. 11  

(b) Management of the Communidades: 

The gaunkars and in their absence or some impediment, the interessados were 

competent for exercising and taking part in the governance of their respective 

communidades. But this had to be in conformity with the customs and traditions peculiar to 

each village and according to the laws of the State in force from time to time. 12  However 

by 1854 certain categories of people were made ineligible to take part in the governance of 

the communidades. These included the minors, and, those who had been interdicted from 

the administration of their properties according to the provisions of articles 314° to 358° of 

the Civil Code. I3  Similarly, the habitual drunkards, the debtors of the communidades, those 

who had usurped its lands, and, those who had suits pending against the communidades 

were all debarred from taking part in their governance." Moreover, those who possessed 

9  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleeciio dos Leis Peczdia•es dos Comnumidudes Agricolos. Doc. Nos. 8 & 361 , pp. 
25-28 & 444-446. 

Ibid. 

11  Fora/ de Alfonso Mexia, § 2 as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., pp. I-I I. 

12  Filippe Nery Xavier, Collecciio dos Leis Peculiares dos communidades Ag•icolas, Doc. No. 361. pp. 
444-446. 
13  Ibid. 
14  Ibid: also refer to, Doc. Nos. 270 & 304, pp. 354 & 390-391: Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. cii.. Doc. No. 
459, pp. 69-70; Boletim .... No. 89, dated 8 th  November, I 866. 
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tangos, melagas and other types of shares only under the title of hypothecation or 

consignment could not take part in its governance. Similarly, the serving secretaries i.e., 

the escrivaes even if they belonged to the category of gaunkars were also not eligible to 

take part in the governance of the communidades as long as they held the office. Likewise, 

the vantellos or vantellis and the culacharins and all those who were categorized as 

servants of the village community were debarred from taking part in its governance. 15  

(c ) Rights and obligations of the gaunkars: 

Only the male descendants of the gaunkars were considered as gaunkars by the 

communidades. And, only those who had this criterion in absolute terms were eligible to 

get themselves enrolled as members of the respective communidade. 16  All the sons and 

male descendants of the gaunkars, whatever was their number, were equally gaunkars with 

the same rights and obligations. Thus all were entitled to receive their due personal jonns 

after being duly registered. 17 The minimum age for the initial enrolment varied from village 

to village according to the practice followed in each communidade. Others, who did not 

qualify to be gaunkars, could not enjoy the privileges, prerogatives and preeminence 

conceded only to the gaunkars according to the usages and customs of each 

COM1171117idade. 18  

Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo tins Leis Peculiares clay Commimidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 361, pp. 
444 - 446. 

Ibid, Doc. No. 2, pp. 19-20; Manoel de Carvalllo, op. cii., pp. 296-300; Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cii.. 
Doc. No. 466, pp. 81-82; Filippe Nery Xavier. Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Coniiiiimidades Agricolas. 
Part 1, p. 20. 
17  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Comintinidades Agricola) Docs. No. I & 9, pp. 
15-19 & 29-32. 
18  Jose Maria de SA.. op. cit., pp. 5-10. 
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From the beginning of Portuguese occupation of Goa it was stipulated that the 

gaunkars could not be deprived of their hereditary titles under any circumstances. However, 

they could be deprived of their rights under certain circumstances. 19  For, as has been 

mentioned one was born a gaunkar and as such the title was not a tradable economic 

commodity. However, the gaunkars could, according to the prudent discretion of the 

government, be either temporarily or perpetually deprived of their privileges, voice and 

vote, exercising the function of any official of the communidade, and, also from receiving 

their annual jonns.2°  On the other hand the right of being the gaunkar was considered as 

inalienable. Therefore no gaunkar could sell, donate, exchange or by any other mode or 

condition undertake measure leading to the alienation of his gauncaria. Nor, could a 

gaunkar be deprived of jopns, honors and preeminence that were inherent to the nature of 

being a gaunkar. 21  With the death of the gaunkar were extinguished his right in the 

communidade and the right to receive jonn or any other benefits. The same were then 

added to the fund of the communidades so as to be divided amongst the surviving gaunkars 

according to the customs of each village. 22 In the event of the death of a gaunkar then the 

widows and the orphans were entitled to perceive pension or maintenance grants from their 

respective communidades. 

19  Foral de Affonso 	§ 9 as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit.. p. IV: See Filippe Nery 
Xavier, Colleccoo dus Leis Peculiures das Cominunicludes Agricolas, Doc. Nos. 2 & 3, pp. 19-21. 
20  Regiment° de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier, op. cit., Cap. 6. 0 , pp. XXV: Filippe Nery Xavier, 
Colleccdo dos Leis Peculiures dos Communiclades rtgricolos, Doc. Nos. 296 & 361. pp. 383-386 & 444-
446: Manoel de Carvalho, op. cit.. pp. 146-148. 

Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiures das Communidodes Agricolas. Doc. No. 8, pp. 25-28: 
Foral de Affons° Mexia, § 16 as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., p. V. 
22  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiures dos Communidades Agricolos. Doc. Nos. 9. 38 & 43. 
pp. 29-32, 66-67 & 71-72. 
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The gaunkars and the interessados had to furnish documentary evidence to prove 

whatever rights and interests that they had in any particular communidade. The written 

evidence had to be extracted from the books of the communidades in the absence of which 

other admissible evidence according to the provisions of the civil legislation had to be 

provided.23  

(d) Registration of the Members of the Communidades: 

Every year by the 24 th  of July in each of the communidades the catalogues or 

registers of the gaunkars who earned personal jonns were prepared and concluded. 24  In 

Ilhas, however, these catalogues were prepared eight days after the conclusion of the 

triennial auctioning of the rice fields. Here the distribution of the jonns was also done only 

after every three years. In communidades where the distribution of the personal jonns was 

done every year the catalogues were also prepared annually. But, the enrollment or 

registering of new members was always done after every three years within a period of six 

days from the conclusion of the auction. 

For the purpose of registration the gaunkars who resided out of their villages had to 

present themselves in the session house of the communidades from 21 s1  to 23 rd  of July 

every year. Similarly, in Ilhas they were to present themselves within six days after the 

conclusion of the triennial auctioning. Those who were not in a position to present 

themselves within these days had to submit on or before the designated days the proof of 

23  Fora/ de Alfonso A4exio,§ 22, as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. cit., pp. VI-VI'. 
24  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao dos Leis Pecidiares this Cominuniducle.s .4gricolas, Doc. No. 263, pp. 

345-349; Filippe Neiy Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 463, p. 74. 
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their existence given by the chairman of the parish council where they were ordinarily 

residing. The registration of new members was always done based on proof of age. The 

registration of those who resided outside their respective villages was done taking into 

consideration the certificates or authentic letters furnished and which were competently 

recognized and that proved the existence of the gaunkar desiring to be registered. 25  At the 

time of registration of the members the lovados das contas geraes (assessor) had to be 

present. Those who failed to register themselves or present adequate proof of their 

existence within the required period were not registered for the respective year or triennial. 

However, upon fulfilling_ the above mentioned conditions they could be registered for the 

subsequent year or triennial. 26  

(e) The Payment of jonns (dividends) of the Gaunkars: 

The revenue and rent of the communidade was earned by way of auctioning of the 

rice fields and other assets together with the other revenue earned by way of rent (foros), 

fines, etc. The expenses included paying the contributions to individual members, pensions 

to dependents, and paying the dues of the State which had to be made by the 

communidades according to the laws of the State and customs of the locality. The surplus 

was divided amongst the registered gaunkars, jonoeiros (shareholders) and other 

inieressados. The division of the surplus was proportionately done according. to the tern -is 

and conditions of each communidade and varied from place to place.` 

25  Ibid. 

2  Ibid. 

27  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleecoo das Leis Pet:allot-es das Communidades Agrieolus, Doc. No. 81, pp. 1»-

160; Regiment° de /735. as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Cap. 3.°, p. XXIII. 
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The payment of the gains to the gaunkars and other interessados was done on days 

announced in advance by the administrators of the communidades. The quantum of 

proceeds earned together with the designated date, time, and place of collection were to be 

announced every year in the Government Bulletin. 28  Usually the jonns and other gains of 

the gaunkars and other interessados were distributed either in the month of December or 

within the first eight days of January. 29  If the gaunkars and the interessados failed to 

collect their gains within the designated days then the same was transferred to the treasury 

for being paid in the subsequent year or triennia1. 30  However, those who were ready to 

bear the expenses of extraordinary opening of the treasury were paid their gains upon there 

being appropriate instructions to that effect by the administrator of the communidades. 

To collect their dues the gaunkars and the interessados could either present 

themselves in person or designate agents for the same. However, the agents had to present 

the proper authorization with signatures that were recognized and authenticated by the 

public notary if the same could not be done by the secretary of the communidade. These 

authorizations were archived in the session's house of the respective communidade and had 

no validity after the lapse of three years. 3 ' The jonns of the minor orphaned gaunkars were 

delivered into the hands of their legitimate guardians. 32  The jonns of those who remained 

28 
 Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares dus Communidudes Agricolas, Doc. No. 215, pp. 

299-300; Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 457, pp. 68-69. 

29  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo dus Leis Peculiares dus Communidudes Agricolas, Doc. No. 215. pp. 

299-300. 
Ibid. Doc. No. 128, p. 217; Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cii., Doc. No. 457. pp. 68-69. 

31  ibid. 

33  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas. Doc. No. 236. p. 315. 
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unclaimed due to the death of the registered members reverted back to the corpus of the 

communidade and it was distributed amongst the surviving members. 33  

It may be noted that what was true of the jonns was also the same regarding the 

other forms of shares. Similarly, what has been said about the gaunkars and other jonoeiros 

was also true for the possessors of other types of shares and other interests in the various 

communidades. 

(f) Alienation of Personal jonn and other Shares 

As a result of the Portuguese skirmishes with the neighbouring Indian rulers there 

was large scale poverty and deprivation in Goa which led to mass sale of personal jonns by 

the gaunkars. The Portuguese government from 1735 provided that those gaunkars who 

wanted to alienate or consign the income of their jonns or other shares could do so only 

after entering into a written agreement with the consignee or acquirer. These contracts of 

transmission or consignment had to be authentic or competently recognized and should be 

registered in the register of the communidades. In the absence of any written agreement the 

payment of the form was not allowed to the third parties. 34  As and when needed, the 

secretary of the communidade had to give a copy of these escriptos of transmission or 

consignment to the interested parties. However, the registered documents had to be always 

archived in the house of the communidade. 35  The consignees or acquirers of jonns or 

shares were paid only the dividend that would have been paid to the gaunkar and nothing 

33  Ibid. Doc. Nos. 38 & 43, pp. 66-67 & 71-72. 

Regimento de 1735. as given in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cif., p. XIX. 
'5  Ibid. 
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more. This was done only after all the dues of the consigner to the communidade were 

cleared. 36  These dispositions prevailed even in the presence of judicial order, injunction or 

seizure of the same dividends. 37  

B. The Interessados: Rights and Obligations: 

The interessados played an important role in the village economy controlled by the 

communidade system. The interessados included all the interested parties that over the 

centuries came to possess certain rights in the village communities of Goa. In a very 

general sense an interessado of the village included anyone who had interest in the 

functioning of the communidades. For instance the Public Exchequer and the Religious 

Orders had as much interest in the communidades as any one else. However, in the more 

specific sense the interessados included the adventicos, cuntocars, culacharins, vantelis, 

etc. To understand better how they- came to occupy an important position in the 

communidades it is essential to get first an idea of the general land division pattern. 

(a) The land division pattern: 

The lands of the communidades were divided into two categories. Lands of the 

first category used for rice cultivation, which were reserved for the temples and temple 

servants, for the fund of the society, and, for paying the salary and sustaining the servants 

of the communidade. Lands reserved for the maintenance of temples and temple servants 

SG  Ibid. 
7  Ibid. 
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were denominated as Namoxins. Rice fields reserved for the temples and temple servants 

were called Nelli. Tican, Culagor, Gorbat and Gorbatulem were the residential areas of 

those serving in the temples and had palmares (coconut groves) and arecaes (areca nut 

plantations) attached to it. All lands formerly donated to the temples before the arrival of 

the Portuguese were later on called nelli and namoxim lands. The government came to 

possess these lands consequent upon Goa's conquest. From the mid 18 th  century these 

lands were denominated as confisco for being confiscated from the Jesuits after their 

expulsion in 1759.38  In the New conquests the temples continued to be in possession of 

these lands, the revenue of which was applied for the maintenance, and the sustenance of 

the temple servants. 

Lands reserved for the fund of the communidade included mostly the rice fields as 

also some cashew plantations, salt pans, fishing areas, and few coconut plantations. By 

the end of the 19 th  century most of the coconut plantations and other estates of the 

communidades had been usurped by the individuals and considering the enormity of the 

situation these were sold to the possessors. 39  

The second category of land called mordans or mollois which were the rice fields 

in the uplands and highlands and which also included some coconut and areca nut 

plantations was again divided into three parts. One part was given to the temples and the 

temple servants. The second was reserved for the service of the communidade and the 

38  Filippe Nery Xavier, DqP11.5a , pp. 7-8; Francisco Pais, Tombo Geral du Ilha do Goa e das Torras eh! 

Salceie e Bardez, edited by P. S. S. Pissurlencar, p. 35; Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo 11 isiorico du 
Conununidacles das Aldeas dos Concelhos Salcete e Barden, Part H. p. 10. 
39  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., pp. 7-8. 
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neighbours. These included the lands reserved for making inter-village and intra -village 

roads and pathways connecting the different villages and the different parts of the village 

itself. Common pasture lands also formed part of this category. Similarly, these also 

included the ponds, lakes, common wells, aqueducts, threshing grounds, crematoriums, 

cemeteries, rest houses for religious pilgrims, places for carrying out traditional sacrifices 

of the cultivators, places reserved for the construction of temples and residential areas of 

the temple servants, place reserved for the school of the village, etc., which were of 

common benefit. The memory of the existence of these places reserved for the above 

purposes was obliterated due to the first two and a half centuries of Portuguese rule in the 

Old Conquests. However, as late as the nineteenth century the New Conquests region 

provided one with ample proof of the preponderant nature of the Goan Communidades. 4°  

The third category, included lands that were leased in perpetuity with either fixed 

or fluctuating rent rates. Lands with foro de cotubana or foro limitada (fixed rent) were 

given in perpetuity and the lessees had to pay a fixed contribution even if the 

communidade had a deficit in a particular year. On the other hand, the lands leased on 

rent denominated foro corrente (fluctuating rent rates) were those that had tangas or 

some other value attached to it. 41  Usually these lands were destined for cultivation of 

cash crops like coconuts and areca nuts. Possessors of these lands either enjoyed the 

surplus or had to make up for the losses of the communidades in proportion to lands that 

they possessed. 

' I°  Ibid., pp. 8-9. 
41  Ibid. 
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(b) Impact of Portuguese Skirmishes on the Communidades: 

During the late 17 th  and the first half of the 18`" century the Goan countryside 

witnessed lot of changes. The communidades were asked to contribute towards the 

sustenance of the Portuguese. The contributions made were often beyond the means of 

the. communidades. The communidades were forced to borrow from the wealthy 

capitalists so as to meet ever increasing State demands by pledging the landed estate. 

However, the government made it illegal for the gaunkars to alienate communidade lands 

while acquiring loans and then the people resorted to large scale alienation of tangas and 

other shares. Because of this the period saw a slow process by which the tangas and the 

other shares were separated from their associated lands. The capitalists who came to 

possess these tangas constituted an important section of the interessados. Tangas 

henceforth started acquiring a monetary value equivalent to modern day shares. This 

transition of the tangas signifies the transformation of the Goan economy to one where 

transactions were based on money. In many communidades especially in Salcete 

province the tangas and other shares became the sole basis for the distribution of the 

distributable surplus. 42  

(c ) The Culacharins 

Initially all village lands were the property of the communidades. Land was 

available in abundance and manpower was in short supply. Due to this the communidades 

42 
 For additional information on the origin and nature of the various types of tungas that were in existence 

in Goa see J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Bradas a Favor tius Conanunidades dus Aldeas do Estado du Indio, 

Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1870, pp. 77-96. 
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took the help of the tenant-cultivators called the culacharins for the purpose of 

cultivation. The Foral of Afonso Mexia of 1526 speaks of the tillers of land who were 

commonly called by the name of Culacharo. The culacharins were allotted a piece of 

land to be cultivated by themselves in lieu of the service that they rendered to the 

communidade. This land was held by their descendants over the ages through inheritance. 

Besides, the culacharins were also entitled to a certain share in the surplus of the 

communidades and had the obligation of making the payment when there was a deficit. 

Joneiros enjoyed a position equal to that of the culacharins in most respects. 43  There still 

existed many culacharins in the different villages at the end of the twentieth century. 44  

The communidades also had the personal jonns and the jonns fatiosins (shares 

allotted to the patron saints of the village). Jonn was a type of shares or divisor of the 

common fund of the communidade and whose number was not fixed. The jonns were 

either increasing or decreasing depending on the number of gaunkars living at a 

particular point of time. The jonns were also denominated as .fatiosins. The number of 

these was limited in nature and did not suffer any modifications. The possessors of jonnss 

.fatiosins were entitled for a share in the distributable surplus of the communidades but 

did not have the burden of making any contributions in the event of deficits. Such jonns 

were allotted to the patron saints of the churches. 45  to the confraternities, and. to the 

families of the servants of the coniniimiclade. 46  The dividends paid varied from village to 

Ibid; Filippe Nery Xavier, CollecOo das Leis Peculiares c/as Communidades Agricolas, Part II , p. 50. 

44  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Hisiorico dos Communiclades clan Aldeus dos Concelhos dos 11hus. 

Salceie e Barrie:, Part. I, Mapa Nos. 25, 26 & 27, pp. 79-85, which give an idea of the existence of the 

different categories of culacharins in the different villages of the Velhas Conquisias. 
45 

Refer to Appendix 3.3. 
46  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., pp. 8-9. 
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village and sometimes within the village itself due to the prevailing customs among the 

people. 

The communidades collected various imposts under denominations like Parpota, 

Penta, Santa, etc., most of which became extinct either due to the lapse of time or 

perhaps due to the orders of the government. 47  Also were collected from the people 

various contributions. All the outsiders living within the limits of the village except the 

gaunkars, culacharins and other servants were made to pay for these contributions. The 

contributions included Utcabarny, Zoncunto, Mandrebarnim, etc. 48  The communidades 

also established certain exclusive privileges for their members only where by the latter 

could open lojas (shops), boticas (dispensaries), tabernas(taverns), etc, 49  within their 

limits. 

(d) The Pact of the Gaunkars with the other Settlers (colonos) and Servants: 

The gaunkars enjoyed certain rights and privileges for being the principal 

founders of the villages and the communidades. The principal right was the exclusive 

right to administer the village through the communidade. The gaunkars also received 

some honors according to the precedence of the vangores (clans) and family to which 

they belong. They also enjoyed the services of the servants of the village. The gaunkars 

also enjoyed the right to participate personally in the public auction for the C01711711111itiOde 

lands and other works. Moreover, the gaunkars had the power of veto in the deliberations 

47  Ibid., pp. 9-10. 
48  Ibid. 
49  Ibid. 
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of the communidades, but, in the later part of the Portuguese rule this had given way to 

taking the decisions based on majority vote. The gaunkars also were entitled for the 

personal jonn and they received the yearly dividends where they had not alienated their 

rights for the same. In the event of their death the widows, orphans, and unmarried 

daughters received certain remuneration under the title of jonns, meio jonn, dote (dowry) 

etc. Lastly, the gaunkars, their children and wives received funeral grants. 5°  

The gaunkars took the help of tenant-cultivator commonly called culacharins and 

of the jonoeiros for various purposes according to the needs of the different villages. The 

culacharins were paid for the services rendered. This was by way of allotting jonn - 

either in full, half or some other fractions - to them. The jonn was received by the 

culacharins either from the same age as the gaunkars or a little later. Such jonns 

denominated as jonns de culacharins were there in the communidades of Taleigao, 

Bambolim. Batim, Navelim, and Malar of Ilhas taluka, and Pilerne in the taluka of 

Bardez. The following table shows the jonns earned by the culacharins in the above 

mentioned communidades. It is also clear that the dividend earned by the culacharins was 

always invariably less than what was earned by the gaunkars in the respective 

communidades . 

50  !did., pp. 10-1 1 . 



Table showing the jonns of the gaunkars and culacharins in different villages 

of Goa and the dividends earned: 51  

Communidades Types of personal Shares Dividends Earned. 
Taleigao (Ilhas — 1868) Jonn de Gancar 20:1:4 1/6 xerafins 

Jonn de Culacharim 7:3:08' 	" 
Tanga 7:3:08 % 	" 

Bambolim (Ilhas — 1868) Jonn de Gancar 145:0:24 	" 
Jonn de Culacharim 36:1:42 	" 
Tanga 22:2:11 	" 

Batim (Ilhas — 1868) Jonn de Gancar 157:2:49 	" 
Jonn de Culacharim 153:2:05 	" 
Tanga 7:4:27 	,7 

Navelim (Ilhas —1868) Jonn de Gancar 19:2:50 	" 
Jonn de Culacharim 13:1:32 	" 
Jonn meio de Culacharim 6:2:16 	,, 

Malar (Ilhas — 1868) Jonn de Gancar 42:0:28 	" 
Jonn de Culacharim 23:3:54 	" 

Pilerne(Bardez 1879) Jonn de gauncar 1:2:41 '/2 	" 
Jonn de culacharim 0:4:43 1/2 	" 

The culacharins were also entitled to take part in the public auction of the 

communidade either independently or through the gaunkars according to the practice 

prevalent in different villages. However, their right to offer bids was limited to only 

certain estates of the communidades. 52  

It was also stipulated that the servants of the village would serve the gaunkars 

gratuitously according to their needs. As remuneration the servants were allotted either 

, nanioxim lands or jonn ,fatiosini. Even as late as the end of the 19` 11  century the servants 

were obliged to render the services. and. for this purpose had to sign a contract every year 

or after three years. Failure to keep terms attracted fines imposed by the communidades 

on the errant servants. 53  

Boletint ....No. 102, dated 29 1b  December, 1868; Boletnn ..., No. 99, dated 15 1h  November, 1879. 
'2  Ibid., pp. 10-I 1: Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic() dus Communidades dux .4ldeas dos Concelhos 
das 1119as, Salcete e Bardez, Part. I. Mapa Nos. 4, 5 and 6. pp. 26-46. 

Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., pp. 10-11. 
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(e) The advent of the Adventicos (New Entrants): 

Factors as the extinction, absence, and, poverty of the gaunkar families were 

responsible for the passing of the control of some communidades passed into the hands of 

some powerful capitalists called the adventicos (new entrants). The adventicos wielded 

economic power and had come to possess the vangores or the personal jonns in many of 

the communidades in the first century of Portuguese occupation of Goa. This was either 

due to the grants of the viceroys or by way of purchases from the gaunkars. Many 

vangores (clans) of the communidades became extinct for having no families to represent 

them. The viceroys used to make grants of these vangores (clans) to those who wanted to 

buy them. This was happening in the beginning of the Portuguese conquests. 54  Perhaps, 

the vangores of the village of Sarzora passed into the hands of the interested parties due 

to identical factors. However there were complaints against these by the surviving 

gaunkars leading to the extinction of the practice of selling the vangores, of which the 

communidades were made up of, to the interested parties from the end of the 16 th  

1 century. 55  The alienation of the personal jonns nevertheless continued throughout. The 

purchasers and acquirers of these jonns who came to be known as adventicos were 

54  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic() das Communidades dos Aldeas dos Concelho.v das llhas. 
Sa/sete e Barde.:-. edited by Jose Maria de SA, Vol. I, Doc. No. 18, pp. 227-230. "...Otte este damno e 
prejuizo do common deltas, e do particular dos gancares, por que od vice-Reis passados jizeram coerce 
d'algumas gancarias a pessoas particulares, que 17(70 cram de geracao e linha dos gancares. °taros as 
houveram por heranca daslemeas, owl•as as comp•acam por dividas. clue os gancares partiDulares deviam, 
estes ordinariamente he genie ponderosa, porque alguns seio pornignezes e outros ainda que he genie (le 
terra sao poderosos nas gancarias..." 
55 

Nery Xavier, Collecccio Das Leis Peculiares Das Communidades Agricola.v, Doc. No. 8, pp. 25- 
28. 
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entitled only to receiving the annual dividends but had no right in the administration of 

the communidades. 56  

However, much against the terms of agreements of the purchase of the jonns the 

adventicos were clamoring for being granted the right to manage the affairs of the 

communidades from the eighteenth century onwards. 57  

Likewise the culacharins also demanded to have a say in the administration of 

their respective communidades and wanted equal rights with the gaunkars to have certain 

privileges enjoyed only by the latter. Against these pretensions, the gaunkars, the 

communidades, and the Camara Gerais (the highest 'representative' body of the 

communidades) made representations to the competent administrators, to the various 

tribunals as also to the king of Portugal. The validity of the contracts of the gaunkars 

with the adventicos was upheld by the dispatch of numerous royal correspondences. The 

exclusive rights of the gaunkars to enjoy the privileges were also held as inviolable. 

Various court orders also generally accepted the rights and privileges of the gaunka•s. 58  

It seems that the Portuguese government perhaps strived more at preserving the old order 

rather than introducing reforms in the socio-economic structure at the village level. 

56 Filippe dippe Nery Xavier, Bosqueto Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das Mitts. 

Salsete e Ba•e:. edited by Jose Maria de Sa, Vol. I. Doc. No. 18, pp. 227-230. "...Por onde, para hem e 

conservacao destas communidade.v l  tlagestade ordenar por lei glee n071711,71 estrangeiro tivesse join). 

neat ganearia nas communidades: e guano) por dividas fizesse execoccrio 170.5 lOt7OS e gancaria.s e em outros 

bens a que estejam atleXOs j0170.5 e gancarias, ainda que se/ant de Ebro eorrente, Han tenham os 

esirangeiros vu : active neat passive nellas... -  
i7  F i l i ppe  

Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., pp. 15-16; Officio, No. 47 of 5 th  September, 1851 in Boletim .... No. 37. 

p. 269. 

58  Filippe Ner■,,  Xavier, Defimsa ..., pp. 15-16; Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao dos Leis Pecoliares dos 

Conimunidades Agricolas,_Doc. Nos. 3, 6, 14 & 154, pp. 20-21, 23-24. 39 & 243-244. These give a fair 

idea of what was the legal position of the Portuguese government regarding this issue, Foral de Affonso 

§ 9, as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., p. IV. 
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(f) The Origin of the Cuntocares (Neo-capitalists), and their conventions with the 

Gaunkars: 

As has been mentioned above it was prohibited to deliver the gauncarias and 

vangores into the hands of the third parties. This is known from the representation made 

to the judge of the High Court, Bento de Baena Sanches. 59  It was also prohibited to carry 

on the sale of the personal jonns of the gaunkars by the Assento (resolution) of the 

Camara Geral of 23"I  of August, 1604. The same was confirmed by the Alvaro of 30th 

 August, 1604. However, whatever was alienated throughout the 16th  century could not be 

undone. Thus we have a class of Jonoeiros as members of many communidades 

especially in Salcete. 

The embargo that the government enforced regarding the sale of personal jonns 

was later on followed in the 17t h  and 18 th  century by the alienation of the tangas, 

arequeiras and other forms of shares which were annexed to the property paying the foro 

corrente.60 The Portuguese had to defend its overseas empire from many internal and 

external enemies. The continuous wars and skirmishes both with the neighboring Indian 

rulers and the European powers put a tremendous strain on the finances of the 

government. The Portuguese government utilized its position as Senhorio Dereito 

(suzerain and overlord of the land) and demanded large sum of money from the 

connnuniciades. The latter whose position was reduced to that of the 'tenants' of the 

government since 1649 had no option but to contribute whatever was demanded. The 

59  Filippe New Xavier, Defeara..., op. cit., pp. 20-21. 
6°  Ibid. 
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communidades were asked to pay contributions beyond their means. And the gaunkars 

resorted to large scale alienation of the tangas, arequeiras and other forms of shares. 

These shares were alienated in whatever manner that was possible by separating them 

from their respective landed estates. 61  Henceforth from the late 17 th  and the early 18 th 

 onwards century there came into being a new type of divisors — the tangas — to the fund 

of the communidade. The possessors of the tangas were the cuntocares (neo-capitalists) 

and were generally called by the common denomination interessados, with other non-

gaunkar stake holders in the village communidades. 

Cuntocar is composed of two words, cunto, meaning revenue or deficit, and car 

meaning possessor. Therefore, cuntocar signifies possessors of revenue or deficit. Or in 

other words it refers to those people who owned shares that entitled them to a 

proportionate part of the distributable surplus of the communidade. However, as and 

when there was deficit these people got less or no dividends. 62  For, instance, deficit was 

more often made up by the communidades by acquiring loans. Servicing of debts 

naturally then affected the earnings of the interessados who stood to earn less dividends 

for the shares that they held. 

These tangas., arequeiras and other forms of shares were alienated with the 

explicit conditions that the acquirers were not to have any voice or any other rights rather 

than to receive the yearly dividends after providing for the expenses of maintaining the 

61  Ibid; also see, Projecto do Novo Regiment° dos Communidades .  Agricolas do Estado da India. Nova Goa: 

Imprensa Nacional, 1862, pp. 5-46. 

62  Filippe Nery Xavier. Defensa..., op. cit., pp. 21-22. 
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utilities of common benefit to the communidades. 63  The expenses of the communidades 

on different heads were but many and it would be just impossible to come out with the 

total picture. For our purpose it suffices to say that the expenses were on a variety of 

items like the divine cult, agricultural development in general, repair and maintenance of 

various edifices like the churches, chapels, schools, cemeteries, on constructing and 

maintaining public roads as also the road networks in the village itself, providing 

financial and logistic support during outbreaks of the epidemics which were not rare even 

in the 19th  century, court cases, vigilance, etc. The interessados could not prevent the 

expenditure of the communidades on these various heads even when they stood to loose 

by way of receiving reduced dividends. The only concession granted to the interessados 

was that their views were heard and recorded when providing for the expenses of the 

above mentioned nature from the common fund of the communidades. But the 

interessados had no right to vote on the deliberations of the meetings of the 

communidades. 64  They vehemently demanded for this right but it was not granted to them  - 

up to the end of the 19 th  century. 

(g) Impact of the Introduction of the Cuntocares on the Functioning of the 

Communidades 

The creation of the cumocares brought about sweeping changes at the village 

level. In villages where the distributable surplus of the communidade was distributed by 

63  Refer to the representations made by the Procuradores of the Communidades of Salcete, Bardez and 
Ilhas to the King of Portugal affirming this position. Projecio do Novo Regimento das Communidades 

Agricolas..., pp. 5-46. 
64  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa..., op. ca., pp. 22-23; Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao das Leis Peculiares 

das Communidades Agricolas, Part 11, Doc. Nos. 15 & 16, p. 53. 
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way of only personal jonns, the gaunkars were reduced to a position of extreme poverty 

and deprivation. Increased taxes and constant state demands impoverished the gaunkars 

whose capital was gnawed off and they were reduced to a position of extreme poverty. 

The extinction of numerous vangores throughout the length and breadth of Goa during 

the Portuguese rule was perhaps ample proof of the deprivations suffered by the gaunkars 

for being `Senhores de terra' (lords of the land). In communidades, where the surplus-

was divided, both by the personal jonns and the tangas and other types of shares, the 

impact was that throughout the 17 th  and the first half of the 18 th  century there was 

unprecedented alienation of the shares by the gaunkars. This was done in order to acquire 

the funds to meet the never ending irrational demands of the Portuguese. Therefore in 

these communidades the gaunkars lost their shares and were left with only their personal 

jonns. However, in those communidades where the division of the surplus was solely by 

way of tangas and other types of shares the gaunkars lost everything. For, consequent 

upon the alienation of the shares they had little to gain from the functioning of the 

communidades. In this latter case the gaunkars received no dividends whatsoever. 65  

The gaunkars lost heavily due to the constant wars fought by the Portuguese 

government in safeguarding its overseas empire. There was rampant alienation of the 

tangos affecting the earnings of the gaunkars. However, they did not lose their 

gauncarial rights and privileges such as taking part in the functioning and managing of 

the connnunidades. This right was considered as an inherent personal right of the 

gaunkars and not related to the shares. This position was recognized legally and 

judicially approved more than once. But slowly many of the capitalists, who had acquired 

Gs  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa..:, pp. 23-24. 
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shares in great number, and, realizing that in many communidades the gaunkars were 

dispossessed of the shares, started subscribing to the notion that the communidades were 

established not through the hard work of the gaunkars but based on shares. Few wanted 

to accept that the shares were rather accessories of the communidades. The rights and 

privileges of all the gaunkars were but same irrespective of whether they possessed or not 

the shares. It was by birth that the gaunkars acquired the qualifications to manage their 

communidades irrespective of whether they received any gains or not. 66  

By the same logic the gaunkars enjoyed the right to bid for any of the works of the 

communidades and earn profits there from. They also enjoyed the services of the village 

servants like the barber, washer man, ironsmith, carpenter, shoemaker, etc. They could also 

cultivate the extensive rice-fields of the communidades even with the help of cultivator 

farmers. The cultivator gaunkars as Senhores da terra' enjoyed a position whereby they 

neither had to pay any advance for the lands that they took for cultivation nor were they 

forced to sell the produce in order to pay the due Toro (taxes). 67  This was the reality and 

much against what the laws of the State prescribed. 

The interessados were admitted to the meetings and sessions of the communidades 

and their opinion was heard on matters under consideration. Since the interessados were 

not eligible to cast their vote on the matter under consideration it can be concluded that 

their role was just consultative in nature. 68  The vote and opinion of the interessado.s.  was 

66  Ibid. 
67  Ibid. 

68  Circular de Govern() da Estado da India, of 26' h  April, 1849, art. I.° & 2.°, as quoted in Jose Maria de 

SA, op. cit., pp. 10-11. 
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not counted for the purpose of arriving at a decision, nevertheless, upon their insistence the 

same was recorded. And it was the responsibility of the secretary of the communidade to do 

SO. 69 

The interessados could and did protest against the deliberations of the 

communidade when it was known that the deliberations taken were in violation of the laws 

of the land. 70  However, the interessados could not themselves record in the register of the 

communidades either their protests or objections except in those communidades where the 

practice was to the contrary. 71  

The opinion of the interessados had to be taken on matters as purchases of the 

communidades, the expenses, and the long lease of the landed estate of the communidade, 

from 1870 onwards. 72  In view of this the Administrator would not entertain any 

correspondence regarding purchases, expenses and long lease of communidade land if the 

same was not accompanied by the opinion of the interessados. In this regard the secretary 

of the communidades had to put on record the views of the twenty most influential 

interessados residing within the limits of the village. 73  

In spite of there taking place a lot of changes in the socio-economic life at the 

village life it was only the gaunkars who could enjoy the services of the servants of the 

69  Ibid. 
70  Ibid. 
71  Ibid. 

72  Filippe Nery Xavier. Colleccao das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 220, p. 303. 
73 
 Jose Maria de Sd. op. cit., pp. 10-11; Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 611, p. 205. 
...Determina sua ex.' o sr. governador geral desta estado, que nos processos de aforamentos, de licencas 

para despezas, que os escriviles aldeanos certifiquem a identidade dos mesmos interessuclos, declarundo se 
no numero defies entram os 20 niatores interessados residents na aldeu..." 
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village. The servants were sustained at the expense of the communidade. The cuntocares 

and other interessados did not enjoy the right of utilizing the services of the village 

servants. 74  

C. The Functionaries of the Conununidades 

The communidades nominated the escrivaes (secretary or registrar), procuradores 

(procurators, attorneys, etc.), louvados or arbitros (assessors, and arbiters), sacadores (tax 

collectors), terlos (watchmen), and, other minor functionaries. The communidades also 

chose the eleitos or vogaes (members of the governing staff) of the Camara Geral.75  All 

the employees of the communidade had to be chosen from amongst the twenty influential 

interessados of the vicinity. However, when there was a situation that there were equally 

capable interessados and gaunkars for any position then the gaunkars had to be given 

preference over others. 76  But, it was essential to choose persons of known intelligence and 

probity. 77  

The employees of the communidade before assuming their duties had to be 

administered an oath that they would serve in a responsible manner. They were responsible 

to the communidades for all the losses and damages resulting from their functioning. 78  

74  Foral de Alfonso A4etia, § 13, as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., p. V: Manoel de 
Carvalho, op. cit., pp. 151-169. 

75  Ibid. 

76  Filippe Nery Xavier. Colleccilo das Leis Peculiures das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 263. pp. 
345-349. 
77  Ibid. 

78  Ibid; Regimento de 1735. as copied in Filippe Neiy Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Cap. 5.°, pp. XIV: Filippe Nery 
Xavier, Colleccjo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 258, pp. 340-341. 
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(a) The Escrivcio (Secretary) 

The escrivcio (Secretary) was chosen from amongst the gaunkars, having good 

conduct, ability and proven intelligence." It was also important that the person chosen had 

to have good hand-writing and a sound knowledge of arithmetic especially of the fractions. 

On the whole the escrivcio was an important person in the day to day functioning of the 

communidades so much so that no official business could be transacted without his 

presence. 8°  

Many of the secretaries belonged to the old pre-Portuguese category of village 

accountants called kulkarnis. Such secretaries were denominated as proprietors, for while 

they served as village secretaries they not only were paid salaries but also had the right to 

cultivate the nomoxim lands reserved for them. Those proprietor-secretaries who were not 

approved for exercising the office were entitled to receive only a third of the salary 

provided for according, to the customs of the villages. 81  Similarly, those proprietor-

secretaries who did not have their titles registered with the respective communidade were 

considered to the office but without any formal claim to the same. Similarly, those who had 

acquired titles through purchase or other such similar means were entitled to hold the office 

79  Regiment° de 1735. as transcribed in Manoel Jose Comes Loureiro. op. cit., Cap. 22.°, pp. 51-52: Filippe 

Nery Xavier, Colleeccio das Leis Peculiures das Communidudes Agricolas. Doc. No. 101, pp. 187-188. 

8()  Fora/de -Affiniso 	§ 12, as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), up. cat., p. V. 

Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). ColIee4 o das Leis.  Peculiar-es dos Communidades Agricolas. Doc. No. 283. pp. 

363-366. 
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only if those contracts had been done with the consent and knowledge of the respective 

communidade. 82  

The government in the year 1876 decreed that the Secretary of the communidades be 

paid a fixed salary per year. The communidades of Azossim paid Rs.125 while that of 

Bambolim paid Rs. 50, in 1900. 83  In all the communidades the salary of the Secretary was 

revised upwardly. For instance, the communidade of Batim paid to its escrivcio a sum of Rs. 

250 per annum, up from a paltry sum of 53 xerafins half a century back in the mid 

nineteenth century." At the beginning of the twentieth century almost all the communidades 

paid salaries to their escrivcio with the latter being chosen after giving to the prospective 

candidates a public examination. Those village secretaries who belonged to the age-old 

families of kulkarnis were allowed to cultivate their traditional nomoxim lands but had to 

pay foro (rent) to the communidades like all other leaseholders. 

(b) The Louvados (Assessors) 

The communidades also nominated persons for assuming the position of louvados 

(assessors, and arbiters) who were five in number. They included louvados do calculo 

(valuation), louvados das contas geraes (general accounts), louvados guirmariques 

(assessors of losses and damages of standing crops incurred by individual cultivators). 

82  (bid; Fora! de Alfonso etlevia,§ 15 & 17, as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. ch.. pp. V-V1: 
Filippe Nery Xavier, Collecccio das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas. Doc. No. 262. pp. 344- 
345. 
83  F i l i ppe  

Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Hisiorico day Communidades this Aldeas dos Coueelho.s• this 
Salseie e Barden. edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. 11, pp. 45-51. 
84  Ibid., pp. 56-64. 
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(c) The Sacadors (tax-farmers or revenue collectors) 

The communidades had people to collect the taxes and other dues from the people. 

The functionaries of the communidades entrusted with the collection of its receipts and the 

payment of its dues were known as sacadors and their office was called the sacadoria. The 

office of sacadoria was auctioned every year in the month of December and charge was 

assumed in the beginning of January. This office was awarded to those who offered their 

services on payment of least premium and offered to fulfill the conditions of the office." 

The gaunkars of the village usually served as sacadors for their village. The tax-farmers 

had to furnish adequate guarantee for the discharge of his duties without causing any loss to 

the communidade. 9 ' 

The tax-farmers were obliged to collect all the revenue of the communidade and 

other taxes and contributions, the collection of which was entrusted to the office of 

sacadoria. The debtors of the communidade had to pay their dues to the sacador. The 

debtors of the sacador included all the bidders and lessees of the estates of the 

coninu the people entrusted with watch and ward duties of the rice fields and 

coconut groves, and the other renters of the communidade together with their respective 

guarantors. 92  

9°  Ibid., Doc. No. 76, pp. 143-150. 

91  Regitnento de 1735. as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit.. Cap. 3.°, pp. XIII-XIV; Filippe Nery 

Xavier, Colleccdo this Leis Peculiares dus Communidades Agricolas. Doc. Nos. 214 & 283. pp. 297-299 & 

363-366. 
92  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. cit., Doc. No. 513, pp. 135-138: Regiment° de 1735, Cap. 2.Q. pp. XXIII: 

Filippe Nery Xavier, Collecciio dos Leis Peculiares dos Communidades. Agrieolas, Doc. No. 76. pp. 143-
I50. 
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The vigias das eiras or the terlucas (persons entrusted with watch and ward duties) 

were offices that were auctioned at the same time as that of the sacador. Sometimes these 

people allowed the cultivators to take away the produce from the threshing floor without 

presentation of the required chito or passe (invoice or bill) issued by the sacador and 

countersigned by the clavicularios (treasurer) of the communidade. If this came to the 

notice of the Portuguese official and the terlos were imprisoned. However, by the end of 

the nineteenth century the terlos were harassing the cultivator-farmers at the time of 

harvesting. 93  

D. The Operation and Functioning of the Communidades. 

(a) The Auctioning of the Communidade Lands: 

According to the objectives of the communidade, the rice fields and other lands 

were for the purpose of cultivation which were either distributed or adjudicated to their 

member gaunkars. This distribution of the cultivable fields was done either annually or 

after every three years through public auction. 94  The rice fields were divided into lots and 

adjudicated to those who offered to pay more rent. This process of letting through public 

auction was known as aremataccio in Goa. 

Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo dus Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas. Doc. No. 76, pp.143- 
150. 

94  Jose Maria de Sd, op cit., Tindo I , Disposicaes Geraes , art. 1.° & 2. 0 . and art. 263.°, pp. 1-2 & 75: For a 

better understanding of the same also read the journal "0 Ultramar", published in Goa, No. 967. 0 . dated 12 

Oct. 1877. Here in is discussed the actual functioning of the Communidades. Also refer to the Nos. 960.° 8.1 

963.° 
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The rent paid by the gaunkars for utilizing the rented lands and the dues or foro 

(rent) paid by those who took communidade lands on long lease, constituted the revenue of 

the communidade. From this revenue after paying to the government the taxes (foros) and 

other contributions and upon meeting the ordinary and extraordinary expenses of the 

communidade the rest was distributed amongst the members as jonn to the constituent 

members. 95  

Annually or triennially, according to the practice followed in each communidade, 

the rice-fields and other cultivable lands besides the other estates of the communidade were 

distributed and adjudicated to those gaunkars, cuntocares and other interessados who 

offered to pay more rent than others. 96  Gauncares, jonoeiros and other interessados less 

than 21 years but over 15 years were allowed to take part in the arrematacao of the varzeas 

(rice fields) of their respective communidades without even the authorization of their 

parents or guardians provided that they furnished adequate guarantees. 97  

Persons extraneous to a communidade could take part in the auctioning only in the 

absence of gaunkars and interessados or there being a practice to the contrary in any of the 

villages. 98  The arremataccio mentioned was either done in the headquarters of the 

Administracdo das Communidades or in the respective conununidades itself. It may be 

95  Ibid. 

96  Fora! de Alfonso Maria. § 20. as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., p. XV; Regiment° de 

1735, Cup. 2.°, pp. XXIII: Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccjio das Leis Peculiares dus Communidades 

Agricolas, Doc. No. 81. pp. 155-160. 
Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. cit.. Doc. Nos. 421 & 469, pp. 41-42 & 84; Filippe Nery Xavier. Colleccao 

das Leis Peculiares das Communidacles Agricolus, Doc. Nos. 219, 265. 270, & 271, pp. 362. 350-351. 354 
& 355. 

Foral de Affhnso Maria. § 20, as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., p. XV: Filippe Nery 
Xavier, Collecceio das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas. Doc. Nos. 9, 83, 118, 158. & 270. pp. 
29-32, 162-163, 205-207. 245-246 & 354. 
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noted that the arrematacao of the rice fields of the communidade was not to be done by 

way of big estates but always in fractions called /anco. However, it may be noted that even 

the lanco was quite big enough. The /anco could be one where not more than a candil of 

seeds could be used. Lanco is a component of a big rice-field. The /anco could be given to 

one individual even to the extent whereby up to two candils of seeds were used provided 

that the same rice field was a whole unit by itself? This very well points out that small 

farmers, whose use of seeds was between 1/10 th  to 115th  of a candil, could hardly bid 

directly for taking communidade lands under cultivation. However, from the 1880s the 

government decreed to auction-off the communidade lands in smaller fractions. This led to 

a phenomenal increase in the net income of the communidades but for the individual 

cultivators, life became miserable. Because, on the one hand there was a two to three fold 

increase in the rent of lands taken on lease, but on the other hand the price of farm produce 

hardly increased. 100  Therefore, while cost of production increased the profit margin 

declined for the cultivators. Result was the neglect of agriculture by the cultivators that led 

to large scale emigration of the people for alternative source of livelihood particularly in 

the second half of the nineteenth century. 

99 Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo cia.s Leis Peculiares dos 6)Intnuniclades Agricolas, Doc. Nos. 81, 84. 174. 
190, 214, 239, pp. 155-160, 163.164, 258-259, 275-276, 297-299, 317: Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. cit.. 

Doc. No. 594, pp. 195-196. 
w°  Padre Caetano P. Pereira, "A ErnigracAo do Goes", in Segundo Congresso Provincial da India 
Poriuguesa (hereafter SCPIP). Nova Goa: Luso-Francesa, 1917, pp. 52-53. 
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(b) The Preparatory Measures before the Commencement of the Arrematacc7o: 

Before the public auction commenced the communidades had to execute the 

division of the lancos and carry out necessary repair and restoration work wherever the 

same was needed. 

The division and valuation of the rice fields and other estates of the communidades 

were done at least three months in advance before the commencement of the arrematacc7o. 

The assessors of the communidade had to scrupulously determine the quality of the land, 

and the expenses required for carrying out the cultivation. Based on the fertility of the land 

and the quantity of the seeds required the rice fields were divided wherever possible into 

square fathoms. 101  In this work the assessors were helped by the other officials like the 

camotins or adelos (head of the association) and painis (personnel entrusted with watch and 

ward duties) of the subsidiary agricultural associations — boucos — of the communidades 1°2  

After the completion of the valuation of all the cultivable land under the jurisdiction 

of the communidade the same was recorded in its register. This was followed by the 

interested gaunkars and interessados taking notes of what was of interest to them for three 

days. Upon the valuation report of the assessors being adopted in the sessions of the 

communidade it was followed by the public auction. 

101  1=ilippe Nery Xavier, Collecedo das Leis Peculiares dos Communidodes Agricolus. Doc. Nos. 258 & 263. 
pp. 340-341 & 345-349. 
02 1bid, Doc. No. 263,pp. 345-349. 
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(c ) Commencement of the Arremataciio:  

The auction of the rice fields and other assets of the communidades commenced on 

the 15 th  of July and lasted for a month till the 15 th  of August. 103  The secretary made 

necessary arrangements for giving the necessary proclamation, street-cry, or announcement 

in the villages. In Salcete province it was done for five days - panchiratri104  - or, five nights. 

Perhaps the announcement was made at the beginning in the late evenings when cultivator 

farmers had returned upon performing their daily chorus. 

The sessions of arrematac5es were but continuous till everything was leased out. 

Within the stipulated period of one month all the rice fields and other assets of the 

communidade had to be auctioned off. It may be noted that only the gaunkars were 

admitted to offer a bid directly. On the other hand the interessados could participate and 

offer bids at the public auction of communididade lands only through the gaunkars. 1°5  

It was prohibited at the auction for anyone to conspire among themselves in taking 

the communidade lands at a price much lower than usual. 106  The Administrators of the 

Communidades had the responsibility to initiate measures to avoid any conspiracies among 

the gaunkars during the public auction. Those gaunkars who were found guilty of 

103  Ibid., Doc. Nos. 17, 66. 82 & 363, pp. 41-42. 129-130. 160-162 & 447-448. 
" Regiment° de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. cit.. Cap. 39.°, p. XXXI; Filippe Nery 
Xavier, Collecciio das Leis Peculiares clay Communidades Agricolas. Doc. Nos. 66 & 82, pp. 160-162 & 
129-130. 
105  Regiment() de /735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. cit.. Cap. 8.°, pp. XVII; refer in the same 
book Doc. Nos. 379 & 404. pp. 7 & 27; Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo clay Leis Peculiares da.s. 

 C'ommunidade.s Agricolas, Doc. Nos. 154, 157 & 158. pp. 243-244 & 245-246. 
106  Regimento de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. ca., Cap. 8.°, pp. XVII; Jose Maria de Sa. 
op. cit.. Titulo I. Disposicoes Geroes, art. 284.°, pp. 80 & 94: Filippe Nery Xavier, Collec•oo dos Leis . 

 Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. Nos. 84, 103 & 118, pp. 163-167. 190-19I & 207-207. 
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defrauding the communidades were deprived of their right to vote and deprived of all 

privileges, as a result of which they could not claim their dividends and could not 

participate in any future auction. Similarly, any secretary allowing such practice to continue 

in spite of the same being brought to his knowledge was liable to be dismissed. The 

interessados and the cuntocares could and did complain to the Administrator of the 

Communidades about the underhand dealings taking place at the village level and in the 

event of the same they were allowed to bid directly for the rice-field under question. 107  

The offer price for taking any estate of the communidade at the public auction had 

to be guaranteed by furnishing security in the form of some collateral security. The 

possessors of tangas and other types of shares were not allowed to take part in the auction 

without having registered their shares within a year of acquiring the same. 108  Similarly, 

those gaunkars who did not possess jonns or other collateral security or did not have the 

guarantee of cuntocares had to give some sort of financial guarantees for the rent due of the 

rice fields that they took for cultivation. 109 Preference was given to jonns for being pledged 

as guarantees over other things. Half the value of the jonns was taken into consideration 

when being considered as collateral guarantee. However, they were taken at full value 

when the heir apparent to the jonns consented to their being pledged as securitv. 11°  

107  Regiment° de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit.. Cap. 8.°, pp. XVII; Filippe Nery 
Xavier. Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolds.. Doc. No. 158. pp. 254-246. 
108  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), (.1). cit.. Doc. No. 421, pp. 41-42. 
109  Regiment° de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. cit.. Cap. 40.', pp. XXXI-XXX IL also 
refer to, Doc. No. 421, pp. 41-42. 
110  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 236. p. 3 15: 
Boletim ..., No. 31, 1855, p. 34. 
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The auction done in conformity with the provisions as stated above could not be 

nullified by any contracting party except when someone offered to pay a rent which was at 

least one-sixth more than the agreed price. This was called sesma i.e., an offer of bid price 

that was 116th  over and above the rate at which a particular rice field was leased to the 

highest bidder. 

(d) The Arremataccio of the Vangana lands: 

The auction of the vangana (kharij) lands was done separately from that of the 

sorodio (rabi) lands. If there were no takers for the vangana lands then the communidade 

gave it freely to the poor and needy sections of the society for cultivation. The only 

condition was that even if the land was given to the poor then it had to be compulsorily 

cultivated by the latter. Those who took communidade fields for vangana cultivation by 

way of arremataccio and wanted to transfer or sublet it to others for carrying out the 

cultivation could not however do it at a higher price.' 11  Whenever it was impossible to find 

any takers for these lands the government considered leasing them for a period of six years 

or more. 112 But if any gaunkar, interessado, or any other person offers bid and takes the 

communidade land with the intention of not cultivating the same then that individual was 

fined about 100 xeralins. 113  

II ' 'bid, Doc. No. 96, pp. 179-180. 
12  !hid, Doc. No. 118, pp. 205-207. 

" 3  Jose_Maria_de,Sa., op. cit., pp_ 100-101. 
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The rent due of the fields leased could be paid after the harvesting of the crops but 

always before lifting the produce from the threshing floor. 114 

(e)The offer of Sesma (offer of fresh bids): 

After the completion of the auction, the gaunkars and cuntocares could offer a rent 

which was one-sixth higher. This fresh new offering was called sesma. It could be offered 

within a period of nine days (novendio) after the completion of the regular auction. The 

offering of sesma was final and binding on the person offering it and his guarantors. The 

sesma could be offered only with regard to such estates of the communidades denominated 

avencas (real estate). These included the cultivable fields that were the lands reserved for 

the cultivation of legumes, saltpans, coconut plantations, cashew plantations, fishing rights, 

etc." 5  

(f) Sub-letting of land to the actual cultivators: 

Sometimes the gaunkars who took communidade lands on lease at the public 

auction wanted to sublet the same to others either in part or whole. This was allowed to be 

done by the communidades. However, it was the bidder who was responsible for both the 

payment of the rent due and for carrying out cultivation of the agricultural land. If the 

bidder failed to pay the due rent to the communidade or the fields were left uncultivated 

then he was fined appropriately. Usually, what happened was that such lands were sub-let 

114  Regiment° de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. cit.. Cap. 2. 0 . p. XIII; Filippe Ncry Xavier. 
Collecceio das Leis Peculiares da.s. Communidades Agricolas. Doc. No. 156, pp. 244-245. 
' IS  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. Nos. 546 & 549, pp. 170 & 171-172. 
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by the bidder to only those who agreed to stand as surety for him in his endeavours to bid 

for communidade lands. 116  

However, the subletting was done only after keeping the sacador informed about it. 

The transfers could also be done by informing the communidade in the ordinary sessions. 

And, the members of the managing committee (accordados) of the communidades were 

responsible for guaranting the rent to be paid by the transferees to the communidade and 

the tax to the State. The sacador (tax collector) could not under any circumstances prevent 

the subletting of the rice-fields. He could only undertake the verification of the financial 

status of the transferees. This shows that the financial interests of the State though 

mattered was not to disturb unnecessarily the customs and usages of the people. For certain 

sections of the cultivators were by and large attached to the land for generations. The 

annual or triennial auctioning hardly brought about changes in the actual cultivation of the 

fields as the cultivators were usually the same. 117  

(g) Lease of Uncultivated Fields to the Needy and Deprived Sections of the Society: 

The communidade took measures to see and examine through the secretary and the 

assessors if the auctioned rice-fields had been cultivated within the stipulated time. The 

communidade had to prepare a report giving details of the fields left uncultivated and the 

116  Filippe Nery Xavier Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares dos Communidades Agrieolas, Doc. No. 239. p. 317: 

Portaria do Minislerio da marinha e Ultramar, of 15`I' June. 1846. 
117  Antonio Emilio d'Almeida Azevedo, As Communidades de Goa, Lisboa: Viuva Bertrand & C. 1890, pp. 

88-90. 
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consequent loss in production. 118  Taking note of the report the Administrator of the 

Communidades ordered the secretary to notify all the tenants and lessees who had not 

cultivated their lands to do so within three days. If the fields were still left uncultivated 

then any person could carry out its cultivation without paying any rent whatsoever. 

Moreover, such a person who came forward to cultivate was to be paid a premium/award, 

the quantum of which was decided by the communidade and the same was collected from 

the defaulting tenants and lessees. 119  

Any gaunkar tenant that left his field uncultivated was deprived of his right to take 

part in any future auction, in the first instance for three years, second time for nine years 

and third time for life. At every instance the defaulting cultivator was also fined 100 

xerafins. 120 

(h) Collection of the Rent from the.Lessees: 

The rent and other dues of the leased fields of the communidade had to be paid 

before lifting the produce from the threshing floor. The produce could be lifted only upon 

obtaining the competent receipt from the clavicularios (key-keeper or treasurer). The 

receipt was given only after making the entry in the inward register and upon making the 

payment to the treasury of the communidade. Neither the clavicularios could prepare the 

receipt nor could the terlos accept it without following the due procedure. Tenor who 

" 8  Filippo Neiy Xavier, Collecccio das Leis Peculiares das-  Communidades Agricalas. Doc. Nos. 118. 152 
& 153, pp. 205-207 & 242-243. 
"9  Ibid. 
12°  Ibid. 
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allowed the lifting of the produce in the absence of duly prepared receipt were liable to be 

imprisoned. They also lost their due premium or payments for the services rendered. 

Similarly the cultivators who lifted the produce without the knowledge and of the terlo 

were also imprisoned. 12I  

In the event of default or delay the Administrator of the communidades on the 

request of the tax collector used to give orders to put an embargo on the harvested crops. I22 

 If the value of the latter was not sufficient to make for the rent and the taxes due, then the 

tax collector used to take possessions of the other properties of the lessees and dispose it off. 

However, sometimes there were debtors who were entitled to receive yearly dividends 

from the annual profit of the communidades. Others possessed various types of shares of 

the different village communities. If the annual income from all these sources was 

equivalent to the arrears due to be paid by a debtor then the sacador could not take 

possession of either the produce of the land nor of the other properties furnished as 

collateral security. 123 

It was prohibited to give any type of quittance of rent due of the rice-fields given on 

lease under any circumstances. However, during times of general drought or war, or due to 

some unforeseen circumstances resulting in great loss to the general farming community 

then the government could consider makinv, repayment. 124  The repayment or quittance 

121  Jose Maria de Sd, op. cit., p. 92. 

122  Regiment° de 1735, copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Cap. 2.°. 15.°. & 18.°. and Doc. No. 

468, pp. XIII, XXI & XXII, & 83-84. 
123  ibid., Doc. Nos. 479 & 591, pp. 99-106 & 194. 
124  Regiment° de 1735. as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit.. cap. 17.o. pp. XXII: here also see 

Feral de Alfonso Mexia, § 3.°, p. II 
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could be considered only by the government but only after taking into consideration the 

total value of the damage or loss caused. This was ascertained through inspection by the 

Administrador das Communidades, who also heard the views of the interessados, the 

communidade and of the government procurator in the matter. 125  

E. The Alienation of the Lands of the Communidade 

The gaunkars in their individual capacity could not under any circumstances sell, 

donate, lease, hypothecate or by any means alienate the lands of the communidade without 

permission of the government. Otherwise the contracts were declared null and void. 126 

And those who purchased it, would lose their investments. Similarly those who engaged in 

such alienation of communidade lands had to pay as fine to the government an equal 

amount. Moreover, the land hypothecated always remained free from encumbrances and 

the creditors lost the money advanced by them with the communidade land as security. 127 

One-third of the fines collected in this manner were given as incentive to whomsoever that 

brought to the notice of the connnunidade the incidence of such illegal alienation. 

The prohibition regarding_ alienation of communidade lands did not apply to the 

uncultivated and wild and waste lands that were situated on the outskirts of the village. 

125  Regiment° de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., cap. 17.°, p. XXII; Filippe Nery 
Xavier, Colleccao das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas c/as .41dea.s dos Concelhos das 
Salsete e Barde:- , pp. 103-104. 
' 26  Regiment° de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., cap. 9.°. pp. XVII-XVIII: Foral de 

Afonso Mexia, § 6.°, 9.° & 13.°. pp. III-V; Filippe Nery Xavier, Collec•do dos Leis Peculiares dus 
Communidades Agricolos, Doc. Nos. 13 & 28, pp. 37-38 & 56-57. 
127  Regiment() de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cll., cup. 9.°. pp. XVII-XVIII• Filippe 
Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Comnumidades Ag•icolas, No va Goa, 1855, Doc. No. 29. 
pp. 57-58. 
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These were conceded on long lease for carrying on cultivation or other developments. The 

waste lands were given without any charge or rent for ten years when there was no one to 

take these lands on lease of a shorter tenure. The only condition was that the people had to 

initiate cultivation within the first three years. After the lapse of ten years the communidade 

carried out the evaluation of the value of those lands so as to fix and impose the competent 

rent. It may be noted that gaunkars and residents of a village were preferred over the 

outsiders while granting lands on long lease. 128  The government was the competent 

authority to confirm all concessions of wastelands and marshy areas of the communidade 

on long lease. 

The illegal alienation or usurpation of communidade lands whether already done or 

in the process of being done were condemned and reported to the concerned authorities. 

And special responsibility in this connection rested with the gaunkars, jonoeiros, 

cunt ocares, escrivaes, servants of the communidade, its lessees, renters, tenant cultivators, 

etc., of the respective villages. 
119 

 If anyone carried out preparatory work of leveling and 

raising the height of the embankments, opening or clogging of the adjoining rivulets 

streams, etc., this also had to be immediately reported. The usurper was given sufficient 

time to prove his innocence. If upon inspection the usurper was found guilty of usurping 

communidade lands, then the procurator of the communidade initiated measures to take 

possession of the said land together with all the developments that had been initiated. 

' 28  Fora! de Affonso Alexia, § 14, as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. •it., p. V; Filippe Nerd 

Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Conininniciades Agricola.s, Doc. Nos. 87, 103 & 118, pp. I 65- 
167. 190-191 & 205-207. 
129  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit.. Doc. Nos. 478 & 536, pp. 99-106 & 159-160. 
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Besides, the usurper had to pay for all the cost incurred by the communidade and the 

government together with the stipulated fines. 

If proved guilty of the charge of usurpation a gaunkar or jonoeiro lost all the 

privileges, dividends of personal jonns, and moreover their names were cancelled from the 

register of the communidade. Cuntocares proved guilty of the same charge were denied the 

right to participate in the public auction and prevented from possessing any estate of the 

communidade. Similarly, if the employees of the communidades were found guilty of such 

offences then they were dismissed from service and became ineligible for taking up any 

future service. If any gaunkar was found guilty of the charge of making preparations of 

usurping communidade, then he was deprived of all preeminence and dividends for a 

period of two years. Besides the gaunkar or jonoeiro was fined half the value of the land 

sought to be usurped. 130  In similar instances, the cuntocares lost for an equal period the 

right to participate in the public auction and could not possess during the same period any 

estate of the communidade. Fine to be paid by the cuntocares was equal to that of the 

gaunkars. The employees found guilty of the same charge were dismissed from service and 

had to pay fine. Persons falling under the category of renters, lessees, tenants or any other 

persons not categorized as above had to pay a fine equal to the value of the land usurped. 

Any one who rightfully brought instances of usurpations of communidude lands to 

the notice of the concerned authorities were suitably rewarded. The reward or remuneration 

was equal to one-third of the value of the land. This amount was collected by way of fife 

Ibid., Doc. No. 478. pp. 99-106. 
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from the usurpers. 131  But, those who made baseless and unsubstantiated allegations were 

also duly fined by the communidade. 

F. The Arrendamento (long lease) of the Lands of the Communidades. 

The communidades gave their lands on long lease so as to develop them. Fields 

suitable for rice cultivation but whose conditions had deteriorated were given on long lease 

of not more than nine years. Uncultivated lands of the individual owners that lay in 

between the cultivated lands of the communidade causing loss to the latter were also given 

to enterprising individuals on long lease. Similarly, wastelands as well as marshy and 

swampy areas were given on lease of longer period for advancement of agriculture. 

However, no leases were for more than 25 years except when allowed by the 

government. I32  In deciding the period of the leases and the amount of rent payable, two 

factors were taken into consideration. One was the adequate compensation for the 

enterprising cultivator and second the future gains for the communidade by way of 

additional revenue. At the end of the lease period, all such lands reverted back to the 

communidade. 

131  Ibid. 

1:2.  Jose Maria de Sd, op. cil., art. 365.°. pp. 107-108: Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). ()p. cit., Doc. Nos. 442 & 

478. pp. 57-58 & 99-106; Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccrio (las Leis Peculiw•es this Commoiduties 

.4gricolas, Doc. No. 257, pp. 339-340. 
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(a) Type of Lands given on Long Lease: 

Marshy lands, swampy areas or those that were used for the cultivation of legumes 

were given on long lease of up to 25 years provided the lessees agreed to initiate the 

cultivation of rice, legumes and cashew plantation depending on the nature of the soil. 

Under no circumstances the lands could be utilized for carrying out coconut cultivation. 133 

 Yet we would find coconut plantation increasing manifold in the second half of the 19111 

 century. 

Certain lands could not be given on long lease. These included those lands that 

were taken for cultivation at the annual or triennial public auction. Besides, the pasture 

lands as also lands facilitating the conveyance between villages could not be given on long 

lease. Similarly, lands reserved for the common use of the cultivators like the threshing 

grounds, sluice gates, etc., were held in common for the smooth functioning of the rural 

economy. Moreover, the numerous embankments that divided the vast rice fields and those 

that surrounded and protected them from inundation were not given on long lease. But 

these were utilized by the people for cultivation of many secondary crops, the produce of 

which was not taxed by the government up to the late 19 th  century until the introduction of 

the Contribuiccia Predial. Finally the rivulets, brooks, creeks, water channels. and the other 

sources of water were not leased under any circumstances. All the above mentioned lands 

could neither be leased or in some instances could not be cultivated due to the 

inconveniences that might have resulted from the same.' 34  

133  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 478, pp. 99-106. 
1'4  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Pecidiures das C'ainiminidocies Agricalas. Doc. No. 257. pp. 
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(b) Fixation of Rent based on the Quality of Land and Type of Cultivation: 

The fallow lands of the communidades were categorized into three types. First, 

those appropriate for the cultivation of rice. Second, lands suitable for the coconut 

plantation. And, third those suitable for having areca nut plantation. Based on the suitability 

of the land for the different crops the rent due for the lands given on long lease was fixed 

appropriately. The rent for land of the first type was between 240 to 300 reis per 100 

bambus quadrados (square bamboos). 135  The rent for the second type of land suitable for 

coconut plantation was 750 reis per 100 bambus quadrados.136  The rent for the third type 

of land which was suitable for carrying out areca nut plantation was between 150 reis to 

225 reis per 100 bambus quadrados. This was dependent on whether the areca nut 

plantation was irrigated with water from wells, tanks etc., or, if it was irrigated with 

running water of springs.' 37  

Comnumidade lands when being given on long lease were given on rent as 

mentioned above depending upon the type of cultivation. However, the communidades did 

339-340; Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. Nos. 478 & 606, pp. 99-106 & 202. 
"5  The bamboo in this instance was of a length of 8 covados. The covado is an ancient measure of length of 

approximately 0.66meters. 
136  When the lands were given for coconut plantation the measuring bamboo was of a length of 12 covados. 
However, land for areca nut cultivation was measured with a bomboo of just 4 covados in length. 

Jose Maria de SA, op. cit., pp. 109-110. ... Art. 371° - As terras baldias da.s communidades sun 
consideradas de fres sortes:- a I. " dos terras proprias para a cultu•a de arroz: a 2. " para plantacdo de 
pultneiras on coqueiros: e a 3. " para a de arequeiras: e Segundo ella.s lhes servo arbitradas, quando form 
afOradas ou arrendadas as pensoes awiu ies, marcadas nos seguintes putnero.s: 
I.° - O .foro ou renda das tetras do I. "sorte set-a, carecendo de entulhos, deshastes e valladas — 240 reis, e 
nOo carecendo de saes betnfeitorias — 300 reis. pot. cada area de 100 bantbzis quadrados de varzea, que sclo 
de 8 covados cada bambit: 
2.° - OJOra ou renda das terras do 2. sone sera, 750 reis. por coda superficie de 100 baniblis quadrado.s de 
palmeira, de 12 covados cada hanthii: 
3.° - O fbro ou renda das terras do 2. "some sera. sendo o terra regada COM Urlill de pocos — 150 reis. e send() 
regada por arua corrente ou de tiascentes — 225 reis, por coda superficie contend(' 100 bambus quadrados de 
are queira. de 4 covados cada 
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lease the lands at lower rates taking into consideration the situation of the land and the 

expenses involved in making it economically viable for the lessee. I38  

Usurped lands were many a time given to the occupants on long lease. The rent in 

this case was as stipulated above with an addition of another fifty per cent as fine. 139  

(c ) Procedural Measures for Taking Land on Long Lease: 

Those interested in acquiring communidade lands on long lease had to petition to 

the Government of the Estado giving clear details regarding the location with exact 

boundaries of the land that they were interested in. 140  The communidade then asked its 

procurator, assessors and secretary to inspect the land and then appropriately give their 

award (laudo). Based on this award the communidade undertook measures for considering 

the request of the petitioner or otherwise. If the communidade decided unfavorably the 

requests of the petitioner, then the Administrator of the Communidades proceeded 

personally to do the inspection of the land. Besides, the Administrator took the view of the 

interessados and the cunlocares into consideration while giving his award. The appropriate 

edicts were then dispatched by the secretary of the concerned communidade and fixed for 

public viewing in the parish church. in the capital of the taluka and in the residency of the 

Administrator. In the New Conquests the same was fixed in the gauncaria. in the capital of 

138  Filippe Nery Xavier, op. cit., Doc. No. 478, pp. 99-106; Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao das Leis 
Peculiares das Conammidade.y Agricolos. Doc. Nos. 69, 339 & 341, pp. 132-133. 419-421 & 422. 
1'9.  Officio No.° 18, dated 7 th  May, 1873 sent to the Admini.ytraclor das Coininunidas das Ilhay, as quoted in 
Jose Maria de Sa, op. cit., pp. 95-123. 
140 

Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 478 & 497, pp. 99-106 & 120; Filippe Nery Xavier. 
Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades .4gricola.v. Doc. No. 248, pp. 340-341. 
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) 

the province, in the residence of the Fiscal Administrator and one notice was likewise given 

in the official Bulletin. These edicts were however published at the cost of the petitioner."' 

Persons taking communidade lands on long lease had to furnish adequate guarantee 

for the timely payment of the stipulated rent. 142  The guarantors could be of persons who 

were outsiders to a communidade. After carrying out all due formalities, the land was 

delivered to the charge of the lessee by means of an auto (official document) which was 

registered in the record books. The auto was signed by the procurator, assessors, the 

interested parties and the secretary of the communidade. 143  In the auto was mentioned 

specifically that the lessee was not supposed to occupy any adjacent communidade lands. 

In the event of the lessee occupying illegally any adjacent communidade lands then he also 

lost the lands acquired through the auto. The land reverted back to the communidade with 

all the developments but without any indemnification to the aggrieved parties. 

At the time of formalizing the agreement for delivering the land on long lease to the 

applicant the latter had to provide the names of all those to whom he was interested in 

subletting the land. These names had to be included in the above mentioned award. 

However, it was the applicant who was responsible for the said transfer of land to the third 

party. Those who acquired land on long lease for the construction of residential house 

could sub-let or sell it to others only after the lease was confirmed and after obtaining 

141 Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cd, Doc. No. 478 & 533, pp. 99-106 & 155-158. 
142  Ibid., Doc. Nos. 435 & 436, pp. 52-54. 
14'  Ibid., Doc. Nos. 478, 488, 643 & 644. pp. 99-106, 112-113 & 224-225; Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao 
das Leis Peculiares das Communiclades Agricolas, Doc. No. 355, pp. 434-435. 
12)  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. ca., Doc. Nos. 478 & 538, pp. 99-106. 161-162. 
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competent authorization. In this case the lease passed to the hands of the new possessor 

with all the stipulated conditions of concession. 144  

All those who took land on long lease, were supposed to do the work of clearing up 

and preparing the land, for taking the final definite possession. Otherwise a fine of 100 

xerafins was imposed. This was waived only when the lessee gave justifiable reasons. 145  

As all aimed at increasing the agricultural development of Goa, it was important 

that every year the assessors and the secretary had to examine the lands of the 

communidades and give a report on the extent of uncultivated lands, wastelands, marshy 

and swampy areas, etc. Based on this, it was easier for the government to consider the 

leases for a longer period for the agricultural development. 146  In the New Conquests where 

there were no competent assessors the Administrator used to nominate three capable 

gaunkars or others to carry out the survey of the communidade lands. These reports were 

prepared in duplicate with one copy despatched to the Chief Secretary of the Estado and 

the other was archived in the Administraccio das Communidades after being duly registered 

in the land record register of the communidade. 147  

Sometimes the communidade had spontaneous deliberation to consider leases of its 

lands; but in this case it was important to take into consideration the views of the 

interes.sados. Similarly, competent authorization of the Administrator of the communidades 

& 161-162. 144  Ibid., Doc. Nos. 478, & 538, pp. 99-106 
145  Ibid., Doc. Nos. 478, & 436, pp. 99-106 & 53-54.. 
146  Ibid., Doc. Nos. 478, & 536, pp. 99-106 & 159-160. 
147  Ibid.. Doc. No. 442,pp. 57-58 
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had to be obtained to demarcate, assess its value and then finally lease it to the interested 

parties. The gaunkars could not give frivolous reasons for obstructing the giving of 

communidade land on long lease for those who sought it. 148  

Communidade lands given on long lease following the set procedure as enumerated 

above were exempted from paying dizimos (tax of 1110 th  of the gross produce of rice, 

coconut and salt) to the government for a period of 10 years. 149  

Those acquiring the communidade lands on long lease had to initiate measures for 

the cultivation and the development of the land. Failure to do so, invited government 

penalty as mentioned earlier. Those who abandoned such lands were also fined. It may be 

noted that the substitution of the coconut plantation to rice cultivation and vice versa was 

permitted. However, the lessee had to apply and petition for it and had to prove that the 

said change would not adversely affect agriculture, commerce or the interests of any third 

party.  150 

The lands granted on long lease were not entitled for any sort of indemnifications, 

exemptions, quittance, etc. Similarly. the lessee also could not ask for remission of the 

payment of the rent by citing any enormous damage caused or otherwise. Incase some did 

not wish to continue with the possession of certain land, the same could be given back to 

' 48  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccoo das Leis Peculiares das C01771711117idadeS AgriCOICI.S. , Doc. No. 255. pp. 
336-338 
149  Ibid. 
15°  Despacho, of 18 th  February, 1875: Despacho of 21' March, 1876; Despacho. of 4' h  April. I 876. as 
quoted in Jose Maria de Sd, op. cit.. pp. 129-130. 
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I 
the communidade after obtaining the license of the government. 151  Similarly, reduction of 

the rent was not considered when it was known that lands were asked on long lease by 

purposely quoting excessive price. When the communidade came to know that anyone had 

quoted a high price just for the sake of depriving others an opportunity for fair competition 

then the auctioning (arremataciio) was done afresh with the exclusion of the original 

lessees. 

G. The Acquisition of Immobile Property by the Communidades: 

All those who had taken communidade lands on rent or the possessors of shares 

who wanted to sell or alienate the shares or the land had to inform the communidade about 

the same by quoting the expected price. The shares included the jonns, tangas, nagos, 

arequeiras, melagas, cuntos, etc. The shares also included those given to the confraternities 

and church and their landed estates. The lands also included those that had been recently 

given on long lease of 25 years. It also included those lands that were lying side by side to 

that of the communidade and which were given on lease since the beginning of the 

Portuguese rule in Goa. These included the namoxim lands which earlier belonged to the 

communidades but had over the years passed into the hands of the Public Exchequer, b2  

and from 1770s were denominated as 'bens do con/isco' (confiscated property). 

151  Filippe Nery Xavier. CollecOo dos Leis Peculiares das Conununidades Agricolas. Doc. No. 339, pp. 

419-421; Boktim ..., 1852, No. 20, p. 137: Focal de Alfonso Mexia, § 18 & 19. as transcribed in Filippe 

Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cii., p. VI; Cocligo Civil Poriugue:, art. I612. ° , 1630.° & 1688.° 

152  Focal de Alfonso Alexia, § 16 & 17. as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. di.. pp. V-VI: in the 

same work refer to Doc. No. 477, pp. 60-61; Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo dos Leis Peculiares das 

Conammidades Agricolas, Doc. Nos. 34 & 272, pp. 62-64 & 355-356; Officio. dated 16` x ' October. 1862: 

Cocligo Civil Poriuguez. art. 1678.° 
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However, the communidades could not purchase or acquire from the individual 

owners the coconut, areca nut and cashew plantations, the salt pans, as also the rice fields 

that were not lying in between communidade lands. But the communidade could acquire 

land for the purpose of facilitating transport and communication at the village level.' 53 

Upon being made the offer, the Communidade in its first session thereafter decided 

whether to buy the offered shares and other landed estates. In any case, if the 

Communidade did not show its intent, and make payments, for acquiring the shares and 

property, within a period of thirty days then the possessor was free to carry out the 

alienation of the same in any form to any other person. 154  

The notaries could execute the deed of sale only when the seller could produce in 

writing the response of the concerned communidade or the dispatch of the Administrator of 

the Communidades permitting the alienation. 155  Sale executed in violation of this could not 

be entered by the secretary in the village land-record registers.' 56  

The communidades were also permitted to carry out exchange of their lands with 

those of the individual owners. This \vas when land belonging to the individual owners was 

153  Filippe Nery Xavier, C'ollec4aO dos Leis Peculiar-es das Comm -6(1(0es Agricolas. Doc. No. 272, pp. 
355-356; Foral de Alfonso Alexia, § 16 R 17. as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. cit.. Doc. No. 
447, pp. 60-61. 
154  Codigo Civil Portuguez, art. 1678.° 
15  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 654, pp. 233-234. 
156  Ibid. 
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lying in between those of the communidades and was causing inconveniences to its tenant 

cultivators.'" 

No individual was allowed to have embankments adjacent to or surrounding the 

communidade rice-fields, I58  as this was causing huge loss to the communidade in general 

and individual cultivator-gaunkars in particular. 

H. Registration of Shares and Settlements of Accounts: 

(a) Registration of Shares and Payment of Dividends:' 59 

All those who possessed, acquired or inherited tangas or other shares of the 

communidades had to get their titles registered in the communidades' register. Non-

registration resulted in the dividends not being paid but instead was deposited in the 

treasury of the communidades. Sometimes the shares were encumbered as a result of 

governmental inventory, or when they were hypothecated or were in litigation or had a 

judicial embargo. In these cases the distribution of the dividends was regulated in the 

following manner. Dividends of tangas and other shares that were inventoried but not 

partitioned amongst the claimants or inheritors were paid to the legal guardians or tutors. 

When the tangos were in litigation then the dividends were kept in deposit. On the other 

hand when the tangas were hypothecated with competent declaration in the land-record 

l " Ibid. 

158  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 550, p. 172. 
15)  See Appendix 3.3, for information on the type of shares and the dividend earned on the same in the 
various communidades of Salcete, Bardez and Ilhas taluka in some of the years in the 19' h  century. 
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register then the dividend was paid to whom they were hypothecated. 16°  The clavicularios 

(treasurers, key-keepers) who did payment of the dividends of the tangas without the 

competent registration were fined 30 xerafins. Besides they had to pay from their personal 
	 

accounts to all those claimed later on to be the true title holders. 16I  

Those who possessed tangas and other shares and other estate of a number of 

communidades had to publish in the government Bulletin besides giving a notice in the 

respective villages their pretensions regarding registration of the titles in the land-register. 

If within a period of 30 days from the publication of the notice in the Bulletin the 

pretensions were not challenged with authentic documents then the registration was carried 

out.
162 The documents included sale deed, gift deed, transfer deeds, agreement of sale, lease 

rights, etc that justified the right of the possessor. I63  When any claim was challenged then 

the payment of all the dividends were withheld till the issue was decided judicially. 

The registrations of the title deeds were done by the village secretary after receiving 

a simple despatch from the respective Administrator of the Communidades in this 

regard.' 64  At the time of registration mention had to be made regarding the date of the 

despatch by the Administrator, the documents attached and the title of the property. 

together with other details like quality or particularities, boundaries, rent. and other 

Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao this Leis Peculiare.s das Conanunidades Agricolas. Doc. Nos. 29 & 144. 

pp. 57-58 & 234-235; 'refer, Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. Nos. 513, 532. & 534, pp. 135-137. 

154-155 & 158-159. 

161  Filippe Nery Xavier, C'olleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Conanunidades Agricolas. Doc. No. 144, pp. 

234-235. 
162. 

Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 532. pp. 154-155. 
163  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccclo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas. Doc. No. 259. p. 342: 

Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit.. Doc. No. 628 & 629, pp. 215-216. 

Ibid, Doc. Nos. 532 & 534, pp. 154-155 & 158-159; Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares 

day Communidades Agricolas, Doc. Nos. 216. & 259, pp. 300 & 342. 
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obligations, etc.' 65  Registration of the title deeds gave the people a right to receive the due 

dividends and rent and carried an obligation to pay the dues to the State. 166  

The Public Notaries could not do the registration of the sale deeds, hypothecation, 

and donations or accept guarantees of any type, whether by way of shares or real estate, 

without the people presenting the certificates extracted from the land-register. However, the 

registration of transactions and division of property between brothers, children, nephews, 

nieces, stepmother and stepson, and heirs was allowed provided the same were registered in 

the name of their parents, uncles, husband, stepfather, expired brothers, and testator or 

bequeather. I67  

It was prohibited to do the registration of the property or any type of shares 

connected with the communidades if it was realized that the purchaser or the possessor had 

acquired the same in the absence of the knowledge and competent permission from the 

communidade concerned. 168  

(b) The Operation of the Treasury of the Communidade. 

In each of the Communidade there was to be a steel safe with enough capacity to 

keep the revenue. The safe had three keys which were in the possession of one each with 

the secretary (escriviio), tax-collector (sacador), and, one gaunkar nominated by the 

165  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 259, p. 342. 
166  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 572, pp. 154 -155. 
167  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 629, p. 216. 
168  Ibid., Doc. No. 654, pp. 233-234; Boletim..., No. 102, dated 27th  December, 1877; Filippe Nery Xavier, 
Collecc 0 das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agrkolas, Doc. Nos. 272 & 276, pp. 355 & 358. 
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communidade. The safe was kept in a secure place. In the New Conquests many times the 

safe was kept due to security reason in the headquarters of the administration. 169  The 

treasurer - which post was always preferably held by a gaunkar - was remunerated to the 

extent of 2 1/2 xerafins per each thousand on the revenue of the communidade, on the 

interest on the loan, on the contributions to the Public Exchequer and on any other ordinary 

expenses. But the total gratification was not to exceed 10 xerafins. In communidades where 

the revenue was less than 1,000 xerafins then the Administrator established the quantum of 

the payment based on the revenue of the communidade and taking into consideration the 

effort required for the proper discharge of the duties. 17°  No payments could be made nor 

any expenses executed without the clear authorization of the Administrator of the 

communidades. Violation of this made the treasurer liable for the refund of the entire 

amount that was spent without due permission. 171  One day in every week was marked for 

the payment of the rent and other contributions by the gaunkars and others to the 

communidade. 172  

(c ) Payment of State Dues and other Contributions: 

Similarly, the communidades had to pay to the Public Exchequer the stipulated tax 

and other contributions. This had to be paid without any alteration or diminution regardless 

169  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. Nos. 20, 215 & 
255, pp. 44-47, 299-300 & 236-238; Regimento de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., 
Cap. 5.° & 29.°, pp. XIV & XXVII-XXVIII; refer in the same book Doc. Nos. 564 & 565 pp. 180-182. 
170  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 255, pp. 
236-238; Regimento de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Cap. 29.°, pp. XXVII-XXVIII. 
171  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 106, pp. 
193-194. 
172  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. Nos. 457 & 463, pp, 68-69 & 73-80; Jose Maria de Sa, op. cit., 
art 457°,p 141_ 
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of the increase or decrease in the revenues of the communidade. Exceptions were made 

when there was loss or decrease in the revenues of the communidade due to certain 

extraordinary circumstances like war, drought etc. Under these circumstances proportionate 

reduction in the taxes were to be considered, I73  but was hardly done during the four and 

half centuries period of Portuguese domination in Goa. 

All the rent as well as other contributions and income of the communidades were 

collected by the sacadores after providing for the deduction in payment of the dividends 

due to the gaunkars and other interessados. 174  The taxes collected had to be paid by the 

sacador to the Public Exchequer at the end of every quarter within eight days. The 

communidades were responsible for any delay or insolvency of the sacador. The Land 

Records Office used to have exact, clear and specific description of all the lands of each 

communidade. The lands were classified and arranged numerically along with the titles of 

each land and had details regarding its limits, tax dues, the tenant-cultivators, the renters, 

lessees, etc. I75  

All book-debts of the communidades were collected either by imprisoning the 

debtors, by means of embargo on all the income of the debtors or by judicial means. The 

debtors were also deprived of their gauncarial privileges. The debtors also included the 

sacadors and the terlos whose payments were in arrears together with their guarantors. The 

procurators entrusted with the task of promoting some task in the court and who owe to the 

173  Filippe Nery Xavier, Collecedo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 87, pp. 
165-167; Foral de Affonso Mexia, § 4, as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Foral, p. III. 
174  lbid; Regimento de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Cap. 3.° p. XIII. 
175  Filippe Nery Xavier, Collecedo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 87, pp. 
165-167. 
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communidades were also declared as debtors. Similarly, the contractors of public works, 

the suppliers of materials who were in arrears were declared as debtors. In fact, all those 

who had been entrusted with the task of collecting the income of the communidades and 

who had not deposited the same in the treasury were declared as debtors. 176  The 

Administrator of the Communidades dispatched orders for the imprisonment of all such 

debtors. Recourse to this was put off, if the debts could be recovered within a year from the 

various earnings of the debtors. 

The sacador could 'collect the debts of all the usurpers, and other debtors through 

cuchos or contas correntes (warrants issued by the secretary of the communidade) that 

helped him have an embargo on all the shares and properties held by the debtor in any of 

the communidade till the full recovery of the debts. Any gaunkar or interessado declared 

as debtor could not hold the post of member of a the managing committee of the 

communidades, lost the right to vote, had no say in the deliberations, and could not 

participate in the annual/triennial auctioning. In the event of insolvency of the principal 

debtors, the guarantors lost all their rights in the communidades till the satisfaction of the 

debt. 177  

176  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. Nos. 513, 530, 552 & 586, pp. 135-137, 152-153, 173 & 189-
192; also see, Officio, 22" July, 1872; Filippe Nery Xavier, Collecedo das Leis Peculiares das 
Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 325, p. 406. 
177  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 261 & 265, 
pp. 343-344 & 350-351; Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 509, p. 134.. 
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I. The Aldeas Commissar 

The villages that no longer had male descendants of gaunkars or those that had 

been abandoned by their gaunkars, or those whose income was not enough to pay the taxes 

due to the State, i.e., they had ruined. themselves Ao such an extent that they were not in a 

position to pay the contributions owed to the Public Exchequer or finally those which due 

to certain circumstances, were placed under the administrative charge of the respective 

Camara Gera1.178  The Camara Geral of Ilhas was composed of 16 members who were 

elected — two each — by the communidades of Azossim, Batim, Calapor, Carambolim, Ella, 

Gancim, Morombim o grande and Neura o grande. Similarly, the Camara Geral of Salcete 

was composed of 22 members elected in likewise manner by the communidades of 

Benaulim, Betalbatim, Colua, Curtorim, Cortalim, Loutulim, Margao, Nagoa, Quelossim, 

Raia and Verna. The nine communidades of Bardez that contributed the 18 members of its 

Camara Geral include those of Aldona, Assagao, Calangute, Candolim, Nachinola, Parra, 

Pomburpa, Saligao and Sirula. I 79  

If it was brought to the notice of the Administrator of the communidades the 

existence of any village that falls under the above mentioned conditions like the inability to 

pay the taxes then he had to verify the same. The verification had to be done by means of 

investigation, personal visit or through any other relevant means, and if found to be true 

then the Administrator proceeded with the public auction of giving the village on rent/lease 

i 's  Foral de Affonso Mexia, § 7 as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., p. III; Manoel de 
Carvalbo, op. cit., pp. 539-540. 
179  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, 
Salcete e Bardez, Part. 1, Mapa No. 7, p. 46. 
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2,000 xerafins. Details lack for the other such villages; but on the whole the total revenue 

of these villages came to about 10,000 xerafins in 1862. These villages under the category 

of commissas occupied an area of 250 hectares.'" 

2. Other Land Holding Institutions of Goa 

A. The Pattern and Extent of Ownership of Land in Goa: 

Bearing in mind the limitation imposed by inadequate statistical data — for no 

effort was taken before 1910 to study the land holding patterns in Goa — we may now 

attempt to ascertain by broad categories the pattern and extent of ownership of land in 

Goa. After the liberation of Goa in 1961 the ownership of land was as is shown below. 

Table showing the land holding pattern in Goa in the twentieth century: 185 

Owners Area in Hectares Percentage 

Government 103083.2667 31.658 

Communidades 36522.7440 11.176 

Religious Associations 

(confrarias and Fabricas) 

926.1733 0.283 

Hindu temples 9391.1299 2.875 

Municipalities 12.8836 0.004 

Private owners 176606.6525 53.964 

184  Francisco Luis Gomes, op. cit., pp. 53-54. 
185  Report of the Land Reforms Commission, pp. 15-17. 
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Charitable institutions 115.9527 0.036 

In litigation 12.8836 0.004 

Total 326671.6863 100.00 

Though the figures are for the later period we may accept the same to be true for 

the period under study. Noted scholar Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes in his work 

India Portugueza: Estudos Economico — Sociaes says in 1905 that the communidades 

were no longer the major land holders in Goa. He further says that the reason for 

erroneously assuming to be the biggest proprietors was due to the fact that the 

communidades held over 50 % of the paddy fields in the Old Conquests of Goa.'" 

Similarly, Joaquim Bernardino CatAo da Costa, in his book 0 Triumpho Da Verdade 

affirms that in many of the villages the private proprietors held lands more than that of 

their respective communidades. 187  

From the above it is clear that out of the total area covering agricultural and tree 

crops, forests and cultivable waste, private owners held about 54% of the total area whilst 

government and the communidades held 32% and 11% respectively. These percentages 

however, do not give a correct indication of the pattern of land ownership. Leaving aside, 

therefore the government owned lands which were mostly forests, the remaining area i.e., 

under agricultural and tree crops as well as cultivable waste, was distributed as 

follows: 188  

186  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, Nova Goa: 
Imprensa Nacional, pp. 23-50. 
187  Joaquim Bernardino Catao da Costa, 0 Triumpho da Verdade, pp. 31-32. 
188 Report of the Land Reforms Commission, pp. 15-17. 
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Communidades 

Others 
(religious 
and 
charitable 
bodies) 

El Private 
ownership 

o Communidades 

❑ others(religious 
and charitable 
bodies 

Private 
79% 16% 5% 

From the above it is clear that the private owners held the bulk of the cultivable 

lands. They possessed about 79% of all cultivable lands 189  followed by the 

communidades that held about only 16% of the cultivable area. They underwent radical 

changes. Religious and charitable bodies held the rest 5% cultivable land. 19°  

Since much of the area held privately was under tree crops (coconut, cashew and 

fruit trees) and cultivable waste, it is necessary to know the ownership pattern with 

reference to the area sown under the major crop viz., paddy. 

Table showing the rice producing areas under the control of the 

communidades in Goa. 191  

Talukas Paddy Area Paddy area 
belonging to the 
Communidades 

Percentage 

Ilhas 6398 5569 55 
Salcete 10184 5207 51 

189  Appendix 3.4 gives an idea of the extent to which the land passed into the hands of private proprietors 
during the period 1887 to 1903. 
199  Report of the Land Reforms Commission, pp. 15— 17. 
191  Ibid. 
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Bardez 6664 3764 56 
Mormugao 1019 607 62 
Ponda 2779 742 25 
Bicholim 2599 548 21 
Pernem 3504 -- -- 
Quepem 4838 195 4 
Sanguem 2422 90 4 
Canacona 2682 42 1 
Satari 1609 1 0.06 

It will be seen from the above table that in talukas having the largest area like in 

Ilhas, Salcete and Bardez the communidades held over 55% of the paddy land and it was 

only in the Quepem, Pernem, Sanguem, Canacona and Satari talukas that the large 

percentage of the paddy area was with private owners. The area under paddy cultivation 

in these talukas was however less. As regards inferior millets (nachinni) the larger 

percentage was, for Goa as a whole, held by private owners. 192  

Taking into consideration the fact that at the onset of civilization, proprietorship 

in village lands rested with the village communities we may assume that over the course 

of the period from 1750 onwards and even earlier the communidade — owned lands 

declined. The end result was that the lands owned by the private proprietors increased 

over the years. 

An analysis of the taluka-wise distribution of communidade land and pattern of 

cultivation shows that 50 percent of the cultivable area in Tiswadi (in the Old 

Conquests)was under paddy and about 42 percent under cashew and coconut plantations. 

Taking the paddy area alone nearly 55 percent was in possession of the communidades, 

192  Ibid. 
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whilst private owners predominated to the extent of nearly 71% in respect of the area 

under coconut and cashew plantations. Nearly 92% if the paddy area was cultivated 

during the monsoons. 193  

In Salcete (in the Old Conquests), paddy occupied a greater part of the cultivable 

area to the extent of nearly 44% while coconut and cashew plantations cover about 26%. 

66% of the cultivable area was privately owned and that which was in the possession of 

the communidades was about 31%. The communidades, however, owned 50 percent of 

the paddy area. On the other hand the private owners held 55 percent of the area under 

cashew and coconut plantations.'" 

Paddy cultivation covered 32% of the total area in Bardez (in the Old Conquests) 

and was followed by cashew plantation (28%) and coconut (11%). The communidades 

and private owners held respectively 46% and 53% of the cultivated area. However, the 

communidades held 56% of the paddy area and 59% of the cashew area while the 

coconut plantations were mostly privately owned. 195  

There was a large area in Mormugao taluka (in the Old Conquests) which was 

lying fallow to the extent of about 31%. Coconut plantation and paddy covered about 

29% and 23% respectively. Though private owners predominated, taking the total 

193  Vicente Joao de Figueiredo, "0 Desenvolvimento da Agricultura e o regime florestal nas Novas 
Conquistas", in Oitava Congresso Provincial da India Portugueza, Vol. 1, Bastora: Typographia Rangel, 
1929, pp. 39-77. 
194  Report of the Land Reforms Commission, pp. 15-17. 
195  Ibid. 
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cultivable area the communidades held a major portion of the paddy area. On the other 

hand coconut plantations were largely privately owned. 196  

Nearly 50% of the total arable area in Ponda taluka (in the New Conquests) was 

lying fallow or was under inferior millets. Paddy occupied only 12% of the area. On the 

other hand forests, cashew and coconut plantation accounted for 13, 11 and 7 percent 

respectively. The major portion of the paddy, coconut and cashew area was held 

privately. I97  

The greater portion of Bicholim taluka (in the New Conquests) was occupied by 

inferior millets and cashew to the extent of 30 and 27 percent respectively. Paddy 

cultivation was limited to only 13 percent of the area. Private owners predominated in 

this tract to the extent of nearly 80% of the total cultivable area, while the communidades 

held only 15%. 198  

Nearly 43% of the cultivable area in Pernem taluka (in the New Conquests) was 

lying fallow. Paddy, inferior millets and cashew existed in 15, 14, and 15 percent 

respectively. Here again private owners predominated to the extent of nearly 80% of the 

total area and government 10%. Communidades held just a mere 6%. I" 

196  Vicente JoAo de Figueiredo, op. cit., pp. 39-77; Report of the Land Reforms Commission, pp. 15-17. 
197  Ibid. 
198  Ibid. 
I " Ibid. 
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A greater portion of Quepem taluka (in the New Conquests) to the extent of 72% 

was under forest cover or was cultivable waste. Paddy cultivation existed only in about 

14% of the area. 64% of the cultivable area was owned privately and 30% was owned by 

the government. The area owned by the communidades was negligible. 2°°  

The area under forest and of fallow land in Sanguem taluka (in the New 

Conquests) was 59% and 26% respectively. Inferior millets and paddy covered only 5 

and 3 percent respectively. Government owned nearly 58% of the area while private 

owners and communidades held 40 and 2% respectively. 20I  

In Canacona (in the New Conquests) 43% of the area was covered by forests and 

42% was lying fallow. Paddy cultivation existed in 8% of the area. While 55% of the area 

was privately owned and 40% was owned by government, the communidades held only 

0.1%. 2o2 

Forests and fallow land covered 49% and 27% of land in Saari (in the New 

Conquests) respectively. There was a sizeable area under cashew plantations to the extent 

of about 10%. Paddy and inferior millets was cultivated only in 3% and 7% of the area 

respectively. While 50% of the area was mostly owned by government and 46% by 

private owners, the communidades held only 0.1%. 2°3  

200  Ibid. 
201  Ibid. 
202  Ibid. 
203  Francisco Luis Gomes, op. cit., pp. 46-47; Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das 
Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 87, pp. 165-167. 
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B. Extent of Ownership by the Government, Religious and Charitable institutions: 

(i) Crown Property 

The Estado da India possessed vast lands including villages like Assolna, Velim, 

Ambelim, Paroda, Talvorda, etc. From 1771 onwards, these lands were given to 

enterprising people for a price on lease for cultivation purposes. The government earned 

revenue of 3,05,280 xerafins by the mid nineteenth century from these lands almost 

double of what it earned in 1771. The total extent of the lands in Goa under this category 

was about 7632 hectares. 204  The crown held this property under the title bens nacionaes 

de Prazos da Coroa. 

The government earned revenue of Rs.15,995 in 1854 through the lease of its 

estate in the villages owned by it. The revenue rose to Rs. 43,170 in the year 1882-83 and 

went up to Rs. 56,239 within a decade that is by 1896-97. 2°5  

Table showing the revenue earned by the Portuguese from the villages 

denominated Bens Nacionais for the period 1882-83 to 1896-97: 

Years Revenue (in Rupees) 
1882-83 43,170:3:9 
1883-84 39,472:13:9 
1884-85 41,473:12:2 
1885-86 41,669:12:2 
1886-87 37,751:15:8 
1887-88 41,832:12:11 
1888-89 15,357:14:11 
1889-90 46,211:12:6 

204  Francisco Luis Gomes, op. cit., pp. 46-47. 
205  Major Fernando Leal, Relatorio Acerca da Administractio Geral dos Campos Nacionaes de Assolna, 
Velim, Ambelim, Talvorda, Nuem e Ragibaga, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1898, pp. 1-23. 
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1890-91 43,410:10:3 
1891-92 42,448:2:5 
1892-93 43,862:11:0 
1893-94 55,880:1:0 
1894-95 51,443:3:6 
1895-96 50,073:10:6 
1896-97 56,239:13:1 

The revenue earned by the government increased three-fold over a period of fifty 

years from the mid-nineteenth century. The revenue increased by about Rs. 13,751 in 

1896-97 as compared to the figures for the economic year 1882-83. 2°6  

(ii) Confraternities: 

There were 351 confraternities in Goa in the nineteenth century managing funds 

to the tune of 18,10,197 xerafins. These confraternities possessed vast real estate of about 

886 hectares from which they earned revenue of 35,476 xerafins. 2°7  Most of these lands 

were with the tenants for generation and the confraternities just earned the revenue from 

it, the proceeds of which were utilized for ecclesiastical purposes. By the Royal Decree of 

th^— 
29 August, 1813, the Portuguese government decreed that such lands as owned by the 

confraternities be given to the actual tillers. Though demands in this regard were made 

time and again and the government passed to that effect on more than one occasion the 

same was never implemented for the benefit of the people. 208  

206  Ibid., pp. 16-17. 
207  Francisco Luis Gomes, op. cit., pp. 47-48. 
2"  Ibid., pp. 46-47. 
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(iii) Santa Casa da Misericordia 

The charitable institution of the Santa Casa da Misericordia was established on 

the lines of the Santa Casa da Misericordia of Portugal in the first century of Portuguese 

conquest in Goa. Following the decline of its revenue after the loss of Bassein, the Santa 

Casa da Misericordia was allowed to accept real estate given to it by donors from 1779 

onwards. 209  Consequently, the Santa Casa da Misericordia came to possess landed estate 

of about 375 hectares from which it earned revenue of 15,000 xerafins. 21°  

(iv) Convents as owners 

The various convents and seminaries that were in existence in Goa also earned 

huge estate. For instance, according to the inspection report that was ordered to look into 

the total value of assets of the various convents then in existence in Goa it was stated that 

the total landed estate in their possession was valued at 16,43,183 xerafins in the mid 

nineteenth century. From this they earned the revenue of 87,908 xerafins. The convent of 

Santa Monica itself had landed estate of about 300 hectares worth 2,35,180 xerafins from 

which it earned revenue of 12,000 xerafins per annum. 

209  Ibid., here see, the Alvara of 23"I  February, 1633. This position was accepted by the papal authority by 
issuing the Bulla Pontificia dated 7 th  June, 1779. The Alvara of the Portuguese government dated 5 th 

 September, 1786 and 2" November, 1803 also confirms this postion. 
210  Francisco Luis Gomes, op. cit., pp. 47-48. 
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Table showing the value of the estates owned by the convents in Goa and the 

revenue earned 

The Convents of Goa 211 	The value of Real Estate 	The yearly 	revenue 
(in Xerafins) 	 earned there from 

(in Xerafins) 
Convento de S. Domingos 410566:0:00 25187:0:00 
Convento de S. Thomaz 81360:0:00 4493:0:00 
Convento de Santa Barbara 63845:0:00 3889:0:23 
Administracao 	da 
Congregacao da Ordens dos 
Eremitas 

3320:0:00 291:0:00 

Convento de Nossa Senhora 
da Graca 

273173:0:00 14567:3:51 

Collegio de Nossa Senhora 
do Populo 

70850:0:00 4843:2:30 

Convento de S. Francisco -- -- 
Convento de S. Boaventura -- -- 
Hospicio de N. S. 8  da Saude 
da Provincia de Bardez 

6666:0:00 200:0:00 

Convento de 	S. 	Joao de 
Deos de Goa 

3615:0:00 270:0:00 

Convento 	de 	N. 	S.8 	da 
Divina Providencia em Goa 

49000:0:00 2685:4:48 

Convento de Nossa Senhora 
do Carmo em Goa 

60000:0:00 3031:1:15 

Convento de Santa Cruz dos 
Milagres 

207920:0:00 10419:2:53 

Convento de Nossa Senhora 
do Carmo 

46807:0:00 2489:2:05 

Convento de Santa Monica 
de Goa 

235180:0:00 11759:0:00 

From the above it is clear that the various religious convents of Goa owned vast 

landed estate from which they derived substantial revenue every year. 

2"  The table is prepared with the data collected from the Report given by Pedro de Moraes Correa, 
Tanadar-mor de Ilhas e Ajudante da intendencia Gerald a Agricultura, on the orders given to that effect by 
the then governor general of the Estado da India, Francisco Antonio da Veiga Cabral, 1794 — 1807. See, 
Manoel Jose Gomes Loureiro, Memorias Dos Estabelecimentos Portuguezes a Leste do Cabo da Boa 
Esperanca, Lisboa: Typographia de Filippe Nery, 1835, pp. 409-427. 
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(v) The Landed Estate Owned by the Church 

The Catholic Church in Goa (Fabricas das Egrejas) came to possess vast lands 

that were donated to it in the first century of Portuguese occupation in Goa. The real 

estate in the possession of the church in Goa was valued approximately at 1,40,714 

xerafins. Of these the parish councils of Salcete possessed land worth 71,244 xerafins, 

those of Ilhas 68,270 xerafins. and Bardez 1,200 xerafins. The total land in the possession 

of the various parish councils was about 250 hectares in the nineteenth century. 212 

Besides, the Bishopric of Goa itself owned lands worth 4,000 xerafins, covering an area 

of 100 hectares. Similarly, the Seminary of Chorao possessed rice fields from which it 

earned revenue worth 8,000 xerafins every year. 213  

(vi) Morgados (Primogeniture) and Capellas(?) 

It is not known when the concept of inheritance by primogeniture originated in 

Portuguese Goa. The first law governing Morgados was in 1759._People who rendered 

meritorious service in the army as also those that excelled in letters, commerce, 

agriculture and the liberal arts were considered as fit for being rewarded with landed 

estate in the form of morgados. 214  However, these grants were given only to the people 

belonging to the Portuguese nobility that came to Goa. 215  

212 Francisco Luis Gomes, op. cit., pp. 47-48. 
213  Ibid. 
2"  Lei of 3"1  August, 1770, art. 15 as quoted in Francisco Luis Gomes, op, cit., pp. 47-48. "...Nab sabemos 
de que tempo datam os morgados na India; se ja existiam antes da lei de 1759, ou se vieram corn ella. 0 
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The number of people possessing landed estate under the title of morgados in Goa 

was about 180 with the highest number being in the taluka of Salcete. The total value of 

the land locked in this system of morgados, vinculos (?), capellas (?) and fideicommissas 

(family trusts) was very high earning revenue of 1,30,000 xerafins for the concerned 

people. The area of such lands was about 3250 hectares. 216  

3. Changing Agrarian Relations 

A. Global Agrarian changes and its Reflections in Goa: 

In the eighteenth century agriculture received great attention of the administrators 

in Western European countries. Except in a few geographically restricted areas, agriculture 

was the most important economic activity in the eighteenth century. The economic well-

being of the society depended on its efficiency and productivity, on systems of land tenure 

and the state of harvest, because the agricultural sector everywhere was very much bigger 

than any other segment of the economy. Agricultural fluctuations determined the direction 

and amplitude of economic fluctuations in general. The indirect consequences of 

agricultural fluctuations eventually prepared the way for the French Revolution. 217  

The agrarian revolutions of Europe and the European attempts to accelerate 

agricultural production exerted considerable impace on Goa, where there were increasing 

que é certo, a que esteve M em vigor esta lei, e depois d'ella a de 3/8/1770, cujo § 15 .  declarava apta para 
instruir morgado toda a pessoa que se fizesse digna da mesma grata por services feitas nas armas, nas 
lettras, ou no commercio, agricultura, e artes liberaes. Se so os fidalgos fossem aptos para instituir 
morgados, é claro que poucos vinculos poderia haver em Goa..." 
215 Francisco Luis Gomes, op. cit., pp. 47-48. 
216 Ibid. 
217 Mccnaxi Phukan, Rise of the Modern West, Delhi: Macmillan, 1998, pp. 370-419 
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demands towards liberalization of property relations so that the economy could develop. 

There was a renewed interest in agriculture in Goa following the activation of agrarian 

economy in Europe. 

B. Expulsion of the Jesuits and the Availability of their land for Cultivation 

From the mid eighteenth century started a new era for the Overseas Provinces. This 

was the period when Marquez de Pombal dominated the politics of Portugal. He introduced 

measures, which were largely responsible for giving a new life to the decadent economy of 

the overseas provinces. Marquez de Pombal introduced number of reforms that benefited 

the countryside of Goa in number of ways. The Jesuits were expelled from the jurisdiction 

of the Estado from 1759 and their landed estate was made available for tilling to the 

individual entrepreneurs from 1771 onwards. This landed estate, which was leased for 

varying periods to different individuals, was called the bens de confisco. Secondly, taking 

into consideration the benefits of the system of communidades Marquez de Pombal asked 

for the revival of the communidades from 1771 in the New Conquests as wel1. 218  

While the revival of the communidade system in the New Conquests areas was 

overshadowed by the functioning of the Dessaido system, the bens de confisco of the 

Jesuits were used by the private proprietors for the agricultural advancement of Goa. The 

lands of the Jesuits after their expulsion from Goa went into the hands of enterprising 

people for the advancement of agriculture. Very few of these lands went to the 

communidades or the gaunkars. The Jesuits owned vast lands in the different villages of 

218  Ibid., pp. 1 0-1 1 . 
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the Old Conquests as the talukas of Salcete, Ilhas and Bardez. These lands were leased 

from the 1770s to the people for varying periods of time ranging from three years to 

twenty-seven years depending on the nature of lands. For instance, the rice fields leased 

to the various communidades were given for a short period of just three years. This is 

evident from the following table: 219  

Table showing the transfer of landed property to the communidades after the 

expulsion of the Jesuits from Goa 

Village Designation 
of the 
Properties 
Leased 

Name of the 
lessee 

Date on 
which the 
leased 
was made 

Period for 
which the 
lease is 
made 

Value for 
which the 
land was 
leased 

Type of 
cultivation 
carried on 
the leased 
land. 

Bambolim Rice field 
denominated 
Namoxins 

Commuidade 
of Bambolim 

Triennium -- 62:2:30 
xerafins 

Rice field 

Goltim Rice field 
denominated 
Namoxins 

Commuidade 
of Goltim 

Triennium -- 67:2:30 
xerafins 

Rice field 

Navelim Rice field 
denominated 
Namoxins 

Commuidade 
of Navelim 

Triennium -- 657:1:30 
xerafins 

Rice field 

Naroa Rice field 
denominated 
Namoxins 

Commuidade 
of Naroa 

Triennium -- 12:2:30 
xerafins 

Rice field 

The various Nomoxin lands of the Jesuits where food crops like rice was grown, 

were given to the communidades of Bambolim, Goltim, Navelim, Naroa etc., for a period 

of three years. While the communidade of Naroa paid 12:2:30 xerafins for the said lease, 

the communidades of Bambolim and Goltim paid 62:2:30 xerafins and 67:2:30 xerafins, 

respectively. The communidade of Navelim got the lease by paying 657:1:30 xerafins. 

219 HAG, Livro das Moncdes, No. ° 164, 2. a Parte, fl. 1099. 
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On the other hand lease to individual owners were made for a longer period 

ranging from ten to twenty seven years. Some were even leased in perpetuity to be 

enjoyed by succeeding generations. These included both the lands where there was 

cultivation of rice as well as cash crop cultivation like coconut cultivation. 22°  

Table showing the transfer of landed property to the Private Proprietors 

after the expulsion of the Jesuits from Goa 

Village Designation 
of the 
Properties 
Leased 

Name of the 
lessee 

Date on 
which the 
leased was 
made 

Period for 
which the 
lease is 
made 

Value for 
which the 
land was 
leased 

Type of 
cultivation 
carried on 
the leased 
land. 

Calata & 
Betalbatim 

14 plantations 
of coconut, 

Rama 
Chondro 
Porobo 
Loundo, 
resident of 
Ribandar 

18th  May, 
1781 

27 years 1300 
xerafins 

Coconut 
plantations 

Mandur, 
Moula & 
Talaulim 

3 coconut 
plantations. 

Manoel 
Antonio 
Gonsalves 

27 years 2"d  January, 
1781 

411 
xerafins 

Coconut 
plantations 

Chorao Rice fields 
denominated 
Deusuuachem 
zeta, Nauxim, 
Ducorxeta and 
Tanquea Xeta 

Raimundo 
Luiz da 
Lima, 
resident of 
Chorao 

In Perpetuity 2"d  October, 
1781 

102:2:30 
xerafins 
per five 
year 
period 

Rice fields 

Neura o 
Grande 

Rice field 
denominated 
Namoxins 
Morgoreacho 
aco and 
Vavans de 
Massalacho 

Jeremias 
Caetano 
Fernandes 

In perpetuity 21 St  
February, 
1781 

161:4:42 
xerafins 

Rice field 

Similarly, wastelands were leased for a longer period so that the same could be 

developed and agriculture could be advanced. Such lands were given with no obligation 

to pay rent either for life or for a given period. Lands were also leased . to the individual 

proprietors with the stipulation to initiate the second cultivation of crops. These lands 

220 HAG, Livro das MoncOes, No. ° 164, 2. a Parte, fl. 1100. 
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were taken on lease by the various residents of the villages chiefly by those other than 

gaunkars. The Jesuit lands taken on lease by the gaunkars were very rare indeed. 

Secondly, many times people from different villages and talukas took these lands on lease. 

For instance, Rama Sinay Dumo, resident of Combarjua, took on lease lands 

denominated Arecal Velo Molo from the village of Bambolim for a period of nine years 

on 1 st  August, 1776, for a value of 400 Xerafins. Instances of people from villages and 

talukas other than where the lands were situated taking leases were not rare. Most of 

these lands also went to the high caste people. Agriculture did receive a boost consequent 

upon the transfer of these lands to the enterprising individuals. 22 ' 

Mention may also be made of the fact that those lands of the Jesuits that were not 

taken on lease by any one were given to the charge of the respective communidades for 

cultivation and payment of due rent. For instance, the communidade of Colva was 

charged with the payment of 453:2:06 xerafins for a triennium beginning from 1783 for 

all the Jesuit lands that were not leased to private individuals. Similarly, the 

communidade of Verna had to pay 854:1:37 xerafins for three years from 1783 for all the 

Jesuit lands that were not leased to private people for cultivation. Similar was the case 

with most other communidades of Salcete like Benaulim, Talaulim, Nogoa, Majorda, 

etc. 222  

221  HAG, Moncoes do Reino, No. ° 164, 2.a Parte, fl. 1099. 
222  For details see Appendix 3.2. Here a more detailed information on the lease of the Jesuit estates after 
their expulsion from Goa to private proprietors and to the communidades of Goa for varying periods of 
time, and with or without payment of rent is given. 
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It may be mentioned that with the lands of the Jesuits going into the hands of 

enterprising individuals and that too non-gaunkars the focus of economic activity slowly 

started shifting from the communidades to the private proprietors and from collectivism 

to individual enterprise. In fact, for a century from the 1770s what is seen is a movement 

away from the society of peasants to one of middle and large farmers who were 

employing a little wage labour and were producing for the markets, crops like coconuts, 

areca nut, etc. 

C. Reclamation of Land: B0140, its Organization, Rights and Obligations 

While the Portuguese government made some attempts to meet the demands of the 

people for private ownership of land by giving the Jesuit lands to them it did not want the 

communidades to be weakened in any manner. This was due to the fact that the 

communidades were the largest contributor to the Public Exchequer. Keeping this in view 

the Portuguese government encouraged the communidades to initiate measures for the 

reclamation of wastelands and made efforts from the 1770s onwards, so as to increase 

agricultural production. Rice cultivation was encouraged so that the vast deficit of two-

thirds of the requirements of the year could be reduced. 223  

This led to the emergence of the institution of the Bozic°, which was a subsidiary 

organization of the communidade. It was composed of the tenant-cultivators of the low-

lying khazana fields. Its members included those cultivators who agreed to cultivate 

223  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. Nos. 84, 96-97 
& 102-103, pp. 163-164, 179-183 & 188-191. 
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Map showing the Khazana lands of Goa *  
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Cosme Jose Costa, The Heritage of Govapuri: A Study of the Artefacts in and around the Pilar Seminary 
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themselves or with the help of others one or more parts of the low lying rice fields. These 

included such subdivisions and parts of khazana lands as cuntos, bandins, melagas, condes, 

(antes, sirganas, etc. 224  

(a) Its Origin: 

It is worth researching as to when the bougo as a subsidiary of the communidade 

came into existence. The Foral of Afonso Mexia and other documents of the 16 th  century 

made no mention of the existence of such associations. The pre-Portuguese inscriptions 

also did not make any mention of the existence of such bodies. Similarly, neither the 

Regimento of 1735 nor its Additamento which gave clear cut guidelines for the day to day 

functioning of the communidades did not make any reference to the existence of the 

institution of bougo. In all probability the bougo either might have emerged or became 

popular from the 1770s with the encouragement given to the countryside to bring additional 

wastelands under cultivation. This was done either at the communidade level when the 

latter were obliged to keep aside a third of their income to put into place the infrastructure 

for bringing additional land under plough. Many communidades had to take loans for this 

purpose. The infrastructure included the raising of embankments along the river course so 

as to harness all available water resources. The erection of the embankments needed vast 

labor and capital resources. Only the communidades had the wherewithal for such 

enterprise. But having erected these embankments the communidades were ill-equipped to 

supervise the maintenance of all the embankments within its precincts. Therefore, a number 

224 Projecto do Regulamento para as Communidades das Tres Comarcas de Goa: Ilhas, Salcete e Bardez, 
de 1847, art. 89°, as given in Projecto do Novo Regimento das Communidades Agricolas..., pp. 109-110; 
Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 406, pp. 28-33. 
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of boucos might have sprouted with responsibilities for the maintenance of the respective 

dykes and embankments near their rice-fields. As compensation for the services rendered in 

the maintenance of this infrastructure the members of the bougo cultivated among 

themselves the adjoining low-lying lands. 225  

At the end of the twentieth century most of the communidades took over the 

functions of bougo their subsidiary organization. However, in 1904 most of the 

communidades of Ilhas taluka and a few in Salcete taluka had the boucos.226  

(b) Its Functions and Utility. 

The attributions and the functions of each one of the components of the bougo 

included the following things. To look after the cultivation of the respective land according 

to the practice followed and with a view of improving the same. 227  All the members 

assembled whenever called to do so by the secretary to deliberate on matters affecting their 

association. The deliberations taken without the presence of two-thirds of the cultivators 

were not valid. The members of the bougo responded to the call given by the camotim,• 

adelo, painim, feel, etc., in the event of covering or raising new hedge or palisade to protect 

the standing crops, and contribute with men, material and money for carrying out 

immediate repairs whenever the dykes and embankments had ruptures. The members of the 

225  Jose Maria de Sd, op. cit., pp. 53-54. 
226  F.N. Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, Salsete e 
Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. II, pp. 44-219. 
227 

Prof ecto do Regulamento para as Communidades das tres Commarcas de Goa: Ilhas, Salcete e Bardez, 
de 1847, art. 90°, as given in Project° do Novo Regimento das Communidades Agricolas..., p. 110. 
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bougo also cooperated in carrying out repairs of the sluice-gates, or other types of outlets, 

ditches and drains of common benefit to theeop pie.228 

The bougo also leased without any governmental interference or supervision the 

fishing of the low lying areas, the brooks, rivulets and the small streams that surround and 

crisscross the rice-fields, the sluice-gates, the raised embankments, as also other lands for 

the cultivation of legumes and the pasture lands. However, most of the communidades by 

the middle of the 19th  century had appropriated for themselves with advantage the functions 

of their respective boucos. The government allowed this and the communidades only had to 

make a mention during the time of auctioning as to which of the leased assets had 

originally belonged to their respective subsidiary bougo. 229  

The members of the bougo also had to choose from amongst themselves or 

otherwise those who would look after the responsibility of administration, cultivation and 

watch and ward duties of their fields. Rules regarding the administration of their rice fields, 

fixing the period and frequency of the meetings of the members, the fines for non 

attendance of meetings and non compliance of one's duties, were framed by each of the 

bougo depending on their special circumstances. These rules regulating the functioning of 

the bougo were submitted to their mother organizations, that is the communidade for 

approval. After the approval the same was recorded in the competent register. Successive 

modifications if any were also registered in likewise manner. 230  

228 Ibid. 
229  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico dos Communidades dos Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, 
Salsete e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de SA, Vol. 11, pp. 41-219. 
239  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 406, pp. 28-33. This document was transcribed from the 
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Finally, the members of the bouco met and passed resolutions removing those of 

their employees in whom they had lost confidence. As the circumstances demanded the 

bougo initiated civil or criminal proceedings against those whose actions were prejudicial 

to their smooth functioning according to the laws of the land. The bougo at times 

suspended or fined the employees when they did not function according to the conditions 

based on which they had been appointed. 231  

Table showing the revenue and expenses of the Bouvos in some of the 

Communidades in 1900: 

Villages Revenue (in Rupees) Expenditure (in Rupees) 
Azossim -- 262:2:08 
Batim 459:03:10 408:04:07 
Calapor232  -- -- 
Carambolim 4288:0:00 2682:0:00 
Chorao 1306:10:06 2968:15:11 
Caraim 57:0:00 170:0:00 
Corlim 493:09:00 324:0:00 
Gancim -- 212:0:00 
Goltim 1183:01:01 915:08:00 
Jua 739:12:11 580:0:00 
Malar 1501:12:00 814:06:00 
Morombim o pequeno 523:0:00 598:12:00 
Naroa 162:11:09 1/2 221:0:091/2 
Navelim 1123:12:07 786:02:00 
Neura o grande 946:0:00 1154:0:00 

As is evident from the above, the difference between the revenue and the 

expenditure was very less. No wonder agriculture as an occupation was becoming a not so 

profitable venture for the agriculturist, as a result of which they eventually started 

emigrating in large numbers. In fact in some of the communidades like those of Chorao, 

original register of the communidade of Neura o grande in Ilhas taluka. 
231  Ibid. 
232  The Bouco of Calapor was extinct by the beginning of the twentieth century with the result that the 
communidade used to set aside amount every year for repairing the dykes and embankments. 
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Caraim, Morombim o pequeno, Naroa, and Neura o grande the annual expenditure of the 

boucos was more than the revenue. Such a situation might have been responsible for the 

decay and decline of the institution of bouco. 

(c ) The Employees of the Bouco, their Nomination, Attributions and Obligations. 

The employees of the bougo were nominated and chosen based on the majority 

opinion of its members and according to the customs and practice followed. The employees 

of the bouco included the camotim or adelo (head of the association), a senoy or escrivilo 

(secretary) wherever it was the custom to have one, fieis i.e., the treasurers as many as 

were required, painis (entrusted with watch and ward duties), and others according to the 

practice followed in each village. 233  The choice and the nomination of the camotim was 

from amongst any gaunkar, interessado or outsider provided that the person chosen had the 

intelligence and knowledge with respect to cultivation, safeguarding of the dykes and 

embankments, division of the rice fields in a manner that each of the cultivator got such 

portions of land as to give equal produce. 234  The person nominated as the head of the 

association had to furnish due guarantees to the satisfaction of the bow() for the proper 

discharge of his duties, functions and responsibilities. And so he had to indemnify the 

bouco for any loss caused due to negligence. 235 If the camotim was chosen from amongst 

233  Projecto do Regulamento para as Communidades das tres Commarcas de Goa: Ilhas, Salcete e Bardez, 
de 1847, art. 90°, as given in Projecto do Novo Regimento das Communidades Agricolas..., p. 110. 
234 Filippe Nery Xavier, Collecctio das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 274, pp. 
356-357; Boletim ..., No. 45, 1848, p. 294. 
21S Filippe Nery Xavier, Collecclio das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 274, pp. 
356-357. 
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those who resided out of the village then he had to make arrangement for an assistant who 

would function under the responsibility of the former. 

The camotim was paid by the bougo and was not to enjoy any of the privileges 

accorded to the gaunkars. He had to function in a responsible manner and was accountable 

to the bougo for the discharge of his responsibilities. 236  

The camotim had to look after the general work of the rice-fields, the dykes and 

embankments and the general drainage in his locality. Similarly, he was obliged to inform 

the cultivators through the fleis the appropriate type of seeds suitable for a particular land. 

He also had to mark the days more appropriate for tilling, cultivation and harvesting the 

fields and also the appropriate days for repressing the small dams and dykes. The 

participation of the agriculturists had to be ensured for tending to the ruptures and breaches 

that appeared or threatened to appear in the main embankments along the river courses and 

also the other numerous ones that were found elevated in the countryside. To prevent these 

types of accidents that would affect agricultural production they had to acquaint the 

gaunkars about the precautions to be taken. 237  

"6  Ibid. 
237  Projecto de Regulamento de 1847, Art 94, as given in Projecto do Novo Regimento das Communidades 
Agricolas..., p. 111.  "...Urn Camoti ou Adelo tera a seu cargo vigiar o servico geral .  do campo, valados, e 
desaguadouro, - prevenir os Colons pelos seas Fieis das sementes que se accordou lancar a terra; da 
epocha propria de lavrar, semear, e collier; dos dias marcados para a recamacdo dos valados — dar parte 
aos membros do Bouco das roturas, rombos, boqueir5es, que aparecerem ou ameacarem aparecer nos 
valados reaes e divisorios — prevenir quaes os effeitos de que se devem munir para acudir aquelles 
accidents — e ludo o mais que estiver, ou dever estar em pratica, e se estabelecer a beneficio legal do 
Bougo..." 
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Besides, as mentioned above the bourns, either annually or triennially, according to 

the local practice and customs, nominated people to function as senois, fieis, painins, etc 

The senoy had the duty of book-keeping and accounts. All matters such as 

recording the proceedings of the meetings, deliberations, auctioning, leasing and general 

accounts and book-keeping regarding the bouco were recorded in a register (siude ou 

caderno). The senoy also had to help within the stipulated time the camotim and the fieis in 

doing the division of the rice fields for the cultivation among the farmers. 238  

The fieis under the orders and responsibility of the camotim had to guard day and 

night the rice fields. The dykes and embankments and the sluice-gates etc., had to be 

regularly inspected so as to prevent inundation of the fields caused either due to breaches or 

during the spring tides. 239  

It was important that all the employees as also the cultivators of the bouco had to 

work in unison for achieving the goals of the associations according to the laws of the land 

in force from time to time. 24°  

In villages where there was no practice of nominating the above mentioned 

employees by the respective bourns, the same was done by the communidades for the 

benefit and advancement of the low lying rice fields. The effective functioning of the 

238  Projecto do Regulamento para as Communidades das tres Commarcas de Goa: Ilhas, Salcete e Bardez, 
de 1847, art. 93°, as given in Projecto do Novo Regimento das Communidades Agricolas..., pp. 110-111 
239  Ibid. 
240 Ibid. 
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boucos was largely responsible for reducing the deficit of cereal production in Goa from 

the end of the 18 th  century and in the first half of the 19 th  century. Appropriation of low 

lying areas led to more area being brought under rice cultivation. Erecting of new dykes 

and embankments might have helped to increase the kharif crops also. Similarly, most of 

the embankments themselves were used for the cultivation of a variety of secondary crops 

by the cultivators. This would be seen in detail in the following chapter. 

D. The Portuguese Acquisition of New Territories in Goa 

As has already been mentioned the Portuguese skirmishes with the other European 

maritime powers in the Indian waters and with the neighbouring Indian rulers was 

responsible for adversely affecting its trading activities. The Portuguese then made 

determined efforts to have territorial acquisitions in areas bordering their possessions. 

There was a territorial expansion of Goa in the second half of the eighteenth century. The 

territorial expansion of Goa was achieved through a series of wars and skirmishes with the 

Bhonsles of Sawantwadi and by way of negotiations with the Raja of Sunda. 24I  

The New Conquests — as distinguished from the Old Conquests which included 

the talukas of Salcete, Bardez and Ilhas — of the Portuguese included seven provinces and 

one jurisdiction. These included, the one province of Ponda (Antruz Mahal), the five of 

Zambaulim (Panchamal), the province of Canacona (Advota), and the Jurisdiction of 

Cabo de Rama. These areas were finally acquired after a protracted struggle on 1 of June 

241 
See Appendix 3.1 for more detailed information on the areas that came under Portuguese control and the 

foro that the government earned from the New Conquests areas. 
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1763 with the possession of the Castello-Mordangero. The possessions were confirmed 

by the King of Sunda, Savai Bassava Linga its legitimate feudal lord. 242  The Portuguese 

government promised on its part to honour the customs and usages of the people in 

matters civil and economic. 243  

The Portuguese thereafter created a judicial post denominated Juiz Intendente das 

Novas Conquistas for administration of Justice and the post of Parpotcar (Chief Tax 

Collector) for facilitating the collection of land revenue and other governmental dues. 244 

 Following the complaints of the Rei de Sunda (King of Sunda) the post of Juiz Intendente 

das Novas Conquistas was abolished in 1769 and its functions were combined with that 

of the Parpotcar.245  

The Provinces of Bicholim (Batagrama), Sanquelim or Satary (seventy-seven 

villages) were conquered on 25 th  August, 1781 and that of Pernem on 25 th  of May, 1783. 

All these including parts of Pernem were handed over to the Portuguese by Sar-dessai 

Quema Saunto Bounsulo its legitimate possessor. 246  

242  This is according to art. 9 of the treaty of 17 dI  January, 1791 signed between the Portuguese in India and 
the king of Sunda, Savai Bassava Linga. Read, Filipe Nery Xavier, Bandos..., Vol. I. pp. 45-50. 
243 Filippe Nery Xavier, Bandos ..., Vol. I, Doc. Nos. 1, 2 & 3, pp. 1-9. 
244  Ibid. 
245  Carta Regia of 1 st  of April, 1768. However, the post of the Parpotcar was abolished a little later by the 
Royal Order on 21' April, 1771. Thereafter, the post of the Juiz de Intendent was revived by the Provisao 
do governo do estado de 21" April, 1772, by which se arbitraram a este logar 1712 xerafinss. ao  seu 
escrivao 360,' ao escrevente 200, e ao intreprete e traductor 360. Finally, by the Portaria da Junta da 
Fazenda de 19 de setembro de 1838, com o vencimento annual de 720 xerafins ou o logar de administrador 
Empregador was created for the collection of land revenue and other governmental dues. For information--
on this refer to Filippe Nery Xavier, Bandos ..., Vol. I, Doc. Nos. 4 & 5 pp. 8-14. 
246  Refer to art. 13 of the Treaty of 29 dI January, 1788 between the Portuguese and Sar-dessai Quema 
Saunto Bounsulo, as quoted in, Codigo dos Usos e Costumes dos Habitantes das Novas-Conquistas, Nova 
Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1861, pp. 1-20; Filippe Nery Xavier, Bandos..., Vol. I, pp. I-X. 
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Thus, the talukas of Bicholim, Sanquelim, Pernem, Sattari, Canacona, Ponda, 

Quepem and Sanguem were incorporated into Goa. These talukas were collectively called 

the New Conquests (Novas Conguistas). The acquisition of the New Conquests made 

Portuguese possessions in Goa swell and brought them into contact with new institutions 

and usages. 

(a) The System of Dessaidos in the New Conquests 

When the Portuguese acquired new territories in the second half of the 18 th 

 century, they encountered therein customs and usages differing from the ones seen in the 

Old Conquests. Out of political expediency the Portuguese guaranteed the continuance of 

some of the feudal grants, created new ones to suit their ends and suppressed or abolished 

many others. The Marathas had earlier made some grants in these regions to the Sunda 

chief and to the Dessais of Sanquelim, Gululem , Uspa, Envalem, etc. Grants to the Des-

Porobo and the Dessais of Pernem, Bicholim, Aroba, Parcem, etc., were done in similar 

fashion. The King of Sunda himself was a feudatory and had made similar grants to some 

Dessais of Ponda. 247  

In the Old Conquests also there were vague indications to the presence of quasi 

feudal structures at the village level. For instance, Bardez itself is said to have been under 

the twelve Dessais once upon a time. Moreover, Salcete had the tradition of Ogoddo' 

that was indicative of the traditional rivalry between the dessais of the villages of Verna 

and Loutolim. Moreover, in the communidade system we had the gaunkars themklves 

247  Ibid., pp. 2-5. 
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functioning as nobles, lords or senhores of their villages and claiming by custom the 

services of escrivaes (secretaries), vantells or vantelis (tenant share-croppers), Botos 

( Hindu priests), Bavinas (temple servants), Gasteiros, Bavas, Bailadeiros (dancing-

girls) , Fiticeiros, (?) etc. These latter people were granted lands called namoxin lands in 

the form of feudal grants. As noted above, in the Old Conquests, however, most of these 

earlier grants passed on during the first two centuries of Portuguese rule to many 

Portuguese people and to the church. 248  

(b) Nature of the System of Dessaidos 

The Dessais of New Conquests possessed various properties as patrimonies. 

These included coconut plantations, areca nut plantations, rice-fields and sometimes 

whole village or group of villages. The Dessais were empowered to collect taxes, imposts 

and other contributions. Accas (payment of monetary grants or pension to the Dessais) 

and Inams (payment to the Dessais for the services rendered by way of tax-free land 

grants) were also given to the Dessais. In fact all that was within the purview of the 

Public Exchequer was given to the Dessais by way of grants (merces). The government 

of the day followed the practice of farming out revenue collection to the dominant 

sections of the population. 249  

These patrimonies passed from father to son by way of primogeniture. The 

transfer had to be invariably approved by the government for any legal recognition. 

248 [bid.  

249  Cagy Cutbodino Hydar, "Sobre Acas e lnams", in Segundo Congresso Provinical da India Portugueza, 
Nova Goa: Casa: Luso-francesa, 1917, pp-138-140. 
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Reserving to themselves the right of ownership of all lands the rulers granted the 

usufructory right to the various Dessais like the Sar-Narcornis, Danguis, Polguis, 

Mussumudares, Accadares, Bottos. The Dessais then administered their feuds according 

to the usages and customs in vogue in the New Conquests. These customs and traditions 

have been observed uninterruptedly since Narcinga, Sivaio, Idalkan, Mogol, Sunda and 

Marata. These were also guaranteed by the Portuguese when they came to possess these 

areas by way of the Edital of 3"I  June, 1763, and the Bandos of 6th  July, 1763, 12 th 

 September, 1763, and 12th  January, 1807. These were also confirmed by the Royal Orders 

of 15 th  January, 1774 and finally by the Officio of 19th  November, 1824. 250  

(c ) The Adaptation of the System to the Needs of the Portuguese 

Consequent upon the conquest and possession of the New territories (New 

Conquests), the Estado da India became the lord of the newly acquired lands. The Public 

Exchequer confirmed many of the earlier grants afresh, made new grants of its own, and 

renewed others in due course. In many instances due to absence of legitimate successors 

a few grants reverted back to the government. 

For instance, the Estado conceded a new grant of its own as Sar-Narcorni to one 

Suba Sinai, the position of Escrivao Geral da Camara on 30th  Sept. 1800. This was 

transferred to his brother on 29 th  Sept. 1804 and finally granted to Sadassiva Gantcar in 

1807. 251  Similarly, the Estado granted the various Accas in the Custom-houses to 

250 • • Filippe Nery Xavier, Bandos..., Vol. I & H, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1840 & 1850. 
251  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bandos..., Vol. II, Doc. No. XXII, pp. 36-84. 
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Sacarama Narana Vaga, Caetano Jose de Albuquerque, Ignacio Sebastiao de Silva and 

Felizardo Francisco Xavier. The grants made to the last three reverted back to the Estado 

by the mid-19th  century. Similarly, the mercenaries, listed in the Memoria of Mr. 

Conselharia Loureiro of the Customs-houses of Bicholim, Sanquelim, Murgudy and 

Cancarpalle had reverted back to the Estado with their extinction. 252  

The Portuguese Estado while continuing with the age-old institution of Dessaidos 

contributed its mite in creating some new vassals. For instance, villages Curvem and 

Navelim in Ponda were granted to Ibaim-kan and Assan Kan, respectively  with the 

obligation that each one would maintain a cavalry force of 50 each. The village Quela 

was similarly given to the temple of Siri Santadurga and the villages of Mardol and Priol 

were assigned to the temples of Malsa and Mangues respectively. The village of Usgao 

was given to Givagi Sinai as compensation for maintaining a cavalry force of 50 soldiers 

in 1807. In the same year the Dessai of Pernem was given the grant of the village Alorna 

for maintaining an infantry force of 50 sepoys. Moreover, many Dessais of Pernem were 

confirmed as Cabos or military officials from the mid 18 th  century onwards. 253  

In the villages like Mulem, Talvarda and Paroda that came under Portuguese 

possession in 1742, many of the Dessais were suppressed as can be seen from one of the 

letters written by a Dessai Sarinssiva Chande Follo, in 1749. 254  Similarly, the grants of 

transit routes of Colvale, Siolim and Cainsura and the monopoly to sell tobacco in the 

252 Filipe Nery Xavier, Desenvolvimento da Natureza dos Bens dos Desaidos das Novas Conquistas, Nova 
Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1845, pp. 13-18. 
253  Ibid. 
254  Filippo Nery Xavier, Bandos..., Vol. II, Doc. No. XXII, pp. 62-84. 
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villages of Morgim, Alorna, Ozori, Tuvem and Macazano made to Govinda Rao were 

cancelled by 1840. On similar lines, the Bagibabo (a type of impost collected in the New 

Conquests) granted to the temple Siri-Santadurga were cancelled in 1841. The Accas and 

Otonas in the village Mahem granted to the Dessai of Bicholim was cancelled way back 

in 1767 itself. Similarly, various posts of Musamdars, Danguis, Potguis, etc., of the 

customs houses of Murguddy, Cancarpalle etc., were abolished when new customs 

houses were established in 1840. 255  

The grants made to the Dessais had two functions. One, the Dessais had to 

provide to the State with armed forces as and when required. And, second, as 

compensation for the services rendered and to be rendered they were given the above 

mentioned grants as patrimonies for the sustenance of their families. Whenever the 

vassals failed to meet the stipulated obligations then the titular authority cancelled the 

grants and made fresh grants to others. This is abundantly clear when Narba Naique was 

deprived in 1750, of the Acca by which he received 650 pagodas for failing to serve 

when called for with forces. This is evident from the official Carta of the Subedar of 

Ponda, Custam Rao dated 2" October, 1750. 256  

Similarly, the Estates of the Dessais in the absence of legitimate heirs devolved 

back to the Public Exchequer (fisco) as was the case among the feudal system in Europe. 

This was also the case regarding the estate of the Morgados e Capellas in Goa. Thus, the 

incumbent administrators of these estates only enjoyed usufructory rights, ownership of 

255  Filipe Nery Xavier, Desenvolvimento da Natureza dos Bens dos Desaidos das Novas Conquistas, pp. 
13-18. 
256  Ibid. 
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which rested with the Public Exchequer. In line with this, the administrator Dessais could 

not sell or by any means undertake measures alienating the estates. Measures to the 

contrary led to the nullification of the contracts and offending administrators were 

divested of their charge, which was handed over to the legitimate successors with 

obligation to fulfill the duties and obligation. The sale or alienation of any of the estate of 

the Dessai carried out in the absence of any authorization from the State was immediately 

declared null and void. This was because the State considered the Dessai as mere 

usufructory and the Estates granted were for the sustenance of the Dessais and their 

families as compensation for the services rendered or to be rendered in the future. 257  

However, there were many instances when the patrimonies of the Dessais were 

sold, leased, gifted or alienated in contravention of the rules and regulations of the State. 

The rice-field denominated Adorna pertaining to the estate of the Sar-Dessai Vissovonata 

Naique of Ponda was sold on 22 nd  of April, 1822, by its administrator Govinda Custam 

Sinai Dempo. The alienation was done due to the financial urgencies of the same Sar-

Dessai. It was contended that the said rice-field `Adorna' was of the nature of Inam land 

and so was alienable. It was said that during the rule of Sunda a division was made 

between Inam and Accas. The division was that the possessors of Inams were not 

required to render any service to the State and that their possessions were considered as 

private properties. The opinion of the first parpotcar (tax collector) of the New 

Conquests Manoel de Menezes, 258  given in a totally different context was cited in support 

of this. Only grants made in the form of Accas were considered to be inalienable. The 

257  Ibid. 
258  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bandos..., Vol. II, Doc. No. IV, pp. 14-15. 
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Portuguese government however did not accept this and after a trial for almost 23 years 

in the High Court the said transfer was declared as null and void. 259  

The alienation of the patrimonies in any form was considered as null and void in 

1846. The indivisibility and alienability of the property of the Dessaidos was accepted 

by way of various judgments passed thereafter. 

But, the estates of the Dessais were many times divided temporarily amongst co-

inheritors for the purpose of sustenance of feuding families but this does not mean that 

the grants were alienable. In this case the division was invariably preceded by obtaining 

due permission of the State. Even, when the land grants of the Sar-Dessaido were to pass 

from father to first-born son the transfer had to be legalized by obtaining due permission 

of the government. 26°  

Often, it was difficult to prove that a particular estate possessed by a Dessai was 

an integral part of the grant made to him. This was because there was no authentic 

registry for these estates. And in the absence of clear cut rules and regulations for the 

administrations of such estates by the end of the 19 th  century and even thereafter many of 

these were hypothecated, divided, sold and even given on long lease. 

The alienation of the estates of the Dessaidos usually happened as a result of their 

financially precarious position. Their spendthrift nature and extravagant lifestyles led to 

259  Filipe Nery Xavier, Desenvolvimento da Natureza dos Bens dos Desaidos das Novas Conquistas, pp. 
13-18. 
26°  Ibid. 
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many of these families being indebted. And to tide over their financial difficulties they 

often resorted to alienation of their usufructory rights. 26I  

The land grants were made to remunerate the services rendered by the Dessais. 

However, though the grants were inalienable it did not exempt the Dessais from paying 

their creditors. Even when the estates of the Dessai were alienated for meeting their debt, 

it was done by obtaining due permission of the government. Whenever the Dessaidos 

were in debt the government used to take measures whereby Administrators were 

appointed for managing the estates of the Dessaidos until the settlements of their debts. 262  

With the onset of the 19 d1  century, the open conflicts of the Portuguese 

government with the neighboring Indian rulers diminished. The government of the 

Estado da India by its numerous orders confirmed the possession of some of the Dessais 

in their totality while in certain other cases the vassals were confirmed with modifications. 

Now, the vassals were obliged to pay to the State the rent for confirmation of their 

grants. 263  

Earlier, in 1763 the government ordered the Government Auditor General to carry 

out a detailed report on the extent and functioning of the system of Dessaidos, as a result 

of which many Formelos were collected and registered for the first time. The Portuguese 

government also fixed the foros of all the cultivable lands of Ponda in 1772 but the 

261  [bid. 
262  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bandos..., Vol. II, Doc. No. XXII, pp. 62-84. 
263 	• • Filipe Nery Xavier, Desenvolvimento da Natureza dos Bens dos Desaidos das Novas Conquistas, pp. 
13-18. 
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estates of the Dessai were exempted from making any payment to the Public Exchequer. 

Similar steps were undertaken in Bicholim in 1781. 264  

Villages that were given as grants to the numerous Dessais included those of 

Conaxem, Conculiem, Nerancal, Queula, Vaddy in Ponda taluka. In Bicholim taluka 

villages like Carapur, Lamagao, Maulinguem, Salem, Virdy or Verdy were granted to 

various Dessais. Similarly, in Pemem taluka the villages of Cansarvomem, Ilha de Arabo, 

Morgim, Ozory were granted to the Dessais. However, in Sanquelim taluka all the 

villages were divided amongst the temples and the Dessais. 265 . 

Besides, the Portuguese also paid pensions to many Dessais. The Accas (merces 

in dinheiro — pension paid to the Dessais) that burdened the Public Exchequer in the 

nineteenth century is seen below. 

Table showing the pension paid to the various Dessais of Goa in 1850: 266  

• 	Taluka Dessais/Cagy Number of 
grantees 

Amount in xerafins 

Ponda Dessais 13 25,393:2:44 
Ponda Cagy, etc 8 646:3:27 

Bicholim Dessais 3 3,067:1:55 
Pernem Dessais 3 4,055:0:00 
Total -- 27 33,162:3:16 

In the New Conquests the institution of the Dessaidos was the dominant feature. 

Even when the communidades were revived from 1771 their functioning was 

overshadowed by the Dessai system. By the last quarter of the 19 th  century the lands 

264 
Ibid. 

265  Francisco Luis Gomes, op. cit., pp. 51-53. 
266  Filipe Nery Xavier, Desenvolvimento da Natureza dos Bens dos Desaidos das Novas Conquistas, pp. 
1A:15. 
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occupied by the Dessai totaled about 2650 hectares and the revenue from the cultivation 

of these lands amounted to a value of about 1,10,000 xerafins. 267  

Thus, it is evident that for the period from 1750 to 1910 the communidades 

controlled a large part of the rice producing areas of Goa. Goa faced deficit of rice and 

hence the Portuguese used the communidades for extension of rice cultivating areas 

especially in the low lying areas. Attempts were made to increase the cultivable space in 

Goa by reclamation and conquests. The confiscated land of the Jesuits was also given to 

the enterprising farmers for expansion of agriculture. In order to achieve increase in area 

under cultivation and consequent improvement in the rice stocks of Goa the 

communidades were retained in spite of vehement demands from various sections for 

their dissolutions. The period also witnessed the evolution of a wide variety of land 

holding institutions, like the Dessaidos and the private proprietors, making the agrarian 

relations in Goa quite complex. 

267  Francisco Luis Gomes, op. cit., pp. 51-53. 
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Chapter IV 

Agriculture and Agricultural Production in Goa: 1750 - 1910 

Agricultural activities formed the core of the functions of the communidades of 

Goa. They were intrinsically linked with the economic life of the gaunkars. The latter, 

appropriated large wild and waste lands which they had brought under cultivation through 

the industry of their united efforts.' Meanwhile using its tutelary authority the Portuguese 

government passed from time to time, sometimes with intolerable frequency, various laws 

to regulate the functioning of these agricultural associations. 2  The purpose of the frequent 

Portuguese intervention in the working of the communidades was to accelerate the agrarian 

production that would minimize the cereal deficit of Goa and to generate surplus with a 

view to sustaining the state. With the bringing of more land space under cultivation and 

with the entry of people with substantial capital into the primary sector, the volume of 

agrarian production in Goa began to increase. Even in the midst of the new thinking to 

privatize agrarian holdings, there was a significant but well thought out strategy to 

maintain communidades as the principal medium for the promotion and development of 

the agricultural activities in the various villages of Goa. In this process the gaunkars were 

made to believe that the expansion of agriculture was ultimately aimed at making them 

Representacdo dos Procuradores das communidades as Cortes, dated 28 th  January, 1859 as quoted in 
Project° do Novo Regimento das Communidades Agricolas do Estado da India corn as Consultas, 
Representac5es. E Requerimentos Que a Sua MagestadeTern Sido Dirigidos, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 
1862, pp. 5-20; Parecer da Junta Gera! do Districto, dated 20th  April, 1857, pp. 68-75; Jose Maria de SA, op. 
cit., Parte Primeira — Da Organisaccio das Communidades Agricolas, Titulo I, Art. 1.° & 2.°, p. 1. 
2  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 654, pp. 233-234; Jose Maria de SA, op. cit., Parte Primeira —
Da Organisactio das Communidades Agricolas, Titulo I, Art. 6.°, p. 2. 
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enjoy the income and the rent of the lands put to agricultural use. 3  

The nineteenth century witnessed a very heavy debate between those who asked for 

the conservation of the communidades in its primitive structure and form, and those who 

asked for their dissolution. The latter asked for the dissolution in the spirit of the changing 

`winds of change' that were then sweeping Western Europe and having its echo throughout 

the world. However, innumerable books, pamphlets, articles, journals and dailies, etc., 

were published by the other group asking for status quo regarding the functioning of the 

communidades and pleading for their conservation. The privileges and the prerogatives 

enjoyed by the gaunkars were sought to be inviolably conserved. 4  

On the other hand, many interessados clamoured vociferously for the dissolution of 

the communidades in conformity with the principles of political economy that recognized 

the democratization of property relations to the extent of making land freely available. It 

was argued that this was the only way to achieve an ideal society with no caste differences. 

They had even argued that the continuous and perpetual dissensions and fights which 

divided many families of the gaunkars following the annual/triennial `arrematactio' 

3  Jose Maria de Sd, op. cit., Parte Primeira — Da Organisacdo das Communidades Agricolas, Titulo I, Art. 
p. 1. 

To get a clear picture of this acrimonious debate, read Filipe Nery Xavier, Defensa dos Direitos das 
Gas-carias,Ga5-cares, e dos seus Privilegios, contra a Proposta de sua Dissolucdo, e Divisdo das suas 
Terras, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1856; J.H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados A Favor das Communidades das 
Aldeas do Estado da India, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1870; also see, Manoel Jose Gomes Loureiro, 
Memorias dos Estabelecimentos Portuguezes a Leste do Cabo da Boa Esperanca, Lisboa: Typographia de 
Filippe Nery, 1835, pp. 72-83; Projecto do Novo Regimento das Communidades Agricolas do Estado da 
India, corn as Consltas, Representac5es, e Requerimentos, que a Sua Magestade tern sido Dirigidos acerca 
do mesmo Projecto, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1862, pp. 5-82; Joaquim Bernardino CatAo da Costa, Ao 
Publico, in Boletim, No. 43, 11 th  May 1856; Gaspar Coutinho, Ao Redactor do Boletim, dated 14th  June, 1856, 
and distributed with Boletim, No. 51, 1856; Joaquim Bernardino Cat/3 da Costa, 0 Triumpho da Verdade em 
Referencia a Varios Escriptos Publicados Em Goa, Dedicado Ao Seu Paiz, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 
1857. 
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(public auction) of the communidades lands could also be avoided if this collective system 

was abolished and land was given to private enterprising farmers. 5  The enterprising 

individuals ready to invest capital in agricultural operations were behind this move. Rising 

aspirations of the different sections of the rural populace and the inability of the 

countryside dominated by the communidades to satisfy the entrepreneurial aspirations of 

the rural populace was an important factor in the clamour for their dissolution. Ultimately 

the communidades were allowed to function as they were; but attempts were specifically 

made to augment agrarian production. 

Two different time-stages were discernable as far as the agrarian production 

activities in Goa during this period were concerned. First is the development in agriculture 

in the 18th century up to 1770. The second period begins with the changes introduced in 

Goan agriculture in the 1770s and its resultant impact on Goan economy up to 1910. 

I. Agricultural Production in Goa up to 1770 

The agricultural production in Goa was hardly sufficient for meeting the food 

requirements of the people for the full year. For instance, available records show that in the 

18th  century up to 1770 the conditions in the countryside were very bad and the production 

was enough for roughly around one third of the year. This is evident from the various 

representations made by the Camara Geral of the Old Conquests in the first half of the 

5  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic° das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos dos Ilhas, Salcete e 
Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. I, pp. 42-43; Francisco Luis Gomes, op. cit., pp. 17-24. 
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Eighteenth Century. This was indeed a very turbulent period in the history of Goa. 6  There 

were different reasons for the low-level of agricultural production in rural Goa during theis 

period. Some of them are enumerated down below. 

(a) The Effects of Frequent Wars on the Agrarian Production of Goa 

During this period the agricultural production was hampered by several factors. On 

the one hand there were the frequent attacks from the Marathas, which devastated a 

considerable part of agricultural crops of Goa at different periods. In fact the emergence of 

the Marathas in the western region of India from the mid-Seventeenth century had far 

reaching impact on Portuguese possessions on the Western Coast of India. Repeated 

Maratha attacks throughout the first half of the 18 th  century were responsible on the one 

hand for the general penury of the Goan populace and on the other they affected the 

structure and functioning of the Goan communidades making the 'Golden Goa' lose most 

of its glitter. 7  

The immediate impact of continued wars was the rise of the military class 

which started to dominate the countryside and oppressed the general populace. 8  The 

Sargentos-mores, Cabos (military personnel), Captains and other officials of the army — 

which offices were largely life-long and hereditarily held by Goan gaunkars — perpetrated 

6  Filipe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, Salcete e 
Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. 1, Doc. Nos. 24 & 41, pp. 238-342 & 267-273. 

M. D. David, History of Bombay: 1661-1708, Bombay: University of Bombay, 1973, pp. 5-47; P. S. 
Pissurlencar, Portugueses e Maratas, translated by P. R. Kakodkar, Bombay: State Board of Literature and 
Culture, 1975, pp. 1-75. 
8  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, Salcele e 
Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. 1, Doc. No. 24, pp. 238-242. 
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oppressions and violence on the general populace. It was an irony of the situation that the 

very officials from gaunkars who were traditionally linked with agrarian expansion in Goa 

became instruments for this new development in Goa which adversely affected the primary 

production of the region. The result was that agricultural fields were left uncultivated and 

large sections of the rural population became landless labourers and were forced to look for 

other means to secure the necessities of life. 9  

On the other hand the Portuguese Government started many projects like those 

of constructing forts and tunnels for the purpose of defending the Estado, which ultimately 

turned out to be a burden on the Goan communidades financially and otherwise. The 

Communidades had to make forced payments to the Portuguese government during these 

periods of Maratha attacks. 

9  Ibid., pp. 238-239. Herein one can read the following description regarding the oppression perpetrated by 
the military officials on the people "...as molestias e insolencias que padecia o povo destas terras, com 
oppresoes, violencias e sem razoes que faziam as sargentos-mores, cabos, capitlies e mais officaes, e 
trazerem a todos sujeitos quanto elks querem, sobre suas conviencias particulares, com vingancas, odios, 
que corn qualquer achaques falcos os perseguiam, sem deixar cultivar suas fazendas, buscar o necessario, 
assegurar os foros de Sua Alteza, e remediar suas casas e familias, com que muitos desesperados estavam 
retirados destas terras..." 
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Table showing the forced payments made by the Camara Genii of Salcete to 

the Portuguese government in the 18 11' century: 10 

Year Purpose Amount 
(Xerafins) 
20000 1719 For the creation of natural defence against the invading Marathas 

by initiating Bamboo cultivation at the frontiers." 
1721 For the war with Angria do Culabo. 17000 

1733 12  Towards payment of salary of military personnel. 
173813  For buying peace with the Marathas. 44000 

1753 14  Towards defraying the cost of maintaining 60 horses. 24348 

1776 Towards the maintenance of 200 military personnel. 
1785 Towards construction of a fortress at Rachol. 21275 
1785 Towards the payment of the salary of the military General of the 

Province of Salcete. 
2000 

1785 Towards the payment of the salary of the Assistant Generals (2) 
of the Province of Salcete. 

624 

1785 Towards payment of the garrison stationed at Rachol. 5040 
1785 Towards payment of the salary of the interpreter stationed at 

Rachol. 
192 

1785 Towards defraying the cost of repairs of the storehouse at Rachol. 300 
1785 Towards defraying the cost of repairs of the residential quarters of 

the General's house at Rachol. 
350 

1785 For the purchase of arms and ammunition for impending wars. 

It is evident from the above that the Portuguese government often knocked at the 

doors of the communidades whenever it faced financial difficulties. The capital advanced 

to the government was never paid back to the communidades. On the other hand the loans 

acquired by the latter became its liability for a long time until the mid nineteenth century. 15 

The villagers had to make obligatory free service in the execution of these projects 

I°  [bid., Doc. No. 65 & 66, pp. 318-321; Filipe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., pp. 32-61. 
11  The orders for the same were given by the then Viceroy Conde de Ericeira (1717-1720). 
12  Vide the Alvara of 21 51  July, 1733 as quoted in Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., 1856, p. 40. 
13  This amount was raised following the passing of the resolution by the Concelho da Fazenda to that effect 
as quoted in Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa 	p. 40. 
14  Ibid. The amount was raised in accordance with the Provisdo of 14 December, 1753. 
15  For details see Appendix 4.2. 
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as a result of which the fields had to be left uncultivated. 16  The income of the 

communidades dwindled considerably as the rice fields produced no crops and coconut 

plantations did not produce sufficiently. It was during this time when the Portuguese were 

constantly at war with the neighbouring Indian kings, that areca nut plantations (that 

required utmost dedicated and continuous care) of Salcete taluka got destroyed due to 

neglect. As a result areca nut plantation in Salcete was completely wiped out of existence at 

this time. 17  In Salcete there was a specie of shares (tangas) denominated arequeiras and 

dividends of the same continued to be distributed even in the late eighteenth and the 

nineteenth centuries despite the fact that areca nut plantations were no longer in existence 

in Salcete. 18  

While the gaunkars were forced to render free service to execute the various 

projects for the defence of the Estado and their small savings were extracted for defence of 

the 'faith', the sargentos-mores, cabos, and, other officials misappropriated the funds so 

raised and utilized the same fraudulently in bidding at the annual/triennial 'arrematacao' 

of the communidade lands which were taken at much low price. °  This affected the revenue 

of the communidades. It may be noted that the Cabos and the other officials came from the 

dominant gaunkar sections of the rural population. The ordinary cultivator gaunkars were 

terrorized into a position whereby they could not offer bids at the annual/triennial 

16  Refer to Appendix 4.3. 
r Filipe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, Salcete e 
Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. I, Doc. No. 41, pp. 267 -273. ".. ficara a terra arruinada sem haver 
quern cultive nos seis mezes de verso, que he tempo de cultura e sementeira, e rega dos arecaes, que 
necessitam totalmente de continuo grangeamento, e este faltando em hum so verso os arecaes totalmente se 
acabardo, ficando ainda mim caserias debatidas, ..." 
18  Refer to J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das Communidades ..., pp. 77-96. 
19  See, Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, 
Salcete e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sa, Vol. 1, Doc. No. 24, pp. 239-240. 
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`arremataciio' . And, in these simulated annual/triennial arremataceio, the bids offered 

were much less than the ordinary market rates. They then used to sublet these lands to the 

cultivators at a higher rates and earned profits from the land but without working. The 

renting of communidade lands and other assets at such diminutive price affected their 

income.20  

It was also at this time that probably the syndicates of capitalists came into 

existence. These were gaunkars who specialized only in taking Communidade lands on 

`rent' because of their financially strong position and then sublet fractions of the same to 

the ordinary cultivators at much higher price. The syndicateiros earned substantial profits 

from the land but without any toi1. 21  

The Portuguese government in Goa faced a financial crunch due to its continuous 

fights with the neighbouring Indian kings. In times of need the government approached the 

communidades for financial aid. The constant demands of the Estado to meet its increasing 

budgetary demands led to the increasing indebtedness of the Goan communidades. With 

the communidades being increasingly pushed to a position of endemic indebtedness the 

position of individual gaunkars was not any better. Forced to contribute annually towards 

the maintenance of the standing forces with men, material and money, the gaunkars many 

a time could not pay the annualforos. In the event of default in the payment of the due foros, 

many were put to death and their grains, seed, cattle, oxen, etc., were confiscated. All these 

2()  Ibid. 
21  Francisco de Rancon, "As Communidades Agricolas de Goa", in Boletim do Institut° Vasco da Gama, No. 
12, pp. 26-76. 
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indicate to the erosion of the rural capital for sustaining the crumbling Estado. 22  

Moreover, the communidades lost valuable farm hands in defending the 

country and the 'faith'. The Portuguese government repeatedly asked regular supply of 

people to serve in the garrisons. In fact the government worked on the psyche of the people 

not to part with their men-folks for military service to exact forced contributions from time 

to time. The men-folk, that is, the gaunkars tilled their own lands and as has been 

mentioned earlier whenever the state demanded military service from these gaunkars the 

production in the countryside declined. Moreover, even a totally idle gaunkar was an asset 

to his family as he stood to earn the personal jonn for his family. And death in war meant 

loss of earnings by way of the personal jonn. Since widow remarriage was rare and not 

looked with favour the plight of the destitute women and orphans can well be imagined. 

They led a miserable life and sustained on paltry allowances. Because of this the Goan 

society looked with disfavor the constant demands of the government for replenishing the 

depleted garrisons. The Portuguese government by dangling the 'carrot' of exemption 

from military service often raised funds gnawing into the capital base of the communidades 

and the individual gaunkars. Promises made were hardly kept by the successive 

Viceroys. 23  

The villages were forced to contribute men to make for the troops not only 

22  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, Salcete 
e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. 1, Doc. No. 24, pp. 240-241. 
23  Ibid., Doc. No. 31, pp. 254-255. Herein refer to the Carta Regia mandando guardar a isensilo de eschola 
de gente a guarnicdo, assentada em troca da contribuicdo annual de 11,000 xerafins...para serem isentos 
dos alardos, exercicios, e escolha de genre para a guarnicilo das infanterias... Escripta em Lisboa, a 16 de 
marco de 1707 — Rei — para o Vice-rei do Estado da India o Conde de Alvor P. 
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during war but even during peace time. For instance, the province of Bardez sustained in 

mid-eighteenth century a force of 4,000 troops at their own cost providing them with arms 

and ammunition for the defence of their lands. 24  

The troops so raised deprived the communidades of valuable farmhands, as has 

been mentioned earlier, affecting production. Moreover, there were also complaints that 

the captains and soldiers lifted the required provisions from the countryside at one-fourth 

of the purchasing price thus leading to general penury in the countryside. As a result of this 

there was wide scale penury in the countryside of wheat, paddy, legumes, etc. Similarly, 

items like pork, butter, oil, country fouls, etc., were also in short supply. It was not 

uncommon to find the provisions lifted by the army winding its way to the local market. 25  

The Government spared no efforts in extracting as much as possible from the 

countryside. This was done to meet its growing budgetary deficit as a result of fighting 

innumerable inland and overseas skirmishes. But it was only the communidades which 

were excessively burdened, because the individual owners and villages like those of 

Cuncolim, Assolna, Velim, Ambelim, Veroda, etc., which were granted on lease refused to 

pay their quota-part of the fintas imposed by the Camara Geraes to meet the State 

demands. 26  The fintas were the extra tax or imposition on the people to tide over abnormal 

times and which were collected from the constituent members. The governmental structure 

and functioning ensured that the Public Exchequer could collect promptly from the 

communidades, whatever was decreed to by the government, from time to time. This led to 

24  Ibid., Doc. No. 28, pp. 247-251. 
25  Ibid., pp. 249-250. 
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impoverishment of the communidades in particular and the countryside in genera1. 27  

(b) The Insufficiency of the Local Agricultural Produce. 

The impoverishment of the countryside in the first half of the 18 th  century was also 

due to the fact that what the lands produced was hardly to meet the needs for just four 

months in a year. 28  The gaunkars crossed their frontiers and went beyond the ghats with 

such things as salt, dry and salted fish and other merchandise in exchange of which they 

brought the necessary provisions to tide over the other two-thirds of the year and to pay the 

government foro. 29  But, as and when Portuguese relations were strained with its 

neighbours then the Reis Vizinhos (neighbouring kings) resorted to economic blockade, 

thereby putting the people to utmost misery and privations. 30  Many Goans preferred to 

move to the neighbouring territories to cultivate the land and to live in peace and 

tranquility. 

In order to bring in food supplies for meeting the needs of the people due to 

insufficiency of production the Portuguese government had granted monopolies to many 

traders and merchants. However, these merchants and traders who enjoyed state 

26  Ibid., Doc. No. 24, pp. 240-241. 
27  Refer to Appendix 4.2. 
28 See, Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic° das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das llhas, 
Salcete e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sa, Vol. I, Doc. No. 41, p. 268. 
29  Ibid., pp. 267-273. The representation of the people of Salcete against the various extortions of the 
government says the following: "...como a experiencia continua fica dando lestemunho publico, visto que 
huns indo aos Gales corn droga de sal, peixe e outros cousas, e oulros embarcando-se para o Canara, Norte 
e outros terras, e lrazendo mantimenlo de for a sustenlam a si e a sua familia, e corn isto cultivando as 
pabneiras cujo rendimento despendem no service Real por innumeraveis litulos, passando suas vidas corn 
trabalhos pessoas e empreslimos, que quasi nada deste rendimenlo fica ao povo". 
3°  Ibid., Doc. No. 28, p. 249. 
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monopolies in Goa tried to make hay when the sun shines by jacking up the prices of 

essentials brought from outside Goa. The Portuguese government did try to mitigate the 

people's problems by enforcing maximum price limits for the essentials. However the 

merchants and traders faced with reduced profits on the one hand and increasing risks in 

procuring the supplies on the other retaliated to such governmental measures by refusing to 

continue to trade. This increased the sufferings of the people. There was misery and 

darkness on all the sides. 31  

(c) Contributions Forcefully Extracted from the Communidades. 

When in 1739, the province of Salcete was invaded by the Marathas, the people 

were forced to abandon their homes and flee to neighboring Ilhas. There was great loss of 

lives and property to the extent that many souls perished due to lack of food (falta de 

alimento). This forced the people to return to their lands and face the wrath of the enemy 

rather than die of starvation. Peace was made with the invading Marathas by the Camara 

Geral of Salcete, which was forced to sell all that was at its disposal for half the price. This 

included besides the necessary provisions the church silver and deposits in the various 

church treasuries. The total amount paid to buy peace amounted to 1,22,077 xerafins. 32  Of 

this, the silver from the treasury of Rachol was of the value of 29, 204:0:58 xerafins; from 

the treasury of the Royal Hospital was of the value of 54,055:1:25 xerafins. Similarly, 

deposits of the people kept in the various church coffers amounting to 8,732:3:36 xerafins 

31  Ibid., p. 250. 
32  Ibid., p. 126. 
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were also taken. 33  The deficit was made by selling all the provisions at half the price and by 

harvesting the crops prematurely. In 1753, the Camara Geral of Salcete was obliged to pay 

back to the Church of Verna the value of silver taken from it for the purpose of making 

peace with the Marathas. But, as it was unable to do so the Camara was forced to acquire a 

loan of 19,442 xerafins, for which it paid thereafter at the interest rate of 5%, a sum of 

20,412 xerafins, over a period of 21 years, in servicing the debt. 34  

(d) Extent of Indebtedness of the Communidades. 

As has been mentioned above, the Portuguese government undertook various 

projects for the defence of the Estado at the cost of the communidades. A report was 

prepared by the Procurators of the camara, Joao Francisco Alvares, Francisco Pereira, 

Vicente Sebastiao de Sa and Francisco Vas in execution of the orders of Viceroy Marquez 

da Tavora. This report showed that the total amount spent by the Camara Geral of Salcete 

in favour of the Estado since 1701 to 1750 was about 20,95,699 xerafins. 35  According to 

the reports prepared by the Camara Geraes of the Old Conquests in execution of the orders 

of 6th  of November, 1750 of the Viceroy Marquez de Tavora, the total expenses met by 

Ilhas, Salcete and Bardez as a result of the requirements of the Estado under the title of 

marchas, fabricas de postos, compra de municoes, etc.,' amounted to 3,37,919:2:30 

xerafins, 9,00,339:2:24 xerafins and 5,93,500;2:49 xerafins, respectively, giving a total of 

33  Read, Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., pp. 22, 43 and 46. 
34  Ibid. 
35  Ibid., Doc. no. 65, pp. 318-320. 
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18,31,759:2:43 xerafins. 36  However, this does not give the full picture. For, these figures 

were arrived at only on the basis of documents which were available then. Many books of 

account of the communidades went missing deliberately or otherwise. 37  

These expenses were really an unbearable burden for the Goan communidades and 

this was recognized at the official level when the above mentioned Viceroy Marquez da 

Tavora, admitted on 29th  of January 1751, that the contributions forcefully extracted from 

the communidades were far in excess of their financial capacity as a result of which they 

suffered great attenuation and the gaunkars had to endure deprivation. 38  It may be noted 

that what the Camaras Geraes spent was exclusive of the regular contributions that 

individual communidades made under the title of marchas, fabricas de postos, compra de 

munic5es, etc. 39  That these contributions were also quite burdensome is evident from the 

fact that by 1750 the communidades of Ilhas were indebted to the tune of 3,85,282:2:56 

xerafins, the debts of Salcete amounted to 3,52,971:3:27 xerafins and that of Bardez was 

6,03,693:2:95 xerafins. 4°  

The debts were raised by the Camaras Geraes and the communidades from 

institutions like Santa Casa da Misericordia, various Convents, Confraternities etc., at the 

36  See, Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic° das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, 
Salcete e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sa, Vol. I, Doc. no. 66, p. 231. 
37  See, Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo 	p. 47. 
38  Ibid. 
39  See, Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic° das Communidades dots Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, 
Salcete e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sa, Vol. I, pp. 149 and 321. It is said that besides the regular 
imposts was demanded from the communidades: "...importantes quantias a titulo de obras de defeza, 
sustento de guarniciio, comora de cavalos e material de Guerra, emprestimos ou donativos, etc." 
40  Ibid., p. 321. 
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rate of four to five per cent. 4I  In times of hardship loans were raised at even up to 7% from 

individuals. Though these interest rates would seem to be quite reasonable for us, in those 

days when prices of farm produce hardly rose up, the interest rates were a heavy burden on 

the earnings of the communidades forcing individual gaunkars to sell their rights and other 

interests such as shares to the interessados.42  

In fact it would not be wrong to say that till the end of the 18 th  century and even 

thereafter a large number of Goan communidades were forced to spend a third of their 

revenues only in servicing debts. This affected the earnings of members of the 

communidades by way of reduced dividends. Due to this the period witnessed large scale 

alienation of tangas, personal jonns and other forms of shares which were acquired by the 

capitalists for future benefits. 43  

It may be noted that the rice-fields of the communidades were leased at a much 

higher price after Regimento of 1735 came into force. Similarly, the cost of cultivation 

increased. Besides, the taxes imposed by the State were also burdensome. All these 

increased substantially the cost of production. Thus, rice cultivation was becoming 

increasingly less profitable. These factors were continuously responsible for the farmers 

never taking to rice cultivation on a commercial basis. 44  In fact, the bulk of the State 

revenues were earned by imposing heavy taxes on paddy and coconuts that probably 

41  Refer to, Manoel Jose Gomes Loureiro, op. cit., pp. 419-425. 
42  For a clear picture regarding the indebtedness of the Camara Gerais and the Communidades of Goa refer to 
Appendix 4.2. 
43  Requiremento dos Procuradores das Communidades a Sua Magestade, dated 28 t1i  January, 1859, as 
transcribed in Projecto do Novo Regimento ..., pp. 10-11. 
44  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das AIdeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, Salcete 
e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sa, Vol. 1, Doc. no. 41, p. 267. 
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strangulated agriculture in Goa. The net result was that in the mid 18 th  century and even 

thereafter the communidades burdened with excessive taxes and forced donations were in a 

miserable state economically. The precarious position of the communidades and the 

gaunkars can well be understood when we find that many a time standing crops were 

harvested prematurely to satisfy State demands. This resulted in privations and hunger 

forcing the gaunkars to migrate to the lands of Sunda, Durbate, etc. 45  

Thus, the Portuguese wars and skirmishes, with the other European powers and 

neighbouring Indian rulers, harmed and destroyed the local Goan economy in the 

countryside dominated by the communidades. The Goan agrarian economy was caught up 

in a vicious circle of paying increased taxes and donations, besides the regular 

contributions made to buy peace with the invading Marathas, decimation of the population, 

insufficient production, erosion of rural capital, etc., with each as the cause and effect of 

another. 

II. Advancement of Agriculture from 1770 up to 1910. 

Economic condition of Goa underwent a change from the 1770s due to a variety of 

factors. One, the communidades were allowed to oversee the utilization of 'bens de 

confiscost (confiscated property) for agricultural purposes so that the countryside could 

benefit. These included the estate of the Jesuits who were expelled from Goa. The new 

arrangement brought about a change in the pattern of cultivation of village lands. These 

confiscated lands were distributed to individuals for cultivation, which in turn gave an 

45  Ibid., pp. 268-273. 
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impetus to carry out cultivation in a big way. 46  However, the communidades were given 

the responsibility from 1771 onwards with the collection of the foros of the namoxin and 

nelly lands held by the individual owners. The communidades would henceforth have to 

continue to pay for these regardless of whether they collected or not the same from the 

concerned individuals. 

Similarly, considering the system of communidades as more beneficial and suitable 

to Goan conditions than the system of partial leasehold of land for short periods of one year 

each, Marques de Pombal ordered by the Provision of 21 st  April, 1771, that the extinct 

communidades of the New Conquests be revived. This determination was put into effect in 

the year 1772. 47  Meanwhile, corresponding to the increased interest in accelerating 

agricultural production, the Portuguese set up the Intendencia Geral de Agricultura 

(Department of Agriculture) in 1776 for controlling the agrarian production activities. 48  

(a). The Intendencia Geral De Agricultura: 1776-1834 

The Intendencia, which was created in 1776, continued to function till 1834, 

though orders were passed for its suspension or extinction and consequent revival from 

time to time. Those who functioned as Superintendents of the Department of Agriculture 

included the following: Colonel of Artillery Gustava Adolfo Hercules de Charmont, 

Simedo Rodrigues Moreira, Pedro de Moraes Correa, Chief Physician Dr. Antonio Jose de 

46  HAG, Moncdes do Reino, No. ° 164, 2. a Parte, a fl. 1099. 
47  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bandos Vol. 1, Doc. Nos. 4 & 160, pp. 8 and 267. 
48  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 92, pp. 
171-172 
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Miranda e Almeida, Colonel Manoel Carlos da Cunha, Chief Physician Dr. Antonio Jose 

de Lima Leif& and Bernardo Peres da Silva. Bernardo Peres de Silva did not exercise his 

duty as Superintendent, but the functioning of the department was looked after by his 

assistant Constancio Roque da Costa. 49  Filippe Nery Xavier quoting from the Livro 

original da Intendencia Geral de Agricultura that existed in the Office of the Secretary of 

State and judging by the improvements which could be seen in the countryside in his time 

opined that the first two Superintendents had little knowledge of the matter at hand but they 

put to good use the vast experience that they had acquired as a result of which agriculture 

flourished during their tenure. Similarly, Pedro de Moraes Correa and Colonel Manoel 

Carlos da Cunha did not possess the required qualifications and the experience to do justice 

to the post. On the other hand, Antonio Jose de Miranda e Almeida and Antonio Jose de 

Lima LeitAo did have the necessary qualifications but did very little for the advancement of 

agriculture. Constancio Roque da Costa did raise many vital issues regarding the 

functioning of the local economy under the system of communidades but had little success 

by way of advancement of agriculture. 50  

The Portaria of January, 1779, decreed that the Superintendent of Agriculture and 

his assistant be paid 1,164 xerafins, and, 1,672 xerafins, respectively, as salary and for 

meeting the transport cost. This amount was charged to the Camara Geraes of Salcete, 

Bardez and Ilhas. 51  Salcete contributed annually 1508 xerafins, Bardez had to pay 1,035 

xerafins, and, Ilhas gave 472:3:20 xerafins, towards defraying the cost of the Department 

of Agriculture. The basis for the uneven distribution of the contribution is not known nor 

49  Filipe Nery Xavier, Defensa 	§§ 50, p. 50. 
5°  Ibid. 
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can be rationally explained. Similarly, it may be noted that as compared to others the first 

Superintendent Gustava Adolfo Hercules de Charmont received much more by way of 

salary. He was also supplied with an Escaler (Cutter) equipped at the cost of the Public 

Exchequer and four sipaes (soldiers) also paid by the government so as to carry out the 

orders of the Intendencia. Though, defraying the cost of the Intendencia was a burden on 

the Goan Communidades, the assistant of the Department of Agriculture, Constancio 

Roque da Costa, in a petition to the king of Portugal promising to bring about a triple-fold 

increase in the agricultural production petitioned for his promotion as Superintendent with 

a salary of 3,000 xerafins. It was averred that, the concerned person though did little for the 

promotion of agriculture in Goa petitioned for the dissolution of the Goan Communidades 

and the Camaras as a prerequisite for the development of agriculture and an end to their 

`wasteful' expenses. However, he did not hesitate to claim his salary when he was away in 

Mocambique, Brazil and Lisboa. 52  

The Camara Geral de Salcete was infuriated at the proposal of the department of 

Agriculture for proposing the dissolution of the Camaras and the communidades. It replied 

that the said department of Agriculture was of no utility to the people and for the same 

reason it was earlier abolished by the orders of the king of Portugal as is evidenced from 

the orders dated 3rd  of December, 1816, despatched by the Secretaria d'Estado dos 

Negocios Ultramarinos. The Camara Geral alleged that the communidades were burdened 

with meeting the expenses of the department of Agriculture. And the communidades 

alleged that the Department of Agriculture instead of doing anything beneficial to the 

51  Ibid. 
52  Ibid. 
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development of agriculture adopted measures that affected trade. The government 

temporarily suspended the functioning of the Department of Agriculture in 1822, 53  and it 

was finally abolished in 1834. 

As has been mentioned earlier the department of Agriculture was given a fully 

equipped Cutter and sipaes. The services of these personnel were utilized by it to despatch 

orders to cut down coconut plantations and other trees so as to revert the lands back to rice 

cultivation. 54  Over the years, the Portuguese government encouraged reclamation of 

swampy and marshy lands which were given on long lease without payment of rent in the 

initial years till the land could start to give returns. 55  Many of the lessees who had taken 

lands with the condition of bringing the same under rice cultivation, had without due 

authorization from the government resorted to 'usurpation' and changed their rice fields 

into coconut groves. 56  This was beneficial to the individual owners as returns were higher 

but affected the production of the adjacent communidade lands. Moreover, as more and 

more people had increasingly taken to coconut plantation the rice and other cereal 

production had started to suffer. To bridge the widening ' deficit cerealifero' the 

department of Agriculture despatched orders for cutting down the coconut plantations that 

had been carried out through 'usurpation' of lands. As the measure adopted was drastic the 

people appealed to His Majesty's government. The later held the view that the people were 

the best judges of what was good for them, and ordered, that the drastic steps initiated by 

the Department of Agriculture, to reduce the extent of coconut cultivation should be 

53  Ibid., p. 56. 
54  Filippe Nery Xavier, Collecc 'do das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. Nos. 92, 98, 99 
and 102, pp. 171-172, 183-184 and 188-190. 
55  HAG, Moncaes do Reino, No. ° 164, 2. a Parte, fl. 1099. 
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Rice Production in cumbos 
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halted. 57  

In spite of the harsh measures adopted by the department of Agriculture from time 

to time in increasing agricultural production it cannot be denied that agriculture did achieve 

a turn around during the period when Intendencia functioned. 58  

Graph showing the increase in production of paddy during the period from 

1777 to 1820: 59  

Paddy production in Goa which was as low as 25 and 58 cumbos for the years 1777 

and 1779, respectively, jumped up to 146 cumbos by 1780. Within a decade i.e, by 1790 

paddy production hovered around 700 cumbos. The average production of rice for this 

period was around 500 to 550 cumbos, a development that took place mainly because of the 

efforts of the Intendencia de Agricultura. 

56  Joaquim Bernardino Catao da Costa, op. cit., pp. 40-49. 
57  Filipe Nery Xavier, Defensa 	p. 57. 
58  Filippe Nery Xavier, 0 Gabinete Litterario das Fontainhas, Vol. 2, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1846, p. 
138. 
59  HAG, Aloncoes do Reino,Vols. 157 B, 158 A, 161 D, 164 F, 167 A, 170 C, 173, 174, 177 B, 178 A, 179 A, 
180 A, 181 A, 182, 184 A, 185, 187 B, 188, 191 D, 192 B, 193 A, 195 B, 198 E; also see, Boletim Ojficial do 
Governo da Estado da India, 2nd  December, 1879, No. 105, pp. 801-802. 
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Graph showing the increase in production of paddy during the period from 

1820 to 1835.6°  

However, by 1835 the production reached about 19,000 cumbos for Goa as a 

whole.6I  The average production for the period 1820 to 1835 was around 17,500 cumbos. 

In spite of increase in production of rice by leaps and bounds, there was a shortfall in the 

yearly requirements of the people for around four months in a year. 

(b) Impediments to the Advancement of Agriculture. 

In spite of the impracticability, some of the measures adopted by the department of 

Agriculture for increasing and diversifying agricultural activities met with varying degrees 

of success. The last assistant of the Department of Agriculture, Constancio Roque da Costa 

in a petition to the king of Portugal dated 20 th  of March, 1824, undertook to achieve a 

60  HAG, Monc5es do Reino, Vols. 200 A, 202 C, 204 A, 206, 207 B, 209, 210 A. 
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triple-fold increase in agricultural production within a period of 10 to 15 years. 62  However, 

upon inquiry by the Home government from Lisboa, the then Governor of Goa, in a 

`despatch' dated 28 th  March, 1825, responded that with due application and dedicated 

efforts of all the concerned people the agricultural production can only be doubled and 

expressed his serious doubts and reservation of achieving a triple fold increase in 

production as had been contended by Constancio Roque da Costa. 63  

Subsequently, the Department of Agriculture despatched various representations to 

Portugal specifically pointing out three factors responsible for the low level of agricultural 

production. These include: One, the Department was of the opinion that the 

communidades could not perhaps introduce new cash crops for its lands were basically 

utilized for the production of rice. Second reason was the arbitrary taxes and loans and 

other contributions demanded from the communidades, 64which we shall discuss in detail at 

the end of the chapter. The third obstacle to the full blossoming of agriculture was the shift 

in importance accorded to functions that were not intrinsic to the functioning of the 

communidades as agricultural associations. The communidades were increasingly forced 

to assume municipal functions straining their limited resources and this was harming the 

agricultural activities due to scarcity of resources. 65  

61  Refer to Appendix 4.1. 
62  The full text of the above mentioned "Requerimento" of Constancio Roque da Costa, is transcribed in 
Filipe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., pp. 50-51. 
63  Ibid. 
64  Ibid., p. 53. 
65  The publication of the treatise entitled Brados a Favor dos Communidades das Aldeas do Estado da India 
in the year 1870 by an anonymous author exemplifies how discharging certain functions extraneous to the 
communidades were made their responsibility. This work has been attributed to none other than the famous 
historian and scholar Secretary of the Govt. of Estado da India, J.H. da Cunha Rivara. 
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Citing these reasons, the Department of Agriculture asked for the dissolution of the 

communidades and the complete restructuring of the socio-economic structure of Goa. The 

Department of Agriculture which in the first half of the 19 th  century came to represent a 

certain section of the society, especially the interests of the Interessados, demanded that 

upon putting into effect the proposed dissolution of the communidades, their respective 

lands be surveyed and be proportionately divided amongst the possessors of jonns or 

tangas of the value of 300 xerafins or more. The shares and other interests, of those who 

had tangas or jonns of value less than 300 xerafins, were to be purchased by the bigger 

capitalists. However, these proposals if implemented had the potential of smoking out the 

small and marginal farmers out of the primary sector. 

Despite the big hue and cry raised by the affected sections of the Goan populace at 

the proposals made by the Department of Agriculture, the latter was relentless and made 

representations to the concerned authorities for favourable consideration of its proposals. 

Therefore, the Chief Secretary of the government Cipriano Silveira Rodrigues despatched 

an officio including a Questionnaire to the Tanador-mor of Ilhas, Juizes das 

Communidades of Salcete and Barden, and all the interessados of the communidades who 

were well versed in the functioning of the agricultural associations and had first hand 

knowledge of the state of affairs of the Goan agriculture. 66  

The analysis of the responses given by those from whom information was officially 

solicited gives a clear picture of the state of Goan agriculture in the first half of the l 9 th  
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century. 67  Two trends are clearly visible. One a high degree of sufficiency of Goa 

regarding the food crops due to the industrious efforts of individual cultivator gaunkars. 

And second a determined attempt by a section of the society to make the communidades 

introduce and take to cash crops. The proposed dissolution of the communidades and the 

proposal for distributing land amongst the economically well-to-do interessados 

possessing shares of the value of 300 xerafins or more should be seen in the light of the 

aspirations of enterprising people to introduce cash crops. 

(c). Private proprietors (bhatkars) versus the Coinmunidade: 

The period from 1770s up to 1830 may be classified as the most important phase in 

the history of the rural economy of Goa. This was the period when on the one hand the 

communidades saw an opportunity in earning profits by bringing additional lands under 

cultivation. Various steps were taken by the Department of Agriculture, for the optimum 

utilization of the water resources. Due to these efforts there was an increase in the area 

under rice cultivation. Vast wastelands, marshy and swampy areas were brought under 

cultivation, though at great expense and efforts. 68  

On the other hand the individual owners wanted to cash on the benefits offered by 

the introduction of cash crops. Cash crops required large estates but land was in short 

66  The full text of the "Officio," of the Secretary to the government Cipriano Silverio Rodrigues Nunes, dated 
9th  November, 1825 and addressed to the Tanador-mor of Ilhas, may be referred to in Filippe Nery Xavier, 
Defensa ..., Doc. No. 2, pp. 1-3. 
67  The responses given by all those concerned may be read in, Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc. Nos. 3-9, 
pp. 4-52. 
" This was done through the formation of subsidiary associations called Boucos in the various 
communidades of Goa. 
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supply. Therefore they demanded for the abolition of the communidades, as this was the 

only way by which land could be made available as a commodity in the market. 

Those associated with the functioning and administration of the communidades 

replied in the negative to the proposals regarding their dissolution. There were hardly any 

better alternatives for the people. It was quite evident that the rice fields of the particulares 

(individual owner-cultivators or private proprietors) had hardly any advantages of the 

`arrendamento' and that they were also not any better cultivated as compared to those of 

the communidades. For instance, after the cultivation of the fields of the particulares, the 

cultivators could take only half of the produce in compensation for their services. And, the 

owners were left with the other 50% of the produce. This was his share for making land 

(acquired often at exorbitant rates as the demand was far in excess of the supply) available 

to the cultivators. It was also a compensation for making available old tools and 

implements, to the cultivators for agricultural activities. Sometimes due to the frauds 

practiced by the cultivators in hiding the total production, the proprietors often received 

less than their due share. In the event of default on the part of the cultivators, the 

proprietors were left with nothing. For, the proprietor could not get his due share by 

mortgaging the estate of the cultivator because the latter neither had nor did he give any 

collateral security. 69  This was amply evident from the facts available from different parts 

of Goa. It may also be mentioned that the juridical relations between the farm owner and 

the tenant were also not defined. Arbitrariness was the order of the day with one and the 

other not knowing their respective duties and rights. Might was right and due to this the 

cultivators preferred to cultivate communidade lands rather than be at the mercy of the 
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proprietor owners at whose hands they faced constant harassment." 

On the other hand, the lands of the communidades were let by way of the 

annual/triennial arrematacao (auctioning) in concurrence with many of the gaunkars, and, 

taking into consideration the views of the interessados. Those who took the communidade 

lands on lease provided proper and due guarantors. The guarantee for the payment of rent 

of the lands taken on lease had to be given by other gaunkars as well. Often the 

communidade lands were sublet to the ordinary cultivators and especially only to those 

who stood as guarantors/surety. In this way the foro of the State was assured, as even in the 

event of death or default of the renter, then, legally those who stood as guarantors/surety 

paid the State dues. The various provisions of the Regiment of 1735 based on which the 

auctioning was carried out provided for the timely collection of the State dues. And for the 

purpose of this the terlos (personnel entrusted with watch and ward duties of agricultural 

lands) were appointed who helped in the collection of the rent and the foro by preventing 

the lifting of the produce from the threshing ground. Terlos who relaxed this provision 

were at times imprisoned. 7I  However, the terlos often allowed the cultivators to lift the 

produce without payment of the dues. Taking this into consideration the cultivators 

preferred to work on communidade lands. 72  

Against this backdrop, many opined for the conservation of the communidades in 

their actual state. In fact it was pointed out that the proposed dissolution of the 

69  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc. No. 3, p. 11. 
70  Nogar Prudent Lourenco, "Regimen do Mundcarismo", in Segundo Congresso Provincial Da India 
Portuguesa, Nova Goa: Casa Luso-Francesa, 1917, pp. 78-86. 
71  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc. No. 3, p. 11. 
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communidades was not beneficial to agriculture except to those who wished to usurp those 

rice fields (consignacclo alimentaria) for cultivation of other types of cash crops. 73  

According to the Regiment of 1735, the annual/triennial auctioning of the 

communidade lands was- done in the presence and under the presidency of the 

Tanador-mor with the end of protecting the State interests. The government was interested 

in seeing to it that the rice fields were not taken on lease by the gaunkars at a very 

diminutive price as used to happen at times, though the same was later sub-leased to other 

ordinary cultivator-gaunkars at exorbitant rates. This harmed State interest. However, 

subletting and sub-leases were the order of the day throughout Portuguese domination in 

Goa. 74  

The farmers who took the rice fields on lease made efforts to develop the land. For 

this purpose in the big khazan lands (low lying land) they formed associations called Boucot. 

These associations defrayed all the common expenses of cultivation of the khazan lands 

besides carrying out the mandatory repair works of the dykes and embankments two times 

in a year called 'tor' and 'cupto.' Besides, the members of the bow° had to watchfully 

look out for any ruptures and accidental openings in the bunds and dykes. 75  

The bunds and dykes had constant ruptures and the reason for this was to be seen 

within the confines of the material conditions in which the said works were executed and 

72  Ibid. 
73  Ibid. 
74  Antonio Emilio d'Almeida Azevedo, As Communidades de Goa Historia das Instituiceies Antigas, Lisboa: 
Viuva Bertrand & C.', 1890, pp. 85-92; Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc. No. 3, p. 11. 
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not due to negligence. These bunds and dykes were executed along the length and breadth 

of the rivers. The foundation of the same was laid in the midst of slush, exposed to the 

heavy currents during monsoons and changing tides and the quality of the stones used at 

the base were also very much porous. The result of all this was that the works executed 

were destroyed during times of heavy downpour or due to tidal activity. 

It was also pointed out that the capitalist and the individual owners were not very 

financially strong to take upon themselves the cultivation of big estates. Banking and its 

related functions of making advances and loans had not taken firm roots in Goa then. 

Considering this, it would not have been possible for the individuals to cultivate either the 

whole or part of the lands known as khazan, situated along the borders of the riverbanks. If 

the khazan lands were to be divided among the individual owners then the problem was of 

maintenance of the embankments which ran along the length of the navigable rivers. Many 

of these were newly erected so as to increase the cultivable area but had constant ruptures. 

Whenever there was damage to the embankments, the breaches, if not tended to 

immediately led to the inundation and subsequent destruction of the standing crops. At 

times closing the breaches required the concerted efforts of about 500 to 600 people. The 

gaunkars who cultivated these khazan through their Bow° were prompt in attending to the 

eminent devastations and damages. On the other hand, large estates were owned by the 

churches, convents, Casa de Misericordia, widows and other private proprietors 

(bhatkars). However due to absentee landlordism, as and when there were ruptures and 

damage to the dykes and embankments these estates were abandoned by their owners. 76  

Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc. No. 3, pp. 11. 
76  Ibid., Doc. No. 4, p. 18. 
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The commission appointed by the Senate of Salcete in 1827, suggested that for the 

betterment of agriculture the communidades should be dissolved. For the communidades, 

were said to be of less benefit to the development of agriculture, and only served to create 

fetters to agriculture, industry and to the plebs. The commission noted that the perusal of 

the account- registers of the communidades of Ilhas pointed to the embezzlement of funds 

of the communidades to the tune of 4,00,000 xerafins in a period of 20 years. 77  

However, taking into consideration that the communidade lands were well 

cultivated, the government decreed on 21st April, 1771, that the estates of the government 

which, included the Wamoxins dos Pagodes'and `propriedades de confisco' , and which 

had been taken away from the communidades in the first century of Portuguese occupation 

of Goa be restored back to the communidades. This was done with the intention of 

facilitating the better utilization of the said lands. Almost for two centuries since the middle 

of the 16th century, these lands were leased customarily to various individual owners. 

However, the carelessness and disinterestedness of the private proprietors harmed not only 

their own lands but also affected the production of the adjacent communidade lands. 

Taking this into consideration the estates of the government were given to the 

communidades for cultivation. 78  

It was also an undeniable fact that however rich and capable might have been the 

individual proprietors it was just impossible in those times to sustain for a single individual 

77  Ibid., Doc. No. 28, pp. 53-68. 
78  Ibid., Doc. No. 6, pp. 30-31. 
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the cultivation of communidade lands. In fact many of the strips of lands owned by the 

individuals in the said khazan lands when were left untended used to lead to the destruction 

of the adjacent communidade property due to which the latter were at times forced to buy 

these strips. 79  

Taking into consideration the bad state of nature of the lands owned by the bhatkars 

it was viewed that the abolition of the communidades would instead of benefiting 

agriculture would in fact harm it. For instance, many of the Crown lands which were given 

to the individual for private initiative deteriorated not due to the poor quality of the lands 

but due to the negligence of the proprietor's. On the other hand if the communidade lands 

were badly managed then in the next auctioning, the said lands could and did pass into the 

hands of those who were relatively more capable. This advantage was not enjoyed by the 

lands, which were in the hands of the private proprietors. The result was that though many 

wealthy people owned patrimonial estates many had stopped cultivating their lands either 

due to their slothful negligence or due to incapacity. Many lacked the means and resources 

to carry out the cultivation. This caused a loss to both the individual owners as well as to 

the State economy." 

It was also accepted that the governments' interests were well assured as long as 

the communidades were allowed to exist. Because larger the number of tax payers, the 

79  Ibid., p. 30. "... he hum facto, que diversas communidades tem lido obrigados ou a comprar, ou a tomar 
por aforamento algumas varzeas particulares, que soffrendo rdturas dos seus vallados, prejudicaram os 
cameos daquellas Associacb'es; visto nao ser possivel a hum particular promptamenta fechar as mesmas 
roturas, e presentemente esta pendente, e em caminho para a deciscio huma pretencdo de igual natureza da 
coinminidade de Chord° acerca de varzea de Sr. Ignacio Soares." 
80 Ibid., Doc. No. 9, pp. 48-52. 
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more uncertain was the guarantee of the timely payment of state dues. In this case the suits 

against the defaulters to be resorted to, would also multiply manifold. 8 ' Regarding the 

same issue mention may be made of the gaunkars of Pernem who asked for the dissolution 

of their communidades in 1881 and division of the land amongst themselves. The result 

was that within a generation Pernem faced a lot of fragmentation of land. For the State it 

became impossible to keep track of its tax payers in the absence of any authentic land 

records. Therefore, when Contributed° Predial was introduced the government had to not 

only abolish the collection of the old foros but also forego collection of arrears of the same. 

This was true of other parts of the New Conquests as wel1. 82  In this manner the gaunkars of 

the New Conquests gained. Perhaps the gaunkars of the Old Conquests also would have 

gained in likewise manner if they had agreed to dissolve their communidades and 

distribution of the land amongst the constituent members. 

Thus, probably the dissolution of the communidades and the consequent division of 

property on the lines proposed would have been beneficial to the countryside and the 

people. Having abolished the communidades it would have been lot difficult for the Estado 

to meet its growing financial needs. In fact a large chunk of the state revenues came from 

taxing the countryside, the collection of which was the responsibility of the 

communidades. 

81  Ibid., Doc. No. 5, pp. 23-24. 
82  Antonio Floriano De Noronha, op. cit., pp. 95-122. 
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(d) Extent of Cultivation 

In the first half of the 19 th  century, without leaving a span of land, all the land of the 

communidades was utilized for rice cultivation during sorodio and vangana (rabi and 

kharif crops) continuously. Besides the hillsides, plains, and river banks were utilized for 

the cultivation of secondary crops like nachinim, culith, mugo and all other types of 

legumes. Moreover, the same lands were utilized for cultivation of vegetables, greens and 

sugarcanes, based on the suitability of the land. It was said that due to the decline in trade 

and commerce many families especially those that were earlier employed in the coastal and 

internal country trade had shifted their attention to agriculture. These people worked 

tirelessly in cultivating the land in the absence of any alternative sources of earning 

livelihood.83  

Distribution of Agricultural Crops in Goa: 84  

Total 

Cultivated 

Area 

Paddy 

Cultivation 

Coconut 

Plantation. 

Areca 	nut 

Cultivation 

Legumes, 

cereals, 

vegetables, 

etc 

Area 	under 

fruit 

cultivation 

165430 hect. 123926 hect. 15965 hect. 539 hect. 15000 hect. 10000 hect. 

83  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc. No. 6, pp. 29-30 
84  Boletim 	2" of December, 1879, No. 105, pp. 801-802. 
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0 Paddy Cultivation 

o Coconut 
Plantation 

o Fruit Trees 

o Legumes, Cereals 
and Greens 

It is evident from the above that the area under paddy cultivation is very extensive 

and is almost four times the area under cultivation of other crops like coconuts, areca cuts, 

other cereals, legumes and vegetables as also fruit trees. Similarly, the area under areca nut 

cultivation was very negligible. It was only 539 hectares for entire Goa. 

As a result of the measures taken by the Department of Agriculture there were a lot 

of changes in the positive direction regarding the development of agriculture both in 

quantitative and qualitative terms in the Old Conquests. There was a perceivable increase 

in the cultivable area in Goa. For instance, the Juiz das Communidades of Bardez says in 

1825 that all the cultivable area of the communidades of that province was put to use so 

much so that due to lack of adequate cultivable area the fanners asked for the lands near the 

rivulets, passes, etc., and other lands of common utility for tilling and to have rice 

cultivation. Besides, the network of embankments which existed in the midst of the rice 
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fields were used for coconut plantation as is evident from the review of the Bulletins of the 

period under study. The result of all these was that the Taluka of Bardez was one of the 

better cultivated area of Goa. 85  

Similarly, the Taluka of Ilhas was also all cultivated to the extent possible and lack 

of cultivable lands made the people of that province also, to ask for, on lease the marshy 

and swampy areas, formed by the alluvium brought down by heavy rains. However, many 

villages for decades faced labour problems as they had become depopulated due to 

constant epidemics and other natural disasters. These included villages like Corlim, 

Carambolim, Azossim, Mandur, Gauncim, Neura o Grande, Neura o Pequeno, Goalim - 

Moula, Talaulim, Chorao, Piedade, S. Mathias, Naroa, Gandaulim, Bambolim, Siridao, 

Panelim, Agacaim, and, Ella. 86  However, these and other villages were cultivated with the 

help of the cultivators coming from the New Conquests region. 87  

In Salcete, two thirds of the land was put to use for the cultivation of different crops 

while a third of the cultivable land was left uncultivated which was the land that was arid in 

nature. 88  Villages, which had less cultivation, included those that were commissas and 

those that had very less habitation like those from Mormugao to Quelossim, due to constant 

epidemics, which devastated these villages. 89  

85  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa 	§§ 32, p. 29; here also refer to, Resposta do Juiz das Communidades de 
Bardez, Doc. No. 5, p. 22. 
86  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccilo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 96, p. 180. 
87  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa 	§§ 33, p. 29. 
88  Ibid., §§ 34, pp. 29-30. 
" Ibid. Also see for a more complete idea of the extent of the cultivation in Goa during the first half of the 
nineteenth century, Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos 
das Ilhas, Salsete e Bardez, Mapa no. 7, pp. 46; Read by the same author, 0 Gabinete Litterario das 
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The cultivation and production of rice was always on the increase and was always 

animated according to Administrator of Salcete, Francisco Salvador Gomes." This is also 

true of other talukas of the Estado, except those villages which had no communidades. For 

instance, villages administered and rented out to individual owners by the Public 

Exchequer like those of Assolna, Velim, Ambelim, Paroda, Talvorda and Mulem were 

relatively much backward and deteriorated by way of agricultural production and were 

susceptible to reforms and development. 

Similarly, the various estates of the Fazenda in various villages of the New 

Conquests, though had been profitably rented out by the government, were in the first half 

of the 19 th  century in a much-deteriorated state. 91  These included all the villages of Satary 

or Sanquelim, Embarbarcem, Astragar, the villages Cotigao, Maulinguem, Caregal and 

Bordem of Canacona of the New Conquests. In fact, in the New Conquests the state of 

affairs was in such a deplorable condition that the government earned its foros mostly by 

taxing lands destined for the cultivation of legumes, coconuts and areca nut plantation, etc., 

rather than the rice fields. In the New Conquests, the rice fields were mostly in the hands of 

individual owners with the latter having acquired the same through usurpation. 

Though the New Conquests was very extensive the area under cultivation was very 

limited. For instance, the total area of Sanguem taluka was 81,500 hectares. However, by 

Fontainhas, Vol. 2, p. 1; read, Defensa ..., Doc. No. 3-28, pp. 5-80; In Bandos..., Vol. I, see under the titles of 
the respective provinces of the New Conquest region for the state of agriculture in the New Conquest region. 
" Noticia Respective a Agricultura do Concelho de Salcete, Administracdo do Concleho de Salcete em 
Navelim, 26 de Setembro de 1849 — 0 Administrador do Concelho de Salcete, Francisco Salvador Gomes as 
quoted in Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa §§ 34 & Doc. Nos. 3-5, pp. 30-31 and 4-28. 

Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa 	p. 67. 
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1900 the area under permanent cultivation was only 4,896 hectares. Of these the area under 

paddy cultivation was 1,359 hectares, while that under coconut and areca nut plantations 

was 1916 hectares. About 1,575 hectares was collectively under the cultivation of areca nut, 

mangoes and jackfruits. Besides, 700 hectares were utilized for the cultivation of various 

cereals consumed by the local people. 92  

Similarly, the taluka of Canacona comprised of a total area of 34,700 hectares, 

which together with that of the torofo (economic association of neighbouring villages) of 

Cotigao of about another 15,000 hectares, though was highly fertile were all lying fallow 

and unused up to the beginning of the twentieth century. On the other hand land in Quepem 

taluka that comprised of 34,600 hectares was mostly utilized for cultivation. Still vast lands 

were susceptible to the initiation of the second crop, as also for the cultivation of coconuts, 

cashew and bamboos. 93  

In Sanquelim, about 4,274 hectares were under cashew cultivation, 44 hectares 

under banana cultivation, and 4 hectares under sugarcane cultivation. In 1900, the area 

under orchards was 541 hectares; the area under coconut and areca nut cultivation was 

1,093 and 237 hectares, respectively. Besides, an area of 67 hectares had mixed cultivation 

of coconuts and areca nuts. The area under paddy cultivation was 1802 hectares and 112 

hectares for rabi and kharif crops, respectively. Similarly, the paddy fields yielding two 

92  Vicente Joao de Figueiredo, "0 Desenvolvimento da Agricultura e o Regime Florestal nas Novas 
Conquistas", in Jaime Rangel (ed.), Oitava Congresso Provincial da India Portuguesa, Vol. 1, Bastora: 
Tipografia Rangel, 1929, pp. 46-47. 
93  Ibid., pp. 47-48. 
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crops in a year included an area of 112 hectares." 

In Ponda taluka, the area under paddy cultivation was 1,595 hectares and 29 

hectares for the rabi and kharif crops. Besides, an area of 29 hectares produced two crops 

in a year. Horticulture and sugarcane cultivation covered an area of just 2 hectares each. 

Similarly, exclusive coconut and areca nut cultivation covered an area of 1,695 and 875 

hectares. Besides, an area of 28 hectares had mixed cultivation of coconuts and areca nuts. 

Bamboo cultivation covered an area of 349 hectares while orchards covered an area of 260 

hectares. Fruit trees existed on an area of 91 hectares. 95  

On the whole the production of paddy, nachinim, and other legumes was not 

abundant but there was a deficit of around a third of a year. 96  However, it was opined that 

if the Ilhas of Goa, the Capital of the Estado was not to have the burden of sustaining large 

number of foreigners then perhaps what the lands produced would have been enough for 

the year. These foreigners came in large numbers in large ships and small crafts throughout 

the year. Similarly the principal residents had large families and a still large number of 

servants to sustain. This was the reason for the insufficiency of cereals and legumes. 97  In 

the province of Bardez the density of population was responsible for the deficit in cereals, 

which were not enough to last the year. Due to this the people were forced to import the 

food-grains from the Ghats and the south. 98  Though there was a general lack of provisions 

94  Ibid., pp. 48. 
95  Ibid., pp. 48-49. No information is available on similar lines for the talukas of Pernem and Saari. Besides, 
an area of 67 hectares had mixed cultivation of coconuts and areca nuts. 
96  Vicente Joao de Figueiredo, op. cit., Doc. No. 9, pp. 15. 
97  Ibid., Doc. No. 3, pp. 12-13. 
98  Ibid., Doc. No. 6, pp. 32-33. 
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for about a third of a year in the light of the fact that all the cultivable land was put to use by 

the Communidades nothing much could be done in those times. With regard to the 

production of rice in Salcete there was a deficit for about four months in a year. 

(e) Rice Cultivation 

The different types of rice fields included the Shamans, Sapal, Cantor, Battes, 

Quero, Dulpans, Bim-Cairim, Mordons, or Molloys, Gally and Gallis.99  The khazans lands 

were near to the river banks, the battes and queros were further away near the uplands, 

while the molloys and gallis were on the hill sides or above the mountains. The molloys 

were lands usually at the foot and along the slopes of the hills, where the soil was sandy and 

as such produced just 4, 8 or 10 times in proportion to the quantity and quality of seeds 

used. On the other hand the khazanas which were formed due to the sediments brought by 

the rivers during the monsoons from the hilltop which were highly fertile in nature and 

which led to the production in the range of 20 to 30 times in proportion to quantity and 

quality of the seed used. I  °° 

Various measures were ordered by the Department of Agriculture so that the 

communidade lands especially the rice fields could be subjected to two crops in a year. 

Earlier, the government decreed that the communidades should spend on digging up new 

" Filippe Nery Xavier, Descripccio do Coqueiro, Arequeiro, Arroz, e Moedas de Goa, Nova Goa: Imprensa 
Nacional, 1866, pp. 45-47. 
100  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc. No. 3, pp. 6-7. "...molloys terrenos encanteirados em Alturas, scio 
estrumadas alguns com o lodo, como homogeneo, outros com cinza, feitos nos mesmos canterios, com 
arbusto ali queimado para dar maior calor a terra, por issso mesmo que a terra alto nab tern tanto calor 
proprio, como as terras baixas nab tratando do calor apparente do sol". 
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wells, lakes, ponds, tanks, etc. This helped in subjecting some field to two crops. But the 

percentage of lands that had two crops in a year was too less. By the end of the 19 th  century 

only 10 per cent of the cultivable area was reduced to two crops in a year, whereas 90% of 

the land remained idle for about two-thirds of the year. Some of the villages that had about 

10% of the land reduced to two crops in a year included Colua, Cortalim, Davorlim, 

Doncolim, etc. This increased to 25% in villages like Calangute and Raia. However, in 

villages like Curtorim, Guirdolim, Macazana, Margao, Seraulim, Vanelim, etc., the area 

subjected to two crops was more than 50%. There were exceptions like the village of 

Cuncolim where the fields cultivated with the kharif crops were almost double to those of 

rabi. Similarly, in Verna kharif lands were six times higher than the sorodio lands.' ° ' 

However, farmers were largely dependent on the monsoons for having good 

production. But the problem was that any change in the normal pattern of the progress of 

the monsoons affected the crops thereby giving less produce. These various causes were 

responsible for less agricultural production in Goa and the system of communidade could 

not be blamed for it. 

During this period some of the rice fields of the communidades especially the low 

lying khazana lands were utilizing lodo (slush or alluvium) brought down by the rivers 

during the rainy season as fertilizing agent. This has led to a manifold increase in the 

production in proportion to the seeds used. The Department of Agriculture averred that if 

one and all utilized the said lodo throughout Goa then it was possible to have a triple fold 

1° ' Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic° das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, Sakete 
e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. II, pp. 40-401 
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increase in production. 102  

The rice fields which were saline in nature or the khazanas bordering the numerous 

networks of rivers that crisscrossed Goa were manured with the said lodo from the adjacent 

rivers and rivulets every three years.' °3  Lodo was the slush brought down in the monsoons 

and which was abundantly available on river banks. The lodo was very rich fertilizing 

agent and its use gave abundant produce to the farmers. It was not possible to manure all 

the rice fields with fertile lodo due to various practical difficulties. The quality of the soil 

differed from place to place and their susceptibility to the use of the lodo was different. 104 

 The lodo as manure was good to those rice fields which were also saline in nature. These 

rice fields were near to the salt and brackish waters. However, the same was not good for 

fields that were less saline and sandier. 1°5  In fields that were sweet and sandy the people 

used other types of manuring agents like ash, salt-water fish, excreta of pigs, dung, etc. I06 

 The use of ash was highly beneficial because rice thrives in hot and humid conditions and 

the use of ash was a contributory factor towards this. 

The use of lodo also depended on the type of seeds used. The different varieties of 

rice-seeds used by the people included Asgo, Asguy, Babry, Bello, Belly, Bilare, Calaqui, 

Callo or Cavaco, Caro-asgo, Caaro-quendalo, Colasso or Colasso, Corgunto, 

102 Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc. no 28, pp. 53-68. "...a terra desk: Provincia eh montuoso. e os 
grandes agoaceiros arrastam toda terra vegetal, que vai depositar-se no leito dos rios, que cada dia se veto 
tomando innavegaveis: he por isso precis() estabelecer maquinas mavedicas que alinipa no baixa-mar as 
leitos destes Rios, e a terra extrahaida destes sendo o estrume o mais vantajoso para as arrozaes pode 
fornecer ali qual encontro a despeza deste trabalho". 
103  Ibid., Doc. No. 3, p. 12. 
104  Ibid., Doc. No. 4, p. 19. 
105  Ibid., Doc. No. 5, p. 24. 
1°6  Ibid., Doc. No. 4, p. 19. 
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Cotombor-sal, Darngo, Dongrem, Dovem-bim, Dovi-patni, Girisal, Nermare, Chonchoro, 

Chonchery, Saro-quendalo, Sirto, Sirty, Suncoly, Tambri-patny, etc. 107  Depending on the 

type of variety of seeds used, the farmers decided to use the lodo or not. For instance, in 

Salcete, lodo was not used to a great extent because the people used it only in fields that 

were non-saline, because of the great effort involved in transporting the same over long 

distances. Whereas, in the lands that were saline the farmers used dung, ash and green 

leaves so as to moderate the salinity of the land. I °8  

Moreover, it was contended that if all were to use the said lodo as manure then there 

would have been shortage for those fields that were habitually using the same as manure. 

The cost of transportation of lodo to the rice fields that were away from the rivers, in the 

interiors, would have been enormous and profit margin would surely have not been 

great. 109  

The lodo which served as manure in many of the rice fields had a sort of poisoning 

effect when used for some other crops like sugarcane, figs, potatoes, green vegetables, etc. 

Therefore, though the Department of Agriculture favored the general use of lodo so as to 

increase the production. Practical difficulties in its use prevented the farmers from doing so. 

In fact, by the Royal Orders it was accepted that the cultivators were the masters in agrarian 

matters and that they should be left free to judge for themselves what is appropriate for the 

proper utilization of the soi1. 11°  

107  Filippe Nery Xavier, Descripcdo do Coqueiro, Arequeiro, Arroz, e Moedas de Goa, pp. 41-43. '° 	Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc. No. 7, pp. 35. 
10°  Ibid., Doc. Nos. 5 & 6, pp. 24 & 32-33. 
II°  Ibid., Doc. No. 6, pp. 32-33. 
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The Department of Agriculture also proposed besides the use of lodo the leveling of 

the rice fields so as to increase the rice production. Perhaps, the Department of Agriculture 

thought that with leveling the fields could all be better and uniformly irrigated thereby 

increasing production uniformly. It is accepted by all that proper irrigation leads to 

increased production. The khazana lands were to a great extent plainer and leveled than the 

molloy and other lands on the side of hills and hillocks. Total leveling could not be done 

because of practical problems. For instance, terraced lands on mountain sides especially in 

the New Conquests could perhaps never be leveled. Similarly if one observes even in the 

low lying rice fields they have a very gentle slope mostly on one of the western corners so 

as to facilitate faster drainage of flood waters during the rainy season. The quick drainage 

of water, when the fields were inundated, was essential to prevent damage to standing 

crops in times of heavy showers. Moreover, the downpours in Goa during the monsoons 

were and are heavy. There was every fear that even if leveling was undertaken with heavy 

cost the loose topsoil would have been washed off during the rainy season, 111  and would 

have brought untold misery and loss to the communidades. The cultivator gaunkars might 

have perhaps not forgotten the continued sacrifices they had to make as a result of raising 

new embankments from the 1770s so as to bring additional khazana lands under cultivation. 

Though these new embankments helped to increase the cultivable area constant ruptures 

made the gaunkars to be on the watch, day and night, besides draining valuable resources. 

Hi  Ibid. 
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(f) The Insufficiency of Rice Production: 

From the 1770s the production of rice — that formed the staple diet of the people — 

was mostly increasing every year. However, at any point of time Goa has been a rice 

deficient state. This was due to the fact that the population in Goa increased tremendously 

in the nineteenth century. The population in 1852 for the State of Goa was only 

3,63,993. 112  The population increased to 3,90,500 by the year 1875." 3  However, by the 

end of the nineteenth century the increase in population was tremendous. The census of 

1910 gave the total population of Goa as 4,86,752 inhabitants. If children below the age of 

2 years who numbered about 30,799 were excluded then the rice consuming population 

was 4,55,953 individuals. From this should be separated children between the ages of 3 to 

10 years who would consume less than half of what the adults consumed. 114  

The total quantity of rice required for the population of Goa in 1910 at an average 

of 3 candis per adult per annum was as follows: 

Adults 	  357.950 X 3 = 1,073,850 candis 

Children between 3 to 10 years 	 98.003 X 1.5 = 1,47,004 	" 

Total population 	  ..455.953 = 1,220,854 	" 

112  Codigo dos Usos e Costumes dos Habitantes das Novas Conquistas, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1861, 
FP. 89-90. 

13  Boletim..., No. 106, 4 th  December, 1879, pp. 806-807. 
114 Milagres Lobo, "Emigracdo", op. cit., pp. 14-15. `... o censo da populacdo de 1910 regista, no distrito de 
Goa, total 486.752 habitantes. Excluamos, porem, a populacelo de menos de 1 a 2 anos como ntio 
consumidora, e dedusamos a populaceio de 3 de dez anos, como consumindo a metade do que precisa um 
adulto, e teremos: 486.752-30.779=455.953; subtraindo caste nzimero 98.003. de 3 a 10 anos, restam 
357.950 adultos.' 
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Jose Maria de SA who had a profound knowledge of Goan agriculture stated that the 

productive capacity of the rice fields was either 20, 15 or 10 candis, per 5,575 m 2 

 depending on the quality of soil. The Land-Survey Department (Reparticdo de 

Agrimensura) measured the cultivable area of Ilhas, Ponda, and Sanquelim to be 

6,39,78,027 m 2, 2,79,07,050 m 2, and 2,52,84,689 m2  respectively. Assuming that the 

average production for an area of 5575 m 2  to be 15 cumbos the production for the talukas of 

Ilhas, Ponda and Sanquelim might have been 8607, 3754.5 and 3401 cumbos, 

respectively. 120 

In all probability the average production for Goa as a whole at the beginning of the 

twentieth century seems to have been around 43631 cumbos. 121  For, if to this was added the 

imports of 14,379 cumbos then there was a deficit of around 3000 cumbos for meeting the 

average requirement of Goa of 61042 cumbos. However, if the production of 3220.2 

cumbos of nachinim, and other legumes and cereals was taken into consideration then 

barring small errors of calculation one may arrive at the average requirements of food 

grains for Goa at the beginning of the 20 th  century. 122  From the above one can infer that the 

average requirements of Goa were not satisfied by the local production and at least a fifth 

of the total cereal requirements were imported. It seems that it was against this background 

of insufficient food grain production that many people started emigrating from Goa. 

120  Ibid., by dividing these figures by 5575 m 2  we get the quotient of 11,475.8; 5,006; and 4535, for the three 
provinces. Multiplying each of these with 15 (that is average production of paddy per 5,575 m 2) and dividing 
by 20 (1 candil = 1 /20 cumbo), we get average production for Ilhas, Ponda, and Sanquelim as 8607, 3754.5 
and 3401 cumbos, respectively. 
121 

Refer to, Milagres Lobo, "Emigracao", op. cit., pp. 14-15. 
122  Ibid. 
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(f) Introduction of New Crops and Commercial Cultivation: 

There was an increasing initiative from the state for the introduction of new crops 

and for cultivating them on commercial basis. The Portuguese government carried out 

much concerted efforts from 1774 till 1794 for the propagation of cotton cultivation but did 

not have much success. 123  It made diligent though unsuccessful attempts for the plantation 

of cotton plants/saplings and, other plants as can be seen from the Orders of 16`" of August, 

1776, 124 of -th August, 1782 125 . Later it seems to have made some success as is evidenced 

by the Portaria No. 184 of 23rd  December, 1853. 126  These efforts were done at the cost of 

the communidades which were at times told to separate a third of their revenues for the 

cultivation of new crops. Cotton cultivation did not succeed in Goa mainly because of the 

fact that the low lands were all appropriated for the cultivation of rice, the staple diet of the 

common man. However, the high lands could not be put to use because the cost of 

cultivation for new crops always came to be higher than expected returns. 127  These lands 

were arid and dry and needed artificial irrigation something unheard of in those days in 

Goa. Nevertheless, the Department of Agriculture determined that the proprietors of 

coconut plantation should plant as many saplings of cotton at the foot of every coconut tree. 

However, as very few coconut groves were artificially irrigated the result was that having 

other plants at their feet the coconut trees started to give less production. Thereafter it was 

decreed that the cotton plantation be limited to the embankments owned by the government. 

123  Ibid., Doc. no. 3, pp. 12-13. 
124  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 92, pp. 
171-173. 
125  Ibid., Doc. No. 115, p. 203. 
126  Read for more details, Boletim ..., No. 51, dated 23 rd  December, 1853. 
127  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc. No. 3, pp. 12-13. 
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However these attempts were not very successful. Moreover, Goa did not have textile 

manufacturing units. Hence even if cotton was produced the raw material would have had 

little demand. For this reason the farmers were not ready to take to cotton plantation by 

sacrificing rice cultivation. I28  

Meanwhile the Portuguese introduced pepper cultivation in considerable scale in 

Goa. Pepper was produced only in the areca-nut plantations both in the Old and the New 

Conquests. As the areca-nut plantations used to provide both the much required shade and 

supporting stem for the pepper wines (besides making available abundant water supply) 

pepper was produced in large quantities in Goa and was an item of its export. I29  Pimenta 

longa or chilies was also largely produced in Goa but it was mostly for local consumption 

rather than for exports. 

The Department of Agriculture made the areca-nut owners to initiate coffee 

plantation on their estates. However, the plantation owners could not reap benefits from 

the same because the coffee drinking habit was but negligible among the general Goan 

populace. Similarly the production was very low and the item could not be profitably 

exported. The government did legislate to prevent for the loss of saplings, both of coffee 

and cotton, but these measures were largely ineffective. 130  

128  Ibid., pp. 44-46. It is said that it was not desirable to take to cultivation of cotton due to the fact that 
.frutos nao proporcionam as despezes, e os cuidados de que necessidades, por nao haver neste Paiz 

Tecelanicts, que possam dar consume a este artigo, advertindo que o que se compra de Ba'agate, para fazer 
linhas, que pela major parte extrahem nos dominios Britanicos, e Vizinhos, he por que custa menos, e da 
industria as femeas, que se occupam neste genero de linhas." 
129  Ibid. " ...a pimento, nao he susceptive' a sua cullura nos terrenos aridos, e secos, cum frutos 
correspondents, se nao nos humidos, e arecaes onde se semeia, e he porisso hum genero do exportacao deste 
Paiz." 
110 	• • Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc. No. 7, pp. 43-47. 
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Manioc was produced in large quantities in the years 1791 and 1792 due to the 

interest shown by the Portuguese government for its propagation. However, due to the fact 

that manioc-eating habit was never taken up by the local population, its cultivation died 

down in succeeding years. 131  It may also be mentioned that the land which was mostly arid 

and dry needed artificial irrigation; but this increased the cost of production and lowered 

the profit margin. Potatoes were also produced in Goa with other vegetables, pot herbs, etc., 

but only in those villages that had soil suitable and available for such cultivation. 132  The 

cultivation of maize was not undertaken because of not having appropriate soil. Like 

manioc maize also was little preferred for consumption. There were no attempts at making 

bread out of the maize flour so as to popularize its use. 

Teak plantation was not taken up on a commercial basis because the people 

considered it to be prejudicial to settlements. Even today the country folks relate teak 

plantations with ill health. However, teak trees did grow spontaneously especially in 

villages that remained deserted due to the constant epidemics which Goa faced. The 

gaunkars were of the opinion that considering the past experience, neither, the teak 

plantation, nor, that of cinnamon etc., could take consistency in these lands. The 

communidades as also the individual proprietors did undertake measures to initiate 

commercial plantation but suffered losses. The communidades neither received minimum 

subsidy from the Public Exchequer nor any indemnification in case of loss. The climatic 

conditions of Goa were considered to be not suitable for the cultivation of teak and 

cinnamon on a commercial basis. Though cinnamon trees existed here and there especially 

131  Ibid., Doc. No. 3, pp. 12-13. 
132  ibid., Doc. No. 3, 4 & 5, pp. 12-13, 21 and 25-26. 
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in the New Conquests the same was not exploited on a commercial basis. 133  

However, there were certain hurdles to the smooth socio-economic transition. Goa 

used to produce coconuts, jackfruits, mangoes, and tamarind, which were items of 

common consumption in abundance, but these were not exploited commercially. The 

communidades as also the individual owners were at the mercy of the thieves. 134  Losses 

resulting from the damage caused to standing crops by stray and wild animals were also 

substantial. 135  

The absence of adequate beast of burden involved a double loss to the countryside. 

One, many people who would have worked on the farms in producing vegetables were 

occupied in carrying the palanquins for the rich and several objects of transport. Absence 

of beast of burden meant lack of dung which could have served as good manure for the 

crops. In fact it was not costing much to procure farm animals like horses and asses yet 

little was done by the communidades in procuring the same for the use of its members. i 36  

It may be noted that very little was done for harvesting available water resources 

133  Ibid, Doc. no. 4, p. 21. 
134  Ibid, pp. 44-46. " mas que muito he, que destes raros artigos, que fazem hum Paiz abundante de genero 
de exportacdo nao tirem frutos, se os mesmos proprietarios nab estilo seguros dos seus cocos, das suas jacas, 
mangas, tamarindo, laranjas, toranjas, e outros artigos semelhantes, do consume ordinario, que, por falta 
dots providencias necessaries, esta entregue a sorte dos Ratoneiros, niio havendo a respeito destes castigo de 
qualidade alguma, se ndo recursos ordinaries, e de demandas, mais despendiosas nas custas das Cartoreiros, 
do que aproveitamento das partes, quando estes castigos deviam ser mais promptos, para tranquilidade 
publica, ao menos por huma previa, e sumarissima averiguacao, por perguntas de officio do Juiz, com se 
assentou no Assento de 17 de Abril de 1778, suscitando a lembranca das ordenacdes Livro 3 titulo 2. Art 1° 
e 4°, que estavam entido em esquecimento, assim como hoje estdo com o alvara de 3 de Abril de 1720, parto 
de benevolencia, e amor do soberano aos naturaes desta terra, excitada por hues Santos Dezembargadores, 
7ue ent"do existiam em Goa." 
35  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc. No. 28, pp. 53-68. 

136  Ibid., pp. 60-62. 
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for maximizing its use for the benefit of agriculture. For instance, it was also suggested that 

dykes made with intelligence could have arrested the waters in the river of Paroda that were 

getting wasted. The same water if harnessed properly would have enabled to fertilize a lot 

of agricultural fields. The expenses for the government or the communidade would have 

come to around 26,000 xerafins. 137  But the benefits would have perhaps been 

hundred-fold. 

(g) Thriving Coconut Plantation: 

The cultivation of coconut was extensive in the low lands where there was 

abundant sandy soil. However those coconut groves that were temporarily rented out or 

those that belonged to negligent and inattentive owners remained unattended to and 

yielded less. The cultivation of coconut had increased to such an extent that it was 

threatening the production of other crops especially that of paddy. It was rice that 

demanded all the public attention, which though was the staple diet of the people, was 

nevertheless in short supply. The shade of the coconut plantation and the embankments - 

on which the young coconut saplings were planted — that got destroyed during the 

monsoons were responsible for the farmers incurring losses. 

The decline in the prices of items like coconuts made the people apprehensive 

about taking to new cultivation. The decline in prices of coconut in the first half of the 19 th 

 century is said to have caused the downfall of many wealthy owner-farmers, causing great 

137  Ibid., pp. 63-64. 
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loss and subsequent penury. 138  The coconut could be sold at the beginning of the 19 th 

 century at the rate of 60 xerafins to every thousand nuts. Sometimes a thousand coconuts 

even fetched 80 to 100 xerafins. However, by the end of the first quarter of the 19 th  century 

and for a very long time thereafter a thousand coconuts were going at 18 xerafins or even 

less. Fall in prices, resulting from both abundant production and indiscriminate importation, 

led often to the stocks in warehouses getting spoilt for lack of adequate buyers. 139  

If there was decrease in prices and consequent disinterestedness in agricultural 

activities it was because of absence of any minimum support prices. The government 

instead of giving protection to local products sometimes implemented measures which 

were harmful to the Goan economy. For instance the government allowed unhindered 

importation of coconuts from outside Goa that became one of the major causes for the 

decline of the prices of the coconuts. Goa did have sufficient coconut groves, areca nut 

plantations, mango and cashew production as also bamboos grew in abundance. However, 

these were not commercially exploited because the market did not offer good prices. 

• 	 • Similarly, the taxes were also very fugh. 140  Th is resulted in diminution in agriculture 

because the cost of cultivation remained the same. 

If we just take the figures of importation of cereals and legumes from 1893 to 1903 

then on an average every year about Rs. 15,77,465 were spent. Of this the spending on 

purchasing paddy and rice came to about Rs. 1,326,211 every year on an average. If these 

figures are compared with the figures for the year 1876-77 then there was a two-fold 

138  Ibid., Doc. No. 5, pp. 25-26. 
139  Ibid. 
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increase in the value of imports of just rice. This came to a spending of about Rs. 2.4 per 

head in the year 1900, while in 1876-77 the amount was just Rs. 1.49 per head."' 

Therefore a sum of around Rs. 1,326,211 was spent every year from 1893 onwards 

in acquiring 1,43,366 candis equivalent to 2.289.841.752 litrosI42  of paddy. If we compare 

these figures with those of 1876-77, then there is a 79% increase in real terms. From this it 

is easy to understand the nature and extent of the 'deficit cerealifero '. I43  

Yet the people persisted with the coconut plantations. Earlier the coconut 

cultivation was thought to be the guarantee of economic balance, or, it was thought that 

export of coconuts helped balance the ever rising imports bill. People devoted all their 

efforts in raising as many coconut trees as possible. To know the extent of coconut 

plantation it is enough to note that in the mid 19th  century Francisco Luis Gomes says that 

the total gross production of coconuts in Goa was about 23,108,457. However, by the end 

of the 19th  century only the coconuts exported came to about 25,344,298 per year on an 

annual average. This figure, which is only of the coconuts exported, is by any standards 

superior to the figures for the mid 19 th  century. I44  Increase in production was not because 

of changes in agricultural patterns that increased production per coconut tree. The resultant 

increase was solely due to the fact that more cultivable area was destined for coconut 

cultivation by the end of the 19 th  century. But due to both high taxes and glut in the market 

140 Ibid., Doc. No. 7, p. 36. 
141 Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, Bastora: 
Typographia Rangel, 1905, pp. 51-53. 
142  A Litro is a metric unit of capacity, equivalent to about I % pints. 
143  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 51-53. 
144  Ibid., pp. 53-56. 
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due to over production the exports of coconut and copra had started declining. 

The Cereal deficit at the end of the 19 th  century rose by more than Rs. 7.5 lakhs 

every year in comparison to the year 1876. Whereas, increase in revenue earned during the 

same period by way of exporting coconuts and copra was only a third of this. From this one 

could clearly understand that it was no longer the coconuts which helped to balance the 

widening gap between the imports and exports. 145  With every succeeding year the gulf 

between the average cereal requirements and the actual production went on widening. The 

people in these circumstances thought of emigrating to the territories under British control 

for earning their livelihood. 

It is really very difficult to get an accurate data for the agricultural production of the 

different regions of Goa for the full period of the study i.e., from 1750 to 1910. A crop-wise 

and taluka-wise analysis for the different regions of the Old and New Conquests is still 

more difficult due to lack of adequate data. 
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Table Showing Average Annual Agricultural Production in Ilhas Taluka in 1900 and 

its Monetary Value: 146  

Commodities Quantity Value (in 
Rupees) 
301136 Paddy 5572 (cumbos) 

Pal ha (straw, hy) -- 5323 
10293 2 Coconuts 4806576 

Palm-leaves -- 1423 
Mangoes (hybrid) 1830000 13912 
Manguinhas (local wild 
varieties) 

1764200 1854 

Jackfruits 56843 4852 
Tamarind 6180 (moos) 2000 
Brindao and other fruits -- 1136 
Chillies, Onions and greens 1540 
Nachinim and legumes 945 
Cashew nuts 83 (cumbos) 7000 
Areca nuts 245 (moos) 468 
Bamboos 86425 3300 
Panha (tobacco) 370 (milos) 785 
Timber -- 1995 
Others -- 199 

Rice formed the major item of production and its production for the taluka of Ilhas 

was 5572 cumbos valuing Rs. 3,01,136. The production of rice in Salcete was 8736 cumbos 

in 1897. This was almost two times the average production of rice in the mid nineteenth 

century. For instance, in 1847, the total rice production in Salcete was just 4199 cumbos. 147  

Similarly, the production of rice in Bardez was about 5556 cumbos in 1847. 148  For Goa as a 

whole the total production of Rice was 43631 cumbos in 1900. Of these the production of 

rice for the New Conquests was about 11058.9 cumbos. In 1879, Goa produced only 

145  Ibid., pp. 57-58. 
146  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic° das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, Salcete 
e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de SA, Vol. II, pp. 5-6. 
147  Ibid., pp. 264-265. 
' 48  Ibid., pp. 412-413. 
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30,985 cumbos of rice, 149  and this was almost double the production of rice, as produced in 

the 1830s. For instance, rice production in the year 1832, was just 15,489 cumbos. 15°  

Coconut production constituted the major cash crop of Goa. The production for 

Ilhas only was 48,06,576 valued at Rs. 1,02,932. In Salcctc, the production of coconut 

increased three times within half a century. While in 1947, it produced about 51,82,948 

coconuts, the figure shot up to 1,65,37,175, in the year 1897. 151  The number of coconuts 

produced in Bardez was 46,95,500, in 1847. 152  Goa also produced in small quantities 

many other food and cash crops like nachinim (millets), cashew nuts, areca nuts, etc. 

III. Extraction of Rural Surplus:  

(a) Celeiro (Public Granary): 1776-1830 

Wars, rebellions, starvation, and, epidemics and pestilence were the constant 

problems faced by the Goan people from time to time. These endangered the finances of 

the Estado and affected its economy. The Portuguese government devised means to extract 

the rural surplus to tide over its financial difficulties. Thus, in 1648, lbr the first time in the 

history of Goa, the then Viceroy of Goa Conde d'Alva by his Decree dated 28 th  January, 

1648, created the public granary. The Senate of Goa and thereafter the Municipal Council 

of Ilhas were obliged to advance a sum of 50,000 xerafins for the importation of rice. This 

149  Boletim 	2 nd  December, 1879, No. 105, pp. 801-802. 
15°  See Appendix 4.1. 
151  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico Das Communidades Das Aldeas Dos Concelhos Das Ilhas, 
Salcete e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de SA, Vol. II, pp. 264-265. 
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importation was done with the view of public consumption in the monsoon season. 153  

However, the burden of importing rice for meeting the requirements of the people 

was shifted to the Coninninidades by the Decree of 4 11 ' of May 1648. Later on, by the 

Decree of 28 th  September, 1776, the government provided that the obligation that the 

communidades of the Old Conquests should contribute annually 10,000 xerafins to fill the 

stock in the public granary. This continued for more than half a century thereafter. The 

granaries were finally abolished by the Provincial Order of 7 1h  march, 1830, and I hr 

communidades were freed of the obligation of filling the public granary. I54  However, the 

communidades even thereafter had the obligation of providing for the maintenance of the 

under-privileged sections of the society. 

In order to facilitate communidades' contribution to the public granary without 

default the government allowed them freedom to bring additional land under cultivation. 

For this the communidades were asked to erect new embankments along-the river banks so 

as to bring the waste and marshlands under cultivation. 155  This did help increase the 

production in the countryside especially of rice. However, some of the communidades 

were excessively burdened with servicing the loans acquired to raise the new 

embankments for bringing additional lands under cultivation. In some of the villages like 

in Chcinchcny and Carmona in Salcetc the new embankments raised got destroyed 

frequently because of the nature of the soil, bringing untold misery and hardship to the 

I " Ibid., pp. 412-41). 
153  Ibid., p. 33. 
154  Ibid. 
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cultivators. So, in many cases efforts to bring additional land under cultivation were futile 

thus impoverishing the communidades. 15b  

It may be noted that whatever was collected from the communidades and the 

camaras in the granaries was not always used for feeding the needy and the poor. During 

wartime the government was quick to appropriate the reserve stock in the public granary 

for the consumption of the standing troops. 157  The granaries were also operated by the 

government, and its inefficiency was responsible for causing financial loss to the 

communidades. For instance the communidades of Salcete lost from 1768 till 1775 a sum 

of 5,724:4:48 xerttlins, and from 1776 till 1778, a sum or 9,619:3:49 xertijins. 158  These 

losses were in the form of stocks which remained unsold in the granaries. When Goa hardly 

produced rice sufficient to last for the entire year these losses might probably have had a 

demoralizing impact on the gaunkars of Goa. The granaries were finally abolished in 

1830. 15°  

(b). Sustenance of the Goan Church at the cost of the Communidades 

The decline of the Goan agriculture and the communidrules was also due to tlw fact 

that the latter were preoccupied with a whole range of things that were not intrinsic to their 

155  See, Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, 
Salcete e Burden, edited by Jose Maria de SA, Vol. I, Doc. No. 4 t , pp. 267-273. 
156  Ibid. 
157  Ibid.. Doc. No. 65, pp. 318-320. ' 
3,5(H) .verglirts 	etPactirrilih en? 
inuralha.-  
158 	ippe Nery Xavier, Deftnsa . 

yuantia despendida pela Camara Geral de Salcete em /737 Celeira: 
1739 pehi guarrtioh, h Pracir de ktu'hol par ocetisiiin tlu imwstio 

p. 42-44. Ilereia, refer to the Documemos (pie accompanliaram a 
Represenlacao da Camara Gera! de Salcele de 31 de Dezembro de 1779. 
159  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 185, p. 271. 
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functioning as agricultural associations. One was their preoccupation with the 'divine cult'. 

In the first chapter we have discussed the predominant role played by the communidades in 

the sustenance of the catholic faith. We have also noted various regulations passed from 

time to time in regulating the expenses of the agricultural associations on religion. But 

things hardly changed for these secular institutions. The communidades and the gaunkars 

were obliged to do all sorts of sacrifices sometimes far in excess of their known 

capabilities. I 6()  

The Public Exchequer paid annually a sum of 154:2:00 xerafins, as Congruas 

(ecclesiastical revenue at Easter time) to the church, I61  and maintained some Churches at 

its own cost. However, the rest of the Churches were run at the cost of the communidades, 

which besides, also established funds for their managing bodies, I62  in Salcete and Ilhas. 

Annual contributions both ordinary and extraordinary were also made. For instance, the 

communidades of Bardez spent heavily every year under the title of 'consignment or 

deposits' that happened to be the unique source of revenue of the Church. 163  

Similarly, the communidades spent huge sums on the extraordinary repairs of 

church structures, darning of vestments, and, repairs and replacement of other church 

utensils; however, the total computation of these sums may never be possible due to the 

160  Refer to Appendix 4.4. 
161  See, Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic° das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das llhas. 
Salcete e Burdez, P. 11, p. 75. The distribution of this was regulated in the following manner. To the Vigario 
was paid 100 xs; to the Thesoureiro da Fabrica 20 xs; to the Merinho was paid 14:2:00 xerafins; and 20 xs 
were for the maintenance of the sacristry or for the payment of the Sacrisido. The total amount was to be 
collected from the parishioners but this was never put into effect. By the Determinac5es Regias of 27 th  March, 
1704, and of 31" March, 1707, it was ordered to charge the same amount to the communidades. 
162  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa 	p. 35. 
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reasons already cited above. Nevertheless the figures supplied by the erudite investigator 

of the 19 th  century Filippe Nery Xavier help one to form an idea of the extent to which the 

communidades stretched their meager resources in maintaining the 'divine cule. 164  By any 

standard the spending on the divine cult was much higher than the spending on works that 

were intrinsic to the functioning of the communidades as agricultural associations like 

repairs of dykes and embankments, etc. 165  

In 1750, the Province Bardez spent a sum of 1 1,360:3:13 xerafins, the Province of 

Salcete 7,933:1:00 xerafins, while Ilhas spent about 4,568:1:00 xerafins on ecclesiastical 

activities. Similarly from the report of the Tanador-mor of Ilhas prepared in the year 1816 

says that the communidades spent in a period of 13 years a sum of 1,16,036:3:27 2/3 

xerafins, under the head of 'repairs and edification of churches', and, the extraordinary 

expenses on the same amounted to 86,749:1:39 xerafins. On the whole every year the 

communidades of Goa spent about a third of their income on the 'divine cult'. The 

celebration of the festivals of the 'saints' used to really drain the communidades of their 

valuable resources which could have been better utilized to bring about improvements in 

agriculture. 66  

Mention may also be made of the fact that the loans earlier acquired by the Jesuits, 

after their expulsion from Goa, were made the liability of the respective communidades 

163  See, Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das AIdeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas. 
Salcete e Bardez, P. 1, Mapa. No. 16, p. 62. 
164  Refer Appendix 4.4. 
165  See, Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, 
Salcete e Bardez, P. 11, pp. 153-174. 
166  Ibid., Doc. No. 84, pp. 357-363. 
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and the camaras. The villages of Ambely, Assolna and Velly formerly owned by the 

Jesuits earned for the Public Exchequer annually a sum of 35,000 xerafins by way of lease 

of the former Jesuit estates to private entrepreneurs. And, yet the communidades of Salcete 

had to pay annually a sum of 9,214 xerafins to service the debts which had been acquired 

by the Jesuits before their expulsion. The interest thus paid for nineteen years from 1773 to 

1782 was about 1,75,067 xerafins. I67  In this manner the capitalists who had advanced loans 

to the Jesuits got their due returns in the form of interests from the communidades. 

However, the communidades lost much of their finances. 

Winds of Change:  

The communidades paid every year to the church, the dividends of the jonns that 

had been allotted to the later from the first century of Portuguese occupation of Goa.'" 

However, with the promulgation of the Code of Communidades of 1905 the 'saints' were 

suddenly found ineligible to be enrolled as shareholders. Accordingly, the secretary of the 

communidade of Calapur certified in 1910 that the dividends on the nine jonns allotted to 

the saints would not be paid. The nine jonns referred to were awarded by the communidade 

since the 16 th  century for celebrating the annual feasts in the local Church in praise of Santa 

Cruz, Senhora do Rosario, Santa Ana, St. Anthony, St. Vicente Ferrer, St. Joao 

Nepomuceno, Santas Almas, St. Francis Xavier and St. Sebastian. As these shareholders 

were not in a position to present their birth certificates according to the Code of 

Communidades of 1905, the government upheld the contention of the communidade of 

167  Ibid., Doc. No. 59, pp. 302-303. 
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Calapur and the saints all over Goa were declared as ineligible to be enrolled as members 

of communidades. Henceforth, the 'saints' were not paid the yearly dividends. '69 

The promulgation of the Code of Communidades of 1905 should have paved the 

way for the initiation of the complete disassociation between the communidades and the 

Church. However, as the 'saints' could not be enrolled as shareholders, various 

communidades passed resolution providing for the setting aside of fixed amount for the 

celebration of Church feasts. For instance, the dispatch of the government dated 23 rd 

 August, 1910 granted the necessary permission to the communidades of Morombim de 

Grande and Taleigao for the substitution of the payment of annual dividend with fixed 

grants. Thereafter, the other communidades did not lag behind in asking for similar 

permission for assigning fixed grants to their patron saints. 170  Finally, it may be said that 

whatever were the gains achieved by way of promulgation of the Code of Communidades 

of 1905 were all nullified by the communidades themselves. It was the communidades 

which lost and got impoverished day by day. 

C. Taxes and other contributions: 

It has already been noted above, how the constant demands of the government led 

to the increasing indebtedness and impoverishment of the communidades. Mention has 

been made earlier in the chapter regarding the donations and expenses made by the 

168 Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das llhas, Salcete 
e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. II, pp. 1-30. 
169  Antonio Floriano De Noronha, op. cif, pp. 63-64. 
' 7°  Ibid. 
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Camaras Geraes of Ilhas, Salcete and Bardez within a period of half a century from 1700 

to 1750 which amount totaled to around 18,31,759:2:43 xerafins. 

Such donations and expenses continued to be asked for by the State up to 1834. The 

Public Exchequer owed to the communidades of the three provinces of Ilhas, Salcete and 

Bardez a sum of 3,475,197:1:36V2 xerafins which it had collected every year as loans in the 

form of one-third of the revenues collected from 1795 to 1808, which amount was reduced 

to one-sixth from 1808 till 1835. The interest of this sum, simple and cumulative up to 

1852 amounted to an almost equal sum. Similarly, the communidades were forced to 

contribute with even threats of imprisonment, towards the re-edification of the city of Old 

Goa in 1776 a sum of 1,14,840:2:57 xerafins. As a result of all this the communidades were 

pushed in a hopeless position of high indebtedness and forced to contribute in men, money 

and material for the proposed re-edification of the city of Old Goa. Simple interest on this 

sum amounted to 4,42,136:1:00 xerafins, up to 1852. 171  

The loans, donations and various other contributions were asked from the 

communidades besides the regular taxes which they had to pay without default.' 72  The 

taxes paid included the foro (tax or rent) in substitution for the earlier Ichushivre paid 

before Portuguese occupation of Goa and which Afonso d'Albuquerque had promised not 

to increase. Promises made were hardly kept. However, the foro due from the village 

community increased either due to depreciation of the currency, or, because of the 

171  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa 	p. 36-37; To have an idea of how the communidades were continuously 
bled white by the Portuguese in asking donations, loans, etc., under one pretext or the other throughout its 
domination in Goa, see, Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos 

Concelhos das Ilhas, Salcete e Bardez, P. II, pp. 107-116. 
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incorporation of new imposts with existing ones, as also due to the patent errors in the 

registration of various documents. I73  

From, 1705 onwards the communidades had to pay the additional taxes in the form 

of meios foros i.e., an addition of 50% over and above the existing foro. The annual 

collection of meios foros from Ilhas was of 4,267:1:03 xerafins in 1750 and rose by another 

1,200 xerafins, by the year 1777. In 1779, the Province of Salcete that paid foros 

amounting to 43,911:1:57 xerafins, also paid meios foros amounting to 21,955:3:28 1/2 

xerafins. Both the foros and the meios foros, were charged on the basis of the gross produce 

of the land. This shows that double taxation was very much in existence during the 

Portuguese rule. I74  

In spite of the fact that the land was heavily taxed, the Portuguese government by 

the Assento do Concelho de Fazenda of 30th  Sept. 1745, introduced the dizimos (tithes). 

This was a contribution of 10% on paddy, coconut, toddy and salt from all the cultivable 

lands in the Estado. However, with regard to the communidades this contribution was 

172  Refer to Appendix 4.5. 
173  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades dos Aldeas dos Concelhos das Ilhas, Salcete 
e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de Sa, Vol. I, Doc. No. 25, pp. 242-244. 
174  J. A. Ismael Gracias, 0 Imposto e o Regimen Tributario da India portugueza, pp. 51-90. For instance, in 
Ilhas, at the beginning of the 17 th  century the foro included such imposts as the ancient Khushivrat, 
Goddevrat, Culcorny-papoxy, Terra de Cajua de Gancim. The communidades of Ilhas also rid such other 
taxes as the Contribuicab de palha de arroz, feno sylvestre, olas de arequeira e de coqueiro. 1  4  As a result of 
the extinction of cavalry division of the Viceroy by the royal orders dated 25 th  April, 1771, the contribution in 
kind was all converted into cash contribution of 1,516:0:16 xerafins, from 1775 onwards. Similarly, The 
communidades of Salcete besides paying the foros, goddevrat, papoxy, e olas like that of Ilhas, also paid 
additional taxes under the title of utara, panchatres, andor, paco de Agacaim, hona, pezadores e leaes. At the 
time of Tombo Geral the total contribution of Salcete amounted to 85,604:1:18 tgs. Brs., or, 27,393:0:26 
xerafins. Likewise, Bardez, paid under the title of foros, alfandega, anfiao, urraca, boticas e miudesas, 
pagodes,e varados a total of tgs. brs. 28.871:3:06 according to the referred Tombo Geral of Francisco Pais. 
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limited to 5 % or meio dizimos. 175  This imposition was a heavy burden on the people who 

faced with repeated Maratha attacks and devastations of fields had to endure utter misery. 

However, by the Assent() dated 20th  January, 1751, the government responded to the pleas 

of the people who requested that they be exempted from this additional burden by saying 

that introduction of meio dizimos for the communidades and dizimos to the particulares 

was to fill the budgetary deficit, and was to be paid by the government. 176  

The total annual collection as dizimos from Ilhas was 57,940 xerafins, from Salcete 

it was 89,275 xerafins, and that of Bardez was 78,670 xerafins, for the year 1750. 177  From 

1745 up to 1850, the communidades paid a total sum of more than 4 millions of xerafins as 

meios dizimos to the Public Exchequer) 78  

From the 1850s the socio-economic scenario underwent another radical change. 

The then Governor General Barao de Villa Nova de Ourem ordered for the abolition of 

some hateful taxes. 179  This resulted in an annual saving of about 48,524 xerafins, for the 

communidades of Goa. However, from the same day the 5% exemption of dizimos granted 

to the communidades since 1745, was forthwith withdrawn. Henceforth, the 

175  This was done taking into consideration the huge sacrifices which were continuously made by the 
communidades and individual gaunkars whenever the Estado was in dire straits, financially. The fact that the 
income of the communidades was to a large extent solely realized by way of produce from the rice fields, the 
produce of which was of primary alimentation for the general populace and which was mostly in short supply 
for two-thirds of the year then made the Portuguese government limit the communidades' contribution on this 
head to 5%. See, Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das 
Ilhas, Salcete e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de SA, Vol. I, Doc. No. 30, pp. 252-254 
176  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhbs das Ilhas, Salcete 
e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de SA, Vol. II, p. 24. 
177  Ibid., Doc. No. 61, p. 312. 
178  Ibid., Doc. No. 89, pp. 368-369. 
179  These included the contributions denominated as (i) de palha verde e secca, (ii) de 3 companhias de 
sipaes, (iii) do presidio de Rachol e sustentes de cavallos, and (iv) de sustento de bufalos da Casa da 
Polovr a. 
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communidades were made to pay the dizimos in full. 180  This led to an additional burden of 

about 2,50,000 xerafins, per year on the communidades. I81  

In 1881, the Portuguese government introduced Contribuicao Predial of 10% on 

the net income of both the communidades and the individual proprietors. To this was added 

0.5% immediately which was later increased to 1% in 1896. In the same year another 0.5% 

was added to the then existing Contribuicao Predial for defraying the cost of revision of 

the land registry records and with the completion of the said survey the new additions were 

to come to an end. However, this never happened. On the contrary the Contribuicao 

Predial finally came to be collected at the rate of 12%. 182 

Government spending went on increasing especially to pay the salaries of the 

bureaucracy. Due to this the government increased the taxes on the farm sector. The 

increase in taxes especially the indirect taxes that harmed the interests of the average 

people were responsible for the poor economic condition in the countryside. The increase 

in taxes, both direct and indirect for the 30 year period from 1870-71 to 1900-01 is evident 

from the budget of the Estado from the following table.' 83  

180  Refer to, See, Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos das 
Ilhas, Salcete e Bardez, edited by Jose Maria de SA., Vol. I, Doc. No. 89, pp. 369-370. 
181  Francisco Luis Gomes, op. cit., pp. 39. 
182  Antonio Floriano De Noronha, op. cit., pp. 95-128. 
183  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, Nova Goa; Imprensa 
Nacional, pp. 138-144. 
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Table showing the increase in taxes in Goa during the period from 

1870-71 to 1900-01 

Years Direct (xerafins) Indirect (xerafins) 

1870-71 145,392,000 95,508,800 

1880-81 184,994,444 92,833,333 

1890-91 219,046,000 299,294,400 

1900-01 507,120,000 261,422,000 

The increase for each inhabitant was of 28 % and 36 % for the direct and indirect 

taxes, respectively, for the thirty year period from 1870 to 1900. 184  Thus the per head 

increase in taxes from 1870 to 1900 were as follows: 185  

Table showing the per head increase in taxes during the period from 

1870-71 to 1900-01 

Years Per head increase 

in taxes 

Years Per head increase 

in taxes 

1870-71 626.6 reis 1890-91 923 	reis 

1880-81 671.5 reis 1900-01 1,445 	reis 

Though there was a substantial increase in burden for the people in the last quarter 

of the nineteenth century mention may be made of the fact that no grand projects of great 

monetary value were undertaken by the government so as to justify the augment in taxes. 

184 The percentages are calculated after taking into consideration taking into consideration the increase in 
population for the same period based on the statistics given by Dr. Torrie and the census reports of 1881, 
1887 and 1900. 
185 Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Porlugueza — Escudos Economico -Sociaes, pp. 138-144. 
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Neither were there any natural calamities to necessitate that people be taxed so highly. 

Even then public expenditure increased as is evident from the following figures: 186  

Table showing the increase in the expenditure of the Portuguese government 

during the period from 1870-71 to 1900-01 

Years Expenditure (xerafins) 

1870-71 33,862,000 

1880-81 476,968,319 

1890-91 759,570,525 

1900-01 1,029,000,000 

Thus the expenditure which was just 33,862,000 xerafins in 1870-71 increased to 

astronomical heights to give a figure of 1,029,000,000 xerafins, in 1900-01. 

The increase in expenses per head for the same period from 1870 to 1900 is evident 

from the following table: 187  

Years Expenditure (xerafins) 

1870-71 1648.8 reis 

1880-81 1152.8 reis 

1890-91 1353 	reis 

1900-01 1935 	reis 

From the above figures it is rather evident that over a thirty year period while the 

government revenues increased by 31 % from 1870 to 1900 the public expenditure 

186  Ibid. 
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increased by 61 % while the increase in population for the same period was 72 %. The 

increase in expenses was in procuring the essential goods for the consumption of the 

people. 

Taking into consideration the various imposts like Contribuicao Predial, foros, 

meios foros, etc., one can fairly conclude that the Portuguese government collected around 

a fifth of the gross produce of the land at the end of the 19 th  century. The collection was 

legislated to be the responsibility of the communidades and the office of the sacador at the 

village level was given the responsibility for collecting the dues of the Public Exchequer. 

Safeguarding, the interests of the State was a strong factor as to why the Portuguese 

government did not dissolve the communidades. They were also charged with the task of 

discharging various welfare activities. However, the latter was responsible for the decline 

and decay of the Goan communidades. 

Thus the agrarian economy which was in doldrums in the first half of the eighteenth 

century got activated with the establishment of the Department of Agriculture. In fact the 

Department of Agriculture was set up to have optimum utilization of cultivable land-space, 

acquired by new conquests, reclamation as well as by confiscation from Jesuit order. The 

consequent increase in the agrarian production was unprecedented. Corresponding to the 

increase in production there was an increasing attempt from the Portuguese to extract the 

surplus by way of different taxes. These taxes and compulsory contributions that were to be 

paid for sustaining divine cults and church activities reduced the possible surplus accumulation 

with the communidades, depriving the gaunkars of the opportunity to take profit out of the 

187  Ibid. 
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increase in agrarian production. 
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Chapter V 

Goan Communidades as Social Welfare Institutions 

The fundamental function of communidades of Goa, as agricultural associations, 

was to effectuate measures necessary for the agricultural development of the area under 

their jurisdiction as has been seen in the earlier chapter. Better agricultural production 

meant higher profits for the communidades. However, very often many communidades 

had no distributable surplus at the end of the year. This was to a great extent because of 

the fact that the communidades undertook various social welfare activities for the benefit 

of the rural society that ultimately reduced the quantum of their. distributable surplus.' 

The communidades had to contribute their mite in constructing roads, taking care of the 

destitute women, widows and orphans, erecting the dykes and embankments, building 

schools, providing for the maintenance of the school teachers, building culverts, 

providing medical facilities for the people in times of epidemics, repairing schools, 

churches and cemeteries, providing for the maintenance of the divine cult, etc. In fact 

several of the welfare activities were, in course of time, conveniently shifted on to the 

shoulders of the communidades, whereby the gaunkars might channelize their agrarian 

surplus for relieving the burden of the state in carrying out rural development. 

It is a historical fact that the villages owed to their communidades in the 

eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries the net-work of public roads,. the aqueducts of 

rain water and those for irrigation of rice-fields and areca-groves, the top draining of 

Joaquirn Bernardino Cat.So da Costa, 0 Triumpho da Verdade, pp. 7-39. 
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marshy lands, the catchment of waters, the public security and such other works carried 

out today by the municipalities and local boards. 2  

The execution of the above works was made the responsibility of the 

communidades and the expenses on these constituted their liability. All this was carried 

out under the direction and supervision of their managing bodies and under government 

tutelage. There existed no other institution elected by universal suffrage of the villagers at 

the village level for promoting social welfare. The gaunkars were made all powerful and 

the existence of the institution of communidades continued, perhaps, to make them 

shoulder these responsibilities. The budget of the Estado did not earmark any amount for 

rural development. 3  

In order to have a better understanding of the day to day functioning of the rural 

society and economy it is important to investigate the nature of social edifice, which the 

communidade system fabricated and to look into the various welfare activities undertaken 

by it. These welfare activities might be divided into two broad categories. One, those 

which were undertaken by it as agricultural institutions and were related to augmenting 

agriculture in the countryside as mentioned above. The other was to make life better for 

the residents and these were not related to their function as agricultural associations. Like 

for instance, many Goan communidades provided for the widows and orphan children 

including the young girls of the gaunkars. The widows and orphan children of the 

2  Rui Gomes Pereira, op. cit., pp. 24-29; refer to, Regimento de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), 
op. cit., Cap. 20.° & 21.°, pp. XXV; here refer, Doc. No. 542, pp.165-169. 
3  J. A. Ismael Gracias, 0 Impost° e o Regimen Tributario da India Portugueza, pp. 51-90; also see, 
Colleccdo do Legislacdo Novissima do Ultramar, 1866 e 1867, Vol. VI, Lisboa: Imprensa Nacional, 1875, 
pp. 147-195, 223-273 and 555-559. 
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culachars, jonnkars, etc., were also provided pension or maintenance grants sometimes 

on par with the gaunkars and in other instances on a lower scale. 4  

When the Portuguese conquered Goa, they found that the communidades were 

engaged in social welfare activities in the villages of Goa. It was one if not the only 

reason which led them to maintain the communidades. 5  The communidades spent 

substantially for promoting the advancement of agriculture. Besides, made the 

communidades defray the expenses for setting up primary schools, 6  providing regular 

health services in the respective village, and additional emergency cells in cases of 

epidemics, for all the inhabitants without distinction. 7  

The Portuguese government insisted on the observance of old traditions of 

making the communidades contribute towards welfare activities despite the vehement 

protest of the gaunkars and without paying heed to the fact that the villages had ceased to 

4  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. II, pp. 
41-254,276-411 and 419-485. 
5  R .ui Gomes Pereira, op. cit., pp. 24-25. 
6  Portaria Provincial do governo do Estado da India, dated 17th  August, 1841, which created the parish 
schools maintained by the communidades. This disposition was reaffirmed again on 23 rd  September, 1841, 
14th  November, 1842 and 29 th  January, 1843, but was recognized by the authorities that it was not fair to 
make the communidades solely responsible for this. Therefore, the proceeds collected by way of `Subsidio 
Lilterario' since 1773 was also to be concurrently utilized for this purpose. But the communidades were not 
relieved of the burden. J. A. Ismael Gracias, 0 Imposto e o Regimen Tributario da India Portugueza, pp. 
78-79. 
7  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de Sa, Vol. II, pp. 
155-156. From 1845, the communidades were obliged to cater to the society in times of epidemics by 
defraying the cost of the physicians, their transport as also providing the affected people with medicines; 
Filippe Nery Xavier, Collecctio das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 300, p. 388. 
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be occupied only by the gaunkars, who constituted a minority in the villages and the their 

structure was found totally modified. 8  

During the Portuguese rule, the communidades were so much involved in 

providing services that were of the nature of public welfare that even scholars like Cunha 

Rivara 9  and Filipe Nery Xavier were led to think that social service and municipal 

functions were inherent and essential functions of the communidades. Both these scholars 

were on the pay roll of the Estado, and published works that argued for the continuation 

of the communidades as welfare institutions. 10  The fortunes of the Estado had dwindled 

following the decline of trade from the 17 th  century onwards. Moreover, the constant 

wars with its European rivals in the 17 th  century and the skirmishes with the neighbouring 

Indian rulers had a very bad impact on the financial resources of the Estado." Because of 

this the Estado was eager that its social welfare obligations were shifted on to the 

communidades. The works produced by the above mentioned historians should be seen in 

the perspective of the government attempt to make the communidades shoulder these 

burdens. Thus, "besides the functions which the communidades performed as agricultural 

associations", opines Cunha Rivara, "they are corporations of public order with an 

Joaquim Bernardino Catao da Costa, 0 Triumpho da Verdade, pp. 7-39; Francisco de Rancon, "As 
Communidades Agricolas de Goa", in Boletim do Instituto Vasco da Gama, No. 12, pp. 26-76; Filippe 
Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., pp. 71-72. 
9  J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das Communidades ..., pp. 2-3. He writes in the following manner 
justifying his views that the communidades were organizations with municipal functions. " ... Se 
contemplarmos as vicissitudes, por que tern passado as aldeas indianas desde o tempo da conquista ate ao 
presence, acharemos que em nada se alterou a essencia da organisaccio municipaes das gancarias e 
communidades; e assim concluiremos esta parte do nosso trabalho repetindo o que diSsemos no principio 
do nosso I .° Brado: As Communidades das aldeas da India silo verdadeiros municipios. Proval-no as leis, 
refere-o a historia, e vemo-lo por nosso alhos." 
io Cunha Rivara was the chief Secretary to the Portuguese government, and, Filippe Nery Xavier was 
working as the Official-maior for the Portuguese government in the nineteenth century. 
I I  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de SA, Vol. I, Doc. 
No. 52, 60, & 63, pp. 287-292 and 311-316. 
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extensive municipal power and administrative, judicial and electoral jurisdiction. This is 

proved by the laws; it is referred to in history; and, is seen with one's own eyes. The 

municipal nature of the communidades was so obvious, that the communidade was called 

Camara and based on the social composition of the gauncaria of Goa". I2  

Cunha Rivara argued that alterations that the communidades had undergone over 

the course of history neither infringed nor contradicted its municipal functions (in the 19 th 

 century Cunha Rivara and others considered public welfare activities of communidades 

as the principal municipal functions) as the laws provided ample proof for this and 

history was a good indicator of these facts as can be seen from their functioning from 

1750 to 1910. 

The village represented a social, civil and political unity in Goa. And what gave to 

the village this unity was besides the territorial unity the functioning of the 

communidades at the rural level that exercised a form of corporate governance through its 

members and other officials. I3  It was taken that the communidade included all the limits 

of the village comprising not only of those parts that were cultivated or administered in 

common but all the rest including the estate of the individual property owners as well. 

The individual property owners were not extraneous to the functioning of the 

communidades, because anyone who was not a gaunkar, cuntocar, etc., and who 

12  J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das Communidades ..., pp. 4-6. Here it must be specially 
mentioned that municipality structure in Portuguese administrative system was conferred only on leading 
cities and not on rural areas. Here the communidades seem to have been equated with the municipality 
probably because of the similarity in the functions carried out both by municipality and communidades in 
welfare-related activities. 
13  Ibid., p.52. 
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cultivated the common lands were either tenants or lessees of the communidades, and, in 

some form or the other enjoyed, the benefits and services that the communidade offered. 

The effective and smooth functioning of the communidades meant invariably gains to the 

individual owners (bhatkars). For instance, these people entrusted their estates to the 

officials of the communidades called vigias or terlos for watch and ward duties. 14 

 Similarly, they benefited from utilizing the roads, wharfs, common wells, springs, dykes 

and embankments etc., which the communidades had made at their own cost. Sometimes 

the communidades did ask for the services of the individual owners in carrying out repair 

works and they were well within their rights to demand such services because the latter 

benefited equally. Moreover, the individual owners of farm property were residents of the 

same province and residents of the same village 'republics' and had correlated rights and 

obligations for effective functioning of the rural society and economy.' 5  

Whosoever enjoys or partakes of common benefits had to contribute 

proportionately for creating facilities for enjoying such benefits. Thus an individual farm 

owner who used the village road, passed by a bridge, and benefited from all the other 

infrastructural facilities, created for and by the village, had firm obligation to subscribe 

proportionately according to the assets, which they owned in a particular village. But this 

was hardly the case. Individual proprietors rarely concurred with the communidade in 

carrying out developmental activities. For instance whenever there were ruptures in the 

dykes and embankments it was always the gaunkars who took the risk, both financial and 

more so personal, in making the repairs within twenty-four hours. The rice fields that got 

14  Jose Maria de Sa, op. cit., pp. 51-52; Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccilo das Leis Peculiares das 
Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 10, pp. 32-34. 
15  J.H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das Communidades ..., pp. 49-50. 
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damaged due to these ruptures included those of the communidade and the individual 

owners (bhatkars). But the latter hardly concurred in making any contributions. Often the 

individual proprietors abandoned their lands causing damage to the rural economy as a 

whole. Under such circumstances the fields owned and abandoned by the individual 

proprietors had to be taken over by the communidades. For instance the rice field 

denominated Varzea Cantor owned by Savetry Naiquinim in Cumbarjua was ordered to 

be taken over by the communidade in 1841, as its abandonment due to non-repairs of the 

adjacent embankment had led to considerable loss for the village economy. I6  Similarly, 

the fields owned by one Ignacio Soares denominated Bakanto• in Chorao were taken 

over by the respective communidade on payment of one-fourth of the produce annually to 

the concerned individual." 

It was said that the communidade was within its right to tax the residents of the 

village for meeting such expenses. This was done in the past in many other instances for 

other diversified purposes. The communidades imposed and collected taxes for 

extraordinary expenses which were not covered in their budgetary provisions. For 

instance they collected, through their agents, the malkhorch (for the expenses of Camara 

Geral) and Gramkhorch (for unforeseen expenses of the village). As was seen later the 

communidades brought about certain imposts like professional taxes and levies for the 

transit of merchandise in their respective areas. I8  However, at no point of time were the 

16  Assento de Fazenda Publica de 13 de Mar. de 1841 as quoted in Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa 
102-103. 
17 	• • 

Ftlippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., pp. 102-103. 
is  J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das Communidades 	pp. 65-68. 

• • • , 
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communidades allowed to impose tax on the rural people for meeting the cost of the 

developmental activities undertaken by them. 

Often the communidades were burdened to provide innumerable services to the 

Estado and to the society at large. The government (mis)used its tutelary authority in 

extracting from the communidades as much as possible for creating and maintaining rural 

infrastructure and for carrying out various welfare activities. I9  

While discussing the division of village lands it has been mentioned that the 

communidades reserved lands for the utility of its residents and the neighbours as well. 

These included land used as roads, streets, and other pathways for facilitating intra-

village and inter-village connectivity. They also reserved land for school, religious and 

social activities of the village. The existence of places denominated mandd in every 

village was a clear indicator of that. Evidently this can be seen in the regions of New 

Conquests. In many of the regions of New Conquests the communidades had 

extinguished and yet the places reserved for common benefit and utilization have 

survived to this day in the same form as had existed centuries back when the lands were 

occupied for the first time by the gaunkars.2°  

The communidades were made responsible for creating various infrastructural 

facilities to promote the smooth functioning of the local economy. For instance, the 

communidades made the roads and highways; but this fabrication of roads was done 

19  Ibid., p. 72. 
20  Filipe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., pp. 80-81 
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when the commundiades enjoyed prerogatives as local administrative units in each of 

their respective villages. However, later that was no longer the case from the second half 

of the 19`h  century. The communidades did not enjoy such prerogative anymore. And 

because of this they should not have been compelled to provide men, money and material 

for road making. It was pure injustice to do so after they had lost the pristine position that 

they once held. 21  However, the government considered it as an obligation of the 

communidades among other things to fabricate and to maintain at its own cost the rural 

infrastructure. 22  As we proceed it would be clear that the communidades were forced by 

the government to give land, labor, capital and even entrepreneurship for the service of 

the state and society. In fact land was leased freely, labour was demanded as free service 

by right, capital once invested never earned any interest, and the entrepreneurship offered 

brought back no profits for the communidade. 

It seems that the concept that the communidades were organizations to carry out 

public activities was erroneous, for before Portuguese occupation all these institutions 

always envisaged the exclusive benefit of their members only. The other villagers who 

were not members of the communidades did not enjoy the above referred benefits except 

those which by their very nature were for public purpose and with no prejudice to the 

member's rights. Later on the Portuguese, on realizing their error, called upon the 

communidades to render services only for the exclusive benefit of their members. 23  

21  F.N. Xavier, 0 Gabinete Litterario das Fontainhas, Vol. II, p. 237; also read by the same author, 
Bosquejo ..., Part II, p. 28. 
22  F.N. Xavier, Collecciio das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Part. 2, No. 22 § 15, p. 53. 
23  Rui Gomes Pereira, op. cit., p. 24-29. 
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The communidades although exercising municipal functions were never 

municipal bodies, since they always had catered only to the private interests of their 

members. The communidades had never catered to public interest, which was rather an 

essential feature of any Municipal Corporation. The functions of the communidades got 

modified to such extent that their expenses on things extraneous to their function as 

agricultural institutions was four times more than their expenses on projects which were 

related to agriculture and agricultural development. 24  

Communidades had identical functions as other institutions of the period like the 

parish churches and municipalities, in promoting the religious cult, giving charity, 

imparting elementary instructions, and local transport. These institutions, however, could 

impose taxes for meeting these ends. For this the continued existence of the 

communidades was not required. Similarly, the communidades were not allowed to 

impose taxes of their own to meet their developmental activities. 25  

24  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de SA, Vol. 11, pp 
137-38. '....D'ahi resulta que, por exemplo, no concelho das Ilhas, em quanto as obras proprias da 
instituicao, a saber: de construcab e reconstrucato de portaes, pontes e aqueductos, umas completas e 
outras em execucito, todas consideradas importantes, custaram apenas 5.3461/2 rupias, na consecucao de 
outras por ellas solicitadas para a conservacito e asseio dos templos, ou seja na reparacito dos edificios 
ecclesiasticos e sua mobilias, se gastou no mesmo periodo 21,139 rupias'; Refer to Relatorio da 
Administracao das communidades aldeanas do Concelho das Ilhas, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1901, 
referido ao anno de 1899, pp. 17. In document no.° 15 the following clarifications are given regarding the 
expenses made in the year 1899: 
--Reparacito, obras e asseio de edificios religiosos, dotacito as egrejas e capellas, vencimentos dos seus 
empregados, consignacao para festividades... ....Rs. 9.431:03:07 
--Instruccao. 	 . 340: 00:00 
--Obras proprias da 	 .....1.241:02:08 
por este andar parece que as actuates communidades agricolas, em uma epoca mais' ou menos remota, 
poderito chegar a alterar o seu modo de ser por forma a serem com mais propriedade denominadas 
communidades religiosas. 
Este juizo e d'um individuo que a sua custa e muito voluntariamente tem contribuido para varias 
edificacoes de templos e n'elles faz celebrar annualmente varios actos religiosos, o que declara para que 
the seja attribuida ma vontade ao culto divino. 
25  Ibid. 
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There was a great degree of similarity between the functions of the communidades 

and the parish churches as well as municipalities. But, the basic and fundamental function 

of the communidades was to explore the lands of the institution and make them suitable 

for cultivation. However, the municipal functions that they exercised were secondary to 

their nature. 26  Moreover, the nature of the municipalities was political regarding the 

exercise of their public functions and do not take into consideration the conjunction of 

private interests as was the case with the communidades. 

Moreover, the municipal organizations had delegated power granted to it by all 

the citizens regarding public administration. On the other hand the communidades lacked 

the legitimacy to represent the local population for the basic reason that such authority 

was not conferred on it by way of election in the modem sense. Whom did the 

communidade represent? Its members were the gaunkars, cuntocares, jonnkars, and 

other interessados and no one else. Even these people did not have equal and fair 

representation. 27  Moreover many of these people resided outside the communidades of 

which they were members. Some were members of more than one communidade. 

Similarly, women were not members of the communidades. These peculiarities of the 

communidade system conflicted with the nature of the municipalities. 

The communidades also no longer had attributes to impose taxes and fines, 

attributes that then existed with the parish churches and the municipalities. This further 

26  Ibid., pp. 155-156; Jose Maria Teixeira Guimares, op cit., 1885, pp 5-30. 
27  The clamours for the extinction of the institution of communidades or their reorganization were basically 
because of the unequal representation and power and privileges enjoyed by different members of the 
communidades. 
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shows that the communidades were not municipalities. The latter taxed the people and 

utilized the proceeds in carrying out developmental functions. On the other hand the 

communidades were drained off a large chunk of their surplus, which they were forced to 

spend on developmental activities. 

The cooperative features of the communidades could be compared to those of the 

many institutions that were functioning in the industrialised countries of Western Europe 

then. Many of these contributed towards laying railway tracks, sustained schools for 

children of the labour class, constructed religious edifices, opened homes for the 

handicapped, created saving banks for mitigating the misery of the widows and the 

orphans of the labour class, and did almost everything for the benefit of the society 

without any fear that they might be obliged to continue perpetually such functions for the 

benefit of the society. Providing such facilities was an obligation for the municipalities 

and parish churches at that point of history but not for these institutions. Even in Goa, the 

Sociedade Patriotica dos Baldios in the New Conquests did spend on divine cult, and on 

roads, just as the caminho de ferro of Mormugao had opened saving-bank for the benefit 

of the members, without the fear that they would be compelled to carry out these 

functions in perpetuity. 28 However, the communidades of Goa were made to bear the 

expenses of the extra economic activities by the State 29  

28 	• • Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de Sa., Vol. 1, pp. 
155-156. 
29  Fil ippe  Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. Nos. 94 & 319, 
pp. 177-178 and 401-402. 
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I. The Communidades and the Infrastructural Facilities in Goa 

The communidades had always helped financially and otherwise in executing 

public works in their respective villages. The help rendered by the communidades was 

undoubtedly true, but, whether the assistance given was obligatory in nature before the 

arrival of the Portuguese is rather questionable. The Portuguese government, however, 

considered it an obligation and ordered the separation of a substantial sum of money by 

the communidades, every year for this purpose. The communidades were asked not only 

to construct roads but to provide for their annual maintenance. 30  However, this was 

executed perhaps in a manner not suitable for public good. 

In fact the Charter of Afonso Mexia of 1526 as also the Regimento of 1735 did 

not put this obligation on the communidades to contribute to making the network of 

roads. 31  However, the government shifted the responsibility to the communidades, 

justifying that each epoch had its own special necessities in the satisfaction of which has 

to be gauged the utility of the works executed. 32  

(a) Need for Modern Infrastructure 

Undoubtedly, there was a need for modern infrastructure for the economic 

development of the countryside, for the security of the people in general and the benefit 

" Refer to the government Note n.° 221, dispatched by Victor Anastacio Mourdo Garcez Palha, Secretaria 
do governo geral, dated 4 th  May, 1848, to the Administrador do concelho das Ilhas, Sr. Jeronimo Frandisco 
Ferreira, as quoted in J.H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das Communidades ..., pp. 63-64. 
31  J.H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das Communidades ..., pp. 57-58. 
32  Ibid., pp. 58-59. 
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of the individual in particular or in brief for the progress of the civilization. Commerce 

and trade did not take off much in Goa as in the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries. 

There were lack of roads and other transport facilities even at the beginning of the 19 th 

 century. As a result of this, lot of human labour had to be utilized for the transport of men 

and material from one place to another. 33  

The Portuguese did provide for modern means of communication, which in turn 

could be utilized for their deeper penetration. The Estado had made roads at the cost of 

the Public Exchequer. A royal road (Estrada Real) that passed from north to south Goa, 

besides, many other vicinal roads in both the New and the Old Conquests were 

constructed during this period. However, the government reasoned in a manner that 

suited its interest and ordered that construction of roads should be the task of the 

communidades and ordered that they should keep aside every year a substantial amount 

of their revenues, which otherwise would have had constituted the distributable surplus 

for the gaunkars, for having a network of vicinal ways and routes in rural Goa. It 

demonstrated that inter-village roads were works entrusted to the communidades of the 

villages under the direct supervision of the government, as was evident from the study of 

the Administrative Codes of 1836 and 1842. 34  

33 	• • Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc. No. 28, pp. 53-68. 
34  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao das Leis Peculiares das Cornmunidades Agricolas, Doc. Nos. 314 & 334, 
pp. 397-398 and 415-416. 
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(b) The Communidades' Responses 

Many communidades seem to have promptly responded to the government request 

of contributing to public benefit from 1840s onwards. For instance many of the 

- - 

communidades of Bardez responded to the government request in making roads in their 

respective villages. Major Jose da Costa Campos, the inspector of Public works informed 

the Governor General in 1847 on the condition of the road-making works done with little 

administrative experience in the taluka of Bardez, which was under his administrative 

jurisdiction. He was grateful to villages like Anjuna that deserved special praise for the 

goodwill and zeal displayed in initiating with all promptness the work of major part of 

the road within their village. It was evident, that the people had made a solid and lasting 

work in these villages. 35  

However, the roads constructed in communidades like that of Calangute, Parra, 

Siolim, and Candolim were shabbily executed and were of much inferior quality. 

Likewise, some communidades like that of Siruld, Guirim, Asagao and Nagod were yet to 

contribute their mite for the regeneration of the taluka of Bardez. It was suggested that it 

35  Refer to the report of Major Jose da Costa Campos dated 13 th  December, 1847, as quoted in, J.H. da 
Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das Communidades ..., pp. 61-62. The communidades of Mapuca, Coluale, 
Tivim, Sirsaim, Assonord, Nerul, Pilerne and Saligao were also likewise praised for contributing and 
striving to execute the stretch of roads within their precincts. But, the execution was not up to the mark in 
many of the villages. However, the government was all praise and appreciative of the efforts put up by the 
communidades of Saligao and Pilerne for the road made by spending huge sum of money and with great 
difficulty across the hillock separating the two villages. Transport and communication between these 
neighbouring villages became much easier and less expensive thereafter. It was informed that the better 
execution of works in Saligao was as a result of noteworthy efforts made by the respected procurator of the 
communidade of Saligao who took personal interest in the matter in seeing to it that the work was executed 
with strict adherence to rules and regulations. 
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would have helped everyone's cause if efforts were made to coordinate the activities of 

all the individual communidades. 36  

(c) Problems faced in the Execution of Government Orders 

There were many hardships and problems in executing the governmental orders. 

One, the works were undertaken by the individual communidades in the absence of any 

common master plan for the network of roads for Goa or for its different provinces. Many 

roads were badly made; some works were well executed but abandoned later on; and, 

others were destroyed due to natural and man-made factors. Similarly many of the 

contractors were ignorant of the art and science of road-making and had their eyes set 

only on the quantum of profits to be earned from the execution of a project rather than be 

genuinely interested in executing top quality works. Thus even after the communidades 

contributed for decades a substantial amount of their revenues for road making, in the end 

instead of having a good network of roads, there existed only small and fragmented 

stretches of passable roads in many of the villages. 37  

The public works were auctioned off by the communidades to the powerful 

gaunkars who very often executed the work shabbily. And if at all any outsider or 

interessado won the bid for execution of the work then the gaunkars adopted dilly-

dallying tactics while making the payment to the interessado contractor who executed the 

work. The frauds and delays in payment led to intolerable financial loss to the contractors, 

36  This is evident from the report of Major Jose da Costa Campos dated 13' h  December, 1847, as quoted in, 
J.H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das Communidades ..., pp. 61-62. 
37 J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das Communidades ..., pp. 57-58. 
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and, the government was then burdened with unnecessary petitions and requests by the 

affected parties. 38  

This type of inconveniences could be removed with proper vigilance and 

supervision at the governmental level. But there were other practical problems and these 

were related to dealing with the egos of the gaunkars. For instance, while many times 

poor villages constructed a road in their villages with great financial difficulties and 

personal hardship, the rich neighbouring villages more often were stumbling blocks in 

achieving inter connectivity of roads amongst all the villages. 39  

From the above it is abundantly clear that the communidades made the inter-

village roads in the absence of any coordination and concerted efforts among the member 

communidades. In many villages the works executed were substandard. The culpability 

of the various officials of the government was also responsible for the substandard nature 

of the work that was executed. °  

The communidades were called upon to execute works for laying the 

infrastructural network in the countryside. But the unplanned nature of the execution of 

these works, undertaken without taking into consideration the benefit and utility for the 

respective communidade, was responsible for consequent loss and damage to the standing 

crops. 41  

38  Antonio Floriano de Noronha, op. cit., pp. 15-18, 21-25 and 44-47. 
39  J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das Communidades ..., pp. 57-58. 
4°  lbid. 
41  Aviso Regio, dated 17 th  April, 1824, art. § 5. as quoted in Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., pp. 51-53. 
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It was also contended that the agricultural activities of the cultivators were 

responsible for the poor state of the roads. Maintenance was a big problem. Rains were 

the other most important factor for the bad state of Goan roads. Moreover, the cultivators 

who wanted to eke a living out of their small-holdings used to dig and hoe and cultivate 

the lands very much contiguous to the roads. Often the farming activity was responsible 

for weakening the foundation of the roads leading to their eminent damage. The farmers 

used to dig and hoe in their rice fields very much near the base of the roads. Often this 

affected the solidity of the foundation of the newly laid roads. 42  Perhaps then with the 

onset of monsoons the condition of the roads deteriorated further. 

Regarding the roads constructed in the plain, there was no need for having a layer 

of stones along both the sides. However the experience showed that such expenses were 

but essential. Similarly, in some of the villages the amount was kept aside for making 

new roads. But, in reality existing embankments were converted into roads. In this 

manner the communidades were defrauded of their meager financial resources. 43  The 

42  Refer to the government Note n.° 982, dispatched by, Custodio Manoel Gomes, Chief Secretary of the 
Estado da India, dated 13 th  December, 1847, to the Administrador do concelho das Ilhas Sr. Jeronimo 
Francisco Ferreira as quoted in J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das Communidades..., pp. 62-63. 
"...tendo mostrado a experiencia que as porcoes das estradas situadas nas differentes varzeas, nao deixab 
de soffrer estragos, porque os respectivos proprietarios, sem outra cousa mais em vista que os seus 
interesses, mandam cavar, e cultivar o terreno contiguo a ellas, a ponto de descarnar os alicerces das 

fiadas de pedras: determina s. ex.° o sr. governador geral desta estado, que v. s." faca publico no concelho 
que administra, que os cultivadores, que abalarem os alicerces dos reparos das estradas, serdo 
responsaveis pelo prejuiso que com isso causarem..." 
43 Government Note, N.° 40, of Custodio Manoel Gomes, secretario do governo, dated 18 th  of January, 
1848, as quoted in, J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das Communidades..., p.63. "...as estradas nas 
planicies bem podiam dispensar as fiadas lateraes de pedra; a experiencia porem mostra que se torna 
forcoso essa despesa, porque os proprietarios, contra o que era de esperar, nab duvidam de agricuhara 
propria Estrada, que acabam de fazer, sendo entre outros pontos mui notavel o que se ye na aldea 
Chinchinim, onde em partes se levou huma metade da estrada, e n'outras se prolongou os angulos dos 
valladinhos das varzeas ale a margem opposta da estradas! — s. ex.' Ihe recommenda por tanto: - I.° que 
nas estradas, que de novo se abrirem, ou reformarem, lenha em vista que se demarquem bem as margens 
das estradas. — 2.° Que faca que asses proprietarios reponham quango antes as estradas no estado em que 
estavam..." 
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government recommended that whenever the communidades deliberated to construct new 

roads or repair old ones then the plans for the same had to be prepared scientifically. 

Similarly, whenever repair works were undertaken the contractors had to take special 

care to carry out the restoration work in a manner that would make the repaired roads as 

good as new ones." 

(d) The Way out of the Mess 

The Estado da India recognized the inconveniences caused due to the unplanned 

nature of road-making by the communidades that resulted in a huge wasteful expenditure 

by the agricultural associations. The government despatched a Decree dated 8th 

November, 1869, to put into effect measures for making roads in a proper manner. 45  This 

provided that the Camara Geraes of Ilhas, Salcete and Bardez were to make arrangement 

to set aside 1/10 th  of the distributable surplus of the respective member communities 

within their jurisdiction for the purpose of fabricating vicinal roads within the limits of 

the respective province. The general plan for road making was based on three cardinal 

44 Government Note, N.° 40, dispatched by Custodio Manoel Gomes, Chief Secretary of the Estado da 
India, dated 18 th  January, 1848, to the Administrador do concelho das Salcete, Sr. Francisco Salvador 
Gomes, as quoted in, J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das Communidades..., p. 63. 
45 	• • Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 486, pp. 111. The government Portaria N.° 227 on the /O. 
parted as rendas para obras de caminhos vicinaes, states that, "0 governador geral do estado da India, 
determina o seguinte: Art. 1. ° As camaras geraes de cada concelho das Ilhas, Salcete e Bardez, receitarcio 
annualmente nos seus cofres a decimal parted as sobras das respectivas communidades, para que a mesma 
quantia seja exclusivamente applicada a construcceio dos caminhos vicinaes do respective concelho. Art. 
2.° 0 piano, pelo qual se heio de delinear e construer esses caminhos, sera baseado nestes tres principios: 
1.° ligar igreja corn igreja; 2.° ligar igrejas corn os embarcadouros e passos dos rios, o 3.° ligar ludo corn 
a Estrada real. Art 3.° De accordo corn a junta da fazenda esta assentado que o thezouro publico reforcara 
annualmente corn a quantia, que for possivel, cada um dos cofres das camaras geraes, para o effeito 
pretendido da construcceio dos caminhos vicinaes. Art. 4.° a inspeccilo das obras publican. os 
administradores dos concelhos, e mais .funccionarios, a que locar, recebercsio ao seu tempo e 
successivamente as ordens convenientes para se levar a seu devido effeito a construccdo dos referidos 
caminhos vicinaes. As aughoridades, a quem competir, assim o tenham entendido e executam. Palacio do 
governo geral em Nova goa, 8 de novembro de 1869. 0 governador geral, Jose Ferreira Pestana." 
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points. Thus roads were to: (a) connect churches with churches, (b) connect churches 

with the neighbouring wharfs and other landing places, and (c) connect all these with the 

royal roads (Estradas real)." 

The Junta da Fazenda was to extend whatever help was asked by the 

communidades in this regard. In the subsequent years the communidades were forced to 

contribute regularly a tenth of their annual surplus for laying the network of roads. The 

government did however very little in seeing to it that the communidades or the 

concerned authorities followed rigorously the guidelines laid down for better utilization 

of the funds so collected. It was doubtful if the Junta da Fazenda at all contributed 

financially or in any other possible manner for this noble cause. 47  

Special conditions were set from time to time regarding the works related to 

vicinal roads. 48  The vicinal roads had to be of a width of twelve mobs (linear measure in 

Goa with one moo corresponding roughly to one foot) depending on the situation of the 

road and the environmental conditions. The roads always had to be straight stretches as 

the crow flies. The communidades also had to avoid as far as possible the costly process 

of expropriation of land from private parties. This meant that the only solution for this 

would be that the communidades had roads only on and passing through its own lands. 

46  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 486, pp. I 1 1; also refer J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a 
Favor das Communidades, pp. 59-60; see, Boletim..., No. 15, 1870, pp. 160-69. 
47  Relotorio do Exmo. Sr. Coverno Geral a Junta de Districto do anno de 1869, in Boletim ..., No. 92, 1869. 
48  The Portuguese government passed from time to time various dispositions regarding the making of 
vicinal ways in the countryside. Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao das Leis Peculiares das Communidades 
Agricolas, Doc. Nos. 95 & 334, pp. 179 and 415-416; J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Brados a Favor das 
Communidades, p. 60; Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. Nos. 415-417 & 486, pp. 38-39 and 111; 
also see, Boletim ..., No. 68, dated 3"I  August, 1858, p. 501, No. 70, dated 3 rd  Sept. 1858, p. 517 and No. 88 
dated 8 th  Nov. 1869. 
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This was however not always possible. The roads were to have a height of around a span 

with stone pavements on both sides of the road. Drains also had to be provided for on 

both sides of the road so that water does not get collected but was drained off to the low 

lying areas as fast as possible. All precautions had to be taken to see that the roads 

constructed were of good quality and that they did not wear out immediately. 49  

If the communidades had no other way then they could expropriate land from 

private parties. However while acquiring land, houses or trees for clearing the value of 

the same had to be assessed by the assessors and arbiters chosen by common consent. If 

the communidade and the individual owners did not agree on the compensation to be paid 

the matter was referred to the decision of the Administrador das communidades. 5°  

(e) The Execution of Government Orders 

A good part of the public roads including the internal transit routes were 

constructed by the communidades when they enjoyed the prerogatives of concelhos 

(administrative divisions) within their jurisdictions. In the 19 th  century the situation was 

different as the communidades no longer enjoyed such privileges then and their 

contribution towards road making drained their scarce resource which could otherwise 

have been utilized for the advancement of agriculture. 

49  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 542, pp. 165-168; also see, Boletim ..., No. 84, dated 23 rd 
 Nov. 1872; also refer to Jose Maria de Sa, op. cit., p. 163. 

5°  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 542, pp. 165-168; also see, Boletim ..., No. 84, dated 23 rd  
Nov. 1872. 
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The province of Salcete had the following royal and municipal roads constructed 

with the help of the communidades by the middle of the 19 th  century. (a) One from the 

village Cortalim to Cuncolim. It started at the wharf called S. Lourenco in Cortalim, and 

passed through villages like Quelossim, Nagoa, Verna, Margao, Navelim, Dramapur, 

Sarzora and reached Cuncolim covering a distance of approximately 30,000 metres. 

Further, from Cuncolim one road went to Canacona and the other proceeded via the 

village Assolna to the military post of Cabo da Rama. (b) The second royal road was 

from the Praca of Mormugao to Cortalim passing through Dabolim, Vaddem, Chicalim 

and Sancoale covering a distance of about 14,655 metres. This route was eventually 

linked to the railway station at Dabolim by a link road. (c) A third road started from 

Margao and passing through Dicarpalle reached Ambora. The distance covered was 

approximately of 9,000 metres. Further, from Ambora the road extended via Curtorim, 

Mullem, and Cussumane and terminated in Quepem. (d) The fourth major road was from 

Chicalim to Baradi. It passed through the villages of Assoy, Palle, Velcao, Cansaulim, 

Utorda, Orlim, Carmona, Cavellossim and Velim. Of this long route by the end of the 

19th  century only a small fraction of about 3,189 metres was constructed. (e) Another 

road measuring about 3,850 metres connected Margao to Colva passing via Mungul and a 

branch line proceeding to Betalbatim. (f) A road measuring 2,091 metres connected 

Margao with Benaulim. (g) The route connecting Cansaulim to Loutulim and passing 

through Verna was partly constructed by a road measuring 3,691 metres by the end of the 

19th  century. (h) Similarly, one route from Carmona to Macasana passed through the 

villages of Chinchinim, Sarzora, Mulem, Cavorim, Chandor and Guirdolim. A part of this 

route measuring about 3,266 metres was constructed by the end of the 19 th  century. (i) 
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Macasana was similarly linked by a road passing through Sonsoro and Curtorim to 

Margao, with a branch line linking Sonsoro with Rachol. The total stretch of the road 

measured about 13,964metres. In this manner almost all the important villages of the 

province of Salcete were linked by land routes at the beginning of the 20th century. 5I  The 

roads in Salcete were made by the communidades even when the province lacked 

adequate manpower resources. 52  

The Communidades had to donate or lease their land for the construction of the 

roads in the villages under their jurisdiction. For instance in 1879 the communidades of 

Margao and Raia had to lease their prime land for the construction of road connecting 

them. The communidades were obliged by the government to give the necessary finances 

for the construction of roads. Moreover the communidades also had to lease their lands 

for the purpose. Many of the communidades had to contribute even when they were 

largely indebted. For instance, during this period the communidades of Vaddem, 

Camorlim, Dicarpalle, Gandaulim, Loutolim, Margo, Mormugao, Nagoa, Raia and 

Sirlim had no distributable surplus for distribution among its members. 53  Yet they had to 

contribute to meet the State demands, perhaps by acquiring loans. The following table 

gives an idea of how they were made to contribute proportionately towards road making 

in their respective provinces. 

51  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo ..., Part I, p. 28; also refer to Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo 

Historico das Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de Sa, Vol. II, pp. 267-268. 
52  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo ..., Part 1, p. 28; Boletim ..., 1836, p. 279. Herein is given a list of six 
principal routes that traversed the province of Salcete in the first half of the 19 th  century. It was the 
communidades that contributed in a major way for the construction and maintenance of these roads. 
53  Boletim ..., No.30, dated 21 st  April, 1876, pp. 197-198 
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Table showing the contribution made by the communidades of Salcete for the 
construction of a road from Margan to Rachol (1879) : 54  

Communidades Amount 
(xerafins) 

Communidades Amount (xerafins) 

Aquem 34,000 Guirdolim 34,000 
Betalbatim 36,000 Gandaulim 34,000 
Cavorim 34,000 Loutolirn 170,000 
Clova 18,000 Margao 170,000 (besides the lease of 

land for the construction of the 
road.) 

Curtorim 170,000 Mormugdo 17,000 
Camorlim 34,000 Nagoa 85,000 
Chicolna 3,400 Quelossim 15,000 
Chicalim 6,800 Raia 170,000 (besides the lease of land 

for the construction of the road.) 
Dicarpalle 25,500 Sancoale 34,000 
Doncolim 68,000 Seraulim 85,000 
Dramapur 8,500 Sirlim 27,000 
Davorlim 68,000 Telaulim 34,000 
Dessua 10,200 Varca 170,000 
Gonsua 17,000 Vaddem 3,400 
Total 1,751,800 

Thus, evidently the communidades were made to contribute to lay the 

infrastructural networks at the village level. 

(0 The Slow Pace of Progress 

As early as 1887 a rail route to Mormugao from the neighbouring British India was 

laid. At that time, it was decided that for economic development of Goa it was essential 

to have a plan of extension of public transport by about 705 kms. Of these 705 kms, 

54  The data is collected from, Boletim ., No. 83, dated 7 th  October, 1879, pp. 661. 
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however, within ten years from 1888, only a total of 121 kms network of roads was 

complete, that is, on an average of about 12 kms per year. 55  

For any country, public transport is considered as principal arteries for the 

circulation of industrial and agrarian products and for maintaining good social relation. 

Roads facilitate internal trade and commerce just as shipping and navigation is essential 

to external trade. In the absence of good transport facilities the distribution of production 

gets affected as there is glut in one place and scarcity in another. This resulted in 

starvation and widespread hunger in the places of scarcity. 56  

As human health depends on the circulation of blood in the same manner the roads 

are arteries of a good economy. The government has to take effective measures for the 

enlargement of the network of roadways under its jurisdiction. Good roads facilitate 

labour mobility, and help the agricultural goods to reach the consumers within the 

shortest possible time. In Goa this was put into little practice and the impulse given to 

construction of a network of roads was weak and tardy. The hurdles in the infrastructural 

development were: (a) speculation was rampant among the contractors. (b) The municipal 

coffers were empty to the extent that even capital earmarked for road making was many 

times utilized for other unproductive purposes. (c) There was scarcity of technical 

personnel. (d) The infighting amongst the locals whereby each influential person 

demanded and made an effort to have the road in a manner to benefit selfish interest 

55  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 38. 
56  [bid; also refer to Rebello da Silva, Compendia da Economia Industrial e Commercial, Lisboa, 1868. 
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rather than collective good of the rural society. As a result road making neither had a 

method nor a rigorous classification as established by various government orders. 57  

The Governor, Joaquim Jose Machado (19-9-1897 to 13-4-1900), ordered that the 

tax charged decades back for road construction was to be adequately utilized for that 

purpose only. He ordered that the public exchequer should collect the revenue destined 

towards provincial transport, as stipulated in 1888. The funds collected were till then not 

utilized properly. Not only were the roads constructed in a bad state of maintenance but 

also the destination for which the money was to be utilized was forgotten by the 

concerned authorities. The following would give a fair idea of how much each taluka 

contributed for the expropriation of land and for the construction of roads in the extension 

of 121 kilometers for ten years from 1888: 58  

57  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 38-39; 
Regarding the state of public transport in Goa, the Report of the AdministracAo fiscal has the following to 
state: "... No Estado pessimo,devido ao modo os concertos ou reparacdo das estradas e caminhos sac) 
executados, regula a obrigagoo dos proprietarios dos predios por onde passa ou atravessa, ou se liga, os 
caminhos, fazerem os seus reparos, esta dispisicao desigual, por que aggravando, somente os dittos 
proprietarios, ou predios nessas circumstancias, ficao os outros pela maioria livres do onus, embora sejdo 
ricos e vastos predios distantes dos caminhos, e acontecendo que sendo o transito abundante de ingremes 
ladeiras, pobres do proprietario do predio que se liga nesses pontos, nao pode satisfazer cabalmente, 
porque a renda do predio nao corresponde a despeza da reparacao que se deve exigir; e isto junto ao 
retalhadamente dos predios, corn possuidores em pequenas e desiguaes dos seus pedacos; de modo que 
para serem todos intimados leva-se muitotempo; e para conseguir o service, ser preciso empregr pessoal, e 
nao se pode exigir perfeito por faha de forcers de renda do proprietario , como ja se disse; e de ludo resnita 
nao haver quem vigie as estradas nos invernos, para abrir regos que desviem as correntes das agoas sobre 
os caminhos, especialmente das alias subidas, de modo que tudo que se fez cOm tanto trabalho, e 
incommode do pessoal d'esta administracdo, desde novembro ate marco, Pica inutilisado logo depois das 
primeiras chuvas de junho, que levam os intulhos, deixando profundas escavac5es, e o ultimo inverno que 
bastante rigoroso e abundantissimo de agoa foi de&ando tudo ern miseravel estado de difficil reparaciio 
por estes dous annos, corn as dfflculdades declaradas".......3 de fevereiro de 1879...0 administrador 

.fiscal da I .° divisuo, Jose Joaquim de Silva Correa. 
5g  Ibid., pp. 39-40. 
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Expenditure 
Talukas: On 	Construction 	(in 

Rupees) 
On Expropriation of Land 
(in Rupees) 

Ilhas 2,544:02:04 1,124:14:00 
Salcete 74,056:07:11 40,532:15:06 
Bardez 8,253:13:11 1,105:04:00 
Ponda 4,584:04:08 26:00:00 
Sanguem 2,712:11:08 220:00:00 
Total 92,151:08:06 43,009:01:06 

In the New Conquests only the provinces of Ponda and Sanguem contributed 

towards the construction of roads. The other provinces did not have sufficient revenues 

for this purpose and what little roads that existed herein were constructed by the Estado 

that took upon itself the responsibility for the same. It may also be noted the government 

at the end of the 19 th  century also did not demand that the residents of these talukas 

render free service in the execution of these public works though the law of the land 

dated 6th  June, 1864 and altered later on 10 th  of October, 1871 had intentionally 

established the mandate to the government in this regard. 59  

(g) Demand of Free Service by the Government 

The state demanded free service to execute the various projects of public utility 

especially for road construction. In Europe this method of taxing the people by way of 

free service was considered as features of anciem regime. In essence such contribution 

59  (bid; Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao de Bandos..., Vol. I, Doc. No. 50, pp. 100-101 and in Vol. II, Doc. 
No. 7, p. 7. 
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was by its very nature very burdensome especially when it was demanded of the rural 

population, which had very limited means of livelihood. Demanding free service by the 

state was not well accepted by the people.`'" 

In riance where like Portugal free service was demanded by the state, the 

government and the parliament had debated often on reforming this system but in both 

these countries nothing concrete came out in favour of abolishing the free service for 

centuries. For, in both countries the voice of the daily-wage worker as also of the small 

farmer was hardly heard. No one showed any pity or compassion to the deplorable state 

of the farm sector during this period. In Goa the working class was known for the 

gentleness of their spirit and the mild habits and was not likely to revolt. Taking undue 

advantage of the mild nature (susegad) of the Goan society the state demanded free 

service and other contribution regularly. 61  

(h) Alternative Sources of Finance Explored but not Utilized 

Attention was also devoted by Mr. Conselheiro Machado in extending royal roads. 

To promulgate laws was easy but execution of these laws was but difficult. Mr. 

Conselheiro Machado showed how resources could be acquired to increase and improve 

the network of roads. The Estado was one of the biggest proprietors of land in Goa. 

Much of this government estate was either badly cultivated or improperly utilized. The 

Estado could do very little as proprietor to profit from optimum utilization of the land 

60  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 39-40. 
61  Ibid., pp. 40-41. 
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resources. But this land could however be freed from governmental control and given to 

enterprising individuals. 62  This was accepted in principal and put into effect in many 

parts of the world then. To develop lands that were susceptible for development or to 

alienate those that were not susceptible was a very rational principle. Many of the lands 

of the government were -given away to enterprising individuals in Diu and the proceeds 

were utilized for purpose of making roads. From the economic point of view also this was 

beneficial to the government. The government earned substantial revenue while 

alienating its lands. Subsequently, the government earned the contribuicao predial as tax. 

Transfer or sale of these lands also was a good source of revenue to the government. In 

Goa the Estado possessed vast lands as bens nacionaes, which could have been 

disentailed and if the proceeds there from were to be utilized for public benefit then the 

Goan economy would have flourished. This was however not allowed to happen in 

Goa. 63  

Now it depended on the government of the day to take this as an opportunity to 

develop Goa or see in this very opportunity lot of inconveniences. In fact the shaping of 

the destiny of the people depended very much on those who lead the government. It may 

be noted that during the short tenure of Mr. Machado's government from September, 

1897, to April, 1900 there was an extension of roads by about 19.6 kms. 64  

After the departure of Mr. Conselheiro Machado on 13 th  April, 1900 the 

government showed little enthusiasm and zeal in extending the network of roads to the 

62  Major Fernando Leal, op. cit., pp. 1-17; also refer to, Boletim..., No. I, dated 4 th  January, 1841, pp. 1-5. 
63  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 41-42. 
" Ibid., pp. 42-43. 
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extent that up to 1910 neither any new stretch of new road was laid nor were the existing 

roads maintained in proper conditions. 65  

II. Other Projects and Assignments Entrusted upon the Communidades 

The various projects that the communidades could undertake for execution were 

as follows: (a) Effectuate measures for making the wastelands and marshy and swampy 

areas suitable for cultivation. Similarly undertake measures whereby agricultural fields 

producing one crop were made suitable for having the second crop. (b) They also made 

efforts to make the lands susceptible for the cultivation of two crops in a year. (c) They 

erected embankments, sluice-gates, dig ponds, puddles and lakes, aqueducts, etc., that 

were of common benefit. (d) Furthermore, the masonry and carpentry or furnishing of all 

edifices that were both constructed and maintained or were to be constructed and 

maintained in the future at their cost. 66  

Round the year a considerable part of the activities included the inspection by the 

communidades and consequent essential repair of dykes and embankments, erecting new 

sluice-gates, bridges, culverts, edification of churches, repair of quarters of the troops, 

etc., which were determined by the camaras and which were executed with all 

promptness and satisfaction of all the concerned authorities. 67  

65  Ibid., pp. 43-44. 
66 Refer to, Regimento de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Cap. 20.°, pp. XXIII-XXIV; 
also refer in the same book, Doc. No. 542, pp. 165. 
67  Refer to Appendix 5.1. 
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The works undertaken by the communidades were rarely arbitrary in nature but 

rather were necessary as the erection of the embankments, cleaning and dredging the 

small ponds, lakes, ponds, pools, lagoons, etc, construction of small bridges and culverts, 

making roads, repair of churches, etc. The projects that the communidades undertook 

were with the same end, for which the individual property owners would also wish to. In 

the execution of these the communidades had to scrupulously follow certain guidelines. 

These guidelines were followed unfailingly so as to avoid any abuses. 68  

The guidelines were set as how to go about in the execution of these works. The 

communidades had to report to the government about the utility of the proposed projects 

that were to be executed. The government often got the proposals examined by qualified 

engineers and other experts. 69  

The works undertaken and executed by the communidades were credit worthy and 

with these they helped lighten the burden of the Public Exchequer. All these projects 

were executed by following the procedures devised by the government to avoid 

embezzlement. The government had provided that the gaunkars did not participate in the 

auctioning of these projects with ulterior motives." Once this was ensured all the 

possible means that could have resulted in embezzlement of funds were avoided. And 

therefore the earnings of the members by way of yearly jonn were not unduly affected. 7I  

68  Ibid. 
69 Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc No. 3, pp. 5-6. 
70  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 150 & 338, 
?p. 241 and 418-419. 

Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ...,Doe Nos. 5 & 6, pp. 22-34. 
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However, corruption and embezzlement of communidade funds was very much 

there which made Filipe Nery Xavier opine that if all the communidades were to follow 

scrupulously the steps laid down by the government then perhaps the misuse of resources 

could have been avoided. The abuses that were rampant were due to the disregard 

showed by those managing the communidades to the laws of the land. 72  

But even interessados agreed that rarely did the communidades undertake projects 

that had no utility for the society 73  The procedure was as follows: (i) If the 

communidades wanted to undertake any of the works indicated above, then the same had 

to be discussed in the general body meeting of the communidade. All the gaunkars of the 

communidade as also the interessados had to compulsorily attend the meeting. The 

necessity and the utility of the project to be undertaken were discussed threadbare. The 

specification of the project and all its other details were considered. The views of the 

twenty most influential interessados were recorded. Similarly the full project was divided 

into smaller portions or series as was possible so that the communidade was not burdened 

financially with the execution of the project in one financial year only. The decision 

arrived at was signed by all those who were present and then this was brought to the 

notice of the communidade's procurator for further necessary action. 74  These steps had to 

be followed scrupulously in all cases and at all times except in instances when the dykes 

and embankments got ruptured. Such emergencies, however, had to be attended to 

immediately. 75  

72  Ibid., p. 36. 
73  Ibid., Doc No. 7, pp. 48-52. 
74  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., p. 165. 
75  Regimento de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Cap. 21. p. XXIV. 
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(ii) If the Administrador das Communidades found that a particular project was 

supported by the majority of the signatories then he used to set a particular date and time 

for carrying out personal inspection to see for himself the necessity as also its utility. The 

Administrator carried the inspection in the presence of the procurator of the 

communidade, its assessor, and the experts nominated by the concerned communidade. 76  

If, however, the project was opposed by the majority of the signatories then the 

Administrator used to forward the decision to the higher authorities for due orders and 

acted accordingly. While carrying out the inspection the Administrator recorded all the 

statements and views of the assessors and other experts regarding the necessity and utility 

of the project to be undertaken and registered the same in the form of an inspection 

certificate or document. 77  The same document or the act had to be duly recorded in the 

register of the communidade by the escrivao (secretary), and signed by the Administrator, 

procurator, assessor, experts and by two more witnesses. 78  

(iii) If during the inspection of the Administrator the project was found to be of no 

utility and necessity to the concerned communidade then the issue was considered as 

closed, once and for all. Under no circumstances could it be revived except under the 

directive of the higher governmental authorities. If on the other hand the inspection 

proved the necessity and utility of the project then the communidade followed certain 

well established guidelines unfailingly. 79  

76  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 542, pp. 165-166; in the same work refer to Regimento de 
1735, Cap. 20, pp. XX111-XXIV. 
77  Ibid., p. 166; Portaria, 23"I  October, 1872, art. 4.°; Regimento das communidades de 1735, Cap. - 20.°, 
pp. XXIII-XXIV. 

Ibid., p. 166. 
79  Ibid. 
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(iv) After issuing the inspection certificate the Adminsitrator of the 

Communidades asked the assessors to prepare the budget or estimate for the project 

within the shortest possible time when this was not possible to be prepared on the day of 

the inspection itself. This was recorded by the escrivab in the competent register of the 

communidades with due attestation by the assessor. 8°  The estimate was prepared with all 

clarity and total transparency regarding the minute details of the project. All details 

essential for the proper and timely completion of the project had to be recorded without 

leaving out any details. 81  

(v) The final budget was registered in the books of the communidade with the 

accompanying conditions of contract. 82  The conditions were such as the furnishing of 

proper guarantee by the contractor regarding the payment of any arrears due to the 

communidade or for reimbursing the damages caused in the execution of the project. The 

contractor as also the guarantors were collectively responsible for these payments besides 

paying the due fine and imprisonment. 83  If the contractor and the guarantors were 

residing outside the jurisdiction of the Adminsitrator of the Communidades then they 

undertook to submit themselves to the authority of the latter. The contractors also 

guaranteed the execution of the project without any alteration unless approved by 

governmental orders. They paid the damages to the communidade in instances when there 

was any unauthorized alteration in the project. Many times the communidades refused to 

Ibid; Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 363, 
pp. 447-448. 

Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 542, p. 166. 
82  Ibid. 
83  Ibid., p. 167; in the same book, Regimento de 1735, Cap. 20, & Doc. No. 454 pp. XXIII-XXIV and 453. 
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pay the expenses incurred when there were unauthorized alterations." The contractor also 

had to complete the projects on time, if not then he was fined. 

(vi) If the contractor was not in a position to complete the project within the 

stipulated time, which always had to be before the commencement of the tilling the farms 

and fields for the cultivation of the first crop, then the contractor had to pay damages to 

the communidade. 85  These were equal to the revenue of the communidade from the first 

crop. 

(vii) After making the estimate and drawing up the conditions for award of 

contract, the escrivao despatched to the Administrator the inspection certificate, the 

estimate and the conditions of contract. The Administrator then decided to have public 

auctioning for the proposed project. The day, time and place of opening tenders were 

announced through a public advertisement. 86  The public auction was held after fifteen 

days from the publication of the tender and it was either in the respective village or at the 

headquarters of the Administration of the Communidades but it always had to be done in 

the presence of the Administrator. 87  Only the officials concerned and the workers were 

admitted. The tender was awarded to whosoever agreed to execute the project for the 

least premium. 88  This was significant because there were hardly any scope for 

overspending. The award of the work was duly registered. It may be noted that the entire 

" Ibid., Doc. No. 542, p. 167. 
85  Ibid., pp. 166-167; The Portuguese Civil Code also prescribed severe penalties to the contractors for non 
completion of projects on time because of the prejudices that would result from it to agriculture. As Goa 
was always a region deficient in cereal production it was very much essential those days that such penalties 
be imposed. 
86  Ibid., Regimento de 1735, Cap. 20, as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., pp. XXIII-XXIV. 
" Ibid., Doc. No. 542, p. 166. 
88  Ibid., pp. 167-168; Bando, dated 8 th  August, 1872, as quoted in, Jose Maria de Sd, op. cit., pp. 156-158. 
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project was executed only through open tender and this included the supply of all the 

essential building material. No gaunkar or interessado who were resident of the same 

village could participate in the auctioning either in person or through proxy. They also 

could not stand as guarantors to the contractors or to the suppliers of building material. 89  

(viii) The award of tender for the execution of a project had to be submitted to the 

government for approval. Only then did the contractor initiate the work. Upon completion, 

the project was handed over to the communidades, in the presence of the Administrator of 

the communidades, and according to the specification of the conditions of contract and 

the estimate. Only when the communidades were satisfied, that the project was completed 

according to the conditions and specifications stipulated at the time of signing the 

contract, only then possession of the project was taken. The payment to the contractor 

and suppliers of building material was done by the sacador (tax farmer. revenue collector 

of the cornmunidade) upon receiving the duly signed vouchers for the same." The 

procurator (procurador effectivo) was entrusted with the task of overseeing the progress 

of the project in conformity with the dispositions stated above; 91 but he did not always 

carry out his task with integrity and honesty. Often, the procurators conspired with the 

contractors in siphoning off the building material for private use or for selling it in the 

open market. 

(ix) While preparing the budget or estimate for projects related to making the 

wild and fallow lands suitable for cultivation or making the agricultural lands suitable for 

89  Ibid., Doc. No. 616, pp. 207-208. 
" Ibid., Regimento de 1735 as transcribed in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Cap. 20, pp. XXIII-XXIV. 
91  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 542, p. 166. 
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second cultivation, certain formalities were followed. 92  Special dispositions regarding 

execution of works for making lands susceptible for two crops in a year were as follows: 

All lands susceptible for the cultivation of second crop, whether it was sorodio or 

vangana (rabi or kharf, was developed at the cost of the communidades. 93  If such lands 

were there in any of the villages then the Administrator proceeded to do the inspection 

with the experts and assessors. This had to be preceded by the submission of a report to 

the Administrator finalized after carrying out due survey every year by the procurators, 

village secretary and the assessors within specified period." 

(x) Thereafter, from the annual budget only if there was any distributable surplus, 

then the communidade set aside the sum necessary for carrying out the work for making 

lands suitable for the cultivation of the second crop. Those communidades that obtained 

permission of the government for this purpose had to finish the work as fast as possible. 

If this was not done then the Administrator took the necessary steps to take care of the 

sum sanctioned for the purpose. Further he issued order for the completion of the project 

within a stipulated period failing which the procurators, secretary and the members of the 

administrative junta of the communidade lost their rights and privileges as gaunkars.95  To 

enable the concerned parties to finish the work on time the full project was divided into 

phases for completion. Under all circumstances all the work of making the land suitable 

92  Ibid.. Doc. Nos. 533 & 542, pp. 155-158 and 166. 

9 ' Ibid.. Doc. No. 542, p. 166; Bando,of 8 th  August, 1782, § § 1.° and 4.° as quoted in Jose Maria de Sd. op. 
cit.. pp. 156-158; Filippe Nery Xavier, Collecciio das Leis Peculiares das Conununidades Agricolas. Doc. 
No. 92, pp. 171-172. 
94  Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 542, p. 166-167. 
95  Refer to, Jose Maria Sd, op. cii.. p. 161. 
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for having second crop was to be complete before the initiation of the farming activity of 

the first crop. 96  

After finalizing the estimate for the proposed work the tender was issued in the 

government bulletin and the auctioning for the award of the work was done either in the 

session house of the communidade or at the office of the Administrator of the 

communidades. 97  

The contractors who got to make land suitable for the cultivation of the second 

crop had to unfailingly finish the work within the stipulated period. If for any reason the 

delay resulted in the fields being left fallow without cultivating even the first crop then he 

was imprisoned, besides paying a fine of 100 xeralins and reimbursing to the 

communidade the consequent loss of revenue. 98  This was significant because the 

communidades were assured of their revenue; but this may not have been the case with 

the ordinary cultivator gaunkars. They suffered deprivation and loss for as they were 

unable to cultivate the fields of their ancestors and suffered silently. 

However, in spite of clear guidelines which were set for the execution of work. 

the communidades often executed sub-standard projects. For instance, the works related 

to the dykes and embankments were mostly shabbily executed. There were constant 

ruptures. These were raised along the course of the rivers and rivulets and their 

96 1bid, pp. 161-162; also refer to, Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 542, pp. 166-167. 
97  See, Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Doc. No. 542, p. 166-167; Bando, dated 8 th  August, 1872, as 
quoted in, Jose Maria de Sd, op. cit., pp. 156-158. 
911 Refer to Jose Maria Sd, op. cit., p. 162. 
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foundation was not on any solid ground but was in the slush (lodo) of the rivers. The 

newly raised dykes and embankments were also exposed to the fury of heavy currents of 

the monsoons and tidal activity. The quality of stones used to lay the foundation was also 

not good as they were highly porous in nature and got disintegrated due to the salinity of 

the river water. Sufficiently matured timber was also rarely utilized. 99  

Many times these works were not executed properly and so were not durable. 

The reason was that the procurators nominated by the communidades for assisting the 

execution of these works conspired with the contractors in siphoning off the construction 

material. This went on year after year. This deplorable state of affairs could have been 

avoided only if the communidades were to undertake themselves the execution of the 

various projects rather than giving the same on contract. Only the supply of the 

construction material and other resources could have been given on auction. The 

communidades could have appointed inspectors to judge the quality of the work. The 

inspectors could have been appointed one from amongst the gaunkars and the other from 

the class of interessados." For instance, the Juiz das communidades of the province of 

Salcete, Joao Pedro d'Abreu Tavares, informed that an embankment raised round the 

pond Rumdem in Margao around 1825 under his personal supervision was sure to last for 

centuries to come. 101 

99 Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa..., Doc. No. 7, pp. 36-37 
loo Refer to, Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa 	Doc No. 7, pp. 34-39. 
101  
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III. Special Dispositions regarding the Utilization of River Water, Embankments, 

Rice Fields and Cultivation 

(i)The gaunkars or others were not permitted to undertake measures that would 

obstruct and block the flow of the river. The people were not to extend the banks of the 

river that would affect the course of the river. 102  The Administrator of the Communidades 

was responsible to take the necessary measures to see that the people did not cog or block 

the flow of the river." If any one took measures to the contrary, then the Administrator 

initiated necessary steps, to clear the flow of the rivers and rivulets after carrying out 

necessary personal inspection. 

The Administrators, however, permitted the use of rubble stones and lime to 

strengthen and give solidity to the embankments that were very fragile in nature and thus 

often ruptured causing untold misery to the cultivators. The embankments raised along 

the course of the rivers were of mud and were of the width not less than approximately 

twelve feet (doze maos) at the bottom and six feet at the top." The embankments had to 

be repaired, mended and given solidity every year. For this the mud and slush was taken 

from the rivers and rivulets itself so that the flow of the rivers was smooth every year." 

The Portuguese government in this manner burdened, though not directly, the 

communidades with the task of dredging the rivers and rivulets annually. This prevented 

102  Filippe Nery Xavier, Collecccio das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas. Doc. Nos. 28, 44 & 
121, pp. 56-57, 72-73 and 209-212; Regiinenlo de 1735. as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. cit.. Cap. 
10.°, pp. XIX. 

Regimento de 1735. as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Cap. 10.°, pp. XIX. 
104  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo das Leis Peculla•es das Communidades Agricolas. Doc. No. 121, pp. 
109- 1 1 1 . 
1° 	Ibid. 
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flooding of low lying areas. But dredging the rivers every year might have been one of 

the factors responsible for affecting the solidity of the foundation of the embankments 

resulting in their constant ruptures and resultant devastations that created great havoc and 

misery to the countryside. Fields got inundated, huts and dwellings were destroyed and 

people were affected by consequent outbreaks of diseases and epidemics. Tending to the 

people in such abnormal times was the obligation of the communidades. 1°6  

(ii) The communidades were told to drain the low lying swamps and marshy areas 

to make these lands susceptible for rice cultivation for reducing the cereal deficit of Goa. 

In similar manner the communidades were to take necessary measures to make the bogs, 

puddles and ponds, and all other areas where generally water was stored in the months of 

April and May, suitable for having at least one crop i.e., rabi cultivation. The 

communidades had to cultivate these lands at its own cost when they were unable to give 

such lands on rent for short period or on long-lease. 107  Such lands were there in almost all 

the different villages of Goa. 

(iii) The communidades were not permitted to deliberately inundate their low 

lying fields with salt water without permission of the government. '08  If at all the low 

lying cultivable areas got inundated accidentally due to unforeseen circumstances such as 

due to ruptures in embankments, dislocation of the sluice-gates and other outlets. then the 

106  Ibid., Doc. Nos. 298 & 300, pp. 387 and 388. 
107  Poriaria, dated 16 th  August, 1840, and the Officio dated 13 th  July, 1776, § 5.° and 6.° as quoted in Jose 
Maria de Sa, op. cit., p. 165. 
1°8  Circular dated 8 th  March, 1849 and the Circular, n.° 993, dated 8 th  March, 1845, as quoted in Jose Maria 
de Sa, op. cit., p. 165. 
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communidades were obliged to take emergency measures to make immediate repairs and 

to discharge the salt water within 24 hours. 109  

Sometimes the government permitted the communidades to introduce salt water in 

their low-lying lands. But the level of the salt water was neither to be allowed to rise by 

more than one foot from the level of the land nor be allowed to be kept there for more 

than 24 hours. Where the introduction of such waters was essential then it was permitted 

only after a gap of every three days. ' 10 However, it was not permitted to introduce saline 

water in places adjacent to wells of drinking water that were of common use and 

especially when there was a danger of contamination due to such activities. Introduction 

of saline water whenever was permitted it had to be preceded by an agreement with the 

proprietors of adjacent fields so that the latter's interests were not harmed. If the 

comnzunklade took measures contrary to established laws in this regard then those 

responsible for it were tried judicially following a summary inquiry by the 

government.' 1 

(iv) The owners of coconut plantation and other rich owners of farm lands could 

take top-soil from the adjacent rice fields to fill up their plantations or for similar other 

use. However, the permission of the tenant cultivators had to be taken and they had to be 

adequately compensated for it. Neither the coannunidade nor the gaunkars could oppose 

" 

Ibid; also see to Filippe Ncry Xavier, Collecedo das Leis Peculiares das Commuoidades Agricolas. Doc. 
No. 267, pp. 352-353. 

• Circular dated 8 th  March, 1849 as quoted in Jose Maria de Sa, op. cit., p. 165. 
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this in any manner. 112  While the plantation owners benefited from this the tenant 

cultivators also had more than just monetary gains. The farm tools and implements used 

by the cultivators in Goa were primitive in nature and deep furrows were just not possible. 

The result was that in a few years the top-soil was sapped of its vitality and became 

unproductive in a few years of continuous cultivation. Under these circumstances if the 

plantation owners scooped off the top soil for their use then the cultivators got a fresh 

layer of fertile soil to do the cultivation. 

It may be noted that the plantation owners could take top-soil only from fields that 

had sorodio (rabi) cultivation. 113  This might have facilitated faster drainage of rain water 

during the monsoons thus preventing the flooding of the rice fields. The fields which had 

vangana cultivation could not be disturbed by taking the top soil. This was because the 

lands where vangana cultivation was in practice were usually low lying lands. And, if the 

top-soil was taken then it would have affected both the drainage of rain water as also the 

irrigation of the fields during the summer season. 

The procedure involved was that the plantation owners had to intimate the 

communidade as and when they wanted the top-soil from the rice fields. The 

communidade then asked its assessor to report on the quantum of payment to be made to 

the affected tenant cultivators taking into consideration the cost of cultivation. 114  The 

Nery Xavier. Colleecaa dos Leis Peculiares das Communidades Aszricolas. Doc. No. 21. pp. 47- 
49.  
"3  !bid; Jose Maria Sd, op. cit., pp. 165-166. 

Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleectio das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 21, pp. 47- 
49. 
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report of the assessors had to be registered in the competent books of the communidade 

giving full details of the areas from where the top-soil was to be taken. 

If it was not possible to do the valuation by an approved assessor then the affected 

tenant cultivator had to state on oath the value of the soil taken. Sometimes the plantation 

owners were not prompt in making their due payments and under these circumstances the 

tenant cultivators were put to inconvenience because of their hard-pressed need for 

money. The communidade took measures to make advance payment to the tenant 

cultivators" 5  

Plantation owners who extracted the top soil without due permission of the 

communidade were tined 5 xerafins for each such offence. Of these 5 xerafins. three were 

given to all the concerned cultivators and the other two were awarded to one who 

intimated in writing, to the comuzunidade, the incidence of such an illegality. Besides. the 

plantation owners had to reimburse to the respective tenant-cultivators the value of the 

taken." 6  

Sometimes the gaunkars or the tenants cultivating communidade rice fields 

prevented the plantation owners from taking the top soil from the rice fields. Excessive 

price was demanded from the plantation owners for taking the top soil. This was however. 

not permissible. Sometimes the gawikars themselves took the top-soil by paying the 

" 5  Jose Maria Sd, op. cit., pp. 166. 
" 6  Ibid; Filippe Nery Xavier, Collecedo das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 21, 
PP. 47-49. 
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same price_ with the intention to deny the plantation owners from taking it. Under such 

circumstances the latter were entitled for due compensation.' 1 7  

Extraction of top-soil was permitted only in the month of May every year. 

Sometimes. due to the fury of the monsoons the soil used to get carried away from the 

surrounding elevated embankments of the plantation owners to the adjoining rice fields 

causing problems for the rice cultivators. While the plantation owners were allowed to 

take back the resulting soil drained into the adjacent rice fields. the cultivators were 

not paid any compensation. 

IV. The Commtmidades and Public Health in Goa 

Goa faced constant outbreak of epidemics from time to time. Outbreak of 

contagious diseases was also frequent. Epizootic. attacks were also not less frequent. In 

fact the constant outbreak of epidemics was given as the prime reason for the 

abandonment and depopulation of many Goan villages. For instance. the _Wrath of 4 1 ') 

 March. 1778 gave the following villages as decadent and depopulated after the outbreak 

of epidemics there in 1783. These include: Corlim. Carambolim_ Azossim. Mandur_ 

Ganeim. Neura o grande. Neurd o Pequeno. Goalim-Moula and.Telaulim.' Similar was 

the case in villages like Chord°. Piedade. S. Mathias. Naroa. Gandaulim. Bambolim. 

Seridao. Chimbel. Panelim. Agacaim and Ella wherein there were outbreaks of epidemics 

in 1790. Likewise_ many villages of Salcete had few inhabitants especially in villages 

Ibid. 
" g  

'" P.N. Xavier. Collecciio das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Part. II. p. 184. 
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from Mormugao to Quelossim. 120  In the New Conquests region the situation was still 

worse. In fact constant outbreak of epidemics especially malaria, was cited as the chief 

cause responsible for the residents of the Old Conquests not taking up residence in the 

New Conquests for exploitation of the natural resources available in abundance there. t2 ' 

12"  &ileum .... dated 3"i  October, 1865. N.°. pp. 496. Herein is tiled the following report: Noticia historic() 

des epidemics. pelo maior parte de febres. que tem Ilagellado em diversas epocas as habitantos de varies 

aldeas.  desde estado. cu/os efleitos muitos deltas ainda resentem. deduzida de documentos aniciaes. 
1570 - Comecou a epicemia da cidade velha. Na occasido da reedificaddo delta cidade. ent 1777. sendo 
mandados pare ella 1623 trabalhadores de Salcete em mud() tempo morrerani delles 58. e se retiraram 

marzahneme daentes 65. 
1775- Em Pomburpci. e Velotim. de Simla de Barden. 
1781 - Ent Taleigao. S. Ignez. Pan/inn. e Murcia. dos Ilhas. 
1782 - Em Margao. de Salcete: comecou no bairro do Povoadao. na rua a direita da 	e passou aos 

bairros do bazaar. Morniutv. Combo. Maleabatta. Model. Borda e Fatarda. e nillederam desde o 1. 0  de 

abril de 1782 ate 31 de agosto de 1785. ao todo 967 dos acomehidos. - Sendo attribuida a •ua causa aos 
miasmas que evalava a pavimento do corpo da lugar do enterramento de cadavers. deu-se comeco 

a cus(a do communidade. ao actual cemeterio rro die 7 de Julho de 1685 no local denominado outerio da 

cabello. 
- Em colvale. e Revora de Bartle: 
1783 - Ent Talaulim (s. Anna). Goalim - Moula. Batim. GeHctirt Mandur. Azossim. Carambolim. 

Neurci a Grande e Pequeno. dos Ilhas de Goa. que ainda hole tem pouco habitants. 
1785 - Em Cortalim. Mormugao. e sues vi.sinhos de Chicalim. Vaddenz. e Bogmalo de S'alcete. - Ent 
Mormugdo desde novembro de 1786 ate novembro de 1789 morreram 911 doentes. dos quaes 500 foram 

sepultados no !grant. e as de mais for a della. 
1787- em Rachol de Salcete. e os habitantes. depois de bent flagellados abandonaran; en, 1791 aquella. 

entaa rice cidade/la. 
1790 - Em Ma/vera. Agadaim. 	 Neurei e S. Laurence). des Ilhas. 

1792 - Ent Sancoale. e nas suas visinhas. de Salcete. 
1840 - Em Divar (Piedade0. dos Ilhas. 

Em Sinquerim de Barden. 
1842 - Em Chimbel. des 
/843 - Em Mormug eta. Vaddem e Chicolim, de Salcete. 
/844 - Em varias aldeas do estado, a epidemia de bexigas. 
1845 - Idem - he de observer. que em verbs annos do seculo presente o mal de bexigas grassou em muitas 
aldeas, a fin mules vfcBHras. eras OS dOCUllielliOS oflidiaes do archive do governo sac) onzissos. 
1845 Em Sanquelim. e em diversos pontos do estado (Week's o mal de colcra-mnorbus. 
1849 - Idem - No seculo presente coma no passado. e canto qua a terrivel mal do colera fen grande est•ago 
nos habitants de diversos pontos dente estado: todavia as documentos aniciaes supra alludidos nao dao 
110liela daquella 	COITSla parent que a govreno 1101' 0111(40 de 24 de dezenthro de 1775 mandard faze(' 

anazomia (autoosia) de Hill jalleCHIO d ;Vel'illli1V tindiifestaai au 	(c(urerai. c mit; se sal-re da s•u 

resuhaelfi 

A'.8. - C'onza par portarias de 10 de marca de 1845. e 25 de ahril de 1845 fui commettidoj .Junta de Salida 

l'uhlica a cuidade accudir corn a.t convenientes providencias viii ca•os da molestias contagiosas, 

apidemicas. episooticas. so  o archly() daquella repartiecio pock suhministrar (Judos cellos aos curiosos qua 

qui:et -ern ordenar liar xnappa historico-estatistico des molestial epidemicas a contagiosas. que tem reinado 

depois da espediaJo daquellas portarias. a a resutado qua se tem co/lido des diligencias empregados pare 

a sue extinccao. - Nova Goa. 23 de setembro dc 1865. Filippc Nen: Xavier. 
l ' h  Jaime Rangel (ed.1. (Maya Congresses Provincial da India PortuguJsa. Vol. 1. pp. 39-77. 
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In 1845 the government determined that the expenses of the medical party 

including the dispensary had to be maintained by the cotnnzunidades in times of 

epidemics. The Connnunidades were made to contribute in times of epidemics for the care 

and treatment of non-privileged sections of the rural inhabitants. The conununidades or 

their components were made solely responsible for defraying the cost of rural 

sanitation.' 22  In fact, earlier by the Portarias of 10` h  March. 184'i. and 25 th  April. 184'i. 

the Junta de Saude Publica (Public Health Department) was made responsible for taking 

measures to contain the outbreak of diseases. However. from 1849 onwards the 

conununidades were given this responsibility. 

According to the Portaria dated 25` h  April_ 1849. the commtaticiades during the 

outbreak of epidemics were to spend daily a sum of 2 xeralin•. Of these one xera/in was 

for the payment of the attending physician and the other was towards defraying the cost 

of his transport. if the physician came from outside the limits of the particular village the 

communidacle had to shell out 3 xercdins. However. if the attending physician came from 

outside the limits of a particular province then the daily contribution shot up to 4 xercdin.s.  

•-• 

122  Filippc Nery Xavier. •ollecca° das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas. Doc. No. 289. pp. 
370-374. 
' 2 ' Joaquirn Bernardino Cat:ao da Costa. 0 Triumph° da Verdade. S 103.'. p. 28. 
124 Nery Xavier, Collecoio dos Leis Peculiares this Communidades Agricolas. Doc. No. 289, pp. 
370-374. The Portaria of 25 th  April, 1849, stipulated the following: "...Art. 12.° As despezas do 
Facultativa e da Botica portatil sera° satisfeitas pelas respectivas. para cuia despeza ficam desde jb 
anthoricadas. 

Art 21.° Os Facultativos. sendo da propria Aldea terdo huma machila effective. e huma rupia de 

veneimento dhirio pure tartar od (Mentes pohres. Os (Mentes. clue tiverem meios. satislarilo a importancia 
dos medicamentos: e os uhastudos serao tumbem ob•i•udos u remunerar of Facultutivos... 

Art. 22.° Se o Facultative) neweud o 1;3r de huma Altka a °tu•a. terci umehila efiective. e tres serulins de 

e se /5r mandudo para Jor a da Comarea. salvo sendo menus de tres legoas. tern oleo, da 

machila effective. quarto scrutiny de vencimenlo 
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per day.' 25  If we take the minimum, then a communidade ended up spending 2 xerafins 

per day and this was exclusive of the expenses on medications which amount was also 

charged to the communidades. 

Often the communidades spent enormous sums during the outbreak of epidemics 

on paying the physicians itself.' 26  The minimum amount that every communidade had to 

spend in a year was about 750 xerafins. But many of the communidades like those of 

Bambolim, Curca, Talaulim, of Ilhas, Adsulim, Cana, Velim, etc., of Salcete and Arpord 

Corlim, Marra, etc., of Bardez had net revenues far less than 750 xerafins in a year. I27  

The Portaria of the government dated 25 th  April, 1849 classified the outbreak of 

epidemics, if either there were four known cases of contagious diseases or when 15 cases 

of fever were reported. In Goa, throughout the 19 th  century as also earlier the outbreak of 

small-pox was frequent principally when the migrant Goans came back after serving in 

British India. Similarly, in any season it was rare for many a village not to have less than 

15 reported cases of fever.' 28  Therefore at any point of time Goa remained a perpetually 

epidemic region. Moreover, the medications prescribed by the attending physicians was 

said to have been hardly effective. Under these circumstances the people were forced to 

take herbal medicines the effectiveness of which was also doubtful in positively 

controlling the outbreak of epidemics. In the end while the officiating physicians were 

125  Filippe Nery Xavier. C'ollecciii) clas Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas. Doc. No 289. pp. 
370-374. 

Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.). op. cit., Doc. No. 383, p. 9. 
L7 

 

Joaquim Bernardino CatAo da Costa, 0 Triumph° da Verdade, § 161.0, p. 39. 
l2 

 

Filippe Nery Xavier, Collecceio das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No 289, pp. 
370-374. 
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remunerated and were on pay rolls of the communidades it was the people dealing in 

herbal medicines who attended to the ailing people. In this manner many communidades 

spent their resources unjustly and with little or no benefit to the people. 129  

V. The Commtwidades: Construction of Cemeteries, Sustenance of Beggars and 

Mendicants 

In Goa, ever since the arrival of the Portuguese in 1510, some of the dead people 

were buried in the pavement of the churches. 13°  This is evident from a field study of the 

old churches of Goa in the Old Conquests. This however often created health problems. 

For instance, in 1782, there was an epidemic in Margao, and within two years a thousand 

people died. 131  The cause was supposed to be the foul smell emanating from the 

pavement of the church where the dead were buried. Parishioners of other villages might 

have also suffered due to similar reason. And thus from the late 18` h  century many 

parishes started constructing cemeteries. 

The communidades were made to defray the cost of construction of cemeteries for 

the dead in many parts of Goa. For instance, the conummidade of Gancim contributed 

1999:0:39 xercrfins, for the construction of cemetery in 1819-20. 1 ' 2  Similarly, the 

conununidade of Nagoa constructed a cemetery in 1842. Earlier, in 1832. the 

communidade of Orlim in Salcete gave 1000:0:00 xerajins for having a. cemetery for its 

129  Joaquim Bernardino Cato da Costa, U Triumph° do Verdude, pp. 38. 
139  Boletim..., No. 76, dated 3 rd  October, 1865, p. 496. 
13 ' Ibid. 
132  HAG, Registo das Portarias do Governo. Vol. 1406, fl. 79. 
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parishioners. I33  Likewise, a sum of 2054:2:30 xerafins was set aside from the revenues of 

the village Jua in 1840 for the construction of a cemetery in that village. I34  

In fact it was the Municipal Councils that had to construct and maintain the 

cemeteries. In times of lack of resources the Municipal Councils were entitled to tax the 

people. I35  But the responsibility of building the cemetery was conveniently shifted on to 

the shoulders of the communidades. 

VI. The Communidades and the Maintenance of the Prisoners 

The communidades also had the obligation for the maintenance of the poor 

captives and prisoners in Goa. It was only the Governor General Mr. V. d'Ourem who 

burdened the communidades to the extent of making them solely responsible for fulfilling 

the obligation for the maintenance of the poor captives and prisoners. Later, realizing that 

this was too heavy an imposition on the meager resources of the communidades. the 

government asked the Municipal Councils to partly defray the cost of maintaining the 

poor prisoners and other captives. The Portaria of 9th  March, 1854 asked the Municipal 

Councils to take measures to collect revenue for this purpose. from the communidades as 

well as from all the tenant-cultivators. dessais. and other title-holders of the district in 

G33  1 IAG. Registo das Poridrias do Governo. Vol. 2428.11. 83. 
134 1-1AG, Regisio das Portarias do Govern°, Vol. 2438,11 32v. 
135  Coc/igu Administrativo, Art. I37.° as quoted in, Joaquim Bernardino Cato da Costa, 0 Triumph° da 
Verdade.§ I58.°. pp. 28-38. 
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both the Old and the New Conquests. 136  It seems that the government authorities looked 

at the institution of communidade as a milch cow and was extracting resources from their 

treasury. 

For instance, the Codigo Administrativo had made the Municipal Councils solely 

responsible for meeting the cost of maintaining the prisons and jails, though not its 

inmates. I37  It was the Administrators of the Provinces who were entrusted with the task 

of policing the jails and sustenance of the jail inmates. 138  The institution of Santa Casa de 

Misericordia was also partly responsible for the sustenance of the poor jail inmates. I39  In 

Lisbon, the government itself maintained the poor jail inmates in association with the 

institution of Misericordia. Later on, in 1834 the Portuguese government took upon itself 

the sole responsibility for this obligation in Lisbon and gave to the Misericordia a sum of 

2,400,000 reis annually to compensate for its help. 140  From the above it is clear that 

sustenance of the poor jail inmates in mother country was the responsibility of the 

government itself in association with the Misericordia. However in Goa the government 

shifted this responsibility on to the shoulder of communidade, causing it to bear the 

maintenance-cost of the prisoners of state from its agricultural surplus. This unusual form 

of extra-economic coercion drained the meager resources of the communidades. It is 

very clear from the analysis of the preamble of the Portaria of 9th  March, 1854, that in 

Goa sustenance of the jail inmates had always been the obligation of the Misericordia up 

136  Joaquim Bernardino CatAo da Costa, 0 Triumpho da Verdade, § 136.°, pp. 34. 
' 37  Ibid., § 138.°, pp. 35. 
131(  Codigo Administrativo, Art. 227.° no. 2, as quoted in, Joaquim Bernardino Catao da Costa, 0 Triumpho 

da Verdade, § 138, p. 35. 
139  Alvara of le October, 1806, and the Port arias do Ministerio do Reino, dated 30 th  June, 1838 as quoted 

in Joaquim Bernardino Catao da Costa, 0 Triumpho da Verdade, § 139. 0, pp. 35. 
14(1  ibid., § 140.°, pp. 35. 
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to the year 1837. From then onwards up to 1854 the cost was defrayed by the Public 

Exchequer. But later when the Public Exchequer could not meet with the growing 

expenses to sustain jailers, the obligation for the same, instead of reverting back to the 

Misericordia, was put on the communidades, as the agrarian surplus appeared much more 

maneuverable and easy for extraction for a cause like this. 14I  The Camara Geral of 

Salcete on behalf of its constituent communidades represented against this burdensome 

obligation to the government. The government, however, asked the communidades to 

adhere to its directive. And the communidades had no alternative but to oblige. I42  

VII. The Communidades and the Construction of Rest Houses 

The indirect way of extracting surplus from the communidades was also evidently 

visible in the cases when the communidades were compelled to contribute both land and 

money for the construction of rest houses for the travelers and pilgrims. The 

communidades were agricultural associations and their intrinsic function was to take 

measures for the agricultural development of the areas under their control. It is only in the 

second half of the 19 th  century that the communidades were made to give away their 

lands on lease for this purpose. 143  The communidades were asked to give lands to 

facilitate the construction of public hostels for the benefit of travelers and pilgrims. Such 

141  Ibid..: 141.° & 142.Q. p. 
142 The Camara Geral of Salcete made a representation to the government vide its Officio n.° 572, dated 
26 th  April, 1854. In reply to this the government dispatched immediately its own Officio 11.° I I, dated 29 th 

 April. 1854. askine the communidades to fall in tine with its directive as quoted in Joaquim Bernardino 
CatAo da Costa. 0 Trhanpho da Verdade. § I43.°. p. 35. 
"3  Joaquim Bernardino Cato da Costa. 0 Triumph() da Verdade, § 146.° & I 47.°. p. 36. 
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types of obligations that were entrusted on the communidades eventually led to the 

weakening of these agricultural institutions financially. The communidades might have 

lost many of their prime lands to the government to help the latter to have rest houses for 

the pilgrims and travelers.'" 

VIII. The Communidades and Education in Goa 

(i) Primary Education. 

The Portuguese government gave to Goa a law conceding to all children the 

benefits of primary education. However, the burden was shifted to the communidades. In 

1841, the government created the parish schools to be maintained by the communidades. 

The government was not ready to lighten this burden and reiterated its position several 

times thereafter that the communidades be obliged to render the educational service to the 

people. 145  It, however, allowed that the proceeds of the tax, denominated Subsidio 

Dacron°, established since 17 th  of October, 1773 be applied for the payment of teachers 

and instructors. 

The following table gives a fair idea of the extent to which the communidades 

were burdened with the obligation of disseminating elementary education at the village 

level from the mid 19 th  century. 

' 44  Ibid., § 181.', pp. 43-46. Herein, is copied word by word the reply given by Joao Francisco Piedade da 

Cruz, Escrivao da Communidade de Loutolim, regarding the deteriorated state of the lands given on lease 

to the individual capitalist. The lands leased for a specific purpose were hardly utilized appropriately. 

' 45  Fl ippe Nery Xavier, 8osquejo Hislorieo da,s. Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de Sa, Vol. 1, pp. 

137-38. Herein read the various Porturius despatched by the government dated 23 rd  September, 1841, le 

November, 1842 and 29 th  January, 1843 making the communidades bear the cost of primary education at 

the village level. 
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Table showing the communidades which met the cost of Public 
Instruction in Goa annually from 1850 to 1910: 146  

Ilhas Amount 
(xerafins) 

Salcete Amount 
(xerafins) 

Bardez 
(xerafins) 

Amount 
(xerafins) 

Bambolim 24:0:00 Betalbatim 72:0:00 Aldona 180:0:00 
Cala* 108:0:00 Benaulim 12:0:00 Assonora 108:0:00 
Corlim 84:0:00 Cavorim 20:0:00 Calangute 100:0:00 
Goa-Velha 66:0:00 Chandor 50:0:00 Candolim 48:0:00 

Guirdolim 20:0:00 Camorlim 72:0:00 
Chinchinim 12:0:00 Colvale 72:0:00 
Deussua 36:0:00 Moira 60:0:00 
Sirlim 36:0:00 Nachinola 120:0:00 
Colva 20:0:00 Nerul 108:0:00 
Cortalim 36:0:00 Parra 34:4:43 

The communidades of Goa were instrumental in meeting the cost of primary 

education for the benefit of the children of their locality. 

(ii) The Communidades and Higher Education 

The government also made the communidades to meet the cost of education 

beyond the primary level, as well. By the Decree No. 5, dated 1 1 th  November, 1871 was 

created for the first time a Chair in Agriculture, in the instifuto Profissiona at Panjim. 

Similarly, two nurseries for growing plants were set up on experimental basis: One. in 

Old Goa, and. the other was in Gaspar Dias. 147  Thereafter were instituted subsidies to the 

farmers in Satari and other regions of the New Conquests. The regulation of these 

I -14 
In the communidades of Calangutc, Corlim. Cauca and Goa-Vclha expenses on primary education were 

met. by the Communidade in association with the respective Confraternities. In the communidades of Verna 
and Nagoa. the expenses on primary education were met by the Cominunidade in association with the 
parish fahricas. Similarly. in the communidades of Parra, Calangutc and Candolim expenses on primary 
education were met by the Communidade in association with the respective parish priest. 
"7  These were created by the Porlaria Provincial of I l' h  December, 1877 and Porlaria Provincial Of 23 rd  
January, 1899. For more information read Sirnplicio de Sousa, "A Instrucedo Agricola nas Escolas 
Primarias de Goa". in Segundo Congresso Provincial da India Porniguesa, pp. 17-20. 
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subsidies was in the hands of the military commanders of Sanguem and Valpoi. The 

government issued guidelines for activities related to agriculture as late as 1906. 148  

The overall scene in Goa was that by the beginning of the 20 th  century most of the 

institutes started to impart education concerning agriculture were either extinct or were 

open to only select students. The poor people had hardly any access to this education. 

The people of Goa time and again asked that the communidades be made to organize 

education for the poor regarding the farming on scientific lines. But till 1910 and even 

thereafter the communidades were made to defray the cost of primary education in large 

part of Goa; but no attempts were made to accede to the wishes of the people in asking 

them to impart agricultural education. 149  

(iii) The Communidades and Professional Education in Medicine and Engineering 

In view of the opinion emitted by the Overseas Ministry dated 31 st  March, 1830, 

in Lisbon regarding the study of medicine and surgery, the Portuguese government 

determined that the government of the Estado da India should choose and send four 

students, two in each branch, to Portugal for higher studies in these fields. 15°  It was stated 

that the study of these four students had to be borne by the Estado. It was stipulated that 

if the Estado was not in a position to defray the cost of their study and stay in Portugal 

148  Refer to Portaria Provincial, dated 25 1h  January, 1906 in Boteam ..., No. 16, 1906. 
144) Propercia Correia Afonso Pereira, "Escolas Noctumas e Dominicais", in Segundo Congresso Provincial 
cla India Portuguesa, pp. 1-3 
156  The Portuguese government decided to call four students to study medicine in Portugal. The students 

had to be from those who were highly talented and yet who had good moral conduct. This decision of the 
Portuguese government was communicated to the Estado vide its Provistio, dated 2

nd 
May, 1832. 
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then the Senado da cidade and the camaras of the provinces should contribute half the 

cost of these students. I51  

However, when the royal orders were enforced in Goa the then viceroy of Goa D. 

Manoel de Portugal fixed an annual sum of 6,000 xerafins for maintaining the students in 

Portugal. This sum was distributed in the following manner: 500 xerafins to be paid by 

the communidades of llhas, 1,000 xerafins by the communidades of Salcete and another 

1,000 xerafins by those of Bardez. Of the rest the Senado da cidade was to contribute 

1,000 xerafins and the Public Exchequer was to pay from its own revenue the other 2,500 

xerafins. This contribution started to be collected from 1833 as stated above without any 

alteration till the third quarter of 1848. In that year the Municipal Council of Ilhas, which 

succeeded the Senado da Cidade requested that it be freed from the obligation of 

contributing its quota of 1,000 xerafins. By a Portaria dated le October, 1848 this 

request was granted and moreover it was stated that henceforth the contribution be 

limited to only 2500 xerafins which was the amount to be collected from the 

communidades of Ilhas. Salcete and Bardez. 152  

The conummidades of Old Conquests continued to pay for this additional burden 

up to 1873. It may be noted that no student was supported for a long period. Similarly. 

after 1857 no student was ever supported for undergoing medical studies in Portugal 

Filippe Nery Xavier. &i.cqueio Historic() das C;orrrmroidtrde.r ..., edited by Jose Maria de Sa, Vol. 1. p. 
32. 

ibid..pp• 32-33. 
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though the communidades of Ilhas, Salcete and Bardez were not relieved from the 

obligation of making the contribution till 1873. 153  

The expenses met from the revenues of Goa from 1833 upto 1857 on the students 

sent to Portugal for higher studies in medicine was as follows: 154  

Share of Communidades for Higher Studies in Medicine 

Year Purpose Amount 
(xerafins) 
2000:0:00 1833 Advance paid to Manoel J. F. de Abreu, A. A. Leandro 

Mascarenhas, Antonio Jose de Gama and Raimundo V. 
Rodrigues. I55 

-- Forwarded to the Ministry (Overseas ?) as had been requested 
by it for the grant of aid to the students stipulated at the rate of 

4000:0:00 

20,000 rein per month to each of the above four students 
1839 For defraying the transport 	of Isidoro E. 	Baptista and . cost 1000:0:00 

Marciano A. Nunes Pereira. 1:' 6  
1843 	to Study grants paid to Marciano A. Nunes Pereira. I7  3875:0:00 
1845 
1847 to Study grants paid to Isidoro E. Baptista. l ''S  16991:3:20 
1854 
1848 to Study grants paid to Agostinho V. Loureneo. I5 `r  29991:3:20 
1857 

Total 57858:1:40 

153  Ibid. 
154  Boleti/7z do Governo do Estado da India, n.° 42, 1859; M.V. Abreu, Noceio de Alguns Filhos Distinctos 
da India Portugueza. as quoted in Filippo Nery Xavier. Bosqueio Historic° das Corrnrtunidades edited 
by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. l 1, pp. 32-33. 

Both Manoel J. F. de Ahreu and A. A. Leandro Mascarenhas. died without completing their higher 
studies in Portuwil in the year 1836 and 1837 respectively. 
156  They were sent as substitutes for Manoel J. F. de Ahreu and Leandro Mascarenhas, with grant of equal 
aid. 

Besides, the Portugues treasury paid to him 9,59,840 reis. 
Besides. the Portuguese treasury was paying to him 1.700$000 reis, annually. 

15 9 
Besides, the installments of 20,000 reis were paid to him by the camaras agrarias (conununidades) of 

Goa, to enable him study natural science which was later on increased to 40.000 reis so as to enable him do 
higher studies in France and Germany. Subsequently, the Portuguese treasury granted to him an aid of 
1.284.404 reis to add to the additional 10.913,334 reis paid by the catnara agrarias. 
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Thus the communidades of Goa spent a sum of 57858 xerafins, in defraying the 

cost of various students sent to Portugal for higher studies. 16°  

In 1840, it was determined that all the overseas provinces should dispatch to 

Portugal hundred young men to be instructed in sciences, arts and as engineers. Of these 

the Public Exchequer of the Estado was to meet the expenses of sending 20 students from 

India. Five of these were each from Salcete, Ilhas and Bardez with 3 and 2 students sent 

from Daman and Diu. Their maintenance and return journey were also to be at the cost of 

the Public Exchequer. In 1841 a sum of 4800 xerafins was spent for their maintenance 

while proceeding to Portugal. 161  

In April 1870, the Junta da Fazenda acting on the proposal of the governor 

Pestana decided to choose and send six students for higher studies to Portugal. These 

students were to be paid a grant of 90 xerafins every month besides meeting their expense 

of travel to Portugal by second class. However, in November, 1871, after the departure 

of the Governor Visconde de S. Januario the number of students to be sent was reduced 

to four only. Those chosen included Jose Maria Alvares, Elvino de Brito. Christovam 

Ayres and Clovis da Costa. They were to be maintained by giving them an aid of 100 

xerafins. But all these proposals of the Estado da India were not approved by the 

government in Portugal. The external affairs minister of Portugal Andrade Corvo did not 

approve of the proposal of the Estado da India saying that when originally in 1833 it Was 

"4'  /hid. 

161  Ibid: 	Abrcu also states that the total expenses from 1833 till 17 th  March. 1869 including the 
expenses on the Goan students sent after the publication of the list in the Boleilm of 1859 was to the total of 
11.681$334 reds fortes besides the 4.000 Xerafins. despatched to the overseas ministry in the First year that 
is 1833, 
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decided to support the higher studies of students in Portugal it was only to be in the field 

of medicine. And since higher studies in medicine were imparted in Goa there was no 

need to send and support students in Portugal.' 62  Thereafter, the Camara Geral of Ilhas 

petitioned to the Public Exchequer that they be relieved from the heavy yoke of making 

the yearly contribution of 500 xeralins. but the request was not oranted.' 63  

Meanwhile. the metropolitan government decided to continue the grant of aid to 

the four students till August. 1872. However. one of the students Elvino de Brito asked 

that the grant of aid be continued till November of that year when they would be in a 

position to complete their studies. This request was granted but one of the students Clovis 

da Costa had to return to Goa without completing his studies as a result of stopping the 

grant of aid to him.'" 

In a statement made to the Portuguese House of Parliament on 2(J March. 1874 

Andrade Cory() proposed for the extinction of the contribution made by the 

communidatie.s -  of Goa since 1833. Four decades of experience shoved that the students 

sent at the cost of the commimithic/cs have benefited the scholars only. The students never 

returned to work for the benefit of the rural society. The coinmuniducles were squeezed 

for the benefit of these students but hardly got anythini.L.,  in return. The contribution 

collected front the commurtichicLA was finally put to au end in April. 1874. In the course 

Porkiria No. 31. dated I8' 1 ' May. 1872. sitmed by Alinistro Jar ALtritzu Andrade Corvo. as quoted in 
Filippo Nery Xavier. Bosipecio historic() (las (....ommuttidades .... edited by JosC Maria dc Sa. Vol. IL pp. 

Filippo Nery Xat icr. Bosqueto historic() Jac ('ommutlidades .... edited b ∎  Jose Maria de Si. Vol. 11. pp. 

" Filippe Nei-. Xavier. llosquelo historic), thus C nrunurrridadcs 	 b ∎  Jost: Maria dc Sa. Vol. I. pp. 
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of over four decades the public Exchequer collected about 1,25,000 xerafins from the 

communidades. Of these only a sum of 70,000 was truly utilized for the purpose for 

which it was collected. I65  The rest was the price paid probably by the communidades for 

being under the tutelage of a colonizing state. 

IX. The Communidades and the Widows and Orphans 

The Communidades were made to carry out many social welfare activities, which 

were indispensable for socio-economic welfare of the Goan rural society. These welfare 

activities were thrust on the communidades for their implementation by drawing on their 

surplus. When surplus was not available with them, the communidades often borrowed 

from individual and institutional capitalists. Many communidades remained in debt for 

long. In others, the quantum of profits for the members was reduced considerably. 

Against this background there were lots of clamours for the dissolution of these 

associations for the simple reason that the membership of the same became a burden for 

many. While the communidades spent on their varied activities, the deprived sections of 

the society especially the widows and orphans were put to lot of financial hardship 

because the earnings for them were far reduced than what would have normally been. 

CO Many communidades of the Old. Conquests that followed the system of 

division of distributable surplus per capita had instituted the payment of 

pensionimaintenancc grants in favor of the widows and orphan children of the deceased 

1AC  Ibid.. pp. 34-35. While every ‘,...ear the communidades were made to pay 2.500 Xeratins, in the last three 
years from 1872 to 1874 the corn/nun/Wades were forced to contribute around 10.800 ,Vera/ins. per year. 
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gaunkars. 166  01 these the connnunidade of Carambolim provided for even the widowed 

mother and unmarried sisters of the deceased gaunkars.167  

Some communidades favored simultaneously a plurality of persons, while others 

gave the benefit to one certain and particular individual. For instance, in the 

coininunidades of Bambolim, upon the death of a gaunkar only the eldest son was 

entitled to receive one join/. On the other hand most communidades -, like those of 

Bang,uenim, Batim, Calapur, Carambolim, Curca, etc., offered pension to both the first 

born and the widow.'" Some coin inunidades like those of Cioltim, Jua, gave one jonn in 

full while others gave a fraction of it." In some others what the children received jointly 

was much more than what would correspond to the joi? of a gaunkar. For instance, in 

Mandur, Mercurim, •orombim o Pequeno, etc., the jowls earned by the bereaved family 

of a gaunkar was always more by at least one-fourth of what the latter would have earned 

7ft 

as a member. • 

f lit The Report of 22" September, 1860 records the system of giving maintenance 

grants as was followed in the communidade of Carambolim. According to this report on 

the death of the gaunkar only the eldest son was emitted to the jonn of the father till the 

I 'Bo/e/im ..., N.", 99, dated 15 th  November, 1879; N. 	12, dated 	February, 1876; N. 15, dated 22 
February, 1876; N.° 30, dated 21' April, 1876; N.° 89, dated 18 th  November, 1870; N.° 4, dated 13 th  
January. 1865: N. 101, dated 24 h  December, 1861: N. 100, dated 22" December. 1863: 	1, dated 2' 
January, 1867: N.' 98, dined 17 1h  December, 1867: N." 102, dated 29 m  December. 1868, 	dated 18 th  
December. 1868. etc... which dive a fair idea of the quantum of pension maintenance grants earned by the 
widows and orphans in the di lierent villages of Goa in the 2" hallo!' the I 9'" centur. 

ter} Xavier. lioscirteio Historic() dent C'llutatutridades .... edited by Jose Niaria dc SP. Vol. 11. pp. 
S;0-f;1. 

1 `' Ibid.. pp. 53-55. 58-60. 67-69. 73-77 and 110-111. 
Ibid.. pp. 141-152 and 154-156. 

" Ibid.. pp. 172-171 and 176-177. 
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the death of the gaunkar only the eldest son was entitled to the jonn of the father till the 

time he was eligible to be enrolled as a primary member of the communidade. In the 

event of the death of the eldest son this right to receive the jonn of the father passed on to 

the son next in line. However, if a gaunkar expired had only daughters then the eldest 

daughter been entitled to receive one-fourth of the jonn. But once the eldest daughter got 

married, and then the next daughter received the share. The widow was simultaneously 

entitled to receive one-fourth of the jonn. If any gaunkar left behind children of both first 

and second marriage then the eldest son of the first marriage was entitled to receive the 

jonn. But once he attained the required age for his primary enrollment then the first-born 

of the second marriage had the right to receive the stipulated share of one jonn.' 7 ' 

In the event of the deceased gaunkar having a widowed mother, unmarried sisters 

and sons then the eldest son received one jonn in full and the widowed mother and 

unmarried elder sister got one-fourth each. If on the other hand the gaunkar leaves 

behind no male issue but other relatives referred to above along with his widow and 

daughters then his jonn was equally divided among the mother, elder sister, widow and 

eldest daughter. If the deceased gaunkar left behind children of the first marriage and 

widow of the second marriage then the eldest son was entitled to three-fourths of the jonn 

and the widow received the remaining one-fourth share.' 72  

(iii) In Ilhas, nineteen communidades instituted over a period of time maintenance 

grants/pension to the widows of the gaunkars. These included the communidades of 

171  Rui Gomes Pereira, op. cit., pp. 56-57. 
172  Ibid., pp. 24-25. 
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GoRim, Jua, Malar, Mandur, Mercurim, Morombim o Grande, Morombim o Pequeno, 

Narod, Navelim, Neura o Pequeno, and Taleigao. Some communidades extended this 

benefit to the widows of the culachars as in Bambolim and Neura o Pequeno. The 

communidade of Gancim paid pension to the widows of the shareholders as well.' 73  

It is important that in most cases the widow received the pension/maintenance 

grants only in the absence of male heirs of the departed gaunkar. However, there were 

exceptions. For instance, in 1767, in the communidade of Azossim a gaunkar died leaving 

behind male children of the first marriage and widow of the second marriage. Yet the 

widow was enrolled for the purpose of receiving the pension. However, widows also lost 

the pension if they remarried. 174  

As a rule in most communidades the widows received one-fourth of the jonn. But, 

in the communidade of Calapur the widows received one-third while those of Cujira and 

Taleigao received half of the jonn. 175  Similarly the communidades of Navelim, Malar and 

Goltim gave eleven, two and one xeralim, respectively. 176  The communidade of Gancim 

paid six xerafins till 1765 and thereafter paid one-fourth of the jonn to the widows.' 77  The 

communidade of Jua had a slightly different practice. If the gaunkar died leaving his wife 

and son, then the widow got pension only after the death of the son. However if the son 

173  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. II, pp. 
47-254. 
' 74  Ibid. 
175  Ibid., pp. 68-69. 
176 Ibid., pp. 147, 163-164 and 204-205. 
177 Ibid., p. 124. 
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dies leaving behind his wife then the latter as well as the old widowed mother were 

entitled for one-fourth of the jonn as pension. I 78  

In Bardez, only in two communidades of Oxel and Parra the widows were paid 

maintenance grants or pensions so long as they continued in the state of widowhood. 

Their entitlement was however just one-eighth of the jonn. 179  In the communidade of 

Verla both the widow and the unmarried daughters of the deceased gaunkars received 

dress material after every three years. They also had the right to cultivate a rice-field of 

an extent requiring 5 curos (local measure of weight equivalent to 114 th  of a candil) of 

seed. They got a cultivable area double in size in the year when the family happened to be 

the main celebrant of the feast of the patron saint of the village. 80 

The communidades of Salcete did not institute any form of pension to the widows 

and unmarried daughters. The reasons for this were unknown. Perhaps it might have been 

due to the fact that the communidades of Salcete had a slightly different composition 

whereby the members who had financial stake were mostly the shareholders. 

(iv) In most of the communidades of Ilhas it was only the eldest orphan son who 

received the jonn as pension till the age of his primary enrollment as full-fledged member 

of the community. Some communidades like those of Batim, Caraim, Curca, Jua, 

Morombim o Pequeno, Naroa and Neura of Grande gave pension only to the first-born 

and denied this pension to others under all circumstances. It was only in the 

178  Ibid., pp. 155-156. 
179  Ibid., pp. 455-456 and 458-459. 
I " Ibid., pp. 479-481. 
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communidade of Chorao that the right to receive pension passed from the first-born to 

others. This was done when either the first-born dies or attains the required age for 

primary enrollment. 181  

Some communidades of Ilhas gave pension/maintenance grants to the orphan sons 

of the culachars as well. The communidade of Azossim gave them half of what was 

allotted to the orphan children of gaunkars. But in the communidades of Malar, Neura o 

Pequeno and Chorao the orphan children of culachars and gaunkars were treated on par. 

In Chorao the benefits were also extended to the orphan sons of the shareholders. I82  

In Bardez the pension to the orphans was paid in most of the villages. In the 

communidades of Aldona and Anjuna all the male orphans received half of the jonn till 

they attained the age for primary enrollment as full-fledged members." 3  In Sangolda all 

orphaned sons received full jonn.' 84  

In the communidades of Assagdo, Assonord, Bastord, Colvalle, Guirim, Mapuca, 

Nadord, Parra, Revord, Tivim and Verla the system was slightly different. If the deceased 

gaunkar had only one son then he received the jonn in full. If however there were more 

than one son then only the youngest received the jonn in full while all others received 

half form. The communidades of Camorlim, Canca, Mama, Sircaim, Oxel and Parra 

181  Ibid., pp. 87-88. 
182  Ibid., pp. 40-254. 
183  From the 16 th  century upto the 20 th  century there were problems of enrollment of members of the 
communidade of Aldona regarding the minimum age required for initial registration of members that 
belonged to two different castes of Brahmin and Sudras. Antonio Floriano De Noronha, op. cit., Vol. I, Part 
- III., N.° 70, 14 —Junho — 1913, pp. 10-14. 
184  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic° das Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de SA, Vol. II, p. 
469. 
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followed a similar system and the only difference was that the youngest son received the 

jonn in full while the others received nothing. 185  

In the communidades of Moira, Nachinold, Punold, Saligdo, and Ucassaim one 

jonn was paid to the eldest son and the others received half of the share. In Nachinola as 

and when the eldest son attained the age for primary enrollment the second son earned 

the jonn in full instead of half of the share as was the practice in most of the 

communidades. In the communidade of Olaulim, the only surviving son of the deceased 

gaunkar received the pension of one jonn in full. If there were more than one son then all 

received half of the share as pension. In Moira, the sons of non-gaunkar members of the 

communidade received one-half of the jonn. Pension was also paid in similar form to the 

sons of the deceased culachars in the communidades of Colvalle, Moira, Nachinold, 

Olaulim and Saligao. I 86  

(v) In five communidades of Ilhas the unmarried daughters of the departed 

gaunkars had right to receive pension. The daughters received one-fourth of the jonn 

provided that she did not have any brothers and as long as she continued to be a spinster. 

In Bardez only the communidade of Verla paid pension to the unmarried daughters as has 

been mentioned above. No such benefits ware offered by the communidades of Salcete. 187  

The communidade of Curtorim in Salcete had instituted a fixed yearly pension of 

five xerafins to the poor and needy gaunkars, their widows and children. Similarly a sum 

185  Ibid., pp. 425- 480 
186 Ib i d.  

I " Ibid., Vol. II, pp. 419-477. 
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of fifteen xerafins was paid as dowry to the daughters. l " The communidade of Goa 

Velha in llhas has a similar system of providing for the dowry of the daughters of its 

members. The amount paid in this case was ten xerafins. 189  

(vi) Some communidades like that of Taleigao contributed a fixed sun for meeting 

the funeral expenses of the gaunkars and other family members. A sum of four and a half 

rupees was paid as funeral grant both on the death of the gaunkar or his widow. In 

Salcete such pensions were not paid. In the communidades of New Conquests no 

pension/maintenance was instituted for payment to the orphan children and widows of the 

gaunkars. No provision for such pension was made even when subdividing the tokshims 

of the clans (vangores) among their members as everything was distributed among the 

90 enrolled gaunkars only. 1 Perhaps it might have been possible that payment of 

maintenance grants/pension to widows and orphans began in Goa in the Old Conquests 

during the Portuguese rule. It is possible that such practices might have started only from 

the beginning of the 18 th  century. As has been mentioned earlier this was a very turbulent 

period in the history of Goa when the Portuguese were at war with the neighbouring 

Indian rulers. Constant fighting meant often loss of earning member of the family, i.e., 

the gaunkar. Under such circumstances the widows and orphans were assured of some 

livelihood in the form of maintenance grants given by the communidades. 

188  Ibid., pp. 334-335. 
189  Ibid., pp. 135-141. 
190 The tokshim is the share allotted to each vangor (branch of original settlers of a village) on division of 
the annual suplus per stirpes, and also a fraction thereof which is given to each eligible gaunkar. 
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Thus, the communidades had responsibilities which were not intrinsic to their 

function as agricultural associations. Factually the construction and conservation of the 

vicinal ways and public roads, bridges, aqueducts, culverts, etc., were within the 

competency and jurisdiction of Municipal Counicil. 'Faking this into consideration the 

government made the communidades to pay the dizimos at the rate of 10 % from 1851 

onwards. 191  

Similarly, the communidades had to defray the cost of sustaining the medical 

personnel which included physicians, surgeons, nurses, etc, including their salary. Public 

health as also paying the salary to those teachers imparting instruction to the village 

children had to be met by the Municipal Councils. 192  Yet in Goa the burden was shifted 

on to the communidades. 

The general budget for a communidade was prepared by assessors appointed for 

that purpose. This was prepared by the end of June and was finalized in all respect in the 

following month of July every year. 193 All expenses for a year were included in the 

general accounts for that particular year. 194  No further expenses were allowed by the 

government rather than those provided for in the general budget. If any expenses on any 

project to be met by the communidade were not included in the general budget then the 

affected parties could petition either before the assessors or the government. If the 

191  Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. No. 333, pp. 
412-415. 
192  Codigo Administrativo, Art. 120.° nos. 41-49, Art. 123.° nos. 3, 11, & 12, and, Art. 133.° nos. 5, 6, & 11 
as quoted in, Joaquim Bernardino Catao da Costa, 0 Triumpho da Verdade, § 157.°, pp. 38. 
193  Regimento de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Cap. 6.°, pp. XV-XV1; Filippe Nery 
Xavier, Collecccio das Leis Peculiares das Communidades Agricolas, Doc. Nos. 113, 183 & 197, pp. 200-
201, 268-270 and 281. 
194  Regiment° de 1735, as copied in Filippe Nery Xavier (Jr.), op. cit., Cap. 19.°, p. XXIII. 
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government agreed that such expenses were essential then they were included in the next 

annual budget. If the escrivao or the assessors who included illegally expenses on any 

item in the annual budget then he had to pay to the treasury of the communidade the 

value of the expenses incurred or to be incurred. I95  

The ordinary expenses of the communidade included the dividends to be paid to 

the members, the taxes due to the Public Exchequer and the Camara Geral, and other 

expenses that were duly authorized by the government. I96  The budget after its approval 

by the communidade was to be signed by the escrivao, assessors and the sacador. If the 

three signatories had differing views on any of the items included in the budget then the 

matter was referred to the Administrator of the communidades for necessary action. 

The budget which was prepared upon following the due process and passed by the 

communidade was sent to the Administrator of the Communidades for approval. If the 

Administrator came across any item of expenditure which would affect the interest of 

such beneficiaries of the communidades as the widows, orphans and non-resident 

interessados of the communidade then they were eliminated from the annual budget. 

Moreover the escrivao, assessors and the sacadors responsible for the inclusion of such 

items were made to reimburse to the communidade the value of such illegal expenses 

included in the budget through fraud and malice 197  A third of the amount so collected was 

paid to one who brought to the notice of the government such illegal and undue expenses 

of the communidade that benefited only the escrivao, the assessors or the sacadors and 

195  Ibid. 
196  Ibid., Cap. 5.°, pp. XIV-XV. 
197  Ibid., Cap. 6.°, pp. XV-XVI. 
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individual gaunkars rather than the society at large. Moreover, those who were 

responsible for such acts were dismissed from service with immediate effect and 

substituted by others of known integrity and honesty. 198  

In 1817, the revenue of the communidades of Ilhas was 1,55,402 xerafins. From 

this, after providing for the servicing of debt acquired, the divine cult, and making other 

expenses what remained to be distributed as surplus among the gaunkars, cuntocares, 

interessados, orphans and widows was only 42,855 xerafins, an amount that was far less 

than a third of their revenue. 199  This was the position in 1817; the obligations of the 

communidades increased tremendously thereafter throughout the nineteenth century. At 

the beginning of the 20 th  century the communidades were increasingly loosing the nature 

of agricultural associations with production oriented activities; but were acquiring a 

different character of welfare associations. The members who found that the 

communidades were paying them less and less every year started looking beyond the 

boundaries of Goa for better pastures. Many started to emigrate for greener pastures. 

Thus, the Estado da India besides using the direct taxing system devised a 

strategy to extract surplus indirectly from the communidades and the individual gaunkars 

198  Ibid. 
199  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. I, Doc. 
No. 84, pp. 358-363. "... Devem as communidades das aldeas das Ilhas de Goa 425279 xerafins: o 
presente rendimento annuo deltas é 155402 xerafins; se gasta em juros de dividas 20975: ddo em 
pagamento dos foros e meios foros a real fazenda 17302 3/5 xerafins; despende corn a camara geral para 
congrua, ordenados dos representantes e mais despeza 9556 X; paga ao senado da camara de meio por 
cento 999; despenderem as communidades ern service da conservaccio de suas propriedades, contribuicOes, 
.freguezias e sous qfficiaes 44407 1/5 xerafins, ficaram algumas communidades alcancadas ern 2246 
xerafins; separou-se a terca parte, da qual a metade foi recolhida no thesouro region e a outra metade 
existe ern respectivos cofres ate ultima decisiio do governo sobre se tarnbem deve hir ao thesouro geral dos 
gancares, cuntocares e interessados, orfaos e viuvus 42855 xerafins..." 
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by shifting many of its welfare functions on to the shoulders of communidades. With the 

decline of maritime trade the Portuguese authorities looked more and more on rural 

surplus for lessening the burden of administration. However this resulted in the radical 

deprivation of distributable surplus with the communidades, impoverishing the gaunkars. 

As a result though there was a considerable increase in production in the second part of 

the eighteenth century and in the early part of the nineteenth century, the lot of the 

gaunkars became increasingly pathetic. 
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Chapter VI 

Trade and Commerce in Goa: 1750-1910 

The Portuguese were traders basically interested in securing areas strategic for 

their trading activities in the east. Goa was conquered by them in 1510 especially due to 

its strategic location for being at almost the centre of the west coast of India. Immediately 

after having conquered Goa, Affonso de Albuquerque entered into a contract with the 

gaunkars of the city of Goa with a view to winning over the local populace to his side 

and thereby to ensure economic co-operation including the trade-related support from the 

indigenous people. The gaunkars were allowed undisturbed possession and tillage of 

their lands after they agreed to pay to the Portuguese the foros that they had been paying 

to the earlier rulers.' 

To most of the historians the sixteenth century was for the Portuguese a century of 

pristine glory. The seventeenth century saw the Portuguese suffering reverses, following 

struggle with the Dutch, for supremacy in the Indian waters. 2  Portugal lost many of its 

territories on the littoral of the Indian Ocean. To offset the losses as a result of decline in 

maritime trade the Portuguese concentrated in acquiring additional territorial space in 

Goa from the second half of the eighteenth century. From the mid-eighteenth century, the 

nature of western colonialism in India itself was undergoing a change with the 

establishment of British hegemony. The latter concentrated, besides trade, in extracting as 

Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. I, Doc. 
No. 1-3, pp. 186-201. 
2  M. N. Pearson, "India and the Indian Ocean in the Sixteenth Century", in Ashin Das Gupta and M. N. 
Pearson (eds.), India and the Indian Ocean, New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1999, pp. 71-93. 
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much revenue from land and its resources. The Portuguese followed this practice and in 

fact its attempts to acquire the New Conquests were an attempt to derive benefits from 

the land. The attempt in this chapter is to study the trade and commerce of Goa from the 

mid eighteenth century to the advent of the twentieth century with a view that the 

colonial history of a country is not exclusively bound with the fortunes of its colonizers 

but also with those of the colonized. Trade and commerce in Goa from the mid-

eighteenth century till the advent of the twentieth century was chiefly for the purpose of 

procuring the much needed rice requirements of the people. Similarly, Goa's prime 

products for exports were what its agrarian sector produced in abundance that is coconuts 

and coconut products. This was the focus of trade and commerce in Goa from the mid 

eighteenth century and its study forms the basis of this chapter. 

Goa, has always been or at least since Portuguese domination, a rice deficit region. 

Throughout the four and a half centuries of the Portuguese rule in Goa, there had been 

hardly any period when the cereal production has been sufficient to meet the yearly 

requirements of the people. Except for a brief period of 50 years, from the 1770s to the 

1830s — when the agricultural production lasted for two-thirds of the year — rice 

production was hardly enough to meet the requirements for four months of the year, 

throughout Portuguese domination in Goa. 3  

There was the need to procure the much wanted rice requirements of the people. 

This necessitated trade operations. It would not be correct to say that there was 

 Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic° das Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de Sa., Vol. 1, Doc. 
Nos. 3-28, pp. 4-68. 
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deprivation everywhere in Goa. Surely, those who worked and toiled on the land had 

sufficient requirements for the year. The rice deficit was made up by the individual 

cultivator gaunkars through the cultivation of secondary crops like millets and pulses, etc. 

In fact the production of millets and pulses helped the cultivator gaunkars to meet the 

requirements of two-thirds of the year. Besides, the people had taken to coconut and 

areca nut cultivation in a big way. The coconut requirements of Goa were met with just 

one-tenth of its production. The rest was all exported to bridge the gap of cereal deficit. 

Similarly, areca nut consumption was negligible and it was totally an export item!' 

Goa had a substantial non-farming population comprised of landless labourers, 

daily wage workers (begarins), military officials and class, traders, travelers, etc. The 

body of civil servants had also increased. By the 19 th  century Goa had about six thousand 

civil servants.' The cereal deficit was for the region of Goa as a whole and not for the 

individual cultivators. The yearly shortfall of cereal requirements were met through 

imports. And Goa had abundant coconut, areca nut, coconut and cashew .feni, jaggery, 

and other products from the primary sector, available for exports. Import—export 

activities were run according to the needs and wants of the gaunkars in particular and the 

population at large. The cash crops — coconut and coconut products, areca nut, etc. — 

helped the people to balance their budgets for the greater part of Portuguese domination 

till 1870s. 6  Thereafter, rising imports made the Goan economy depend increasingly on 

the remittances despatched by the emigrants. Moreover, during this time, a considerable 

4  Ibid., Doc. Nos. 3-8, pp. 4-47, 
5  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 45-63. 
6 Refer to, Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historic° das Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. 
1, Doc. Nos. 3 & 29, pp. 13 and 69-76. 
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share of agrarian surplus was transferred for the conduct of trading activities in Goa. 

This Chapter tries to see, how the agrarian surplus of the farming sector, was transferred 

to carry out the hinterland and maritime trade, so as to sustain the continued existence of 

the Estado . 

The analysis of the Estado 's budget from the second half of the 19 th  century 

onwards brings out the fact that the land and farming sector was the single largest 

contributor to the government coffers.' On the other hand the state expenses were the 

least or negligible for the benefit of the countryside or the farming sector. The agrarian 

surplus thus extracted was diverted for the payment of the administrative personnel. The 

manner in which this was achieved was that either the farm taxes were collected in cash 

or the collection in kind were auctioned off to the highest bidder at the headquarters of 

the Administration in each province. 8  The revenue collected by the government was 

utilized largely to pay salaries to the administrative staff. In this manner purchasing 

power was generated among the salaried class perhaps to sustain the local trade and 

commerce. 

J. A. Ismael Gracias, op. cit., pp. 52-151. 
8  Boletim ..., N. ° 105, dated 2"d  December, 1879, pp 801-802. Here is the translation of the note of 
Administracdo do concelho de Salcete: By orders of the Junta da Fazenda it was announced that on the 
10th  of the following month of December at 9.00 am there would be public auction at the headquarters of 
the Administraceio. The items to be auctioned off included 75 candies of paddy and 22,000 coconuts 
collected from the villages of Chicalim, Cortalim and Sancoale as taxes denominated dizimos. Those 
interested in taking part in the said auction were to be present on the designated day and time with proper 
guarantors. Margao, 29 th  November, 1879, signed by, the escrivao of the Administracilo das 
Communidades, Tito Caetano de Menezes. 
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I. Inter-Regional trade 

Goan had trade with regions in its hinterland and along the coast of India. The 

focus of this trade was to bring the much needed cereals, of which Goa had deficit every 

year. The problem of cereal deficit was very grave. The official inquiry carried out at the 

end of the 19 th  century showed that the cereal and legumes of a value of 20 lakhs rupees 

per annum were procured from outside Goa. The payment for these huge imports was 

met partly through the remittances of the Goan emigrants. 9  Earlier, the trade deficit was 

balanced chiefly through the exports of coconut and coconut products and other agro-

based products like jaggery and country liquor. Salt exports were also substantial. In this 

chapter a humble attempt is made to study the trade of Goa for the period 1750 to 1910. 

However, the analysis is limited to the trade which was carried out to bridge the serious 

and perennial problem of cereal deficit. Similarly, the chapter also analyzes how the trade 

deficit is met by with export of items which were locally produced like coconut, coconut 

products, areca nuts, salt, etc. 

Goa's gross domestic product was not such that it could contribute lakhs of rupees 

every year to bridge the trade deficit. Displacement of goods and services from areas of 

surplus to those of scarcity has always been there and is an essential condition of socio-

economic life which none can dispense with. Commercial relations are determined by 

reciprocity of interest and trade is adversely affected when there are obstacles and 

hindrances. That danger fortunately did not threaten Goa. As far as the intra-local trade 

was concerned, Goa's principal imports were regions in India under British control, from 

9  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, op. cit., pp. 50-51. 
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where Goa procured, not only the much needed food grains, but also other essential 

goods, as well as products catering to the comforts of life. 

The Arteries of Trade 

Though Goa was ensconced on the seaward side of the Western Ghats it was not 

cut off from mainland India. In fact it had a thriving trade with the regions across the 

ghats such as the Parmargo gant, Talkati gant, Ram-gant, Chorlem gant, Quelghat, Tinern 

gant, Cuessim gant, and the ghat passes of Khandepar, the Usgao and Balkondem passes. 

Commodities moved via Tinern pass in Sanguem, the Cuessim gant and the Digui gant, 

Codal, Doncorpem, Maulinguem, Pargor, Dumegod and finally Telgant. 1°  Merchandise 

also came via the Gates of Parmargo, Tiney and Cavessy. From here the merchandise 

moved either to Ponda, Paroda, or, Murgudy. Similarly, in the south from Adnem the 

caravans of oxen entered directly into Salcete. Substantial merchandise entered on the 

eastern side via the narrow passes of Ramgate, Manguelim, Quelghat and Chorlim. 

Merchandise coming via Quelghat and Chorlim was dispatched to Sanquelim. 

Commodities of common consumption were disposed off here and the rest of the 

merchandise proceeded via Bicholim to Bardez. Considering the quantum of the trade on 

these routes it was decided to set up customs-houses in these regions." 

I°  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkary e Alfandegas da India, Lisboa: 
Typographia Universal, 1905, pp. 30-31. 

Ibid. 
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Substantial merchandise on oxen caravan entered Pernem via land routes of 

Naibaga, Bandem and Tolghat after descending the ghats under the jurisdiction of the 

Bounsulo. A customs-house was established at Colvale to control this trade. I2  

There was also substantial maritime trade. Merchandise also came via the various 

rivers in Goa from the other regions of India. Most of these rivers were navigable 

throughout the year and due to this fact the movement of goods to markets and customs 

houses was conducted by rivers. Goods would arrive from Sanquelim and Bicholim via 

the rivers of Tiswadi to the checkpoints surrounding the Cusotms houses of Goa. 

Merchandise from the mainland, laden on small boats, would move via the River Rachol 

up to Madkai. In Salcete, the river Sal was an important part of the river network for the 

movement of goods especially rice coming from Southern parts of India. In Bardez, the 

rivers of Kaissua and Colvale linked Pernem and Maneri. The rivers of Aldona and 

Chapora, together with River Tiracol were also significant channels for the movement of 

commodities for trade." 

Trade and commerce was carried out with the help of Bolas and Mareinheiros 

who belonged to the category of people who belonged to the shudra caste. The boias 

served in carrying machilas (type of palanquins) while the mareinheiros assisted in the 

navigation of vessels to carry essential commodities upon payment of due fees. Lot of 

human labour was engaged in this activity that could have been better utilized in 

agriculture. However, the service of carriage and boats were necessary from the trade 

12  Ibid. 
I ' Ibid., pp. 41-42; Manoel Jose Gomes Loureiro, op. cit., pp. 140-144 and 321-342. 
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point of view in Goa which had a network of rivers, which were navigable for most part 

of the year. Palanquins were needed by the people, who were not used to the high 

summer heat and the heavy downpour of the monsoons. 14  

Besides there were quite a substantial number of begarins i.e., day-labourers who 

were engaged in different types of work, including the transport of goods from one place 

to another, especially along the coastline of India and across the ghats. Large cargos were 

transported on caravan of oxen — the boiadas. Every year hundreds and thousands of 

begarins and skilled workers, craftsmen, and artisans moved out of Goa to Balaghat and 

other territories of British India. They went to eke out a living as there were no 

opportunities for gainful employment in Goa and returned back if they survived and 

sustained their families that they left behind in Goa l ' 

This traffic was necessary for it involved the survival of the landless begarins and 

skilled workers, artisans and craftsmen. But they had to suffer a lot of hardship at the 

check points on the borders at the hands of the military officials who were invariably the 

leading gaunkars of the respective villages. Such emigration or traffic was often declared 

as impolitic, without taking into consideration the benefits that accrued, in the form of 

earnings and the savings that they brought back to feed their poor families. They also 

brought lot of unaccounted essential food grains while returning to Goa. 16  

14  Manoel Jose Gomes Loureiro, op. cit., pp. 82-83. 
15  Ibid. 
16  Ibid. 
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Rice Trade 

Rice was the most important commodity featuring significantly in the Goan trade 

with other regions in India. According to Manoel Jose Loureiro the Estado consumption 

of rice was about one million fardos per annum." However, Goa produced far less than 

needed. Thus Goa imported rice from other regions in India where there was surplus 

production. Goa's rice imports stood at 162,145 bales in 1757. This fell to 146,246 and 

138,036 bales in 1779 and 1780 respectively. This was perhaps due to the efforts initiated 

by the Department of Agriculture for increasing agricultural production in Goa. In 1824, 

Goa imported 24,327 bales of rice and this figure went up to 47,197 in 1846. 18  

Throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Goa was heavily dependent 

on Canara for supply of rice. Every year 3 to 4 convoys would leave from Canara for Goa 

in the sixteenth century bringing the required quantities of rice. In 1630s the value of the 

rice trade from Canara alone stood at Rs. 450,000. 19  Basrur in Canara was a major source 

of rice supply to Goa. Goa imported from Basrur an annual average of 27,500,000 kg. per 

annum during September 1625 to March 1628. 20  Mangalore, Honavar, Kalianpur, etc., 

were other sources of rice supply in Canara. Supplies would also come from the north, 

17  BNL, Colleccao Pombaline, Cod. 666, fl. 1 v. 
18  Filippe Nery Xavier, 0 Gabinete Litterario das Fontainhas, Vol. 11, p. 161. 
19  M. N. Pearson, Merchants and Rulers of Gujarat, The Response of the Portuguese in the Sixteenth 
Century, New Delhi, 1976, pp. 46-47. 
20  Sanjay Subrahmanyam, "The Portuguese, the Port of Basrur and the Rice Trade", in Sanjay 
Subrahmanyam (ed.), Merchants, Markets and the State in Early Modern India, Delhi, 1990, p. 35. 
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Malabar and overland from the Ghat region. Goa's dependence on Canara for its rice 

supplies continued in the eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries as wel1. 21  

From 1802 to 1804 there was excessive demand for Canara rice from Goa. A few 

Portuguese and French records of this period show that rice cargoes came to Goa from 

Canara especially from Basrur, Mangalore, Honavar, Kalianpur and Ponani. 22  Vitalji 

Kamat, Keshav Parab Cawandy, Vithoji Sinai Dhempe and the Mhamai brothers of Goa 

were some of the well-known merchants involved in the flourishing rice trade on the west 

coast of India. 23  

Brown and Dineur, a Mahe based firm, often consigned rice cargoes from 

Mangalore and Ponani to the Mhamais for sale in Goa. In 1805 when there was a 

shortage of Mangalore rice, Brown and Dineur informed the Mhamai brothers that the 

export of Ponani rice would be resumed as there had been a good harvest. 24  It is 

interesting to note that in Canara, the Gaud Saraswat Brahmins or Konkanis played a 

crucial role as traders of the region. 25  In 1809, Alexander Read, the Collector of Canara, 

wrote to the Madras Revenue Board that the export of rice to Goa could suffer as the 

troops at Goa were more than that of the previous year and that settlement could procure 

its supplies from no other quarter but Canara only. In 1822-23, the exports from Canara 

21  Celsa Pinto, Trade and Finance in Portuguese India, New Delhi: Concept Publishing House, 1994, pp. 
216-217. 
22  Proceedings of the Madras Revenue Board (hereafter PMBR), 9 th  September, 1801,. Vol. No. 302A, pp. 
13 and 280-84; PMBR, 30th  October, 1806, Vol. No. 435A, pp. 7008-09. 

23  Celsa Pinto, op. cit., p. 217. 
24  XCHR, Mhammai House Papers (French), Vol. 6, fls. 79-80. 
25  This fact is supported by Buchanan in the beginning of the I 9 th  century and John Stokes in 1830. Francis 
H. Buchanan, A Journey from Madras through the Countries of Mysore, Canara and Malabar, Vol. III, 
Madras, 1870, p. 271-272. 
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to Goa by sea were valued at Rs. 1,68,000. 26  In 1845, Goa imported rice from Canara to 

the tune of Rs. 1,60,000. 27  

Mangalore was the most important port in Canara from where Goa got large 

shipments of its rice requirements. In 1809, Alexander Read considered it to be the 

emporium of Canara. Rice was the chief article of export from here to Goa. 28  It imported 

salt from Goa. The principal port of Barkur was situated in Hangarkatta. It was a busy 

port till the end of the 19 1h  century. It had a large export trade in rice and paddy, 

principally to Goa. In fine season, as many as a hundred native crafts were seen there 

loading for Goa and the ports of North Canara. 29  

In 1836, the principal Collector of Canara, reported on the various articles of 

exchange between Canara and Goa during 1828-29. Rice and paddy were major articles 

of export from Canara to Goa. It indicates that dates drugs, paper, dry grains, sugar, 

wines and spirituous liquors were also imported into Canara from Goa. Further, items 

like sandalwood oil, pepper, timber etc., were exported from Canara to Goa. A 

miscellany of the articles purchased by the Portuguese included sugar, iron ginger, coir, 

26  Proceedings of the Madras Sea Customs Department (hereafter PMSCD), 26 th  February, 1824, Vol. No. 
50, p. 283 as quoted in N. Shyam Bhat, "Trade in Goa during the 19 th  Century with Special Reference to 
Colonial Kanara", in Charles J. Borges, Oscar G. Pereira and Hannes Stubbe (eds.), Goa and Portugal 
History and Development, New Delhi: Concept Publishing House, 2000, pp. 54-68. 
27  PMSCD, Vol. No. 104, 25 th  November, 1847, p. 513. 
28 A Gazetteer of South India, 1855, p. 550. 
29  Lt. H. S. Brown, The Handbook to the Ports on the Coast of India Between Calcutta and Bombay 
including Ceylon and Maldive and Laccadive Islands, Mangalore: Basel Mission Tract Depository, 1897, p. 
257; N. Shyam Bhat, op. cit., pp. 54-68. 
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saltpetre, wood, timber for masts and ship-building operation conducted at the Goa 

shipyard. 3°  

In the year, 1845-46 Goa exported to Canara by sea, commodities like coconuts. 

dates, furniture, glassware, grains, liquor, wine, coir, dried fish, piece goods i.e., silk, 

provisions of various sorts, salt valued at Rs. 5,888, timber and sundry items. In the same 

period Canara exported to Goa drugs of various sorts, tamarind, dry grain, paddy and rice 

valued at Rs. 1,32,357, piece goods, cotton, pepper, black wood, black timber and jungle 

timber wood. 31  

In 1854, rice imported by Goa amounted to 71,312 fardos. In 1855-56 Canara 

exported to Goa by sea various items like cotton, wool, cotton goods, coconut, rice 

valued at Rs. 84,182, metal iron bars and bolts, molasses or jaggery, cardamom, mace. 

pepper, timber and wood. During the same period, 121 Portuguese crafts arrived at the 

ports of Canara and tonnage was 1,747. In the same period, 122 Portuguese crafts 

departed from the ports of Canara and their tonnage was 1,693. 32  

In 1858-59, Goa imported by sea, paddy worth Rs. 43,339, rice worth Rs. 59,8360 

and wheat worth Rs 5,796, from Canara. In the same year Goa exported salt worth Rs. 

8,488 on government account and worth Rs. 364 on private account to Canara. Exports 

3°  PMBR, 10 th  March, 1836, Vol. No. 1494, p. 4262. 
31  W. E. Underwood, Imports into Canara by Sea and Exports from Canara by Sea, 1845-46, Reporter: 
External Commerce, pp. 160-167. 
32  Report of W. Fisher, Collector of Canara, 1856, from the Statement of Ships and Tonnage (Square 
Rigged and Country Craft) Arrived at and Departed from the Port of Canara to Foreign Ports not subject to 
the Madras Presidency, from 1' May, 1858 to 30 th  April, 1859, pp. 169 and 228 as quoted in N. Shyam 
Bhat, "Trade in Goa during the 19 th  Century with Special Reference to Colonial Kanara", in Charles J. 
Borges, Oscar G. Pereira and Hannes Stubbe (eds.), op. cit., pp. 54-68. 
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from Goa also included coconuts, chilies, provisions and other sundry items. 33  In 1862-63, 

Goa exported to South Canara items like cabinet ware, fire works, fruits and nuts, 

glassware, spices, spirits, wax and wax candles, wines and sundries. In the same year, one 

steamer from Goa to Canara and 156 native crafts under Portuguese colours departed 

from Canara to Goa. Along with other commodities they took mainly rice to Goa. In 

1869 rice imported to Goa from South Canara was 16,198 candis of 16 moos and the 

import of paddy was to the tune of 19,868 candis.34  

Table showing the import of rice to Goa from Canara from 1838 to 1846: 35  

Year Goa (in muras) 

1838-39 1,35,727 1/4 

1839-40 1,11,492 1/2 

1840-41 1,26,591 3/4 

1841-42 84,356 1/2 

1842-43 1,18,507 1/2 

1843-44 1,63,809 'A 

1844-45 1,20,094 1/4 

1845-46 78,433 

33  W. E. Under Wood, Reporter External Commerce, Fort St. George, 1" May 1859, Statement exhibiting 
the Quantity and Value of Imports by Sea into the Port of Canara,  rom Foreign Ports , and Exports by Sea 
from the Port of Canara to Foreign Ports not subject to the Madras Presidency from May 1858 to 30th 

 April, 1859, pp. 164 and 228; 
34  A. Lopes Mendes, A India Portuguesa, Vol. I, New Delhi, 1989 (reprint), pp. 47-48. 
35  N. Shyam Ghat, op. cit., pp. 54-68. 
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With every succeeding year the import of rice was always on the increase. This is 

evident from the following table: 36  

Years Rice (in cumbos) Paddy (in cumbos) 

1871-72 16954 17179 

1872-73 16395 18141 

1873-74 10438 11099 

1874-75 17195 19323 

1875-76 16454 21659 

Evidently, Goa's chief imports were rice and other cereals which it needed to 

feed its increasing population. As years went by the imports of rice and other cereals 

went on increasing as the countryside dominated by the communidades was not in a 

position to meet the requirements. Goa had to resort to importing huge quantities of rice 

to meet its basic food requirements, paying for it in hard cash. 37  

36 The Principal Customs-house of Nova Goa, 17 th  November, 1877. The Director and Administrator 
general of the Customs-house, Ernesto Frederico Pereira Marecos, in Boletim ..., dated 18 th  March, 1870, N. 
° 21, pp. 190-91. 
37 Rcfer to, Appendix 6.1. 
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Table showing the quantum of all cereals and legumes imported into Goa: 38  

Importation of Cereals and Legumes in Goa from 1893 to 1903. 

Years Value in Rupees 

1893-94 1,588,367 

1894-95 1,366,776 

1895-96 1,126,442 

1896-97 1,950,101 

1897-98 1,950,918 

1898-99 1,571,555 

1899-00 1,655,996 

1900-01 1,529,474 

1901-02 1,298,562 

1902-03 1,736,468 

Average per year 1,577,465 

The above figures comprise of imports of all varieties of cereals and legumes. The 

average imports of cereals and legumes for a period of ten years from 1893 to 1903 were 

of Rs. 1,577,465. The imports of legumes and cereals for the year 1876-77 were only for 

Rs. 627,299. This means that there was an almost two-fold increase in the value of only 

the imports of cereals and legumes. And this was when ample land resources were 

available for proper utilization especially in the New Conquests region. 39  

38 Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 51-52. 
39 Ibid., pp. 52-53. 
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However, the value of only rice imported to Goa during the same period is as 

follows: 4°  

Value of rice Imported to Goa: 1892-1903 

Year Value in Rupees 

1893-95 1,340,998 

1894-95 1,197,521 

1895-96 816,498 

1896-97 1,716,790 

1897-98 1,715,709 

1898-99 1,21 . 8,486 

1899-00 1,404,802 

1900-01 1,307,960 

1901-02 1,076,210 

1902-03 1,467,144 

Average per year 1,326,211 

Thus, Goa had to spend annually an average sum of Rs. 1,326,211 on the imports 

for satisfying the alimentary needs of the people. If this sum was distributed to entire 

population, then the per capita division of this was Rs. 2.49. However, the per capita 

division of the value of imports of cereals and legumes for the year 1876-77 was only 

4()  Ibid. 
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Rs. 1.49 as the total population was only 420,586 inhabitants according to the statistics 

provided by Dr. Fonseca Torrie. Thus, over a period of twenty-five years the expenditure 

per head on imports of cereals rose by 59.83 per cent. 41  

The sum of Rs. 1,326,211 was the capital spent annually in acquiring 1,43,366 

candis equivalent to 2,289,841,751.  litros of food grains. In some years the imports were 

much more than this figure. From 1776-77 onwards, within a period of just a quarter of a 

century there was a substantial increase in the value of imports every year. 42  Evidently 

Goa faced acute shortage of food grains to feed its increasing population. The high 

imports bill was met through the exports of coconut and coconut products. 

Trade in Coconut and Coconut Products 

Evidently the imports of rice in Goa were significant. The trade deficit caused as a 

result of these huge imports of rice and other cereals was met largely through the export 

of-coconuts, coconut products and other agro-based items. Goa had substantial coconut 

production. Coconut was the most valuable item of exports 43  Goa also exported 

substantial quantities of copra and coconut oil and feni to other parts of India. However, 

with the rise of British power in India attempts were made to increase the area under 

coconut cultivation in territories under their control. This coupled with the free imports of 

coconuts led to the fall of prices of coconuts and coconut products of Goa resulting in 

41  The Population of Goa according to the census of 1900 was 5,31,798. 

42  Ibid. 

43  Pedro Paulo Assis Xavier do Rego, "Artefactos de Cocos", in Primeiro Congresso Provincial da India 
Portugueza, Seccao - 	Memoria, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, 1916, pp. 133-134. 
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huge financial losses and deprivation to the individual property owners as also of the 

communidades. 44  

Goa had extensive coconut cultivation and it was logical that coconut and coconut 

products would form the bulk of exports from Goa. Ships from Goa, laden with coconuts 

and coconut products proceeded to Bombay, Gujarat, Daman and other parts along the 

western coast of India. In 1789, Venkatesha Kamat sent from Goa a consignment of 

10,000 coconuts to the north. 45  Similarly, in 1826, Goa exported 448,885 coconuts and 34 

candis of copra to Bombay. Similarly, 186100 coconuts and 25 candis of copra were sent 

in the same year to Daman. 46  Coconuts were also despatched to far off Mozambique and 

Muscat as well from Goa. 47  

Though coconuts were produced in abundance and only a fraction of which was 

consumed locally, they were also imported into Goa. For instance, in 1759 Goa imported 

22,63,000 coconuts. In 1760 the imports of coconuts was 22,58,500 and in 1763, it was 

22,57,050. The imports, however, declined substantially in 1770 when only 1,19,700 

coconuts were imported into Goa. 48  Coconuts arrived from Calicut, Mahe and other 

South Indian ports. In 1804, Brown and Dineur sent to Goa 22,700 coconuts priced at Rs. 

22 3/4. The same company sent in the same year about 58,400 coconuts from Tanur. 49  

44  Filippe Nery Xavier, Defensa ..., Doc. No. 28. Herein refer to the Parecer da Commisscio nomeada polo 
extincto Senado de Salcete, dated 14 th  December, 1827, pp. 53-68. 
45  HAG, Alfandega de Goa, Vol. 6807, fl. 467. 
46  HAG, Alfandega de Goa, Vol. 2668. fls. 33, 34v-35v. 
47  HAG, Provis5es da Fazenda, Vol. 1586, fl. 933; also, Alfandega de Goa, Vol. 6810, fl. 62. 

Filippe Nery Xavier, 0 Gabinete Litterario das Fontainhas, Vol. II, pp. 162-163. 
XCHR, Mhammai House Papers (French), Vol. 6, fls. 63-65. 
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The influx of coconuts from the south had adversely affected the market value of 

coconuts available in Goa. Earlier priced at 80 to 100 xerafins per thousands, the price of 

the coconuts declined substantially from the 1770s. In 1779 the price of coconuts in Goa 

was just 35 xerafins per thousand and this declined further when in 1780 it was only 25 

xerafins, per thousand. This affected the earnings of many plantation owners in Goa. 5()  

There was a strong demand in Goa to ban the import of coconut from the south. 

Though, it was accepted that restrictions on the import of coconut from South India 

would affect the imports of rice also, in 1781 it was decided to ban entry of coconut into 

Goa. But this decision was reversed immediately for the State earned substantial revenue 

from the import of coconuts. 51  As regards the exports trade during 1787-91 a total of 

47,73,660 coconuts at an annual average of 9,54,732 coconuts were exported from Goa. 

It is highly probable that the coconuts imported from the south were also used for re-

export trade. Similarly, for the same period the total quantity of copra exported from Goa 

was about 4,651 candis at an average of 930 candis per year. 52  

'° HAG, Moncties do Reino, Vol. 161 F, fls. 1015, 1017, 1492-1518 and 1525; Filippe Nery Xavier, 
Defensa..., Doc. Nos. 4-8, pp. 8-48. 
51  HAG, Moncoes do Reino, Vol. 161 F, fl. 1528v. There were demands from the traders to allow the 
import of coconuts from the south. In fact a representation was made by many traders in 1782 praying that 
the import of coconuts from the south be allowed. The representation was signed by the following traders: 
Daquea Kamat, Keshav Kamat, Venkat Kamat, Mukund Sinai, Venku Pai, Rama Sinai, Vassu Parap, 
Phondu Parab, Vithogi Sinai, Venkatesh Kamat, Venkat Naik, Bhiku Kamat, Rogu Kamt Mhamai, Malu 
Parab, Venku Kamat, Polpotea Naik, etc. 
Sz Celsa Pinto, op. cit., pp. 214-215. 
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The following Table shows the export of coconut and copra from Goa for the 

period 1787 to 1791: 53  

._ 
Year Number 	of 	coconuts 

exported 

Exports 	of 	Copra 	(in 

candis) 

1787 21,81,520 2034 7/20 

1788 10,08,800 1112 1/20 

1789 6,85,690 590 2/5 

1790 4,56,500 418 2/5 

1791 4,41,150 496 3/10 

In 1844, the coconut exports from Goa were 1,17,69,152 in number. In the same 

year about 2,101 candis of copra together and substantial quantities of coconut oil were 

exported. 54  Similarly, 1,52,92,349 coconuts and 1,839 candis of copra were exported to 

various regions in India and outside India. 55  

The following figures demonstrate abundantly the extent of coconut exports from 

Goa at the end of the nineteenth century and in the beginning of the twentieth century. 

After satisfying the local consumption needs of the people the total exports of the 

coconuts for a decade from 1893 to 1903 were as follows: 56  

53  HAG, Mon Foes do Reino, Vol. 173, fl. 284. 
54  HAG, Moncaes do Reino, Vol. 218 B, fl. 776. 
55  HAG, Alfandega de Goa, Vol. 9265, fls. 43v-44. 
56  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 55-56. 
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Value of Coconut Export from Goa: 1893 — 1903 

Year Quantity Value of exports (in Rupees) 

1893-94 31,600,994 995,137 

1894-95 42,810,564 1,130,783 

1995-96 28,228,163 691,034 

1996-97 30,578,682 675,176 

1897-98 21,655,483 498,867 

1898-99 21,816,589 461,530 

1899-00 31,550,653 529,236 

1900-01 19,825,646 384,111 

1901-02 12,207,932 329,167 

1902-03 13,168,275 308,268 

Average per year 25,344,298 600,330 

Thus on an average the export of coconuts was 2,53,44,298 valuing Rs. 6,00,330. 

Thus there was a substantial rise in export of coconuts from Goa. For instance, in the year 

1876-77 the export of coconuts from Goa was 1,62,98,579 valuing Rs. 3,81,384. This 

means that within a quarter of a century from 1876-77 the increase in coconut exports 

was about 90,45,719. Similarly the increase in the value of exports of coconuts was of 

Rs. 218946 for the same period. 
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Similarly, the export of copra for the same period from 1R93 to 1903 can be seen 

from the following figures. 57  

Value of Copra Export from Goa: 1893 — 1903 

Year 	Quantity in cwts. 58  Value in Rupees Taxes 

1893-94 19,262 55,452 -- 

1894-95 6,699 39,455 -- 

1895-96 20,935 83,238 -- 

1896-97 3513 32,931 2,224 

1897-98 1,536 16,455 1,536 

1898-99 1,144 8,634 1,144 

1899-00 5,223 25,475 5,223 

1900-01 79,143 49,236 -- 

1901-02 6,509 58,956 -- 

1902-03 5,948 33,974 -- 

Average per year 14,991 37,888 

According to the customs tariffs of 16 th  April, 1892 copra exported via the land 

routes was charged export duty at the rate of 6 reis per mao. From 1894 onwards the 

Portuguese government declared that copra destined for exports would no longer be taxed. 

But this did not last for long. The tariffs which came into force from, 16 th  November, 

1896 decided to impose export duties on copra at the rate of 1 Rupee per 112 pounds. 

57  Ibid., p. 56. 
58 1 cwt is equal to 112 pounds. 
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This had an adverse impact on the exports of copra. For instance, while in 1895-96 the 

value of exports of copra was Rs. 83,238 it declined by about seven and a half times for 

the next financial year of 1896-97 to about just Rs. 11,892 and fell further to Rs. 8,634 by 

the year 1898-99. 59  

It was under these circumstances when exports of copra were declining rapidly 

that Mr. Conselheiro Machado endeavoured to turn the tide by exempting it from 

payment of export duties by the Decree of 15 th  march, 1900. Exports started picking up 

again. °  

The Portuguese had come here as traders and merchants but hardly displayed any 

business acumen. During the initial four centuries of their domination in Goa probably 

little efforts were made by the government to find markets for the local products. It was 

only in the early 20 th  century that concrete efforts were made to secure markets for Goan 

copra in Zanzibar i.e., along the east coast of Africa and in Marselha. 61  

Meanwhile, the cereal deficit during the period from 1876 to 1900 increased by 

about 7.5 lakhs of rupees per year. This abysmal requirement could not be met only 

through the export of coconuts and copra. The trade deficit was huge which was caused 

as a consequence of large imports of cereals. However, the exports of coconuts and 

59  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 57-62. 
60  Ibid., p. 57. "...Foi nestas circumstancias e em vista do progressive decrescimento da exportaccio d'este 
genero, resultante sem duvida do gravame da taxa...Sr. Conselheiro Machado procurou facilitar a sua 
exportacdo, isentando-a de direitos e fel-o coin .feliz successo por portaria de 15 de marco de 1900; pois 
logo immediatemente a exportacao comecou alargar-se nab se manteve no mesmo pd ou WI° subiu, foi 
devido a mesma causa que baixou a exportacCio do caco..." 
61  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes- , pp. 57-62. 
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coconut products were not high to the extent of balancing the entire trade deficit. From 

1876-77 to 1902-03, the exports of coconuts and coconut products increased from Rs. 

2,19,015 to 2,56,483. Thus, the increase in export of coconuts and coconut products was 

only of Rs. 37,388. 62  Evidently, the bludgeoning food imports could no longer be paid for 

with only the export of coconuts, copra, etc. 

Trade in Jaggery and Sugar 

A large section of the Goan society was engaged in toddy-tapping activities for 

the purpose of making jaggery. It was an industry second only to distillation of liquor in 

importance. Indigenously produced jaggery was of two kinds, which were derived from 

toddy and sugarcane respectively. Jaggery production undoubtedly occupied an important 

place in the Goan economy. 

Yet, Goa imported large quantities of sugar which arrived from Bombay, Bengal, 

Siam, Batavia, Manila, Mauritius and even Brazi1. 63  In 1826, Goa obtained granular and 

fine sugar worth 30,601 xerafins from Bombay. 64  Sugar was also imported from Macao 

for being supplied to the Royal hospital, the Military Hospital and Royal Arsenal of Goa. 

In 1838, for instance, 60 arrobas of fine sugar and 4 arrobas of granular sugar were 

supplied to the Military Hospital. 6 ' 

62  Ibid. 
XCHR, Mhammai House Papers (Portuguese), Docs. Dated 30 th  November, 1788, 12 th  December, 1812, 

24 th  November, 1813; Mhammai House Papers (English), Docs. Dated ll th  February, 1812, 17 th  April 1812; 
Celso Pinto, op. cit., pp. 223-224. 
64  HAG, Alfandega de Goa, Vol. 2668, fl. I Ov. 
65  Celso Pinto, op. cit., pp. 223-224. 
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In 1831-32, the price of powdered sugar from China ranged between 5 and 10 

xerafins per arroba, that of Bengal between 4 and 10 xerafins, that of Batavia between 5 

and 6 xerafins, that of Manila between 6 and 8 xerafins, that of Brazil between 3 and 8 

xerafins while fine sugar from Mauritius cost 2 %2 xerafins per arroba. 

From 1880s onwards the imports of sugar increased tremendously in Goa. This 

was due to the fact that the higher sections of the society started preferring granular sugar 

and the poor preferred the cheap imported jaggery made of sugarcane. Both were 

imported in large quantities from British India. For instance, from 1883 to 1889 Goa 

consumed 102,500 libras equivalent to 46,473 '/2 kgs. of imported jaggery of sugarcane. 

Due to this the toddy-tapers gave up about 56,148 coconut trees. The Public Exchequer 

suffered a revenue loss of Rs. 224,592. 66  

Goa spent huge sums of money on importing sugar and jaggery made from 

sugarcane. In 1876-77 the quantity of sugar imported into Goa was 57,268 ceiras of the 

value of Rs. 31,125 and jaggery imported was 7,256 ceiras of the value of Rs. 10,881. 

But the value of these imports rose to such frightening figures as to completely destroy 

Goan indigenous industry of coconut-jaggery. 67  

With the Anglo-Portuguese Portuguese Treaty of 1878 coming into force in 1780 

and the consequent trade liberalization there were large imports of sugar and jaggery into 

66  Franci sco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Escudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 193-194. 
67  fbid. , p. 202 
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Goa from neighbouring Indian territories under British control. The following table 

shows the import of sugar from Indian territories under British control. 

The Imports of Sugar for the period from 1880-81 to 1891-92. 68  

Year Quantity in ceiras Value in Rupees 

1880-81 3,19,003 84,895 

1881-82 2,42,568 71,140 

1882-83 3,00,826 85,334 

1883-84 4,09,580 1,12,725 

1884-85 4,23,088 111,980 

1885-86 4,89,556 1,06,338 

1886-87 6,92,268 1,50,941 

1887-88 7,73,862 1,60,827 

1888-89 7,45,722 1,58,740 

1889-90 5,49,161 1,77,794 

1890-91 9,60,400 2,19,257 

1891-92 7,73,508 1,57,383 

Average 556,628.5 133,112.8 

From 1876-77 to 1880-81 within a period of just four years the import of sugar 

increased by six times in quantitative terms. On an average Goa imported about 

5,56,628.5 ceiras of sugar. Similarly, for the period of ten years from 1880-81 to 1890-91 

Goa spent on an average Rs.1,33,112.8 per annum, on imports of sugar alone. Even after 

68  Ibid., pp. 202-203. 
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the renunciation of the Anglo-Portuguese Treaty from 1892 onwards the imports of sugar 

did not decline in spite of the fact that the Portuguese government imposed import duties 

on it. 

Table showing import of sugar for the period from 1893 to 1900: 69  

Years Quantity in ceiras Value in Rupees 

1893-94 5,40,536 1,37,019 

1894-95 6,71,160 1,55,919 

1895-96 6,02,927 1,42,511 

1896-97 7,46,345 1,63,502 

1897-98 7,37,899 1,52,576 

1898-99 7,83,045 1,58,936 

1899-00 8,52,994 1,72,177 

1900-01 9,98,324 1,75,739 

The import of sugar increased ten times over a period of 25 years from 57,268 

ceiras in 1876 to 998,324 ceiras in 1900. And the outflow of capital on this item alone 

increased five and half times for the same period from Rs. 31,125 to Rs. 175,739. 7°  

The imports of jaggery also increased phenomenally from 1880 onwards as can be 

seen from the following figures. 7I  

69  Ibid. 
'° Ibid., p. 203. 
71  Ibid. 
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Table showing the imports of jaggery in Goa for twenty years from 1880 to 

1901: 

Year Quantity in 

ceiras 

Value 	in 

Rupees 

Year Quantity in 

ceiras 

Value 	in 

Rupees 

1880-81 93,472 14,099 1890-91 204,272 26,947 

1881-82 66,918 9,208 1891-92 364,097 48,746 

1882-83 98,168 14,339 1893-94 758,873 92,828 

1883-84 266,915 36,921 1894-95 972,154 119,617 

1884-85 328,386 39,114 1895-96 803,544 84,062 

1885-86 403,212 49,979 1896-97 739,876 75,147 

1886-87 350,213 53,406 1897-98 620,349 88,738 

1887-88 347,215 48,889 1898-99 78,114 72,246 

1888-89 370,769 50,705 1899-00 630,685 73,025 

1889-90 424,502 49,508 1900-01 682,110 99,046 

The actual consumption of sugar and jaggery imported in the year 1876-77 was to 

the tune of 64,524 ceiras equivalent to 60,200 kgs. and dividing it by the number of 

inhabitants, then the consumption per head in that year was only 143 grams giving 

expenditure per head of 19,142 reis. 72  On the other hand the consumption of sugar and 

jaggery imported in 1900-01 was about 1,680,434 ceiras equivalent to .1,567,844 kgs. 73 

 Dividing this by the number of inhabitants gave a per head consumption of 2,948 grams. 

72  The population is taken as 4,20,868 inhabitants according to the census of 1881. 
7' The population had increased within this period by over one lakh and the total population by 1900 was 
about 531.798 inhabitants. 
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This shows that the consumption of sugar had increased by about 2,805 grams in 1900. 

Goa had to spend huge sums of capital in importing large quantities of sugar. 

Trade in Salt 

The extraction of salt was a thriving business and a major segment of the 

economy of Goa. The salt production occupied a very important position in the Goan 

economy because of its large demand for domestic consumption and export market. 74  The 

large export market was basically due to the relative low prices and high quality. Thus the 

manufacture of salt was an important source of Goan wealth, with the number of people 

involved in its manufacture and trade being very large. 75 Salt was used for a variety of 

purposes in Goa. Besides, being largely used in salting fish and other products for use in 

the monsoon season, it was also used for increasing the fertility of the soil in the rice 

fields and in coconut groves. It was also used substantially for domestic purposes. 

The extraction and manufacture of salt was a rich source of revenue to the 

government as it was exported to its neighbouring areas in Maharashtra and Karnataka. 76 

 The number of workers engaged in this industry rose in Goa from 658 in 1850 to about 

1968 in 1878. The extent of salt production and the area covered under this activity was 

also substantial.'' 

74  Refer to Appendix 6.2. 
Celsa Pinto, op. cit., pp. 219-220. 

76  Refer Manoel Jose Gomes Loureiro, op. cit., p. 405. 
77  Celsa Pinto, op. cll., pp. 122 and 134. 
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On account of the salt monopoly introduced in Canara by the East India Company 

in 1807, the licensed manufacturers were unable to meet the demands of the region, and 

as such a large quantity of salt was imported from Goa. Salt occupied a place of 

considerable importance in the trade transactions of the period. The salt exported from 

Goa to Canara was further shipped to the Amindivi Islands. 78  In 1857-58, as there was 

failure in the manufacture of salt in Canara, imports of salt from Goa was to the tune of 

92,750 maunds which was valued at Rs. 16,803. And in 1858-59, it was 42,325 maunds 

the value of which was Rs. 13,342. 79  In 1862-63, the amount of the salt imported into 

Canara from Goa was 726 maunds. In 1863-64 the imports were about 2,09,280 

maunds." 

In the export trade of Goa salt was one of the major items earning substantial 

revenue. But the scenario was soon to alter radically. Under the Anglo-Portuguese treaty 

of 1878 the manufacture of salt in Portuguese India was placed under the control and 

supervision of the British government for a period of twelve years. From over 500 salt-

works in operation in Goa prior to 1878 the number never went over 330 in any given 

year under the Treaty. The average number in operation was about 240. Salt industry was 

very important for the Goan economy before the signing of the Treaty of 1878 and this 

can be seen from the fact that it was exported to Macau, Shangai, Singapore, Siam, etc. 

78  N. Shyam Bhat, "Trade in Goa during the 19 th  Century with Special Reference to Colonial Kanara", in 
Charles J. Borges, Oscar G. Pereira and Hannes Stubbe (eds.), op. cit., pp. 62-63. The northern group of the 
Laccadives known as Amindivi islands on the Arabian Sea formed a part of the Province of Kanara under 
the British. 
79  W. Fisher, Collector of Canara, 'The Report on Land and Extra Sources of Revenue for Fusly 1268 
(1858-59), no. 182', as quoted in N. Shyam Bhat, "Trade in Goa during the 19 th  Century with Special 
Reference to Colonial Kanara", in Charles J. Borges, Oscar G. Pereira and Hannes Stubbe (eds.), op. cit., 
pp. 62-63. 
8°  ibid. 
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Salt was exported in exchange for a host of other items many of which were re-exported 

to Europe. Salt in fact had given to Goa the status of an entrepot facilitating the exchange 

of commodities. 8I  

Goa exported substantial quantities of salt to British India but most of this trade 

was, however, contraband in nature. What gave an advantage to the salt industry of Goa 

was the relatively low cost of producing salt where labourers called agris or agrias 

worked. Each salt pan employed about 20 to 30 labourers. 82  Of the nine provinces of Goa 

salt panning was done in four, namely, in Salcete, Bardez, Ilhas and Pernem. The number 

of salt-pans operated in these four provinces before the Treaty of 1878 was as follows: 

Talukas Number of Salt-pans. 

Salcete 234 

Bardez 73 

Ilhas 177 

Pernem 23 

Total 507 

The production of salt in Goa before the coming into force of the Treaty of 1878 

was about 633,805 maos. 83  

81  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 208-209. 
82  Ibid., p. 212. 
83  Joaquim Jose Fernande Arez, Breves Consideracaes sobre o Resultado Economico e Financeiro do 
Tratado de India, Lisboa, 1878, pp. 212-214. 
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During the period when the Treaty of 1878 was in force the salt-pans in operation 

and the total production can be seen from the following tables. So, of the 500 odd salt-

pans that were in existence, only just half the numbers were operational during the Treaty 

period. 

The number of salt-works operational for the twelve years from 15 th  January 1880 

to 14th  January, 1892 in the taluka of Salcete was as follows: 84  

Total Production of Salt in Goa from 1880 to 1891 

Year Number of salt-works 

Operational in each year 

Net production in Indian moos 

1880 263 374,152 

1881 330 457,506 

1882 327 413,176 

1883 109 189,251 

1884 87 211,219 

1885 278 358,369 

1886 237 342,500 

1887 244 403,345 

1888 232 236,864 

1889 277 393,572 

1890 275 467,241 

1891 268 607,276 

84  lbid., pp. 214-215. All the four tables that follow are prepared by taking the details available therein. 
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The total area under salt-production was about 19,14,115 mts 2 . From the above it 

is clear that during the Treaty period the number of salt-works in operation were around a 

half of what was in operation before the surrender of the monopoly rights to the British. 

In 1891, 268 salt-works were in operation producing 6,07,276 moos of salt. The domestic 

consumption, mainly for the purpose of cooking, salting of fish, fertilizing the farm-fields, 

etc., was around 1,50,000 moos of salt. This gave a surplus of 4,57,256 moos of salt of 

which just 2,96,329 moos were exported leaving behind a surplus of 1,60,947 mobs. This 

was the surplus amount that could not be sold for want of adequate markets. In the pre-

Treaty period Goa produced about 12,55,304 moos of salt. While in the pre-Treaty period 

Goa's production was more than what it produced later on, it perhaps did not have 

markets to sell its total produce of salt in the post-Treaty period. 85  The salt trade via the 

sea routes was revived in the post-Treaty period; but the British government passed 

regulations hindering this trade. 86  The British government prohibited the trade and sale of 

Goan salt by sea to the Bombay presidency. However such trade was allowed to the 

Madras presidency and to the Native Indian Princely States. But here also as a result of 

the long distance involved the Goan salt started loosing its competitive edge. Same was 

the case with the market for this product in Arabia, Egypt, Persia, Germany, etc. 87  

The export of Goan salt was permitted only by the rail route in British India; but 

because of the high freights the trade was bringing low profit margins. Goan salt traded 

85  Ibid. 
86  Government of India Notification N.° 2477, dated 9 th  April 1894, Bombay Government Gazette, Part I of 
the 12 th  edition, pp. 330. The following rule was framed by His Excellency the Governor-in-Council under 
section 157 (a) of the Sea Customs Act: "The conveyance of salt in coastal vessels from any port in 
Portuguese India to any port in Bombay Presidency is prohibited". 
r  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Escudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 216-217. 
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via the rail route also was costlier than the salt traded along the Indian coast by the 

British in vessels. The quantum of exports shrunk drastically as is evident from the 

following figures: 

The export of Goan salt for the three years from 1892-93 to 1894-95: 88  

Year Bombay Presidency Madras Presidency 

1892-93 5,221 moos 2,315 moos 

1893-94 -- 13,983 

1894-95 -- 1,080 	' 

From 1894-95, the export of Goan salt, via the high seas to Madras and the other 

presidencies declined. The provincial government of the Estado did petition to the 

Foreign Affairs Ministry of Portugal to take up the case at the diplomatic level regarding 

discrimination of Goan salt by the British. However, nothing came out of it. 89  

In the meantime efforts were made to find new markets for the Goan salt through 

diplomatic channels in Colombo, Calcutta, and Zanzibar as also in Japan. The Indian 

Princely State of Hyderabad did show its willingness to purchase Goan salt. However, 

due to the low quality of the produce and the high prices because of the cost of 

transportation, the new markets could not be sustained for long. Goan salt-panning 

methods were quite outdated as a result of which the salt produced in Goa was of low 

sa Sr. Conselheiro Machado wrote to the British Government of India on 17 th  April, 1899 that the 
interpretation of their decree of 9' h  April, 1894 was harmful to the Goan salt industry. The British 
government replied back that such regulations were enforced to prevent the rampant contraband trade from 
Portuguese controlled lands to British Indian territories. 
a9  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Escudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 216-217. 
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quality. In British India lot of 'fine' and 'superfine' salt was produced as a result of 

adoption of new techniques. But Goa lagged behind in making innovating changes. 

Attempts were indeed made to depute personnel from Goa to France to study the latest 

techniques of producing 'fine' salt. However, the knowledge acquired was not however 

transplanted to the salt-works. 9°  

Exports of Areca nuts 

Areca nuts were produced on a large scale in Goa. This crop was produced to 

cater largely to the export market. Areca nuts produced in Goa were of two varieties, red 

and white. The former was a superior type. Areca nuts were exported from Goa to 

Bombay and other places in the north. In 1826 Goa exported to Bombay, about 1,080 

candis of red areca nuts, and 1,015 candis of white areca nuts priced at 60 xerafins and 

40 xerafins per candil, respectively. 91  In 1826, Goa exported 19 candis of red areca nuts 

to Daman. 92  

Areca nuts from Goa were also sent to Macao, Muscat and Mozambique. In 1800 

white areca nuts priced at 40 xerafins per candil were exported to Muscat. 93  In 1844, 

Goa's areca nut exports were worth 260,170 xerafins. 94  Similarly, in 1849, Goa exported 

90  Francisco Xavier Ernesto 
91  HAG, Alfandega de Goa, 
92  HAG, Alfandega de Goa, 
93 HAG, Alfandega de Goa, 
94  HAG, Mon Goes do Reino, 

Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 219-221. 
Vol. 2668, fl. 33. 
Vol. 2668, fl. 35; Celsa Pinto, op. cit., pp. 218-219. 
Vol. 6810, fls. 694, 702-703 and 766. 
Vol 218 B, fl. 776. 
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about 6,350 candis of areca nuts. 95  The exports of areca nuts declined over the years and 

by 1910 they were negligible. 96  

Trade in Country Liquor 

Goan country liquor was manufactured chiefly from coconut toddy and the juice of the 

cashew fruits. Goan liquor was exported to Bombay, Daman, Diu and South India. In 

1789, coconut feni was sent to both the north as well as the south. 97  In 1826, 2 candis and 

3 moos of coconut feni and 10 maos of cashew feni were exported to Bombay from Goa. 

Coconut feni was priced at 100 xerafins per candil and cashew liquor was priced at 2 

xerafins per ,nao. 98  In the same year, 1 candil and 6 meios of coconut .feni and 19 I/2 

candis of cashew feni were exported to Daman from Goa. 99  

Inter — Continental Trade 

Though it is evident that the thrust of trade from Goa was to procure from the 

Asian markets the much needed rice requirements of the people, it also did have trade 

links with several places in Asia and with other continents. Goa had trade contacts from 

1750 to 1910 with Portugal, Brazil, Mozambique, etc., however, the volume of trade was 

negligible. The Goa — Lisbon trade was limited to the dispatch of tobacco. Tobacco 

95  HAG, Alfandega de Goa, Vol. 9265, fl. 43v. 
96  Manuel Ferreira Viegas Junior, A India Portugueza 0 Que E. — 0 Que Podera Ser, Porto: Livraria 
Moreira, 1910, pp. 64-65. "... A exportacdo da areca tem diminuido muito ultimos annos e é de crere que 
!ermine dentro em pouco, dada a sun accentuada diminuicao annual..." 
97  HAG, Alfandega de Goa, Vol. 6802, fl. 499 and vol. 6807, fls, 560 7 572; Celsa Pinto, op. cit., pp. 225-
226. 
9g  HAG, Alfandega de Goa, Vol. 2668. fl. 34. 
99  HAG, Alfandega de Goa, Vol. 2668. fl. 35. 
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formed the major item of imports from the Metropole to Goa. During 1776-1825 a 

minimum of about 11,102 barrels, 2513 bales, 21 boxes and 250 rolls of tobacco were 

despatched to Goa via the naus de Viagem. Im  Revenues earned by the estado through the 

monopoly sale of tobacco were quite substantial. In 1833, the Estado earned around 

81,000 xerafins through the monopoly of tobacco sale only in the New Conquests region. 

101 

Bullion was also remitted by the Portuguese government as also by the Lisbon-

based merchants. The government dispatched the bullion to meet the budgetary 

deficits. 1°2  On the other hand the bullion dispatched by the merchants might surely have 

been for the purchase of merchandise. 

Lisbon cargoes to Goa, during the period from 1776 to 1825, on board the naus 

contained a miscellany of linen, paper, iron and iron goods, sugar, wines and liquors, as 

well as victuals. 103  Even slaves featured among the cargoes and perhaps were brought in 

for being utilized as farm hands by the private propreitors who had large landed estates. 

The outward cargoes to Portugal included mainly the textiles procured from different 

'°° Refer Celsa Pinto, "The Economy of Portuguese India in the 18 th  and 19th  Centuries", in TeotOnio R de 
Souza and Jose Manuel Garcia, (eds.) Vasco da Gama e a India, Lisboa: Fundacao Calouste Gulbenkian, 
1999, pp. 111-112. 
101  Refer to, Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccdo de Bandos..., Vol. I, Doc. No. 76, pp. 137-144. The document 
refers to the `...condic5es novamente reformadas para a Renda do Tabaco de folha na Provincia de Ponda, 
e nas mais de Novas Conquistas. Here also refer to the Mappa demonstrative do estado actual da Renda dp 
Tobacco de Folha nas Provincias das Novas Conquistas, indicando a diversidade corn que se administra, 
corn relacdo a sua populacdo e consummo do ditto artigo, redigido pelo Auctor do presente Colleccao em 
presence dos depoimentos dos Rendeiros interrogados, em 1833, pela Commissdo encarregada da reforma 
das condicoes das Rendas do Estado.' 
102  Refer Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico das Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de Sa, Vol. 
I, Doc. No. 52, pp. 287-292. 
103  Celsa Pinto, "The Economy of Portuguese India in the 18 th  and the 19 th  Centuries", in Teotonio R de 
Souza and Jose Manuel Garcia (eds.), Vasco da Gama e a India, pp. 111-112. 
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parts of India but mainly from Balaghat. The profits earned by the Estado from tobacco 

sales were utilized to procure textiles from Balaghat and other parts of India for exporting 

to Portugal. But on the whole the trade with Portugal was very negligible and a pale 

shadow of its glorious past and there was no scope for any upswing in fortunes. This was 

because the goods that were earlier transported from Goa were no longer in demand 

having been substituted by those coming from the occidental coast of Africa. 1°4  

By the end of the 19 th  century, the trade of Goa with Portugal was limited to 

import of small quantities of wine, which was transported on foreign vessels, and little 

else. With analysis of the economy of the Portuguese possession it can safely be 

concluded that many of the items of import into Goa could very well be supplied by 

Portugal itself The factor responsible for the low volume of trade between Portugal and 

Goa was again due to the outdated nature of the Portuguese merchant navy. For the year 

1902-03, Portugal occupied the third position regarding the imports herein with a 

percentage share of only 4%. The Exports to Portugal on the other hand stood at a meagre 

0.75%. Worst of all, this trade was through foreign vessels. 105  

There was hectic trade with Brazil. Items like tobacco, bullion and food items 

were sent to Goa from there. The Correspondencia Para o Reino and the Livro das 

Moncoes do Reino clearly reflect the annual arrival of Bahian tobacco to Goa since 1776 

on board the Carreira ships. At least 7914 bales,' 69 rolls and 733 barris of tobacco 

arrived in Goa during the period 1776-1825. The bullion arrival at the Alfandega of Goa 

104  Refer Manoel Jose Gomes Loureiro, op. cit., pp. 292-293. 
105  Ibid., pp. 223-224. 
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during 1816-24, was of the value of 612984.5 xerafins in 1816, later 72,902 xerafins in 

1817 and 7896 xerafins in 1824. From Goa were exported textiles and small quantities of 

pepper, incense, coconut oil, paper, wax, and saltpeter in return. 106  

The commerce and navigation to Mozambique was both private and official in 

character. There was also substantial trade in foreign vessels as was the case in all the 

Portuguese colonies. 107  Ivory, gold, ebony and slaves were despatched to India in 

exchange for cotton products. 

The bulk of the cargoes exported to Mozambique and other places like Portugal 

and Brazil were not produced and manufactured in Goa but procured from regions under 

British control in India. These were acquired by the merchants upon payment of due 

taxes at Goa and then were shipped to various parts of the world. These merchants of Goa 

faced a lot of competition from traders who traded directly from Surat, Bombay and other 

parts of British India. This affected adversely on the one hand the revenue of the Estado 

da India and on the other hand reduced the profit margin of the traders from Goa who 

frequented Mozambique. 108  

The cargoes arriving at Mozambique from the Estado were composed of glass 

beads, bangles, wheat, sugar, coconut-oil, coconuts, preserves, vinegar, sweets, lentils, 

areca nuts, solans de brindao, spices, tea, sandalwood, drugs, wax, pitch and the like. 

One of the chief components of Goa's outward cargoes to Mozambique included guns 

106  Refer Celsa Pinto, op. cit., p. 113. 
107  Refer Manoel Jose Gomes Loureiro, op. cit., p. 282. 
I " Ibid. 
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and gunpowder, used in tribal wars to quell uprisings and to capture Africans sold in 

slavery. 1°9  

Intra-Asian Trade 

There was a complex intra-Asian trading network that was privately operated, 

most times clandestinely, in a wide range of essentials and necessaries bringing benefits 

to merchants, the Estado da India and to the metropolis. 110  There was trade with China, 

Macau, and Japan. Shipping directed to Muscat from the Estado was more extensive. A 

maximum of twenty annual shipments from Goa and Daman would include bamboos, 

rafters, coconut products, salt, wax, areca nuts, coffee and yarn. 111  

Trade relations with the cinnamon islands of Ceylon were not entirely snapped in 

the late 18 th  and early 19 th  centuries. Goa's outgoing shipments to Colombo included 

dates from Muscat, tea, paper, military hats, shells and religious articles, such as wooden 

statues and rosaries. Goa's chief imports were apparently cinnamon. Furniture and 

European wines and liquors too formed a component of Ceylon's outgoing consignments 

to Goa. 112  

109 Refer Celsa Pinto, op. cit., p. 114. 
10  Refer Celsa Pinto, op. cit., pp. 114-115. 
111  Ibid, pp. 114-115. 
112  Ibid. 
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Ill. The Customs Administration and the Tariff Policy 

A study of the tariff policy of the Portuguese for the period under study is 

essential to know how the trade was carried on in Goa within the colonial structure 

during the period from 1750 to 1910. Ever since the discovery of the sea route to India, 

the Portuguese were interested in the development of commerce. The focus of the 

Portuguese was to acquire wealth through commerce and trade though they lost no 

opportunity in tapping other sources of revenues. The customs tariff was an important 

source of revenue to the Estado. The development of the institution of customs from the 

simpler form to a system very much complex was due to the various laws passed by the 

Portuguese following the conquest of Goa in 1510. 113  

In 1531, the governor Nuno da Cunha gave a table of fixed rate to be charged on 

items of import and export. These regulations continued up to the late 18 th  century when 

by the Decree of 26 th  April, 1771 it was decided that the revenues of the customs be 

deposited in the government treasury with other taxes. I14The Portuguese regulations of 

1531 continued with the practices of the earlier Indian rulers; but certain essential 

changes were introduced from time to time. For instance, earlier on 1 st  March, 1518, the 

Portuguese king D. Manuel while giving his assent to the continuation of the then 

113  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkary e Alfandegas Da India, Lisboa: 
Typographia Universal, 1905, pp. 22-23. The first customs regulation was passed by .the Portuguese way 
back in 1511, when Affonso de Albuquerque before leaving for Malaca created the first Portuguese impost 
under the denomination of lagimas de chnos do capit "do and Rodrigo Rebello de Castello Branco was 
appointed to oversee the collection of this new impost. Subsequently, from 1518 to 1522 the Governor 
Diogo Lopes de Sequeira fixed taxes on the goods imported and exported. The laws given by Diogo Lopes 
de Sequeira were reformed on 13 t11  July, 1528 when the customs duties were changed taking the progress of 
trade and commerce into consideration. 
114  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkary e Alfandegas Da India, pp. 22-23. 
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existing customs tariffs, provided for the exemption of the items of common consumption 

like bread, wines, country liquor, meat, fish, etc., from payment of import duties. 115  The 

trade in these items was necessitated due to lack of essential goods in Goa. This led to the 

internal trade of these items, from places of abundance to areas where there was less 

production. Thus taking this into consideration the Portuguese might have exempted 

these items from customs-duties. 116  

The customs-house functioned without any further alteration till the year 1542 

when Martim Affonso de Souza published the customs regulations and the collection of 

customs revenue for Ilhas was farmed out for a sum of 27,500 xerafins. This figure rose 

to 179,130 xerafins as affirmed by Francisco Paes in his Tombo Geral (1595), besides 

other related income."' 

The system of farming out of revenue collection to the highest bidder created lot 

of inconveniences and the people of the city of Goa represented against this to the 

Portuguese government, in 1602. The Public Exchequer suffered financial losses and the 

people faced innumerable hardships at the hands of the revenue farmers. 118  From the 

115  This led to various practical difficulties, as a result of which the governor of D. Duarte de Menezes gave 
a new Regiment() on 21 st  October, 1522. Art. I. ° of this Regimento maintained the concessions granted by 
the Portuguese King D. Manuel to the people of Goa. Art. 2. ° determined that all the merchandise be 
charged at the rate of 4'/2 % at the time of import. Art. 3. ° provided for exemption to the cargoes 
proceeding from Baticola, Onar, Mangalore, Mirzes and Barcalor, in harmony with the provision of the 
Royal Alvara dated 20 th  February, 1510. Art. 5. ° similarly, provided for the exemption of payment of 
import duties on horses, upto ten in number, brought from Ormuz and other parts in conformity with the 
regiment() given earlier by the king to Lopo Soares d' Albergaria. 
116  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkary e Alfandegas Da India, pp. 23-24. 
I " Ibid., p. 24. 
118  J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Arhivo Poriuguez Oriental, Fasc. 5. °, p. 108. 
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seventeenth century, the system of customs regulations was slightly modified, although, 

farming out of revenue collection was continued. 

The regimento given by Francisco Paes included amongst other things that the 

customs duties on imports and exports into/from Ilhas were fixed at rate of 5% each. The 

customs duties were changed to 5% on both entry and exit of the goods because of the 

fact that a lot of commodities like turtles and tortoises, silks, medicines, etc., were 

consumed by the people of Goa, besides some being destined for re-export trade. The 

merchants were henceforth not charged at the flat rate of 10% on imports of goods 

consumed in Goa. It is however not known if the benefits of reduction in rates were 

passed on to the consumers or if the traders ended up making a profit of another 5%. 119  

(a) Customs Policy in Salcete, Bardez and the New Conquests 

The provinces of Salcete, Bardez and the New Conquests were authorized to 

collect independently customs dues on commodities entering their jurisdiction as was the 

practice before the arrival of the Portuguese. However, there was little difference in the 

customs rates and the mode of collection in these areas with that of Ilhas. 120  

The customs-house of Salcete was situated in Margao with its constituent check 

posts at the frontiers. The customs check-posts subordinate to the alfandega of Salcete 

1 19 
Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Ablcaty e Aifandegas Da India, pp. 30-32. 

120  Ibid., pp. 35-42. 
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were situated at Rachol, Sorla in Curtorim, Racaim or Goltim, Borim, I21  Quelossim, Tana" 

of Cortalim, Ambor, Chandor, transit point of river Sal, at Deussua, Veroda, Cuncolim, 

Assolna, and the court of Murgusim. The latter was granted on lease to Gomes Janes de 

Figueiredo, by the letter of Viceroy D. Francisco de Mascarenhas on 20 th  June, 1585 for a 

sum of 100 xerafins per year. According to the resolution taken by the Concelho da 

Fazenda, on 22nd  July, 1848 the same lease was granted to Custodio Gomes de 

Figueiredo for 800 xerafins.' 22  

The Portuguese followed a system of farming out of revenue collection of the 

customs dues for the major part of the first two and half centuries in Salcete also. 

However, since 1772 up to December, 1797 the collection of the revenue was 

administered directly by the Public Exchequer. But, taking into consideration the high 

cost involved in the collection of the revenues, the government again decided to revert 

back to the old system of farming out of revenue collection. 123  During this period the 

collection of customs dues at. Margao and other subordinate post was given to Francisco 

Barreto Xavier, Babu Naique and others of Margao with the condition that they could 

follow the tariff established by the regimento of 13 th  August, 1619. However, exceptions 

were made regarding the victuals and areca which were taxed according to the ancient 

customs of the land. The revenue farmers enjoyed the privilege of the use of royal 

121  This check post was improperly denominated as it was actually situated in the village Loutolim and not 
Borim. 
122  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkary e Alfandegas Da India, pp. 40-41. 
123  Ibid. Appropriate decision in this regard was taken by the Junta de Fazenda on 1 st  January, 1798, 
approved by the despatch of royal orders on 30 th  April, 1801, 
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umbrella (sombreiros de palha) and other benefits attached to the other tax collectors to 

whom collection of revenues were farmed out by the government. 124  

A comparative study of the functioning of the customs in both Salcete and Bardez 

leads to the conclusion that there were lot of similarities regarding the items of taxation 

and the quantum of dues to be paid on each. This was despite the fact that both the 

provinces were under different regimes before the arrival of the Portuguese. I25  

The customs-house of Bardez was situated in Mapuca with its pickets on the 

extremities. The check-posts subordinated to the customs-house of Bardez were situated 

at porpangim, i.e., on the other side of Panjim, as also at Chapora, Siolim, and Coluale. 

The customs-house of Bardez was like all the others in the region of ancient origin. 

Consequent upon its conquest by the Portuguese, the collection of customs was farmed 

out for a sum of 1,750 pagodes which were equivalent to 2,887:2:30 xerufins. This 

continued till 1801, the year in which the Public Exchequer took over the direct 

administration of customs. For this purpose it appointed its own staff that included an 

administrator, tax collector, secretary, one assistant, inspector, and a number of guards to 

supervise the transit of goods. 126  

In the New Conquests the customs-houses were there in Ponda, Zambaulim, 

Bicholim, Cansarpale, Sanquelim; Canacona and Pernem with check posts on routes 

descending from the ghats of Tinem, Cuessim, Diguy, Cordal, Doncorpem, Ram-Gant, 

124 Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkary e Alfandegas Da India, pp. 40-41. 
125  Ibid. 
126 ibid.  
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Maulinguem, Quelgate, Chorlem, Pargor, Dumegod and Telgant. I27  While the customs-

house of Ilhas was at the mouth of the river Mandovi those of Salcete, Bardez and the 

New Conquests were set up in the interiors for the purpose of supervising the inter-

regional trade. The focus seems to have shifted from the maritime trade to the hinterland 

trade to a great extent. 

The customs-houses of the New Conquests as well as that of Salcete and Bardez 

used to follow the tariffs imposed by the pre-Portuguese rulers of the region. Here the 

tariffs included also the remuneration for the services of the hereditary Dessais and it 

helped to defray the cost of the divine cult. For instance, the customs-house of Ponda 

contributed as sum of 1,292 xerafins and 1 tanga to the temples within its jurisdiction, 

besides, providing certain duty free imports of cargo of approximately 52 oxen. Similarly, 

in Murguddy (Zambaulim) 1,104 xerafins and 2 tangos were given as grants to the 

temples. In Canacona it was 166 xerafins while in Bicholim the amount paid to the 

temples was 500 xerafins. 128  

(b). Reforms in Tariff Policy 

The administration of customs attained a new form consequent upon the 

promulgation of the royal decree on 26 th  April, 1771. Henceforth, all customs-duties 

collected were to be deposited in the public treasury and all impositions that did not 

directly constitute the revenue of the Estado were abolished. This affected the 

127  Ibid. 
128  Ibid; also refer Filippe Nery Xavier, 0 Gabineile Liiierario das Foniainhas, Vol. II, pp. 47-48; also refer 
Livro do Tomho Geral by Francisco Paes. 
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functionaries of the customs-houses who were earlier remunerated by way of emoluments 

that they earned for the State. To compensate for this, the Junta da Fazenda fixed salaries 

for the functionaries from 15 th  February, 1772 onwards. This was the first time that the 

customs employees received fixed payment for the services rendered.' 29  

The decree of 20 th  January, 1774 touched all the commercial operations from the 

arrival of vessels up to the point of their departure after unloading their merchandise. In 

this appears well defined the modes and procedure that were required to be followed 

upon the arrival of a commercial vessel. Similarly, regulations pertaining to how to 

handle the incoming cargo and the steps to be followed for preventing deliberate 

pilferage of merchandise done with the purpose of avoiding payment of dues, help 

extended to ships that had been attacked by pirates, warehousing facilities to the cargo, 

etc., were provided for. In fact the provisions of 1774 covered everything regarding the 

commercial activities. All the formalities of the customs despatch, such as the list of 

goods given by the captain of the ship to the customs officials together with the 

declarations that had to be made were precepts that were codified in this law so as to give 

complete guarantee and security to the cargoes while entering and leaving Goa, and 

ensuring proper payment of customs dues. 13°  

While attempts were made to carry out the reform, the customs-houses of Goa 

were charged with additional responsibilities extraneous to their functions as customs-

house. For instance, by the law of 10 th  February, 1774, attested by Gaspar de Costa one 

129  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Akar)) e Alfandegas Da India. pp. 45-46. 
' 3°  Ibid., pp. 46-47. 
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of the ministers of the Portuguese king D. Jose, a new impost of 2 fungus was imposed on 

the coconut palm utilized for toddy tapping. The collection of this tax was imposed only 

in the Old Conquests region and was entrusted to the customs-house of Goa. Similarly, 

liquor imported in Salcete, Bardez and Ilhas from either the New Conquests or outside 

the Estado domain were charged at the rate of 15 xerafins per barrel of capacity 

equivalent to 625 litres. Likewise, toddy and jaggery were to be charged at the rate of 3 

tangos per altnude. 131  

The Portuguese government passed laws from time to time to facilitate the 

resurgence of trade from the last quarter of the 18 th  century. I32  However, the city of Goa 

was infested by pest that led to depopulation and consequent abandonment. The 

government did not have the resources to rebuild the city. Therefore by the alvara of 20th 

 April, 1777, was created a 1% additional customs duty on all the imports in Ilhas, Salcete 

and Bardez to be collected by the customs-houses. The proceeds of this were utilized for 

the reconstruction of the old City of Goa. Items of common consumption like rice, wheat 

and other essential provisions were exempted from this additional duty in the province of 

Salcete only.' 33  

131  Ibid., pp. 48-49. Almude is a measure of liquid equivalent to 25 litres. However, jaggery is solid in 
nature and the reason as to why it might have been measured in this manner was perhaps because it was of 
semi-solid in nature or in gel form. 
132  The reasons for the decline of the Estado's trade are described in detail in HAG, Livro das Monces, No. 
84, ff.489. 
133  Rev. Clotineau in his book "Bosquejo Historic° de Goa" says that the additional impost was only of 1/2 
%. But in the Livros dos Assentos geraes da Alfandega de Salcete it is registered that the charge was 1%. 
For additional information on this read, Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkary e 
Alfandegas da India, pp. 48-49. 
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The decree of 20 th  January, 1774 provided for the extinction of numerous check-

posts that were subordinate to the customs-houses of Salcete and Bardez, which led to the 

multiplicity of import duties being charged and which were obstacles to the free 

movement of goods from one place to another. It may be noted that the customs-houses 

of Salcete and Bardez functioned till then as independent units without any subordination 

to any central authority. The decree of 20 th  January, 1774 did away with this and brought 

the two the customs-houses of Salcete and Bardez under the administrative supervision of 

the principal Customs-house of Ilhas. I34  

(c). Customs reforms in the early 19 th  century 

With the aim of efficient fiscal administration, the Aviso Regio of 26th  January, 

1816 confirmed the creation of four guards, who were posted at the frontiers in the 

customs-houses of Sanquelim, Murguddy (Zambaulim), Bicholim, and Ponda with the 

obligation to take note of the all the merchandise entering Goa from the Western Ghats. 

These guards were appointed by the customs house of Il has. To prevent any foul play on 

the part of the traders these guards had to accompany the merchants from the borders up 

to the customs-house at Panjim. 135  

Similarly, the customs-house at Ponda was to oversee the entry of merchandise 

from the gates of Parmargo, Tiney and Cavessy. From here the merchandise was destined 

either to Ponda, Paroda or Murgudy. The alfandega of Murgudy was to oversee the 

134  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, ?Wary e Alfandegas cla India, pp. 51-52. 
135  Ibid. 
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merchandise coming from the ghats of Tiney and Cavessy besides those of Diguy, 

Condolo and Doucorpem. Check posts were proposed for the ghat routes that led directly 

to the villages of Cuncolim, Assolna, etc., in Salcete. Similarly, from Adnem the boiadas 

entered directly into Salcete. The customs-house of Bicholim and Sanquelim were to 

oversee the merchandise entering via the narrow passes of Ramagate, Manguelim, 

Quelghat and Chorlim. Merchandise entered via Quelghat and Chorlim to Sanquelim. 

Commodities of common consumption were disposed off here and the rest of the 

merchandise proceeded via Bicholim to Bardez. Considering the quantum of the trade on 

these routes it was indispensable to have customs-houses in these regions. 136  

Substantial merchandise on oxen caravan entered Pernem via land routes of 

Naibaga, Bandem and Tolghat after descending the ghats under the jurisdiction of the 

Bounsulo. And it was appropriate to have a customs-house at Colvale to control this trade. 

All these new customs-houses had the liberty of marking with seals and stamping the 

goods entering from Balaghat into the areas of their jurisdiction upon paying the 

necessary customs duties. All the customs-houses were to pay pensions to the temples, 

Dessais and other mercenaries as was customary then. The boiadas had to be 

remunerated adequately according to the practices of the time. Charitable grants also 

were to be made to the former ruling houses of the region. 137  

The import duties which were paid were not uniform but were diverse in nature 

and varied from province to province and from commodity to commodity and the 

136  Ibid. 
137  Manoel Jose Gomes Loureiro, op. cit., pp. 331-335. 
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government expressed its desire to have parity. In Ilhas the import duties were 5% with 

additional toll tax (lagirnas). Thereafter the goods could be transported to the other 

provinces of Salcete and Bardez for consumption without payment of any additional 

charge. However, goods entering Salcete paid just half of the stipulated taxes if they were 

consumed there itself: but were charged the full amount for those goods which were 

destined for the other regions. This was the same with the cargoes entering Bardez. The 

complexities increased in relation to the goods entering the regions of New Conquests 

and proceeding to other parts of Goa. 138  

Such dissimilarities were harmful for smooth conduct of trade and commerce. 

Recognising this, the Portuguese government ordered that steps should be taken for 

bringing about uniformity in payment of customs duties in all the three customs-houses 

of the Old Conquests. The royal letter of 3 rd  January, 1810 ordered that import duties 

should be charged only once at any of the customs-houses thereby facilitating the 

movements of goods. This was put into effect in Goa following the deliberation and 

appropriate decision taken in this regard by the Junta da Fazenda dated 31 s1  October, 

1810. 139  This was perhaps done to promote the free circulation of goods imported through 

any of the customs-houses of Ilhas, Salcete and Bardez. Trade and commerce might have 

surely benefited as a result of this. 

Henceforth, goods coming via the ghat routes paid duties at the customs houses of 

Bicholim, Sanquelim, Ponda and Murgudim and entered the regions of Old Conquests as 

138 Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkary e Alfandegas Da India, pp. 48-49. 
' 39  "Assento de Junta da Fazenda de Goa de 31 de Outubro de 1810 ", as quoted in, Manoel Jose Gomes 
Loureiro, op. cit., pp. 322-329. 
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a result of the extinction of the check posts in the latter. However, often the merchandise 

entered the jurisdiction of the New Conquests directly. To avoid occurrence of such 

instances that resulted in loss to the Public Exchequer, certain steps were undertaken. I4° 

 These steps included as follows: (i) guards were appointed by the customs house of Ilhas 

at Bicholim, Sanquelim, Ponda and Murgudim on a monthly salary of 40 xerafins per 

month; by Salcete at Ponda and Murgudim. Bardez also had guards posted at the frontiers 

within its jurisdiction. These guards had the duty of examining scrupulously the quantity 

of goods imported and then issued appropriate permits to the traders for the transit of 

goods to the respective customs-houses. At the end of every month they had to submit a 

report to the higher authorities regarding the quantity of goods entering Goa from the 

ghats. This was to check the evasion of payment of import duties by the traders. I41  

(ii) The merchants entering the regions of New Conquests from the ghats and 

proceeding to the Old Conquests had to take only approved and marked routes for their 

onward journey. If the merchants deviated from these routes then their goods were 

confiscated by the government. Similarly, the residents of the Old Conquests were not 

allowed to make purchases directly in the New Conquests and if any one was caught red 

handed violating these provisions, then the goods were confiscated by the governments. 

Besides the violators also had to pay fine equal to the value of the goods confiscated. And, 

guards were posted at Marcela to prevent residents of the Old Conquests from making 

any purchases.' 42  

140  Manuel Jose Gomes Loureiro, op. cif., pp. 322-329. 
141  Ibid., pp. 323-324. 
142  Ibid., pp. 324-325. 
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(iii) Guards appointed at Cuncolim in Salcete kept a check on the goods entering 

from Canacona taluka in the South. Similarly, the guards posted at Tiracol, Chapora and 

of Rio de Sal had the duty to see to it that the cargoes entering Goa via these rivers paid 

the necessary import duties. The Administrator of the customs-house of Bardez appointed 

a guard at the Forte de Meio with the duty of supervising all the goods that came via the 

ghats of Chorlim, Ramaghat, Quelghat and Manguelim and which had to pass through 

Bicholim and Sanquelim. Goods also arrived at Pemem via the ghat routes within the 

jurisdiction of the Bounsulo. The Administrator of the customs house of Bardez 

appointed a guard at Coluale to see that these goods reached Bardez. 143  

(iv) Similarly, the Administrator of the customs-house of Salcete appointed 

guards to supervise the movement of goods that came via the ghats of Tinem, Digui, 

Condole, Adnem, Ambaulim and Saranguelim which were within the limits of Murgudim. 

The Administrator of the customs house of Ilhas appointed guards at Tonca at Santo 

Estevdo to monitor the goods arriving in vessels from Bicholim and Sanquelim. Guards 

were also appointed at S. Thiago and S. Braz to supervise the movement of the goods 

arriving via Ponda, Paroda and Sanguem to the customs house at Panjim. The 

commandant of Rachol had to inspect all the vessels and see to it that the goods arriving 

via the river routes were taken to the customs-house of Salcete. The new law, with all the 

radical measures altered completely the organization of the customs of Salcete and 

Bardez, from 1811 onwards. However, the reforms did not include the customs-houses of 

143  Ibid.,pp• 325-326. 
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the New Conquests in which the old system of farming out of revenue collection was 

followed. 144  

The customs regime was really cumbersome and there were lot of difficulties in 

the despatch of merchandise by the revenue farmers. Thus, the Junta de Fazenda 

determined that goods entering the jurisdiction of the customs-houses of Salcete and 

Bardez were to pay import duty of 5% as determined by the regulations of 20 th  January, 

1774, besides the lagimas (toll) of 3 tangas and 10 reis. Merchandise exported from these 

regions paid a duty of 2% besides the lagimas as cited above. Furniture and wooden 

products were taxed likewise. However, items like salt, wheat, rice, and cattle were 

exempted from these payments. It was decided that transport of feni, jaggery and toddy 

from one taluka to another in Goa was taxed in conformity with the decree of 30
th 

 January, 1775. The same was to be charged at the rate of 2% when exported out of Goa. 

Similarly, cashew feni was charged at the rate of one xerafim per barrel. All the other 

duties that were imposed including the paladana which was imposed on the beast of 

burden employed in the transport of merchandise were likewise abolished. 145  

The reforms introduced in 1810-11 regarding the functioning of the customs 

regime continued with little changes for a long time. Under this regime, the customs-

houses were administered till 1840s. 

l " Ibid., pp. 326-329. 
145  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkary e Alfandegas da India, pp. 52-53. 
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From 1840s a series of successive laws were passed, some related to the 

collection of customs duties and others related to the exemption of certain commodities 

such as the fruits of the New Conquests from payment of duties. These laws established 

the base for the foundation of the tax structure in Goa on an equal basis with the customs 

tariff of Portugal. 

A host of customs duties that were charged from 1840s onwards included the 

following: (i) Consumption tax (Direitos de consummo): this was charged at the rate of 

5% when the commodities were produced in the Portugal or its colonies and the 

merchandise was transported in national ships. This was increased by an additional 2% 

when the commodities were produced in territories outside Portuguese jurisdiction but 

were transported on Portuguese vessels. However, when the same were transported on 

foreign vessels then the total tax paid under this head was l0%. (ii) Export duties 

(Direitos de Exportaceio): Goan products were exempt from payment of any duties when 

destined to any region under Portuguese domination, but were charged at the rate of 1% 

when they were destined to the foreign ports and shipped in national vessels. This went 

up to 2% when they were despatched in foreign vessels. (iii) Tolls (Lagimas de chitos) : 

It consisted of the payment of 3 tangas and 10 reis, whether the goods are consigned 

according to the general tariffs or based on the law of 20 th  January, 1774. 146  (iv) Duties 

on Trans-shipment, Transit and Exports of Goods (Direitos de baldeacilo, transito e 

exportacilo): The traders had to pay a duty of 1% on the trans-shipment, transit and 

exportation of goods besides paying the Lagimas de chitos, freight charges, and expenses 

146  Ibid. 
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on giving protection to the merchandise till they are transshipped. 147  (v) Deposit Duties 

(Direitos de deposito): The traders had to pay 1% of the value of their merchandise under 

this head. (vi) Direito de sellagern: This impost pertained to the sealing and stamping of 

the merchandise and was charged at the rate of 5 reis per each bale of cloth. This was 

created by the Bando of 20th .October, 1640 and subsequently by the portaria of Junta de 

Fazenda of 30 t1i  October, 1830. 148  (vii) Warehousing Charges (Direitos de trapiche): This 

was charged at the rate of minimum 3 reis and 'A xerafins per each horse, for the 

warehousing facilities provided. (vii) Anchorage Duties (Direitos de ancoragem): This 

was charged from the early years of Portuguese domination in Goa. From 1531 it was 

charged at the rate of 1 xerafins for vessels with a capacity of 300 candis and above. 

Vessels with less capacity were charged 'A xerafins. This impost was abolished by the 

decree of 21 st  October, 1880. 149  (viii) Charge on supplying ships with fresh water 

(Direitos de aguada de navios): This was charged for supplying the merchant navy with 

supply of fresh water. Each barrel of water was charged at the rate of 1 rupee. Of this, 

10% was paid to the military commandant and 5% to his escrivao. 150  (ix) Direitos do 

terco do Parangue (?): This was a perhaps a halting charge levied on vessels that called 

on the port at the rate of 1 xerafim per vesse1. 151  (x) Direitos de Collecta (?): This impost 

was collected at the end of the 16 th  century, but was subsequently extinguished. However, 

147  This impost was created by the Portaria Provincial of 26 th  January, 1841. 
148 Ibid. 
149 J. H. da Cunha Rivara, Arhivo Portuguez Oriental, Fasc. 5. °, pp. 61 and 1515. 
150  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkary e Alfandegas da India, pp. 52-53. 
151  According to Filippe Nery Xavier, this impost was collected for the first time on the orders of the Conde 
de Vidigueira from 1596 to 1600. The said tax was reimposed following the Assento da Junta de tres 
Estados dated 22"d  June, 1837. The portaria Provincial of 11 th  December, 1840, also regulated the 
collection of this impost. For this and more information on the same refer Bolletim..., No. 53, 1840, p. 290; 
also see, Filippe Nery Xavier, Gabinete Liuerario das Fontainhas, Tom. II, p. 156. 
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since 1775, the same was collected on meat and liquor.' 52  (xi) Contribution for the use of 

light-house faCility (Direitos do pharol d'Agoada): This impost was charged for 

defraying the cost of maintaining the lighthouse of Aguada. The tax was charged at the 

rate of 2 tangas for vessels of capacity 200 candis with payment of 1 (angel for every 

additional capacity of 100 candis. I53  

Such were the tariffs that were imposed in the first half of the 19' 1' century. In 

1840, the customs-houses were reduced to only five in number. Three in the Old 

Conquests and they were situated in Panjim, Chapora and Betul. The remaining two, 

were in Sanquelim and Sanguem in the New Conquests, to oversee the hinterland 

trade. 154  Thereafter taking into consideration that the road of Doromarogo was frequently 

used by the ox caravans proceeding from the ghats to the province of Bardez, the then 

existing check-post in that place was raised to the level of the customs-house in 1841. 155 

 And, the check post of Telgant and the transit of merchandise via the routes of Pernem 

and Canacona were all brought under its jurisdiction. Meanwhile, the customs-house of 

Sanquelim had jurisdiction henceforth only on the province of Satary. 156  

However, within a short period it was realized that the new arrangement was not 

convenient, for the area under the jurisdiction of the customs-house of Doromarogo was 

very much extensive. Therefore, by April 1841, new check-posts were created at Tiracol 

152  Carta Regia, dated 16' 1i  October, 1773, as quoted in Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do 
Sal, Abkaty e Alfandegas da India, pp. 53-55. 
153  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkary e Alfandegas da India, pp. 53-55. 
154  Boletim ..., No. 1, 1841, pp. 3. 
155  Portaria Provincial dated 6°  March, 1841, as quoted in Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen 
do Sal, Abkary e Alfandegas da India, p. 54. 
156  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkaiy e Alfandegas da India, pp. 53-55. 
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and Naibaga in Pernem, at Collem and Cuessim in Embarbarcem, at Veluz and Valpoy in 

Satary, at Talpona and Udenvol in Canacona and at Col and Cavellossim in the province 

of Salcete. 157  

From 1840 onwards, whenever the affluence of commerce necessitated check 

posts then either new ones were created or the existing ones were shifted to convenient 

points or made full-fledged customs-houses. For instance, by the provincial decree of 

22" July, 1845 the check post of Torxem in Pernem was elevated to the category of an 

customs house and several new check post were created. 158  

In 1855 the check-post of Collem was given the status of a customs-house after 

the road of Cuessim became a principal arterial route to the ghats. Subsequently, the 

customs-house was transferred to Tiney as the route began to be increasingly used by the 

merchants. Various regulations were put into force with the intent of giving an impetus to 

trade and commerce. 159  For instance, in 1861, the rate of taxes for the export of salt to the 

straits of Malaca was fixed so as to give a stimulus to the decadent trade with Macau. 

Goa faced serious deficit in its yearly requirement of food grains. Due to this from 1862 

onwards the government allowed the free imports of rice. From the second half of the 

19th  century onwards, Goa faced 'cereal deficit' that threatened the countryside. It was 

essential to lower the tariffs on items of common consumption. Taking all this into 

15 ' 'bid, Also refer to, the Port aria Provincia, dated 15' h  April, 1841, as quoted in Francisco Xavier Ernesto 
Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkary e Alfandegas Da India, pp. 53-55. 
158  Ibid. 
159 Portaria Provincial, dated 9 th September, 1858 and 19 t11  November, 1858. 
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consideration, the provincial decree of 12 1h  September, 1862 allowed the free import of 

rice to help the people. 160 

(d). Tariff Policy after the Anglo-Portuguese Treaty in 1878 

The Portuguese and the British concluded a treaty in 1878 which is called the 

Anglo-Portuguese treaty. This treaty of 1878 had far reaching impact on the socio-

economic scenario of Goa. The customs-houses that were established over all the 

territorial frontiers of Goa were abolished and only those at Nova Goa, Chapora, Betul 

and Talpona were retained. 

The principal conditions of the agreement were reciprocal freedom of commerce, 

navigation and transit between the territories of the Portuguese and the British in India; 

mutual agreements for construction of railway lines from New Hubli to Mon -nugao, and 

an extension from New Hubli to Bellary; abolition of customs duty at the frontiers of 

both territories; uniformity of customs duty for both territories on most items of import 

and export by sea; control of salt and opium manufacture in Portuguese territory; and an 

alignment of excise duty on spirituous liquor in Portuguese India with the system 

prevalent in British India. The British agreed to pay the Portuguese government the sum 

of four lakhs annually for the twelve years during which the treaty remained in force. 

160 Ibid. 
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This amount was meant to be diverted as annual guarantee to the British firm that was to 

undertake the project connecting the harbour of Mormugao by rail to British India. 161  

The tariff rates of Goa were linked with those of British India. A phase of 

liberalization was introduced regarding Goa's trade with neighbouring British India. The 

Treaty of 1878 liberalized trade and commerce and Goa was flooded with foreign 

products that competed with those produced in Goa. In this competition the local industry 

suffered. The cheap goods that flooded the Goan markets led to increase in consumption 

162 of both the consumables and luxury products in Goa. 

To get a fair idea of the change in the lifestyle of the people it is enough just to 

see the figures of import before and during the Treaty period. During the period from 

1873 to 1878 when trade was protected by tariffs, imports in Goa averaged about Rs. 

2,604,587. This figure shot up to Rs. 3,179,931 per year for the period 1880-92. 163  

Thus, during the period 1750 to 1910, there was a brisk trade in food materials 

and other essential goods between Goa and the various other parts of the country. Goa 

imported large quantities of rice every year. The imports of sugar to meet the domestic 

needs were also very substantial. In the initial years the trade was balanced with the 

export of coconut and coconut products like copra, jaggery, coconut oil, feni, etc. 

However, in the last quarter of the nineteenth century the imports bill rose tremendously. 

161  Teresa Albuquerque, "The Anglo-Portuguese Treaty of 1878: Its Impact on the People of Goa", in 
Indica, Sept, 1990, Vol. 27, No. 2, pp. 117-124. 
162  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkary e Alfandegas da India, pp. 59-61. 
163  Ibid; Teresa Albuquerque, "The Anglo-Portuguese Treaty of 1878: Its Impact on the People of Goa", in 
Indica, September, 1990, Vol. 27, No. 2, pp. 118-119. 
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On the other hand the quantum of export did rise proportionately. From 1780s onwards it 

was the remittances despatched by the emigrants from British India that helped balance 

the trade deficit every year. Corresponding to the increase in the volume of trade, there 

were increasing attempts to modify the customs regulations and establish several 

customs-houses at the junctional points of trade routes, with a view of extracting 

commercial surplus. Whether it is export of agrarian products from Goa or import of 

agriculture related commodities from neighbouring territories lying in the hinterland, the 

governments' desire to appropriate wealth is made evident in the reorganization and 

proliferation of customs structure, which also is indicative of their strategy to bag as 

much surplus as possible from the products of agrarian sector. 
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Chapter VII 

Emigration: Goa's Transformation from an Agrarian — Based 

Economy to Remittances — Based Economy 

With the decreasing returns from agriculture there appeared the phenomena of 

mass emigration in Goa from the second half of the nineteenth century onwards. People 

traditionally linked with agriculture and agro-industries and craftworks were the principal 

emigrants. The low productive capacity of the soil which needed high quantities of 

manure, the superabundance of population, the absence of any initiative at the local level 

to start modern factories and production units, the prospects of earning substantial salary 

and the adventurous spirit were responsible for thousands of Goans migrating every year. 

Emigration in Goa was known for a long time. For centuries, many Goan 

gaunkars emigrated, not only due to religious persecution but also due to insufficient 

means, when the revenue earned was not enough to maintain themselves and their 

families. Emigration, though limited, continued over the centuries due to the different 

vicissitudes suffered by the people during Portuguese occupation of Goa) However, the 

artisans, craftsmen and the working classes had hardly emigrated. Even when they did so, 

it was confined to certain fixed periods of a year, when these classes due to paucity of 

adequate labour, went in search of work in the neighbouring villages. However, such 

emigration was limited to the head of the family, and, in rare cases to full families of the 

Filippe Neiy Xavier, Bosquejo Hisiorico das Communidades ..., edited by Jose Maria de Sd, Vol. 1. Doc. 
No. 33, pp. 256-258. 
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artisans who abandoned their villages but always invariably returned to their homeland in 

times of cultivation and harvesting and on occasions of local festivals.` 

However, what ensued from the last quarter of the nineteenth century was the 

actual social disequilibrium. People from all sections of the society emigrated. This 

included the learned and the illiterates; men and women; those who could earn means of 

subsistence in their locality as also those who could not; and also those who did not feel 

at ease with the dispositions for the struggle for life. It was a flight and a general exodus 

that threatened to depopulate Goa. It was superabundance of population, the insufficiency 

of adequate job opportunities, and the poverty of the countryside which prompted large-

scale emigration. 

Emigration was not a phenomenon observed only in Goa. Even advanced 

countries like Great Britain, Germany, Italy, Spain, etc., suffered due to this malaise. 

Everywhere the problem had drawn the attention of statesmen, sociologists, moralists and 

the economists. Emigration from Goa had features which were different from those who 

were observed among European emigrants of this period. There, the emigrants conformed 

to the then technical definition of being steerage-class or third-class passengers as 

provided for by their laws. In Goa, it covered all the sections of the Goan society, who 

with the aim of, either permanent settlement or for long or short stay, dislocated 

themselves resulting sometimes in scarcity of productive labour in places of origin, and 

who in turn became the productive force in the lands of destiny. A large sections of the 

Goan emigrants did not conform to the technical definition then in vogue as they were 

2  F. X. Teodoro de Miranda, "Emigracao", in SCPIP, Nova Goa: Luso-Francesa, 1917, pp. 38-43. 
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very poor irrespective of whether they belonged to the proletariat class or not. 3  The 

governments in Portugal and Goa seem to have been less concerned with the problem of 

emigration. 4  However, it got the attention of the intelligentsia only when the interest of 

the classes which they represented got adversely affected due to dearth of working people 

and supposedly consequent rise of salaries.' 

A. Factors Responsible For Emigration - An Analysis 

Emigration was caused due to a host of factors. But the natural phenomenon of 

emigration could be attributed to the fundamental causes as the excess of population, the 

lack of adequate employment opportunities and consequent misery. Besides, the spirit of 

adventure was not less responsible. The first of these factors was noticeable in Germany 

and Italy, countries with high density of population at the beginning of the 2O °  century 

and which was responsible for the expatriation of many Germans and Italians to America. 

On the other hand, the misery provoked by lack of remunerative work was the cause of 

emigration in countries like Portugal and Spain. The adventurous spirit was high among 

the emigrating Englishmen who in spite of the availability of ample job opportunities in 

their own country still preferred to brave risk to make a fortune. 6  In Goa, there was both 

incrcase in population and lack of adequate employment opportunities following the 

Anglo-Portuguese Treaty of l 878. 7  

3  Froilano de Melo and Sertorio C. Lobo, "ContribuicAo ao Estado da EmigracAo em Goa", in SCPIP — 
Seccao II, pp. 73-105. 
4  Roberto Bruto da Costa, "A Crise Migratoria", in SCPIP — Seccao II, pp. 49-68. 
5  The issue of rise of salaries and its linkage with emigration is dealt with in detail later in this chapter. 
6  Roberto Bruto da Costa, "A Crise Migratoria", op. cit., 1917, pp. 43-49. 

For more information regarding the population refer Censo da Populaceio do Estado da India em 1 de 
Dezembro de 1900, 4 vols, Nova Goa, 1902-03; also refer Censo da Populacilo do Estado da India em 31 
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According to several studies on the migrations in different parts of the world, if 

conditions in the home country build up a propensity to emigrate, the volume, direction, 

and timing of the movement are set largely by the business cycle in the receiving 

country. 8  Migration was related to the economic trends of the period. Besides economic 

causes, there was a list of other "factors" ranging from the spirit of adventure to the 

development of transportation facilities. The circumstances at home that acted as 

repelling factor and those abroad which acted as attracting factors operated as "push" and 

"pull" factors. Given a sedentary population and an inducement to leave home, typically 

some people preferred to go out, while some others stayed behind. Push and pull factors, 

in short, did not exert their force equally. An analysis of this process would afford a 

better understanding of why the migration took place 

(a). Salary and the Rise of the Price of Paddy 

The law of demand and supply was invoked by many scholars in Goa to argue 

that one of the reasons for emigration on Goan economy was the general rise in prices. 

However, there was no perfect relationship between the salary and the prices of the 

essential commodities. The people in order to procure the essentials went in search of 

means to satisfy their basic needs. For the period from 1845 to 1850, when emigration in 

de Dezembro de 1910, 4 vols, Nova Goa, 1912-16; For detailed information regarding the provision of the 
Anglo-Portuguese Treaty of 1878 and its impact on the Goan society and economy read, Francisco Xavier 
Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, Abkary e Alfandegas da India Memoria do Tratado de 26 de 
Dezembro de 1878, Lisboa, 1905. 
8 Theodore R. Anderson, "Intermetropolitan Migration: A Comparison of the Hypotheses of Zipf and 
Stoufferer", in American Sociological Review, Vol. 20, 1955, pp. 287-291. 
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Goa was minimal or almost negligible, the average salary of the daily wage worker was 

16 reis per day, which was equivalent to one tanga. The price of one candil of paddy was 

480 reis or 6 xerafins. Thus, thirty days wages were sufficient to purchase one candil of 

paddy. Since the average requirement of an individual was about 3 candis per year, the 

wages of ninety days were sufficient to make the required yearly purchases. Similarly, if 

an individual worked for 300 days in a year then he could earn 25 rupees sufficient to 

purchase 10 candis of paddy to sustain an average family of three members. The life for 

the average Goan then was nothing more than existing at the sustenance level. He had 

little comforts and no luxuries of life. To understand the pitiable condition of the people it 

is enough to note that paddy and rice is not everything to live with or live for. 9  

The situation in the first decade of the twentieth century was still worse. The 

average salary by 1910 had risen to 4 tangas equivalent to 48 reis. The wages increased 

three times within half a century from the mid-nineteenth century. However, the prices of 

paddy too did rise but the increase was proportionately higher than the rise in wages. A 

candil of paddy in 1910 was priced at 9 rupees or 1728 reis. An individual had to work 

now for 36 days to purchase a candil of paddy and an average wage of 108 man days 

were required to purchase the average requirements of three candis per year. A daily 

wage worker managing to work for 300 days in a year earned about 75 rupees but with 

this he could purchase just 8.33 candis of paddy which was far less than the average 

9  Milagres Lobo, "Emigracao", in SCPIP —Secceio II, pp. 10-11. `... Ai pelos anos de 1845 a 1850, em que 
a emmigraciio era pode se dizer nula o salario estava a 16 reis de convenctio (1 tanga antiga) e o preco do 
arroz a 2:08:00 (seis xerafins). A relacao entre os dois valores, era, ern reis 480 ÷ 16 = 30; logo, 30 
salarios pagavam urn candil de arroz, e noventa salaries a subsistencia annual de urn individuo: ou tres 
candis Segundo o calculo habnualmente estabelecido. Considerando, porem, que , ern media, urn 
jornaleiro trabalha durance um uno 300 dias, lemos 16 x300 +. 192 = 25 rupias, ou o prey, de 10 candis. 
Quere, isto dizer quem um chefe de familia nao pode alimentar regularmente mail de tres pessoas! 
Alimentar apenas, excluido ludo o mais. E, contudo, nem so do arroz vive o Indio.' 
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requirement to sustain a family of three. Thus, a Goan had two choices. Either to see his 

family descend in misery or to emigrate for procuring the daily bread. 10  

Evidently over a fifty year period from the mid-nineteenth century, while there 

was a three-fold increase in wages, the rise in prices of an essential commodity like rice 

which formed the staple diet of the Goans, was definitely more than four times. The 

economic situation for the head of the family in the beginning of the twentieth century 

had really turned precarious than what it was half a century back." 

It is also necessary to know, whether it was the wages that influenced the prices of 

essential commodities or the latter that necessitated increase in wages, to restore the 

declining purchasing power of the labour class. For the daily wage labourer when he 

went to the market to make the purchases of essential commodities he related the 

purchase price to the wages which he earned. And since it was the question of survival 

any shortfall that resulted from the increase in prices the same was sought to be made up 

for by asking for a consequent raise in wages. But the increase in prices was always 

higher than the increase in wages. And if, however, the ratio of increase in prices and 

wages had not been constant over the years it was as a result of the element of 

speculation involved in trade and commerce. Due to this, by the beginning of the 20 th 

 century, a labourer had to work for 108 days instead of the earlier 90 days, to maintain 

the cost of living of the mid 19 th  century. 12  

1°  Ibid., pp. 1 1-12. 
11  Ibid. 
12  Ibid. 
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(b) Poor Conditions in the New Conquests 

New Conquests faced the problem of public transport and there was lack of 

personal and property security and vigilance. Adequate transport and communication was 

essential for development of any region. This was a historical fact which the Portuguese 

government perhaps failed to take note of till the beginning of the 20 th  century. 13  It was 

not until the end of the 19 th  century that the Portuguese government initiated measures for 

the economic exploitation of the New Conquests by providing for modern means of 

transport and communication there. The environmental conditions in the New Conquests 

were also unhygienic. Outbreak of diseases caused due to the unhygienic conditions was 

not uncommon leading to the death of many people. This led to a marginal decline in 

population in the New Conquests due to which the people from the Old Conquests did 

not want to settle in these regions. 14  

In both the Old and the New Conquests cultivation was quite extensive. Fertile 

lands of first and second best quality were all tilled for cultivation. The best quality lands 

were those that upon paying the wages for the labour, and interest on the capital invested 

also produced enough to be kept aside as rent for utilization of the land. The second best 

lands were those, where after the wages of the labour were paid, the surplus represented 

just the returns in the form of interest on the capital invested and nothing more. 

Agricultural land in the New Conquests was mostly those which produced so little that it 

was hardly enough to pay the wages of the labour. No surplus would remain to pay 

13 
 A. B. de Braganca Pereira, "A Alienacao dos Bens Nacionais, o Fomento e a Emigracao", in SCPIP — 

Seccao II, pp. 20-26. 
14  Appendix 7.3. 
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interests on the capital utilized or to pay for the rent. Under such circumstances people 

did not look towards development of agriculture as a profitable venture. However, vast 

lands did exist herein that could probably be profitably brought under cultivation but this 

necessitated heavy investment in farm machinery and implements, undertaking costly 

hydraulic projects, etc. But all that was beyond the reach of the average cultivator. The 

evidence of the low quality of the lands of the New Conquests can be surmised from the 

fact that the ryots there had to cultivate the terraced lands on the hill-sides since remote 

times. The farmers there had to ascend hills and hillocks and clear thickets to make land 

available for cultivation as fertile land was not available in abundance as in the Old 

Conquests. 15  

Agricultural production depends besides labour and capital, on the productive 

capacity of the land. The productive capacity of land has a limit and once that was 

reached the land gave diminishing returns. Under such circumstances even 

superabundance of labour or capital became irrelevant to achieving increase in 

production. Such a scenario was also harmful to the economy as it would have perhaps 

led to wasteful investment of scarce capital and underutilization of labour. 16  

15  Milagres Lobo, "EmigracAo", op. cit., pp. 13-14. 
16  Ibid. 
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(c) Insufficiency of Food Production 

The total requirement for the state of Goa was 1,220,854 candis of rice equivalent 

to 61,042.72 cumbos. I7  In all probability the average production of rice for Goa as a 

whole at the beginning of the twentieth century was around 43631 cumbos. I8  Besides, 

Goa produced another 3220.2 cumbos of millets, pulses, legumes and other cereals. The 

imports of rice in 1910 were to the extent of 14,379 cumbos. I9  From the above one can 

infer that the average requirements of Goa were not satisfied by the local production and 

at least a fourth of the total cereal requirements were imported. It seems that it was 

against this background of insufficient food grain production that many people started 

emigrating from Goa. 

(d). Large Scale Under-Employment 

According to Jose Maria de Sa, the labour required for producing one cumbo of 

rice was of 70 men and 50 women, excluding the work of the farm animals and the 

productive capacity of the manure used. Thus, to produce 43,431 cumbos of rice, only the 

labour of about 5.7 % of total male population and 3.6 % of total female population, was 

actually required. In real terms only 10,038 men and 6,902 women were perhaps 

sufficient to be gainfully employed in the agricultural field. However, the agricultural 

sector had about 1,66,133 men and 1,84,877 women as surplus labour toiling on the rice- 

" Ibid., pp. 14-15. 
18  Ibid. 
19  Ibid. 
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fields. 2°  The employment of surplus labour in rice-fields led to diminishing returns from 

the agrarian sector. This is a clear indication of large scale underemployment which was 

prevalent in the Goan countryside. Unfortunately Goa lacked employment opportunities 

in the primary sector for its population. It was this surplus population that activated the 

migrating drive. 

(e). Social Inequality 

One of the primary causes of emigration was the social inequality. The society 

was based on the principle of 'respect and honour'. But, those who did not do any work — 

here in Goa — were respected while those who toiled not only earned no respect; but were 

in fact disrespected and despised. 21  The educated youth and the higher classes perhaps 

had a wrong notion that agriculture was a degrading occupation and that farm work was 

humiliating. The illiterates and the lower sections of the society that imitated the higher 

class also thought likewise. They preferred needle-work to the hoe, spade and pickaxe, 

for earning livelihood. Emigration was a natural phenomenon as irrespective of the toil 

and efforts, the daily-wage workers, could not attain the economic status of the artisans 

and handicraftsmen. The land owning sections of the society did no physical work. These 

people owned a few coconut trees, that were hardly sufficient for maintaining their 

lifestyle, but prevented them from being subservient to others. 22  Under these 

circumstances many preferred to emigrate to earn the daily livelihood. 

20 Ibid., pp. 16-17. 
21 J. J. Roque Correia Afonso, "Emigracao: Suas Causas, Seus Remedias", in SCPIP —Seectio 11, pp. 35-36. 
22  Ibid. 
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In Goa, emigration was divided into two categories: one, of the illustrated class 

and the other of the proletariat. The emigration of the illustrated class was considered as 

unavoidable. The secondary schools produced annually men of letters with capabilities of 

immense erudition, learning and theoretical knowledge. However, they faced difficulty in 

acquiring practical knowledge for lack of such facilities. Moreover, all those who passed 

out could not be absorbed in Goa markets. 23  The natural consequence was that the 

educated section of the society developed over the years a natural tendency to emigrate 

with the perspective of encountering in the new places more lucrative occupations than 

what they could find in Goa. In this state of affairs the emigration helped the educated 

sections to get good placements outside Goa and the remittances helped balance the trade 

deficit, in the absence of which Goa would have faced a economic crisis. Obstructing the 

emigration of the educated youth, would have aggravated its precarious economic 

situation with consequent unrest among them. 24  

It was rather the exodus of the proletariat class which had caught the attention of 

the intelligentsia who started fighting against their emigration as it had attained such 

proportion as to lead to a crisis. Emigration was held responsible for the dearth of able-

bodied people to work on farms and rice-fields. Consequently, there was rise in wages, 

and the cost of living. It was also held responsible for the general abandonment of 

cultivation by many farm owners. However, this seems to be not true as emigration was 

23  Roberto Bruto da Costa, "A Crise Migratoria", op. cii., 1917, pp. 44-45. 
24  Ibid. 
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neither responsible for the rise in wages nor did it affect adversely the agricultural 

production. 25  

The issue of emigration of the proletariat class was much more complex. During 

this period many skilled Goan workers and artisans were compelled to move to British 

India due to lack of opportunities to earn livelihood. It might be mentioned that the 

emigration of these sections had attained frightening proportions. Not only were the men 

who emigrated but also single women, young girls and married ladies. Many worked as 

nannies (aiyahs) in English families. Some were engaged in flesh trade functioning from 

brothels whereas others had blemished their reputation by becoming mistresses in private 

houses. 26  

As in Portugal, one of the principal causes for emigration in Goa was the lack of 

adequate employment opportunities. With the high cost of living, the bread winners were 

unable to procure the essentials for their families and were forced to emigrate. However, 

this does not mean that there was lack of work for all those who emigrated. Rather, the 

routine works on the farms and rice fields in the countryside could employ gainfully a 

large section of the emigrants. The prospects in big cities like Bombay attracted them. 

Emigration had attained such proportions that the exodus of able bodied men had reduced 

the population of men in many of the villages of Salcete by more than half. 27  

25  Ibid., pp. 45-46. 
26  F. X. Teodoro de Miranda, "Emigracao", op. cit., p. 40. 
27 Roberto Bruto da Costa, "A Crise Migratoria", op. cit., 1917, pp. 45-46. 
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There were instances when the private proprietors had instead of making 

determined efforts to develop their estates had abandoned the same to the vagaries of 

nature. While there was enough scope to decuple farm production the private proprietors 

initiated no measures for the advancement of agriculture. This eccentricity was 

responsible for the general depreciation of land and for adversely affecting the economies 

of the tenants. Consequently, the latter were forced to look for alternative sources of 

livelihood by abandoning the farms in the countryside and preferring to emigrate. 28  

Scarcity of farm work, lack of industries, and no initiative on the part of the 

government to start developmental activities all combined to make cost of living difficult 

for the proletariat class forcing them to go out in search of better opportunities. 29  

Of the proletariat class a large number of the artisans did not emigrate except 

when they were faced with intolerable deprivation. They could carry on their traditional 

occupations, earn livelihood and tend to their families. These sections of the society did 

not seem to have had wide horizons and earned barely enough for the sustenance of their 

families. It was also true that many of those who earned regular salary went out in search 

of better opportunities. Many villages temporarily faced scarcity of labour due to the 

male population being reduced by more than half. The density of population was more in 

28  Ibid., pp. 46-47. 
29  Francisco Xavier Teodoro de Miranda, "Desamortisacao dos baldios do Estado e Tributacao dos Incultos 
Particulares", in SCPIP — Seccao 11, pp. 13-16; Pedro Antonio de Sousa, "Cautchuc", in SCPIP — Seccao 11, 
pp. 20-23. 
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the Old Conquests, yet the labour force was requisitioned from the New Conquests where 

in fact density of population was less. 3°  

Formerly, the artisans had rice-fields taken on lease from the communiclades. 3 ' 

The private proprietors cultivated their individual properties as also that of the 

communidades by hiring the services of tenants. The big and the average farmers together 

toiled on the land enduring the rigours of the monsoons and other risks and obstacles. The 

tenants were remunerated in kind as compensation for their labour which was sufficient 

for the year. Theforo and other taxes were paid out of the savings and by working on the 

farms of private proprietors. In this manner, while the private proprietors and the 

communidades benefited so also gained the cultivators, tenants and the daily-wage 

workers. 32  

Subsequently, the land revenue of the communidade lands also went on increasing 

substantially and reached a high level when it became impossible for the cultivator that 

took lands on lease to earn profits from farming. Often the cultivators suffered huge 

losses. 33  

Under such circumstances the actual cultivators shunned taking communidade 

lands on lease for cultivation. The cultivators did not want to continuously toil year after 

30  A. B de Braganca Pereira, "0 Padroado do Oriente, as Missoes Religiosas Goesas em Africa e nas Novas 
Conquisas e a EmigracAo", in SCPIP — Seccdo 11, pp. 31-32. 
31  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo 	Parte I, Mappa N.° 25-27, pp. 79-85. The data given herein gives one 
a fair idea of the extent to which the artisans and handicraftsmen were remunerated for the services 
rendered by way of allotment of rice fields which they could cultivate without payment of any rent to the 
communidade or tax to the Portuguese government. 
32  Nogar Prudent Lourenco, "Regiment do Mundcarismo", in SCPIP — Seccdo III, pp. 78-86. 
33  Padre Caetano P. Pereira, "A EmigracAo do Goes", op. cit., pp. 52-53. 
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year and wait for months to be witness to negative results. Many did not have in the 

corners of their hutment the quantities of rice to last for the year and thus the heads of the 

families were in a fix. Under such circumstances people looked for new horizons — i.e., to 

emigrate. Others followed suit. On the other hand the revenues of the large number of 

communidades doubled over a period of 20 years from the end of the 19 th  century. 34  In 

some the increase was three-fold whereas in few the revenues rose up to six times. For 

instance, while the revenue of all the communidades of Salcete was Rs. 2,89,265 in 1894, 

it jumped to Rs. 4,96,180 within a period of twenty years. There was an increase of Rs. 

2,06,914 within just two decades. The revenues of most communidades in Salcete had a 

minimum two-fold increase. In few communidades the fluctuations and increase attained 

frightening proportions to the extent that the revenues doubled just within a year. For 

instance, the communidade of Varca earned revenue of Rs. 10,595 in the year 1898. In 

the following year of 1899 the revenues earned following the completion of land 

registration records, were Rs. 20,033, almost double than that of the previous year. In the 

subsequent years the revenues earned declined by some thousands. Similarly, while the 

Communidade of Raia had revenue of Rs. 21,759 in the year 1898, in the subsequent 

triennium the same declined by Rs. 7,000 but thereafter it earned much more. The 

communidade of Chandor had revenue of Rs. 1,640 in 1888 which rose to Rs. 2,371 in 

the next triennium, i.e., a two-fold increase within four years and by 1916 the rise was 

four times. Similarly, the communidade of Chandor had revenue of just Rs. 554 in 1888. 

However, the revenue for that communidade more than doubled to Rs. 1;248, within just 

four years. 35  

34  Refer to Appendix 7.4. 
35  Padre Caetano P. Pereira, "A Emigracao do Goes", op. cit., pp. 52-53. 
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Similarly, in 1888 the revenue of the communidade of Cortalim was just Rs. 2,378, 

which more than doubled in the next year to Rs. 5315. By 1915, this had reached a 

frightening proportion of Rs. 14,928, almost a six fold increase over the revenues that of 

1888. Similar was the situation in the communidade of Chicalim where in 1888 the 

revenue earned was only a paltry sum of Rs. 534. Within two years the revenue shot up 

over two times to Rs. 1,248. However, by 1915 it rose to Rs. 3,140 an almost six times 

rise as compared to the figures for 1888. 36  In the taluka of Ilhas, the revenue of all the 

communidades which was Rs. 2,97,191 in 1897, rose to Rs. 4,01,966 within a period of 

20 years. In some of the communidades the revenue doubled while in others there was a 

triple fold increase within the same period. 37  For the same period, the revenue of the 

communidades of Bardez increased from Rs. 2,28,486:12:07 to Rs. 3,61,829:14:05. 38  

With the exception of communidades taking measures for better utilization of the 

water resources, in most of the communidades the water available for irrigation had 

declined due to neglect of works related to de-silting the water channels, etc. 

Consequently, in Ilhas the rent of the lands given on long lease for the twenty year period 

from 1897 to 1917 amounted to only 1,323:01:11 1/4. The situation was not any better in 

the other parts of Goa. 39  

36  Ibid. 
37  Ibid., pp. 57-58. 
38  Ibid. 
39  Ibid. 
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Manual labour was more costly. The landless labourers received double or almost 

three times of what he earned 20 years back. A pair of oxen cost three times more. The 

cost of procuring lodo (fertile alluvium soil brought down by the monsoon currents) had 

tripled due to high transport charges. Salt and fish, both largely used as manure besides 

domestic consumption had become costly. And the soil with successive cultivation and 

due to decreasing use of manure was giving increasingly diminishing returns. °  Under 

these circumstances the gaunkars and the farmers abandoned their farms and emigrated 

for better prospects so as to save their families from starving. 

(f). The Impact of the Anglo-Portuguese Treaty of 1878 

The Anglo-Portuguese treaty which opened passage to British India was one of 

the important factors for the exposure of Goan populace to outside world, which 

ultimately led to emigration. Before the treaty the people had no other place to go, except 

Portugal. That was not frequent. Emigration started like a trickle in 1828, which 

gradually increased and in 1874 the number of persons who left for Portuguese soil was 

just 5969. But the treaty took the Goans outside the predominant agrarian background 

and put them in a wider world. It was British India that provided them chances to migrate 

and the Goans got them because of the treaty. For instance, in 1881 a contract with the 

Western Indian Portuguese Guaranteed Railways was sealed, and the construction of the 

railway line connecting Mormugao with the British India commenced. .The same firm 

also undertook development of the harbour of Mormugao so as to provide proper 

facilities to modern shipping. And as conditions worsened in the motherland, the exodus 

40  Ibid., pp. 53-54. 
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grew. In 1888 the mass movement gathered momentum. Facilities for coastal transport 

were an added incentive. 41  

B. Emigration of Women 

Women also emigrated in substantial number from Goa. The question of 

emigration of women raised so much social concern that many at the end of the 

nineteenth century and early twentieth century called for an end to the emigration of 

women. They pointed out its ignominy saying that this affected the honour and dignity of 

the Goan society. 42  

Regarding the emigration of women, it can be said that among the high class the 

women who emigrated were invariably those who accompanied their husbands. Of the 

lower classes, the emigration of women was quite extensive. Some accompanied their 

families. Others went to seek employment and were mostly hired as servants. Many also 

went to escape from some misfortune that they faced as a consequence of engaging in 

some shameful acts, being victims of some qualms of conscience. 43  

One of the Goan dailies commented as follows regarding the emigration of 

women from Goa: "It was not just the wives of the emigrants who went to Bombay but 

also the young girls who went away from their native land in the anxiety to arrange a pair 

of stockings or dowry for marriage". It was also opined that the emigration of women had 

41  Teresa Albuquerque, op. cit., p. 179. 
42  Milagres Lobo, "Emigracdo", op. cit., pp. 19-20. 
43  Padre Caetano P. Pereira, "A Ernigracao do Goes", op. cit., pp. 66-67. 
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to be prohibited totally or restricted to only those who had their husbands working in 

Bombay making them deposit a large sum of money as guarantee of their return to their 

birth place. The press in Goa was vociferous in demanding repressive measures against 

the emigration of women." 

Not only did married women accompany their husbands out of Goa but also 

single women and young girls. Some went of their own free will, others went due to their 

miserable conditions, and still others were seduced by unscrupulous elements in the 

society. Often these women wound up in brothels and got infected with venereal diseases. 

A distinct Jesuit orator proffered in the following manner on one of the occasion of the 

feast of the church of Dabul in Bombay: "destroy this majestic temple of God, these 

images and all the gold ornamentation, but dedicate your efforts (of fellow Goan brethren) 

to free from the brothels our (Goan) sisters who lived in dishonour..." 45  

44  A. B. de Braganca Pereira, "A AlienacAo dos Bens Nacionais, o Fomento e a Emigracao", op. cit., pp 24-
25. '... Nao seto so as mulheres dos emigrantes que vao a Bombahn, mas ainda raparigas adultas que se 
expatriam na ansia de arranjar urn pe de meia ou urn dote para o casamento. Mas attendendo ao prejuizo 
moral da quea das emigrantes, ao prejuizo enconomico de folio de bracos para o trabalho agricola e a 
cireumstancia de a prole/aria poder adquirir meios de subsistencia denim do pais, o Ultramar cs. de 
parecer que a emigraceio da mulher goesa seja reprimida proibindo se de jiattro a saida daquelas que ncio 
tenham ern Bombahn setts maridos exigindo tambem das que os /e/7/7a/77 um deposit° cOmo gctrantia do seu 
regresso.' 
45  Roberto Bruto da Costa, "A Crise Migratoria", op. cit., p. 48. "... Um distinto orador du tribuna suruda 
membro da Companhia de Jesus, que .fOra convidado a pregar Hama , festa na Igreja de Dabul, em 
Bombaim, proferiu este eloquence apelo do alto do pidpito: Destrui este tempi° majestoso, essas imagers e 
esses ornamentos de ouro, e dedicai o seu product° a tirar dos prostibulos as vossas patricias que sao o 
vusso desdouro..." 
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C. Extent of Emigration 

Up to the beginning of the nineteenth century there were hardly any statistical 

records of international migration. The nineteenth century was the great age of mass 

migration from Europe across the Atlantic of people who went of their own free will, and 

most of what historians know about the economic and social determinants and 

consequences of international migration is based on the experience of that remarkable 

period. 

(a) Unfortunately, Goa also did not have the service for the registration of the 

emigrants and therefore exact figures cannot be given for this phenomenon. 46  The census 

of the population, though was an appreciable exercise undertaken, could not be taken as 

the base for study because information regarding emigrants was found to be largely 

inadequate. So, definite figures are not available for proper analysis of emigration. 

Besides, the emigration of full families was also not recorded in the census reports. 47  

46  Refer to Appendix 7.1 and 7.2 for details regarding the incidence of the phenomenon of emigration in the 
different villages and regions of Goa. The various trends regarding the composition of the emigrants based 
on the determinants like sex, religion, age, region, etc., are evident from the same. 
'7  Of the large number of passengers who enter or leave any country in a given period, only a small 
segment comes under the category of genuine migrants. Persons to be counted as migrants are those who 
move from one country to another, and, the criterion generally adopted was a declared intention to stay in 
the receiving country for more than one year. Owing to the wide variety of methods used in different 
countries, it is not easy to obtain accurate statistics. Countries did not begin to keep records of genuine 
international migration until the beginning of the twentieth century. For most of the nineteenth century the 
available statistics were by-products of acts or regulations introduced to achieve some other purpose. The 
primary data used by various countries to measure international migration can be grouped under six 
headings: those yielded by controls at ports, by transport contracts, by population registers, by control at 
land frontiers, by passports, and by coupons detached from certain documents. In Goa the study of 
emigration is made possible largely from population registers. Such data is however unreliable. 
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For instance, the Census of 1910 of the Es/ado, registered 57,157 natives as being, 

absent in Portuguese India. On the other hand, in the following year 63,765 individuals 

were registered in British India as natives of Portuguese India. It should be noted that the 

latter figure also does not take into consideration the number of Goan emigrants to other 

parts of the world. Similarly, many resided in British India for a number of years and 

were declared as British nationals either for having acquired it or were considered as such 

due to some convenience. Taking all this into consideration the total emigrant to Bombay 

and other parts of British India as also throughout the world has been computed to be not 

less than a hundred thousands. 48  

In 1910, of the 63,765 emigrants to British India, 58074 resided in Bombay, 968 

in Madras and 755 in Bengal. The Goan emigrants of Bombay were the parishioners of 

the church of Dabul. For the sake of just over 5000 Goan emigrants who were spread in 

Madras, Bengal and other parts of India, the Public Exchequer of the Estado sustained 

two bishops paid at the rate of four thousand rupees besides defraying other cost running 

into tens of thousands. 49  

(b) The emigration of Goans was spontaneous, free from any hurdles and left free 

to the exclusive initiative of the individuals concerned. In constructing a general typology 

of migrations, one should begin by choosing the criteria by which the types are to be 

distinguished. Perhaps the most fundamental is the distinction between innovating 

48  Padre Caetano P. Pereira, "A Emigracao do Goes", op. cit., p. 50; Froilano de Melo and Sertorio C. Lobo, 
"Contribuicao ao Estudo da Emigracao em Goa", op. cit., pp. 73-105. 
49  A. B. de Braganca Pereira, "0 Padroado do Oriente, as Missacs Religiosas Goesas em Africa e nas 
Novas Conquistas e a Emigracao", in SCPIP — Scccao II, pp. 26-32. 
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)) 

(c) More people from the Old Conquests emigrated then from the New Conquests. 

Though these figures cannot be taken as exact, nevertheless, one can get a fair idea of the 

extent of emigration from Goa. 52  

Table showing the Emigration of the Goans to British India during the period 

from 1880 to 1910. 53  

Provinces 1880 1890 1900 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 

Ilhas 1562 1972 3564 3340 3702 3699 3950 3954 

Salcete 9050 9203 11881 15814 17084 16817 17113 18773 

Bardez 15623 18743 19598 19679 19557 20530 20932 21146 

New 

Conquests 

2981 1347 1978 3612 3500 3605 3654 3557 

Total 29216 31265 37021 42454 43843 44651 45949 47430 

Among the regions of Old Conquests emigration was more from the taluka of 

Bardez followed by Salcete. In 1880, the figures of emigrants for Salcete and Bardez 

were 9050 and 15623 respectively. Similarly, in 1910 the figures had jumped to 18773 

and 21146 for Salcete and Bardez respectively. While in 1880, only 1562 persons 

emigrated from the taluka of Ilhas, and in 1910 the figures reached to 3954. There were 

different reasons for the decline of population in the New Conquests, the most important 

being, besides emigration, the increase in mortality and decrease in birth rate. There was 

increase in still-born babies and the fertility of the people was on the decline as was 

52  Antonio Francisco Simplicio Barros Dias, "Alvitres para o Saneamento das Novas-Conquistas como base 
do Fomento dessas Regioes", in SCPIP — Secciio II, pp. 104-110. 
5 ' To have an idea of the extent of emigration in the regions of Old Conquests and New Conquests of Goa 
herein are transcribed the figures given by the Portuguese Consul to Bombay and published in the Boletim 
da Sociedade de Geogrqfia, nos. 4 and 5 of 1912. 
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evidenced from the increasing incidence of miscarriages on the one hand as also due to 

the impotency of many others. In the First Conference on Sanitation it was clearly 

demonstrated that two factors were responsible for the miserable conditions in the New 

Conquests. These were, one, malaria and second, infant mortality and puerperal deaths. 54  

The Portuguese authorities did make efforts to direct the flow of Goan emigration 

to other Portuguese colonies like East Africa. A commission was created to give guidance 

to all those who wanted to emigrate to those parts of East Africa under Portuguese 

dominance. The travel expenses of deprived sections of the society, who wanted to 

emigrate to Africa, were subsidized by the government. The result of these measures 

could be adjudged from the following figures that shows the extent of emigration to the 

ports of East Africa for the period from 1896 to 1904: 55  

Table showing Emigration to East Africa for the period from 

1896 to 1904 

Years Number of emigrants 

1896-97 9046 

1897-98 9135 

1898-99 9261 

1899-00 6137 

1900-01 13134 

1901-02 7930 

1902-03 4017 

1903-04 4287 

54  Ibid., pp. 108-109. 
55  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Escudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 70-71. 
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It can be seen from the above table that emigration to Africa increased during the 

period from 1896 to 1901, with a substantial decrease for one year in 1899-00. For the 

year 1900-01 the emigration to Africa was the maximum, however, from that year 

onwards, there was a perceptible decline until 1903-04, when the figures were less than 

half of the number of emigrants for the year 1896-97. In 1897 the government took 

measures to promote emigration from Goa to territories under Portuguese control in 

Africa. 56  The decline thereafter was attributed to the war of Transvaal that made it 

difficult for the Goans to emigrate there. Similarly, the local authorities and chiefs 

created many hurdles for the inhabitants of Portuguese India who emigrated there. 5 ' 

The general trends of emigrants from the Old Conquests during the period 

from 1878 to 1910 are evident from the following table: 58  

Trends in 

Emigrations 

Salcete Bardez Ilhas 

Above 15 years. 10749(m) & 2376 (f) 18640(m) & 5121 (f) 2692(m) & 680 (f) 

Below 15 years 1568(m) & 860 (f) 3156 (m) & 1225 (1) 224 (m) & 140 (f) 

Percentage 14.9% 25.1 % 7.5% 

Total Emigrants 15553 28142 3736 

To British India. 13092 20193 2539 

To Africa 1519 5771 201 

Literates 5467 11339 1224 

Illiterates 7628 8676 1741 

56  The increase in emigration to Africa upto 1900-01 was due to the provisions in the Poriaria of 6 th 
 October, 1897, passed by the Portuguese government in Goa which encouraged emigration to Africa. 

57  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Escudos Economico-Sociaes, pp. 70-71. 
58  The data in the table is summarized from the information given by Froilano de Melo and Sertorio C. 
Lobo, "Coniribuicdo ao Escudo da Emigracao em Goa", op. cit., pp. 76-105. The authors have given a note 
that says, "All the figures supplied above were obtained following the investigations carried out by the 
corporal of the military (cabos) in each of the parish based on the questionnaire given above. There are, 
however, some insignificant omissions for some of the parishes." For want of other information, these data 
may give a rough picture of the state of affairs 
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In the Old Conquests emigration was more from the taluka of Bardez where more 

than 25 % of the population had emigrated to regions outside Goa. While in Salcete about 

14.9 % emigrated, in Ilhas just 7.5 % had emigrated outside Goa. It is also evident that 

emigrations to Africa were much less than to territories under British control in India. 

The literate sections of the society that emigrated were also very significant. In 1910, the 

number of persons who knew to read and write and who emigrated was 5467, 11339 and 

1224, for the talukas of Salcete, Bardez and Ilhas, respectively. 

Emigration from the regions in the New Conquests was minimal as is evident 

from the following table: 59  

Talukas Total number of 

emigrants 

M 	F 

Total Population 

Pernem 1263 	345 38563 

Sanquelim 843 	110 30715 

Satari 6 	1 17981 

Ponda 558 	297 47619 

Sanguem 218 	54 20396 

Quepem 407 	86 21559 

It is evident that emigrations from regions in the New Conquests were minimal 

with highest being from the taluka of Pernem from where 1608 persons had emigrated by 

" The data in the table are summarized from the information given by Froilano de Melo and Sertorio C. 
Lobo, "Contribuiceio ao Estudo da Emigracao em Goa", op. cit., pp. 76-105. 
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1910. On the other hand emigration was the least from the taluka of Satari where just 7 

persons had emigrated out of a total population of 17981, by 1910s. 

D. The Impact of Emigration on the Goan Society and Economy 

The 'illustrated section' of the society did well by emigrating as this helped them 

to take care of their lives with relative ease enabling them to help their native land with 

the savings that were remitted regularly. The intellectual class increased progressively but 

there were no employment opportunities. Everyone wanted to join the government 

service. But job opportunities in government departments were limited in spite of the fact 

that the Estado had bloated administrative machinery. In land where there was no 

constructive initiative, no thriving commerce, no industries worth the name, the diploma 

holders who had a general disdain for commerce, industry etc., had no option rather than 

to idle themselves. While, there were more mouths to feed, the intellectuals and the able-

bodied had no option rather than to sit idle. But the enterprising segment among them 

preferred to emigrate. 

The educated section of the society was not ready to shun age-old prejudices to 

take initiative to give a new orientation to the land of their birth. It was deplorable that 

the young generation who passed out from the Medical College or the Secondary Schools 

all wanted to emigrate not knowing where they wanted to go and why. °  

6°  Padre Gaetano P. Pereira, "A Emigracao do Goes", op. cit., pp. 58-59. 
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The emigration of the illiterate section of the society was helpful to the extent of 

the savings that they despatched regularly helped to balance the enormous trade deficit 

through their remittances. 6 ' 

It is essential to see the reverse side of the coin as well. Thousands of those who 

emigrated never returned or got to return. Many perished outside Goa and neither their 

bones nor their savings could manage to reach their land of birth. These were the victims 

of plague and other epidemics, the outbreak of which was frequent in Bombay. Some 

withered away due to the hostile climatic conditions while others were bogged down by 

fatigue due to excessive work. Many of these people who left Goa never returned 

abandoning their homes for the hovels that they had acquired there. 62  

Many of the emigrants had turned vagabonds and taken to pick pocketing and 

other vices. These sections had in fact become shameful to their fellow brethren. Many of 

those who returned came with ill-gotten wealth. Some of them came with the saving of 

their hard earned money but came with a host of diseases that were rampant in the by 

lanes of big cities. 63  

Some of the emigrants who returned to Goa got married in advanced age often 

succeeding to find for themselves some 'old junk' as life partner. There were fears — 

though, not totally irrational — that the offspring in these conditions. would be fatally 

defective. Sometimes the children became orphaned when the parents had passed out or 

61 

 

Ibid; Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Econo..nico-Sociaes, pp. 58-63. 
62  Padre Caetano P. Pereira, "A Emigracao do Goes", op. cit., pp. 58-59. 
63  Ibid. 
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they were too old and sickly to look after them. Moreover, the offspring of those who had 

contracted diseases had to live with the social stigma attributed to their parents. Thus, 

instead of a robust generation coming up with capabilities to work on the deserted 

countryside what Goa was witnessing was the rise of a generation that was weak and 

mentally deranged. 64  

Many women who married the emigrant-returnees faced widowhood immediately. 

Some remarried and preferred to emigrate leaving their families behind. Unfortunately, 

there had begun a new trend in Goa and that was, the wives of the emigrants hesitated 

from working in the farm sector. They viewed themselves as emancipated from the 

drudgery of life and preferred to idle away their time. An idle mind was the devil's 

workshop and the liberty with which women enjoyed idleness was held as one of the 

reasons responsible for the moral degeneration of the women in particular and the society 

in genera1. 65  

Undoubtedly, the sum total of earnings of all the emigrants was quite 

substantial. 66  Some of the emigrants earned more than what they had earned here in Goa 

and had notably improved their economic position. There was no doubt about this. On the 

other hand a great number of emigrants were in no better position. 67  

64  Ibid. 
65  Ibid. 
66  Refer to Appendix 7.5. 
67 Padre Caetano P. Pereira, "A Emigracao do Goes", op. cil., pp. 58-59, 
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In the form of letters containing valuables 

(cartas corn valor declarado) 

Rs. 4,15,804:15:08 

In Postal Orders Rs. 8,37,511:12:03 

Total Rs. 12,53,316:11:11 

  

The value of the difference of just the remittances from British India to Goa 

annually, according to the report of the General Post-Office for the ten year period from 

1905 to 1914 was on an average as follows: 68  

Table showing the extent of remittances from British India to Goa for the 

period from 1905 to 1910 

In Postal Orders 	 Rs. 4,07,250:11:05 

In the form of letters containing valuables 

(cartas corn valor declarado) 	 .Rs. 3,55,270:08:10 

Total 	 Rs. 7,62,521:04:03 

On the other hand the remittances from all over the world for the same period on an 

average were as follows: 69  

Remittances to Goa from all over the world: 1905 — 1914 

It is evident that from British India itself the remittances were on an average 

Rs. 7,62,521:04:03 per annum for the period 1905-1914. on the other hand the 

remittances dispatched by the Goans from throughout the world for the same period were 

about Rs. 12,53,316:11:11, per annum. Besides, it is essential to give the necessary 

68  Milagres Lobo, "Ellligracdo", op. cit., p. 17. 
69  Ibid. 
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discount to the exchange of money through commercial transaction. It may be noted that 

besides this are to be added the remittances despatched in the form of bank-notes, 

registered letters, bills of exchange, retirement benefits of those who retired, and the 

value of precious articles, money and consumables brought personally by the emigrants 

when they returned. It was not easy to calculate the total value of all these inflows but 

with little error can be estimated to be more than five times the figures noted above. 70 

 However, in any case, the remittances were less than the total value of imports of cereals 

that amounted to Rs. 25,91,550, in 1910. 71  

Those who emigrated despatched substantial remittances. But what was it utilized 

for? The capital generated through remittances was utilized at the individual level to buy 

landed estates for the construction of residential cottages. 72  

Emigration, though had its advantages, also led to many inconveniences. It did 

lead to 'partial denationalization'. There was also prevalent here a wrong notion that 

emigrants ought not to work when they returned to Goa. Besides, the moral and social 

education of the youth remained incomplete when they emigrated at a young age or that it 

was compromised as and when people emigrated. Similarly, the offspring left behind by 

the emigrants did not get the adequate education and proper upbringing. They had sickly 

and weak bodies as was affirmed by many doctors. The mortality rate was high amongst 

70  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, p. 67. 
71  Milagres Lobo, "Emigrac'do", op. cit., p. 17-18 
72  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Econotnico-Sociaes, p. 67. 
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the emigrants. Competent physicians who worked in Bombay and who tended to the 

Goan emigrants there reported on their poor sanitary conditions.'' 

73 Socrates de Noronha, (Junior) and Francisco Correia Afonso, "A Sorte do Emigrante Goes no Foco da 
Emigracao (Alvitres para o seu Melhoramento)", in SCPIP — Sececio II, pp. 1-10. Here one can read the 
following information regarding the physical health of the Goan emigrants in Bomabay. Though the figures 
given are for 1910s the situation was surely not any better earlier. 
The cuddas being largely the antechambers of the hospitals it would be pertinent to see what their records 
have to say about the Goan emigrants. 
Dr. Constancio Coutinho of the Anti-Tuberculosis League informed that 282 Hindus, Ill Muslims, and 60 
Goans were treated in his dispensary for the year 1915. For the next year the figures rose to 461, 191 and 
90 for Hindus, Muslims, and Goans, respectively. The total population of Bombay comprised of 6,64,000 
Hindus, 1,79,000 Muslims, besides Parsis, Jews and Christians constituted about 57,000 of which 35,000 
were Goans. The figures given by the league do not represent the total cases of tuberculosis for the city of 
Bombay. For all who were infected did not go to the dispensary of the League to be treated. But what is 
significant was the high incidence of tuberculosis among the small Goans population. 
In the J.J. Hospital one of the advanced hospitals of that period gave frightening figures regarding the Goan 
immigrants to Bombay. The statistics for the year 1916 — according to the Chief Statistician of the Hospital 
the situation was not different for earlier years — 452 Goan men and 150 women were admitted out of the 
total admissions of 4743 and 593 males and females, respectively. In the out-patient were registered 1,236 
Goan men and 400 women out of the total registration of 24,278 and 2,200 males and females, respectively. 
Among the Goans admitted for treatment were 80 cases of tuberculosis and 26 of syphilis in a total of 352 
and 110 cases of tuberculosis and syphilis, respectively. It may be noted that only those who had reached 
advanced stage of illness were admitted. Taking into consideration that Goans constituted just a fraction of 
the 1 million population of Bombay the proportion of those from among them that visited and were 
admitted to the hospital for treatment was really high. 
The resident doctor of the women's Cama Hospital informed that in the year 1916, about 140 Goan women 
were admitted with 34 cases of genital disorders, mostly venereal disorders. Of these 34 just half were 
married women. The figures of Allbless Maternity and Gynecological Hospital show that of the 260 Goan 
women who were admitted, there were 60 childbirths and 10 abortions. Others were mostly treated for 
genital disorders originating from veneral diseases. For cutting the long story short it may be noted that the 
total admission of the two hospitals were onlyl,100 and 1,400, respectively. Thus, Goan women constituted 
by far a large chunk of those admitted for various treatments. 
Statistics of the Medical School of Bombay — Bai Motlibai e Petit hospital — point to the fact that 33 % of 
those admitted daily were Goans and a third of the cases were related to maternity and gynecological 
problems. The paternity of those born of Goan women was not clear and in most of the cases the women 
were admitted by Muslims, Parsis and even Chinese men. 
In the Acworth Assylum for leprosy patients of the 250 who were interned 50 were Goans. Dr. N.H. 
Chosky noted that in the hospitals treating small-pox patients many Goans were admitted. He attributed the 
high incidence of small-pox among the Goan community to lack of vaccination in Portuguese Indian 
territories. Similarly, a large section of those who were admitted for plague were Goans for the simple 
reason that the cuddas where they lived were the excellent shelters of rats. 
From all the statistics it may be safely concluded that Goans constituted two-third from among all those 
affected with tuberculosis, plague and small-pox. 
The conclusion is obvious. If the cuddas ought not to be abolished for they contained many appreciative 
features, then they were also largely responsible due to lack of hygiene for the poor health of the 
inhabitants. Goans there suffered physical ailments like tuberculosis, plague, leprosy, veneral diseases, and 
small-pox, as also moral turpitudes like alcoholism, ganibling, etc., had still the promiscuity in some of the 
cuddas where lower class women fell prey to the guiles male sensuality. It was a fact that immorality 
displayed by the Goan emigrants in the new land. were imported from Goa, where the women and daughters 
of the emigrants left behind fell prey to the desires of licentious men. 
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The emigration by the end of the nineteenth century had attained the proportion of 

an exodus. The rich and the average went to Europe to be doctors, while the poor went to 

British India and to Africa to strike gold. Emigration had attained the proportion of a 

mania and a neurosis partly provoked by the economic conditions of the region. 74  

In Goa, emigration had led to social disequilibrium. The society was sapped of its 

vigour with its able and productive young generation drained away. The salaries 

increased. The society got contaminated with habits and costumes, brought in by those 

who returned to Goa. The Goan society started transforming with the rise of people who 

preferred comforts and luxury to hard work. It may also be noted that those who failed to 

make a living returned in a still much more miserable condition than what they had been 

earlier before they had left Goa. Agriculture and manual labour was looked down upon 

and large section of the society changed their agrarian profession. There was decrease in 

birth-rate, slackening of morality, indifference to nationality and love of land, in sum, a 

complete social disequilibrium. 75  

E. Life of the Goan Emigrants in the New Land 

The study of the club-houses (cuddas) where the Goan emigrants resided and 

which, however, were centres from where irradiated all the ills and misery, give a rough 

picture of the Goan emigrants in the new land. 

" Ibid. 
75  Padre Caetano P. Pereira, "A Entigracao do Goes", op. cit., pp. 58-64. 
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The cuddas were the rooms in which the emigrants from Goa resided. Usually the 

proletariat class availed of that facility with each member paying his share of the rent and 

the common mess. Each cudda represented a separate village of Goa and almost all the 

villages of Goa had one or more cuddas in which the emigrant lodged themselves upon 

their -first arrival to Bombay and continued to put up there till they managed to get 

employed. As the rent in Bombay was always on the rise it was beyond the reach of many 

Goans to rent out independent houses or rooms. Under such circumstances the 

associations of cuddas of the Goan emigrants were very economical. In fact such 

associations existed in most parts of the world under different names. While London had 

its slums, Lisboa had casas de malta. Brasil had its corticos. 76  

Based on the principle of mutual help, the organization of cuddas had many 

appreciative features. When emigrants newly-arrived in Bombay they did not feel lost but 

could get company of their fellow brethren. The newly-arrived emigrant was accorded 

free hospitality for three days till he managed to find satisfactory work. Each cudda had 

its treasury administered by a committee (corn/ie.) for the welfare of the members helping 

them in times of emergency rather than leaving them to fate. Its aspects of solidarity and 

philanthropy were highly appreciated and admired by many who studied the functioning 

of the cuddas. Unfortunately, while the cuddas were appreciated for being based on the 

principle of mutual help, their actual functioning left lot to be desired especially 

76 
Socrates de Noronha, (Junior) and Francisco Correia Monso, "A Sorte do Emigrants Goes no Foco da 

Emigracao (Alvitres para o seu Melhoramento)", in SCP1P, pp. 1-10. 
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regarding morality and hygiene. They were dens of vice; alcoholism and immorality 

reigned uncontrolled, in midst of lack of sense of cleanliness and hygiene. 77  

Before generalizations are made it has to be noted that were cuddas which were 

hygienic and others which did not have high standards of hygiene. Not all deserved the 

epithets that were hurled at them by the Indo-Portuguese journals and dailies. There were 

cuddas of the first class that were decent residencies, properly ventilated and with a 

cubage of 250 cc. per resident. Such residencies also had separate rooms reserved for the 

sick and for administration. Such cudda had about 400 to 600 members. However, at any 

point of time the residents numbered on an average of about 80 members. Hygiene and 

cleanliness was lacking in most of these club-houses. To cite just one example the 

residents had despicable habit of spitting on the floor. Similarly, many other vices had 

crept in like the members celebrated the feast of the patron saint of their respective 

villages in the cuddas but such celebrations ended always in drunken brawls. ?8  

If however, all the cuddas were to be like those mentioned above then perhaps no 

one could have been bothered about their functioning. However, there was much to be 

desired from cuddas of the second class. And regarding the cuddas of the third class the 

only thing that could be said about them was that they should have been abolished. The 

cuddas of the second class were dirty houses with improper ventilation, insufficient 

cubage and absolute lack of hygiene. These were a collection of cubicles where one 

encountered fearfully tuberculosis. What can be said of the cuddas of the third order? To 

7 ' Ibid. 
" Ibid. 
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have a fair idea of them one can imagine a very large house surrounded by cowsheds — an 

island of misery in a sea of cow-dung liquefied by the monsoons. The cudda.s of the third 

order were small cubicles — cotris — where in lived the immigrant families. The cubicle 

was everything a kitchen, a place to lie down, etc. The atmosphere was really suffocating 

inside these cubicles with very bad illumination, no chimneys for the smoke, and no 

windows for fresh air. 79  

There were cuddas for the women that emigrated to Bombay. Some were decent 

and well managed. Others were more like brothels. There were also mixed cuddas where 

men and women lived in flagrant promiscuity. The existence of the latter was considered 

as shameful to the Goan society. Informed sources confirmed that there existed of about 

250 to 280 cuddas in Bombay. Of these just 10 to 20 were of the first class, about 150 of 

the second and 50 of the third class. Besides, there were 20 cuddas exclusively of women 

and around 10 cuddas where men and women lived together." 

Thus, the cuddas gave a impression of places where there was absolute lack of 

hygiene where the 3,000 Goan tailors, musicians and masons, 2,000 carpenters and fitters, 

10,000 servants, 3,000 aiyahs and perhaps the 12,000 Goan employees lived. They 

exhaled the putrefied air and ended up in hospital with a litany of illnesses to recite or 

regressed back to their native places with a host of diseases that were unknown there. 

Goans also often landed in police custody following the disturbances and disorders 

provoked by alcoholism. It may also be noted that women who emigrated increasingly 

79  Ibid. 
Ibid. 
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took to prostitution. Doctors, medical practioners and priest who attended to the Goan 

emigrants testified to the sorry state of affairs of the Goan emigrants. 8 ' 

Improvement of the condition of the cuddas was the only solution of improving 

the condition of the Goan emigrants. One of the reasons responsible for the poor hygienic 

conditions in which the emigrants lived was their ignorance of the basics of community 

living. Proper instruction in local Konkani language would have helped in making the 

Goan emigrants conscious about health and hygiene. 

Goa faced large scale emigration from the last quarter of the nineteenth century. 

There was emigration largely because of the fact that on the one hand there was increase 

in population in Goa. On the other hand what the country side produced on the 

agricultural front was not sufficient for feeding the ever growing population. Due to this 

Goa had to import the required quantities of cereals in large quantities. Goan out put on 

the industrial front was also not of great magnitude. In fact many local agro-based 

industries like the liquor industry, jaggery production and allied industries were on the 

decline. Even salt manufacturing was on the decline. The rising trade deficit caused by 

the import of cereals was balanced largely by the remittances despatched by the 

emigrants to their families in Goa. By the beginning of twentieth century the shift from 

agrarian based economy to remittances based economy became rather complete in Goa. 

" Socrates de Noronha, (Junior) and Francisco Correia Afonso, "A Sortc do Ernigrante Goes no Foco da 
Emigracao (Alvitres para o seu Melhoramento)", op. cii., p. 10. 
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Chapter VII 

Conclusion 

In the Introduction to this work, a question was raised as to how far the 

Portuguese made use of the communidade system as a tool for carrying out their colonial 

designs and for extracting the rural surplus of Goa. An attempt was made to examine the 

ways by which the communidade system functioned within the colonial frame of the 

Portuguese and to show how the agrarian segment of the society responded to the diverse 

channels of colonial sponging. 

1. Communidade formed the principal rural institution around which the society 

and economy of Goa revolved. The bulk of agrarian operations carried out by gaunkars 

or by different segments of people linked with communidade, used to give cohesiveness 

and unity to the geo-economic space of Goa. Of course there were diversities in Goa as 

far as environment, ecology, economy, religion, house-type and even village settings 

were concerned. But in the midst of such diversities, the elements of unity were very 

much evidently visible in the organization of Goan villages, where agriculture formed the 

basis of societal and economic activities. This unity could be attributed to the 

predominant agricultural system of the region being closely knit with the rhythm of the 

regional climate. It appears that Goan rural life was wrought in various colours, like the 

wet rice cultivation in the low lying fields of the Old Conquests or the up-land and 

terraced cultivation in the New Conquests. But everywhere the patterns were similar and 
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controlled by the rhythm of the monsoons, which had its direct impact on agricultural 

productions. 

As the economy of the villages was then primarily linked with agriculture, the 

gaunkars, who controlled a major part of agricultural activities, naturally dominated in 

the society and economy at the village level. The servicing groups like priests, teachers, 

barbers, carpenters, smiths, temple servants, dhobi, shoemaker etc., were often 

maintained at the cost of the communidades; but not admitted as its members. However, 

the communidade system created economic and social ties bringing the various sections 

of the village into one group. The artisans and the service groups were often paid in 

grains at harvest and they were also provided with free food, clothing and even residence. 

In this way the communidade system gradually made its headway in the fabrics of the 

Goan villages. 

2. The Portuguese during their 450 years, particularly during the period under 

study, tried to control the economy and society of Goa by modifying the structure and 

functioning of the communidade on the basis of their colonial strategies. In 1526 and 

1735 laws were passed to transform this agricultural institution into a resource generating 

institution, particularly with a view to sustaining the Portuguese colonial rule. With the 

decrease in the trading activities of the Portuguese in the later part of the seventeenth and 

beginning of the eighteenth centuries following the loss of several of their principal 

colonies and important trade centers to the Dutch, the Lusitanians tried to augment their 

revenue by resorting to different techniques of extracting agrarian surplus. This went on 
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increasing unprecedentedly especially with the increasing pressure to pay the salaries of 

the bureaucracy. Even now and then the Portuguese government increased the taxes on 

the farm sector. During the period between 1870 and 1871, the state collected about 

145,393,000 xerafins as direct tax and 95,508,800 xerafins as indirect tax, which meant 

about 626.6 reis per head. During the period between 1880-1881 the value of direct tax 

was 184,994,444 xerafins while that of indirect tax was 92,833,333 xerafins, which was 

equivalent to 671.5 reis per head. However there was a tremendous increase in the taxing 

rate by 1890s. The amount collected from direct tax rose to 219,046,000 xerafins and that 

from indirect tax rose to 299,294,400 xerafins during the period between 1890 and 1891. 

This meant that the per capita tax was about 923 reis. The amount collected by direct 

taxation more than doubled during the next decade. In 1900-01, the value of direct 

taxation rose to 507,120,000 xerafins while that of indirect taxation was 261,422,000 

xerafins, the per head distribution being 1,445 reis. This means that the increase for each 

inhabitant was of 28% and 36% for the direct and indirect taxes respectively for the thirty 

years period from 1870 to 1900. However, though there was a substantial increase in 

burden for the people in the last quarter of the nineteenth century mention may be made 

of the fact that no grand projects of great monetary value were undertaken by the 

government so as to justify the augment in taxes. Neither were there any natural 

calamities to necessitate that people be taxed so highly. 

3. Along with the attempts to generate more agrarian surplus, there was an 

increasing move from the Portuguese to expand agricultural activities to more regions 

and to increase production. It was this drive that made the Portuguese conquer and 
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occupy the neighbouring territories (Novas Conquistas or the New Conquests) like Ponda, 

Saari, Canacona, Quepem, Pernern, etc., and use their cultivable space for generating 

wealth required for the assorted needs of the state. Coinciding with it, there were more 

and more attempts to bring the low-lying and marshy areas under cultivation with the 

help of dykes and embankments. Vast wastelands, marshy and swampy areas were 

brought under cultivation through the formation of subsidiary associations called Boucos 

in the various communidades of Goa. Land-reclamation received an increased momentum 

with the extensive introduction of Bow) system under the leadership of gaunkars. 

Moreover, the confiscated property of the Jesuits, who were expelled from the Portuguese 

possessions including Goa in 1759, formed an important and sizeable segment of 

cultivable fertile land, which was distributed among enterprising farmers on lease or as 

free gift with a view to increasing agrarian production. These ventures, though may 

appear to be highly supportive of the local population, were directed ultimately towards 

to colonial goal of the Lusitanians with the help of the Department of Agriculture (1776-

1834), which finally turned out to be the ultimate agency to decide the type of crop to be 

cultivated in each eco-regions, the intensity of land utilization, the extent of cultivation 

etc., in Goa. Here the communitarian as well as the individual preferences of the 

gaunkars in the cultivaitonal processes was made subordinate to the interests of the 

colonial state, whose sole aim was to augment the production of those items that would 

ensure its sustenance. 

4. With the colonial adaptation of the institution of communidade there appeared 

certain elements of change in the structure and function of this agrarian institution. The 
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new land revenue system brought changes in the ownership pattern and with it the system 

of cultivation and its relationship with the different members of the rural society. The 

most important and evident change following the colonial intervention of this period was 

the entry of the capitalist group called interessados, the cuntocares and the adventicos in 

the farming sector, who were interested only in earning dividends for the shares that they 

held of the various communidades. However it should be admitted that their capital and 

enterprising nature had given a boost to expansion of agriculture at least in some areas. 

5. With the passage of ownership rights of cultivable land space into the hands of 

"individual capitalists" and people with private initiatives, community-owner lands 

started decreasing and privately owned lands increased, making community spirit give 

way to individualism. Correspondingly, there were increasing demands beginning from 

the first quarter of the nineteenth century from the shareholders that the communidades 

be disbanded and the assets be distributed amongst those who held shares of the value of 

300 xerafins or above. With the entry of entrepreneurial and capitalist groups in the 

farming sector, the extent of land held by private owners increased unprecedentedly. 

Consequently the traditional social order and economy of Goan villages, which had 

community spirit as their intrinsic character, decayed. By 1910, the communidades were 

no longer the biggest proprietors of immovable property in Goa. Private owners held 

about 54% of the total area covering agricultural and tree crops, forests and cultivable 

waste, while the government and the communidades held 32% and 14% respectively. 

However, if we consider only the paddy producing areas of Goa, then the communidades 

of Salcete, Bardez and Ilhas controlled over 55% of the rice fields. On the other hand, the 
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private owners controlled the paddy fields of the New Conquests, particularly those of 

Quepem, Pernem, Sanguem, Canacona and Satari. 

6. the Portuguese found that the best way of utilizing the agricultural activities of 

the New Conquests for their favour was to retain the agricultural institutions of the region 

like Dessaidos intact, at least outwardly, and use it conveniently for penetration into the 

heart of newly conquered territories. This led to several socio-economic developments of 

long-standing impact. The Dessais were allotted by the Portuguese a place in the power 

ladder, which the former had to cautiously maintain by regularly supplying cavalry and 

infantry forces and by subjecting themselves to protect the larger interests of the 

Lus itani ans. 

7. The Portuguese intervention in the working of the comniunidades to accelerate 

agrarian production with a view to sustaining the state also helped in minimizing the 

cereal deficit of Goa. The attempts to bring additional land space under cultivation and 

the entry of the capitalist group in the farming sector and the introduction of the 

Department of Agriculture changed the very picture of agrarian production in rural Goa. 

Paddy production in. Goa which was as low as 25 and 58 cumbos for the years 1777 and 

1779 respectively, jumped up to 146 cumbos by 1780. Within a decade i.e., 1790 paddy 

production hovered around 700 cumbos. The average production of rice for this period 

was around 500 to 550 cumbos. However, by 1835 the production reached about 19,000 

cumbos for Goa as a whole. The average production for the period from 1820 to 1835 
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was around 17,500 cumbos; however it rose to 43,631 cumbos by 1910, which helped 

considerable in lowering the cereal deficit of the state. 

8. The Portuguese developed an indirect way of taking away the agrarian surplus 

from the gaunkars by shifting a great share of the welfare activities to give capital and 

labour, besides land for laying the infrastructural network of roads, for building bridges 

and other facilities. Many communidades had to meet the expenses incurred in the 

process of moving military forces in war, in setting up educational institutions, in 

mobilizing medical service in times of epidemics, in the sustenance of divine cult, in 

looking after orphans and widows of rural Goa etc. they were also required to perform 

different farm-related functions like erection of dykes, embankments etc., and take care 

of the diverse needs of the people involved in the production activities of primary sector 

including giving funeral expenses to the members, maintenance grants to the widows and 

unwed daughters of gaunkars, culacharins, jonoeiros etc. the distributable surplus, which 

the gaunkars could keep with themselves, got radically minimized, as the different 

welfare activities'-thrust upon the guankars by the Portuguese state turned out to be 

ultimately wealth-draining channels for the enterprising farmers in the long run. 

9. What was produced locally became insufficient with tremendous increase in the 

population. The population of Goa, which was only 3,63.993 in 1852, rose to 4,86,752 in 

1910. To feed the ever increasing population, Goa had to import rice and other cereals 

from neighbouring regions. About 14,379 cumbos of rice was imported in 1910. Several 

customs-houses were established by the Portuguese state in the junctional points of land 
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routes and water-routes to take a share out of this trade. The networks of intra-Asian trade 

and the trans-continental trade that emanated from Goa were also interlinked with 

regional trading circuits. At this juncture, people with agrarian surplus appear to have 

come forward to take advantage of this situation either by investing a share of this wealth 

in trade or in taking up tax-farming and customs collection as wealth-multiplying 

ventures. 

10. Goa faced a unique and unparalled situation with the Anglo-Portuguese Treaty 

of 1878, which made possible the economic sponging of Goa by the English, besides by 

the Portuguese, and in that way it brought in the burden of "double colonization". The 

Goan craftsmen, salt manufacturers, and the various people engaged in the production 

activities of secondary sector were denied of their job-opportunities in Goa because of the 

stiff competition of finished goods from England. Those Goans who were very tragically 

affected because of this development started out-migrating to British territories in India, 

where they found a promising job-market. Moreover the increasing burden of taxation, 

which the Portuguese thrust on the shoulders of common man, reduced the purchasing 

power of many Goans, who, as a result, found a way out in emigration to regions under 

British control. With steep rise in direct taxes (28%) and indirect taxes (36%) during the 

period between 1870 and 1910, the amount of surplus that remained with the gaunkars 

and other people engaged in farming sector became practically nil and most of the 

emigrants during this period were from the traditional communidade pockets of Old 

Conquests. the railway route which was built immediately after this treaty connecting 

Goa (under the Portuguese) with Bombay (under the British) turned out to be the greatest 
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channel for the emigration of the Goans. The outflow of several able-bodied men and a 

greater volume of labour force to British territories affected negatively the farming sector 

and agrarian production, as the number of people needed for cultivational activities 

decreased drastically with it by the end of the nineteenth century. 

11. However threw was increasing import of cereals from neighbouring territories 

of British India to sustain the people of Goa. Consequently, the public expenditure rose 

from 633,862,000 xerafins in 1870-01 to 1,029,000,000 xerafins in 1900-01, out of which 

a considerable share was utilized for importing food materials and other essential goods 

for the consumption of the people. Earlier the trade deficit that Goa faded every year as a 

result of import of large quantities of rice was balanced through the exports of local agro-

based products like coconuts, jaggery, feni and also salt. However with the increasing 

emigration of people from the farming sector of Goa to British territories and with the 

increase im imports, export of agro-based products was insufficient to meet the trade 

balance. It was the remittances paid by the emigrants that helped in reducing the large 

trade deficit of this period. In fact, by this time the Goan economy was transforming 

radically from an agrarian-based economy into a remittances-based economy. 

Thus the impact of Portuguese rule on the Goan economy and society during the 

period between1750 and 1910 had multifaceted dimensions. The social and economic 

structure of Goa, which was principally based on the communidade system, underwent 

radical changes during this period. By 1910 the remittances despatched by the emigrants 

made people depend less and less on the communidades. Following this the land-based 
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economy started giving way to remittances-based economy in Goa. The focus had clearly 

shifted from collectivism and communitarian ownership of land to individualism. This is 

rather evident from the fact that a large part of remittances were utilized for, besides 

procuring the essential quantities of cereals, acquiring private properties. By 1910, the 

people of Goa as individuals rather than the Estado began to decide the economic indices 

of the region. 
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Appendix 1 

Weights and measures used in Goa during the period of Portuguese occupation with 

their equivalent correspondence to the decimal metric units system: i  

Dry Measurements of weight and their equivalent in Litres 

(i) Sollavo (1/16th  ofpodd) 	 0  0625 litres 

(ii) Guirnacti (2 sollavos or 1/8 th  p odd) 	0  125 	" 

(iii) Ardh-nacti (2 guirnacti or 114 th  podd) 	0.25 

(iv) Nacti (2 ardh-nacti or 1/2 of podd) 	 0.50 

(v) P odd (2 nactis) 	  .1.00 	" 

(vi) Paili (4 poddis) 	  4.00 

(vii) Curo (2 pailis or 8 poddis) 	 8  00 	" 

(viii) Candil (20 Curos) 	  160.00 

Liquid Measurements and their equivalent in Litres 

(i) Pauno tanca (1/32th  of seira) 	  0.03125 litres 

(ii) Ardh-notanca (1/16th  of seira) 	 0  0625 

(iii) Notanca (1/8th  of seira or 2 ardh-notanca) 	.0.125 

(iv) Pauseira (1/4th  of seira or 2 notancas) 	...0.25 

(v) Ardh-seira (1/2 seira or 2 pauseiras) 	...0.50 

Jeronymo Osorio de Castro, Annuario Buracratico e Commercial do Concelho das 
Ilhas de Goa, Nova Goa; Imprensa Nacional, 1903, p. 160. 
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(vi) Seira (2 ardh seira or 4 pauseiras) 	 1  00 
	

1! 

(vii) Gordo (24 seiras) 	 8  00 

Details of weights and their equivalent in grams/kilograms 

(i) 114 th  grab 	 . 0.0136 grams 

(ii) grao 	  . 0.0272 

(iii) 1 grab 	  ..0.0543 

(iv) 2 graos 	  0 1086 

(v) 4 grabs 	  0 2172 

(vi) 8 grabs 	  0 4344 	'' 

(vii) 16 graos 	  . .0.869 

(viii) 32 greios 	  1 738 	" 

(ix) 64 graos 	  . 3.475 

(x) 1 oitava (72 grc7os) 	  3.906 

(xi) 2 oitavas 	  . .7.813 

(xii) 4 oitava,s 	  15.625 	" 

(xiii) 1 Ono (8 oitavas or 576 grabs)   	31.25 

(xiv) 2 ()was 	  ..62.50 	" 

(xv) 4 Oncas 	  0.125 kilograms 

(xvi) 8 ()nos 	  t• .0.25 

(xvii) 1 arratel (16 °tips or 128 oitavas) 	 It .0.50 

(xviii) 2 arrateis 	  ... 1.00 
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(xix) 4 arrateis 	 ...2.00 

(xx) 8 arrateis 	  ..4.00 

(xxi) 1/2 arroba 	 8.00 

(xxii) 1 arroba (32 arrateis or 512 oncas).......16.00 

r.1 

Measurements of weight used in the Alfandegas (Customs-houses) of Goa 

(i) Tonellada 	 . 1,015.660 Kilograms. 

(ii) Cwt 	50.783 	., 

(iii) Ceira indiana 	 .. 	0.933 	,, 

(iv) Mao indiana 	37.320 	,, 

(v) Libra 	0.453 

(vi) Galli° imperial 	4.543 

(vii) Candil 	159.072 
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Appendix 2 

Coins which were in circulation in Goa from 1750 to 1910 1 

 (i) 1786 Silver Coin (150 reis —1/2 Pardau). 

These photographs arc of the coins exhibited in the Pilar Seminay Museum, Pilar, Goa. 
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(ii) D. Miguel 1828-34. 

Dur ng this period due to the civil war in Portugal there was lot of counterteit coins in 
circulation in Goa. Due to this a new decree was issued — Portaria No. 809, on 15 th  July, 
1831. According to the decree all coins that were legal tender had to bear the stamp PR. 
809. 
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(iii) D. Maria II — 1840 (30 reis —1/2 tanga). 
- — 

(iv) Tanga — 60 reis. 
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„le...4,...,4,-, 3 



1811. 

450 

(vi) Coins of 1871. 



(vii) Ludovicus V (1888-99). 
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Appendix 3.1 

Village-wise Details of the Taxes Paid from Ponda, Canacona, Bicholim, and 

Pernem in 1840' 

(a) The Province of Ponda (Antruz) was divided into 28 villages, including the eight 

which were managed by its Camara Geral and 2 villages joined to it. Its capital was 

Quela. 

Villages Homes/hutments Males Females Total Foros 

Adcolna 53 93 88 181 880:0:00 

Bandora* 365 783 672 1454 3700:1:29% 

Betgui 92 326 311 637 2773:0:37 1/2 

Betodem 40 89 86 175 446:1:00 

Borim* 260 725 699 1424 5150:4:23% 

Boma 60 146 124 274 807:3:15 

Candeapar* 161 460 353 813 1109:4:45 

Candola 61 139 105 244 1413:0:00 

Coddar 57 427 90 217 284:1:07% 

Conaxem 18 47 46 93 28:0:00 

Cundaim* 233 644 607 1251 4322:1:48 3/ 

Cuncoliem 62 221 208 429 47:2:11 

Curty 53 214 539 353 209: I :37% 

Marcaim* 337 770 739 1509 9252:4:15 

These table are compiled with the data available in Filippe Nery Xavier, Colleccao de Bandon. e outros 
Differentes Providencius que servem de Leis Regulamenlares Para o Governo EC0170MiCO e Judicial das 
Novas Conquistas, Nova Goa: Imprensa Nacional, pp. I — XX. 
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Niranchal 63 505 101 206 98:0:28 

Orgao 358 752 30 1582 953:4:41 

Ponchovaddy 251 511 535 1046 448:3:22 1/2 

Priol* 375 1141 1072 2213 2182:3:45 

Querim * 224 611 553 1144 215:2:55 

Quela* 435 1234 1249 2483 505:0:38 

Shiroda 587 1649 1467 3116 14850:4:45 

Talaulim 93 222 180 402 1795:1:00 

Tivrem 46 87 106 193 1739:0:31 

Vaddy 39 88 77 167 133:0:31 

Vagurmem 43 91 83 174 769:3:48% 

Velinga 81 227 223 450 3482:1:18 

Volvoy 172 375 395 770 2077:2:00 

Verem 231 326 578 1204 3323:1:45 

Total 4850 12502 11700 25202 68758:4:561/2 

* These villages were under the superintendence of the Camara Geral. 
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(b) The Province of Canacona was composed of seven villages with Canacona as its 

capital. They are as follows: 

Villages Homes/hutments Males Females Total Foros 

Canacona 572 1348 1103 2451 7880:0:05% 

Cotigao 

Maulinguem 

Careguly and 

150 447 351 799 -- 

Gaundongrem 152 442 398 840 

Lolliel and 

Pololem 

539 1029 1023 2050 824:2:12 

Nagarxem 

and Paldem 

-- -- -- -- 7275:0:43 1/2 

Poinguinim 272 657 572 1229 3503:2:14 

Total 1685 3923 4447 3370 16483:0:15 
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(c) The Province of Bicholim also called Battagrama was composed of 29 villages with 

six being under the superintendence of its Camara. The capital of this province was the 

town of Bicholim. 

Villages Homes/hutments Males Females Total Foros 

Amona* 195 259 222 481 2061:2:48% 

Advolpalle 27 71 56 127 587:1:15 

Arvalem 15 44 42 86 81:1:48 

Atturly 11 76 78 154 365:4:40 1/9 

Bordem 33 240 208 448 722:0:37 1/2 

Carapur 

Town of 

Bicholim 

270 476 556 1032 556:3:45 

Cottombi* 34 81 86 167 570:0:00 

Cudnem 76 198 152 350 1857:2:11% 

Demaxem 11 30 26 56 89:2:48% 

Gangem 6 22 12 34 45:0:00 

Lamgao 78 131 119 240 

Latambarcem 332 561 552 1113 704:1:15 

Maulinguem 220 265 228 493 

Mendcurem 20 188 121 309 1265:4:48 

Mulgao 62 214 111 325 1335:1:15 

Noroa 75 262 88 350 709:2:30 

Navelim 99 172 158 330 2449:0:00 
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Pa1li* 182 354 356 710 1310:0:00 

Pessurlem* 80 176 156 332 1 H 4:4:22 1/2 

Peligao 98 141 280 421 1132:4:41% 

Salem 145 356 319 574 

Sarvona 17 40 38 78 249:2:48% 

Sirgao 80 143 82 225 2590:3:07 1/2 

Surla* 220 437 320 757 2957:3:07% 

Vainguini 32 38 42 80 569:3:26% 

Velguem 76 212 144 356 960:1:15 

Verli 38 96 95 191 

Usgao* 116 235 129 364 1972:0:00 

Total 2806 5810 4965 10775 23656:0:46 1,4 

* These villages were under the superintendence of the Camara Geral. 
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(d) The Province of Pernem comprised of 26 villages of which five were under the 

superintendence of its Camara. Its capital was called Cassabe. 

Villages Homes/hutments Males Females Total Foros 

Alorna 308 678 490 1668 930:2:30 

Amberem 32 68 49 117 375:4:00 

Arambol 206 638 604 1242 2460:0:00 

Cassabe* 296 1006 834 1840 3330:3:25 

Cansarvoddem 105 248 211 459 

Casanem 66 75 37 112 720:2:12 

Chandel 35 103 93 196 151:2:08 

Chapora 0 0 0 0 0 

Chopoddem 25 81 50 131 313:1:53 

Corgao* 226 904 617 1521 3709:1:53 

Dargali* 275 1084 591 1675 2907:3:58 

Ibrapur 1482:3:25 

Mandrem* 408 1110 1203 2313 4912:3:25 

Mop or Mopa 17 34 36 70 327:2:48 

Morgim 455 840 684 1524 2:0:00 

Ozori 95 272 262 534 

Parcem* 207 506 500 1006 1930:1:33 

Paliem 104 269 220 489 1192:4:04 

Poroscora 142 164 131 296 893:3:10 

Querim 154 440 418 858 2106:0:45 
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Tambocem 60 198 138 330 1321:3:18 

Torcem 175 299 232 531 1838:0:10 

Tuvem 125 317 250 567 684:3:47 

V arconda 90 230 195 425 1182:2:51 

Vernora or 117 351 229 580 566:0:18 

Vernodem 

Uguem 74 192 144 336 1664:0:50 

Total 4055 10686 8863 19549 35104:3:57 

* These villages were under the superintendence of the Camara Geral. 

Finally, the Jurisdiction of Cabo de Rama composed of just one village Colla. It 

had 373 hutments/houses with a population of 1475 of which 373 were males. The 

government collected aforo of 2973:4:35 xerafins from here annually. 
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Appendix 3.2 

Table showing the transfer of landed estates of the Jesuits after their expulsion from 

Goa to the private propreitors and the Cornimmidades. 2  

Village Designation of the 

Properties Leased 

Name of the 

lessee 

Date on 

which the 

lease was 

made 

Period for 

which the 

lease was 

made 

Value for 

which the 

land was 

leased 

Type of 

cultivation 

carried out in 

the leased 

land. 

Bambolim Coconut plantation 

denominated 

Palmar Velechem 

Basta, Nauxim, 

Chicalem Basta, etc 

Segund 

Camotim, 

resident of 

Panjim 

3rd 

February, 

1781 

27 years 1355 

xerafins 

Coconut 

Plantation 

Bambolim Arecanut 

Cultivation 

denominated Arecal 

Velo Molo 

Rama Sinay 

DumO, 

resident of 

Combarjua 

l st  August, 

1776 

9 years 400 

xerafins 

Arecanut 

Cultivation 

Panjim Coconut plantation 

denominated 

Palmar de Ponte 

Manoel 

Caetano de 

Souza and 

Diago de 

Nazareth, 

residents of 

Panjim 

l st  January, 

1780 

9 years 2600 

xerafins 

Coconut 

Plantation 

Panjim Part of Palmar de 

Porte 

Antonio do 

Couto, 

23 ni July, 

1770 

For three 

generations 

6 xerafins -- 

2 
HAG, Moncoes do Reino, No. ° 164, 2. a Parte, fl. 1099. 
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resident of 

Panjim 

Panjim 

15 

Part of Pa!mar de 

Porte 

Manoel 

Cartano de 

Sousa, 

resident of 

Panj im 

4 th  March, 

1770 

For three 

generations 

2 xerafins -- 

Panjim Shop dealing in 

spices and groceries 

situated in Pa!mar 

de Ponte 

Malu Porobo, 

resident of 

Panjim 

1764? 24 

xerafins 

Panjim Part of Pa!mar de 

Ponce 

Antonio Luiz 

de Jesus, 

resident of 

Panjim 

19th 

 September, 

1771 

For three 

generations 

4 xerafins -- 

Panjim Two farm houses 

situated in the same 

Palmar de Ponte 

Manoel 

martinho de 

Azevedo 

25 th 

 February, 

1773 

-- 49:2:30 

xerafins 

Panjim Part of Pa!mar de 

Ponce 

Rama 

Camotim, 

resident of 

Panjim 

29 th  April, 

1773 

For three 

generations 

4 xerafins -- 

Old Goa Hortas de Julia° 

Pacheco 

Rama Porobo, 

resident of 

Santa Luzia 

l s ' January, 

1780 

9 years 333 

xerafins 

• 

Vegetables, 

etc. 

Old Goa A part of the Hortas 

de Alia° Pacheco 

Bula Naique, 

resident of 

Leased by 

the Jesuits 

-- 20 

xerafins 

-- 
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Combarjua before 

their 

expulsion 

form Goa 

Ilha de 

Combarjua 

Propriedade de 

Collegio Velho de S. 

Paulo 

Vencatim 

Naique, 

resident of 

Combarjua 

1' April, 

1780 

9 years 10,650 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation, 

arecanut 

plantation, etc. 

Ilha dc 

Combarjua 

Part of the 

Propriedade de 

Collegio Velho de S. 

Paulo 

Custam Poi, 

resident of 

Combarjua 

12 th march, 

1781 

In perpetuity 2 xerafins -- 

Varca 10 coconut 

plantations called 

collectively Missao 

de Tibet together 

with a coconut 

plantation 

denominated 

Aposlogar situated 

in Cavelossim 

Rama Custam 

Porobo, 

resident of 

Ribandar 

17 th  

October, 

1780 

27 years 450:2:30 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Assolna, 

Velim and 

Ambelim 

Entire villages of 

Assolna, Velim and 

Ambelim 

Manoel 

Antonio 

Monteiro & 

Bonifacio 

Francisco 

Pinto, resident 

of Assolna 

l st  January, 

1794 

-- 31500 

xerafins. 

The 

amount 

was 

increased 

by 500 

This was a 

grant of whole 

villages that.  

included rice 

fields, coconut 

plantations, 

sources of 
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xerafins 

every 

year. 

water, etc. 

Assolna -- Matheus 

Mathias da 

Silva, resident 

of Assolna 

9 th  August, 

1779 

10 years 4 xerafins Fallow land 

Assolna and 

Ambelim 

Two salt-pans and 

property 

denominated as 

meias. 

Antonio 

Andre da 

Costa, 

resident of 

Assolna 

26" 

August, 

1779 

10 years No rent to 

be paid 

for a ten 

year 

period. 

Fallow land, 

salt-works 

with fishing 

rights, etc. 

Velim -- Antonio 

Caetano da 

Silva, resident 

of Assolna 

9 th  August, 

1779 

10 years I xerafim Fallow land to 

be developed. 

Velim Five uncultivated 

plots 

Caetano 

Victorino 

Francisco da 

Sales, resident 

of Velim 

20 th  May, 

1779 

10 years No rent to 

be paid 

for a 

period of 

ten years. 

Fallow land to 

be developed. 

Velim & 

Ambelim 

Eight uncultivated 

plots 

Caetano 

Baltazar 

Cayeiro, 

resident of 

Velim 

20 th  May, 

1779 

10 years 3:12:15 

xerafins 

Fallow land to 

be developed. 
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Velim Properties 

denominated Meias 

de Barady, Palmar 

Paxel & IneiCIS de 

Zaino. 

Salvador 

Francisco da 

Rosario, 

resident of 

Velim 

I s' January, 

178 I 

In perpetuity 2:1:30 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation, 

cashew 

plantation, etc. 

Assolna Embankments 

denominated 

Baifodda, Orela and 

Gopachem Cantem, 

etc. 

EstevAo Paes 7th  July, 

1783 

In perpetuity 6 xerafins Coconut 

plantations 

Assolna, & 

Ambelim 

16 uncultivated 

plots of which 

fourteen were from 

Assolna and 2 from 

Ambelim 

Bento Pinto, 

resident of 

Assolna 

7 th  July, 

1783 

In perpetuity 12 

xerafins 

-- 

Velim Coconut plantation 

denominated 

Palmares Ubodando 

and Onvolicho 

Zaino 

Francisco 

Fernandes, 

resident of 

Velim 

24 th  July, 

1783 

In perpetuity 6 xerafins Coconut 

plantation, 

floriculture, 

etc 

TaleigAo Passarem Batta, 

Morodo 

Antonio Leite 

de Sousa, 

resident of 

Ribandar 

29 th  July, 

1776 

27 years 1565 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation, rice 

field, cashew 

plantation, etc 

Taleigao Small house with 

coconut plantation 

Joaquim de 

Sousa 

29 th  July, 

1776 

In perpetuity 3 xerafins Coconut 

plantation, etc. 

Calata & 

Betalbatim 

14 plantations of 

coconut, 

Rama 

Chondro 

18' 	May, 

1781 

27 years 1300 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantations 
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Porobo 

Loundo, 

resident of 

Ribandar 

Mandur, 

Moula & 

Talaulim 

3 coconut 

plantations. 

Manoel 

Antonio 

Gonsalves 

27 years 2"d  January, 

1781 

411 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantations 

Chorao Coconut plantations 

denominated 

Querem and Pobre 

Ignacio Ferro 27 years io 

November, 

1780. 

160 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantations 

Cortalim & 

Quelossim 

Coconut plantations 

denominated 

Curpavaddo o 

grande, curpavaddo 

o pequeno, Faraz, 

conno, portaria, 

murdy, deulabata, 

horia, .fonte, 

vellovaddo, arecal 

.fonte, santuxalem, 

gorquealem uddo, 

pescador, etc 

Jose Francisco 

de Anelo 

27 years 12'h 

 September, 

1780 

2560 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantations, 

arecanut 

plantations, 

rice fields, 

sources of 

water, certain 

shares, etc. 

Quelossim Ilha de Quelossim Vitogi 

Camotim, 

resident of 

Panjim 

4`h  March, 

1777 

In Perpetuity 800 

xerafins 

-- 

Quelossim Horta de Collegio 

Novo de S. Paulo 

Balu Custam 

Porobo 

I s' Sept, 

1780 

27 years 160 

xerafins 

Fruit garden 
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Chorao Rice field 

denominated 

Gavana 

Triennium December, 

1 783 

40 

xerqfins 

Ricefield 

Chorao Rice fields 

denominated 

Deusuuachem xeta, 

Nauxim, Ducorxeta 

and Tanquea Xeia 

Raimundo 

Luiz da Lima, 

resident of 

Chorao 

In  

Perpetuity 

2"d  October, 

1781 

102:2:30 

xerafins 

per five 

year 

period 

Ricefields 

Jua Ricefield 

denominated 

Namoxins 

Leased to the 

tax collector 

(sacador) of 

the village 

Triennium 1783 805:1:00 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

Calapor Ricefield 

denominated 

Talcacho aco 

Roque de 

Rego, 

gaunkar of 

Calapor 

In 

Perpetuity 

20 th  

February, 

1781 

142:3:36 

xerqfins 

for a 

period of 

five years 

Ricefield 

Calapor Ricefields 

denominated 

Namoxins 

Gonysvavam and 

Vavam 

Luiz Caetano 

de Braganca 

In 

Perpetuity 

27 th  March, 

1781 

36:0:30 

xerqfins 

Ricefield 

Calapor Another ricefield 

denominated 

Namoxins 

Communidade In 

Perpetuity 

2811, 

Febraury, 

1783 

481:1:48 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

Bambolim Ricefield 

denominated 

Namoxins 

Sacador of 

Bambolim 

Triennium -- 62:2:30 

xerafins 

Ricefield 
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Goltim Ricefield 

denominated 

NaMOXillS 

Sacador of 

Goltim 

Triennium -- 	' 67:2:30 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

Navelim Ricefield 

denominated 

- Namoxins 

Sacador of 

Navelim 

Triennium -- 657:1:30 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

Naroa Ricefield 

denominated 

Namoxins 

Sacador of 

Naroa 

Triennium -- 12:2:30 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

Neura o 

Grande 

Ricefield 

denominated 

Namoxins 

Henrique 

Joaquim 

Manoel Lobo 

Neura o 

Grande 

In 

perpetuity 

21 st  

February, 

1781 

399:2:48 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

Neura o 

Grande 

Ricefield 

denominated 

Namoxins 

Morgoreacho aco 

and Vavans de 

Massalacho 

Jeremias 

Caetano 

Fernandes 

In 

perpetuity 

21 st  

February, 

1781 

161:4:42 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

Neura o 

Grande 

Ricefields 

denominated 

Namoxins Marcho 

aco, Maria Mory 

and A rgumenty 

grande de Velfulim 

Miguel Jose 

Fernandes, 

resident of 

Neura o 

Grande 

In 

perpetuity 

14 th  March, 

1781 

126:4:48 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

Neura o Ricefields Vicente Josc In 14 th  March, 175:3:30 Ricefield 
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Grande denominated 

Symoren, and 

aclachondoor 

perneachem 

adversca 

Fernandes perpetuity 1781 xerafins. 

Neura o 

Grande 

Ricefields 

denominated 

Nomoxins 

Sacador of the 

communidade 

Triennium 1783 256:3:00 

xeralins 

Ricefield 

granted with a 

stipulation to 

initiate second 

cultivation of 

sorodio i.e., 

rabi crop 

Neura o 

Pequeno 

Rice field 

denominated 

Namoxins 

Sacador of the 

communidade 

Triennium 1783 131:3:00 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

San Thome Ricefield 

denominated Moto)/ 

Sebastiao 

Ferreira de 

Carvalho 

In 

Perpetuity 

27 11  April, 

1781 

7 xerafins 

for a five 

year 

period 

Ricefield 

Corlim Entire village Alexendre 

Pereira, 

resident of of 

Corlim 

In 

Perpetuity 

9 th  March, 

1781 

81:4:00 

xeralin.s 

Ricefields 

Carambolim Ricefields 

denominated 

Namoxins 

Quirtanacho Orgue, 

Ofala Dado, etc 

Jose Luiz da 

Conceicao, 

gauncar of' 

Goa Velha 

Long lease 17 ffi  

February, 

1781 

310:4:42 

xerafins 

Ricefields 
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Carambolim Ricefield 

denominated varzea 

dote 

Antonio 

Pereira 

Rodrigues, 

resident of 

Carambolim 

Long lease 27 th  March, 

1781 

133:4:12 

xerafins 

Ricefields 

Carambolim Ricefield Sacador of the 

village 

Triennium 1783 515:0:30 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

granted with 

stipulation to 

start the 

second 

cultivation in 

sorodio 

Gancim Ricefield Sacador of the 

village 

Triennium 1783 131:1:00 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

granted with 

stipulation to 

start the 

second 

cultivation 

during sorodio 

Mercurim Ricefield Sacador of the 

village 

Triennium 1783 47:2:00 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

granted with a 

stipulation to 

initiate second 

cultivation 

during 
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sorodio. 

Azossim Ricefield Sacador of the 

village 

Triennium 1783 124:0:30 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

granted with a 

stipulation to 

initiate second 

cultivation 

during 

sorodio. 

Ella Ricefields 

denominated 

NOMOXiI7S 

Joao de 

Sousa, 

resident of 

Ella 

In 

Perpetuity 

12'11  March, 

1781 

101:4:00 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

granted with a 

stipulation to 

initiate second 

cultivation 

during 

sorodio. 

Cujira Ricefields 

denominated Govam 

xetta, Cumbarjua 

and Onvola xeta 

Caetano de 

Assumpedo 

and Jose 

Manoel Dias 

residents of 

Ribandar 

Long lease 1' March, 

1781 

240:2:48 

xerafins 

Ricefields 

Murda Ricefields 

denominated 

Nomoxins 

Sacador of the 

village 

Triennium 1783 22:2:30 

xerafins 

Ricefields 

granted with a 

stipulation to 

initiate second 

cultivation 

during 
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Morombim 

o grande 

Ricefield 

denominated 

Namoxins 

Cavoqueiro 

Antonio de 

Noronha, 

resident of 

Ribandar 

Leased in 

perpetuity 

3
rd 

January, 

1781 

93:1:00 

xerafins 

Ricefields 

Morombim 

o grande 

Ricefield 

denominated 

Namoxins 

Ravalnatacho 

Oroquo, Discor zeta 

and Cumbar Orquo 

Jose Manoel 

Dias, resident 

of Ribandar 

Leased in 

perpetuity 

10"' 

February, 

1781 

71:0:42 

xerqfins 

Ricefields 

Morombim 

o grande 

MI the rice fields 

denominated 

Nomoxins possessed 

by the Jesuits not 

covered above. 

Jose de Sousa 

e Noronha, 

resident of 

Chimbel 

Leased in 

perpetuity 

l s' March, 

1781 

248:3:48 

xerafins 

Ricefields 

Morombim 

o pequeno 

Ricefields 

denominated 

Deulanatachem 

Vaam, and 

Deutrapelachi 

adversca. 

Luiz Manoel 

Lourenco and 

Diogo 

Lourenco, 

residents of 

Ribandar 

Leased in 

perpetuity 

1 st  March, 

1781 

100:0:42 

xerqfins 

Ricefields 

Morombim 

o pequeno 

All the rice fields 

denominated 

Nomoxins not 

covered possessed 

by the Jesuits above 

as Namoxins 

Raulanaiacho 

Vicente 

Manoel de 

Vi les, resident 

of Panjim 

Leased in 

perpetuity 

7' h  March, 

1781 

131:1:48 

xerqfins 

Ricefields 
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Orquo, Dad() 

devachem Vaam, 

Pernancho Orquo, 

Dequety gudem and 

Murtachem patem 

Guadalupe Ricefields 

denominated 

Namoxin.s 

Sacador of the 

village 

Triennium 1783 130:0:00 

xerafins 

Ricefields 

granted with a 

stipulation to 

initiate second 

cultivation 

during 

sorodio. 

Goa Velha Ricefields 

denominated 

Namoxins 

Sacador of the 

village 

Triennium 1783 11:0:00 

xera/ins 

Ricefields 

granted with a 

stipulation to 

initiate second 

cultivation 

during 

sorodio. 

Moula Ricefields 

denominated 

Namoxins 

Sacador of the 

village 

Triennium 1783 38:1:00 

xerqfins 

Ricefields 

granted with a 

stipulation to 

initiate second 

cultivation 

during 

sorodio. 

Ella Pineapple 

plantations (four in 

Antonio de 

Figueiredo, 

9 years ist May, 

I 776 

72 

xerafins 

Fruit gardens 
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number) resident of S. 

Thome 

Ella Hortas de Santo 

Xavier belonging to 

the Col legio Velho 

de S. Paulo 

Fr. Braz de 

Azaredo 

9 years 1 st  January, 

1781 

240 

xerafins 

Fruit gardens 

Betalbatim Coconut plantation 

denominated 

Damotim 

Daquea 

Camotim, 

resident of 

Panjim 

27 years 27 t1  April, 

1781 

370 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Carmona Landed estate 

denominated 

Palmar Baimalim, 

Dolialem, 

Vessodem, 

Betalbata, 

Nagodem, Quirbata, 

Vitololem, Campos 

do Norte, Marinha 

de Deussua, 

Vagabata, 

Godialem, Vallo, 

Atalem, Santo 

Xavier, 

Chincholealem, 

Dugor Morodo, 

Govona, 

Pedemedelem, 

Rama Custam 

Porobo, 

resident of 

Ribandar 

27 years I  7th 

October, 

1780 

2889:2:30 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantations, 

ricefields, salt-

works, cashew 

plantations, 

etc. 
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Marinha Santa 

Cruz, Xiro, Sul, 

Mamolcalem, 

Vanhacamotelem, 

Dando, Satuavir, 
...._ 	_ 

Santa Xira 

Comprido Sul, 

Gantagalem, and 

Ambrir with 

annexed shares 

poquialem, Azarco,  

Betim Coconut plantation 

of Nossa Senhora da 

Victoria of the 

Chapel of Betim 

Pascoal de 

Castro, 

residing in 

Panjim 

9 years I S ' January, 

1780 

180 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Chapora Coconut plantation 

denominated 

Cassua 

Rogu Porobo 

Tengo, 

resident of 

Chapora 

27 years 15 111  

Setember, 

1781 

1685 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Aldona Coconut plantation 

denominated 

Cantorli 

Rama Porobo, 

resident of 

Verem 

27 years l' January, 

1782 

270 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Marna Coconut plantation 

denominated 

Colombo 

Rama Custam 

Porobo, 

resident of 

Panjim 

9 years 1" January, 

1780 

840 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Nachinola Coconut plantation 

denominated 

Chondru 

Camotim, 

9 years I si  January, 

1776 

310 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 
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Damarern resident of 

Mapuca 

Conchelim Coconut plantation 

denominated 

Conchelim 

Babu Sinay, 

resident of 

Conchelim 

9 years l' January, 

1776 

325 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Aquem Coconut plantation 

denominated Catoca 

Pedro Antonio 

Alves, 

resident of 

Margao 

27 years 6 th  June, 

I 780 

155 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Taleigao Coconut plantation 

denominated 

Taleigao 

Vitogi Sinai 

Dempo, 

resident of 

Panjim 

9 yeats I' January, 

1780 

4903 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Verem Coconut plantation 

denominated 

Senquero 

Vitoba Sinay 

Dando, 

resident of 

Verem 

27 years 1 s ' July, 

1780 

260 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Verem Fraction of the 

coconut plantation 

denominated 

Senquero 

Paulo Antonio 

da Cunha da 

Sa 

For three 

generations 

7 th  July, 

I 762 

20 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Verem Residential house Francisco 

Xavier 

Pimentel, 

resident of 

Verem 

For three 

generations 

2nd 

September, 

1762 

24 

xerafins 

Residential 

house with 

attached 

coconut 

plantation 
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Verem Residential house Miguel 

Caetano Dias, 

resident of 

Verem 

For three 

generations 

15 th 	Sept, 

1762 

2 xerafins Residential 

house with 

attached 

coconut 

plantation 

Verem Residential house Joaquim 

Manoel de 

Sousa e 

Menezes, 

resident of 

Verem 

For three 

generations 

19th  August, 

1776 

5 xerafins Residential 

house with 

attached 

coconut 

plantation 

Verem Residential house Vitozo 

Ferreiro, 

resident of 

Verem 

For three 

generations 

18 t1  Sept, 

1781 

6 xerafins Residential 

house with 

attached 

coconut 

plantation 

Raia I Ilia de Rachol Sonobo Sinay, 

resident of 

Ribandar 

9 years 1 SE  January, 

1780 

3100 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation, 

cashew 

plantation, rice 

fields, etc. 

Dramapor Coconut plantation 

denominated 

Dramapor 

Caetano 

Cabral, 

resident of 

Rachol 

27 years 12th  Dec, 

1780 

1 xerajim Coconut 

plantation 

Varca Properties 

denominated 

Rodragy 

Sinay, 

27 years 29th  July, 

1782 

155 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantations and 
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Portaxira, 

Revolnata xetilem, 

Dandem, etc 

resident of 

Combarjua 

rice fields 

Varca Properties 

denominated 

Danunguem, and 

Ragnaxetilem 

Rama Custam 

Porobo, 

resident of 

Ribandar 

27 years 2"d  January 

178 I 

150 

xerulins 

Coconut 

plantations and 

rice fields 

Utorda Coconut plantations 

denominated 

Ramantoy, 

Adquirantoy, 

Calaguealem and 

Boirealem with 

annexed shares 

Jose de 

Braganca, 

resident of 

Majorda 

27 years 20 th  

February, 

1781 

22 I 

xeraiins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Benaulim Coconut plantations 

denominated 

Maduxetilem, 

Mobulnascalo, 

Juem, Priaia, 

Omanchy, 

Curlapeda, Samoly 

Oddy, Maissur o 

grande, and Maissur 

o pequeno 

Jose Caetano 

Pereira, 

resident of 

Benaulim 

27 years 20 th  April, 

178 I 

550 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Donculim Coconut plantations 

denominated 

Donculim with 

annexed shares 

Sebastiao 

Furtado 

27 years 24 th  April 

1781 

I40 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 
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Seraulim Coconut plantations 

denominated 

Patricale, and 

Collegichi Sira with 

annexed rice field 

and shares 

Miguel 

Francisco 

Barreto, 

resident of 

Benaulim 

27 years 22" May, 

1781 

60 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation and 

rice fields 

Talaulim Embankments 

denominated bando 

Moto, Santa Cruz, 

Vanipem, and 

Deulagna 

Joao de 

Sousa, 

resident of 

Margao 

27 years l' June, 

1781 

127:2:30 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Talaulim Three salt-works 

denominated 

Vitupolo agor, 

Gorvancho agor 

and Govancho agor 

Diogo 

Fernandes, 

resident of 

Talaulim 

27 years l st  January, 

1781 

132:0:30 

xerafins 

Salt-works 

Majorda Coconut plantation 

denominated 

Chandanascalem, 

Mordaxalem, 

Colviro, 

Locuxinailem, 

Sangalantoy and 

Bordem 

Quensoa 

Porobo 

Loundo, 

resident of 

Ribandar 

27 years 24 th  July, 

1781 

300 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation 

Margao, 

Calata, Raia, 

Loutulim, 

Majorda 

Pomanaicalem and 

Deulabata in 

Camorlim; 

Cumbarbata, 

Daquea 

Camotim, 

resident of 

Panjim 

27 years 26 th  April, 

1781 

1832 

xerafins 

Coconut 

plantation, 

ricefields, 

cashew 
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and 

Camorlim 

Plantainento o 

grande, 

Plantamento o 

peoeno, 1101.1a, 

Zingurnaique and 

plantation, 

fruit garden, 

etc. 

Santo Xavier in 

Raia; Toyal, Baida 

and Arly in Margao; 

Carionachem Bata 

in Loutulim; 

Dongorim in 

Majorda; and, 

Tambidem Odale, 

Chinchantoy and 

Salvador Luiz in 

Calata. 

Curtorim Coconut plantations 

denominated 

Ambicol o grande, 

Ambicol o pequeno 

Daquea 

Camotim, 

resident of 

Panjim 

27 years 25 th  may, 

1781 

720 

xeraJins 

Coconut 

plantation. 

Betalbati m Property 

denominated 

Narcanale 

Jose Nicolao 

Rodrigues, 

resident of 

27 years 1 st  October, 

1781 

40 

xerafins 

Naroa 

Colua Property 

denominated 

Gaspar 

Manoel 

27 years 27 th  Nov, 

1781 

6 xerafins 

Parlapa Carvalho, 

resident of 
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Betalbatim 

Raia 3 strips of 

uncultivated 

wasteland 

Pedro Paulo 

Baracho, 

resident of 

Raia 

27 years 8 111  October, 

1782 

2:1:30 

xerafins 

-- 

Sernabatim Coconut plantation 

denominated 

Santascale, 

Gantanachi Xir, 

Senhor Merino. etc 

Ignacio 

Furtado, 

resident of 

Sernabatim 

27 years 8 11' October, 

1782 

I xerafim -- 

Benaulim Ricefield 

denominated 

Zoisseachi 

Nomoxim and 

Naranachi 

Nomoxim 

Jose 

Benedicto 

Correa, 

resident of 

Benaulim 

Given on 

long lease 

Leased from 

the time the 

Jesuits were 

expel led 

from Goa 

331:1:01 

1/2 xerafins 

ricefields 

Raia Atafano de assar 

pao (flour mill) 

Ignacio 

Sebastiao 

Gomes, 

resident of 

Seraulim 

9 years 23 August, 

1777 

100 

xerafins 

-- 

Raia 9 boticas 

(drugstores and 

grocery shops?) 

Potecar (tax 

collector) of 

Raia 

-- 1783 268:4:14 

y, 

xerafins 

-- 

Varca Ricefields Jose Teotonio In 1781 74:2:30 ricefields 
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denominated 

namoxins 

Gorvanchem 

Vonssura, Vengali 

Valio Pato and 

Someachem 

Vonssura 

Ferrao, 

gaunkar of 

Varca 

Perpetuity 3/5 

xerafins 

for a 

period of 

five years 

Varca 

I 

Ricefields 

denominated 

Namoxins 

Santareacho Pato, 

A dando, 

Santareachy Palli 

and Mandaguem 

Felippe 

Manoel 

Furtado 

Long lease 5 th  march, 

1781 

145:2:06 

3/5 

xerafins 

Ricefields 

Varca Properties 

denominated Cahn 

Potoly, Vely Butne, 

Ambeachy Galy, 

Veranchy Congui, 

Chomtagaly, and 

Isanterechy Galy 

Savier da 

Rosa gaunkar 

da Varca 

Long lease 30th  March 

1781 

27:4:00 

3/10 

xerafins 

Ricefields, 

coconut 

plantations etc. 

Varca Ricefield 

denominated Cairn 

Patoly 

Jose Caetano 

Vaz, gaunkar 

of the same 

village 

Long lease 31' March, 

1781 

41:1:16 

4/5 

xerafins 

Ricefield 

Varca Those parts of the 

village earlier 

possessed by the 

Communidade 

of Varca 

Triennium 1783 651:2:06 

xerafin.s 

Ricefields 
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Jesuits and not 

covered above were 

leased to the 

Communidade 

Loutolim Properties 

denominated 

Santarecho, 

Deulacho Pato 

Carea, Deulacho 

Pato and Toloy 

Cantorla 

Felippe 

Manoel 

Pereira, 

resident of 

Loutolim 

In 

perpetuity 

h 5' Nov, 

1783 

95:0:22 

4/5 

xerafins 

for a 

period of 

five years 

Ricefields, 

coconut 

plantations, 

etc. 

Loutolim Those parts of the 

village earlier 

possessed by the 

Jesuits and not 

covered above were 

leased to the 

communidade 

Communidade 

of Loutolim 

Triennium 1783 1146:2:48 

7/10 

xerafins 

Ricefields 

Cortalim Water sources 

denominated Dacoly 

toloy 

Joao Baptista 

Alves, 

resident of 

Verna 

In 

Perpetuity 

1781  0:1:43 

xerafins 

for a 

period of 

five years 

Water sources 

Cortalim Properties 

denominated 

Setodem 

Vicondichem, 

poncho, Toliachi 

Baltazar Vaz 

Caetano, 

resident of 

Cortalim 

In 

Perpetuity 

23 rd  

October, 

1781 

391:0:25 

4/5 

xerafins 

Ricefields, 

coconut 

plantations, 

water sources, 

etc 
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Paite, Deussurato 

and Or/i 7'o/oy. 

Cortalim Properties 

denominated 

Pandazuom 

Gupinatachem pant, 

Virachem pancha, 

Toloy zuom, Davel 

veno, Dumavelim 

and Santereche 

pancha. 

Gabriel de 

Attaide, 

resident of 

Cortalim 

In 

perpetuity 

I"' I IAugust, 

I 782 

167: I :!6 

IA 

xerafins 

for a 

period of 

five years 

Ricefields, 

coconut 

plantations, 

water sources, 

etc 

Cortalim Those parts of the 

village earlier 

possessed by the 

Jesuits and not 

covered above were 

leased to the 

communidade 

Communidade 

of Cortalim 

Triennium 1783 702:2:03 

xerafins 

Ricefields 

Majorda Properties 

denominated 

Permancho Pato, 

Landapem, 

Aoisseachy Palely 

and Bondor Xella 

Aleixo de 

Braganca, 

resident of 

Majorda 

Triennium 21 August t,, 

1781 

118:1:34 

xerafins 

Ricefields, 

coconut 

plantations, etc 

Majorda Those parts of the 

village earlier 

possessed by the 

Jesuits and not 

Communidade 

of Majorda 

Triennium 1783 333:0:27 

xerafins 

Ricefields 
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covered above were 

leased to the 

communidade 

Nagoa Ricefields 

denominated 

Bociancho Zuom, 

Dovolea, 

Santerecho Cono, 

Taloy Cono, Odolea 

Zuvam, Vello 

Solavo, Dacolea, 

Zuavelo Sovalo and 

Santalacho Conugo 

Joao Baptista 

Alves, 

resident of 

Verna 

In 

perpetuity 

7 11 ' March, 

1781 

48:1:06 

3/5 

xerafins 

for a 

period of 

five years 

ricefields 

Nagoa Those parts of the 

village earlier 

possessed by the 

Jesuits and not 

covered above were 

leased to the 

communidade 

Communidade 

of Nagoa 

Triennium 1783 375:2:18 

xerafins 

Ricefields 

Talaulim Ricefields 

denominated 

Camanacho Pato, 

Vanspem and 

Avontacho Galoy. 

Manoel 

Caetano, 

resident of 

Talaulim 

In 

Perpetuity 

12 th  March, 

1781 

153:1:26 

3/5 

xerafins 

Ricefields 

Talaulim Ricefields 

denominated 

Dualachem Xeta 

Antonio 

Xavier 

Fernandes, 

In 

perpetuity 

5 t1  October, 

1782 

43:3:15 

xerafins 

for a 

Ricefields 
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resident of 

Talaulim 

period of 

five years 

Talaulim Those parts of the 

village earlier 

possessed by the 

Jesuits and not 

covered above were 

leased to the 

communidade 

Communidade 

of Talaulim 

Triennium 1781 577:0:24 

xerafins 

Ricefields 

Sirlim Ricefields 

denominated 

Possuachi Galy, 

Volozaachy Galy, 

Carachy Voly, 

Galialy Nomoxy, 

Tealchy Conguy, 

Bainchy Conguy 

and Devalachy 

Conquy 

Martinho 

Fernandes, 

resident of 

Sirlim 

In 

Perpetuity 

29th  Nov, 

1780 

58:1:36 

xerafins 

for a 

period of 

Five years 

Ricefields 

Margao Property 

denominated 

A naneara 

Ignacio 

Sebastiao, 

resident of 

Margao 

In 

Perpetuity 

23 rd 

February, 

1781  

82:1:56 

xerqfins 

for a 

period of 

live years 

-- 

Margao Property 

denominated Impoly 

or Involy 

Antonio de 

Noronha, 

resident of 

Sanquel im 

In 

perpetuity 

16 h  March, 

1781  

62:0:44 

xerqfins 

for a 

period of 

-- 
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five years. 

Margao Properties 

denominated 

Botechi Nomoxi, 

Colorla, Dacutem 

Deussua, Calatem, 

Bosamichy Polondy 

and Santerechy 

Pate. 

Rafael 

Lourenco, 

resident of 

Margao 

In 

perpetuity 

27 th  August, 

1782 

55:2:12 

xerafins 

for a 

period of 

Five years 

Ricefields 

Margao Those parts of the 

village earlier 

possessed by the 

Jesuits and not 

covered above were 

leased to the 

communidade 

Communidade 

of Margao 

Triennium 

• 

I783 2144:3:57 

xerafins 

Ricefields 

Benaulim Rice fields 

denominated 

Tanqueachy Galy 

and Possuachy 

Nomoxi 

Manoel 

Francisca 

Pereira, 

resident of 

Benaulim 

In 

perpetuity 

I' February, 

1783 

I : 1:22 2/5 

xerafins 

Ricefields 

Benaulim Those parts of the 

village earlier 

possessed by the 

Jesuits and not 

covered above were 

leased to the 

Communidade 

of Benaulim 

Triennium 1783 1357:1:27 

xerafins 

Ricefields 
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Verna Ricefield 

denominated 

Danqueachy 

Nomoxy 

Matheus 

Joaquim de 

Miranda, 

resident of 

Verna 

In 

perpetuity 

21' 

February, 

1781 

9:1:48 

xerafins 

for a 

period of 

five years 

Ricefields 

Verna Ricefield 

denominated 

Cumbequi Xira 

Joao Baptista 

Alves, 

resident of 

Verna 

In 

perpetuity 

7 th March, 

1781 

41:4:34 

xerafins 

for a 

period of 

five years 

Ricefields 

Verna Ricefield 

denominated 

Possuleamy 

Masavelo Congo, 

Coruenty and Dessa 

Conugo 

Xavier do 

Rego, resident 

of Verna 

In 

perpetuity 

15 th  

February, 

1783 

24:1:41 	1/2 

xerafins 

for a 

period of 

five years 

Ricefields 

Verna Ricefield yielding 

two crops in a year 

denominated 

Goixetant 

Manoel de 

Almeida, 

gauncar of 

Verna 

In 

perpetuity 

3 rd  April, 

1783 

19:0:45 

3/5 

xerafins 

ricefield 

Verna Those parts of the 

village earlier 

possessed by the 

Jesuits and not 

covered above were 

leased to the 

C0117 munidade 

Communidade 

of Verna 

Triennium 1783 854:1:37 

1/2 xerafins 

Ricefields 
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Colua Ricefield 

denominated Colua 

Devancho aco, 

Quirtananchy, and 

Coleachy Conguy 

Francisco 

Xavier 

Rodrigues, 

gauncar of 

Colua 

In 

perpetuity 

7` 11  Dec, 

1780 

66:4:53 'A 

xerafins 

for a 

period of 

five years 

Ricefields 

Colua Ricefield 

denominated 

Terceiro lanco, 

Bonzal, 

Quirtanaque and 

Gadiachy Conguy 

Benedicto de 

Aguiar 

In 

perpetuity 

11 111  January, 

1781 

37:0:18 

3/5 

xerafins 

for a 

period of 

five years 

Ricefields 

Colua Ricefield 

denominated Quarto 

lanco, Banzaly, 

Veranchy and 

Conugy 

Onofre Luis 

Rodrigues, 

gauncar of 

Colua 

In 

perpetuity 

12` x ' 

February, 

1781 

27:1:56 

1/10 

xerafins 

ricefields 

Colua Those parts of the 

village earlier 

possessed by the 

Jesuits and not 

covered above were 

leased to the 

Communidade 

of Colua 

Triennium 1783 453:2:06 

xerafins 

Ricefields 
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Appendix 3.3 

(i) Comparative statement showing the types of shares and the dividends earned on the 

same in the different communidades of Salcete taluka for the period 1861-1868: 3  

Salcete Type of 
shares 

1861 in 
xerafins 

1862 in 
xerafins 

1863 in 
xerafins 

1866 in 
xerafins 

1867 in 
xerafins 

1868 in 
xerafins 

Colva Tanga 9:1:30 12:2:50 13:12:00 23:3:00 22:2:30 21:0:36 

Majorda Tanga 25:2:00 24:3:00 24:3:00 40:0:00 39:4:00 42:2:00 

Adsulim Cova - 0:0:04 % 0:0:05 00:0:08 00:0:21 	1/2 00:0:21 1/2 00:0:23 
1/3 

Deussua Tanga 16:3:52 1/2 14:1:51 	3/4 14:3:00 41:2:00 40:0:00 37:2:00 

Margao Tanga de 8:1:46 9:1:54 9:2:48 12:3:54 12:4:48 1/2 11:3:45 
Raxy 10:1:56 3/4 11:2:04 % 11:2:57 14:4:08 1/2 14:4:57 13:3:54 1/2 

Tanga de 
Gutoga 

Calata Cathins 54:2:00 90:2:00 87:0:00 100:3:00 103:3:00 111:3:30 

Covas 0:1:50 3/4 0:3:03 00:2:56 1/2 00:3:24 00:3:30 0:3:46 

Cuelim Tanga 11:2:26 14:0:05 15:1:20 22:1:52 23:0:42 31:1:12 

Cortalim Tanga 8:0:40 8:2:20 8:2:48 06:3:30 6:3:40 12:3:20 

Jono 13:1:17 3/4 13:4:07 13:4:53 10:4:42 11:0:45 21:1:27 

Nagoa Tanga 15:0:00 19:2:30 19:3:30 30:1:30 31:0:00 42:0:00 
Juno 11:1:15 14:3:07 1/2 14:3:52 1/2 22:2:52 1/2 23:1:15 31:2:30 

Gandaulim Tanga 8:2:30 14:0:40 13:1:00 16:0:00 15:2:00 18:0:00 

Sernabatim Cova 0:0:36 0:0:39 00:0:36 00:0:40 1/2 0:0:48 0::00:42 

Vanelim Cova 0:0:19 0:0:20 - :0:19 00:0:28 0:0:26 0:0:29 

Verna Tanga de 4:1:49 4:1:05 4:1:36 6:3:47 7:2:42 9:3:44 
Raxy 6:1:49 6:1:05 6:1:36 8:3:47 9:2:42 11:3:44 
Tanga de 
Gutoga 

Tanga Suffered 1:0:38 1:0:20 1/2 00:4:15 % 0:4:18 1/2 0:3:38 % 
loss for 

Issorsim the year 
Aquem Tanga 12:2:31 	Vi 17:2:49 % 17:3:33 19:3:23 22:2:22 'A 24:0:00 

Quelossim* Tanga 19:3:50 24:3:37 25:2:06 35:2:38 52:4:34 39:4:00 
.Iono 20:4:14 26:0:15 25:1:12 38:2:27 1/z 43:3:27 44:0:20 

3  The table is compiled with data collected from the Boletim do Govern() do Estado do India, N.° 101, 24' 1' 
December, 1861; N.° 140, 23 rd  December, 1862; N.° 100, 22' December, 1863; N.° 1, 2 nd  January, 1867; 
N.° 98, 17' h  December, 1867; N.° 99, and 18' h  December, 1868. 
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Benaulim Tanga 
Jono 

6:2:54 6:4:00 
10:4:15 

7:0:56 
10:2:48 

12:1:06 
18:3:20 

12:2:18 
19:2:45 

10:0:55 
15:0:00 

Camorlim Tanga ou 
Jono 

8:2:30 9:4:45 11:0:12 25:0:15 27:2:40 24:1:00 

Gonsua Tanga 24:0:00 27:1:40 27:1:40 45:1:40 45:1:40 32:3:20 

Utorda Tanga 16:4:00 21:4:00 22:3:26 24:3:15 24:4:00 27:3:30 

Sirlim Tanga de 
marinha 
Tanga de 
Salaguno 

58:4:34 1/2 

62:2:01 1/4 

63:0:50 1/2 

66:3:17 '/2 

61:3:18 '/2 

65:0:45 1/2 

95:0:00 

98:2:27 

95:0:00 

98:2:27 

88:4:00 

92:1:27 

Arossim Tanga 15:4:36 18:1:36 18:2:00 17:4:36 18:1:00 17:0:00 

Cavorim* Tanga 24:1:24 '/2 24:2:53 1/2 25:3:03 '/2 28:0:00 26:0:48 29:2:12 

Chandor 

Bandim 
Tanga 
Jono 

12:0:09 1/2 
31:2:451/2 
2:1:221/2 

11:0:36 '/4 

36:2:19 
2:1:22'/2 

12:1:21 
30:0:21 '/2 
02:2:30 

13:2:25 
45:4:12 
05:0:45 % 

13:3:44 1/2 
44:2:24 
4:1:49 '/4 

41:1:24 
16:0:00 
4:0:48 

Chinchinnim Tanga 21:2:30 20:1:30 20:1:30 30:1:00 30:1:00 29:3:36 

Dramapur Vangor 501:4:56 508:0:54 536:3:55 
5/4 

622:4:00 627:2:30 '/2 686:2:00 

Davorlim Tanga 319:3:42 317:2:09 '/4 314:0:08 '/2 499:2:32 'A 470:1:37 462:2:00 

Doncolim Tanga 15:0:00 22:3:30 22:3:30 33:2:00 33:2:00 36:2:30 

Dicarpale Tanga 157:0:20 160:3:32 
1/9 	• 

160:0:21 214:2:53 218:3:49 182:2:00 

Betalbatim Tanga 25:0:00 34:0:00 341:40 51:1:40 50:1:40 60:0:00 

Cansaulim Tanga 
Jono 

3:0:00 
3:0:00 

15:1:42 
15:1:42 

15:2:08 'A 
15:2:08 'A 

30:1:40 
30:1:40 

29:3:32 
29:3:32 

44:0:00 

Loutolim* Tanga 
Jono 

5:2:30 
11:0:00 

5:2:52 
11:0:45 

9:0:37 '/2 
18:1:15 

17:2:30 
35:0:00 

13:4:15 
27:4:30 

13:4:15 
27:3:30 

Mormugao Tanga 
Jono 

1:0:30'/2 
0:4:07 '/4 

1:0:29 1/8 
0:4:06% 

1:0:24 
- :4:03 

01:4:57 '/4 

01:2:27'/4 
60:0:00 
15:0:00 

3:4:12 
2:4:24 

Orlim Tanga 3:0:24 3:2:36 3:2:36 5:1:24 5:3:21 6:2:48 

Palle Tanga 2:1:15 2:0:30 2:0:38 5:3:15 5:1:30 5:1:45 

Cana Tanga 0:2:48 0:3:40 - :4:24 2:3:00 2:0:00 3:1:00 

Raia Tanga 
Jono 

34:0:27 
34:0:27 

42:1:18 
42:1:18 

42:1:38 
42:1:38 

80:4:50 81:0:06 74:3:16 

Sarzora Vangor 1140:1:14 1051:1:08 1938:2:381/2 2227:0:05 '/4 2340:4:08 3A 2103:3:13 
3/4 

Seraulim Tanga 18:3:00 18:4:15 18:4:15 29:4:30 30:2:00 30:3:00 

Carrnona Tanga 7:2:00 9:2:15 9:4:42 11:2:00 12:1:30 15:3:30 
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Telaulim Tanga 100:0:55 105:0:47 87:1:28 148:1:00 146:0:53 144:1:20 

Varca Tanga 10:3:45 8:0:20 8:0:00 15:3:00 15:1:16 13:2:24 

Velcao 0:2:24 Surplus 
used for 
payment of 
debt 

There was 
neither loss 
nor gain 

1:1:48 1:3:24  1:3:24 

Cavelossim Tanga de 
marinha 

10:2:30 64:0:00 58:0:00 60:0:00 60:0:00 96:0:00 

Tanga de 
palmeira 

42:0:00 16:0:00 14:2:30 15:0:00 15:0:00 24:0:00 

Chicolna Tanga 1:0:36 1:1:36 1:1:00 1:4:36 4:2:24 6:1:12 
00:4:48 2:1:12 3:0:36 

Curtorim* Tungus de 
vangana 

15:1:52 14:2:48 15:2:52 22:0:00 32:0:00 30:0:18 

Tangas de 
sorodio 

21:2:18 22:0:03 29:0:20 42:4:18 45:0:00 34:2:40 

Jono 160:28 '/2 16:2:32 '/4 21:4:00 32:0:43 '/2 33:3:45 25:4:30 
Guirdolim Tangas 17:0:42 18:3:48'/4 17:1:48 21:3:24 39:3:24 38:4:48 

Tangas de 
Patrimonia 19:1:30 20:4:36 1/4 19:2:36 23:4:12 41:4:12 41:0:36 

Macazana Tangas 211:4:34 269:4:56 % 263:3:00 406:2:24 395:1:48 358:3:36 
'/2 

Sancoale Tangas Surplus Surplus Surplus 166:1:33 163:2:03 1/2 155:2:50 
used for used for used for '/2 

Jono payment 
of debt 

payment of 
debt 

payment of 
debt 

13:1:54 1/2 13:0:37 '/2 12:2:30 

Chicalim Tanga -- 0:4:48 - :4:00 01:3:48 1:4:36 2:1:40 

Dabolim Tanga Had loss Had no Had loss Had loss for Had loss for Had loss 
for the distributable for the year the year the year for the 
Year surplus year 

Vaddem Tanga Had loss Had no Had loss Had loss for Had loss for Had loss 
for the distributable for the year the year the year for the 
year surplus year 
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(ii) Statement showing the types of shares and the dividends earned on the same in the 

different communidades of Ilhas taluka for the year 1868: 4  

Ilhas Type of Shares 1868 in 

xerafins 

Calapur* Jono 27:0:00 

Taleigao* Jono de Gancar 

Jono de Culacharim 

Tanga 

20:1:4 1/6 

7:3:08'/4 

7:3:08 1/4 

Moromby o grande* Tanga 197:1:50 

Moromby o pequeno* Tanga 35:0:00 

Murda Tanga 5:2:30 

Bainbolim* Jono de Gancar 

Jono de Culacharim 

Tanga 

145:0:24 

36:1:42 

22:2:11 

Curca* .10/10 55:4:44 

Cugira* Jon° 14:2:00 

Talaulim de S. Anna* Jono 

Melaga 

51:1:58 	1/6 

132:3:52 

Batim* Jono de Gancar 

Jono de Culacharim 

Tanga 

157:2:49 

153:2:05 

7:4:27 

Goa Velha Tanga 7:0:00 

Mercuriin* Jono 17:0:00 

Goalim Moula Jono 340:2:40 

4  The table is compiled with the help of the data available in the Bolelim do Governo do Es/ado da India, 
N.° 102, 29 111  December, 1868. 
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Neura o pequeno* Jono 35:3:30 

Gancim Jono 1195:0:00 

Mandur* Jono 80:3:2 Y2 

Neura o grande* Jono 

Tanga 

398:0:13 '/2 

18:3:06 

Azossim* Jono 

Namoxim 

73:3:26 

1:2:57 1/2 

Corlim* Jono 12:0:00 

Carambolim Jono 330:0:00 

Goltim* Jono 12:2:50 

Navelim* Jono de Gancar 

Jono de Culacharim 

Jono meio de Culacharim 

19:2:50 

13:1:32 

6:2:16 

Malar* Jono de Gancar 

Jono de Culacharim 

42:0:28 

23:3:54 

Naroa* -- -- 

Jua* -- -- 

Chorao* Jono 

Tenca do gauncar de I.' 

vangor 

Tenca do gauncar de 2.° 

vangor 

Tenca do gauncar de 3.° 

vangor 

Tenca do gauncar de 4.° 

vangor 

12:0:00 

8:0:59 1/2 

8:0:14 

8:0:01 

7:4:37 

Ella* Ion° 80:3:00 
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(iii) Statement showing the types of shares and the dividends earned on the same in the 

different communidades of Bardez taluka for the year 1879: 5  

Bardez Type of shares 1879 in 

xerafins 

Assagao Jono 

Tanga 

4:0:12 

2:0:48 

Bastora Tanga 8:2:30 

Calangute Tanga 4:3:30 

Camorlim Tanga 5:4:48 

Corporaeao (?) Jono 3:0:27 

Canca Jono Loss for the year 

Candolim Tanga 12:0:00 

Colvalle Jono 4:0:00 

Corlim Cunlo Surplus used for 

payment of debt 

Cunchelim Sarvona 6:0:00 

Guirim* Jono 2:3:45 

Mapuca* Jono 19:0:00 

Mania Jono 9:3:52 

Marra Jono Surplus used for 

payment of debt 

Moira Jono 26:0:00 

Nachinola Jono 10:0:00 

Nadora low 12:4:43 

Nagoa Tanga 11:1:48 

The table is compiled with the help of the data available in the Bolelrm do Governo do Estado da India, 
N.° 99, 156  november, 1879. 
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Nerul Tanga 1:4:00 

Olaulim Jono 34:3:00 

Oxel .Jono 108:0:30 

Paliem Cunto 418:0:00 

Parra* Jono 5:0:00 

Penha de Franca Jono 

Jono de pescadores 

Nago de 100 arequeiras 

2:3:07 '/2 

1:0:38 1/2 

7:1:18 	1/2 

Pilerne* Jono de gauncar 

Jono de culacharim 

1:2:41 	1/2 

0:4:43 '1/2 

Pima Jono 8:4:00 

Pomburpa Cunto de arequeiras 32:0:00 

Punala Jono 38:3:36 

Revora Jono 10:0:30 

Saligao Jono de gauncar 

Jono de pausto 

10:0:00 

9:4:22 1/2 

Salvador do Mundo Jono 

Nago de 100 arequeiras 

1:2:12 	'1/2 

6:0:23 1/2 

Sangolda Jono 32:3:04 

Serula Jono 

Rato de namoxim ao gauncar 

Nago de 100 arequeiras 

3:0:10 

0:3:47 

7:2:06 

Siolim Tanga 6:0:00 

Sircaim Jono 11:1:47 

Tivim ,Jono 7:0:00 

Ucassiam* Jono 21:5:58 
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Velotim Jono 0:1:10 1/2 

Jono de pescadores 0:0:35 

Nago de 100 arequeiras 4:3:06 1/2 

Verla Jono 4:2:30 

* refers to the communidades that had allotted johns or shares denominated jonos 

fateosins or jonos liantado to the patron saints of their villages. 
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Appendix 3.4 

(i) The taluka-wise table showing the sub-lease of communidades' agricultural lands to 

the private proprietors which were considered by the government from 1 887 to 1903 for 

cultivation. 6  (In square meters) 

Years [Bias Salcete Bardez Pernem 7  

(a) 

Sanquelim Ponda • Sanguem Quepem Canacona 

1887 16160 12212 180 -- 4275683 80598 -- 460593 -- 

1888  5 11056 14835 -- 2234667 21330 373607 1097721 38970 

1889 18307 137163 26246 -- 176295 111.784 127235 116373 26166 

1890 14670 107954 13223 -- 344025 58048 760900 170745 84478 

1891 4754 93054 48804 -- 649 40 974127 89 151 

1892 3682 74646 61327 -- 245253 204569 295127 -- 13648 

1893 82045 364216 23509 -- 591974 -- 1454 153 413 

1894 7532 312536 74194 -- 154336 107852 205990 7000 -- 

1895 -- 268336 49780 -- 5992 29044 -- 271805 351 

1896 -- 84341 16649 -- -- 178843 -- 35392 81180 

1897 -- 37502 750323 -- -- 72194 -- -- 82756 

1898 11096 39587 4249 -- -- 23 692 -- -- 

1899 27052 56860 712921 -- 41818 124749 452 310485 89 

1900 28915 228287 901500 -- 281544 390125 29992 110550 63240 

1901 42288 318928 689387 -- 561488 202129 29999 21888 61350 

1902 271432 339574 835333 219721 444537 303809 66218 124020 -- 

1902 72468 735779 875555 166535 1575525 449280 20792 142 -- 

Total 600406 3221126 5098015 386256 10933786 2334417 2886783 2726956 452792 

6  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, Bastora: 
Typographia Rangel, 1905, pp. 59-61. 

The communidades of the taluka of Pernem were dissolved by the Provincial Decree of 1880 and the land 
distributed amongst the respective heads of families of the members of the village community. Francisco 
Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Estudos Economico-Sociaes, Bastora: Typographia Rangel, 
1905, pp. 59-61. 
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(ii) The Taluka-wise graph demonstrating the sub-lease of communidades' agricultural 

lands which were considered by the government from 1887 to 1903 for the purpose of 

constructing residential houses and having kitchen garden. 8  (In square meters) 

Years Ilhas Salcet e Bardez Pernem 

(a) 

Sanquelim Ponda Sanguem Quepem Ca nacona 

1887 9846 5869 30780 -- -- 420 -- -- -- 

1888 9106 55459 -- -- -- -- -- -- 

1889 6846 22746 77343 -- 526 -- -- -- -- 

1890 6011 6137 64602 -- 529 -- -- -- -- 

1891 181024 17438 110524 364 -- -- -- -- 

1892 11460 3906 93148 -- 112 -- -- -- -- 

1893 32217 6598 116603 -- -- -- -- -- -- 

1894 6297 4347 143531 -- 450 -- -- -- -- 

1895 12523 11171 106663 -- -- -- -- -- -- 

1896 6641 5618 64677 -- -- -- -- -- -- 

1897 145 5803 143304 -- -- -- -- -- -- 

1898 864 892 20737 -- -- -- 

1899 585 6587 208722 -- -- -- -- -- -- 

1900 41954 37707 402670 -- -- -- -- 

1901 9245 18665 21879 -- 75 -- -- -- 

1902 61751 17745 182326 219721 -- -- -- -- -- 

1902 22129 36124 173220 166535 -- -- -- -- -- 

Total 388284 207344 2016188 386256 2056 420 -- -- 

8 
Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Escudos Econonfico-Sociaes. Bastora: 

Typographia Rangel, 1905, pp. 59-61. 
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Appendix 4.1 

Rice Production in Goa: 1777 - 1879 1  

Year Quantity 

Cumbos 	Candis 	Curos 

Remarks 

1777 25 18. 1 

1778 29 1 10 

1779 58 0 6 

1780 146 2 1 	1/2 

1781 315 17 3 

1782 204 8 10 

1783 263 19 14 

1784 203 6 19 1/2 

1785 231 4 12 1/2 

1786 297 13 2 1/2 

1787 343 11 3 1/2 

1788 319 14 11 

1789 508 14 12 

1790 694 9 16 

1791 528 13 13 

HAG, Monciies do Reino, vols. 157 B, 158 A, 161 D, 164 F, 167 A, 170 C, 173, 174, 177 B, 178 A, 179 
A, 180 A, 181 A, 182, 184 A, 185, 187 .  B, 188, 191 D, 192 B, 193 A, 195 B, 198 E, 200 A, 202 C, 204 A, 
206, 207 B, 209, 210 A; also see, Boletim Official do Govern() da Es'ado da India, 2" December, 1879, No. 
105, pp. 801-802; Celsa Pinto, 'The Economy of Portuguese India in the 18 °1  and 19 III  Centuries', TeotOnio 
R de Souza and Jose Manuel Garcia (eds.) Vasco da Gann, e a India, Lisboa: l'undac'ito Calouste 
Gulbenkian, 1999, pp. 132-133. 
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1795 460 18 10 

1796 505 0 2 

1797 513 3 16 

1798 404 8 13 

1799 534 5 18 

1800 442 5 8 

1801 442 16 10 

1802 433 7 2 

1804 536 9 '/2 4 

1805 511 12 'A 13 

1806 523 3 15 

1807 513 18 18 

1808 444 4 17 

1810 445 8 13 

1811 685 6 13 

1812 656 5 19 '/2 

1813 742 19 9 

1814 585 3 4 

1816 488 4 5 

1824 13741 15 1 Excluding the production for Salcete. 

1825 9099 13 15 Excluding the production for Salcete and 

Ilhas. 
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1827 19829 19 6 Excluding the production for regions of 

New Conquests. 

1829 23039 7 6 

1830 18539 4 3 

1831 17499 2 10 Excluding the production for regions of 

New Conquests. 

1832 15489 7 0 Excluding the production for regions of 

New Conquests. 

1834 16325 17 1 Excluding the production for Bardez 

1835 18962 19 9 

1879 30985 15 -- 
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Appendix 4.2 

(i) Table showing the income, expenditure and debt of the Camara Geral of Ilhas: 2  

Years Income (xerafins) Expenditure (xerafins) Debts (xerafins) 

1779 -- -- 465001:1:35 

1789 -- -- 360752:3:45 

1805 14811:4:20 1/2 15054:2:12 128361:3:45 

1807 12254:1:29 12254:1:29 128361:1:40 

1808 11513:0:08 11513:0:08 103201:4:00 

1809 11961:4:00 11961:4:00 74663:0:00 

1819 9262:4:12 9262:4:12 42563:4:00 

1820 9562:3:09 9562:3:09 42563:4:00 

1823 8960:3:32 8960:3:32 42564:3:00 

1828 11812:2:49 11812:2:49 42563:2:42 

1830 10316:2:36 10316:2:36 42562:2:30 

(ii) Table showing the income, expenditure and debt of the Camara Geral of Salcete: 3  

Years Income (xerafins) Expenditure (xerafins) Debts (xerafins) 

1790 -- -- 214065:4:00 

1805 61722:3:41 59380:0:43 368136:0:00 

1807 61715:4:12 59231:3:20 336436:1:03 

1819 49480:4:45 48982:2:20 139233:0:00 

2  Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo Historico da Communidades das Aldeas dos Concelhos Ilhas„S'alcete e Bardez, 
P. I., Mappa N.° 21, p. 76. 
3  Ibid. 
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1821 50618:2:54 50097:0:02 135353:1:03 

1822 -- -- 152072:1:28 

1830 37374:1:51 37238:0:54 119163:0:00 

1839 33579:1:35 33579:1:35 -- 

1844 31800:0:00 31800:0:00 -- 

(iii) Table showing the income, expenditure and debt of the Camaro Gera/ of Bardez: 4  

Years Income (xerafins) Expenditure (xeralins) Debts (xerafins) 

1789 55555:2:55 55552:2:52 360752:3:49 

1790 54690:3:10 54690:3:10 356752:3:49 

1795 71606:4:14 72353:3:32 349732:3:49 

1797 69443:2:22 69443:2:22 404900:3:19 

1798 67400:3:04 67400:3:04 404900:3;49 

1807 72459:3:27 68119:0:00 509476:0:00 

1818 54932:2:03 54932:2:03 168614:3:38 

1821 55990:3:23 53367:3:18 157557:2:30 

1822 52072:1:28 45592:0:37 157557:2:30 

1824 57189:3:50 44872:3:32 153557:2:13 

1830 35827:2:32 32835:2:39 120557:2:30 

4  !bid 
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(iv) Table showing the extent of debt of the communidades of Ilhas: 5  

Villages 1780 1804 1808 1819 1823 1828 1830 1839 

Azossim 1700:2:00 9224:0:00 13182:0:00 13182:0:00 13182:0:00 13182:0:00 11332:0:00 

Bambolim 2000:0:00 4793:0:00 4642:2:57 4612:0:00 5612:0:00 5642:0:00 5642:0:00 

Banguenim 

Bad m 32878:2:30 33220:0:00 32463:0:00 31173:3:26 38613:0:56 

Calapor 30161:0:30 25643:2:00 25643:2:00 25643:2:00 25643:2:00 21294:2:00 

Carambolim 45282:1:12 27482:1:12 11937:0:00 12037:0:00 18937:0:00 14637:0:00 

Chi mbel 752:0:00 

Chorao 5150:0:00 20700:0:00 20700:0:00 20700:0:00 20700:0:00 11170:0:00 20700:0:00 

Corlim 7939:0:00 19964:2:00 23079:1:00 23066:2:30 23076:2:30 25793:0:33 

Cugira 6745:0:00 8962:0:00 8962:0:00 8962:0:00 9962:0:00 9962:0:00 

Curca 4588:3:52 4680:0:00 4180:3:52 4180:3:51 4680:3:52 

Divar 1982:0:00 2982:3:16 2982:3:16 4302:3:16 4302:3:16 

Ella 11300:0:00 13300:0:00 13300:0:00 12300:0:00 12300:0:00 

Gandaulim 396:0:00 246:0:00 450:0:00 

Gancim 11387:0:00 11533:0:00 11533:0:00 11533:0:00 10587:3:00 

Goa Velha 4452:2:12 4452:2:12 5476:0:00 4445:2:30 5478:2:30 

Goalim- 

Moula 

13124:0:00 9973:0:00 9858:0:00 9974:0:00 9972:0:00 13513:0:00 

Goltim 10029:0:27 1028:2:20 2730:0:00 6493:0:00 5152:0:00 1023:3:44 

Jua 34666:3:20 27595:4:34 36135:4:34 31020:4:30 31020:4:30 

Malar 6000:0:00 9300:0:00 6500:0:00 12200:0:00 6200:0:00 

Mandur 3286:2:00 3286:2:00 3286:2:00 3286:2:00 3286:2:00 

Mercurim 3500:0:00 3500:0:00 3500:0:00 3500:0:00 3500:0:00 

Morombim o 

grande 

31907:0:00 39965 0 00 44386:0:00 44465:0:00 44465:0:00 

Morombim o 

pequcno 

50940:4:15 50940:4:15 58706:2:15 58706:2:15 63508:1:53 

Navelim 41700:0:00 11170:0:00 11170:0:00 11170:0:00 11170:0:00 

Neura o 

grande 

31224:0:00 31140:0:00 36243:0:00 25077:0:00 25068:0:00 

5  Ibid., Mappa N. 18, pp. 67-69. 
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Neura o 

pcqucno 

2437:0:00 21370:0:00 2137:0:00 2137:0:00 2137:0:00 

Siridao 

Taleigao 11925:0:00 1 1725:0:00 18827:0:00 18184:0:00 16203:1:00 

Telaulim 2600:0:00 2600:0:00 2600:0:00 3600:0:00 

(v) Table showing the extent of debt of the coinmunidades of Salcete: 6  

Villages 1769 1787 1797 1807 1819 1830 1843 

Adsulim -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

Aquem 1475:0:00 -- -- -- -- 1640:0:00 

Arossim 2092:0:40 -- 2078:3:46 % 2078:3:46 3/4 -- -- 1332:1:25 

Benaulim 4750:0:00 2744:0 38 1/2 -- -- -- -- 4450:0:00 

Betalbatim 4752:1:14 650:0:00 8774:4:56 1632:1:45 -- 5915:2:30 

Calata 150:0:00 2450:0:00 -- -- -- -- 1552:4:12 1/2 

Camorlim 4500:0:00 2086:4:04 1/2 -- 2000:0:00 2900:0:00 -- 3314:3:00 

Canna -- -- -- -- -- -- 247:2:10% 

Carmona 6376:0:00 4391:2:58 1/2 -- -- -- -- 2550:0:00 

Cavelossim 3883:1:15 3846:0:43 % 9067:1:48 3/4 -- -- -- 14952:2:19 

Cavorim -- -- -- 1000:0:00 -- -- 885:2:15 

Chandor 655:1:2 -- 1300:0:00 750:0:00 997:0:00 

Chicalim 3513:0:00 2213:0:00 1213:0:00 1213:0:00 1213:0:00 -- 1688:0:00 

Chicolna 470:0:0 850:0:0 850:0:00 -- 800:0:00 800:0:0 930:0:00 

Chicalim 3004:0:00 -- -- -- -- 9461:0:01 3/4 2280:0:00 

Coclim 7553:1:40 3700:0:00 9226:2:36'1 3368:0:00 -- 1100:0:00 1550::00 

Colva 1200 -- -- -- -- 1314:1:25 

Cortalim 833:1:40 1000:0:00 -- -- -- -- 3900:0:00 

Curtorim 2500:0:0 5550:0:00 5550:0:00 5550:0:00 -- -- ' 6300:0:00 

Dabolim 350:0:00 -- -- -- 325:0:00 -- 827:2:30 

6  Ibid., Mappa N. ° 19, pp. 69 - 73. 
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Davorlim 800:0:00 250:0:00 250:0:00 250:0:00 -- -- -- 

Deussua 607:0:00 -- -- -- -- -- 4469:2:30 

Dicarpale 1263:0:00 625:0:00 300:0:00 715:0:00 415:0:00 -- -- 

Doncolim 506:3:45 -- -- -- 588:0:21 -- 1170:3:41 

Dramapur 1557:0:00 -- -- -- -- -- 2200:0:00 

Gandaulim 20:0:00 900:00 -- -- -- -- 177:0:00 

Gonsua -- -- -- -- -- -- 177:0:00 

Guirdolim -- -- -- 1000:0:00 -- 3260:0:00 1567:0:00 

lssorcim 532:0:00 1532:0:00 1534:0:00 1530:0:00 -- 1530:0:00 2836:2:45 

Loutolim 9531:3:20 -- -- 6516:0:00 15316:0:00 15316:0:00 15660:0:00 

M acasan a -- 1000:0:00 -- 1550:0:00 -- 1732:0:00 2000:0:00 

Majorda -- 5800:0:00 3000:0:00 -- -- -- -- 

Margao -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

Mormugao 4121:1:10 5003:3:33 6750:0:00 6650:0:00 -- 15581:4:59 11443:0:45 

Nagoa 2400:0:00 -- -- -- -- 2304:2:19 '/4 1471:2:15 

Orlim 1450:0:00 1753:1:20 1930:0:00 -- -- -- 2136:0:00 

Palle 1550:0:00 -- 600:0:00 600:0:00 1100:0:00 2500:0:00 12716:0:00 

Quelossim 1166:0:00 1000:0:00 1401:4:10 1782:1:14 3480:4:44 % 3840:4:44 5436:2:00 

Raia 15025:0:00 -- -- 1200:0:00 -- -- -- 

Sancoale 1350:0:00 4150:0:00 4150:0:00 4150:0:00 4150:0:00 3150:0:00 10909:1:30 

Sirsaim 1066:3:40 650:0:00 884:2:30 2922:0:00 884:2:30 -- 2077:1:15 

Sirlim 3373:3:23 250:0:00 -- -- -- 1828:0:00 6089:0:00 

Telaulim 1017:1:20 -- 1900:0:00 7488:0:00 5778:0:00 -- 1200:0:00 

Vaddem -- 695:2:30 1836:2:30 1836:2:30 1836:0:00 1061:2:30 1850:2:30 

Vanelim 933:1:23 1575:0:00 325:0:00 325:0:00 325:0:00 1225:0:00 325:0:00 

Varca 4500:0:00 4391:2:58 'A 3321:0:00 3321:0:00 1583:0:00 -- -- 

Velcao 2075:0:00 4025:0:00 3625:0:00 3650:0:00 4600:0:00 4650:0:00 6366:0:00 

Verna 3565:0:00 -- -- -- -- -- 7101:3:10 

Ulorda -- -- -- 500:0:00 -- -- — 
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(vi) Table showing the extent of debt of the comniunidudes of Bardez: 7  

Villages 1790 1797 1807 1818 1824 1830 1840 

Aldona -- -- -- -- -- 3000::00 3000:0:00 

Anjuna -- 7000:0:00 7600:0:00 9000:0:00 8000:0:00 12720:0:00 7000:0:00 

Arpora -- 4800:0:00 4800:0:00 3500:0:00 3050:0:00 2500:0:00 3369:4:39 

Assagao -- 3500:0:00 3500:0:00 8750:0:00 8750:0:00 6100:0:00 2700:0:00 

Assonora 12259:0:00 6150:0:00 6526:0:00 10877:1:24 6000:0;00 7783:2:22 -- 

Bastora -- -- 1207:1:59 1366:3:20 1366:3:20 1000:0:00 1833:0:00 

Calangute 568:4:53 19946:1:07'/ 21896:2:07'/ 18294:4:05 17300:0:00 17300:0:00 17300:0:00 

Camorlim 11903:3:00 10968:3:00 10958:2:08 1000:0:00 10000:0:00 13701:3:36 3701:3:30 

Canca -- 3225:0:00 4325:0:00 -- 3425:0:00 414:0:00 -- 

Candolim -- 8375:0:00 9517:0:00 8000:0:00 8000:0:00 8000:0:00 8000:0:00 

Cunchelim 6865:4:23 % 5635:0:00 5620:0:00 9356:3:20 9256:320 9256:3:20 11962:4:21 

Colvale 1600:0:00 1917:0:00 1900:4:25 1050:0:00 1050:0:52'/ 3701:2:30 -- 

Corlim 3000:0:00 4349:3:50 4040:0:00 5230:0:00 5220:0:00 5200:0:00 7220:0:00 
4 

Guirim -- -- 1000:0:00 1650:0:00 650:0:00 -- 11956:0:30 

Mapuca 960:0:00 -- 1433:0:00 3025:0:00 -- -- 8888:0:00 

Marna 14038:0:00 21770:0:00 13774:0:00 13720:0:00 13720:0:00 16720:0:00 15720:0:00 

Marra 20:0:00 800:0:00 800:0:00 550:0:00 400:0:00 400:0:00 1816:0:00 

Moira 8952:2:00 5146:1:00 9713:1:30 -- -- -- 9996:0:00 

Nachinola -- 4000:0:00 4492:0:00 2000:0:00 4317:0:00 3149:0:00 3048:0:00 

Nagoa -- -- -- -- -- -- 

Nerul -- 18063:0:00 18063:1:15 19447:2:10 28307:1:15 12720:0:00 22275:0:00 

Olaulim 1000:0:00 -- -- 100:0:00 100:0:00 -- 982:1:44 

Oxel 3350:0:00 -- 716:0:00 -- 1116:0:00 3266:0:00 2566:0:00 

Palicm -- -- -- 416:3:20 73:2:37 -- -- 

Parra -- 5865:0:00 722:0:00 -- -- -- 1500:0:00 

Pilerne -- 11014:0:00 13397:0:00 14400:0:00 14400:0:00 13400:0:00 13400:0:00 

Ibid., Mappa N.° 20, pp. 73 -76. 
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Pima 2484:0:00 2489:1:14 2489:1:14 1280:4:27 -- 1280:4:27 -- 

Pomburpa 255:0:30 1/2 17000:0:00 17000:0:00 16000:0:00 17719:1:00 15219:1:00 14000:0:00 

Punala 600:0:00 -- -- -- -- -- 416:3:20 

Revora- 

Nadora 

6568:3:00 4600:0:00 4600:0:00 1600:0:00 3130:0:00 3450:0:00 8400:0:00 

Sal igao -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

Sangolda -- -- 2000:0:00 1650:0:00 650:0:00 -- 2177:4:30 

Siolim 27496:0:00 21770:0:00 26750:0:00 23202:0:00 14976:0:00 14342:0:00 13833:2:00 

Sirsaim 4427:0:00 4427:0:00 4420:0:00 2250:0:00 938:1:06 1138:1:06 1/2 

Sirula 9000:0:00 -- 2200:0:00 19820:0:00 19624:0:00 17841:3:40 31982:0:00 

Tivim 2325:0:00 -- 1465:0:00 -- 6000:0:00 1981:1:36 -- 

Ucassaim 3300:0:00 1100:0:00 1622:0:00 366:3:20 366:3:20 -- 833:1:40 

(vii) Table showing the income, expenditure and debt of the various communidades and 

the Camara Geral of Bardez for the year 1845: 8  

Communidades Income 

(xerafins) 

Expenditure 

(xerafins) 

Surplus 

(xerafins) 

Debts 

(xerafins) 

Camara Geral 11492:4:13 7/8 8800:4:15 1/2 2691:4:58 3/8 

Azossim 5401:2:37 '/4 1343:3:54 4057:3:43 '/2 11332:0:00 

Bambolim 1108:1:14 1067:1:05 40:2:09 5642:0:00 

Banguenim 105:3:11 	1/2 139:3:13 1/2 -- -- 

Batim 5175:3:42 3269:2:19 3/8 1906:1:22 5/8 33287:2:51 

Calapor 14685:4:13 5923:1:09 8762:3:04 24294:2:00 

Carambolim 45657:0:28 7295:2:27 38361:3:00 14937:0:00 

Chimbel 400:4:41 357:3:49 5/8 43:0:51 3/8 752:0:09 

Ibid., Mappa N.° 22, pp. 77. 
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Chorao 11489:2:44% 6554:1:45 4935:0:59% 25173:1:54 

Corlim 2750:0:56% 3157:3:54 1/2 -- 25739:3:00 

Cugira 1407:1:00 1253:3:51 153:2:09 8962:0:00 

Curca 1812:1:06 1/9 1118:0:34 '/2 816:2:14 5304:3:52 

Caraim 909:4:41 904:4:41 -- 13436:3:20 

Durgavady 699:1:23 1/8 440:1:41 258:4:42 '/2 1530:3:47 

Ella 2052:3:21 '/2 1891:2:17 161:1:04 1/2 13090:2:30 

Gandaulim 293:3:13 1/2 156:0:39% 137:2:34 1/4 450:4:51 

Gansim 5438:2:40 1859:3:25 3578:4:15 11887:3:00 

Goa Velha 7580:2:47 '/4 3373:4:17 1/4 4206:3:30 3003:0:00 

Goalim-Moula 1601:2:47 0323:3:19 277:4:21 % 13510:1:06 

Goltim 6049:2:30 3/4 2590:3:08 3858:4:21 3/4 449:0:00 

Jua 11463:0:55 3822:0:55 7641:0:00 15870:0:00 

Malar 4268:3:43 1/2 4242:3:06 3/8 26:0:37 1/8 6200:0:00 

Mandur -- -- -- 3286:2:00 

Mercurim -- -- -- 4500:0:00 

Morombim o 

grande 

5034:4:00 4855:1:09 3/8 179:2:50 5/8 58433:4:30 

Morombim o 

pequeno 

7084:2:32 1/2 6280:2:02 804:0:30 1/2 70171:4:24 

Murda 5772:1:06 1/2 1671:4:26 1/2 4100:1:40 	• 9940:4:00 

Naroa 1062:1:34 1/4 506:0:25 1/4 556:1:09 4302:3:16 

Navelim 9958:4:27 % 5081:2:31 4910:1:56 3/4 12048;3:20 
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Neura o grande 20832:2:14 5111:0:52 15799:3:22 18643:0:00 

Neura o 

pequeno 

1233:4:30 1246:3:50 3/4 2041:4:47 

Orera -- -- -- -- 

Panelim 375:3:38 1/2 228:3:04 3/4 147:0:25 600:0:00 

Renovaddy 149:3:38 1/2 121:1:21 	1/2 20:2:17 VI -- 

Siridao 416:0:17 '/2 400:1:03 5/8 15:4:13 7/8 1786:1:18 

Solacer 54:4:45 54:4;45 -- -- 

Talaulim 1467:0:32 1141:3:02 325:2:28 3180:0:00 

Taleigao 5202:3:43 2805:1:15 2397:2:28 17725:0:00 

(viii) Table showing the income, expenditure and debt of the various communidades and 

the Camara Geral of Salcete for the year 1845: 9  

Communidades Income 

(xerafins) 

Expenditure 

(xerafins) 

Surplus/Deficit 

(xerafins) 

Debts 

(xerafins) 

Camara Geral 32809:4:23 32577:1:58 232:2:24 37150:0:00 

Adsulim 838:3:51 833:3:56 4:4:55 120:0:00 

Aquem 3229:3:02 1297:1:24 1932:1:38 1640:0:00 

Arossim 7329:0:40 3571:3:08 3757:2:32 1332:0:00 

Benaulim 21310:4:43 11915:3:50 9395:0:53 4450:0:00 

Betalbatim 8909:2:04 5726:4:05 3182:2:58 '3731:2:30 

Calata 2979:4:11 1820:0:49 1159:3:22 678:3:00 

9  Ibid., Mappa IV.° 23, pp. 77-78. 
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Camorlim 3620:411 1301:4:58 2318:4:13 4869:1:00 

Cana 452:3:48 475:2:58 22:4:10 (deficit) 237:4:42 

Cansaulim 2878:2:06 1308:3:27 1569:3:38 558:1:40 

Carmona 11778:2:06 4949:1:12 6829:2:45 2550:0:00 

Cavorim 4939:1:31 1061:4:21 3877:2:10 885:2:15 

Cavelossim 3386:0:24 2450:0:24 935:4:59 13362:1:43 

Chandor 3294:1:28 1495:4:22 1798:2:05 1436:1:50 

Chicalim 640:4:39 953:3:32 312:3:53 (deficit) 3407:0:00 

Chicolna 185:2:26 305:2:31 120:0:04 (deficit) 1430:0:00 

Chinchinim 12941:4:44 5186:3:37 7755:1:07 1775:0:00 

Coelim 6958:2:15 2415:1:37 4543:0:38 1550:0:00 

Colva 6046:4:19 3143:0:06 2903:4:13 1300:0:00 

Cortalim 3222:3:01 2449:3:03 772:4:58 5300:0:00 

Curtorim 39549:4:29 12151:2:56 27398:1:33 6300:0:00 

Dabolim 202:0:00 294:2:19 92:2:19 (deficit) 76:4:45 

Davorlim 4153:4:45 931:1:56 3222:2:48 4669:3:20 

Deussua 2297:2:50 1471:2:50 826:0:00 200:0:00 

Di carpal e 2435:4:07 954:4:45 1480:1:20 -- 

Doncolim 3972:4:48 1317:3:50 2655:0:57 1170:3:20 

Dram ap ur 6444:0:30 2906:3:52 3537:1:38 2200:0:00 

Gan daul im 691:4:28 466:3:04 225:1:33 180:0:00 

Gonsua 888:1:37 411:1:40 476:4:56 177:1:30 

Guirdolim 4112:2:22 4015:4:08 6096:3:14 1567:0:00 
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Isorrsim 235:4:35 901:3:33 665:3:58 (deficit) 2836:2:45 

Loutolim 15348:0:06 7750:1:02 7597:4:04 18144:4:00 

Macazana 10173:4:34 1241:1:53 8932:2:40 2000:0:00 

Maj orda 8699:2:31 3038:3:19 5660:4:12 -- 

Margao 44412:4:24 18010:4:51 26401:4:33 2289:2:40 

Mormugao 2794:0:32 2677:0:35 115:4:57 13472:3:32 

Nagoa 6613:2:55 2762:2:46 3851:0:09 1471:2:30 

Orlim 6484:1:24 3320:0:11 3164:1:12 2130:0:00 

Palle 3283:1:16 2259:1:27 1023:4:49 2316:0:00 

Quelossim 1790:0:08 1350:0:38 439:4:30 4988:1:15 

Raia 22204:2:38 7660:0:01 14543:4:37 5630:0:00 

Sancoale 2005:0:00 2901:0:02 896:0:00 (deficit) 10959:1:06 

Sarzora 6526:2:53 3416:0:18 3110:2:35 1971:2:30 

Seraulim 7532:0:33 2587:1:21 4935:4:11 2087:1:15 

Sernabatim 2146:1:10 1616:2:09 529:4:01 643:4:30 

Sirlim 3172:1:29 1596:1:52 1575:4:27 6090:0:55 

Talaulim 6268:4:45 2738:1:05 3530:2:40 1200:0:00 

Vadem 117:0:52 577:2:03 460:1:06 (deficit) 1851:0:00 

Vanelim 1160:1:21 1048:1:51 111:4:29 999:4:00 

Varca 11953:2:45 5192:0:55 6761:1:50 5467:3:40 

Velcao 1385:1:21 1731:4:01 346:2:39 (deficit) 6631:2:40 

Verna 14467:4:03 9131:1:06 5336:2:56 3808:4:46 

Utorda 7477:1:30 3161:2:46 4315:3:43 -- 
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(ix) Table showing the income, expenditure and debt of the various communidades and 

the Camara Geral of Bardez for the year 1845: 10  

Communidades Income 

(xerafins) 

Expenditure 

(xerafins) 

Surplus/Deficit 

(xerafins) 

Debts 

(xerafins) 

Camara Geral -- 44433:4:13 

Aldona 33642:1:44 14510:4:19 19131:1:15 18900:0:00 

Anjuna 13599:3:03 7490:1:30 6109:1:33 11600:0:00 

Arpora 2384:3:18 1958:2:52 426:0:26 6369:4:33 

Assagao 5589:2:10 2634:2:45 2954:0:00 594:0:00 

Assonora 6883:4:08 4697:3:04 2186:1:04 -- 

Bastora 5176:4:52 3526:0:44 1650:4:08 1000:0:00 

Calangute 11491:1:56 10067:0:43 1424:1:12 31275:0:24 

Camorlim 4002:1:13 2811:3:45 1190:2:28 12972:1:39 

Canca 1088:2:23 1088:2:23 -- 5883:1:20 

Candolim 8219:0:21 6547:1:50 1671:3:30 8000:0:00 

Colvale 5902:3:13 3430:2:32 2472:0:41 -- 

Corlim 474:1:00 475:0:00 0:4:00 	(deficit) 6756:3:07 

Cunchelim 1780:3:00 1633:4:56 146:3:04 12972:1:39 

Guirim 4208:1:39 2550:2:30 1657:4:09 5257:1:30 

Mapuca 7882:0:00 4632:0:00 32500:0:00 9000:0:00 

Mania 3317:1:50 3069:1:40 248:0:10 18625:1:09 

Marra 402:0:31 347:2:28 54:3:03 804:1:39 

I°  Ibid., Mappa N. ° 24, pp. 78-79. 
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Moira 17444:4:09 4726:3:40 12718:0:29 600:0:00 

Nachinola 7781:2:15 3650:3:37 4130:3:38 1900:0:00 

Nadora 1230:3:00 1084:1:15 146:1:45 4713:3:32 

Nagoa 2858:3:01 1294:2:18 1564:0:43 -- 

Nerul 10014:1:59 4301:3:24 	• 5712:3:35 22302:1:10 

Olaulim 2248:4:30 1414:0:36 834:3:54 628:0:00 

Oxel 1511:3:35 1209:0:05 302:3:30 2518:3:45 

Paliem 3325:1:42 1529:4:08 1795:2:34 2500:0:00 

Parra 7382:3:42 5185:3:43 2196:4:58 500:0:00 

Pi lerne 6055:3:25 5972:4:14 82:4:11 18954:2:33 

Pima 1621:0:10 1341:0:47 279:4:23 4100:0:00 

Pomburpa 8451:4:21 4639:3:02 3812:1:18 12000:0:00 

Punala 3219:1:33 983:0:07 2236:1:26 -- 

Revora 2971:4:45 2687:1:54 284:2:51 5953:3:32 

Saligao 20865:0:45 2614:1:59 13250:3:46 760:0:00 

Sangolda 9094:3:45 2812:4:53 6281:3:51 4157:4:30 

Siolim 8443:3:23 7543:3;23 900:0:00 22955:2:37 

Sirsaim 956:1:22 533:4:55 422:1:27 -- 

Sirula 20406:4:12 13737:0:40 6669:3:32 21060:2:25 

Ti vim 6060:2:46 3078:1:22 2982:1:24  -- 

Ucassaim 5802:0:36 1228:3:44 4573:1:52 -- 

Versa 3607:2:52 3607:2:29 0:0:23 -- 
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Appendix 4.3 

(a) Table showing the contribution made by the communidades of the Old Conquest for 

the rebuilding of the city of Old Goa in 1775: I I  

Ilhas (xerafins) Salcete (xerafins) Bardez (xerafins) 

Calapur 600:0:00 Colva 3000:0:00 Assagao 2574:1:30 

Taleigao 6000:0:00 Majorda 3000:0:00 Bastora 7734:0:00 

Moromby 

o grande 6000:0:00 

Adsulim 500:0:00 Calangute 8409:0:16 

Moromby 

o pequeno 2467:4:15 

Deussua 1200:0:00 Camorlim 1778:0:30 

Murda 2131:1:10 Margao 10000:0:00 Canca 823:3:20 

Bambolim 788:1:24 Calata 2000:0:00 Candolim 5757:4:30 

Curca 807:4:!2 Cuelim 4000:0:00 Colvalle 3522:0:00 

Cugira 1355:0:00 Cortalim 4000:0:00 Corlim 173:3:30 

Talaulim 

de S. Anna 3166:2:49 

Nagoa 350:0:00 Cunchelim 610:4:00 

Batim 6000:0:00 Gandaulim 1200:0:00 Guirim 3607:4:00 

Goa Velha 6000:0:00 Sernabatim 1400:0:00 Mapuca 6467:2:00 

Mercurim 1093:3:17 Vanelim 1200:0:00 Mama 1942:2:30 

Goalim Moula 2372:4:50 Verna 7000:0:00 Marra 150:0:00 

Neura o 

pequeno 2467:4:15 

Issorsim 800:0:00 Moira 4916:2:00 

1  Ibid., Mappa N.° 14, p. 60. 
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Gancim 2324:0:13 Aquem 1600:0:00 Nachinola 2692:4:00 

Mandur 342:0:03 Quelossim 1000:0:00 Nadora 381:0:00 

Neura o 

grande 6000:0:00 

Benaulim 9000:0:00 Nagua 1575:4:30 

Azossim 2359:0:36 Camorlim 2000:0:00 Nerul 3552:1:00 

Corlim 1407:2:59 Gonsua -- Olaulim 1533:1:30 

Carambolini 9211:3:36 Utorda 2000:0:00 Oxel 556:1:00 

Goltim 3000:0:00 Sirlim 1000:0:00 Pal iem 1860:1:30 

Navelim 5000:0:00 Arossim 4000:0:00 Parra 4980:3:00 

Mal ar 4000:0:00 Cavorim 2000:0:00 Penha 

de Franca 

-- 

Naroa 293:0:11 Chandor 2000:0:00 Pi lerne 4418:3:00 

Jua 4000:0:00 Chinchinnim 6000:0:00 Pirna 376:0:00 

Chorao 9706:4:49 Dramapur 2000:0:00 Pomburpa 4578:3:00 

Ella 2316:4:11 Davorlim 1000:0:00 Punala 1117:0:00 

Chimbel 495:4:00 Doncolim 2000:0:00 Revora 1824:0:00 

Durgavaddy 1645:0:00 Dicarpale 1300:0:00 Sal igao 7186:0:00 

Gandaulim 170:0:06 Betalbatim 3000:0:00 Salvador do Mundo 	-- 

Goltim 3000:0:00 Cansaulim 2100:0:00 Sangolda 4025:0:44 

Malvara 833:2:11 Loutolim and 

Racaim 9000:0:00 

Serula 15741:4:30 

Orara 130:1:30 Mormugao 4000:0:00 Siolim 5228:2:00 

Panelim 532:0:45 Orlim 3000:0:00 Sircaim 393:0:00 
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Renovaddim 328:3:58 Palle 1200:0:00 Tivim 	3703:1:00 

Siridao 857:2:30 Cana 1200:0:00 Ucassiam 	1950:0:00 

-- Raia 8000:0:00 Velotim 	-- 

-- Sarzora 3000:0:00 Verla 	2767:4:30 

-- Seraulim 2600:0:00 Aldona 	14396:2:00 

-- Carmona 6000:0:00 Anjuna 	7734:0:00 

-- Telaulim 3000:0:00 Arpora 	1420:4:30 

-- Varca 5000:0:00 Assonora 	890:2:00 

-- Velcao 1300:0:00 Canca 	823:3:20 

-- Cavelossim 1400:0:00 Chapora 	270:0:00 

-- Chicolna 500:0:00 Divan-batty 235:1:00 

-- Curtorim 10000:0:00 -- 

-- Guirdolim 4000:0:00 -- 

-- Macazana 2000:0:00 -- 

-- Sancoale 2500:0:00 -- 

-- Chicalim 2000:0:00 -- 

-- Dabolim 500:0:00 -- 

-- Vaddem 1000:0:00 -- 

Total 100000:0:00 Total 156000:0:00 Total 	140000:0:00 
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(b) Table showing the forced labour requisitioned by the Portuguese Government for 

rebuilding the city of Old Goa in 1775: 12  

Villages The number of 

begarins 

requisitioned 

The number of 

those who became 

sick. 

The number of 

deaths. 

Margao 315 186 19 

Verna 115 80 13 

Cortalim 160 21 1 

Quelossim 66 24 -- 

Nagoa 24 15 -- 

Sancoale 40 7 2 

Issorsim 24 14 -- 

Velcao 8 4 -- 

Cansaulim 8 3 -- 

Vanelim 4 4 -- 

Carmona 24 8 -- 

Curtorim 210 38 8 

Loutulim 91 55 1 

Raia 121 36 4 

Benaulim 26 13 __ 

Collua 8 6 -- 

Camorlim 8 6 -- 

12  Ibid., Pane II, pp. 113-114.. 
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Callata 8 3 -- 

Palle 8 4 -- 

Coelim 80 28 4 

Arossim 28 10 -- 

Utorda 12 6 -- 

Majorda 12 6 -- 

Sernabatim 8 5 -- 

Varca 24 9 -- 

Chinchinnim 32 14 -- 

Sarzora 6 4 1 

Talaulim 8 4 1 

Dramapur 16 8 -- 

Aquem 6 2 -- 

Davorlim 6 2 0 

Cavorim 15 7 2 

Chandor 20 6 -- 

Guirdolim 60 16 1 

Macazana 24 11 1 
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Appendix 4.4 

(a) Expenses met by the communidades of Ilhas from 1804 to 1816 under the title of 

divine cult, repairs and furnishing the chruches: 13  

Communidades Ordinary (xercriins) Extraordinary (xercifins) 

Azossim 1071:3:00 2686:4:55 

Bambolim 2796:3:44 6710:3:30 

Batim 576:3:00 2556:3:30 

Calapor 10016:2:22 13710:2:31 

Carambolim 17449:0:04 689:4:30 

Chorao 755:2:30 -- 

Corlim 2677:3:21 -- 

Cugira 1279:3:00 -- 

Curca 2507:0:26 --. 

Ella 5699:0:00 -- 

Gansim 4975:0:36 4517:3:28 

Goa Velha 7741:2:27 1665:2:26 

Goltim 5216:1:32 

8879:2:40 

7030:1:31 

Navelim 

Jua 12927:1:33 -- 

Malar 5590:3:16 5360:0:27 

Mandur 437:1:48 -- 

Mercurim 288:0:00 __ 

13  Ibid., Pare II, p. 157. 
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Morombim o pequeno 6123:4:41 8587:3:41 

Murda 3075:3:47 -- 

Naroa 1492:0:12 -- 

Neura o grande 11666:0:52 1402:3:45 

Neura o pequeno 2208:4:00 2631:1:33 

Talaulim 576:2:00 -- 

Taleigao 4135:4;18 6270:3:26 

Aldeas commissar 790:0:00 -- 
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(b) Year-wise distribution of the expenses incurred by the communidades of Ilhas on the 

divine cult: I4  

Year Ordinary (xera/Ins) Extraordinary (xeraf ins) 

1804 9075:4:40 9724:3:33 

1805 8491:1:54 10960:2:27 

1806 8346:0:15 -- 

1807 10270:0:46 -- 

1808 9972:3:25 819:0:56 

1809 10408:1:14 -- 

1810 10216:2:26 -- 

1811 9733:4:50 40:3:37 

1812 9022:4:48 6664:1:57 

1813 7500:1:55 412:3:00 

1814 7382:2:04 2225:1:30 

1815 7553:0:32 14274:1:46 

1816 8062:4:33 18699:1:17 

14  Ibid. 
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Appendix 4.5 

(i) Table showing the various types of taxes paid by the communidades of I I has to the 

Public Exchequer in 1777. 15  

Villages Total 

(xerafins) 

Foros 

(xerafins) 

Meios Foros 

(xerafins) 

Cobrimento 

de Naos 

(xerafins) 

Prazos da 

Coroa 

(xerafins) 

Agacaim 395 -- -- 5:0:00 395:0:00 

Azossim 405:1:22 258:0:36 126:2:30 5:0:00 15:2:58 

Bambolim 108:2:30 71:2:30 34:2:30 2:2:30 -- 

Banguenim 85:4:36 54:3:54 23:3:12 7:2:30 -- 

Batim 997:0:27 644:3:38 292:1:49 60:0:00 -- 

Cal apor 624:3:48 414:2:32 204:1:16 6:0:00 -- 

Carambolim 2036:2:30 1298:0:00 586:2:60 125:0:00 27:0:00 

Chimbel 94:1:19 40:3:56 16:3:13 7:2:30 29:1:40 

Chorao 1142:4:32 79:3:24 952:2:24 -- 110:3:44 

Corlim 291:1:19 157:3:18 66:1:39 25:0:00 42:2:15 

Cugira 170:2:12 110:3:58 54:0:44 2:2:30 6:0:00 

Cumbarjua 45:0:00 -- 45:0:00 -- -- 

Curca 136:3:00 84:2:00 32:1:00 20:0:00 -- 

Durgavady 223:4:59 147:2:52 73:3:56 -- 2:3:11 

Ella 381:3:17 1/4 254:2:11 '/4 127:1:05 -- -- 

Camara Geral 28:4:21 28:4:21 -- -- -- 
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Gansim 351:4:22 232:4:34 

2/3 

113:4:47 1/3 5:0:00 -- 

Gandaulim 43:3:51 13:2:44 6:3:52 -- 13:2:15 

Goalim-Moula 272:2:45 174:1:00 82:3:00 14:0:00 1:3:45 

Goa Velha 948:3:36 618:3:14 289:1:37 40:0:00 0:3:15 

Goltim 229:0:42 '/2 -- 229:0:42 1/2 -- -- 

Jua 745:1:50 496:2:26 248:4:24 -- -- 

Malay 789:1:12 1/2 277:4:58 1/2 138:4:59 1/8 -- 372:1:15 

Malvara -- -- -- -- -- 

Mandur 70:1:19 46:0:56 22:0:28 2:0:00 -- 

Mercurim 308:3:18 200:1:22 92:3:11 15:0:00 0:3:45 

Morombim o 

grande 

591:4:36 385:0:09 178:0:42 28:3:45 -- 

Morombim o 

pequeno 

352:4:33 226:0:32 99:1:31 27:2:30 -- 

Murda 176:2:46 116:0:10 55:2:36 5:0:00 -- 

Naroa 32:1:51 -- 32:1:51 -- -- 

Navelim 491:1:18 -- 371:4:18 -- 120:0:00 

Neura o grande 1547:0:57 989:2:18 474:3:39.  40:0:00 43:0:00 

Neura o 

pequeno 

147:4:36 93:3:04 39:1:32 15:0:00 -- 

Orera 16:3:42 11:0:48 5:2:54 -- -- 

Drives de 188:0:48 43:1:00 -- 144:4:48 -- 
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Cidade 
.. ___. 

Panelim 84:2:42 51:0:58 21:4:14 7:2:30 -- 

Pescadores de 

Agacaim 

52:4:00 52:4:00 -- -- -- 

Pescadores de 

Nao Ormuz 

9:3:00 9:3:00 -- -- -- 

Pescadores de 

Goa-Velha 

17:3:39 17:3:39 -- -- -- 

Renovaddy 51:4:00 36:1:00 15:3:00 -- -- 

Siridao 182:1:08 74:0:18 35:3:50 2:2:30 69:4:30 

Solacer 34:2:30 23:0:00 11:2:30 -- -- 

Talaulim 454:4:55 293:3:08 136:0:19 21:2:30 3:3:58 

Taleigao 518:4:30 343:3:00 170:1:30 5:0:00 -- 

Total 15888:2:31 8476:2:21 5509:4:27 639:3:33 1256:2:01 
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(ii) Table showing the various types of taxes paid by the communidode.s. of Salccte to the 

Public Exchequer in 1777: 1 6  

Villages Total 

(xerafins) 

Foros 

(xerafins) 

Meios 

Foros 

(xerafins) 

Foros of 

Nelis 

(xerafins) 

Foros de 

nomoxins 

Foros of 

Prazos da 

Coroa 

(xerafins) 

Adsulim 310:3:28 1/2 207:0:39 103:2:49 '/2 -- -- -- 

Aldea de Bois 102:0:42 68:0:28 34:0:14 -- -- -- 

Assolna, 

Velim & 

Ambelim 

2291:0:09 1/2 1350:0:16 675:0:08 265:4:45 1/2 -- -- 

Aquem 536:1:48 '/2 314;0:04 152:0:02 20:2:42 '1/2 49:4:00 -- 

Arossim 2252:3:35 'A 1188:1:18 1/2 594:0:02 60:1:38 1/2 410:0:05 -- 

Benaulim 6967:2:46 4645:0:16 2322:2:30 -- -- -- 

Betalbatim 3950:4:27 2231:4:18 1115:4:39 603:0:30 -- -- 

Calata 1118:4:46 1/2 682:1:12 1/2 341:0:36 1/2 22:1:27 1/2 73:1:30 -- 

Camorlim 673:2:23 '/4 184:1:03 '/2 142:0:46 % 6:0:33 311:0:00 -- 

Cana 208:2:13 IA 125:3:33 62:4:16 '/2 19:1:24 -- -- 

Cansaulim 768:3:07 393:3:07 1/2 196:4:03 % 25:0:25% 153:0:30 -- 

Carmona 3270:4:24 % 1282:0:30 641:0:15 53:2:09 % 1284:1:00 -- 

Cavelossim 953:4:24 558:1:04 279:0:32 6:3:18 199:4:30 -- 

Cavorim 570:2:52 244:4:30 122:2:15 2:2:07 200:4:00 -- 

Chandor 1254:1:37 409:2:24 204:3:42 17:1:19 622:4:12 -- 

Chaudorins 50:4:19 1/5 33:4:33 16:4:461/5 -- -- -- 

16  HAG, Monebes do Reino, No. 157, fl. 35. 
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Chandor 1254:1:37 409:2:24 204:3:42 17:1:19 622:4:12 -- 

Chaudorins 50:4:191/5 33:4:33 16:4:461/5 -- -- -- 

Chicalim 610:4:36 304:2:56: 152:1:28 7:3:42 146:1:30 -- 

Chico Ina 161:4:30'1 87:2:38 43:3:49 3:4:33 1/2 26:3:30 -- 

Chinchinim 2822:3:07 .1206:1:26 .603:0:43 102:1:52 910:4:00 -- 

Coelim 1842:1:27'/4 851:1:19 1/2 425:3:09 % 10:1:58 555:0:00 -- 

Colua 1553:4:27 1/4 1013:0:58 506:2:59 34:0:30 1/4 -- -- 

Cortalim 937:4:41 % 614:4:49 4/6 307:2:24 5/6 15:2:27% -- -- 

Cuncolim & 

Veroda 

3905:1:13 1/2 1463:2:53 1/2 731:3:56 1/2 82:0:23 1/2 1627:4:00 -- 

Curtorim 3099:3:07 1991:4:00 1/3 995:4:30 1/6 37:3:36 1/2 -- 74:1:00 

Dabolim 242:1:30 151:3:13 	1/2 75:4:04% 14:4:11 % -- -- 

Davorlim 367:4:39 1/2 178:1:20 89:0:40 3:0:04 1/2 97:1:30 -- 

Deussua 830;2:18 386::17 1/6 193:0:38 5/6 27:1:22 223:4:00 -- 

Dicarpale 288:2:40 1/2 187:2:02 93:3:31 7:1:49 -- -- 

Doncolim 811:2:40 1/2 381:3:22 190:4:11 14:0:07 1/2 225:0:00 -- 

Dramapur 548:4:28 1/2 365:4:39 182:4:49 1/2 -- -- -- 

Gandaulim 250:0:47'V2 111:4:13 55:4:36'1 5:0:58 77:1:00 -- 

Gonsua 283:1:18 138:4:12 69:2:06 0:2:30 74:2:30 -- 

Guirdolim 1077:0:03 718:0:02 359:0:01 -- -- -- 

Isorrsim 250:2:49 V4 147:3:30 1/2 73:4:15 1/4 2:4:33 1/2 26:0:30 -- 

Lacaidevor-sa 37:4:04 25:1:02 2/3 12:3:01 	1/3 -- -- -- 

Loutolim 2824.:1:49 1849:0:13 924:4:36'1 50:3:59'1 -- -- 

M acazan a 1840:0:18 765:2:24 382:3:42 1:1:12 690:3:00 -- 

Majorda 1632:0:13 1078:1:44 2/3 539:0:52 1/3 14:2:36 -- -- 

Margao 5155:2:07 3225:1:45 1/3 1662:3:22 1/3 11:3:09 -- 225:3:51 

Mormugao 1525:1:17 1/2 692:2:06 346:1:06 24:0:05 1/2 462:3:00 -- 
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Nagoa 1017:2:44 1/2 673:1:00 336:3:00 7:3:44 	1/2. -- -- 

Orlim 2187:3:38'1 1007:2:29 503:3:44'1 35:2:55 642:4:30 -- 

Palle 1043:2:35 547:3:15 273:4:06'1 38:2:38'1 188:2:35 -- 

Pescadores 190:2:40 1/2 127:0:07 63:2:33 1/2 -- -- -- 

Prior 

Mordomo 

30:3:54 20:2;36 10:1:18 -- -- 

Quelossim 593:2:48'1 316:3:33 158:1:46'1 74:1:29 44:1:00 -- 

Rac aim 399:2:37 3/4 263:3:08 1/2 131:4:04 'A 5:0:25 -- -- 

Raja 4169:1:54 1/2 1581:0:00 790:2:30 17:1:24 1/2 1761:3:00 19:0:00 

Saidapor 0:4:00 3/4 0:2:40 1/2 0:1:20 1/4 -- -- -- 

Sancoale 2133:4:12 1326:3:17 663:1:38 1/2 69:3:46 '1 74:0:30 -- 

Sarzora 912:0:01 440:3:06 220:1:33 27: 1 : 22 223:4:00 -- 

Seraulim 1490:2:39 V4 761:4:08 '/2 380:4:31 3/4 13;3:59 1/3 334:0:00 -- 

Sernabatim 1329:0:55 '/4 712:4:51 	'/2 356:2:21 3/4 35:2;12 1/2 224:3:30 -- 

Sirlim 216:2:50 143:4:41 71:4:50 1/2 0:3:18 	'1/2 -- -- 

Talaulim 913:0:38 601:3:34 300:4:17 10:2:47 -- -- 

Vadem 374:0:55 1/4 188:3:58 94:1:59 15:3:58 V4 75:1:00 -- 

Vanelim 501:4:22 283;3;36 141:4:18 76:1:28 -- -- 

Varca 2308:4:07 1533:4:59 766:4:59 1/2 7:4:08 1/2 -- -- 

Velcao 1083:0:23 569:1:28 284:3:14 13:2:41 215:3:00 -- 

Verna 3329:1:08 2199:2:20 1/2 1099:3:40 30:0:47 -- -- 

Utorda 2374:3:46 1/2 1382:0:06 691:0:03 61:2:37 1/2 240:1:00 -- 

Total 86149:3:16 1/2 46538:1:11 23363:2:15 1/3 12503:2:22 21 10:0:00 318:4:51 
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(iii) (a)Table showing the various types of taxes paid by the Communidades of Bardez to 

the Public Exchequer in 1777: 17  

Villages Communidades 

Foros 	V: Foros 

(xerafins) 

Pagodes 

Foros 	V2 Foros 

(xerafins) 

Namoxins 

Foros 	Z:,  Foros 

(xerafins) 

Bens de Aledicao 

Foray 	'/.7 Foros 

(xerafins) 

Aldona 1517:4:40 758:4:50 240:1:12 120:0:36 100:2:45 50:1:22'A 

Anjuna 593:3:38 296:4:10 98:2:15 49:1:07 9:2:30 4:4:45 5:3:20 3:4:40 

Arpora 253:1:20 126:3:10 81:2:33 1/2 40:3:46 17:0:00 8:2:30 -- -- 

Assagao 375:1:57 1/2 187:3:26 % 112:1:12 	1/2 56:2:00 17:0:00 8:2:30 -- -- 

Assonora 130:3:04 65:1:32 39:3:51 19:4:55 12:0:00 6:0:00 -- -- 

Bastora 266:3:34 133:1:47 13:0:25 6:2:42 45:0:00 22:2:30 -- -- 

Calangute 2036:1:18 1018:0:39 241:3:22 % 120:0:36 12:2:30 6:1:15 -- -- 

Camorlim 329:1:20 161:3:10 47:4:56 23:4:58 33:3:00 16:4:00 -- -- 

Canna 65:3:16 32:4:08 36:0:48 17:2:54 3:0:00 1:2:30 

Cando1 im 880:3:14 440:1:37 113:3 35 56:4:27 4:4:15 2:2:07 1/2 2:4:31 1:2:15 	1/2 

Chapora 20:0:51 10:0:25 1/2 6:0:15 3:0:07 4:0:00 2:0:00 -- 

Coluale 215:4:00 107:4:30 83:1:18 41:3:09 -- -- -- -- 

Corlim 27:2:40 13:3:50 13:2:02 6:3:31 -- -- -- -- 

Cunchelim 151:1:42 75:3:21 -- -- 121:0:40 60:2:58 -- -- 

Guirim 199:3:30 99:4:15 174:3:18 87:1:39 -- -- -- -- 

Mapuca 238:3:44 1 19;1:52 55;4:34 % 27:4:47 1/2 -- 

Mama 170:4:30 82:2:15 49:4:48 21:4:54 -- -- 

Marra 49:3:18 24:4:03 -- -- -- -- -- 

Moira 330:0:45 165:0:27 1/2 52:2:44 26:1:22 -- -- -- -- 

Nachinola 541:0:04 270:2:32 38:3:01 V2 19:1:30'/, -- -- -- -- 

Nadora, 

Revora & 

Pirna 

62:2:30 31:1:15 -- -- -- -- -- 

Nagoa 157:0:51 78:2:55 1/2 37:4:34 18:4:47 3:0:00 1:2:30 -- -- 

Nerul 351:0:48 175:2:54 22:4:39 11:2:19'/2 5:2:30 2:3:45 11:4:20 5:4:40 
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Olaulim 227:3:32 113:4:16 72:1:52'1 36:0:56 'A -- 

Oxel 199:3:30 99:4:15 5:1:08 2:3:04 3:0:00 1:2:30 -- 

Palicm 120:1:12 60:0:36 20:2:26 '1 10:1 	13 	1/2 2:2:00 1:1:00 -- -- 

Parra 256:3:58 128:1:59 199:3:15 99:4:07 1/2 28:4:30 14:2:15 

Pilemc 530:0:46 265:0:23 73:1:37 36:3:18 1/2 7:3:30 3:4:15 14:1:40 7:0:50 

Pomburpa 848:2:30 424:1:15 55:4:58 28:4:59 6:0:00 3:0:00 

Punala 137:2:02 68:3:31 16:2:19 8:1:24 1/2 27:3:00 13:4:00 -- 

Saligao 630:0:11'1 315:0:05'/ 137:1:25 68:3:12'1 30:1:40 15:0:58 

Sangolda 206:3:49 103:1:54 118:2:15 59:1:22 15:0:00 7:2:30 -- -- 

Siolim 837:3:42 418:1:21 167:1:39 83:3:19'1 27:0:00 13:2:30 -- 

Sirsaim 21:0:52 12:0:26 7:2:46 3:5:53 -- -- -- 

Simla 1941:4:24 970:4:42 
, 

276:3:26 1/2 138:1:43 	1/2 30:0:00 15:0:00 19:2:44 9:3:52 

Tivim 317:3:44 'A 158:4:23 1/4 78:4:28 39:2:14 51:1:1 	I 25:3:05 1/2 -- -- 

Ucassaim 380:4:52 190:2:26 33:3:52 16:1:26 -- 

Verla 122:3:14  61:1:37 30:0:03 15:0:01 -- -- 

Total 15747:3:54 7873:4:21 2855:2:13'/ 1427:3:36 617:4:07 308:4:33 1/2 55:1:25 27:3:17 1/2 

(b)Table showing the various types of taxes paid by the Communidades of Bardez to the 

Public Exchequer in 1777: 18  

Villages Leiteira 

Foros & 1/2 Foros 

(xerafins) 

Aldea Orda 

Foros 	1/2 Foros 

(xerafins) 

Contribuintes 

varias 

(xerafins) 

Total 

(xerafins) 

Aldona -- -- 119:2:41 2834:1:57 1/2 

Anjuna -- 25:0:00 12:2:30 220:2:18 1225:2:29 1/2 

Arpora -- 42:2:30 21:1:15 44:3:57 675:2:04 

Assagao -- -- -- 32:2:51 797:0:21 

Assonora -- -- -- 12:2:50 301:0:07 '/2 

' 8  HAG, MoncOes do Reino, No. 157, fl. 36. 
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Bastora -- -- -- 140:2:40 548:0:42 1/2 

Calangute -- 0:3:48 0:1:54 1/4 116:3:55 3546:1:39 1/2 

Camorlim -- 15:3:08 '/2 7:4:02 '/4 70:3:05 1/2 694:1:12 3/4 

Canca -- -- -- 27:0:00 1/2 181:3:54 

Candolim -- -- -- 46:1:32 1626:2:00 '/2 

Chapora -- -- -- 25:4:53 47:3:39 

Coluale -- -- -- 27:2:15 519:1:02 '/2 

Corlim -- -- -- 26:0:18 68:3:18 

Cunchelim -- -- -- 69:0:45 473:2:10 

Guirim -- -- -- 17:3:39 1/2 619:1:45 3/4 

Mapuca -- 1:3:31 0:4:15 1/4 7:1:09 585:0:25 '/2 

Marna -- -- -- 135:2:08 369:4:19 

Marra -- 16:0:00 8:0:00 54;2:40 115:4:00 

Moira -- -- -- 45:0:24 1622:1:50 

Nachinola -- -- -- 123:0:38 884:0:26 '/2 

Nadora, 

Revora & 

Pirna 

-- -- -- 28:3:37 95:0:16 

Nagoa -- 12:0:00 6;0:00 24:4:11 352:2:11 	'/2 

Nerul -- 91:2:30 45:3:45 125:2:25 859:4:19 '/4 

Olaulim -- -- -- 55:1:57 495:1:50 1/2 

Oxel -- -- -- 17:1:33 337:4:20 

Pal iem -- -- 60:4:44 289:2:38 

Parra -- -- -- 32:1:06 775:0:55 

Pi leme 5:0:02 1/2 -- -- 57:4:03 1191:0:26 

Pomburpa -- -- -- 47:0:50 1386:2:21 	1/2 

Punala -- -- -- 37:1:34 295:0:11 	1/2 
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Saligao -- 17:4:27'/2 8:4:43'/: 14:3:18 1255:4:35 	1/8 

Sangolda -- 12:0:00 6:0:00 38:3:52 '/4 573:0:58 '/2 

Siolim -- -- -- 245:1:35 1/4 1168:2:49 1/2 

Sirsaim -- -- -- 48:1:37 60:0:47 

Sirula -- -- -- 116:3:55 3518:4:46'/ 

Tivim -- .__ -- 2:2:00 740:4:53 

Ucassaim -- 1:0:21 0:2:42 22:3:25 679:0:39 

Verla -- -- -- 830:4:59 'A 1225:4:54 '/2 

Total 5:0:02 1/2 236:0:16 118:0:05 2/6 2304:2:03 31580:2:23 '/2 
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Appendix 5 

(i) Table showing the extraordinary expenses met by some of the 

communidades of .11has for the period from 1801 to 1850: 1  

Communidades. 	Amount 	 Purpose  

(Xerafins)  

Azossim 	 985:0;00 	Repairs 	of 	dykes 	and 

embankments (1841 & 1846) 

Bambolim 	 3432:0:00 

Batim 	 2400:0:00 	Buy-back of shares of the 

communidade (1837). 

Calapor 	 724:4:15 	For the construction of a bridge 

(1843); repairs to the church of 

Santa Ignez (1846), etc 

Carambolim 	 2902:0:00 	For making sluice-gates (1846). 

Chorao 	 2080:0:00 	Construction of residential houses 

to be given to outsiders who were 

ready to settle in the village 

(1808); for making sluice-gates 

(I 848), etc. 

Corliin 	 4848:0:40 	Repairs of the embankments 

(1848). 

The table is prepared on the basis of the data available in Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosqucjo..., Part II, 

Mappu No. 17 & Part III, pp. 65 & 158-162. 
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Cugira 295:0:00 

Curca 1345:3:52 Repairs 	of 	the 	embankments 

(1816). 

Divar 1320:0:00 Repairs 	of 	the 	embankments 

(1850). 

Jua 1446:1:36 

Mercurim 1000:0:00 

Morombim 

grande 

o 1615:0:00 For making sluice-gates (1849) 

Murda 5417:4:30 Repairs 	of 	the 	embankments 

(1816, 1817, ) 

Navelirn 6242:0:00 Repairs 	of 	the 	embankments 

(1836) 

Taleigao 3730:2:30 Repairs 	of 	the 	embankments 

(1824) 	& 	and 	to 	initiate 

cultivation (1843) 

Telaulim 200:0:00 Repairs 	of 	the 	embankments 

(1823, 1832). 
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(ii) Table showing the extraordinary expenses met by some of the 

communidades .  of Salcete for the period from 1801 to 1 850 : 2  

Communidades . 	Amount 
	

Purpose 

(Xerafins) 

Camorlim 	 50:2:35 	For dredging the rivulet (1848) 

Cannona 4010:0:00 For watch and ward purposes of 

agricultural lands (1840); to prevent and 

get back usurped Co171111unidade lands 

( 1840), etc. 

Cavelossim 	120:0:00 	Repairs of the embankments (1847) 

Chandor 
	

214:1:15 	For 	diverse 	activities 	related 	to 

advancement of agriculture (1846). 

Chinchinnim 	2899:0:39 	For 	diverse 	activities 	related 

advancement of agriculture (181). 

Colva 	 2000:0:00 	? (1834) 

Cortalim 	 3874:0:00 	For making sldice-gates (1834) 

Curtorim 	 1359:4:12 	? (1842) 

Dabolim 	 510:4:00 

Deussua 	 204:1:18 	For watch and ward purposes 	of 

agricultural lands (1840) 

Palle 	 3753:2:30 	For making sluice-gates (1848) 

Quelossim 	 1419:0:00 	For making sluice-gates (1833) 

2  The table is prepared on the basis of the data available in Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquqjo..., Part II, 
Mappa No. 17 & Part III, pp. 65 & 162-166. 
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Raia 	 4045:3:00 	Repairs of the embankments (1813) 

Sarzora 	 771:2:30 	Repairs of the embankments (1840) 

Vaddem 	 286:2:30 	Repairs of the embankments (1823) 

Varca 	 40:0:00 	For dredging and cleaning the village 

tank (1849) 

(iii) Table showing the extraordinary expenses met by some of the 

communidades of Bardez for the period from 1801 to 1850: 3  

Communidades 	Amount 	 Purpose 

(Xerafins)  

Aldona 	 881:4:20 	For making sluice-gates (1814) 

Arpora 	 100:0:00 	For planting trees (1815) 

Assagao 	 926:2:00 	For the construction of a bridge (1815) 

Bastora 	 409:3:30 	Repairs of the embankments (1844) 

Calangute 	 501:1:00 	To making land suitable for cultivation 

(1814); for planting trees (1836) 

Camorlim 	 1301:0:00 	Repairs of the embankments (1833), 

Repairs of the sluice-gates (1841 &1846) 

Candolim 	 792:0:30 	Repairs of the embankments (1847) 

Guirim 	 200:0:00 	Repairs of the embankments (1841) 

Moira 	 600:0:00 	Repairs of the embankments (1846) 

3  This prepared on the basis of the data available in Filippe Nery Xavier, Bosquejo..., Part II, Mappa No. 
17 &Part III, pp. 65 & 167-174. 
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Nachinola 	 42:1:15 	Repairs of the embankments (1814) 

Nerul 	 4361:2:15 	Repairs of the embankments (1808, 1844, 

1847 &1850); for marking the boundary 

of the rice fields (1845) 

Oxel 	 2166:0:00 	Repairs of the embankments (184 I ) 

Pal iem 	 8:0:00 

Pilerne 	 666:0:00 	Repairs of the embankments (1815), For 

making sluice-gates ( 1840) 

Pirna 	 274:3:15 	For cleaning and dredging the rivulets 

(1838) 

Pomburpa 	 831:3:00 	Repairs of the embankments (1814); For 

making sluice-gates ( 1815) 

Punala 	 For making sluice-gates ( 1812); Repairs 

to the embankments (1840) 

Revora, 	 300:0:00 	For cleaning and dredging the rivulets 

Nadora 	 (1812) 

Sangolda 	 75:0:00 	Salary of the escrivao (1814). 

Siolim 	 5117:1:45 	Repairs of the embankments & for 

making sluice-gates (1815, 1823 & 

1840); for cleaning and dredging the 

rivulets (1839). 

Sirula 	 1344:0:00 	For making sluice-gates ( 1832). 
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Appendix 6.1 

Import of Rice and Paddy in Goa, Daman and Diu for the Year 1871-76. 1  

Customs-house Records of the Import of Rice and Paddy in Goa, Daman and Diu for the 

Year 1871-72. 

Designation 1871 - 1872 

of the 	 Rice Paddy 

customs-houses 	By Sea By Land By Sea By Land 

Candis Maas Cur& C M C C 	M C 	C M C 

Nova Goa 	9706 	16 	- - 3084 	- 	- 	- - - 

Betul 	1812 	5 	- - - 	- 398 	18 	- 	-- - 	-- 

Chapora 	1646 	12 	- 19 1 	- 1238 	9 	2 	12 14 - 

Doromarogo 	- 	- 	- 154 14 	- - 	- 	- 	2834 - - 

Sanquelim 	- 	- 	- - - 	- - 	- 	- 	- - - 

Sanguem 	- 	- 	- 442 7 	- - 	- 	- 	7001 - - 

Talapona 	973 	3 	1 349 2 	2 - 	4 	- 	877 - - 

Tinern 	- 	- 	- - - 	- - 	- 	- 	- - - 

Damao 	11 	5 	3 118 - 	- 2 	9 	- 	1717 9 - 

Diu 	1740 	- 	- 1 6 	- 13 	- 	- 	- - - 

Total 	15890 	2 	1 1084 10 	2 4737 	10 	2 	12442 7 - 

This information is from the Principal customs-house of Nova Goa, 17 th  November, 1877. The Director 
and Administrator general of the custom-house, Ernesto Frederico Pereira Marecos, in Bo/etim ..., dated 
18''' March, 1870, N. ° 21, pp. 190-91. 
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Customs-house Records of the Import of Rice and Paddy in Goa, Daman and Diu for the 

Year 1872-73. 

Designation 1872 - 1873 

of the Rice Paddy 

customs-houses 	By Sea By Land By Sea By Land 

Candis Was Curios.  C M 	C C M C C M 	C 

Nova Goa 0748 	4 - - - 	- 3557 16 - - - 	- 

Betul 1432 	- - - - 	- 25 7 - -- - 	-- 

Chapora 1773 	14 2'/2 20 1 	2 1962 2 2 10 15 	- 

Doromarogo - 	- - 55 8 	- - 1193 14 	- 

Sanquelim - 	- - 618 - 	- - - - 1057 12 	- 

Sanguem - 	- - 387 15 	- - - - 5980 16 	- 

Talapona 372 	- - 556 4 	- - 6 - 502 2 	l'A 

Tinem - 	- - 213 8 	- - - - 1914 4 	" 

Darn5o 67 	19 1 151 15 	1 2 11 - 1912 19 	PA 

Diu 1 	- - - - 	- 21 - - - - 	, 

Total 14395 	8 'A 2002 12 	- 5569 2 2 12572 3 	- 
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Import of Rice and Paddy in Goa, Daman and Diu for the Year 1873-74. 

Designation 1873 - 1874 

of the Rice Paddy 

customs-houses 	By Sea By Land By Sea By Land 

Candis Mdos Curos C M C C MC C M C 

Nova Goa 1980 	10 - - - - 658 4 - 	- - - 

Betul 540 	- - - - - - - - 	- - - 

Chapora 925 	1 1 19 3 1 635 5 2 	7 0 - 

Doromarogo - 	- - 328 19 1 - - - 	2355 4 - 

Sanquel im - - - - - - - 	- 15 - 

Sanguem - 	- - 749 1 - - - - 	5908 2 - 

Talapona 257 	4 2 323 6 - 13 3 1 	379 2 2 

Tinem - - 554 1 .0 - - - 	1136 12 - 

Damao 5 	18 1 10 12 1 - - - 	982 16 1 

Diu 1743 	- - 2 - - 23 - - 	- - - 

Total 8451 	14 1 1987 11 2 329 12 1 	10770 - - 
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Import of Rice and Paddy in Goa, Daman and Diu for the Year 1874-75. 

Designation 1874 - 1875 

of the Rice Paddy 

customs-houses 	By Sea By Land By Sea By Land 

_ Candis Milos Curds C M C C M C C M C 

Nova Goa 7730 	4 - - - - 297 - - - 

Betul 701 	8 - - - - 402 16 - - - - 

Chapora 704 	13 - 15 - 2 373 13 1 3 8 - 

Doromarogo 896 14 - - - - 3786 11 - 

Sanquelim - 	- - 2681 7 1 - - - 2493 7 - 

Sanguem - 	- - 1186 16 2 - - - 6488 5 2 

Talapona 215 	- 2 194 4 1 57 6- 1580 5 2 

Tinem - 	- - 1930 13 - - - - 2759 6 2 

DamAo 6 	7 - 8 10 1 - - - 1061 12 - 

Diu 923 	6 - 2 - - 20 9 - - - - 

1 Total 10280 	- 2 6915 6 1 1151 4 1 18172 16 - 
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Import of Rice and Paddy in Goa, Daman and Diu for the Year 1875-76. 

Designation 1875 - 1876 

of the Rice Paddy 

customs-houses 	By Sea By Land By Sea By Land 

Candis Maos-Curos 	C M C C MC 	C M C 

Nova Goa 4811 	5 - - - 	- 1069 12 	6 	- - - 

Betul 1483 	- - - - 	- 4 10 	2 	- - - 

Chapora 1159 	19 2 21 2 	1 1038 5 	- 	6 18 - 

Doromarogo - 	- - 100 14 	- - . 	- 	- 	2288 18 - 

Sanquelim - 	- - 2642 15 	- - - 	- 	2975 4 l'A 

Sanguem - 	- - 1552 1 	1 - - 	- 	8216 9 - 

Talapona 421 	1 1 286 6 	1 94 3 	11 	1147 5 - 

Tinem - 	- - 3129 - - - 	- 	3693 7 - 

Damao 1 	11 2 15 7 	2 - -- 	1106 2 1 

Diu 829 	1 - 2 1 	- 19 - 	- 	- - - 

Total 8705 	18 2 7749 7 	2 2225 13 	- 	19434 3 21/2 
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Appendix 6.2 

Salt Manufactures in Goa: 1880-1891 2  

(i) Salcete 

Year Number of salt-works Net production in Indian moos 

Operational in each year 

1880 136 103,426 

1881 164 98,604 

1882 164 111,604 

1883 36 23,369 

1884 -- -- 

1885 95 56,340 

1886 104 70,475 

1887 108 81,780 

1888 101 25,980 

1889 114 118,782 

1890 112 84,934 

1891 111 136,481 

2 
Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Poriugueza Escudos Econoinico-Sociaes, Nova Goa: Imprensa 

Nacional, pp. 213-217; Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, Regimen do Sal, akbar_y e Alfandegas da India, 
Lisboa: Typographia Universal, 1905, pp. 112-116. 
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(ii) Bardez 

Year Number of salt-works Net production in Indian moos 

Operational in each year 

1880 61 139,193 

1881 64 141,234 

1882 63 124,788 

1883 52 138,172 

1884 54 155,463 

1885 61 137,040 

1886 61 126,016 

1887 64 . 	149,412 

1888 61 106,853 

1889 62 41,109 

1890 62 139,902 

1891 61 174,838 

(iii) Ilhas 

Year Number of salt-works Net production in Indian IntiOS 

Operational in each year 

1880 55 114,430 

1881 83 189,234 

1882 81 150,212 
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1883 3 1,473 

1884 21 32,118 

1885 65 138,078 

1886 55 125,165 

1887 56 143,623 

1888 53 83,400 

1889 82 206,969 

1890 84 219,453 

1891 80 273, 951 

(iv) Pemem 

Year Number of salt-works Net production in Indian rnaos 

Operational in each year 

1880 11 17,103 

1881 19 28,434 

1882 19 26,572 

1883 18 26,237 

1884 12 23,638 

1885 17 26,911 

1886 17 20,844 

1887 16 28,530 

1888 17 20,631 
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1889 19 26,712 

1890 17 22,955 

1891 16 22,006 
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Appendix 7.1 

General Trends of Emigration from Goa in 1900. 

Taluka of llhas. 

Number of 

emigrants 

above 15 

years. 

M. 	F. 

Number of 

emigrants 

below 15 

years. 

M. 	F. 

Percentage of 

emigrants. 

Total emigrants 

Total 	M 	F 

Dc facto population. 

Total 	M 	F 

Agacaim 113 52 - 5.7% 165 113 52 2898 1428 1470 

Batim 78 23 - - 5.5% 101 78 23 1894 881 923 

Corlim 140 30 - - 6.0% 170 140 30 2840 1387 1453 

Goa Velha 112 40 15 4 3.5% 171 127 44 4828 2403 2425 

Grata 30 20 20 15 11.4% 85 50 35 743 346 397 

Merces 57 21 4 2 2.4% 84 61 23 3442 1707 1735 

Neura 185 60 - - 5.3% 245 185 60 4620 2250 2370 

Panjim ? ? ? ? ? ? 9588 5235 4353 

Piedade 383 75 35 25 21.1% 518 418 100 2363 1020 1343 

Ribandar 121 51 18 8 5.5% 198 139 59 3407 1596 1811 

S. Bartelomeu 472 41 17 19 18.5% 549 489 60 2996 1382 1614 

S. Bras 89 21 6 2 4.0% 118 95 23 2917 1399 1518 

S. Estevam 392 91 46 26 12.8% 555 438 117 4325 2173 2152 

S. Matias 199 11 7 3 14.4% 220 206 14 1521 714 807 

S. Pedro 3 - - - 0.5% 3 3 - 580 348 252 

S. Cruz 220 109 39 24 8.2% 392 259 133 4604 2205 2399 

Taleigao 98 35 17 12 3.4% 162 115 47 5352 2636 2716 

Total 2692 680 224 140 7.5% 3736 2916 820 58810 29091 29719 

The data is taken from Froilano de Melo & Sertorio C. Lobo. "Contribuicao ao Estado da Emiera4y7G cm 

Goa", in SCPIP, pp. 78-105. 
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Taluka of 

Ilhas. 

Emigration 

to British 

India. 

Emigration to 

Africa and 

other parts of 

the world. 

The number of 

emigrants who knew 

to read and write. 

M 	F 	% 

The number of 

illiterates who 

emigrated. 

M 	F 	% 

Agacaim 157 10 18 	- 	10.9% 95 	52 	89% 

Batim 299 2 10 	2 	11.8% 68 	21 	88% 

Corlim 166 4 40 	5 	26.4% 100 	25 	73.5% 

Goa Velha 167 4 15 	2 	9.9% 112 	42 	89% 

Grata 80 10 30 	20 	58.8% 15 	10 	29.4% 

Merces 74 10 23 	- 	27.3% 40 	21 	72.6% 

Neura 182 3 30 	- 	12.2% 155 	60 	87.7% 

Panjim 
e? ? 	? 1 	? 	? 

Piedade 512 6 200 	30 	46.3% 217 	70 	55.4% 

Ribandar 166 32 93 	48 	71.2% 38 	10 	28.7% 

S. Bartelomeu 509 40 304 	14 	57.9% 185 	46 	43.8% 

S. Bras 117 1 18 	- 	5 	19.5% 72 	23 	80.5% 

S. Estevam 545 10 

• 

155 	35 	34.4% 283 	82 	65.7% 

S. Matias 213 7 148 	31 	81.8% 129 	7 	61.8% 

S. Pedro 3 - 2 	- 	66.6% 1 	- 	33.5% 

S. Cruz 285 107 92 	15 	27.0% 164 	21 	72.7% 

Taleigao 118 41 46 	2 	29.6% 69 	45 	70.3% 

Total 2539 201 1224 	209 41.8% 1741 	644 64.2% 
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Taluka of 

Salcete 

Number of 

emigrants 

above 15 

years. 

M. 	F 

Number of 

emigrants 

below IS 

years. 

M. 	F 

Percentage 

of emigrants. 

Total emigrants 

Total 	M 	F 

De facto population 

Total 	M 	F 

Assolna 700 15 42 12 19.6% 769 742 27 3917 1725 2182 

Benaulim 135 88 15 II 3.7% 249 150 99 6630 3036 3594 

Betalbatim 210 120 35 48 19.2% 413 245 168 2135 981 1154 

Carmona 250 50 25 20 8.9% 345 275 70 3860 1612 2248 

Chandor 120 29 12 2 4.0% 163 132 31 4001 1782 2219 

Chicalim 38 19 - - 4.4% 57 38 19 1267 605 662 

Chinchinim 1000 100 150 50 14.6% 1300 1150 150 8898 4021 4877 

Colva - - - - - - - - 3715 1790 1925 

Cortal im 210 70 20 15 5.2% 315 230 85 5986 3008 2978 

Cuncolim 2270 20 200 10 3.9% 2500 2470 30 8077 3844 4233 

Curtorim ? ? ? - ? - - 5821 2621 3200 

Loutolim 109 56 12 6 4.1% 183 121 62 4418 1977 2441 

M acasan a 400 175 50 30 45.8% 655 450 205 1430 613 817 

Majorda 412 65 15 5 12.2% 497 427 70 4073 1897 2176 

Margao 300 50 50 20 5.3% 420 350 70 7801 3629 4172 

Mormugao 120 45 20 15 3.3% 200 140 60 5991 3390 2601 

Navelim 550 50 50 20 8.8% 670 600 70 7613 3565 4048 

Nuvem 98 32 4 6 4.0% 140 102 38 3496 1666 1830 

Orlim 75 12 8 3 7.1% 98 83 15 1363 605 758 

Paroda 32 - - - 2.4% 32 32 - 1281 597 684 

Rachol 150 100 20 35 2.1% 305 170 135 1391 735 656 

Raia 1600 900 700 500 57.0% 3700 2300 1400 6489 2892 3597 

S. Jose de 

Areal 

235 140 20 15 28.1% 410 255 155 1455 575 880 

S. Tome - - - - - - - - 2583 1203 1380 
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Seraulim 75 30 5 3 1.7% 113 80 33 963 417 546 

V arca - - - - - - - - 2900 1285 1615 

Velcao 170 50 5 4 14.0% 229 175 54 1630 751 879 

Velim 129 10 60 5 24.5% 1365 1350 15 5564 2410 3154 

Verna 200 150 50 25 9.9% 425 250 475 4290 1968 2322 

Total 10749 2376 1568 860 14.9% 15553 12317 3236 119039 55211 63827 
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Taluka of 

Salcete 

Emigratio 

n to 

British 

India. 

Emigration 

to Africa and 

other parts 

of the world. 

The number of 

emigrants who 

knew to read and 

write. 

M 	F 	% 

The number of 

illiterates who 

emigrated. 

M 	F 	% 

Assolna 695 74 438 11 58.3 300 20 41.6 

Benaul im 207 42 33 5 15.2 117 94 84.7 

Betalbatim 292 38 21 4 6.0 189 116 73.8 

Carmona 260 30 60 15 21.7 180 200 

Chandor 140 23 80 4 51.5 54 25 48.4 

Chicalim 42 15 14 - 24.5 24 19 78.8 

Chinchinim 1100 50 1000 20 78.4 150 130 21.5 

Colva - - - - - - - 

Cortali m ? ? 20 - - ? ? - 

Cuncol im 2480 20 1057 300 5.4 2188 15 88.1 

Curtorim ? ? ? ? ? ? 

Loutol im 156 27 55 - 30.0 66 62 69.9 

M acasan a 653 2 20 - 3.0 380 175 84.7 

Majorda 417 60 81 6 17.5 332 60 90.3 

Margao 255 165 355 55 92.8 15 15 7.9 

Mormugao 165 35 56 20 38.0 74 50 62.0 

Navel im 525 145 200 10 4.4 400 60 68.6 

Nuvem 95 35 8 - 5.7 90 32 87.1 

Orlim 62 25 34 - 34.6 32 23 56.1 

Paroda 25 7 8 - 25.0 24 - 75.0 

Rachol 250 50 10 - 3.2 98 97 63.9 

Rai a 3200 500 850 50 24.3 1500 1350 77.2 

S. Jose de 

Areal 

400 10 20 - 4.8 235 155 95.2 

S. Tome - - - - - - - - 
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Scraulim 93 12 16 - - 235 30 8.5 

Varca - - - - - - - - 

Vcicao 194 26 125 10 58.9 45 40 41.4 

Velim 1340 25 850 5 62.6 500 10 37.3 

Verna 350 175 76 2 18.3 400 47 105.3 

Total 13092 1519 5467 517 38.5 7628 2825 61.3 
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Taluka of 

Bardez 

Number of 

emigrants 

above 15 years. 

M. 	F. 

Number of 

emigrants 

below IS 

years. 

M. 	F. 

Percentage 

of 

emigrants. 

Total emigrants 

Total 	M 

De facto population. 

Total 	M 

Aldona 850 220 125 80 15.5 1275 975 300 8274 3286 4988 

Anjuna 2644 498 210 41 50.6 3399 2860 539 6711 2970 3739 

As sagao 750 250 70 80 36.1 1150 820 330 3180 1382 1798 

Assonora 300 100 60 30 16.8 490 360 130 2902 1319 1583 

Calangute 800 450 100 100 18.8 1450 900 550 7700 3472 4228 

Candolim 1750 225 160 15 34.7 2150 1910 240 6182 2745 3437 

Colvale 367 7 57 10 13.0 641 624 17 4897 2159 2738 

Guirim 680 180 220 80 29.8 1160 900 260 3891 1695 2196 

Mapuca 1800 700 600 200 30.3 3300 2400 900 10876 5365 5510 

Moira 450 150 100 50 29.8 750 550 200 2517 1040 1477 

Nachinola 184 20 21 15 23.5 240 205 35 1017 416 601 

Nagoa 732 99 85 58 28.3 974 817 157 3434 1428 2006 

Nerul 275 175 30 15 20.6 495 305 190 2392 1054 1338 

Oxel 208 55 49 10 11.1 322 257 65 2891 1299 1592 

Parra 1000 100 100 50 26.6 1250 1100 150 4696 1919 2777 

Pilerne 400 60 25 15 25.5 500 425 75 1949 866 1083 

Pomburpa 200 49 40 10 8.9 299 240 59 3350 1612 1738 

Penha de 

Franca 

125 30 15 - 8.4 170 140 30 2023 958 1065 

Reis Magos 300 100 	47 50 10 17.9 460 350 110 2588 1233 1355 

Revora 385 69 	. 	25 20 ' 13.1 499 410 89 3798 1707 2091 

Sal igao 400 100 	75 40 17.2 615 475 140 3571 1459 2112 

Siolim ? ? ? ? ? 8343 3606 4737 

Socorro 1200 200 	150 60 46.7 1610 1350 260 3444 1504 1940 

Salvador do 340 84 	83 36 24.6 543 423 120 2199 956 1243 
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Mundo 

Tivim 1500 900 500 100 52.6  3000 2000 1000 5700 2289 3411 

Ucassaim 800 300 200 100 41.3 1400 1000 400 3387 1425 1962 

Total 18640 5121 3156 1225 25.1 28142 21796 6346 111912 49164 62748 

4 
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Taluka of 

Bardez 

Emigration 

to British 

India. 

Emigration 

to Africa and 

other parts 

of the world. 

The number of 

emigrants who 

knew to read and 

write. 

M 	F 	% 

The number of 

illiterates who 

emigrated. 

M 	F 	% 

Aldona 1124 151 330 155 37.9 630 160 61.9 

Anjuna 2804 595 841 41 25.9 2019 498 74.0 

Assagao 950 200 ? ? 

Assonora ? 250 25 58.5 150 75 47.8 

Calangute 1250 200 400 330 51.7 400 300 48.2 

Candolim 1650 500 1460 70 71.1 450 170 28.8 

Colvale 531 43 106 - 16.5 451 17 73.0 

Guirim 700 400 740 180 79.3 100 80 15.5 

Mapuca 3000 300 1000 500 45.4 700 300 30.3 

Moira 250 500 475 70 72.6 75 130 27.3 

Nachinola 172 12 56 9 27.0 128 11 57.9 

Nagoa 835 139 418 42 42.5 399 115 47.2 

Nerul 350 100 250 100 70.7 300 150 90.9 

Oxel 300 22 60 17 23.9 230 15 76.0 

Parra 950 300 200 50 20.0 900 100 80.0 

Pilerne 300 160 200 70 54.0 150 40 38.0 

Pomburpa 259 40 134 - 44.8 140 25 55.1 

Penha de 

Franca 

150 5 65 13 45.9 50 25 44.1 

Reis Magos 345 115 200 25 48.9 100 75 38.0 

Revora 480 19 178 20 39.6 232 69 60.3 

Sal igao 410 205 345 65 66.6 130 75 33.3 

Siolim ? ? ? - ? - 

Socorro 1100 500 1200 200 83.2 150 60 12.5 

Salvador do 458 85 331 65 72.9 92 55 27.5 
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Mundo 

Tivim 2500 500 1800 900 90.0 200 100 10.0 

Ucassaim 800 200 300 50 25.0 500 150 46.4 

Total 20193 5771 11339 3017 50.9 8676 2795 48.5 
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Taluka of 

Sanquelim 

Number of 

emigrants 

above 15 

years. 

M. 	F. 

Number of 

emigrants 

below 15 

years. 

M. 	F. 

Percentage of 

emigrants. 

Total emigrants 

Total 	M 	F 

De facto population 

Total 	M 	F 

Amona 20 3 - - 1.2% 23 20 3 1813 857 956 

Arvalem 31 8 12 - 4.8% 51 43 8 1030 502 528 

Aturli - - - - - - 526 241 285 

Bordem 20 2 3 - 1.1% 25 23 2 1342 623 719 

Carapur - - - - - - - 2228 1033 4495 

Bicholim 124 31 9 3 5.5% 167 133 34 2981 1442 1539 

Sanquelim 8 - 4 - 0.7% 12 12 - 1495 725 770 

Cotombo - - - - - - - - 2019 1071 948 

Cudnem - - - - - - - 874 442 432 

Latabarxem 15 20 - - 0.9% 35 15 20 3531 1724 1807 

Maem 10 2 - - 0.7% 12 10 2 1695 862 733 

Mencurem 15 I - - 1.9% 16 15 1 783 350 433 

Navelim 25 - - - - 25 25 - 823 428 395 

Piligao 2 - - - 0.08% 2 2 - 2446 1199 1247 

Salem 40 - - - 0.2% 40 40 - 1445 707 738 

Sirgao 5 10 - - 0.8% II 5 10 1721 804 917 

Usgao 400 20 100 10 2.5% 530 500 30 2582 1296 1286 

Velgnem - - - - - - - 1440 718 722 

Total 715 97 128 13 3.1% 953 843 110 30719 14965 15754 
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Taluka of 

Sanquelim 

Emigratio 

n to 

British 

India 

Total 

emigration 

to Africa 

and other 

parts of 

the world. 

The number of 

emigrants who 

knew to read and 

write. 

M 	F 	"A) 

The number of 

illiterates who 

emigrated. 

M 	F 	"A) 

Amona 23 - 17 2 82.6 3 1 	17.3 

Arvalcm 47 4 28 - 54.9 15 8 	45.0 

Aturli - - - - - - - 	- 

Bordem 21 1 - - - 20 2 	100.0 

Carapur - - - - - - - 	- 

Bicholim ? ? ? ? - ? - 

Sanquelim 10 2 7 - - 5 - 	- 

Cotombo - - - - - - - 	- 

Cudnem - - - - - - - 	- 

Latabarxem 35 - 15 10 71.4 - 10 	28.5 

Maem 12 - 4 - 33.3 6 2 	66.6 

Mencurem 16 - - - - 15 I 	100.0 

Navel im 25 - 6 - 24.0 19 - 	76.0 

Pi ligao 2 - - - - 2 - 	100.0 

Salem 40 - - - - 40 • 	100.0 

Sirgao 15 - - - - 5 10 	100.0 

Usgao 523 7 5 - 0.9 495 30 	99.0 

Velgnem - - - - - - - 	- 

Total 769 14 82 12 9.8 625 64 	77.5 
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Taluka of 

Satari 

Number of 

emigrants 

above 15 

years. 

M. 	F. 

Number of 

emigrants 

below 15 

years. 

M. 	F. 

Perccntag 

e of 

emigrants 

. 

Total emigrants 

Total 	M 	F 

Dc facto population 

Total 	M 	F 

Caramzol - 	 - - 	 - - - 	 - - - - - 

Codal - 	 - -- - - 	 - - - - - 

Cotarem - 	 - -- - - 	 - - - - - 

Onda 5 	1 - 	 - 0.1 6 	5 1 5842 2968 2874 

Quelaudem 1 	- - 	 - 0.03 I 	I - 3256 1721 1535 

Valpoi - 	 - -- - - - - - - 

Total 6 	1 - 0.07 7 	6 I 19396 9558 9838 

Taluka of 

Satari 

Emigratio 

n to 

British 

India 

Emigration 

to Africa and 

other parts 

of the world 

The number of 

emigrants who 

knew to read and 

write. 

M 	F 	% 

The number of 

illiterates who 

emigrated. 

M 	F 	0/) 

Caramzol - - - - - - - - 

Codal - - - - - - - - 

Cotarem - - - - - - - - 

Onda 6 2 33.3 3 I 66.6 

Quclaudcin I - - - - 1 - 100.0 

Valpoi - - - - - - - _ 

Total 
s. 

7 2 - 28.5 4 1 71.4 
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Taluka of 

Ponda 

Number of 

emigrants 

above 15 

years. 

M. 	F. 

Number of 

emigrants 

below 15 

years. 

M. 	F 

Percentage 

of emigrants. 

Total emigrants 

Total 	M 	F 

De facto population. 

Total 	M 	F 

Bandora 30 	53 11 	13 2.8% 107 41 66 7745 3902 3843 

Borim 49 	1 I 4 	6 2.1% 70 53 17 3225 1607 1618 

13ctqui 2 	- - 0.1% 2 2 1946 952 994 

Candiapar I 	- - 0.05% I I - 1931 958 973 

Conxem - 	- - - - - 738 387 351 

Cundaim - 	- - 	- - - - - 3027 1475 1552 

Curti - 	- - 	- - - - - 1577 795 762 

Marcaim - 	- - 	- - - - - 3068 1533 1555 

Margao 72 	12 7 3.0% 91 79 12 2485 1183 1302 

Panchvadi 106 	I I 	I 8.9% 108 106 2 2027 976 1051 

Priol 25 	28 4 	7 2.0% 64 29 35 3188 1571 1617 

Querim II 	8 - 	2 0.8% 21 11 10 2466 1250 1216 

Quela 36 	35 1 	6 1.2% 78 37 41 6010 3138 2872 

Siroda 151 	76 23 	21 4.0% 271 174 97 6733 3258 3475 

Talaulirn - 	- - 	- - - - - 1340 669 671 

Velinga 12 	10 4 	6 3.4% 32 16 16 915 443 472 

Verem 9 	I - 	- 0.2% 10 9 I 3869 1958 1911 

Total 503 	235 55 	62 1.7% 855 558 297 48337 24051 24286 
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Taluka of 

Ponda 

Emigration to 

British India 

Emigration 

to Africa and 

other parts 

of the world 

The number of 

emigrants who 

knew to read and 

write. 

M 	F 	% 

The. number of 

illiterates who 

emigrated. 

M 	F 	% 

. Bandora 107 - 18 29 43.9 23 	37 	6.0 

Borim 70 - 21 30 30.0 30 	17 	67.1 

Betqu i 2 - 2 - 10.0 - 	- 	- 

Candi aria - - - - - - 	- 	- 

Conxem - - - - - - 	- 	- 

Cundaim - - - - - - 	- 	- 

Curti - - - - - - 	- 	- 

Marcaim - - - - - - 	- 

Margao 89 2 7 - 7.6 72 	12 92.3 

Panchvadi 108 - - - - 100 	2 	10.0 

Priol 64 17 27 68.7 12 	8 	31.2 

Querim 21 - 11 8 90.4 2 	- 	9.5 

Quela 77 1 14 4 23.0 28 	32 	76.9 

Siroda 266 5 39 41 29.5 141 	50 	70.4 

Talaulim - - - - - - 	- 	- 

Velinga 32 - 4 6 31.2 12 	10 	68.7 

Verem 9 1 6 - 60.0 3 	1 	40.0 

Total 845 9 139 145 30.2 439 	169 69.5 
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Taluka of 

Pernem 

Number of 

emigrants 

above 15 years. 

M. 	F. 

Number of 

emigrants 

below 15 years. 

M. 	F. 

Percentage 

of emigrants. 

Total emigrants 

Total 	M 	F 

De facto population 

Total 	M 	F 

Agarvado 22 3 - - 2.9% 25 22 3 871 379 492 

Alorna 65 7 - - 4.1% 72 65 7 1547 1243 304 

Amberem 2 - - - 0.4% 2 2 - 472 186 203 

Arambol 139 6 - - 4.4% 45 139 6 3271 1555 1716 

Cassabe 60 50 12 15 3.7% 137 72 65 3386 1882 1504 

Casnem 1 - - - 0.8% 1 I - 1138 524 614 

Chandel 12 - - - 1.4% 12 12 - 835 406 429 

Corgao 75 45 26 25 5.3% 171 101 70 3224 1547 1677 

Dargalim 58 80 28 9 5.3% 175 86 89 3268 1549 1719 

Ibrampur 6 4 - - 1.9% 10 6 4 524 233 291 

Mandrem 74 34 31 14 3.7% 153 105 48 4112 1807 2305 

Morgim 350 - 50 - 10.1% 400 400 - 3940 1847 2133 

Orzim 9 3 - . 0.5% 12 9 3 2369 1095 1274 

Paliem 6 - - - 0.5% 6 6 - 1108 494 614 

Parxem 80 10 - - 4.0% 90 80 10 2207 937 1270 

Querim 28 4 - - 1.6% 32 28 4 1904 929 975 

Tamboxem 55 25 - - 12.6% 80 55 25 427 214 213 

Tiracol 30 5 - - 7.9% 35 30 5 439 228 211 

Torxem 21 4 - - 2.5% 25 21 4 994 513 481 

Uguem 8 2 - - 1.5% 10 8 2 624 289 335 

Vinora 15 - - - 3.5% 15 IS - - 178 237 

Total 1126 282 147 63 4.4% 1608 1263 345 38563 - - 
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Taluka of 

Pernem 

Emigration 

to British 

India 

Emigration 

to Africa and 

other parts 

of the world 

The number of 

emigrants who 

knew to read and 

write. 

M 	F 	% 

The number of 

illiterates who 

emigrated. 

M 	F 	% 

Agarvado 25 - - - - 22 3 - 

Alorna 72 - 12 - 16.6 53 7 83.3 

Amberem 2 - - - - 2 - - 

Arambol 145 - 34 3 25.5 105 3 74.4 

Cassabe 137 - - - - 72 65 - 

Casnem I - - - 1 - 

Chandel 12 - - - - 12 - 

Corgao 171 - 26 6 18.7 75 64 81.2 

Dargalim 172 3 56 62 67.4 30 27 32.5 

Ibrampur 10 - 2 I 30.0 4 3 70.0 

Mandrem 153 - 74 49 80.3 13 17 19.6 

Morgim 385 15 283 - - 117 - 

Orzi m 12 - 4 - - 5 3 - 

Paliem 6 - - - - 6 - - 

Parxem 90 - 5 6 12.2 75 4 87.7 

Querim 32 - 10 2 37.5 18 2 - 40.0 

Tamboxem 80 - 40 - 50.0 15 35 50.0 

Tiracol 35 - 10 - - 15 5 - 

Torxem 25 - - - - 21 4 - 

Uguem 10 - - - - 8 2 - 

Vinora 15 - - - 15 - - 

Total 1389 18 556 	129 42.8 684 234 53.6 
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Taluka of 

Sanguem 

Emigrants 

above 15 years. 

M. 	F. 

Emigrants 

below 15 years. 

M. 	F. 

Percentage of 

emigrants. 

Total emigrants 

Total 	M 	F 

De facto population 

Total 	M 	F 

Bati 6 5 3 2 1.2% 16 9 7 1306 768 538 

Calem - - - - - - - - 914 516 598 

Curdi 11 22 2 4 2.0% 39 13 26 1858 932 926 

Darbandora 2 - - - 0.1% 2 2 - 1047 542 505 

Molem 30 - - - 1.6% 30 30 - 1850 1040 810 

Nitorlim - - - - - - - - 1854 1023 831 

Quriapale 14 3 2 I 0.6% 20 16 4 3004 1512 1492 

Rivona 51 3 - - 2.9% 54 51 3 1840 1207 633 

Sancordem 50 10 15 - 4.4% 75 65 10 1687 887 800 

Sanguem 32 4 - - 0.8% 36 32 4 4379 2212 2167 

Total 196 47 22 7 1.3% 272 218 54 20399 10799 9600 
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Taluka of 

Sanguem 

Emigratio 

n to 

British 

India 

Emigration 

to Africa and 

other parts 

of the world 

The number of 

emigrants who 

knew to read and 

write. 

M 	F 	% 

The number of 

illiterates who 

emigrated. 

M 	F 	% 

Bati 16 - - - 6.2 9 7 93.7 

Cal em - - - - - - - - 

Curdi 39 - 3 7.6 10 26 66.6 

Darbandora 2 - - - - 2 - 100.0 

Molem 30 - - - - 30 - 100.0 

Nitorl im - - - - - - - - 

Quriapale 20 - 3 I 20.0 14 2 80.0 

Rivona 54 - 3 3 11.1 48 - 88.8 

Sancordem 75 - 5 - 6.6 60 10 93.3 

Sanguem 36 - 19 - 52.7 13 4 47.2 

Total 272 - 34 4 13.9 186 49 86.3 
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Taluka of 

Quepem 

Emigrants 

above IS 

years. 

M. 	F. 

Emigrants 

below 15 

years. 

M. 	F. 

Percentage 

of 

emigrants. 

Total emigrants 

Total 	M 	F 

De facto population 

Total 	M 	F 

Ambaulim 60 4 1 2 2.7 67 61 6 2454 1181 1273 

Amona 75 10 5 3 6.0 93 80 13 1527 761 766 

Arali 2 - 3 - 0.3 5 5 - 1332 714 618 

Assolda 10 6 - - 2.1 16 10 6 730 353 377 

Avedem 55 6 4 - 2.8 65 59 6 2247 1288 959 

Bali 15 - - - 0.4 15 15 - 3174 1659 1515 

Barcem 6 - - - 0.6 6 6 - 932 446 486 

Cacora 20 30 4 2 2.1 56 24 32 2567 1232 1335 

Chic- 

Kelvona 

- - - - - - - - 726 364 362 

Cotombi 14 - - - 0.9 14 - - 717 342 375 

Curchorem 80 15 20 - 7.8 115 100 15 1469 799 670 

Maina - - - - - - - - 1446 798 648 

Molcomem 8 8 - - 1.2 16 8 8 1263 679 684 

Xeldem 25 - - - 2.6 25 25 - 926 435 491 

Total 370 79 37 7 2.5 493 407 86 21508 10712 10796 
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Taluka of 

Quepem 

Emigration 

to British 

India 

Emigration 

to Africa and 

other parts 

of the world 

The number of 

emigrants who 

knew to read and 

write. 

M 	F 	"/0 

The number of 

illiterates who 

emigrated. 

M 	F 	% 

Ambaulim 67 - 18 - 26.8 43 6 73.1 

Amona 93 - 10 - 10.7 70 13 89.2 

Arali 5 - 1 - 2.0 4 - 80.0 

Assolda 16 - - - - 10 6 100 

Avedem - - 12 - 18.4 43 6 75.3 

Bali 15 - 2 - 13.3 13 - 86.6 

Barcem 6 - - - - 6 - 100 

Cacora 56 - 12 28 71.4 12 4 28.5 

Chic-Kelvona - - - - - - - - 

Cotombi 14 - - - - 14 - 100 

Curchorem 115 - 100 15 100 - - - 

Maina - _  - - - - - - 

Molcornem 16 - I - 6.2 7 8 93.7 

Xeldem 25 - - - - 25 - 100 

Total 428 - 156 43 40.3 247 43 58 . 8 
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Appendix 7.2 2  

Taluka of 

Ilhas 

Civil Status of the Emigrants 

Married 	Unmarried 	Widowed 

M 	F 	M 	F 	M 	F 

Catholics Hindus Muslims 

Total Population 

C 	H 	M 

Agacaim 64 25 45 14 14 3 165 - - 2655 233 3 

Batim 21 10 57 13 - - 100 1 - 668 119 - 

Corlim 55 10 84 11 5 5 166 4 - 1444 1396 - 

Goa Velh a 48 22 77 22 2 - 170 - 1 3757 507 25 

G raga 10 8 15 12 4 2 90 - - 410 333 - 

Merces 23 7 40 6 - 8 80 4 - 2172 962 8 

Neura 60 13 125 39 - 8 245 - - 2580 2040 - 

Panjim ? ? ? ? '? 2 2 2 5783 3250 536 

Piedade 232 38 161 32 25 30 518 - - 2079 284 - 

Ribandar 59 16 78 32 2 11 188 10 - 2160 1245 1 

S. Bartelomeu 265 22 224 23 6 9 547 2 - 2748 518 - 

S. Bras 37 3 50 11 8 9 92 26 - 362 2555 - 

S. Estevam 112 29 323 48 7 36 550 5 - 3329 996 - 

S. Matias 111 15 142 12 14 7 220 - - 1231 290 - 

S. Pedro - - 3 - - - 3 - - 300 283 - 

S. Cruz 166 73 73 44 20 16 367 25 - 3705 580 1 

Taleigao ? ? ? ? 162 - - 3880 1447 - 

Total 1263 291 1497 319 107 144 3665 79 3 40630 17551 594 

2  The data is taken from Froilano de Melo & Sertorio C. Lobo, "Contribuicaa ao Estudo du Enfigrocao em 
Goa", in SCPIP, pp. 78-105. 
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Taluka of 

Salcete 

Civil Status of the Emigrants 

Married 	Unmarried 	Widowed 

M 	F 	M 	F 	M 	F 

Catholics Hindus Muslims 

Total Population 

C 	H 	M 

Assolna 380 20 275 25 60 9 ? - - 3514 498 4 

Benaulim 65 38 50 40 20 10 240 - 6430 182 18 

Betalbatim 105 20 55 58 60 45 413 - - 2079 56 - 

Carmona 50 15 14 10 5 7 298 2 - 3725 135 - 

Chandor 100 28 20 9 4 2 263 - 3831 166 4 

Chicalim 18 7 20 12 - - 57 - - 1256 11 - 

Chinchinim 800 80 150 50 200 20 1300 - - 8661 228 9 

Colva - - - - - - - - - 3582 115 18 

Cortalim 50 10 170 70 10 5 312 3 - 5287 689 8 

Cuncolim 1720 20 72 10 50 - 2500 - - 5463 2409 205 

Curtorim ? ? ? ? ? ? 5756 63 2 

Loutolim 32 15 62 25 15 16 183 - - 4717 301 - 

Macasana 350 100 40 40 10 35 665 - - 1421 9 

Majorda 145 30 195 32 30 45 477 - - 3876 183 14 

Margao 90 20 190 40 70 10 390 30 - 6662 1098 41 

Mormugao 50 10 88 45 I 155 15 30 3232 2278 406 

Navelim 400 40 140 20 60 10 640 30 - 7323 285 5 

Nuvem 35 10 50 19 13 3 140 - - 3419 77 

Orlim 27 5 25 8 12 10 85 2 - 1328 33 2 

Paroda 22 - 10 - - 32 - - 873 408 - 

Rachol 50 45 100 60 15 35 305 - - 1371 20 - 

Raia 120 250 800 700 300 450 3600 3 - 6286 203 - 

S. Jose dc 

Arcal 

78 25 143 57 34 73 410 - - 1444 II 

S. Tome - - - - - - - - - 2372 188 23 

Scraulim 35 20 25 15 6 4 113 - - 984 2 7 
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Varca - - - - - - -  - 2986 108 6 

Vcicao 60 15 98 30 12 5 216 4 1522 102 6 

Velim 890 10 300 - 165 - 1363 2 - 5284 279 - 

Verna 150 100 125 50 75 25 525 - - 4150 140 - 

Total 6902 933 3965 1425 1224 820 14681 91 30 107871 10275 779 
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Taluka of 

Bardez 

Civil Status of the Emigrants 

Married 	Unmarried 	Widowed 

M 	F 	M 	F 	M 	F 

Catholics Hindus Muslims 

Total Population 

C 	H M 

Aldona 530 175 280 240 12 38 1268 7 - 7411 858 5 

Anjuna 817 375 911 112 132 52 3373 26 - 4661 2059 3 

Assagao 475 180 250 50 30 15 1000 - - 2397 783 - 

Assonora 145 35 140 25 95 60 480 20 - 1778 1124 - 

Calangute 400 175 400 250 100 128 1400 50 - 8262 1237 23 

Candolim 985 145 630 25 135 55 2148 2 - 5345 801 33 

Colvale 319 7 216 10 22 - ? ? ? 2847 2079 I 

Guirim 450 160 340 80 50 20 1082 8 - 3312 579 - 

Mapuca 800 400 700 300 200 100 3200 100 - 7321 4555 89 

Moira 420 140 85 35 45 25 750 - - 2253 264 - 

Nachinola 90 15 90 4 4 3 947 70 - 

Nagoa 424 73 380 60 13 18 948 26 - 263 821 - 

Nerul 300 150 125 12 40 15 395 20 - 1405 987 - 

Oxel 130 25 76 22 59 10 250 72 - 1209 1682 - 

Parra 800 100 250 35 50 15 ? - 4108 588 - 

Pilerne 160 70 120 30 45 35 450 10 - 1685 269 - 

Pomburpa 160 40 40 10 30 19 297 2 - 2580 369 1 

Penha dc 

Franca 

50 10 60 15 15 5 ? ? ? 1065 958 - 

Reis Magos 700 20 125 15 75 65 350 50 - 1219 1367 2 

Revora 215 53 187 28 8 8 ? ? ? 1201 2597 - 

Saligao 375 125 380 120 460 40 475 25 - 3261 304 I 

Siolim ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 6114 2219 10 

Socorro 450 110 600 80 150 40 1608 2 - 3068 374 2 

Salvador do 

Mundo 

184 40 232 77 7 3 543 - - 1638 559 4 
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Tivim 1050 855 800 100 150 45 2996 4 	- 5117 583 - 

11cassaim 600 100 150 25 50 75 7 '? 2767 61 8 - 

Total 12029 3578 7567 1760 1977 889 23013 424 	- 82049 29694 164 
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Taluka of 

Pernem 

Civil Status of the Emigrants 

Married 	Unmarried 	Widowed 

M 	F 	M 	F 	M 	F 

Catholics Hindus Muslims 

Total Population 

C 	H M 

Agarvado 19 - 3 3 - - 25 - - 232 639 - 

Alorna 49 6 16 - I I 30 35 - 151 2395 - 

Amberem - - 2 - - - 2 - - 87 302 - 

Arambol 125 3 6 3 8 - 137 8 - 1101 2165 2 

Cassabe 20 - 52 65 - - 20 117 - 366 3465 45 

Casnem I - - - - - - I - 38 101 

Chandel 8 - 4 - - - ? - - 41 789 8 

Corgao 63 23 38 45 - 2 78 91 2 514 2550 99 

Dargalim 40 3 31 82 15 4 37 134 4 314 2854 77 

Ibrampur 5 - I 4 - - - 10 - 32 4987 

Mandrem 48 17 38 48 1 1 36 117 - 1103 2509 - 

Morgim 300 - 60 - 40 - 90 310 - 1389 2754 - 

Ozori m 7 - 2 3 - - 5 7 - 37 9587 - 

Paliem 4 - 2 - - - 5 3 - 67 1029 - 

Parxem 70 - - 10 10 - 30 60 - 354 1824 29 

Querim 23 - 5 3 - 1 17 15 - 320 1587 - 

Tamboxem 50 10 5 5 - 10 20 60 - 48 379 - 

Tiracol 20 - 5 2 5 3 35 - - 426 13 - 

Torxem 20 3 1 - - 1 - 25 - 23 966 5 

Uguem 6 1 2 - - 1 5 5 - 26 598 - 

Vinora 8 - 7 - - - 15 - - 403 2 

Total 886 66 290 273 80 24 572 1013 6 7015 31252 296 
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Taluka of 

Sanquelim 

Civil Status of the Emigrants 

Married 	Unmarried 

M 	F 	M 	F 

Widowed 

M 	F 

Catholics llindus Muslims 

Total Population 

C 	I-I M 

Amona 15 - 5 3 - - - 23 76 1759 - 

Arvalcm 13 3 25 5 5 - 51 - 125 897 8 

Aturli - - - - - - - - _ 1 595 - 

Bordem 1I - 8 2 1 - - 22 - 31 1302 9 

Carapur - - - - - - - - - 20 2193 15 

Bicholim 46 15 65 8 13 20 58 100 9 632 1972 381 

Sanquelim 4 - 8 - - - 12 - - 248 1042 216 

Cotombo - - - - - - - - - 145 2658 16 

Cudnem - - - - - - - - - - 874 - 

Latabarxem - - 15 20 - - - 35 58 8468 3 

Maem 8 2 2 - - - - 12 - 61 1633 1 

Mencurem 10 1 4 - - - ? ? - 23 760 - 

Navel im 21 - 4 - - - - 25 - - 822 1 

Piligao 2 - - - - - - 2 - 12 2216 138 

Salem 28 - 12 - - - - 40 - 17 1423 5 

Sirgao - - 5 10 - - - 15 - 49 1734 - 

Usgao 275 10 140 10 85 10 - 10 - 623 1910 12 

Velgnem - - - - - - - - - 99 1338 3 

Total 431 31 293 58 104 30 121 284 9 2215 27654 846 
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Taluka of 

Satari 

Civil Status of the Emigrants 

Married 	Unmarried 

M 	F 	M 	F 

Widowed 

M 	F 

Catholics 	Hindus 	Muslims 

Total Population 

C 	H 	M 

Caranzol - - - 	- - 	- - 	- 	- - - - 

Codal - - - 	- - 	- - 	- 	- - - - 

Cotorem - - - 	- - 	- - 	- 	- - - - 

Onda 3 I - 	- 2 	- - 	6 	- 184 5646 II 

Quelaudem - - 1 	- - 	- - 	? 	- 27 3093 109 

Valpoi - - - 	- - 	- - 	- 	- - - -  

Total 3 1 1 	- 2 	- - 	 - 6 440 16856 685 
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Taluka of 

Ponda 

Civil Status of the Emigrants 

Married 	Unmarried 

M 	F 	M 	F 

Widowed 

M 	F 

Catholics I I ind us 	M usli ins 

Total Population 

C 	II 	M 

Bandora 8 4 36 59 - - 23 84 	- 504 3140 1 

Borim 32 8 13 6 7 3 51 19 446 2859 - 

Betqui 2 - - - - - - 2 	- 96 1851 - 

Candiapar ? - - - - - 9 . - 	 - 651 1311 69 

Conxem - - - - - - - - 	- 53 685 - 

Cundaim - - - - - - 17 1089 121 

Curti - - -  - - - 	- 268 1155 134 

Marcaim - - - - - - - . 	- - 127 3908 23 

Margao 68 10 11 1 1 77 14 	- 275 2145 54 

Panchvadi 62 

1 

- 38 I 6 98 10 	- 165 1044 18 

Priol 7 

3 

4 21 28 1 7 57 	- 596 2567 25 

Querim 2 2 11 8 - - 1 20 	- 596 1859 1 

Quela 15 

7 

6 28 21 1 67 11 	- 921 4880 209 

Siroda 73 

14 

5 101 77 1 166 105 	- 2337 4322 74 

Talaulim - - - - - - - - 	- 102 1239 - 

Vel inga - - 16 16 - - 32 	- 251 616 48 

Verem 1 1 8 - - - 3 7 	- 171 3687 7 

Total 273 38 283 217 17 28 493 361 	- 7558 39276 785 
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Taluka of 

Sanguem 

Civil Status of t h e Emigrants 

Married 	Unmarried 

M 	F 	M 	F 

Widowed 

M 	F 

Catholics Hindus Muslims 

Total l'opula(ion 

C 	H 	M 

Bati 4 2 3 3 2 3 10 6 - 420 892 4 

Calcm - - - - - - - - 151 763 - 

Curd i 10 10 1 13 2 3 10 27 2 461 1334 63 

Darbandora - - 2 - - - - ', - 21 1023 

Molem 17 - 13 - - - 7 23 - 304 1542 4 

Nitorlim - - - - - - - - - 140 1712 2 

Quirlapale 6 2 10 2 - - 3 17 - 492 2503 9 

Rivona 26 - 22 3 3 - 48 6 - 602 1233 5 

Saneordem 30 10 30 - 5 - - 75 - 41 1645 1 

Sanguem 13 1 18 3 1 - 22 12 2 1817 1462 200 

Total 103 25 99 23 13 6 100 168 4 4406 15699 291 
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Taluka of 

Quepem 

Civil Shift's of the Emigrants 

Married 	Unmarried 

M 	F 	M 	F 

Widowed 

M 	F 

Catholics Hindus Muslims 

Toial l'opillitt ion 

C 	H 	M 

Ambaulim 48 2 13 3 - I 67 - - 2015 434 7 

Amona 56 8 20 4 4 1 80 10 3 794 670 98 

Arali 1 - 1 - - - 5 - - 666 588 201 

Assolda 7 1 2 4 1 1 9 7 - 355 377 - 

Avcdcm 39 - 1 	I 6 5 65 - 1310 612 35 

Bali 9 - 6 - - - 11 4 - 402 2842 30 

Barcem 3 3 - 6 - - 86 866 - 

Caco ra 6 20 30 - - 10 66 - I106 1466 - 

Chic- 

Xelvona 

- - - - - - - - - 197 529 - 

Cotombi 14 - - - - - 14 - 417 300 - 

Curchorem 55 5 20 8 5 12 10 70 - 518 334 9 

Maina - - - - - - - - - 142 1312 2 

Molcornem 1 I 7 6 - I 3 13 - 551 780 2 

Xcldem 23 - - 2 - 19 6 591 335 

Total 262 17 103 61 17 16 299 176 3 9150 12025 384 
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Appendix 7.3 

(1) Table showing the revenue of the communidac/es of Salcete in the years 1897 

and 1916. 3  

N.° 1 — Salcete 

Communidades of Salcete Revenue in the year 1894 

(Rupees) 

Revenue in the year 1916 

(Rupees) 

Adsulirn 499:00:05 553:15:08 

Aquern 2956:06:07 5885:01:10 1/2 

Arossim 4839:08:06 8603:01:08 1/2 

Benaulim 19147:06:11 25458:14:08 

Betalbatim 7790:10:06 10413:06:10 

Calata 2077:05:07 3707:02:02 1/2 

Camorlim 3948:00:05 9943:02:06 

Cana 255:03:06 913:15:08 

Cansaulim 3204:01:03 4390:09:06 

Carmona 6969:03:07 15858:11:11 	1/2 

Cavelossim 2240:07:07 5522:01:8 7/10 

Cavorim 3544:04:06 11107:05:11 

Chandor 2635:14:09 6825:04:03 

Chicalim 991:10:08 3113:04:11 

Chicolna 157:10:10 1070:14:02 11/32 

Chinchinim 8856:14:05 16365:14:02 

Cachirn 6750:07:00 9994:01:6 1/2 

Colva 5064:15:10 6928:01:06 

Cortalim 6363:01:11 14892:03:02 

3 The revenue for the conommidades of Salcete is taken From Padre Caetano P. Pereira, "A Emigracao do 
Goes", op. cll., pp. 54-57. 
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Curtorim 33892:05:07 44219:02:00 1/12 

Dabolim 89:04:00 154:10:02 

Davorlim 2786:15:08 5171:02:00 17/28 

Deussua 1083:10:08 2020:10:03 3/8 

Dicarpale 2646:00:05 4559:10: 06 1/2 

Doncolim 3148:08:06 5858:00:09 1/2 

Dram apur 4960:10:08 8638:11:03 5/8 

Gandaulim 851:01:09 1029:10:03 1/2 

Gonsua 497:01:05 990:06:09 1/2 

Guirdolim 7387:07:00 11029:85:02 1/2 

Issorcim 395:05:01 703:09:01 1/2 

Loutulim 14341:07:07 21840:15:11 	1/2 

Mac as an a 7598:05:07 13282:04:02 

Majorda 9917:11:09 17051:04:05 1/2 

M argao 25643:15:05 47360:14:07 

Mormugao 2770:00:01 8402:03:05 1/2 

Nagoa 7912:12:07 13265:07:02 

Orlim 3267:12:01 2804:03:38 

Pale 2705:14:02 4188:03:09 

Quelossim 2950:08:10 4769:15:02 

Raia 16563:13:05 25816:04:10 3/4 

Sancoale 3992:02:07 10092:12:11 

Sarzora 4657:08:10 8963:03:02 

Seraulim 5326:14:02 12696:06:02 

Sernabatim 1294:08:08 2854:05:09 '/4 

Sirlim 1730:15:05 3558:04:10 

Telaulim 4725:13:06 8571:05:00 3/28 
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Utorda 7091:08:02 10750:04:09 1/2 

Vadcm 171:12:03 504:13:02 '/! 

Vanchim 769:07:11 1048:06:03 

Varca 9850:02:06 16729:11:04 

Velcao 1114:03:06 1733:00:00 

Verna 8828:10:03 18973:15:08 

Total 289265:14:11 496180:05:10 
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(ii) Table showing the revenue of the communidades of Ilhas in the years 1897 

and 1916. 4  

N.° 2 — llhas 

Communidades of Ilhas Revenue in the year 1897 

(Rupees) 

Revenue in the year 1916 

(Rupees) 

Azossim 7712:13:10 1/2 11465:04:10 5/6 

Bambolim 1417:04:06 4503:11:10 1/2 

Batim 13048:08:08 3/4 16389:01:00 'A 

Calapor 20802:02:07 26816:02:05 5/6 

Caraim 1475:11:06 1903:11:05 'A 

Carambolim 63779:07:07 'A 93927:12:04 '/4 

Chimbel 392:01:00 758:06:01 	'/2 

Chorao 21190:10:09,9 33164:13:0,8 

Corlim 5561:06:01 7857:15:11 

Cugira 1559:04:07 3239:06:00 2/5 

Curca 2198:08:08 'A 3416:10:10 1/2 

Ela 2242:09:04 6984:02:07 

Gancim 5928:05:10 1/8 8350:08:06 1/2 

Goalim-Moula 770:11:01 869:02:09 

Goa-Velha 11869:02:02 16573:08:11 	'/2 

Goltim 9032:04:07'/4 13609:00:03 '/2 

Jua 18155:11:04 '/2 19998:01:01 6/8 

Malar 13209:12:00 1/2 15769:12:1 	1/2 

Mandur 1083:08:09 1521:02:02 1/2 

Mercurim 1083:01:08 1/2 2501:01:08 '/2 

4  The revenue for the C0117171 11171.CICIdeS of llhas is taken from Padre Gaetano P. Pereira, "A Emigracao do 
Goes", op. cit., pp. 54-57. 
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Morombim o grande 10977:08:06 14060:10:01 	'/2 

Morombim 0 pequeno 11803:04:02 12457:01:04 '/2 

Murda 8190:09:03 8965:05:11 

Naroa 1476:15:08 1/8 2319:03:06 

Navelim 12132:05:04 'A 16847:13:00 

Neural o grande 33316:08:03 '/2 37041:09:01 1/2 

Neural o pequeno 876:10:11 991:06:10 '/2 

Ambarim 1788:10:01 850:07:11 5/6 

Renovadim 1460:06:10 2386:06:02 

Talaulim 4215:14:09 4122:09:09 

Taleigao 7991:06:08 '/2 12304:08:09 5/8 

Total 377366:00:02 37/60 401966:10:4 19/120 
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(iii) Table showing the revenue of the communidades of Bardez in the years 1897 

and 1916.' 

N.° 3 — Bardez 

Communidades of Bardes Revenue in the year 1897 

(Rupees) 

Revenue in the year 1916 

(Rupees) 

Aldona 31243:08:11 '/2 40230:12:01 

Anjuna 14560:13:05 21521:03:06 

Arpora 1768:03:06 2973:02:05 

Assagao 4895:00:09 10557:01:08 

Assonora 3890:11:03 10366:07:02 1/2 

Cal an gute 11029:01:11 18723:08:10 

Camorlim 3651:05:09 9954:13:8 '/z 

Canca 779:14:04 1332:08:07 

Colvale 4784:14:09 10509:13:11 

Candolim 9831:02:06 '/2 9242:04:08 '/z 

Cunchelim 21 10:09:1 1 4272:13:07 

Guirim 2698:10:01 4924:07:02 '/z 

Mapuca 10505:10:06 15781:14:04 

Marna 4472:02:11 6548:06:02 

Marra 222:14:10 248:15:08 

Moira 10949:09:09 16018:15:00 

Nachinola 8904:02:0 '/2 10537:04:05 

Nadora 1340:13:02 3339:03:05 /2 

Nagoa 2577:03:08 3849:02:06 

Nerul 6329:06:07 13046:00:1 1 

s The revenue for the communidades of Bardez is taken from Padre Caetano P. Pereira, "A Emigract o do 
Goes", op. cit., pp. 54-57. 
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Olaulim 2533:13:02 2968:12:07 1/2 

Oxel 1710:15:07 2432:1 1:02 1  A 

Paliem 3012:15:07 3870:07:10 

Parra 5019:03:06 6144:05:01 1/2 

Pi lerne 4956:14:05 7612:07:07 1/2 

Pima 2649:04:05 5581:08:07 

Pomburpa 8205:00:10 12562:08:07 

Punola 2732:14:01 4912:13:00 

Revora 3037:12:03 9831:10:05 1/2 

Saligao 10264:01:09 15539:02:05 

Sangolda 7811:11:06 9949:90:11 1/2 

Sirula 14109:12:07 27785:07:02 '/2 

Siolim 8043:09:03 13183:08:02 

Sircaim 1031:13:08 1999:03:11 

Tivim 7706:04:00 11791:11:08 '/2 

Ucassaim 5698:09:06 '/2 7514:06:07 

Verla 3417:00:07 4171:00:08 

Total 228486:12:07 361829:14:05 1/2 
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Appendix 7.4. 

The Value of the Postal Orders sent to Goa for the period from 1893 to 1902: 6  

Year From other Overseas 

Portuguese possessions. 

From British India 

1893 12,288 3,77841 

1894 82,231 3,93,628 

1895 85,418 4,09,108 

1896 62,417 4,25,731 

1897 62,303 5,72,291 

1898 68,861 5,56,369 

1899 25,688 5,58,905 

1900 13,670 5,44,860 

1901 12,800 5,18,332 

1902 16,349 5,24,248 

6  Francisco Xavier Ernesto Fernandes, India Portugueza Escudos EC0110177iCO-SOCiCleS, p. 67. 
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Glossary 

Adventicos 	The new entrants particularly the capitalist class in the 

village communities of Goa in the first two centuries of 

Portuguese rule. 

Agris or agrias 	People working in the salt industry. 

Alcistas 	 Syndicates of capitalist who were specialized in taking the 

lands of village community on lease at the annual or triennial 

auction. 

Aldeas 	 The new entrants particularly the capitalist class in the Villages 

Commissas 	
placed under the administrative charge of the respective Camara 

Geraes. 

Alfande g a( s) 	Customs-house(s). 

Alvara 	 Charter, letter-patent. . 

Arecaes 	 Areca nut plantation. 

Arequeiras 	Type of shares of the village communities. 

ArrematacAo 	AnnuaUtriennial auctioning of the estate of the 

communidades. 

Arrematante 	Highest bidder at the public auction. 

Arrendamento 
	

Refers to the lease of communidade lands for a longer period of 

up to 25 years. 

Bailadeiras 
	

Temple dancing girls. 

Bamanwadas 	Hamlets or wards of exclusive Brahmin residential areas in 

Goa. 
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Barazzan 	 Refers to the twelve (figurative) ancestors who founded 

the agricultural villages and inhabited them for the first 

time. 

Batti 	 Distillery of coconut or cashewfeni. 

Begarins 	 Beggars or land-less labourers. 

Bens de 	 Landed estate owned by the Jesuits before their 

confisco 	 expulsion from Goa. The same was confiscated and later on 

leased to interesting parties. 

Bens 	 Crown property. 

Nacionaes 

Bhatkars 	 Individual private proprietors of landed estate. 

Bhramapuris 	Centres of higher education amongst the Indians. 

Boias 	 People who belonged to the Sudra caste and who 

served in carrying palanquins from one place to another. 

Boiadas 	 Caravan of oxen used for the transport of goods across the 

ghats. 

Bouco 	 Subsidiary associations of the communidades formed for the 

cultivation of low lying rice fields. 

Cabos 	 Military officials who came from the dominant gaunkar 

sections of the rural population. 

Camara Geral 	Highest representative body of the village communities at 

the provincial or taluka level. 

Camara 	 Municipal Council. 
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Municipal 

Caminho de 	Railway route. 

ferro 

Candil 	 Traditional measurement of paddy in Goa which is equivalent 

to one-twentieth of a cumbo. 

Carta Regia 	Royal Letters/Orders. 

Celeiro 	 Public Granary. 

Chaddes 	 Christians claiming descent from the Hindu kshatriyas. 

Chito or passé 	Invoice or bill. 

Clavicularios 	Treasurers of the communidades of Goa. 

Colonos 	 Tenant settlers of the Communidades. 

Communidades 	Village Communities of Goa. 

Confrarias 	Confraternities of the Christian community. 

Conselho 	 Overseas Ministry of Portugal. 

Ultramarino 

Contribuicao 	Tax imposed at the rate of 12% of the gross rural produce 

Predial 	 by the Portuguese government from 1880s onwards. 

Corporao3es de 	Absentee landlordism (?) 

mao morta 

Cuddas 	 The club-houses where the Goan emigrants lived 

in places like Bombay. 

Cumbo 	 Measurement of weight of Paddy equivalent to twenty 

candis. 
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Cuntocar(es) 	They were the neo-capitalist who financed the village 

communities when they passed through troubled times. 

Deficit 	 Cereal deficit for meeting the yearly requirement of the 

Cerealifero 	population. 

Dessaidos 	A form of quasi-feudal system prevalent in the regions of 

New Conquests from the pre-Portuguese period. 

Dessais and 	Feudatory chiefs of the New Conquests. 

S ardessais 

Dizimos 	 Tax charged at the rate of one-tenth of the gross produce of 

paddy, salt and coconuts. 

Eiras 	 Common threshing-floors. 

Eleitos or 	 Members of the governing staff of the Camara Geral elected 

vogaes 	 by the constituent communidades. 

Escrivao 	 Secretary or registrar of the village community. 

Fidei- 	 Family — trusts existent in Goa. 

commissos 

Fieis 	 Guards for watch and ward duties of farm estates. 

Finta 	 Extra tax or imposition exacted from all the inhabitants. 

Foral 	 Charter or Code. 

Foro 	 Tax. 

Foro corrente 	Rent which fluctuated from year to year based on the 

revenue of the communidades. 

Foro limitada 	Fixed rent payable to the communidades by the tenants. 
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Gaumponn 	It was the pre-Portuguese council of the village community. 

Gaunkars 	 Male descendants of the original settlers of the villages in 

Goa through male lineage. 

Gauncarias 	Pre-Portuguese denomination for the communidades of Goa. 

Gramkhorch. 	Tax collected by the village community for meeting 

unforeseen expenses of the village 

Hala 	 An ancient Indian measurement of land. 

Interessados 	The common designation given to all those who had interest 

in the functioning of the village communities but who were 

not members as they were not the male descendant of the 

original settlers. 

Jonn 
	

Entitlement of dividend by the gaunkars of the yearly profits of 

Communidades. 

Jonoeiros 
	

Shareholders of the village communities. 

Khazana 
	

Low-lying rice fields susceptible for inundation during 

tides. 

Culacharins 	Secretaries of the village communities. 

Kumeri 	 Burn and shift cultivation. 

Lagimas 	 Toll tax. 

Laudo 	 Award or verdict of the arbiter. 

Laudemios 	Pension paid by the lessee to the landowner when he alienates 

property. 

Lodo 	 Alluvium/slush brought down by the monsoons which was used 

as a fertilizing agent in the rice fields. 
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Louvados or 
	

Assessors. 

arbitro s 

Mahazania 	Temple trust for the management of the assets of the temple. 

Mahazans 	 Temple trustees. 

Malkhorch 	The tax collected by the village community for the expenses of 

Camara Geral. 

Mandavolli 
	

Customary rules and regulations of the village communities. 

Mandd 
	

Community square used as a meeting place as also for 

socio-religious functions. 

Mareinheiro s 
	People who belonged to the shudra caste and who assisted in the 

navigation of vessels and country crafts. 

Meio Dizimos 
	Tax charged at the rate of 5% on the rice production of the 

communidade controlled land. 

Meio Foros 
	Additional 50 % rent or tax charged by the Portuguese over 

and above what was already being paid by the people before 

1745. 

Melagas 	 Type of shares of the village communities. 

Merces 	 Land grants made by the Portuguese to private people. 

Mith-agors 	Salt-pans. 

Mith Gavdas 	People belonging to the kshatriya caste engaged in salt- 

making. 

Mundkars 	 Tenants working on the landed estate of the individual 

private proprietors, especially in the coconut plantations. 

Namoxins 	Lands given to the temples, temple priests and servants before the 

and/or nelly 
	arrival of the Portuguese. 
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and/or nelly 

Pagoda 	 Hindu temple. 

Palrnares 	 Coconut groves. 

Parashu 	 Axe used by the legendary figure Lord Parashurama. 

Pathashalas 	Institutions for imparting primary education in the 

pre-Portuguese days. 

Portaria 	 Decree. 

Portaria 	 Provincial Decree. 

Provincial 

Procurador(es) 	Procurator(s), attorney(s), etc. 

Reis 	 Fraction of a xerafim. 300 or 360 reis are equal to one 

xerafim. 

Reis Vizinhos 	Neighbouring kings of the Portuguese possessions in India. 

Reparticâo de 	Land-Survey Department. 

Agrimensura 

Renda 	 Rent for the utilization of land paid by the renters and lessees to 

Communidades. 

Rendeiros 	 Revenue farmers. 

Sacador(es) 	Revenue-farmer(s) or tax collector(s). 

Sacadoria 	 Office of the tax collector. 

Senhores de 	Refers to the gaunkars as founders of communidades. 

terra 

Sizas 	 Charges on transfer of land or conveyance tax. 

Sorodio 	 Rabi crops. 
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Subsidio 	 Literary subsidy. 

Litterario 

Tanador—mor 	Administrative head of the taluka of Ilhas during Portuguese 

rule. 

Tangas 	 Specie of shares of the communidades. 

Terlos or vigias 	People with watch and ward duties of the rice fields and 

coconut groves. 

Tor and Cupto 	Refers to the annual repairs of the dykes and embankments by the 

communidades. 

Vangana 	 Kharif crops. 

Vangods 	or 	Constituent sub-division of the communidades based on the 

vangores 

	

	 number of original settlers that founded and settled in a 

village. 

Xerafin 	 It is a Mamluk coin which the Portuguese used for trade 

during the period of their occupation 
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